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Plate No. 1: Exposition des primitifs français en 1904 
Henri II, roi de France
François Clouet, private collection, London.
(Giraudon, photograph taken in 19th C.)
No record remains of the private collection from which it was taken nor where 
the painting is today. The portrait is very similar to the one of Francis I; 
miniature attributed to Clouet c. 1541, Louvre, Paris.
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PREFACE
This thesis has had a long gestation period due in no small regard to the difficulty of 
researching and writing it, separated from the archival sources by 12,000 miles. In all 
there have been four research trips, three of twelve to sixteen weeks duration and an 
extended one of sixteen months in 1985-86. The sheer logistics of moving trunks and 
boxes of books and papers, not to mention clothes for all seasons, from place to place 
during my long research would have been well nigh impossible without the kind and 
generous support of old friends. Therefore, in the process, and at times laboured progress 
of my thesis, I have incurred many debts of both a personal and professional nature, at 
home as well as abroad.
Time and space does not allow for mention of all those to whom I am indebted but 
starting with my first port of call, London, I would particularly like to thank David Tearle 
who has, from the beginning of my research, always made me welcome in his home. I 
should also like to thank Dr. David Potter for acting as my overseas supervisor, and Sir 
Geoffrey Elton who has, in his own words, ‘kept an eye on m e’, during each of my 
research trips to the U.K. I would also like to thank the kindly and helpful staff at that 
unique institution: the Institute of Historical Research at London University. In Scotland, I 
am treated as one of the family by Mrs Mary McKirdy, mother of my old friend and 
colleague, Ethel McKirdy-Walker, with whom I spent a long cold summer in the libraries 
and archives of Scotland, whilst we were researching our respective theses. I am grateful 
that I had an opportunity to meet the late Professor Ian Cowan of Glasgow University 
who, together with Dr. John Durkan, greatly enlightened my view of Scottish history at a 
very early stage of my research. I would also like to thank Professor Geoffrey Barrow and 
Dr. Michael Lynch at the Department of Scottish History at Edinburgh University for their 
advice, and for allowing me to use the Department's excellent library and for sending me 
photocopies of specialist articles not available in Australia. My longest sojourns, 
however, have always been reserved for Paris and I am extremely grateful to M. Michel 
Fleury and Madame Auffray at the Institut Francophone de Paris for facilitating my 
research. I would also like to thank Philippe Vaz for accommodating me in his gorgeous 
apartment in the XVIe, and without whose assistance I would not have able to spend such 
prolonged periods of time at the Archives and Bibliothèque Nationale. Last, but not least in 
Europe, I am sincerely indebted to Father Boyle O.P., Prefetto of the Vatican Library, for 
unravelling the mysteries of the catalogues at the Vatican Library and Archives, and for the 
gift of his book on the late medieval archival sources in the Vatican. I would also like to 
thank Monsignor Charles Burns at the archives and Monsigneur Duval-Arnaud at the 
Vatican Library for their assistance. When in Rome I always stay at the British School
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which is like an Oxford College in the sun and is always filled with interesting people and 
kindly staff, making research in Rome an even greater pleasure.
Although I have spent much time abroad, the major part of my time and the really 
hard work has had to be done at home. At Sydney University, Ann Light, Humanities 
Librarian, and the librarians in the inter-library loans, circulation and audio-visual 
departments at Fisher Library have been a tower of strength and assisted me in more ways 
than I can possibly recount here; I could not have managed without them. I am also 
grateful to Associate-Professor Dexter Hoyos who assisted me with Latin translations and 
Dr. Nerida Newbigin from the Department of Italian who very kindly corrected and largely 
translated a difficult Vatican document written in 16th-century Tuscan. As for 16th-century 
English, Scottish and French palaeography my supervisor, Associate-Professor Sybil M. 
Jack, taught me all the basics so I could read the manuscripts in the European archives and 
libraries. Therefore, I would like to express my gratitude, not only for her professional 
assistance but also for her personal support and friendship throughout these many years 
since my undergraduate days. I am also grateful to my erstwhile lecturer and tutor in Tudor 
History, Dr. Philip Edwards who, with his wife Milena, have encouraged and supported 
me through all the tough times and I know I shall never be able to thank them enough. I 
would also like to thank the members of the Sydney Society for Scottish History and their 
president, Malcolm Broun Q.C., who have allowed me to give numerous papers at Society 
meetings and so extend my ideas and thinking about Scottish history. Nearer to home, I 
would like to thank our family friend, Helen Leslie, for her forebearance and friendship 
and who kept the family at bay whilst I got on with my thesis, which I dedicate to the 
memory of my mother, who was the only member of my family who really understood 
what I was doing; she would have been very pleased with me.
INTRODUCTION
In 1944 Henri Noëll claimed that even though the reign of Henri II was short, it 
was ‘un grand règne’, and that under Henri ‘une France nouvelle, une société nouvelle sont 
nées’.l This statement is somewhat exaggerated, according to Henri II's most recent 
biographer, Professor F.J. Baumgartner, who says that much of what Henri II did ‘was to 
complete trends begun under his father’.2 Nevertheless, Baumgartner, and Henri's other 
recent biographer, Ivan Cloulas,^ have done much to rehabilitate the image depicted by 
Henri Lemonnier^ of Henri II as a failure, who had accepted a disgraceful peace with 
Philip II in 1559 and pursued a shameful policy of persecution of the French Protestants.^ 
Specific policies of Henri II have also been rehabilitated in the past two decades. With 
regard to foreign policy, especially with England and the Empire, Dr. David Potter has has 
pioneered research in this area since the mid-1970s,6 whilst Professor Michel Antoine has 
concentrated on the administration of government under Henri YLJ Together with the recent 
biographies, these studies are beginning to overturn the nineteenth-century 
historiographical picture of abject failure.
Failure is an inappropriate term for Henri II's policies towards Scotland: on the 
contrary they were spectacularly successful. But these successes have been covered by the 
historiographical dust of hindsight. The Scottish Reformation and the outbreak of the 
"Wars of Religion" in France, after Henri II's sudden and unexpected death in 1559, 
together with an extraordinary number of deaths of European secular and ecclesiastical 
rulers,^ greatly altered the complexion of international relations, politics and religion, and 
nullified all that Henri had achieved.
1 H. Noëll, Henri II et la Naissance de la Sociclc Moderne. Paris (1944) p. 324.
2 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. King of France 1547-1559. Duke U.P. (1988) p. x.
3 I. Cloulas, Henri II. Paris (1985); for an extensive and critical historiographical survey of Henri II and his 
reign see Baumgartner’s "Introduction" and Cloulas's "Avant Propos".
4 H. Lemonnier, Henri II. la lutte contre la Maison d'Autriche. 1519-1559. (ce volume est la seconde partie 
du tome V de L'Histoire de France des Origines à la Révolution, dirigée par E. Lavisse, (1907) repr. Paris 
(1983).
5 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. xi.
6 D.L. Potter, ‘Diplomacy in Mid-16th Century: England and France, 1536-1550’, Unpublished Ph. D. 
Thesis, Cambridge (1973); apart from articles on ‘French involvement in the Schmalkadic War...’ (1977), 
‘The Treaty of Boulogne...’ (1982) and (1984) and ‘French Intrigue in Ireland...’ (1983), listed in the 
bibliography see ‘The duc de Guise and the fall of Calais, 1557-1558’, E.H.R.. (1983); ‘A Treason Trial in 
16th-Century France: the fall of Marshal du Biez, 1549-1551’. E.H.R.. (1990).
7 M. Antoine, ‘Institutions françaises en Italie sous le règne de Henri II: gouverneurs et intendants (1547- 
1559)’, Mélanges de l'école française de Rome. Môven Age. Temps Modernes. 94 (1982); ‘Genèse de 
l'institution des intendants’, Journal des Savants. (1982); Professor Antoine is also currently engaged in 
writing a book: ‘Les intendants de Henri II à Louis XIV’.
8 Charles V, 21 September 1558; Mary of Hungary, 18 October 1558; Mary Tudor, 17 November 1558; 
Cardinal Pole, 18 November 1558; Henri II, 10 July 1559; Pope Paul IV, 18 August 1559; Marie de 
Guise, 11 June 1560; François II, 5 December 1560. With the exception of Henri II, all died of old age 
and/or disease.
2Also to suffer from the mistaken benefit of hindsight is the ancient tripartite 
relationship of England, France and Scotland prior to 1560, which historians of sixteenth- 
century Europe, unlike their colleagues of Medieval history, have relegated to virtual 
obscurity; preferring to view this tripartite relationship more in terms of a bipartite one (viz: 
Anglo/Scottish, Anglo/French or Franco/Scottish relations) only adding the third party as a 
"tack" in order to incorporate the indisputable facts. There is no great surprise in this 
relegation, given the almost simultaneous advent of the expanded Habsburg Empire and the 
Reformation, which created the far more important Anglo/Franco/Imperial relationship, to 
which historians of the sixteenth century have directed almost all of their attention. This 
does not mean, however, that the much older Anglo/Franco/Scottish relationship was not 
considered very important by contemporaries, as the opinions of Sir Thomas More and 
Thomas Cromwell have shown, and which were reflected by Shakespeare later in the 
cen tu ry .9 It is, therefore, to the importance accorded contemporaneously to this 
relationship that this thesis has addressed itself, especially to the least considered period of 
the 1550s.
The origins of the Anglo/Franco/Scottish relationship were established in 1295 
when the Scots formed the first defensive/offensive alliance with France against England, 
in order to curtail the incursions and hegemonic ambitions of Edward I. The "Auld 
Alliance", as the Scots referred to their relationship with France, was signed by every 
Scottish and French monarch (with the exception of Louis XI) from 1295 to the mid­
sixteenth century. 10 But by this time fact had become enmeshed with the fable of the 
ancient Scottish kings, engendered by early Scottish historians. The fabulous story of the 
Scottish alliance with Charlemagne was shown to be without foundation in the 18th century 
by Father Thomas Innés, but in the 16th and 17th centuries the Scots firmly believed in the 
antiquity of their alliance with Charlemagne. This belief was also readily accepted by the 
French and was used in preambles of documents of state, or as a justification for action,! 1 
in a number of not only sixteenth-century French documents, but also in Scottish ones.
Henri II certainly exploited this propagandist tool after his accession but from at 
least 1543, when he was still the Dauphin, he conceived a plan for the union of the crowns 
of Scotland and France by taking advantage of Marie de Guise-Lorraine's position as 
Queen Dowager and mother of Mary Queen of Scots, to marry the young queen to his son 
and heir, François. This plan only became a real option after the devasting defeat of the 
Scots at the Battle of Pinkie (1547). During the "Rough Wooing", the term commonly 
used to describe the Anglo/Scottish wars from 1543-1550, whereby Henry VIII and the 
Protector Somerset attempted to force the Scots to agree to the marriage of Mary Queen of
9 Infra. Chapter 2, Part 1: ‘Francis I and Henry VIII’, notes 10-26.
Infra. Table No. 1.
11 See a full transcription of Henri II's mandate to levy the clergy, Infra. Appendix No. 6.
3Scots to Henry VIII's son and heir, Edward, Henri II's strategy, by contrast, was to adopt 
a means of "peaceful persuasion". He enriched Scottish nobles, lay and ecclesiastic, with 
gold, pensions, military orders, land and benefices, using much the same methods that his 
father had employed in 1532 for the union of Brittany the Kingdom of France. Henri's 
first move was to secure a contract with James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, and Governor 
of Scotland, who promised that in return for a French duchy and other douceurs, he would 
secure the consent of the Scottish Parliament to the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to the 
Dauphin, the conveyance of the young queen to France, and the delivery of strongholds 
into French hands. Thus, as soon as Mary was betrothed to his son, Henri II sent troops 
to Scotland to expel the English and secure the Borders to protect, what he considered from 
1548, as the realm of the Dauphin.
Following a successful campaign in Boulogne, Henri II signed a peace treaty with 
England on 24 March 1550 in which he demanded the comprehension of Scotland. He 
purchased the compliance of the Scottish Magnates including Arran who, from the time that 
he accepted the Duchy of Chatellerault in 1549, had abrogated most of his power as 
Governor. Henri then sent instructions to Marie de Guise and his ambassador, Henri 
Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel, whom he promoted soon after to Lieutenant-General of Scotland, 
and the Scottish Council, outlining his polices for the governance of Scotland of which he 
appointed himself the Protector. The fall of the Northumberland government and the 
accession of Mary Tudor, however, occasioned the re-appraisal of his Scottish policy: the 
Governor was to be deposed. In December 1553 the Parlement of Paris, following the 
King's instructions, gave its opinion that the young queen's "perfect age" could be 
advanced by twelve months; and a few months later the Parliament of Scotland discharged 
the Governor and consented to the investiture of Marie de Guise as Regent for her 
daughter.
In researching this thesis an attempt has been made to visit as many of the 
depositories of the widely disbursed archive of Henri II as possible to establish a solid 
basis of documentary evidence on military and financial affairs which would demonstrate 
Henri II's commitment to Scotland purely in financial terms, ^  rather than relying solely on 
the commitment he expressed in somewhat exaggerated terms for political effect or in 
diplomatic politesse. in the correspondence. Unfortunately, the surviving documents are 
few and can but indicate Henri II's commitment to Scotland at this time. There is, 
however, sufficient evidence to show that by 1550 he had poured more than 3,000,000 
livres tournois into the defence of Scotland. Militarily speaking, it can be said that there 
was a continuous presence of French troops in Scotland from 1547 to 1560, which differed 
from the previous policy of French kings who had sent detachments of troops occasionally
12 See Appendices No. 2, 3, 4 and 6 for full transcriptions of these documents, many of which were 
previously unknown.
4and for short periods for the aid and succour of the Scots against their mutual enemy: 
England.
There has also been an attempt made to present in this thesis the language and the 
documents as used in the 16th century. Therefore, no spelling in direct quotations has been 
modernized, but proper nouns have been given modem identification in brackets alongside, 
and unusual Scottish words, especially with respect to Scottish law , have been defined. In 
many cases sections of documents have been used as narrative, especially in areas of 
historiographical dispute, and it is felt that the selective and judicious use of sixteenth- 
century French, Scottish, English and Italian in the text gives a greater sense of 
verisimilitude of the period. There is also a sense in the expression of their contemporary 
languages that they were much closer to one another in culture, society and understanding.
In transcribing the sixteenth-century French there are some problems with form. 
No accents appear in the original documents, although occasionally they have been added at 
a later date, and therefore they also appear in the transcription presented herein. Generally 
speaking, the published sixteenth-century material has been modernized by the editors to 
the 17th, 18th, or 19th-century standard of the day, and therefore these emendations have 
also been incorporated. 13 Lastly, for the sake of clarity, capital letters have been generally 
used for proper nouns where lower case letters were present.
Finally, given the emphasis on financial documents in this thesis, a brief survey of 
French, English, Scottish and Vatican currencies of the period has been undertaken, and a 
very approximate equivalency table of these currencies has been calculated. 14 All the 
transcriptions in this thesis are my own work, although I would like to acknowledge once 
again the assistance of my supervisor, Associate-Professor Sybil M. Jack, whose 
palaeographical expertise helped me sort out a number of very difficult problems.
1^  For particular palaeographical problems of sixteenth-century French, see Infra. "Introduction", Appendix 
No. 2.
14 See Appendix No. 1.
CHAPTER 1
THE "AULD ALLIANCE ”: FACT AND FABLE
To a greater or lesser degree all historical phenomena have their realities and myths, 
their facts and fables which surround them and are inherent within them. But the "Auld 
Alliance", as the Scots referred to their relationship with France, is more than usually 
endowed with fable, whilst the facts have often been obscured, selectively refined, or 
omitted altogether.
In the 17th century the French historiographer Godefroy 1 was so inspired with the 
fabulous story of the alliance formed between ‘Achaius 65 Roy d'Escosse et 
Charlemagne’,  ^which he had chosen to include in his collection of royal treaties, that he 
searched the ancient annals of France for this footnote: ‘En fin au feuillet 313 des grandes 
annales de france se trouvent escrits. On n'a jamais trouvé par escrits que les Escossois 
ayent failly ou fait trahison contre les françois mais tousjours ont demeuré loyaux et fideles 
leur baillantes bons secours au temps de leur nécessité d'une pure et entière amitié comme 
bons et amiables voisins’.3
Godefroy's ‘Discours de la ligue entre la france et l'escosse’, is a variation of a 
number of similar discourses spawned in the 17th century from the Histoire Abbregée de 
tous les Rovs de France. Angleterre et Escosse ....4 by David Chambre d'Ormont who 
dedicated this work firstly to Charles IX in 1572, then at the time of its publication in 
1579, to Henri III.5 Godefroy prefaces his ‘Discours’ with a long preamble, but comes
1 ‘La collection Godefroy, conservée aujourd'hui à la bibliothèque de l'Institut, fut presque entièrement 
formée pendant le second et le troisième quarts du XVIIe siècle par Théodore et Denis Godefroy, le père et le 
fils, tous deux historiographes de France’, Catalogue Général des Manuscrits des Bibliothèques Publiques de 
France: Paris: Bibliothèque de L’Institut: Collection Godefroy, (ed) F. Géblin, Paris, (1914) p. 1.
2 Bibliothèque de l'Institut de France; Collection Godefroy, MS. 512, fols 297r - 302r.
3 Ibid, fol. 302r.
4 D. Chambre [Chambers], Histoire Abbregée de tous les Rovs de France. Angleterre et Escosse. mise en 
ordre par forme d'harmonie: contenant aussi un brief discours de l'ancienne alliance, et mutual secours entre 
la France et l'Escossc. plus l'épitome de l'histoire Romaine des Papes. Empereurs v est adiouste. et celle 
d'iceux rovs augmentée selon la mesme méthode. Paris, (1579). In the same publication he added: La 
recerche des singularitz plus remarquables, concernant l'estât d.Escosse. dedicated to Mary, Queen of Scots; 
and Discours de la Legitime succession des femmes aux possessions de leurs parens: et du gouvernement 
des princesses aux Empires et Royaumes, dedicated to Catherine de Medici, Paris, (1579)
5 ‘David Chalmers [Chambers] of Ormond had been a lord or judge of the Court of Session in Edinburgh 
before he was forced to flee to France in 1567. He was evidently a Roman Catholic and an adherent of 
Queen Mary, and was in straitened circumstances when he bethought him of turning historian and writing 
this labouriously compiled historical compendium which shows not even a pretence of critical spirit, and 
the dedication is a thinly disguised begging letter’, "Lecture", delivered at Bordeaux, 5 October 1909, by 
Professor James MacKinnon, Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Edinburgh University. See J. 
MacKinnon, ‘The Franco-Scottish League in the Fourteenth Century’, Transactions of the Franco-Scotttish 
Society . (1910) p. 221, n .l; repr. in the S. H. R.. VII, (1920), pp. 119-129. Dr. Durkan says that 
Chalmers was ‘a beneficed man, provost of Crichton and chancellor of Ross as successor to his uncle, had
6around to essentially the same proposition to be found in all the other versions,6 although 
the year that the alliance is said to have taken place varies: 777, 789, 790 or 791 are the 
years most often cited. According to Godefroy,
‘Apres le traitte conclu Achius [sic] non seulement fist guerre aux Anglois 
mais aussi envoya avec les ambassadeurs de france son frere Guillerme 
accompagne de quatre mille [4,000] hommes pour assister a Charlemagne 
contre les Sarrasins. Ce Guillerme que les annales de france appellant 
Gillemer L'Escot fust en la guerre d'Espagne avec le dit Charlemagne l'an 
790. Ledit Achaius envoya aussi en france quatre scavans hommes 
disciples de Bede nommez Clemens, Johannes, Rabanus et Alcuinus. 
Clemens demeura en france et commença l'université de Paris. Et 
Guillerme susmentionné ayant esté envoyé en Italie mist en l'obeissance de 
la france la ville de florence et merra avec soy Johannes dit L'Escot. Lui 
commença l'université de Pavie, et de la il s'en alla avec le dit Guillerme en 
Allemagne qui y fonda quinze Abbayes dont deux d'icelles sont en la ville 
de Cologne et la reste en autres lieux pour posséder par les Escossois’7
Godefroy also cites Hector Boece and the latter's authorities in his ‘Discours’. 
Boece or Boethius was born in Dundee and studied and obtained an M.A. degree at the 
University of Paris in 1494, and whose History of the Scots, first published in 1526, was 
dedicated to James Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrews and Chancellor during the minority 
of James V. Boece wished to present models of virtuous kings to the young King of 
Scots, and these then became the main source for the myths elaborated by the 16th and 
17th-century authors.^ Among the sources which Boece used were the Chronicle of 
Inch-Colm, Bishop William Elphinston's history, also that of Turgot, Bishop of St. 
Andrews, but chiefly those of Veremundus, John Campbell and of Cornelius
been present in Rome for Pope Paul IV’s election in 1555, and had probably been an alumnus of Aberdeen 
before his higher studies at Paris and Louvain’, J. Durkan, ‘The Library of Mary, Queen of Scots’, in Mary 
Stewart. Queen in Three Kingdoms, (ed) M. Lynch, Innés Review. XXXVIII. 1987, pp.77-8; repr. by Basil 
Blackwell, Oxford (1988).
6 ‘Preuve de l'Escosse francois...’, B.N. Coll. Dupy, 33, fols 286-288; ‘L'Ecosse francoise...’, Pierpont 
Morgan Library, New York, MA 239; L’Ecosse Francois .... Paris, (1608) repr. in Papers relative to the 
Roval Guard of Scottish Archers in France. Maitland Club, 36, (1835). P. Abercromby, The Martial 
Achievements of the Scots Nation, being an account of the lives, characters and memorable actions as have 
signalized themselves bv the sword at home and abroad. 2 Vols, Edinburgh, (1711-1715), Vol. 1, p. 83, 
and Vol. 2, p. iv; ‘Confederations contractées entre les Roys et Reynes de france et d’Escosse signez de sa 
majesté, L'an 791’, N.L.S. Adv. MSS. 35.1.5, fols 2-3, and B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 14-15; 
‘Plaincte des Gardes Escossoises au Roy [Louis XIII] ... l'an 1612’, Ibid, fols 284-293, and Ibid, fols 327- 
336; see also, B.L. Additional MS. 30666, fols 295-299. Note on MS volume Adv. MS. 35.1.5, in the 
National Library of Scotland: ‘This Manuscript is described by Bishop Robert Keith in his history of the 
affairs of the Church and State in Scotland as “a fine large MS in the Lawyer’s Library, containing all the 
treaties etc. betwixt our Kings and the Kings of France. It is said that this was transcribed from the 
Registers of France by order of the late King Louis XIV, and given as a present by that monarch to 
Graham, Viscount Preston, Minister from our King Charles II to the Court of France, who requested to 
have this in place of a gift of gold”; Keith's History. (Edinburgh, Spottiswoode Society (1844) Vol. 1, p. 
169’. Unsigned note in pencil on the inside cover of the MS volume. A complete copy of this MS 
volume is also located in the British Library, Harleian Collection 1244.
7 Bibliothèque de l’Institut de France, Coll. Godefroy, MS. 512, fols 297v and 298r.
k T. Innés, A Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of the North-Parts of Britain or Scotland, repr. 
from the original edition of 1729 at Edinburgh, (1879), pp. 130-132.
7Hybernicus.9 Subsequently, it was from the Scottish translation of Boece's History, from 
the Latin by Archdeacon Bellenden that the English annalist Holinshed appropriated certain 
passages for his Chronicles of England, in which Shakespeare found the nucleus for 
M acbeth. It gained a wider audience when it was also translated by the royal 
cosmographer of France, and thus Boece, who ‘relates the lives and fortunes of successive 
kings of Scots whose portraits adorn the walls of Holyrood, and his narrative materially 
helped to convey the impression, long prevalent on the Continent, that the Scottish 
monarchy was the oldest in Europe’. 10 The myths, according to Dr. Jenny Wormald, 
‘which asserted that the Scots were descendants of the Greek Prince Gathelos and his 
Egyptian wife Scota, gave grounds for scoring off the English with their Trojan descent, 
for everyone knew that the Greeks beat the Trojans’. 11 As for the fabulous alliance, 
Professor MacKinnon says ‘there was neither a France nor a Scotland in the national sense 
to enter into a treaty with each other at the end of the 8th century, even if there had been a 
Scottish King Achaius who was willing to do so. At this period the term “Scotia” was 
applied to Ireland, and what after became Scotland was then designated Alban or 
Albania’. 1^
George Buchanan also took up the whole fabulous story of the ancient “forty 
kings” in his Rerum Scoticarum Historia. first published in 1582. This fable, created by 
early Scottish historians, however, was very convincingly overturned in 1729 by Father 
Thomas Innes, vice-principle of the Scots College in Paris. H.R. Trevor-Roper argues 
that Innes's Critical Essay .... ‘was a brillant work, the beginning of true historical 
scholarship in Scotland’; and in it ‘he showed that Buchanan's sole source for these 700
9 Ibid, p. 132; Innes says that the writings and memorials of Veremund, John Campbell and ‘Boece's 
History of the first forty kings, ... and over and above what is to be found in John Fordun, are but late 
inventions about Boece's own time’, Ibid, p. 135.
10 P. Hume Brown, ‘Intellectual influences of Scotland on the Continent’, S. H. R.. XI, (1914), p.127. 
‘In the Picture Gallery of the Palace of Holyroodhouse in Edinburgh hang the portraits of 111 Scottish 
kings; [these were] commissioned by Charles II and painted by a Dutch artist, Jacob de Witt’, R.A. Mason, 
‘Scotching the Brut: Politics, History and National Myth in Sixteenth-Century Britain’, in R. Mason (ed) 
Scotland and England. 1286-1815. Edinburgh, (1987) p. 60; Mason says that these drab and undistinguished 
portraits are ‘an oustanding visual record of a historical mythology which for several centuries played a 
critical role in the development of Scottish national consciousness. Throughout the later middle ages and 
well into the early modem period, the long illustrious line of kings was repeatedly invoked, not primarily 
to legitimise Stewart kingship, but to demonstrate the antiquity and autonomy of the Scottish kingdom. ... 
In particular, as the enduring symbol of the kingdom's original and continuing independence, the ancient 
line of kings supplied a vital counterweight to an English historiographical tradition which insisted that 
Scotland was and always had been a dependency of the crown of England’, Ibid, p. 60.
11 J. Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community: Scotland 1470-1625. London, (1981) p. 66. For a lengthy 
elaboration of this myth see: W. Matthews, ‘The Egyptians in Scotland: the political history of a myth’, 
Viator. Vol. 1, (1970) pp. 289-306.
12 j. MacKinnon, ‘Franco-Scottish League’, p. 222, n. 2 £f, ‘There are some names in the Chronicles of 
the Piets and Scots, edited by Skene, that might probably be Latinised into Achaius. eg: MacEachach pp. 
215-6; Heochgain p. 287; and Eogheche p. 198’, Ibid, p. 222. E.J. Cowan says that ‘Dicuil, writing about 
825 describes Ireland as nostra Scotia, to distinguish it from the other Scotia’, ‘Myth and Identity in Early 
Medieval Scotland’, S. H. R.. LXIII, (1984) p. 130.
8years and for the forty kings who were said to have reigned in them, was the Scotorum 
Historiae of Hector Boece’. ^  Dr. T. I. Rae says that Innés, with the exception of 
Buchanan, ‘regards earlier Scottish historical writers highly as far as their reputation is 
concerned. ... Buchanan, Innés asserted, deliberately distorted the past against all reason to 
support the tenets of his past political philosophy, an opinion which Innés supports by 
rational argument’. Rae says that Innés concluded that ‘Boethius's sources, especially 
Veremundus, could not have come from the twelfth century, but were fifteenth-century 
forgeries which Boethius had accepted in good faith. ... If Veremundus was a forgery 
(and no manuscript had survived for Innés to analyse) then not only Boethius's history of 
the period but also Buchanan's fell utterly to the ground, and the whole history of the early 
kings of Scotland, including the democratic principles on which their rule was conducted, 
was exposed as a myth’. 14 Myths, however, are not easy to dispel. More than a century 
after the publication of Innes's work, Francisque-Michel cites Chambre's H istoire 
Abbregée .... ‘as an authority for the medieval treaties between the kings of Scotland and 
France’. 1^ Les Écossais en France .... fundamental to any examination of the "Auld 
Alliance", is packed with seemingly every literary, chronicled and secondary source and 
some documentary evidence, available in France up to the middle of the 19th century and 
much from Scotland and England as well: a veritable treasure-trove of Franco-Scottish fact, 
fable and trivia in one glorious mélange. It is, without doubt, an ideal text for novelists, 
poets, fiction writers and storytellers. Thus, extreme caution should be exercised in 
referring to it in any historiographical work, especially this doctoral thesis. To extract fact 
from fable in Michel's opus would be an immense undertaking, and one which most 
historians would shirk; indeed, it is probably best left in its 19th-century aspic. 16 
Similarly, J.H. Burton's The Scot Abroad, cannot be ignored. This title was originally 
designated as Volume 2 and the first volume was to have been entitled, The Ancient League 
with France, but owing to constraints on the author's time the two volumes were
13 h .R. Trevor-Roper, ‘George Buchanan and the Ancient Scottish Constitution’, E. H. R.. Supplement 3, 
(1966), p. 1.
T.I. Rae, ‘Historical Scepticism in Scotland before David Hume’, in Studies in the Eighteenth Century, 
II, (Papers presented at the Second David Nichol Smith Memorial Seminar, Canberra) A.N.U.P. Canberra, 
Australia, (1973) p. 216 and pp. 218-9.
13 j. MacKinnon, ‘The Franco-Scottish League’, p. 221, & n. 1, çf, F. Michel, Les Écossais en France et 
les Français en Écosse. 2 Vols, London, (1862), Vol. 1, pp. 30-1.
16 Alan Macquarrie obviously decided to do so in, Scotland and the Crusades. 1095-1560. Edinburgh, 
(1985). He does not cite Michel's work at all, even though there are many references to Scots and the 
Crusades in it. (eg. Vol. 1, pp. 12-3) Michel’s opus certainly poses a problem for historians, which should 
not be ignored, and one which Macquarrie possibly dealt with in his Ph. D. thesis which is the genesis for 
his book. B.G.H Ditcham encountered the same problem in his Ph. D. thesis, ‘The employment of foreign 
mercenary troops in the French royal armies, 1415-1470’, University of Edinburgh, (1979): he describes 
one episode as being ‘the basis of Francisque-Michel's typically garbled account’, p. 15, n. 11, çf, F. 
Michel, op. cit.. p. 118.
9amalgamated and published in 1864, two years after Michel's work which Burton praises 
highly. 17
To return to the fabulous story of the "Auld Alliance". There is no doubt that many 
17th-century Scots would have disagreed with their contemporary, Godefroy, and his 
choice of sentiments in his footnote, but in 1552, only 20 years prior to Chambre's 
dedication of his Histoire Abbregée.... to Charles IX in 1572,18 the Privy Council of 
Scotland decided that:
‘ane certane number of fitmen be resit and uplittit of this realme, to be send 
in France for the support of the maist Christinet Kyng, [Henri II] conform 
to the liegis, bandis, amitie, and alyansse quhilk hes stand of long tyme 
betwix the realme of Scotland and France, renewit and confermit be everie 
king and princes sen the tyme of Achaus Kyng of Scotland and Charlis the 
Maine King of France; and laitlie in thir dayis be our Soverane Laydie 
[Mary, Queen of Scots] and of Fransis last Kyng of France, as hie requerit 
be his speciall lettres’. ^
The invocation of the obligations of the ancient alliance for their mutual succour is 
seen a few years earlier. In 1549, Henri II had circulated letters of mandate to the 
Bishoprics of France for funds to aid the Scots, ‘tant pour estre chose a quoy les traictez et 
anciennes alliances dentre le royaume de france et descosse invioablement observez depuis 
le roy Charlemaigne ... tellement que pour nabandonner les dits escossois anciens et 
perpetuelz amys et allyz de la couronne de france’. Indeed, the ancient alliance of 
Charlemagne with the Scots is implicit in the marriage treaty of 1558 between Mary, Queen 
of Scots and the Dauphin François, Henri II's son. It was, asserted Henri, for Tentiere et 
parfaite benevolence que se sont naturellement porté les Roys des dits Royaumes de France 
et d'Escosse qui ont régné jusques a present les quels ont tousjours estimé les affairs 
propres des uns estre communes aux autres jusques a avoir des et depuis hiuct cens [800] 
ans en ca voulu suivre et courir une mesme fortune non seulement en temps de paix mais 
aussy aux plus grands perils et hazards de la guerre’. ^
17 J.H. Burton, The Scot Abroad. Edinburgh, (1864) repr. London, (1898), pp.155-160. Burton seems 
overwhelmed by Michel's bibliographical detail for, unlike Michel’s work, this book has very few footnotes 
and no bibliography. For a brief overview of the 15th century see, A.I. Dunlop, Scots Abroad in the 
Fifteenth Century. Historical Association Pamphlet, London, (1942).
18 d . Chambre, Histoire Abbregée. pp. 8-10. Images of symbols of the "Auld Alliance" began appearing 
in the 15th and 16th centuries: see Plate No. 2 for several Kings of Scots with the royal flag of Scotland of 
a red lion rampant surrounded by a border of fleur-de-lys, symbol of the French monarchy, as an example.
19 ‘Apud Edinburgh, ultimo Novembris, anno etc. Ve quinquagesimo secundo [30 Nov. 1552] ... the 
quihilk day, it is devysit be my Lord Govemoure and Lordis of Secreit Counsall’. The Register of the Privy 
Council of Scotland. Vol. 1 (1545-1569), (ed) J.H. Burton, Edinburgh, (1877) p. 129. See Table No. 1 for 
the alliances and treaties made between Scotland and France from 1295.
76 ‘Mandement à l'évêque d'Avranches, Anet, 18 fev. 1548/49, Neufville par le Roy’, B.L. Additional 
Charters, 12476. See Infra. Appendix No. 6 for a full transcription of this document.
71 ‘Traité de mariage conclu entre le dauphin François et Marie Stuart, reine d’Écosse, Chateau du Louvre, 
19 avril 1558’, A. N. (Tr. des chartes), J. 680, No. 63; further copies: A. N. AE II, 646; N.L.S. Adv. 
MS. 35.1.5, fol. 203; and B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fol. 239.
Plate No. 2: Symbol of the "Auld Alliance"
Several Scottish Kings with the Royal flag of Scotland red lion rampant 
surrounded by a border of fleur-de-lys, the symbol of French monarchs.
James IV (1488-1513) 
and Margaret Tudor 
N.L.S. Seton Armorial
James 111(1460-1488) 
and Margaret of Denmark 
N.L.S. Seton Armorial
(c. 1600)
James I (1406-1437) 
engraving (c. 1450)
Robert I (the Bruce) (1306- 
1320) with his first wife, 
Isobel of Marr 
N.L.S. Seton Armorial 
(c. 1600)
11
The firm belief by 16th and 17th-century Scots in the antiquity of their alliance with 
Charlemagne, notwithstanding their attitude to it, especially after the institution of the 
Scottish Reformation in 1560, was shown by Innes in the 18th century to have absolutely 
no foundation. But it was eagerly taken up by Scots and French alike in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. As Professor Donaldson points out, ‘history is the story not only of what 
happened but of what men believed: the point is that people believed in the antiquity of the 
Franco-Scottish alliance and such a belief added to its force from a propagandist angle’.22 
Concerning the facts of the "Auld Alliance"; it was first and foremost a mutually 
defensive/offensive military alliance against England: a fact which for some in the 1980s is
a fable.23
The first Franco-Scottish treaty, of which there remains documentary evidence, is 
the one contracted between John Balliol and Philippe IV (le Bel) drafted at Paris on 23 
October 1295.24 it was a defensive and offensive alliance directed against England and the 
incursions of Edward I who was pressing his claims to overlordship of the Scots.25 By
22 G. Donaldson, The Auld Alliance: The Franco-Scottish Connection. Tillicoultry, (1985), p. 24.
22 A fact which was repudiated by the statement made by a colonel of a Scottish regiment at the Military 
Tattoo at the 1985 Edinburgh Festival (whose theme was the "Auld Alliance") to hundreds of thousands of 
spectators, not only in Edinburgh but also worldwide via television; that unfortunately the military could 
not comply with the theme of the festival because ‘there had never been a military alliance with French’! 
Therefore, he continued, they had decided ‘to resurrect the Scots alliance with America in World War II’. 
Forecourt, Edinburgh Castle, Military Tattoo, Edinburgh Festival, 10 pm, 31 August 1985. See Plate No. 
3 for an advertisement of the "Auld Alliance" at the Edinburgh Festival, 1985.
24 A. N. (Tr.des Chartes J. 677, No. 1; further copies: N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 6-14; B. L. 
Harleian Coll, fols 18-26; Foedera Conventiones. Litterae et etc., (ed) Thomas Rymer, London, (1704- 
1735) Voi. 2, p. 680 ct seq.: Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Voi. 2, (1272- 
1307), pp. 166-7. Donaldson gives a ‘germ of credence’ to the possibility of an earlier alliance in 1168, 
between William I (the Lion) and Louis VII (le Jeune) at a time when Henry II of England had broken his 
promise to permit the Scots to hold part of Northern England in perpetuity. Apparently, William sent 
envoys to Louis promising to help him, if he would continue the war against Henry II, but documentary 
evidence seems not to have survived to support these theories. G. Donaldson, The Auld Alliance, p. 24. 
Professor J.D. Mackie seems to have no doubts as to the validity of the 1168 treaty nor the alliance of 
Alexander II of Scotland and Louis Vili (le lion) of France. Mackie also points out that both Alexander II 
and Alexander III married French brides in their second marriages; the former married Marie de Coucy in 
1239, the latter Yolande de Dreux in 1285. Mackie, however, cites no documentary evidence for these 
alliances in, ‘The Auld Alliance and the Battle of Flodden’, Transactions of the Franco-Scottish Society. 
Vol. Vili, (1935), p. 39. See Table No. 1 which lists the Franco/Scottish Alliances, Treaties and Grants, 
1295-1661.
22 Concerning the wars of Edward I against the Scots, the Scottish succession crisis and the Maid of 
Norway, and Edward's wars with France in the 1290s, see: R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages. 
Edinburgh, (1978) Chapters 1,2 & 3; W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland from the earliest times to 1603. (1961) 
3rd edition revised by A.M. Duncan, Oxford, (1977) Chapter 13; J.D, Mackie, A History of Scotland. 
Midddlesex, (1964), Chapter 6; P.F. Tytler, History of Scotland. 9 Vols, Edinburgh, (1841-1843), Vol. 1 
Chapter 2. Further complicating factors were Edward I's alliance with Adolph of Nassau, King of the 
Romans, on 22 October 1294: see F. Funk-Brentano, ‘Document pour servir à l'histoire des relations de la 
France avec l'Angleterre et Allemagne sous le règne de Philippe le Bel’, Revue Historique. (1889); and the 
Franco-Norwegian treaty dated at Paris, 22 October 1295, the day before the Franco-Scottish Treaty; see R. 
Nicholson, ‘The Franco-Scottish and Franco-Norwegian Treaties of 1295’, S. H. R.. XXXVIII (1959). It 
is not intended in this wide-ranging introductory chapter to elaborate in detail on Anglo-French/Anglo- 
Scottish treaties before 1540. Time and space only allows for reference to the most salient points, but it 
should be noted that England, to a greater or lesser degree, was always a consideration in any Franco- 
Scottish alliance treaty.
SCO
 Tl
Plate no. 3" The "Auld Alliance", Edinburgh Festival, 1985.
LA FRANCE ET LA GALERIE NATIONALE D ’ECOSSE
Fbur notre participation au Festival d’Edimbourg dont le thème cette année est “The Auld Alliance”, la vieille alliance entre la France et l’Ecosse, une exposition spéciale est organisée par la Galerie Nationale d’Ecosse, afin de présenter les meilleurs éléments de son excellente collection d’art français de 1500 à 1900.
En plus de la série bien connue des Sacrements de Poussin, des Fêtes Vénitiennes de Watteau et d’un groupe remarquable de peintures impressionnistes, il y aura également une exposition superbe de gravures et dessins, qui comprend notamment des spécimens rarement vus d’Ingres, Manet, Seurat et Toulouse-Lautrec.
D es visites com m entées en français auront lieu les m ardis et jeudis à 11H.30 et 15**. pendant toute la durée du Festival.
FRANCE IN THE NATIONAL GALLERIES OF SCOTLAND
2 August-22 September. Admission Free.
French Paintings, Sculpture, 
Prints and Drawing», 1500-1900. National Gallery of Scotland, 
The Mound, Princes Street, Edinburgh EH2 2 EL. 031-556 8921
A French Painter in Exile: 
Henri Pierre Danloux 
(1753-1809).Scottish National Portrait Gallery,- Queeq Stfloet,Edinburgh EH2 1JD.
LES GALERIES NATIONALES d’ECOSSE
Les Galeries Nationales d’Ecosse vous souhaitent la bienvenue et de bonnes vacances.
Profitez de votre séjour à Edimbourg pour visiter les expositions d’été dans ' nos trois Galeries.
SUMMER EXHIBITIONS
TRIBUTE TO WILKIE, 1785-1841.
National Gallery,26 July-13 October. Admission Free.
- tTREASURES OF FYVEE
Portrait Gallery 4 July-29 September. Admission £1. (Catalogue Free.)
S. J. PEPLOE, 1871-1935.Gallery of Modern Art,26 June-8 September. Admission Free.
The Galleries arc open:
10.00- 17.00 Monday to Saturday14.00- 17.00 Sunday
and during the Edinburgh Festival will be open:
10.00- 18.(X) Monday to Saturday14.00- 18.00 Sunday
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the terms of the alliance neither the French nor the Scots would make a separate peace with 
England. It was further strengthened by the proposed marriage of John Balliol's son, 
Edward, to Philippe IV's niece; and also by the French request that the treaty should be 
ratified not only by King John but also by the Scottish prelates, barons, knights and 
communities of the towns. ‘The Scottish burgesses made their entry into high affairs of 
State when the seals of their six burghs were attached to the Scottish ratification at 
Dunfermline on 23 February 1296’.26
Despite the fact that the French did not come to the aid of the Scots in their struggle 
for independence against Edward l27 Robert the Bruce concluded an alliance with Charles 
IV (le Bel) at Corbeil in April 1326 28 which he ratified at Sterling on 12 July 1326.29 
Charles affirmed ‘that we, our heirs, our successors kings of France, our kingdom, and 
our whole community, are bound and obliged to the said king of Scotland, his kingdom, 
and his whole community, in good faith, as loyal allies, whenever they shall have occasion 
for aid or advice, in time of peace or war, against the king of England and his subjects’. ^
26 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Apes, p. 47, n. 13, £f, Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. 
1124-1707. (eds) T. Thomson & C. Innes, 12 Vols, Edinburgh. (1814-1875), Vol. 1, 451-3. The six 
burghs were: Aberdeen, Perth, Stirling, Edinburgh, Roxburgh and Berwick, W.Croft Dickinson, Scotland 
... to 1603. p. 109. See Plate No. 4 for a "Genealogy of Scottish Kings, c. 1300", Archivio Segreto 
Vaticano, Misc. Inst. 271, which ‘was written by an unknown English monk c. 1300 and sent to Rome for 
the information of pope Boniface VIII. Embellished with minatures and decorated capitals, and the descent 
picked out in a red and blue line, it depicts an annotated, but incomplete, genealogy of the Royal House of 
Scotland from David I to the children of Alexander III. The merits of the competitors for the throne are 
expressed in pictorial form and the text contains an account of the selection of John Baliol as king in 1292; 
his recognition of Edward I as overlord, and Baliol's subsequent letter of grievances and renunciation of his 
homage which led to his deposition in 1296. The minatures in the geneology are conventional 
reproductions; the flush on the cheeks of some indicating those who were blessed with heirs, while those 
who had no children are portrayed with drooping heads blanched with the pallor of death’. Also see Papers 
of the British School at Rome. XII (1932), pp. 27-41; I am grateful to the late Professor Ian Cowan for 
providing me with the references and a copy of the text describing the manuscript, a copy of which is 
displayed in the corridor of the Department of Scottish History at the University of Glasgow.
22 ‘On the contrary, France twice deserted the Scots by making truces with Edward I in 1297 and 1301’, W. 
Croft Dickinson, Scotland ... to 1603. p. 173. Furthermore, even ‘though Philippe IV espoused the cause 
of the Scots for several years he was compelled to abandon it in the treaty which he concluded with Edward 
I in 1303’, J. MacKinnon, ‘The Franco-Scottish League’ p. 223.
28 A. N. (Tr. des Chartes) J. 677, No. 4; ‘Confoederatio facta inter Procuratores, Roberti Regis Scotorum, 
Thomam Ranulsum Comitem Moraviae, Dominum Vallis-Anandiae et insulae Manniae, Jacobum Ben 
Archidiaconum Sti. Andreae, Adamum de Moravia Decretorum Doctorem, & Gualterum de Twynshame 
Canonicum Glasquensem, et Dominum Carolum Regem Franciae. dat. A.D. 1326’, N.L.S. Adv. MS. 
35.1.5, fols 16-20; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 28-32.
29 A. N. AE III, No. 10.
3° Memoirs concerning the Ancient Alliance between the French and Scots and the Privileges of the Scots 
in France. (Faithfully translated from the original records of the Kingdom of France by Thomas Moncrieff), 
Edinburgh, (1751), repr. in Miscellanea Scotia. Vol. IV, Glasgow, (1820), p. 7. Moncrieffs translations 
have only been used when French documents or their copies seem not to have survived, due no doubt to the 
archival pogroms of the French Revolution. It should be noted, however, that if the Letters Patent of Henri 
IV, March 1599, (A. N. 8644,ff. 47-9) are an example of Moncrieff s faithful translations then it may 
be taken that the other documents are as an exact translation as this one, Infra, notes 200 and 201; Cited 
hereafter as T. Moncrieff, Memoirs.
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Plate No. 4: Genealogy of Scottish Kings (c. 1300)
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Philippe VI (de Valois,1328-1350) had reason to be grateful to the "Auld Alliance" 
as a counter to the rival claims of Edward III to the French crown. Philippe welcomed the 
fugitive David II in 1334, following the terrible defeat inflicted on the Scots by he English 
at Halidon Hill in 1332. MacKinnon says that Edward had allowed ‘French ships to bring 
munitions of war to Scottish harbours and to join Scottish squadrons in attacking English 
ports and merchant vessels’,31 as well as allowing French mercenaries to serve in the 
ranks of the Scots. Thus, by the beginning of the Hundred Years' War in 1337-8 the 
alliance for mutual military aid had already been established. 32
In 1346, at the behest of Philippe VI, and in 1355 of Jean II (le Bon), backed by 
40,000 moutons d'or, the Scots invaded England. The results were disastrous for the 
Scots. David II was captured at Nevilles Cross in 1346 and in 1355, a formidable English 
army, led by Edward himself, invaded Scotland. On neither occasion did Scottish 
intervention in England aid the French. Edward III was victorious at Creçy in 1346, and 
ten years later Edward's son, the Black Prince, defeated the French, including 200 Scots 
under William and Archibald Douglas, at Poitiers.33 There, the French armies suffered a 
worse disaster than at Creçy: Jean II was captured and joined David II as a prisoner of the 
English for the following twelve months; after which time the Scottish king was released in 
October 1357.34 The terms of the treaty with which David II and the Dauphin Charles (in 
the absence of his father, Jean le Bon) renewed the "Auld Alliance", drafted at Paris 29 
June 1359, outline the conditions and French financial aid for the Scottish king's release:
‘le Roy et le Royaume d'Escosse de longtemps avoient esté travaillez grevez 
et dommagiez par les Anglois ennemis de Roys et Royaume de france et 
d'Escosse; et longuement detenu prisonnier en Angleterre de la quelle 
prison il se peut estre deslivrez plus aysement et pu avoir paix assez aisée si 
il se vouloist estre departydes confederaciones de France et d'Escosse; la 
quell chose il n'a oncques voulu consentir et a traité seulement sur la 
deliverance de sa personne, et sur la confiance et certaine esperance de 
l'ayde du Roy, de Monsieur le Regent et du Royaume de France sest 
chargiez de payer au Roy d'Angleterre une tres grande somme de deniers 
c'est a scavoir cent mil [100,000] marcs d'Esterlins a payer a dix [10] ans 
par égaux portions’.35
31 J. MacKinnon, ‘Franco-Scottish League’, pp. 244-5.
32 Ibid, p. 225; see also Philippe VI's commission to Guillaume de Montagu et ai, to arm in Scotland, 
Vincennes, 2 June 1342, B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B III, fol. 24.
33 ¡bid, P- 226.
34 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, pp. 162-3.
35 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fol. 21r & v ,fols 21-31; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 33-44; A. N. (Tr. 
des Chartes) J. 677, No. 8. F. Michel asserts that ‘le paiement par la France de cinquante mille [50,000] 
marcs d'esterlins d'or’, Les Français en Écosse. Vol. 1, p. 65, ef, A. Teulet, Inventaire Chronologique des 
documents relatifs a l'histoire d'Écosse conservées aux Archives du royaume à Paris. Edimbourg, (1839) p. 
25; appears to be only partially correct. The treaty actually says ‘apres le payement faict des dits cinquante 
mil [50,000] marcs combien que alors paraventure pour le refus du Roy dAngleterre, ou pour autre 
quelconque cause ou occasion le payement des dits cent mil [100,000] marcs d'Esterlins soit a faire 
accomplir en tout ou en partie’, N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fol. 25r; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fol. 37.
The value of the "Auld Alliance" can be seen in what were, in fact, Edward's 
pyrrhic victories over both the Scots and the French in the years 1331-1356. Despite the 
victories and the capture of both the French and Scottish monarchs, Edward found that he 
could not simultaneously conquer both France and Scotland.36 The "Auld Alliance" had 
therefore preserved the independence of both countries. As Professor MacKinnon points 
out; ‘had Edward III conquered Scotland and France the history of Europe would have 
been vastly different. Europe would, for a time at least, have passed under English 
hegemony and its world-empire would have been anticipated in a medieval domination 
which, in view of the weakness of the medieval empire, would have made it practically 
invincible against all possible rivals’^ 7
With the advent of Charles V (le Sage) in 1364, and the assistance of the then 
Constable, Bertrand du Guesclin, the French managed to reverse the victories of Edward 
III by winning back nearly all that Philippe VI and Jean II had lost. The Scots did not 
participate in these wars, although Robert II renewed the "Auld Alliance" with Charles V 
on 30 June 1371; the draft of the treaty being signed and ratified on the same day at 
Vincennes.38 Hostilities during Robert II's reign, after the death of Edward III in 1377 
and the accession of Richard II a boy of ten, seemed to have been confined to the Borders. 
On 20 August 1383 he ‘ratified an agreement whereby, in the event of an Anglo-Scottish 
war, the French king would send to Scotland troops, money and arm s.’.39 On 16 
November 1355, Robert II wrote to Charles VI (le Fol) acknowledging the French aid.40 
This had consisted of a fleet of sixty ships, men-at-arms and crossbowmen under the 
command of the admiral of France, Jean de Vienne. They arrived in Scotland in mid-1385 
for a short campaign departing early in 1386, Charles VI having contributed 40,000 livres 
tournois towards the expenses.^ 1
By now the renewal of the "Auld Alliance" after the accession of either a French or 
Scottish monarch seems to have become an accepted practice, even if neither kingdom was 
under threat of attack or invasion by England. Thus, Robert III renewed the alliance with 
Charles VI on 3 March 1390/91.42 The capture of the thirteen-year-old James I by the
Perhaps Teulet only partially transcribed the treaty or perhaps Michel misread Teulet ? Either way it seems 
that caution should be observed with both these authors.
36 J. MacKinnon, ‘Franco-Scottish League’, p. 226.
37 ¡hid, P- 228.
38 A. N. (Tr. des Charles) J. 677, No. 12 and 13; N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 32-9, and 40-5; B. L. 
Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 45-53, and 54-9.
39 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, p. 196, n. 86, £f, Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, 
(eds) T. Thomson and C. Innes, Edinburgh, (1814-1875), XII, 19.
40 A. N. (Tr. des Charles) J. 677, No. 13.
41 Ibid: Also see R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle A ges, p. 196, n. 91, £f, "Chronicles of 
Fordun. 1, 383, and Froissart. Ill, 494-5, IV, 22-3, each of whom, says Nicholson, ‘give a more 
exaggerated account of the expedition’. Ibid, p.196.
42 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 46-52; B. L. Harleian Coll, fols 60-66.
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English on 14 March 1406, however, prompted the Duke of Albany, who was governor of 
Scotland at this time, to renew the "Auld Alliance" with Charles VI on 6 January 
1407/08.43 James I spent eighteen years as a prisoner of the English for the most part 
being lodged in the Tower of London till 1424, except when he was twice taken to France 
with English armies in 1420 and 1421, ‘so that the Scots in France could be accused of 
fighting against their lawful sovereign’.44 it was during the captivity of James I that 
Henry V resurrected Edward Ill's claim to the French crown by invading France and 
winning a stunning victory at Azincourt (Agincourt) on 25 October 1415: ‘from the first he 
was intent on uniting the two kingdoms under a single dynasty.’.45 These were desperate 
years for the French. The English had been fighting in the armies of the Burgundians who 
had also set their sights on the French crown, and in 1418, they not only captured Paris but 
took possession of the French king, Charles VI, as well.46
In view of these bellicose threats from England and Burgundy, the French made 
urgent appeals abroad for mercenary troops to augment the French standing army which 
had been set up in the years 1356 to 1369.47 Recruiting took place during 1416 and 1417 
at which time ‘the Scots began to make an appearance on French battlefields’.48 Not until 
November 1419, however, was a large Scottish force of some 6,000 men under the 
command of John Stewart, Earl of Buchan, and Archibald Douglas, Earl of Wigtown, 
welcomed by the Dauphin Charles.49 ‘There can be little doubt’, Ditcham asserts, ‘that the 
Scots were by far the most numerous of the foreign groups in France and their compatriots 
certainly maintained a deep interest in their exploits overseas’. ^
The first major and victorious engagement against the English for the Scottish 
contingent was the battle of Bauge on 22 March 1421, in which the English commander the 
Duke of Clarence, Henry V's brother, was slain. The jubilant Dauphin rewarded the Scots 
commanders generously for this and other successful encounters against the English in the 
next few years. Buchan received Chatillon-sur-Indre, and in 1422 he was made Constable 
of France; Seton was granted Langesis; Wigtown received Dun le Roi and was made Count
43 ¡bid, fols 53-4; and ¡bid, fols 67-8.
44 G. Donaldson, Scottish Kings. London, (1977), 2nd edition, p. 62.
43 J. Palmer, ‘The war aims of the protagonists and the negotiations for peace’, in The Hundred Years War, 
(ed) K. Fowler, London, (1971) p. 66.
46 Ibid, P- 69.
4  ^K. Fowler, ‘War and change in late medieval France and England’, in The Hundred Years War, p. 16.
4  ^ B.G.H. Ditcham, ‘Foreign mercenary troops’, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 8.
4  ^ Ibid, pp. 9 & 19; Ditcham says that ‘this seems an improbably high figure given the resources of 
Scotland’ but that ‘the Dauphin claimed that 6,000 men had actually gone’, Ibid, p. 17, n. 20, çf, B.N. 
Fonds français 25710, No. 3; Donaldson says that ‘the hard-pressed French received assistance of some 
6,000 or 7,000 Scots’, Scottish Kings, p. 62.
59 B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph. D. Thesis, p. vi; ‘indeed the two Scottish chronicles which cover the 1420s 
concentrate so deeply on the events in France that purely domestic Scottish affairs are relegated to a very 
inferior position. This did not happen in Spain or Italy’, Ibid, p. vi.
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of Longueville; whilst John Stewart of Damley received Concressault and was designated 
Constable of the Scots in France.^ 1 On 26 March 1423, Darnley was granted the lordship 
of Aubigny by Charles VII who declared in his letters patent that:
‘Nostre chier et ame cousin Jean Stuart seigneur de Darnelle et de 
Concressault, connestable de l'armee d'Ecosse, a nostre priere et requeste 
est venu dudit pays d'Ecossse, et a amene avec lui grande compagnie de 
gendarmes, et de ce trait, en intention et mettant a effet les anciennes 
alliances des royaumens de France et Ecosse et a nostre très grand besoin 
affaire et nécessite .. Donnons le dons et transportons a toujours mais 
perpétuellement et a ses hoirs males descendants de son corps et de ses 
hoirs masles en droite ligne la ville leur Chastel et Chastelline
d'A ubigny\52
Finally, in January 1427 at Montluçon, Damley was awarded the comté d'Evreux; the 
concession by Charles VII being witnessed by Guillaume Fradet, garde du seel de la 
prévôté de Bourges on 14 March 1427.53
Henry V's reaction to the English defeat at Baugé was ‘simple and brutal; he 
hanged twenty Scots out of hand as traitors to King James’.54 He then brought pressure 
to bear on the Scots to desist from reinforcing the French armies by using the captive 
James I as a lever. ‘On 30 May 1421 the Earl of Douglas (Wigtown's father) was to swear 
on the gospels to serve Henry from the following Easter with 200 men-at-arms and the 
same number of archers’.55 Soon after, Henry V returned to France taking James I with 
him where the noble warrior-king suffered a painful and ignoble death from dysentry at 
Vincennes on 31 August 1421. James accompanied the funeral cortège from Rouen to 
Westminister^ an irony in that the dying Henry is reported to have complained that “je ne 
puis aller nulle part sans trouver devant ma barbe des Écossais morts ou vifs”.57
51 Ibid, pp. 23-38. Concressault apparently changed hands in 1428 when Charles VII ‘made the Laird of 
Monypenny his chamberlain, and gave him the lordship of Concressant’, T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 17.
52 A. N. Carton K. 168, No. 91; [Copy ? 17th/18th century.] See also B.G.H. Ditcham, PH. D Thesis, 
p. 38, n. 118 £f, Arch Dcp. Cher, C 1046, 39-41; A. N. Carton K. 168, No. 20, in which the grant is cited 
as ‘Aubigny-sur-Nere on 22 March 1423’. Apparently, John Stewart was accompanied by some of his 
kinsmen because, ‘shortly after Charles VII had confered upon Sir John Stewart the city and lands of 
Aubigny, Sir John introduced into France a colony of his countrymen, for whom Charles VII provided, at 
his request, an establishment near Bourges, assigning them a portion of the forest of Haute-Brune, situated 
in the commune of Saint-Martin d'Auxigny, with permission to clear the ground and erect buildings on it. 
The King further accorded them, by letters patent, registered by the Parliament, certain great privileges, 
namely, the right of pannage, and that of cutting down trees for fuel and for the construction of their 
buildings, exemptions from taxes and from toll or duty on entering the city of Bourges for the sale of their 
produce’, W. Forbes-Leith, The Scots Men-at-Arms and Life Guards in France. 2 Vols, Edinburgh, (1882) 
Vol. 2, p. 206. See also, E. Cust, Some account of the Stuarts of Aubigny.... London, (1891), for further 
elaboration of this family.
53 A. N., J. 216, No. 20.
54 B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 22.
55 Ibid, p. 22, £f, Rymer’s Foedera. vol. X, pp. 123-4.
56 r . Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, p. 252.
57 Cited in, J. MacKinnon, ‘Franco-Scottish League’, p. 228.
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John, Duke of Bedford, continued the war on behalf of the infant Henry VI, and 
the Earl of Buchan was sent home to recruit more men for service in France. On 23 
October 1423 the Earl of Douglas promised that ‘dedans le VIe jour du mois de decembre 
prochainement venant avec plusieurs seigneurs et nombre d'hommes d'armes et archers 
pour servir le Roi de France a l'encontre de ses anciens ennemis cTAngleterre’.58 The 
aging Earl accompanied the new contingent of Scots who arrived in France in February 
1424. On 14 April, Charles VII granted him the Duchy of Touraine and ten days later the 
Scottish army was reviewed at Bourges; its numbers put at 2,500 men-at-arms and 4,000 
archers.59 These were the men who took part in the greatest and bloodiest battle of the 
Hundred Years War, at Vemeuil on 17 August 1424, resulting in a resounding defeat for 
the French armies at the hands of the English under the command of the Duke of 
B edford .^  The Scots sustained heavy losses including the Earl of Douglas; with him fell 
his second son, Sir James Douglas, and the Earl of Buchan.61
With the declining fortunes of the war, Charles VII requested further 
reinforcements from Scotland and in 1428 a grand embassy headed by Darnley went to 
negotiate a marriage treaty between the Dauphin Louis and James I's daughter M argaret.^ 
James replied on 16 July 1428 with letters of credence for his ambassadors to negotiate the 
marriage,63 and the following day he ‘promised to observe the treaties of their 
predecessors, kings of France and Scotland, particularly Robert I and David II’.64 
Charles VII approved the marriage by his letters of 30 October 1428,65 and, according to 
R. Nicholson, ‘granted to James and his heirs the county of Saintonge, the castellany of 
Rochefort-sur-Charente, and the dignity of a peer of France’ and ‘though French kings 
never implemented the grant, Scottish kings never forgot it’.66 But by his letters patent of
5^ Lettres d'Archambault, conte de Douglas, seigneur de Galloway, gardien de la frontière d'Ecosse, 
Glasgow, 26 Octobre 1423, A. N., J. 680, No. 71. The Douglas red wax seal appended to this document is 
unblemished and is the most perfect speciman sighted of all the French and Scottish charters, letters and 
treaties examined during the research for this thesis. The seal depicts a naked hairy man with wild hair and 
bushy beard, in his left hand he holds a helmut and in his right a shield quartered with, one presumes, the 
Douglas arms. Perhaps it was from seals such as these that continental Europe derived their opinion of the 
Scots as a wild and savage race ?
59 B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 46. Ditcham questions the size of the army, given that the 
population of Scotland at that time is estimated to have been no more than 500,000.
60 Ibid, PP- 49-51.
61 R. Nicholson, ScoUand: The Later Middle Apes, p. 288.
62 B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 53.
63 A. N., J. 678, No. 21; Letter of credence given by James I to his ambassadors, (Henry Lychton, Bishop 
of Aberdeen, Patrick Ogilvy, Earl of Angus and Edward de Lawder, Archdeacon of Lothian) to negotiate the 
marriage treaty, Saint-John, [Perth] 16 July 1428.
64 A. N., J. 678, No. 23 & 24; signed on 17 July 1428 in the presence of Charles VII's ambassadors: John 
Stewart, Alain Chartier and Rcgnault de Chartres, Archbishop of Reims.
65 A. N., J. 678, No. 26; letters patent of Charles VII approving the marriage of his son, Louis, to 
Princess Margaret of Scotland, Chinon, 30 October 1428.
66 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, p. 289, n. 47 £f, Spalding Club. Miscellany. II, 181-6.
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10 November 1428, Charles VII changed the grant to either the Duchy of Berry or the 
County of Evreux:
‘Fratri nostro in verbo regio per praesentes quod regno nostro cum ejus 
auxilio reintegrate et recuperato partibus regni per hostes antiquos et 
communes Anglicos nostrosque rebelles occupatis et maxime Ducatu 
Normannia seu majori et principaliori parte ejusdem in nostra plena 
obedientia restituas. Dabimus eidem fratri nostro Ducatum Bitturriceusem 
aut Comitatum Ebroiceusem, quemcumque illorum sibi nobis dare placuerit 
et voluerimus electioni nostrae reservantes ac submodo et formis cum 
honoribus et dignitatibus quibus supradictos Comitatum Xantonensem et 
Castrum de Rupeforti per dictas alias litteras dedimus super hiis, nostras 
similes litteras dabimus’.^* 7
In the end, the Scottish reinforcements of 6,000 men, agreed to by the terms of the 
marriage contract, did not go to France, although Charles's position was still precarious as 
the English had besieged Orléans; a situation which was to change dramatically with the 
entry of Joan of Arc into that city on 30 April 1429 at the head of a relief fo rced  This was 
the turning point of the war. Ultimately, in the long and weak reign of Henry VI, England 
lost all of her French conquests, with the exception of a small area around Calais. In 
March 1436, James I's daughter Margaret sailed from Dumbarton, and on the 25 June 
married the Dauphin Louis at Tours.69 She was only eleven years old and he thirteen. 
The unhappy princess, neglected by her spouse, died on 16 August 1445 long before 
Louis became king in 1461.
It was also in 1445 that the garde écossaise, an elite corps of Scots guardsmen, had 
been formed as the senior company of household troops of the French monarchy.7^ Myth 
and fable also surround the establishment of the garde écossaise. ‘Scottish writers refer to 
its beginning to the reign of St. Louis, others to Charles V’.71 But is it is generally held
67 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fol. 64r; B. L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fol. 80; see also, B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph.
D. Thesis, p. 53, n. 198, çf, Arch. Nat. J. 678, No. 27: grant of Saintonge, also dated 10 Nov. 1428.
68 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, p. 289. See Plate No. 5: ‘Le Roy d'Escosse, In 
defens’, with the motto of the Scottish monarchy: ‘Me nemo impune lacesset’, No one attacks (wounds)
me unharmed (without retaliation); translation by Associate-Professor Sybil M. Jack, in ‘Armorial de
lEurope de la Toison d'or’, Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Paris, MS. 4790. ‘Ce recueil de figures et de blasons 
coloriés a été tenu à jour de 1429 à 1461, sauf une figure et quelque blasons, qui ont été ajoutés qu XVIe 
siècle’. This magnificent manuscript book was created soon after Charles VII had won his most important 
victories with the aid of the Scots, and the depiction of the red lions rampant surrounded by borders of fleu- 
de-lys is another symbol of the "Auld Alliance".
6 9  Ibid, p. 290. A. N., J. 409, No. 57: letters of Charles VII requesting a dispensation of age for Louis to 
marry Margaret, Bourges, 3 June 1436.
70 R. Nicholson, Scotland : The Later Middle Ages, p. 346, n. 143, çf, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at- 
A rm s. Vol. 1, pp. 58-9. See Plate No. 6: ‘Charles VII with his garde écossaise’, attributed to Jean 
Fouquet, ‘The Adoration of the Magi c. 1450’, Musée Condé, Chantilly.
71 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 20. Forbes-Leith outlines the origins of various opinions which date the 
institution of the garde écossais to the reign of Charles V, but he concludes that ‘the establishment, on a 
regular footing, o f the Scots guards seems due to Charles VIT, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 203-5; also 
see, Pere Daniel, (Gabriel) Histoire de la Milice Françoise.... 2 Vols, (Paris, 1721) Vol. 2, pp. 118-20.
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Plate No. 5: Le Roy D'Escosse, In defens 
Me nemo impune lacesset
"Armorial de l'Europe de la Toison d'or", (1429-1461) 
Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal, Paris, MS. 4790.
Plate No. 6: Charles VII with his garde écossaise 
Attributed to Jean Fouquet, "The Adoration of the Magi," c. 1450,
Musée Condé, Chantilly.
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that in 1445, Charles VII, established the garde écossaise in recognition for the 
service
rendered by the Scots in the expulsion of the English and the reduction of the kingdom of 
France to his obedience. This was outlined by Louis XII in his ‘Lettres de naturalité 
generalle, pour toute la natione d'Escosse’ given at Amiens, in September 1513.72 Louis 
asserted that, ‘depuis quelle reduction et pour le service que luy [Charles VII] deirdrent en 
cette matière la grande loyauté et vertu quil trouva en eulx en print deux cens [200] à la 
guarde de sa personne, dont il fist cent [100] hommes d'armes et cent [100] archers ou y 
eu à vingt quatre [24] qui se nomment Archers du Corps. Et sont les dits cent hommes 
d'armes les cent lances de nos anciennes ordonnances. Et les archers sont ceux de nostre 
garde qui encores sont prestet a l'entour de nostre personne’.73
Claud Seysil, Master of Requests of Louis XII and later Archbishop of Turin, 
elaborates the function and duties of the garde écossaise in his History of Louis XII. Of 
the 100 life-guards, 24 are first guards and their commander is the First Gendarme of 
France: these 25 were often called ‘Gardes de Manche’. They mounted guard each night 
and kept the keys of the king's apartments. Two of them assisted at mass, sermon, 
vespers and ordinary meals; on high holidays at the ceremony of the royal touch, and the 
erection of knights of the king's order, at the reception of extraordinary ambassadors, and 
at public entries into cities, there were to be six in attendance: three on each side of the 
king's person. The captain of the guard always received the keys to the cities where the 
king entered and he had the privilege of waiting at coronations, marriages, funerals of 
kings, and baptisms and marriages of their children.74
Up until the mid-16th century the guards were composed only of Scotsmen. But in 
the reign of Henri II several French, or others than Scots, had been admitted. At the 
solicitation of deputies of the Estates of Scotland, Henri II by his breviate of 28 June 1558, 
promised ‘that he shall not allow any person to enter there, who is not a gentleman of the 
said nation of Scotland’.75 This regulation was mainly adhered to in the 16th century, 
even though Henri received a fatal wound, accidently delivered by Gabriel Montgomery, 
son of the Captain of the garde écossaise, at a Royal Tournament on 30 June 1559.76 By 
1599, only 75% of the guards were Scots, even though Henri IV made special provisions
72 A. N., J. 678, No. 33; N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 262-7; B.L. Harleian Coll.1244, fols 304-9.
73 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fol. 262v .
74 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 21-2; see also Papers relative to the Roval Guard of Scottish Archers in 
France, pp. 75-79.
73 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 22.
76 The king died ten days later of a brain abcess; see E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance" in the 
sixteenth century: Scots in France and French in Scotland’, pp. 17-8, attached to this thesis, forthcoming in 
The Scottish Soldier Abroad, (cd) G. Simpson, (John Donald, Edinburgh) 1992.
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for them, but by degrees during the 17th century the company became filled with
French.77
The establishment of the ‘Compagnie Ecossoise de Gendarmerie’ also took place 
during the reign of Charles VII (1422-1461) at the time of the ‘institution des quinze 
anciennes Compaignies d'ordonnance’; the Scots being considered ‘la premiere de tout la 
Gendarmerie’.78 During the reign of Louis XII, (1498-1515) however, they were 
seconded to the garde écossaise; both companies at that time being under the captaincy of 
Robert Stuart, 4th sieur d'Aubigny, Chevalier de l'Ordre de Saint-Michel and Marshal of 
France.79 But from the beginning of Francis I's reign, according to the mémoirs of 
‘Maréchal de Fleuranges, les cent Hommes d'Armes Ecossois n'étoient point comprinz ez 
Gardes’.80 In the 15th and 16th centuries, however, the garde écossaise continued to 
provide openings for Scots of gentle blood who were attracted to the well-paid service of 
the French king, even though the days were past when huge contingents of Scots fought 
alongside the French armies. The "Auld Alliance" too continued to be of strategic value: 
‘Charles VII desired (and achieved) the recovery of Normandy and Gascony; James II was 
to show himself eager to recover Berwick and Roxburgh ... To synchronise efforts in 
warfare and diplomacy against the distracted and financially embarrassed English, the 
Franco-Scottish alliance was renewed at Tours on 31 December 1448’,81 and ratified by 
James II at Edinburgh on 21 December 1449.87
Earlier, during James II's minority, a marriage had been negotiated with the Duke 
of Brittany, for James's sister Isabel to marry the Duke's son, François, Count of Monfort; 
the treaty being signed at Redon on 29 September 1441,83 which was ratified in James II's 
name at Stirling on 26 April 1442.84 Then, two months before Charles VII's proposal to 
renew the "Auld Alliance", James dispatched ambassadors to François Ier, now Duke of 
Brittany, proposing a Scottish-Breton alliance which was signed at Vannes on 22 October 
1448.85 It is not unreasonable to speculate that Charles VII's motives for renewing the
77 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 23; see also W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 1, p. 101.
78 Daniel, Milice Françoise. Vol. 2, pp. 237-8.
79 Catalogue des Illvstres Mareschavlx de France, depuis le Rov Clovis deuxieme du nom, iusques à 
trespuissant. tresmagnanime et tresvictorieux Rov dc France. Henry deuxieme. (Paris, 1555) 22v.
80 Daniel, Milice Françoise. Vol. 2, pp. 238.
81 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, pp. 346-7. For the treaty see, A. N. (Tr. des Chartes) 
J. 678, No. 28; N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 72-9; B. L. Harleian Coll, fols 89-96.
82 A. N., J. 1039, No. 7.
83 Arch. Dép. Loire-Inférieure, E. 12. This and the following departmental archival references, concerning 
the marriage and alliance with Brittany during James II’s reign, are catalogued at the Archives Nationales 
Paris, but they have not been examined in the departmental archives owing to time constraints and a lesser 
research priority.
89 Bibliothèque Municipale de Nantes, MS. 1678.
85 Arch. Dép. Loire-Inférieure, E. 125; see also François' will, 22 Jan. 1450, Arch. Dép. Ille-et-Vilaine, 1, 
E. 10, and a letter from James II to Charles VII, 19 May 1454, concerning the guardianship of his Breton 
nieces, A. N., Carton K. 69, No. 12.
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"Auld Alliance" on 31 December 1448 were not only strategic but prudent as well. 
Brittany did not become part of the kingdom of France until 1 5 3 2 , 8 6  and a consortium of 
the Duchy of Brittany and the kingdom of Scotland could prove to be an independent 
power-broker whose aims may not necessarily have been in the interests of France. In the 
event, James II seemed not to have been in any hurry: he reflected for twelve months 
before ratifying the "Auld Alliance" with Charles VII.
During the reigns of James III (1460-1488) and Louis XI (1461-1483) the "Auld 
Alliance" seems not to have been renewed. ‘Although’, Nicholson says, ‘it was assumed 
to be in existence’87 and that it was ‘possibly because James was aware of Louis' 
notorious double-dealing’. Furthermore, he says that ‘there had even been signs of 
strained relations between France and Scotland’. In the parliament of December 1482 
complaint was made that the goods of Scottish merchants were being requisitioned in 
France ‘be the command of the [French] king, as is allegit... contrare to the aliance and 
band betuix the realmes’.88 Unilaterally, Dr. Jenny Wormald says, ‘counter-pressure 
from Louis XI produced ratification of the "Auld Alliance" in 1479’.89 in his recent 
monograph of James III, Dr. N. Macdougall makes no reference to ratification of the "Auld 
Alliance" in 1479. In fact he says that in May 1480, James Ill's foreign policy was in 
ruins and that he was isolated and in a weak military position.90 if doubt exists on the part 
of Louis XI to renew the alliance, the reluctance does not seem to have been on the part of 
the Scots. At the instance of Bernard Stewart, 3rd Sieur d'Aubigny,91 James III renewed 
the "Auld Alliance" with Charles VIII on 13 March 1484. 92
86 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. Cambridge, (1982) repr. (1984) pp. 242-3. ‘By completing the process initiated 
by Charles VIII 45 years earlier, Francis made a notable contribution to French unification. A small 
independent, yet vassal state, which in the past had often called in the foreigner to defend its independence, 
was no more’, Ibid, p. 243.
87 According to Professor L.J. Macfarlane, ‘Boece tells us that the purpose of the visit [a Scottish embassy 
ot Louis XI in August/September 1479] was to strengthen the ties of friendship between France and 
Scotland and to inform Louis XI that despite the Anglo-Scottish treaty of 1474, James III continued to hold 
himself bound by the ancient treaties of alliance between their two countries* (cf, Boece, Vitae, p. 66), 
William Elphinstone and The Kingdom of Scotland. 1431-1514. Aberdeen (1985) p. 123. Macfarlane adds 
that ‘despite the fact that Renaissance historians like Boece had a weakness for inventing and inserting 
speeches of this nature into their texts as oratorical exercises, [i.e. Elphinstone's oration to Louis XI] they 
make it clear that James III was ready to take arms against any power attempting to invade France’, Ibid, p. 
123.
88 r . Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Ages, pp. 517-8, n. 324, cf. Acts of the Parliament of 
Scotland. II, 144-5.
89 J. Wormald, Court. Kirk and Community, p.6. There is no reference cited by Wormald and there does 
not appear to be any documentary evidence, for a ratification of a Franco-Scottish treaty in 1479. Thus, it 
appears that the years during the reigns of Louis XI and James III is the only period between 1295 and 1558 
when the "Auld Alliance" was not signed or reconfirmed.
90 n . Macdougall, James III: A Political Study. Edinburgh, (1982) p. 145.
91 In 1495, grateful for his services in the Italian campaigns, Charles VIII created him Governor of 
Calabria. T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 18.
92 R. L. Mackie, King James IV of Scotland. London, & Edinburgh, (1958), p. 26, n. 7 cf, S.R.O. 
(Treaties with France), No. 16 (Latin) No. 17 (French) No. 18, Ratification by Charles VIII, Paris, 9 July 
1484 (Latin) and No. 19 (French).
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James III, however, actively pursued an Anglo-Scottish alliance with a series of 
negotiations and marriage proposals with Edward IV and Richard III. At the same time, he 
secretly ingratiated himself with Henry Tudor93 who had spent the years 1471 to 1485 in 
exile, mostly in Brittany, under the protection of the then Duke, François 11,94 whose 
mother was a Scot and, as has been shown, whose grandfather had signed an alliance with 
James II in 1448.95 Henry Tudor, moreover, had more substantial reasons to be grateful 
to the Scots and French. ‘The invading force with which he landed at Milford Haven 
included both a French contingent, under the command of Stewart d'Aubigny,96 and a 
Scots company, led by John Coningham, captain of the French king's garde écossaise, and 
Sir Alexander Bruce of Earlshall, a Fife laird. It was the Scots company, according to 
Pitscottie, which formed the spear-point of Henry's attack at Bosworth’.97
In 1488, James III, like his grandfather James I, was slain by a group of dissentient 
magnates and once again the Scots had a mere youth as a monarch. Even so, James IV, at 
the age of fifteen years was older than any other Stewart to accede to the Scottish throne 
during the 15th and 16th centuries.98 During the first few years of his reign, James IV
93 R. Nicholson, Scotland: The Later Middle Apes, p. 518. Nicholson designates Henry as Earl of 
Richmond. But he had been deprived of the honour of Richmond in 1462, S.B. Chrimes, Henry VII. 
London, (1972) repr. (1977) p. 15, n. 5 £f, ‘The honour was transferred briefly to Richard, Duke of 
Gloucester, then in September to George, Duke of Clarence, and on his death in 1478 to Gloucester again’, 
Ibid, p. 15.
94 Ibid, p. 17. When the Duke died in September 1488, Henry, now king of England, came to the 
assistance of the Bretons and the twelve-year-old Duchess Anne with considerable loans and signed the 
treaty of Redon on 14 Feb. 1489, promising military protection against Charles VIII’s plans to annex the 
Duchy. In the event, the French king married Anne of 6 Dec. 1491. Henry crossed the channel with an 
army and beseiged Boulogne; Charles VIII agreed to negotiate, and they signed the treaty of Étaples on 3 
Nov. 1492. Ibid, pp. 280-2, and G.R. Elton, England under the Tudors. London (1955) repr. (1983) pp. 24- 
5.
93 Supra. Table No. 1.
96 Glorified in Sir John Beaumont's verse: ‘A Lord of Scotland, Bernard, was their pride,/ A blossom of the 
Stuarts happy line,/ Which is on brittaines throne ordain'd to shine;/ The sun, whose rayes, the heav'n with 
beauty crowne,/ From ascending, to hos going downey Saw no braver leader, in that age;/ At Bos worth 
Field must be the glorious stage, Bérault Stuart, Seigneur d'Aubigny, Traité sur l'art de la Guerre, (ed. & 
intro.) Élie de Comminges, The Hague, (1976) p.xi & n. 2, çf, Sir John Beaumont, Bosworth Field. 
London, (1629).
97 R.L. Mackie, King James IV. pp. 27-8. ‘Bruce of Earlshall was a member of Henry VII's household in 
1485 and he was rewarded by the King for services that might well have included help at Bosworth’, R.A. 
Griffiths & R.S. Thomas, The Making of the Tudor Dynasty. Gloucester, (1985) p. 131. Robert 
Cunningham, dont le nom fut francisé en Coningham ou Conigan:’, P. Contamine, Guerre, état et société 
à la fin du Moyen Age. Paris (1972)p. 419; ‘Robert Coningham fut capitaine d'une compagnie de la garde 
écossaise; son fils Joachim, qui avait acquis des terres en Poitou, lui succéda dans la première puis dans la 
seconde de ces charges [grands serviteurs à la monarchie d'Ancien Régime!’. Ibid, p. 420.
98 The year of accession and the age of these monarchs were: James I (1406) 13 years; James II (1437) 6 
years; James III (1460) 9 years; James IV (1488) 15 years; James V (1513) 17 months; Mary, Queen of 
Scots (1542) 6 days; and James VI (1567) 13 months. Jenny Wormald maintains that ‘the Stewart's 
lamentable habit of dying young and leaving a minor to succeed, actually strengthened their curious 
balancing act. That minorities were to be dreaded is almost a historical cliché’. Furthermore, Wormald says 
that ‘the repeated minorities offer further remarkable evidence of the nicely-poised relationship between the 
crown and its most powerful subjects. Every king from James II onwards issued an “Act of Revocation”, 
revoking grants made in his name during his minority; normally they were regranted, but not always — and
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entered into a series of negotiations with foreign powers. Initially with Spain in 1489; with 
the Emperor Maximilian; and when the Spanish negotiations broke down, with France on 4 
March 1492, James ratified the "Auld Alliance" with Charles VIII.99
A Scottish embassy, pursuing the Spanish overture, arrived there in 1495 and in the 
next two years, Pedro de Ayala, Ferdinand's and Isabella's envoy, was twice in Scotland. 
‘The interest of Spain was that Scotland should remain neutral while England, Spain's ally, 
attacked France’.100 The negotiations which were to seal James IV's fate, however, were 
those entered into with England in 1498, culminating in 1502 with the Treaty of "Perpetual 
Peace" and the marriage of Henry VII's daughter, Margaret, to James on 8 August 1503. 
The treaty, fatally as it turned out, had the papal confirmation of Pope Alexander VI. 
Unfortunately for James, peaceful negotiations were not part of the modus operandi of the 
"warrior-pope", Julius II, who was elected on 31 October 1503. By his bellicose policies, 
he set in motion an almost continuous state of war in Western Europe which at one time or 
another, and fuelled by the Reformation, affected practically every duchy, principality, 
state and kingdom from Naples to the Scottish Borders, during the next 50 years.
In the meantime, James had been trying to interest the Papacy and other European 
monarchs in the mounting of a crusade against the Turk. Julius II acknowledged his 
efforts and ‘gave him the title “Protector of the Christian Religion”, and presented him with 
a purple hat, variegated with golden flowers, and a sword with a gold hilt and 
scabbard’, 101 which is still part of the royal regalia of Scotland. But the Pope had more 
pressing concerns nearer to home. By the League of Cambrai of 1508, he used the French 
to subdue Venice, and then he made an alliance with Venice to expel the French from Italy. 
By 1511, the Pope had formed the so-called Holy League with Aragon, Venice and 
England (and which the Emperor later joined); to attack France, and ‘Scotland was 
commanded to join in’. 102
Louis XII, isolated by the Holy League, appealed to general council against the 
Pope. Julius responded by declaring the French king as a schismatic and excommunicated 
him. Louis turned to Scotland promising to support James's proposal of a crusade, and as 
James had not elicited any other supporters, he confirmed the "Auld Alliance" at Edinburgh 
on 16 March 1512.103 On 15 June 1512 Louis XII prepared for war and issued letters
sometimes for a price’, ‘The House of Stewart and its Realm’, History Today. (Sept. 1984) p. 24; repr. in 
Scotland Revisited, (ed) J. Wormald, London (1991).
99 R.L. Mackie, King James IV. p. 62. See also Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 227.
100 g . Donaldson, Scottish Kings, p. 139.
101 J. MacKinnon, The Constitutional History of Scotland from early times to the Reformation, London, 
(1924) p. 216.
102 j. Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community, p. 7.
1°3 A. N. (Tr. des Charles) J. 678, No. 30; N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 80-9; B. L. Harleian Coll. 
1244, fols 97-106; Floddcn Papers, (ed) M. Wood, Scottish History Society, 3rd Series, Vol. XX, 
Edinburgh, (1933), Appendix II, pp. 143-8; R.L. Mackie, King James IV. pp. 226, n.l, cf, S.R.O. MSS. 
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patent: ‘il soit vray le roy d'Angleterre, ancien ennemy de nostredit royaume, a jà  fait 
descente en icelluy nostre royaume par deux endroiz et s'efforce entrer en nostre pais de 
Guienne, et prépare encores une autre descent du costé de Picardie ... Et pour ce faire 
avons mis de nouveau 1,200 lances d'ordonnances, grant nombre de gens de pié tant de 
nostre royaume que estrangiers, artillerie et autres choses nécessaires, et devantiage fait 
dresser une grosse et puissante armée de mer’. 104
Thus, James was caught in a double-bind: as the ally of a schismatic and, at the same time, 
under the ecclesiastical sanctions imposed by the papal confirmation of the treaty of 
"Perpetual Peace" of 1502.105 When Henry VIII invaded France in 1513, ‘James, his 
options closed, declared war’. 106
The likelihood of war against England had greatly increased with the advent, in 
1509, of Henry VIII who began planning for it in the first year of his reign. 107 The Holy 
League of 1511 gave the war its impetus, and in 1512 Henry despatched 10,000 men to the 
Pyrenees to assist Ferdinand, who used them as decoys while he conquered Navarre. This 
was followed by another English disaster in April 1513, in the naval defeat off Brest. 
Finally, in June 1513, a splendid army of 30,000 men, accompanied by Henry himself, 
crossed to Calais. After beseiging and razing the powerful fortress of Thérouanne on 23 
August, the English captured and conquered Tournai. As Professor Elton points out, 
‘what he [Henry] had conquered was a city of no strategic importance ... while care had 
been taken that the little fighting there was should not endanger his life’. In the meantime, 
a real war had been fought and won against Scotland. 108 A short time previously, James 
had sent the Scottish fleet of 13 large and 10 smaller vessels to join the French at Brest. 
On board were 3,000 Scottish soldiers, commanded by the 1st Earl of Arran, who had 
been sent to assist France in their defensive campaign against the English. Thus, ill- 
prepared and lacking effective artillery and experienced troops, James marched south 
where, on 9 September 1513 at Flodden field, encumbered in the Northumbrian mud by 
their "white"-plate- armour, ‘the governing class of Scotland: the king, 3 bishops, 11 
Earls, 15 Lords, was wiped out along with countless others’ 109 by a second-rank English
‘Each “lance ordonnance” included six horsemen, one man-at-armes, two bowmen and three valets. 
The army was to number 24,000 French and 12 or 16,000 lanquenets recruited principally in Gueldres’, 
Letters and Papers relating to the War with France. 1512-1513. (ed) A. Spont, Navy Records Society, 
London (1897) pp. 23-4 and n. 1 & 2.
105 Q. Donaldson, Scottish Kings, p. 144.
106 j Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community, p. 7.
107 g .R. Elton, Reform and Reformation. London, (1977), repr. (1979) p. 35.
10« Ibid, p. 39. Also see, ‘Account of Henry the Eighth's Expedition into France, A.D. 1513’, 
Archaeologia. vol. 26, (1836) pp. 475-78, written by a member of the expedition to ‘Henry Courtenay, 
11th Earl of Devon, from "Gyngate", 2 Sept. 1513 by "Gyles Ap ...?...(illegible)’.
10^ J. Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community, p. 7. D.H. Caldwell observes that ‘a particularly disastrous 
defeat like Flodden in 1513 meant perhaps about 5,000 dead out of an army on the day of 20,000 or more, 
though with 1,500 English dead it was a dearly bought victory for them’, ‘The use and effect of Weapons: 
the Scottish experience’, Review of Scottish Culture. 4, (1988), p. 60.
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army commanded by Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey. 110 Inexplicably, when Henry VIII 
returned from France, he made no move to capitalize on the Scottish defeat and consolidate 
his father's judicious dynastic policy, even though the infant James V was in Margaret 
Tudor's hands.
In the meantime Louis XII granted the first known general letters of naturalization 
to all the subjects of the king of Scots at the instance of Andrew Forman, Bishop of Moray 
and Archbishop of Bourges,! 1 ! and Robert Stewart, 4th Sieur d'Aubigny and captain of 
the garde écossaise. The letters patent were given at Amiens in the month of September 
1513, before the disaster at Flodden, as is made clear in their text: it is for;
‘the laudable and commendable service which our said good brother, cousin 
and ally, the present king of Scotland, is actually doing us, as it is 
notorious, that, in the pursuance of our said friendship, fellowship, 
confederacy and alliance, he hath voluntarily declared for us against the 
king of England his brother-in-law, who is at present in our said kingdom; 
and moreover, hath sent us succours and arms by sea, of great numbers of 
ships and men of war, which is so timely a service, as well requires that his 
subjects be forever recommended and favoured in our said kingdom’.! 12
In the aftermath of Flodden the first act of the Lords of the Council, on 19 
September 1513, was to arrange the coronation of the seventeen-month old James V at 
Stirling,! 13 ancj to appoint Margaret as guardian of the infant king and regent of the 
kingdom in accordance with James IV's will. 114 The heir presumptive was John, Duke of 
Albany, son of James Ill's brother who had fled to France, and next in line was James 
Hamilton, 1st Earl of Arran, a son of James II's daughter Mary by Lord Hamilton. Thus, 
when Margaret married Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus on 6 August 1514,115 the 
Council decided on 7 September that she should relinquish the regency and the following 
day ‘concludit that letters be writin to my lord duk of Albany governor of Scotland to cum 
hame in this realme of Scotland in all possible haist for the defence of the samin and for 
gud reule to be put and kepit in the said realme in all partis’. He was also ‘to desir at the 
King of France all munitions promittit to the realme of Scotland baith in tyme of pece and 
weir, that is to say money artalzerie, and all uthir munitiouns, and in spéciale our schippis 
and all the artalzerie being tharin, and to be deliverit to the duk as governour forsaid’.l 16
110 Thomas Howard, Earl of Surrey and 2nd Duke of Norfolk. His younger brother Edmund Howard, 
commanded the left wing of the English army. R.L. Mackie, King James IV. p. 251.
111 Although Louis XII had been pressing the reluctant chapter at Bourges to accept Forman as Archbishop 
since June 1513, not until 13 November did Forman make his solemn entry into Bourges, R.L. Mackie, 
King James IV. p. 277.
112 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 28.
113 Acts of the Lords of Council in Public Affairs. 1501-1554. (ed) R.K. Hannay, Edinburgh,(1932) p .l.
114 W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland...to 1603. p. 300.
H 5  G. Donaldson, Scotland: James V - James VII. The Edinburgh History of Scotland, Volume 3, 
Edinburgh, (1965) repr. (1978) p. 31.
11  ^ Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 20.
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On 2 January 1515 the "Auld Alliance" was ratified in the name of James V at Edinburgh 
with Louis X I l l l 7  who, in fact, had died the previous dayl 18 and ‘Monsieur 
d'Angouleme, as the nearest person to the crown’, was proclaimed King Francis 1.119
The Lords of the Council recorded on 3 July 1515, ‘that ane excellent and mychti 
prince Johnne duke of Albany, governour and protectour of Scotland and tutour to the 
kingis grace to his perfite age, arivit in the said realme the XVIII day of M ay’. They also 
noted in the same deliberation, ‘that the king of Ingland makis his writing to the sege of 
Rome calland him protectour and governour of Scotland, quhilkis ar nocht foundit nor 
groundit apoun verite’.120 Henry VIII's appeal to Rome had been made after Margaret 
had been obliged to give up her children and was forced to flee with Angus to England. 121 
On 28 September 1515, however, Albany offered ‘to schew hir [Margaret] all the 
humanities that he can, sa that sche will return and cum in Scotland and be ane gud Scottis 
weman as accordis hir to doo for the greit lufe that sche suld have til her sone the king’ 
shall offer her a place that she likes. Furthermore, Albany had been appointed by the 
Lords of the Council ‘to doo the kingis graice and the realm service and caus justice to be 
kepit tharintill, and how his maister the King of France, willand the weile of the Kingis 
graice and realm of Scotland at all tymis as of his awn’. 122
As governor, Albany showed considerable skill in maintaining his position, and in 
November 1516 his position as second person of the realm was formally acknowledged by 
the Parliament. 123 The following year Margaret returned to Scotland, and on 14 May the 
Lords of the Council and Albany ‘ordanit that the quenis grace als oft as sche plesis to cum 
sail haif interess in the said castell of Edinburgh with xi personis with hir men and 
wemen’.124 The next day they consented ‘that my lord governor depart into the realme of 
France for expeditioun of the materis concernyng the common wele of this realme’, 125 and 
on 2 June Albany appointed a council to govern in his absence. *26 Soon after his arrival 
in France, Albany started negotiations with Francis I for a treaty of friendship and alliance
117 A. N. (Tr. des Charles) J. 678, No. 32; N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 98-106; B.L. Harleian Coll. 
1244, fols 116-125.
118 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 12. Louis XII had married Mary Tudor, Henry VIII's youngest sister, on 9 
October 1514; less than three months later he was dead. During this time the aging king had been depicted 
in a play by the clerks of the Basoche. as ‘being carried off to Heaven or Hell by a filly given to him by the 
King of England’, Ibid, p. 12, n. 39 £f, H.G. Harvey, The Theatre of the Basoche: The contribution of the 
Law Societies to French Medieval Comedy. Cambridge, Mass. (1941), pp. 228-231.
119 r  j  Knecht, Francis I. p. 12.
120 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 40.
121 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 32.
122 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 57.
123 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. pp. 33-4. n. 5, cf, Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 
283.
124 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 91.
125 ¡bid, p. 92.
126 ¡bid, P- 93.
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which was signed at Rouen on 20 August 1517,127 which Albany promised ‘to have 
ratified by the Scottish Parliament within two months after his return’. 128 The treaty 
reconfirmed the "Auld Alliance" and included an additional clause whereby it was agreed 
that James V should marry a daughter of Francis 1.129 Albany also persuaded the French 
king to grant privileges to Scottish merchants, the letters patent being signed at Amboise in 
May 1518. It was in response to:
‘the request of our most dear and most beloved cousin the duke of Albany, 
regent and governor of Scotland, we have all and every the Scottish 
merchants, who are and shall be hereafter trading, frequenting and 
conversing in this our kingdom, freed, acquitted, exempted ... in perpetuity 
and forever, from the new impost of 12 French deniers per livre, raised in 
the city of Dieppe upon foreign merchandise, beside the sum of 4 French 
deniers per livre, which has been anciently collected and raised upon the 
said foreign merchandise’. 130
Albany continued to work in the interests of Scotland, even though he had been 
prevented from returning there in consideration of certain provisions of the treaty of 
"Universal Peace" signed in London on 2 October 1518, which had also included 
Scotland. 131 At the National Library of Scotland there are copies of two letters concerning 
this treaty. They had probably been in France since the 16th century, and were copied and 
arrived in Scotland in the 17th century. 132 The first is from: ‘Thomas Due de Norfolk et
127 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 107-115; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 126-135.
128 The Letters of James V. (Collected and calendared by R.K. Hannay) (ed) D. Hay, Edinburgh, (1954) p. 
52.
129 ‘^ e  French ratification ... is dated at Lyon, 13 June 1522. The Scottish Estates confirmed the treaty 
on 28 Dec. 1521 when Madeline was named in place of Charlotte and again on 24 Nov. 1523’, Ibid, p. 52. 
See also the confirmation of the treaty signed at Edinburgh on 23 Nov. 1523, held in Paris at A. N. (Tr. 
des Chartes) J. 679, No. 46.
130 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 50; see also M.W. Stuart, The Scot who was a Frenchman. London, 
(1940), Appendix C, p. 298.
131 Inexplicably, Peter Gwyn in his recent book, The Rise and Fall of Thomas Wolsev. London (1990) 
says that ‘when the time came for Scotland to join the treaty of universal peace, made at the same time as 
the treaty between and France, she refused’, Ibid, p. 94. Gwyn cites, R. Glen Eaves, Henry VIII's Scottish 
Diplomacy. 1513-1524. New York (1971) pp. 66-101, as the source for this assertion. Yet Eaves says 
‘negotiations finally culiminated in an Anglo-French treaty of alliance on 2 October 1518 ... [and] Francis I 
incorporated the Scots in the treaty as an ally of France’, Ibid, p. 72, £jf, C.S.P. Spanish. Henry VIII. 
Bergenroth, Vol. 2, pp. 292-3: this refers to the treaty itself which states categorically that Scotland was 
included. For an excellent analysis of the treaty of Universal Peace, see G. Mattingly, Renaissance 
Diplomacy. London (1955) repr. Middlesex (1965) pp. 159-162; and ‘An Early Nonagression Pact’. Journal 
of Modem History. X (1938). Gwyn includes both these works in his bibliography, yet Mattingly says
that ‘Venice was scrupulously included in the treaty as were Ferrara, Urbino, Gueldres, Scotland — indeed 
all the sore spots of diplomacy’, Ibid, p. 11. Gwyn seems to have confused the Treaty of 2 October 1518 
and what, John Guy, Tudor England. Oxford (1990) p. 106, describes as the ‘rapprochement’ in 1520 
between England and France at the ‘Field of Cloth of Gold’, in which Scotland was not included.
132 See Supra, n. 6 for the source of this MS. Volume (N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5). These two letters seem 
not to have been cited elsewhere. There is a gap in the Scottish State Papers at this point, and the Letters 
and Papers, foreign and Domestic of the Reign of Henry VIII. (eds) J.J. Brewer, J. Gardner and R.H. Brodie, 
21 Vols, London (1862-1910), Vol. II (2), (hereafter L. & P.) does not appear to include them. It is also 
not known if the originals survived the dispersal of the archives at the time of the French Revolution and 
whether or not they are extant in France or elsewhere?
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autres Deputtez 133 R0y d'Angleterre, par laquelle ils declarent, que combien qu’au 
Traicte de Paix fait entre le Pape, l'Empereur, les Roys de France, d'Espaigne, et de 
Angleterre, le Roy d'Escosse soit comprins: Ils ont convenu que c'est a la Charge que le dit 
Roy d'Escosse n'envahira l'Angleterre, et qu'il y aura entrecours pour le Trafficque’, 
London, 2 October 1518;! 34 which outlines the terms by which Scotland was 
comprehended in the treaty. This was officially confirmed a few weeks later by a, 
‘Procuration de Henry VIII Roy d'Angleterre, pour traitter en son nom avec le Roy 
Francois I touchant l'Entreveiie qui se devoit faire des dits Roys, et sur ce que le dit Roy 
d'Escosse estoit comprins au dit traitte’, London, 9 November 1518.135
During his enforced absence, Albany approached the Pope (Leo X) on 5 January 
1519 for confirmation of the Bull of Innocent VIII (1487) ‘granting delay of eight months 
in providing for prelatical vacancies in order that the king might forward his 
supplications’. 136 Francis I, who had signed the Concordat of Bologna with Leo X in 
1516, supported Albany whose petition was also aided by the marriage of his wife's 
younger sister to Lorenzo, the Pope's nephew. 137 Scotland during this time had been 
experiencing the usual factional feuds which always erupted during a royal minority. This 
time it was mainly due to the Queen Dowager's estrangement from her husband, the Earl of 
Angus. Therefore, in April/May 1520, John, Lord Fleming was sent to France with 
instructions from the Scottish Lords ‘that unless Albany comes by midsummer he shall 
lose his right in the crown’ and that ‘Henry intends by the declaration of the duke's 
disability to deprive Francis of Scotland’.138 This was followed by a document entitled, 
‘Scottish memorandum prior to the Feild of the Cloth of Gold [June 1520] ’,139 outlining 
Scottish concerns that ‘England should understand that Albany has full power to treat for 
James V. If England grants this, a treaty of reciprocal defence between the three countries 
should be sought, without prejudice to the Franco-Scottish alliance: if England refuses, 
Francis will be sure that the object is to destroy the friendship of Scotland and France’. 140 
A lengthy litany of complaints against England follows ending with a warning that ‘if the 
governor does not return at once, it will certainly be impossible to preserve the king and
133 Besides Thomas Howard, 2nd Duke of Norfolk, there were Thomas, Episcopus Dunolinsis [Thomas 
Ruthal, Bishop of Durham, custodian of the Privy Seal]; Carolus Comes Wigomiae Dominus de Herbert 
et de Connor, Camerarius ejusdem Anglia Regis [Charles Somerset, Earl of Worcester, Lord Herbert and 
Connor and member of Henry VIII's Privy Chamber]; Nicolaus, Episcopus Eliensis [Nicholas West, 
Bishop of Ely]; see G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 47 and England under the Tudors, p. 75; P. 
Williams, The Tudor Regime. Oxford, (1979) repr. (1983), p. 433.
134 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 116-9; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 136-7.
!35 ¡bid, fols 120-1; Ibid, fols 140-41.
136 Letters of James V. p. 68, c£, S.R.O. Papal Bulls, No. 45.
137 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 34.
138 Letters of James V. p. 76.
139 ¡bid, p. 77.
140 ¡bid, p. 77.
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realm. It is the aim of the English to prevent the return [of Albany] and foster civil strife, 
undermining affection for France and Albany, and compelling a peace which will give 
England control’. 141 Having received this news, Albany immediately set off for Rome, 
arriving there on 17 May, to inform the Pope of the English opposition. Leo X responded 
by issuing a Bull on 19 June 1520, taking Scotland and James V under his protection and 
affirming Albany as Governor and James's Tutor, and the ‘administration granted until the 
king's lawful age are confirmed by apostolic authority; and all persons of whatsoever 
ecclesiastical or worldly station however eminent are forbidden under pain of 
excommunication and disobedience in anywise to disturb the Duke's government’. 142
Francis I’s response to the English threats was more practical. He wrote to the 
Scottish Estates in October 1520, informing them that he was sending envoys to answer 
their complaints and to explain his position. 143 Xo fortify his words, on 26 January 1521, 
he sent Nicolas Croixmare to Rouen en route to Scotland, ‘devers noz chers et bien amez, 
le Sr d'Aubigny et maistre Jehan Deplains conseiller en notre grant conseil leur porter la 
somme de cinq mil [5,000] escuz dor au soleil que des lors ordonnances leur estre envoie 
pour icelle delivrer aux personnes et ainsi que leur avions donne charge a leur parlement 
faire pour acuns noz exprez et secretz affair es dont ne voullons en autre mention estre 
faicte’.144 a  few weeks later the treaty of "Universal Peace" was broken and the expected 
Habsburg/Valois conflict had begun. 145 Cardinal Wolsey arrived at Calais on 2 August 
1521, ostensibly to restore peace but on 24 November he signed the treaty of Bruges with 
Charles V's envoy committing ‘England to a declaration of war against France, at least by 
March 1523’.146
141 ¡bid, P- 79.
14  ^ Ibid, p. 79, cL S.R.O. Papal Bulls No. 46. It is not known whether Henry or Wolsey were aware of 
this Bull, and the secondary sources (Elton, Scarisbrick, Gwyn, Williams and Knecht) give no indication. 
Donaldson mentions it, James V - James VII. p. 34, but he does not elaborate nor cite any further sources. 
l 4  ^ Letters of James V. p. 81. See Francis I's ‘Instructions to Aubigny and De Plains, October 1520’, Ibid, 
pp. 82-3.
I44 A. N. Carton K. 82, No. 14, ‘Ordre de François 1er de payer les frais du voyage de Nicolas Croixmare 
... envoyé en Écosse pour porter cinq mille écus d'or à divers es personnalities’, Dijon, 29 mai 1521. 
l 4  ^ P. Gwyn, ‘W olsey’s foreign policy: the conferences at Calais and Bruges reconsidered’, Historical 
Journal. (1980) p. 760; more recently, Gwyn follows the same line of argument in: The Rise and Fall of 
Thomas W olsev. pp. 151 et seq.
14  ^Ibid, p. 755; by the terms of this treaty Henry betrothed his daughter, Mary, to Charles V. Previously, 
(1518) she had been betrothed to the Dauphin, François. Ibid, p. 758. For an excellent piece of research of 
almost encyclopaedic proportions regarding Anglo/French ambassadors, envoys, diplomats and their 
missions during the period 1485 to 1520 see C. Giry-Deloison, ‘Les Rapports Franco-Anglais de 1485 au 
Camp du Drap d'Or’, Unpublished Thesis de Troisième Cycle, Université de Paris 1 [La Sorbonne] (1988). 
I am grateful to M. Giry-Deloison for the gift of his thesis in 1988 which is such a useful resource, 
especially when one is 12,000 miles from the European archives and libraries. More accessible is: C. Giry- 
Deloison, ‘La naissance de la diplomatie moderne en France et en Angleterre au début du XVIe siècle’, 
Nouvelle revue du seizième siècle. 5, (1987).
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Albany returned to Scotland in November, 147 an(j on 28 December 1521 at 
Edinburgh he signed a treaty of friendship on behalf of James V with Francis I, renewing 
the "Auld Alliance" against England. 148 Soon after, Henry VIII raised his objections in a 
letter to the Scottish Estates dated 14 January 1522 at Greenwich, ‘a ce qu'ils n'assistent le 
Duc de Albanie, et ne le souffrent demeurer en Escosse’.149 seems that Henry was 
concerned that they had given ‘the charge of James to a stranger of inferior repute, 
intending to sever the queen from her husband and marry her himself, to the great danger 
of the king, the ruin of the queen, and Henry's honour’. 150 jn j uiy and August 1522 
English forces invaded the northern coast of France, and in September, Albany led a 
Scottish army to the West March to invade England. 151 The Scots, however, probably 
recalling the débâcle at Flodden, refused to cross the Border. Albany returned to France in 
October, and in January 1523 Henry again tried to have Albany removed from the regency. 
In return he offered the Scots a long truce and the marriage of Mary to James V; ‘his 
offers, however, were mistrusted and rejected’. 152 in September 1523, Albany returned to 
Scotland ‘avec une flotte de quatre-vingt-sept [87] petits batiments, quatre mille [4,000] 
hommes d'armes, mille [1,000] arquebusièrs, six cent [600] chevaux, dont cent [100] 
étaient bardés de fer, et un beau parc d'artillerie’. 153 in October, he led the army of some 
5,000 French and Scots to the East March to attack the English at Wark. The English, too 
well entrenched in the fortress, were victorious; but once again the Scots nobles had 
refused to cross the Border. In May 1524 Albany once more returned to France; this time 
on the understanding that if he did not return to Scotland before September 1524 his 
regency would be at an end. "But it was ended by a coup long before that’. 154 ¡n July, 
the Queen Mother and her adherents arranged for the "erection" of the twelve-year-old 
James. But the return of Angus in 1525, his rehabilitation to lands and offices, his 
subsequent supremacy on the council and his strategic appointments of his family to it all 
resulted in control and virtual captivity of the young king, and de facto rule by the 
Douglases in Scotland until 1528. Between the 27 and 30 May 1528, James, having
1^7 The secret departure of Albany and the complicity of Francis I was elaborated by a Scottish sea captain, 
Dougal Campbell, who had been captured with his four ships, during his interrogation, 8 May 1522, G.R. 
Elton, ‘Anglo-French relations in 1522: A Scottish Prisoner of War and his interrogation’, E. H. R.. 
LXXVII, (1963).
148 N.L.S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 125-30; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 146-51.
149 Ibid, fols 121-4; Ibid, fols 142-5.
150 Henry VIII to the Estates of Scotland, Greenwich, 13 January 1521/2, Letters of James V. p. 86.
151 W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland...to 1603. p. 302.
152 ¡bid, p. 302.
153 F. Michel, Les Écossais en France. Vol. 1, p. 377, n. 3, £f, B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula, B III, fol. 59.
154 W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland...to 1603. p. 302. ‘In 1524, John Stewart, Duke of Albany, had a seat 
in the Parlement of Paris, by command of Francis I, before the dukes and peers. He was appointed Viceroy 
of Naples, General of the galleys of France, and Governor of the Bourbonese, of Auvergne, and other 
provinces’, T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 18.
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secretly arranged his escape with his mother, who had put Stirling Castle at his disposal, 
made his way there, ultimately to take up the reins of monarchy with the support of all the 
Scottish magnates, save the Douglases, by December 1528.155
During the next seven or eight years, James travelled widely throughout his realm 
consolidating his position. At the same time, he also became one of the most courted 
princes in 16th-century Europe. In 1530, Albany revived a proposal, first made in 1527, 
for the marriage of James to his niece, Catherine de Medici, the ward of Pope Clement 
VII. in 1532, Charles V sent him the Golden Fleece, having proposed to James 
marriage with his widowed sister, Mary of Hungary; when this proposal was rejected, the 
Emperor later suggested marriage into the Royal House of Denmark, and then into of 
Portugal. In 1534, Henry VIII sent him the Garter, hoping that James might reconsider 
marriage to Mary Tudor; and in 1536, Francis I sent him the Order of St. Michael, 157 
having signed letters of credence for his ambassadors to negotiate the marriage of James to 
Marie de Bourbon, daughter of the Duke of Vendome, at Cremieu on 3 March 1536158 
signing the marriage contract on 6 March and confirmation of it on 29 March 1536 also at
Cremieu. 159
James V's ‘personal preference was almost certainly for a French marriage’, 160 but 
when he saw Marie de Bourbon, he was so bitterly disappointed that he broke off the 
match at once. He then determined to marry his first choice under the terms of the treaty of 
Rouen: Madeleine, Francis I's daughter. The marriage treaty was signed at Blois on 26 
November 1536, providing for a dowry of 100,000 livres on the marriage and the income 
from a further 125,000 livres.161 They were married with great pomp and ceremony at 
Paris on 1 January 1537, returning to Scotland in May but sadly, only eight weeks later, 
the frail young queen died on 7 July 1537. There does not seem to have been any doubt 
that James would seek another French bride, and negotiations began almost immediately, 
with David Beaton, Abbot of Arbroath, nephew and coadjutor to the Archbishop of St. 
Andrews, being sent to France to conduct them. Soon after, James agreed to the 
nomination by Francis I of the recently widowed Duchesse de Longueville, Marie de 
Guise-Lorraine; the marriage contract was drafted in January 1538, providing a dowry of 
150,000 livres tournois.162 The marriage took place by proxy on 18 May 1538, and on
155 w . Croft Dickinson, Scotland...to 1603. p. 302; G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. 38-41.
156 ibid, p. 45.
157 \y. Croft Dickinson, Scotland...to 1603. p. 307.
158 a  N (Xr dcs chartes) J. 679, No. 48.
159 a . N. (Tr. des Chartes) J. 679, No. 51 (6 mars 1536); N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35.1.5, fols 138 -150; B. 
L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 184-8 (29 mars 1536).
160 g . Donaldson, James Y - James VII, p. 45.
161 N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 151-5; B. L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 184-8.
162 There had been some delay due to the proposal of marriage by Henry VIII to Marie de Guise; he had 
been recently widowed by the death of Jane Seymour, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII, p. 49.
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10 June she arrived in Scotland where she was married to James a few days later at St. 
Andrews.
For his part in the negotiations, David Beaton received the Bishopric of Mirepoix, 
his consecration taking place between 26 July and 13 August 1538, and a few months 
later, on 20 December, he was created a Cardinal by Pope Paul 111.163 jn anticipation of 
the donation of the Bishopric of Mirepoix, David Beaton, Abbot of Arbroath, was granted 
letters patent of naturalization by Francis I in November 1537 at Briançon. Francis 
declared it was because:
‘du grant désir et affection que nous porte ... [a] nostre trescher et grand 
amy Messire David Beton Abbe dal broth ... considérant les louables merits 
vertuz et merities qui sont en sa personne et les bons et tresaggreables 
services quilz nous cydeuant faictz et continue chacun jour. .. Quil puisse 
tenir et posséder en nostre dit Royaume pays terres et seigneuries Tous 
benefices soient archevescquez eveschez dignitez et autres quelconques dont 
il pourra estre cy apres licitement pourueu par tiltre non derogans aux 
sainctz decretz et concordatz dentre le sainct siege apostolique et noz 
privileges et entretiens de eglise gallicaine. Aussi acquérir tenir et posséder 
en nostre dit Royaume pays et seigneuries Tous telz biens de quelque 
noblesse valleur auctorite et pre-eminence quilz soient. Et diceulx desposer 
et ordonner par testament et ordonnance de derniere volunte et autrement 
ainsi que bon luy semblera. Et que apres son trespas ses parens heritiers ou 
autres ausquelz il auroit despose de ses dits biens luy puissent succéder 
Iceulx prandre et apprender joyr et vser tant ainsi quilz originairement natifz 
de nostre dit Royaume’.164
Following his appointment as Archbishop of St. Andrews in February 1539,165 
Beaton apparently sought, as was normal procedure, to register his letters patent of 
naturalization in the Chambre des Comptes. It appears that initally the ‘gens des comptes’ 
refused Beaton's submission. Francis I had obviously received this information in a letter 
from Beaton which the king mentions in his ‘Declaration’ to the ‘gens des comptes’ from 
Paris on 6 June 1539, commanding them to remove their restriction that Beaton's heirs 
were not capable of inheriting his French possessions because they were not 
régnicoles.166 despite the fact that Francis I had already granted them this status in
!63 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland. David Beaton 1494-1546. Edinburgh, (1986) p. 67. ‘On 5 
December 1537 while negotiations for the king's marriage to Mary of Guise were hanging fire, Pope Paul 
III provided him, on the French king's nomination, to the Bishopric of Mirepoix in the Languedoc, a 
suffragan see of Toulouse said to be worth 10,000 livres per year’, Ibid, p. 67
164a .N. Registre de Chancellerie JJ 250, No. 190, fol. 53v. For a full transcription of this document see 
Infra. Appendix No 8.
165 D.E.R. Watt, (ed) Fasti Ecclcsiae Scoticanae Medii Aevi ad annum 1638. Edinburgh (1969) p. 298.
166 ‘Regnicoles: sont les naturels français, qui sont nés et qui résident dans le roiaume, pais, terres et 
seigneuries de l’obeissance du Roi, et qui, en consequence, sont capables de tous les éfets civils; on dit 
regnicole par opposition à aubain, qui est un étranger actuellement dans le roiaume’, Bosquet, Dictionnaire 
Raisonné des Domaines et Droits Dominiaux; des Droits d'Éçhange, et ceux de contrôle des Actes des 
Notaires et Sous-Signatures privées. Insinuations: Laiaues. Centième Denier. Petit-Scel. Contrôle des 
Exploits. Formule. Gréfes. Droits-réservés. Francs-fiefs. Amortissement, et Nouvel-Acquêt. 3 Vols, 
Rouen, (1762) Vol. 3, p. 255
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Beaton's original letters patent of naturalization of November 1537. This ‘Declaration’ 
was signed by Francis I in the presence of the constable, Anne de Montmorency, but still 
the ‘gens des comptes’ resisted. Two months later, on 6 August 1539, the king wrote a 
lettre de cachet 167 to the ‘gens des comptes’ again demanding that the ‘Cardinal de S* 
André’, and the rights of his successors to inherit his French possessions as régnicoles. 
even if they have no wish to become French subjects or even if they are not naturalized, be 
verified in the Chambre de Comptes. Finally, on 21 August 1539 Pierre Le Maistre, 
greffier of the Chambre des Comptes in Paris, 168 signed a statement on behalf of the ‘gens 
des comptes’ acceeding to Francis I's demands:
‘Declaration du Roy François I en ce que en faveur du Cardinal d'Escosse 
David Béton Evesque de Mirepoix, a ce que en consequence des Lettres de 
Naturalité à luy données, ses Heritiers luy puissent succéder, encores qu'ils 
ne soyent Regnicolles; et qu'il n'y ayt Espérance qu'ils le deviennent, et 
encores qu'ils n'ayent esté naturalisez; non obstant les Restrinctions 
auparavant apposées en la verification des dittes Lettres. Donnée à Paris, le 
dernier Juin 1539. Ensemble les Lettres de Cachet, à mesmes Fins, du 
seixiesme Aust ensuivant. Et l'Arrest de Verification Pure et Simple, en la 
Chambre des Comptes le Lendemain.’.169
When examining Beaton's French connections, Sanderson cites a passing remark 
by Cardinal Farnese (c. March 1539) that ‘as for the Scottish cardinal, everyone considers 
him as one of the French’. 1*70 indeed he was, but Sanderson does not mention Beaton's 
Lettres de Naturalité which confirms his status as a subject of the king of France. In the 
event, these disputes were entirely academic. When David Beaton was slain and his body 
hung over the ramparts of St. Andrews Castle on 29 May 1546, his eight children and his 
mistress, Marion Ogilivie, did not inherit his French possessions, although they were well-
167 Lettres de Cachet: ‘fermées d'un sceau de cire rouge’, R. Doucet, Les Institutions de la France au XVIe 
siècle. 2 Vols, Paris (1948) Vol. 1, p. 111.
168 Pierre Le Maître was included in the ‘confirmation des officiers de la Chambre de comptes dans leurs 
offices, à savoir ceux de premier président, de président lai, de tiers et quart président, de maîtres des 
comptes au nombre de dix sur les douze en exercice, de quatre correcteurs, de dix-huit auditeurs sur les vingt 
en exercice, des avocats et procureur du roi, des deux greffiers, du contrôleur du Trésor, du receveur et payer 
et du porteur des livres, tous désignés nominativement dans les présentes, Fontainebleau, 27 septembre 
1547’. Catalogue des Actes de Henri II (15471. Paris (1979), Vol. 1, pp. 311-2.
169 n . L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 268r-72v; B. L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 310-14; also see, ‘David 
Beaton, abbé d'Arbroath, naturalisé français s'était vu octroyer par François 1er l'évêché de Mirepoix’, E. 
Raison, L'Abbave de l'Absie-en-Gâtine. (1120-17351. Poitiers, (1936) p. 118; and Correspondance des 
Nonces en France. Vol. 6, (1546-1551), (ed) J. Lestocquoy, Rome & Paris, (1966), p. 114.
170 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 57, n. 4, çf, Acta Nuntiaturae Gallicae: Correspondance 
des Nonces en France Caroi et Ferrerio (1535-15401. Vol. 1, pp. 443-4. The Rev. W.J. Anderson says that 
‘Cardinal David Beaton had French citizenship, his name was put forward for the cardinalate by the French 
king as bishop of Mirepoix;’ and in ‘the opinion of the Three Estates in 1560’ he was ‘a French citizen 
who had attained through French influence the highest but one ecclesiastical dignity and had rich French 
benefices while at the time he became cardinal he had the confident expectation of becoming the primate of 
Scotland and occupant of its richest diocese and abbot of its richest abbey’, W.J. Anderson, ‘Rome and 
Scotland’, Innés Review. X, (1959) p. 182.
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provided for from his Scottish estates. 171 It is not surprising that the papacy also took 
great interest in this case. On 23 August the papal nuncio in France, Hieronimo Dandino, 
wrote to Cardinal Santa Fiora that Monluc (Jean de, évêque de Valence) ‘a demandé 
l'évêché de Mirepoix et ne l'a pas obtenu. On dit qu'à sa place on nommera à Venise, M. 
de Morvillier ... et le secrétaire Bayard ... en voudrait une aussi, que le roi a accordait à 
son fils’; 172 ancj on 18 December Dandino, informed Cardinal Farnese that he had spoken 
to Francis I about the money left in France by the ‘cardinale Santo Andrea’; to which the 
king had replied that ‘essendo stato il detto cardinale naturai de Francia per le lettere di 
Naturalità et Privilegii che haveva, manco S.S. [Sua Santità] li può pretendere cosa alcuna, 
essendo che tutto e delli heredi suoi et che per quelli li farà guardare et conservare molto 
volentieri’. 173 Francis I died on 31 March 1547, and there is no further mention of 
Beaton's money or the rights of his inheritors.
Scotland's adherence to the Church and the "Auld Alliance" became of greater 
concern to Henry VIII in the late 1530s, especially after the "pilgrimage of Grace" and the 
Bull of Pope Paul III in December 1538, by which Henry was excommunicated. 174 ¡n 
May 1537, he had sent Ralph Sadler to Scotland to warn James ‘against the craft and 
deceit’ of the Bishop of Rome and to persuade James ‘to a meeting with His Majesty in 
some commodious part northwards’.175 Henry also argued the advantages which would 
accrue to James should he follow his example and dissolve the monasteries; his ‘persuasive 
tactics reached a new intensity in 1540 and 1541’, 176 but the Scottish Council had long 
harboured doubts as to the advisability of James entering England. 177 Henry, however, 
made the long journey North; in vain as it turned out. Retribution soon followed. In 
August 1542, Henry mobilised his forces in the North, claimed suzerainty over 
Scotland, 178 and after some preliminary skirmishing, Sir Thomas Wharton's 4,000 
English troops routed a Scottish army estimated at between 14,000 and 20,000 men at
171 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, pp. 39-40; ‘all eight children were bom before he was fully 
ordained which probably took place about the time he was consecrated to Mirepoix in July or August 
1538’, Ibid, p. 39; furthermore, ‘the Cardinal's children are very well documented in public, private and 
legal records’, Ibid, p. 40; and appear well provided with Scottish lands and titles, Ibid, pp. 39-41.
^72 Corrcspondance des Nonces en France, vol. 6, p. 78. In the event, none of them were successful. On 
19 Juin 1547 it is noted that Claude de Guiche was, by this time, Bishop of Mirepoix, Ibid, p. 207, n .l.
173 Corrcspondance de Nonces en France, (ed) J. Lestocquoy, Vol. VI, Rome & Paris, (1966) p. 114.
174 ‘Even should Scotland not become a base against Henry, it was at least a focus of elements hostile to 
him, for refugees from his fury continued to find asylum there, and the brutalities following the 
"Pilgrimage of Grace" disposed some Englishmen to look to James for help’, G. Donaldson, James V - 
James VII. p. 26, n. 13 £f, State Papers. Henry VIII. vol. V, 79.
175 Calendar of State Papers relating to Scotland, (ed) MJ.Thorpe, 2 Vols, London, (1858) V ol.l, p.38.
176 g . Donaldson. James V - James VII. p. 26.
172 Letters of James V . pp. 316-7.
178 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p.59, n. 59, cf. State Papers. Henry VIII. Vol V, 213, 215; 
Letters & Papers. Vol. XVII, 1039, 1100, 1117.
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Solway Moss on 24 November 1542.179 Once again the Scottish nobles had refused to 
cross the Border which could possibly be described as some sort of "Flodden complex". 
This time it certainly cannot be ascribed to the "Auld Alliance" and the disinclination of the 
Scots to involve themselves in Anglo/French conflicts. 180 Few Scots were killed but 
1,200 were captured. When James heard the news he took to his bed and died, it is said of 
remorse three weeks later on 14 December 1542, six days after the birth of Mary, now 
Queen of Scots. When told of the birth of his daughter, James remarked, ‘it came with a 
lass, it will pass with a lass’. 181 Prophetic words indeed. But the Stewart dynasty did 
not end with his daughter, but with his great-great-great-grand-daughter, Queen Anne, 
during whose reign the Union of the kingdoms of Scotland and England took place in 
1707.
It is the advent of Mary, Queen of Scots, the Anglo/French competition for her 
hand in marriage, the treaties, alliances and military engagements; the role of France in the 
government of Scotland, culminating in the union of the French and Scottish crowns; the 
effects of the Habsbourg/Valois conflicts in the 1550s which inevitably included England 
and Scotland, and ultimately led to the end of the formal military "Auld Alliance" in 1560, 
which occupies the remainder of this thesis. It is only with the benefit of hindsight, 
however, that the "Auld (mutually defensive/offensive military) Alliance" between France 
and Scotland against England can be said to have ended with the Anglo/Scottish peace 
Treaty of Edinburgh on 6 July 1560; that after 265 years there would never be another 
formal military alliance between France and Scotland. Indeed, in 1560, contemporary 
Scots and French were firmly convinced that their "Auld Alliance" stretched back over 
eight centuries to the time of Charlemagne; that this was probably seen as only another of a 
number of vicissitudes the "Auld Alliance" had suffered over the centuries. It is also 
doubtful if any contemporary could have predicted the nature and impact of the 
Reformation in Scotland, or the effects of the Civil Wars or "Wars of Religion" as they are 
known by some, which were soon to break out in France.
179 g . Donaldson, James V - Janies VII . p. 60.
180 Donaldson speculates that ‘it would be in keeping with the effects of James’s policy if there was in fact 
disaffection among the Borderers; and equally if Scottish nobles were not unwilling to become prisoners, 
rather than die in the service of a king in whom so many of his subjects had completely lost confidence’, 
Ibid, p. 60. Croft Dickinson says that at this time ‘a war against England was a war against reforming 
opinion’, Scotland...to 1603. p. 311. According to a contemporary English account, ‘the Scots were in a 
maze’, and Wharton reported, ‘our prickers ... gatt theym in a shake all the waye’, G. MacDonald Fraser, 
The Steel Bonnets. London, (1971) p. 211. G.A. Sinclair tries to excuse Oliver Sinclair the king’s 
favourite most often blamed for the rout; but fails in ‘The Scots at Solway M oss’, S. H. R.. (1905). A. 
Makinson, ‘Solway Moss and the Death of James V ’, History Today. Vol. X, (1960); reviews all the 
previously held views, but is not able to offer anything further than traditional explanations. Neither 
contemporary commentators nor modem historians seem able to explain adequately the greatest military 
disgrace in Scottish history.
181 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 60.
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In any case, the "Auld Alliance" had long since ceased to be just a military alliance. 
It had developed many other social, cultural, architectural, commercial, artistic, literary and 
educational links which certainly did not cease in 1560, and were much stronger than the 
fairly fragile peace with England. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine the 
French influence on Scottish language and literature, art and architecture, legal institutions 
and education; or, for example, the establishment of the Scots College in 1326, which 
provided a focus for Scottish students studying in Parisl82 until the upheaval of the 
French Revolution, 183 during which time its library of books and precious manuscripts 
was scattered to the four winds. 184 ft is a]so not possible to examine here the Scottish 
influence in France (apart from military concerns) of Scots such as John Major and George 
Buchanan both of whom studied and taught at the University of Paris in the early 16th 
century, and either of whom may have caused Erasmus to remark that the Scots ‘plume 
themselves on their skill in dialectic subtleties’. 185 Moreover, there are also the 
contributions of Thomas Reid, David Hume and Adam Smith in the 18th century, to what 
was known in France as the "Scottish School of Philosophy", and to which Auguste 
Comte attributed his own evolution ‘in the first instance especially due to some luminous 
inspirations of Hume and Adam Smith’. 186
However, as the origins of French naturalization accorded to the Scots seem to have 
been firmly rooted in the military "Auld Alliance" and the establishment of the garde 
écossaise in 1445, some attention should be given to the Lettres de Naturalité granted not 
only to individual Scots but also to all Scottish subjects by certain French monarchs from 
Charles VII to Louis XIV; and a distinction must be made between individual grants, and 
those accorded to all the subjects of the King of Scots who resided in France. The earliest 
extant Lettres de Naturalité appear to have been granted to Robert Petillot ‘du royaume
182 ‘w .A  McNeill ... calculated 800 [Scottish student] names at Paris from between 1492 and 1633’, J. 
Durkan, ‘The French connection in the Sixteenth and early Seventeenth centuries’, in Scotland and Europe. 
1200-1850. (ed) T.C. Smout, Edinburgh, (1986) p. 19; see also, D.E.R. Watt, ‘Scottish University men of 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries’, Ibid, pp. 1-18. Commenting on the nature of the Scots College in 
the Later Middle Ages, Durkan says, ‘the myth of a Scots college supporting several bursars in Paris 
persists. What we have are Grisy Scholars, that is scholars of the bishop of Moray's foundation [1326] and 
the revenues drawn from a farm of that name outside Paris’, Ibid, p. 20.
183 ‘On the 15th Nivôse, an II de la République (14 January 1794), the Commune ordered the confiscation 
of all the valuables owned by the Scottish College; on the 18th of this same month the commissioners of 
the Section of the Sans-Culottes executed this order ... and soon after the college archives and library were 
removed to the Bureau du Domaine National’, V.M. Montagu, ‘The Scottish College in Paris’, S. H. R.. 
IV, (1907) p. 409.
184 ‘It is much to be regretted that so little is known about the library. The first mention we find of it is 
in a document, preserved at the Archives Nationales, dated 1660, when it appears to have possessed 30 
printed volumes and about 225 manuscripts’, Ibid, p. 405-6; for example, James VII & II had bequeathed 
his "Memoirs" to the College which was just one of the manuscripts which disappeared during the French 
Revolution and /or the First Republic’, Ibid, p. 404.
185 a  remark which ‘Galileo also made a century later’, P. Hume Brown, ‘Intellectual influnces’, p.25.
186 ibid, p. 132.
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d'Écosse, écuyer de l'écurie du roi’, by Charles VII at Tours on 4 March 1453.187 These 
individual Lettres de Naturalité were, almost certainly, granted as a reward and for 
recognition of military service to the kingdom of France, and were probably accompanied 
by a pension and/or lands. Therefore, those Scottish nobles who received lands in the 15th 
century from a grateful Charles VII, (Douglas, Buchan, Wigtown, Darnley et al )188 Were 
probably naturalized as French subjects before receiving their lands and titles. Later, Scots 
were rewarded in the same way for services rendered to the French crown, other than 
military, mainly of a diplomatic nature.
The necessity for naturalization seems to be tied to the rights of inheritance clauses 
in the letters patent and just as David Beaton had been rewarded with the bishopric of 
Mirepoix for the successful negotiations of the marriage of Marie de Guise-Lorraine to 
James V; so James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, was rewarded with the Duchy of 
Châtellerault in February 1549 for his part as Governor of Scotland in persuading the 
Estates of Scotland to agree to the betrothal of Mary, Queen of Scots to the Dauphin 
François in 1548; and for his part in these negotiations as Arran's procurator, David 
Paniter, Bishop of Ross and Scottish ambassador in France, received the Abbey of 
Absie.189 Henri II granted the ‘Lettres de Naturalité generales pour le Comte d'Aran, ses 
enfans, heriters, successeurs, et ayans cause, soit qu'ils soient Regnicoles, où non, et sans 
payer finance’, at Dijon in July 1548, which were registered in the Chambre des Comptes, 
Paris, 25 April 1549.190
187 A. N. Carton K. 168, No. 1; others included: Ibid. No. 9: Vastre Artus, garde du corps du roi natif du 
pays d'Écosse, par Charles VII, Tours, mars 1457; No. 41: Thomas Aigne, archer de la Garde du corps du 
roi, natif du royaume d'Écosse, par Charles VII, Chinon, 12 Juin 1462; No. 42: John Nesbet, archer de la 
Garde du corps du roi, natif du royaume d'Écosse, par Charles VII, Chinon, 12 Juin 1462; No. 60; 
Guillaume Brou, natif d'Écosse, par Charles VII, Compiègne, 28 Juillet 1468. ‘On peut ajouter aux lettres 
de naturalité les lettres de libcrtas tcstandi: par exemple pour Patrix Malelilau, homme d'armes de la garde 
écossaise, 1490, (A.N. JJ 221, No. 70)’, P. Contamine, Guerre, état et société, p. 458, n. 41
188 During the period 1445-1494, Professor Contamine notes, ‘la différence des capitaines étrangers 
(‘Parmi les étrangers, incontestablement les Ecossais dominent’, p. 458) du siècle précédent, finissaient 
bien souvent par se fixer dans le royaume; ils s'y mariaient, y acquéraient des biens, jouissaient des 
seigneuries que le roi leur accordait libéralement, obtenaient enfin de la chancellerie la libertas testandi ou 
des lettres de naturalité’, Ibid, p. 420.
189 ‘David Panter, évêque de Ross, ambassadeur d'Écosse en France, abbé commendataire ... Après la mort 
ou l'abdication d'Adrien Gauthier l'abbaye de l'Absie devint, pendant cinquante ans, l'apanage des 
ambassadeurs d'Écosse près du roi de France’, E. Raison, L'Abbave de l'Absie-en-Gâtine. pp. 114-5.
190 B.N. Coll Clairambault, 724, fols 163-4; see also Titres et Pièces Justificatives, des légitimés 
prétentions de la Maison de Hamilton sur le Duché de Chastellerault, et autres choses comprinses dans le 
Don fait par le Rov Henrv Second, à Jacques Hamilton. Comte d'Aran. Protecteur, et Gouverneur du 
Royaume d'Escosse. (ed) C. Hugier, Paris, (1713) pp. 12-14; ‘par suite de ces lettres de grande naturalité, 
James Hamilton, duc de Châtellerault, était si bien devenu Français, lui et les siens, que son fils, le comte 
d'Aran, étant venu en France où il résida longtemps et où même il administra le duché de Châtellerault 
pendant plusieurs années, fut nommé l'un des députés pour représenter le pays Châtelleraudais à l'assemblée 
des États tenus à Poitiers en 1558’, Mémoire Justificatif du droit qui appartient à M. le Duc d'Hamilton de 
porter le titre de Duc de Châtellerault. J.A.B. Teulet, Paris, (1863), pp. 14-15, çf, Histoire de Châtellerault 
et du Châtelleraudais. par l'abbé Lalanne, t. 2, p.10.
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Notwithstanding all the legal safeguards, the Hamilton family did not succeed to 
the Duchy of Châtellerault. At the end of 1559, François II reclaimed the Duchy, which 
had previously been a royal appanage; because of the rebellious behaviour of the Duke and 
his son at that time in Scotland. 191 Following the latter's demise in 1609, the succcessors 
of James Hamilton, Duke of Châtellerault, attempted to reclaim the Duchy throughout the 
17th century. They were successful, however, in obtaining only agreements to award an 
annual pension of 12,000 livres, by brevets of Louis XIII on 4 October 1616 and 1625 and 
Louis XIV, on 10 October 1649. Finally, in 1657 Louis XIV ‘accorda la continuation de 
sa pension de 12,000 livres a perpétuité’ by letters patent signed by the king in January 
1657, ‘mais des quatre ordonnance de paiement délivrées consécutivement, aucune ne fut 
acquittée, malgré tous les efforts faits dans ce but’. 192 The determination of the Hamilton 
family to recover the Duchy was renewed in 1684, with the arrival of the eldest son of the 
then Duke of Hamilton, a gentleman of the Privy Chamber and envoy of Charles II to the 
court of Louis XIV. Apart from his ambassadorial duties, he had decided to pursue the 
reclamation of the Duchy of Châtellerault, and to support his claim he produced all the 
documents, signed by French monarchs, appertaining to the grant of the Duchy from 1548 
to 1657.193 All tQ no avail. Teulet comments, ‘jam ais sans doute, contrat 
synallagmatique ne fut mieux établi et constaté. Le Roi ne donne pas parce que tel est son 
bon plaisir, mais parce que qu'il y est tenu comme prince de foy et d’honneur, en vertu 
d'un engagement par lui contracté. Le titre de duc accordé au comte d'Arran, le duché de 
Châtellerault qui lui est concédé en France, pour lui et ses successeurs, à toujours, n'étaient 
donc que l'exécution d'un contrat discuté librement entre les deux parties’. 194 This 
contract, however, was broken when the Duke of Châtellerault and his son involved 
themselves in rebellious actions in Scotland in 1559 and 1560 against their rightful rulers, 
François II and Mary, King and Queen of France and Scotland; a treasonable offence in 
any 16th-century kingdom, carrying a penalty of forfeiture, exile and/or death.
As mentioned previously, naturalization was a necessary part of the French Ancien 
Régime legal requirements of land-holding, even for small grants; as in the case of George 
Buchanan who petitioned Henri II in August 1557 for permission to become a French 
subject in order to acquire an ecclesiastical benefice or benefices in France. In the letters 
patent of naturalization, Henri II declared that:
191 J.A.B. Teulet. Mémoire Justificatif, nn. 17 et scq.
l ^ Factum of the Earl of Arran touching the Restitution of the Duchv of Châtellerault. MDCLXXXV. (ed) 
M.W. Turnbull, Edinburgh, (1843) pp. 72-8. In his preface, Turnbull observes that ‘in consequence of my 
friend Mr. Riddell being professionally engaged for the parties interested, I do not feel myself at liberty to 
enter upon a discussion of the respective claims to the Duchy. I shall merely observe that, in so far as I 
can see, the Marquis of Abercom is alone entitled to it, and that his Grace of Hamilton, being neither heir- 
male nor heir-female, has as much right to it as he has to the throne of China’, Ibid, pp.i-ii.
^93 ibid, passim.
194 J.A.B. Teulet, Mémoire Justificatif, p. 8.
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‘inclinant liberallement a la supplication et requeste de notre cher et bien ame Maistre Georges Buchanan natif du Royaume d'Escosse ... lequel nous a faict entendre le désir quil a de résider et soy habituer en notre dit Royaume pour la longue nourriture que cydevant il y a prinse. Ce que nous avons tresagreable ... Et en icelluy [Royaume] acquérir tenir et posséder tous et chacuns les biens tant meubles que immeubles quil y pourroit ja avoir acquis ... Et diceulx faire et disposer a son plaisir et volunte par testament et ordonnance de derniere volunte donation faicte entre vifs et autrement toutainsi que sil estoit natif et originaire de notre dit Rouaume. Sans ce que notre dit procurer ne autres noz officiers le puissent ne semblablement ses successeurs et donaitres ou autres a qui il aura dispose de ses dits biens troubler ne empescher en quelque maniéré que ce soit ...Par lesquelles nous luy avons en oultre semblablement promis et octroyé ... tous et chacun les benefices et dignitez ecclesiastiques dont il a este et pourra estre cy apres pourveu par tiltre non dérogeons aux sainctz decretz et concordatz dentre le Saint Siege apostolique et nous, privileges franchises et libertez de leglise gallicane jusques ala somme de mil escuz [1,000 écus] de revenu par chacun an ou au dessoubz ... A la charge aussi quil sera tenu de faire residence en cestuy notre dit Royaume soubz peine descheoir de leffect de ce present octroy ... et laissent le dit Georges Buchanan et ses successeurs et ayans cause joyr et user plainement paisiblement et perpétuellement’. 195
Buchanan had already been granted "Letters of Dimission" by Pope Paul IV on 5 February 
1557, to proceed on any three consecutive Sundays or feast days to the offices of 
subdeacon, deacon and priest. On 2 July 1557, he received his tonsure by the Bishop of 
Soissons; his Lettres de Naturalité, given in August 1557, were registered by the king's 
procurator-general at the Parlement of Paris on 26 January 1558; his acceptance as a Canon 
in the Cathedral Chapter and of the Prebend of Munéville-sur-mer in the Bishopric of 
Coutances in Normandy was given by the Bishop, Stephen Martel, on 25 March 1558; the 
letters of Power of Attorney for his proctors, Nicholas de Pierrepont and Robert Beterim 
were made out by the Parisian notary, James Raffelin, on 8 April 1558; and finally, 
Buchanan was inducted into the Canonry and Prebend by his proctors at the Cathedral of 
Coutances on 23 May 1558.196 Although Buchanan's heirs were accorded rights of 
inheritance, these were qualified by a residental requirement: ‘a la charge aussi quil 
[Buchanan] sera tenu de faire residence en cestuy notredit Royaume soubz peine descheoir 
de leffect de ce present octroy’. Perhaps this qualfication was added during the 1550s 
when great numbers of Italians, fleeing from Charles V's occupying forces, congregated at 
the French court seeking the protection of Catherine de Medici; many of whom were 
granted lands, titles and benefices by her husband, Henri II. Residental status and loyalty
195 a . N. Registre du Parlement de Paris, 8621, fols 313v - 314v; for a full transcription of this document see Infra. Appendix No. 8. In 1550, 1,000 écus d'or soleil equalled approximately £1,000 Scottish, Infra. Appendix No. 1.
196 Arch, de l'évêché de Coutances et Avranches, Régistre des délibérations du chapitre, No. 9, fols 144r - 
146v. These documents were presented as part of a paper, ‘George Buchanan: Subject of the King of France and Priest of the Holy Roman Catholic Church. A mid-life crisis’?, delivered to the conference of Australiasian Historians of Medieval and Early Modem Europe, at Auckland University, New Zealand, on 27 August 1987. Currendy, they are being prepared for a ‘documents and commentary’ article, accepted in principle for publication in the Innés Review.
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to the French crown seem to have been the most important factors. For example, the 
Lordship of Aubigny, granted to John Stewart of Darnley in 1424, continued in his 
descendants, the Dukes of Lennox, until the extinction of the male line in 1672.197 
Moreover, there are probably many more such examples at the lower echelons of French 
society, as a result of French naturalization granted, mainly to members of the garde 
écossaise, and other individual Scots, for their service to the French crown. In the late- 
19th century, William Forbes-Leith identified 91 of ‘some of the Estates possessed by the 
Scots Guards in France’, 198 many of whom either came from, or were promoted to the 
Seigneurial class. 199
‘Lettres de Naturalité Generalle pour toute la Nation d'Escosse’, also had their 
origins in the "Auld Alliance" and the garde écossaise, a phenomenon which appears to 
have been unique in European history. No other European kingdom, other than Scotland, 
appears to have extended these rights of naturalization to all the subjects of another 
European Kingdom. The only possible exceptions, and these were not sovereign 
kingdoms, were the privileges accorded to the French King's Swiss Guards. Writing 
during the reign of Henri IV, A. Houston comments, ‘C'est le droict de naturalisation, tout 
le reste des estrangers qui sont en France, estants subiects au droict d'Aubeine,200 les 
Suisses exceptez faisons service, ils nous [Scots] ont exclus de cest hasard, pour nous 
assurer de cest particulière bien-veillance, et faire ceste difference en leurs amitiez, en 
laquelle ils nous ont tousiours preferez. C'est donc vn privilege remerquable, et auquelle 
nous deuons donner beaucoup d'auantages, et de bonnes volontez à l'endroit de ceux qui
197 t  Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 17; their reputation in France only darkened by the behaviour of Matthew 
Stewart, 4th Earl of Lennox,whose property was sequestered and his brother imprisoned in the Bastille by 
Francis in 1544, when the Earl defected to Henry VIII; see also E. Cust, Some Account of the Stuarts of 
Aubigny. genealogical table of the Lennox/Stuarts.
198 w . Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 222-6.
199 ‘Un seul exemple parmi bien autres: Walter Stud, compagnon de Jean Stuart, connétable d'Ecosse, 
devint capitaine d'Avallon en 1441, archer de la corps de Charles VII, qui lui fut don de la terre d'Assay en 
Gâtinais vers 1445; mort sans postérité, il légua celle-ci à son frère Thomas, lui aussi archer de la guarde 
écossaise, d'où est issue la famille Destutt de Tracy (A. de Villenaut et H. de Flamare, Nobiliare du 
Nivernais. Nevers, (1900) t. 2, p. 542)’, P. Contamine, Guerre, état et société, p. 458, n. 40. See Muster 
Roll of 24 ‘Archers du corps du Roy’ (Louis XI) 1467: ‘Thomas Stut’ and ‘Gauthier Stut’, W. Forbes- 
Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms, Vol. 2, p. 40.
766 ‘Aubaine est le droit de succéder aux biens qui se trouvent en France apartenir aux étrangers qui décèdent 
sans enfans nés dans le roiaume en légitime mariage; Est jus succedendi peregrino in universa bona quoe 
peregrinus tempore mortis habebat in regno Galliae. Il consiste aussi à succéder aux étrangers quoique 
naturalisés, quand ils n'ont pas disposé de leurs biens, soit entre-vifs, soit par testament, et qu'ils ne laissent 
aucuns héritiers regnicoles ou naturalisés. Enfin, ce droit consiste à succéder aux regnicoles qui se sont 
retirés du roiaume, et qui ont renoncé à leur patrie en s’établissant en pais étranger. Ce droit apartient au 
Roi seul, a cause de sa couronne’, Bosquet, Dictionnaire Raisonné. Vol. 1, p. 238. ‘Aubain: c'est-à-dire 
étranger, qui est né hors du roiaume, et qui reside en France, ou qui y est passager. On distingue plusieurs 
espèces d’aubains: 1er L'étranger non naturalisé; 2me L'étranger naturalisé; 3me Les français même qui s'est 
retiré du roiaume.» Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 227. The 20th-century meaning of ‘Aubaine’ has changed. According to 
the Diet, du Français Contemporain. Larousse, (1975) p. 72, Aubaine means ‘avantage ou profit inattendu, 
chance inespérée: e.g. Quelle bonne aubaine! j'ai gagné à la loterie’.
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de si long temps nous en fait io u y r’.201 Also there was the ‘Declaration of Naturalization 
of the Pays de Piedmont’ by Henri II on 23 July 1550,202 but this was voided in 1559 
when the Duchy was returned to the Duke of Savoy as part of the Habsburg/Valois 
settlement of the Treaty of Cateau-Cambrésis. Dr Colette Danjou points out, that Tes 
Savoyards invoquèrent souvent les droits du roy sur le duché et son occupation par les 
Français pour échapper au droit d'aubaine. Une ordonnance de Charles IX du février 1566 
décida que ceux qui s'étaient établis dans le royaume pendant que la Savoie était sous 
l'obéissance du roi de France seraient réputés régnicoles’.203
As has already been mentioned, Louis XII, isolated in Europe by the Pope and his 
allies, granted the first General Letters of Naturalization to all the subjects of the kingdom 
of Scotland in recognition of the support of James IV before the battle of Flodden in 
September 1513; and he made them conditional upon reciprocal rights accorded to the 
F r e n c h .204 In November 1547, Henri II granted Lettres de Naturalité to the garde 
écossaise which were registered in the Chambre des Comptes on 12 February 1548. Henri 
II recognised that:
‘comme nos precedesseurs, Roys de France, pour la fidelité qu’ils ont 
trouvé en la nation es Escossois; et les anciennes alliances estans entre les 
Royaumes de France et d'Escosse ... ils continuent encores envers nous se 
sont tellement dediez au service d'eux et de nous quils ont esté et sont 
contens de laisser et abandonner le lieu de leur naturité et leurs propres pays 
et demeures pour se retirer en cestuy nostre Royaume et en nostre dit 
service user et finir le reste de leurs vies ... nous tenons et reputtions les 
dits Escossois estant en nostre dite garde comme nos propres subjects et 
regnicolles ... leurs enfans et heriteurs se ressentent du fruict de leur dits 
services et puissent paisiblement entrer en la possession et jouissance des 
biens quils auront de leurs vivans acquis de nostre Royaume pays terres et 
seigneuries de nostre obéissance ... et nous plaist de grace spéciale pleine 
puissance et auctorite Royalle par ces présentes’.205
Henri II also reconfirmed his father's grant of Commercial privileges to Scottish 
merchants on 3 February 1554; and following the marriage of his son and heir, François, 
to Mary, Queen of Scots, he granted Letters of General Naturalization for all Scottish 
subjects in June 1558, which were registered in the Parlement of Paris on 8 July 1558. In 
response to the clause in the letters patent of Henri II: ‘provided always that the subjects of
291 a . Houston, France Ecosse. (1608) reprinted in Papers relative to the Roval Guard of Scottish Archers 
in France, pp. 79-80.
202 A. N., .Archives privées, Maison de France (Branche d’Orléans), 300 AP 938, 1.
203 C. Danjou, La Condition Civile de l'Étranger dans les Trois Derniers Siècles de la Monarchie. Paris, 
(1959) p. 126.
294 ‘Provided always that the said king of Scotland, and his successors, shall grant and allow such and like 
privileges to our subjects in their said kingdom’, T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 29-30.
205 p . N. Coll. Dupuy 648, fols 269r-274v ; N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 272-5; B. L. Harleian 
Coll. 1244, fols 315-8; published in Teulet, Papiers d'état pieces et documents, inédits ou peu connus.
relatifs à l'histoire de l'écosse au XVtë siècle. 3 Vols, Paris (1851-60), Vol. 1, pp. 181-4. See Plate No. 
7: ‘Scots Guards’, depicted from 15th century and during the reign of Henri II.
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this kingdom France shall be capable as such, of enjoying like rights, privileges, goods, 
lands, and possessions, and of holding benefices and dignités in the kingdom of 
Scotland’;206 the Parliament of Scotland passed an Act on 29 November 1558, ‘that the 
elike letter of naturalité be gevin and grantit be the King and Quene of Scotland dolphine 
and dolphines of viennoyis To all and sindrie the said maist cristin king of france subiectis 
being or salhappin to be in the realme of Scotland’.207 This was the only time that the 
Scots reciprocated with a similar grant of general naturalization. Later, the Lettres de 
Naturalité Générales granted to the Scots by Henri IV those in the name of Louis XIII and 
the Act of the Council of State in the name of Louis XIV continue to make reciprocity a 
condition of naturalization.
Before examining the Letters of General naturalization granted to the Scots at the 
end of the 16th and during the 17th century, perhaps some reflections on the French legal 
requirements of the Ancien Régime regarding naturalization might be useful. Bosquet 
identifies the following points:
‘De l'étranger naturalisé:
1. Le roi seul peut accorder des lettres de naturalité à l'étranger; elles 
doivent être vérifiées en la chambre des comptes; et cette verification se fait 
toujours sous la clause que l'impétrant laisse des héritiers regnicoles.
2. Au moien de ces lettres, l'étranger est réputé naturel français; il peut 
tester et disposer librement de tous ses biens, nonobstant même le colitumes 
qui restraignent la liberté de tester a certaine partie des biens.
3. Mais il ne peut tester qu'en faveur des regnicoles, et non en faveur 
d'aucuns étrangers, s'ils ne sont naturalisés.
4 . Ses parens nés et demeurans dans le roiaume, même les étrangers 
naturalisés, lui succédant ès biens de France, de même qu'il peut succéder à 
ses parens regnicoles ou naturalisés, soit ab intestat ou en vertu de 
testament.
5. Sa veuve à défaut de parens regnicoles ou naruralisés lui succède à 
l'exclusion du Roi.
6. Les parens de l'étranger naturalisé, s'ils ne sont regnicoles ou 
naturalisés, ne lui succèdent aucunement ès biens de France, quand même 
ils seroient ses propres enfans; parce que, comme étrangers ils sont 
incapables d'hériter en France.
7. Mais ses parens regnicoles ou naturalisés lui succèdent, encore qu'il eût 
hors de France des parens plus proches; et ce à l'exclusion du Roy.
8. Si l'étranger naturalisé décédé intestat, sans héritiers regnicoles, les 
lettres resent sans effet...
9. Si l'étranger, après ses lettres vérifiées, se retire du roiaume, se marie en 
pais étranger, et y transfère son domicile, il perd la grace des lettres, et est 
censé étranger; en sorte que décédant hors de roiaume, ses enfans nés hors 
de France, ni autres, ne lui peuvent succéder. Mais si cet étranger revient
296 t  Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 35-6.
297 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 507. Individual grants were rare. However, on 30 July 
1518, ‘the lords (regent and of council) ordain letters “of naturalit” for Master Anthoine Gowzollis, 
Frenchman, “to broik benefice within this realm of Scotland siclyk as he war Scottis bom”, conform to the 
Governor's [Duke of Albany] writing direct to the lords’, Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 126.
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en France, doit se faire réhabiliter, et par les mêmes lettres faire naturaliser 
ses enfans hors de France. 208
10. S'il meurt en son pais ou ailleurs, étant allé négocier, ou pour affairs, 
dans le dessein de revenir en France, où il avoit laissé femme et enfans, et la 
plus grande partie de ses biens; en ce cas, il n'y a point d'aubaine, et ses 
parens regnicoles lui succéderont.
11. Néamoins, on estime qu'il est bon d'obtenir du Roi nouvelles lettres, 
portant que si tel étranger naturalisé, décédé hors le roiaume, en voiageant et 
négociant, il jouira du privilège porté par ses lettres’.209
Concerning the Lettres de Naturalité accorded to the Scots by Henri II in 1558, 
Bosquet cites an "Arrêt du Conseil du 14 Janvier 1727, au sujet de la succession de 
Thomas Crawfort, Gentilhomme Écossais, Résident du Roi d'Angleterre [George 1] 
auprès du Roi de France [Louis XV], mort à Paris en 1724: L'Inspecteur général du 
domaine, auquel cette affaire avoit été communiquée, observa, sur la qualité d'Ecossois 
qu'il paroissoit, à la vérité, qu'en 1547, Henri II avoit accordé en général des lettres de 
naturalité aux Archers de la Gardes du Corps, que ce Roi après avoir marié son fils aîné à 
la Reine d'Ecosse, accorda le droit de naturalité a tous les Ecossois; mais que 
l'enregistrement n'en fut qu'avec la modification, que les Ecossois n'en que tant qu'ils 
demeureroient sous la domination, confédération et amitié de nos Rois, et à condition que 
les François jouiroient du même privilege en Ecosse; et que, depuis la mort de François II, 
[5 Dec. 1560] il n'y a eu que les Ecossois qui ont servi dans la compagnie des Gardes 
Ecossoises, qui ont été regardés comme regnicoles’.210 Inexplicably, Bosquet does not 
discuss nor mention the general Lettres de Naturalité accorded to all Scottish subjects by 
Henri IV in 1599, and those in the name of Louis XIII in 1612, or the Act of the Council 
of State in the name of Louis XIV in 1646. These documents must have been available at 
the time because Moncrieff had transcribed, translated and published them in 1751,211 
only eleven years before Bosquet's own work was first published in 1762.
In March 1599, at Fontainebleau, Henri IV granted general Lettres de Naturalité to 
all the Scottish subjects of James VI, which were registered at the Parlement de Paris 31 
July 1599.212 Henri declared that,
‘nous ayons une particulière inclinación a aymer notre trescher et tresame 
Bon frere et cousin Jacques six de ce nom a present regnant au diet pays 
descosse en consideration de quoy désirant al exemple de dietz roys Noz
“0^ Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel et de Villeparisis, Henri II's Lieutenant-General and Ambassador in Scotland, 
secured the rights of inheritance in France for his children, James, Henry and Marie, who were all born in 
Scotland between 1555 and 1558, B. N. Fonds Français 4588, fols 13v - 15r; (Copy, ?17th/18th century), 
Letters Patent of Henri II, endorsed: ‘Habillitacion pour enfance nais en Escosse’, for a full transcription of 
this document see E. A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin: an historical document’, attached to this 
thesis.
299 Bosquet, Dictionnaire Raisonne. Vol. 1, pp. 236-37.
210 Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 357.
2 H t . Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 36-49.
212 a . N. Registre du Parlement de Paris, 8644, fols 47v - 49r; also see T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 
36-42, for an exact and full translation of this document.
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precedesseurs faire paroistre a notre Bon frere et cousin le diet roy descosse 
que la confirmation de son amitié a nous est chere et recommander et 
favoriser ceulx de la dicte nation par toutes sortes de tesmoignages de bien 
vieillances en leurs deppartant les graces et privileges dont Ilz se sont renduz 
dignes pour laffection et fidélité quilz ont tousiours porter aceste dicte 
couronne ... que les subieetz de notre diet Bon frere cousin et roy descosse 
qui habituent et demeurent habitueront et demeureront cy apres en cestuy 
notre diet royaume puissent accepter tenir possedder tous et chacuns les 
benefices dignitez et offices ecclesiastiques dont Ilz pourront estre justement 
et canoniquement pourriez a bon tiltre non desrogeant aux sanetz decretz et 
concordatz privilleges franchises et libertz deglise Gallicaine diceulx prendre 
et apprehendir la possession et joissance et en recepvoir et percepvoir les 
fruitz et revenuz disposer par testament ordonnance de dernier volunte 
donnacions faicte entre vifs et en quelque autre sorte que se sont et que leurs 
heritiers ou aultres ausquelz Ilz en auront dispose et auquelz ilz escheront ab 
intestat ou aultrement sont quilz soient demeurent en nostre dicte royaume 
ou quilz soient au diet pays descosse lors que ladicte succession ou 
donación eschiera leur puissent succedder prendre et apprender la 
possession et joyssance de leur dietz biens tout ainsy quilz feroient ou faire 
pourroient silz estoient originairement natifs de notre diet royaume et pays 
pourrient aue ceulx quitestiront et dicidderont ab intestat soient 
regnicoles.213 sans que notre procurer general ou autres noz officiers 
puissent doresnauant prentendrent leursdietz biens mais acquis par droicts 
daubeyne ny que lesdietz subieetz du diet royaume descosse soyent en la 
joissance diceulx Biens aucunement troublez sans aussy que les arretz et 
jugemens cydevant donnez contraires au content des presentes puissent pour 
ladvenir empescher leffect dicelles ny quil sont besoing aux subieetz dudict 
pays descosse obtenir autre despense ou declaración que ces presentes’.2^
In England, perhaps it was this grant of these privileges that caused Sir Robert Cecil, 
Elizabeth's chief minister, in March 1599 to pen a memorandum called ‘A memorial of ye 
present state of Scotland, how it groweth every day into more affection to Popery’, in 
which he notes names and alliances of the Scottish nobility. 215
Also in March 1599, at Fontainebleau, Henri IV confirmed privileges for Scottish 
merchants trading in France. Noting the problems that Henri II had had with merchants in
213 Moncrieff translates ‘Regnicoles’ as ‘denizons’fsic] which is not strictly correct, although the Old 
French meaning of ‘Denzein’ (1215) was:‘l. Intérieur, du dedans; 2. Citoyen’ Larousse, Diet, de l'Ancien 
Français. (1982). The word has no currency in French state papers in the 16th century and is omitted from 
French language dictionaries after the 17th century. Conversely, the Oxford English Diet.. (1969), devotes 
two columns of abbreviated references of precedents harking back to Ancient Greece and Rome of, not so 
much to the definition of ‘Denizen’, but to the legal rights of ‘Denizens’ which seem to have been 
constantly changing in England. Currently, ‘Denizen’ is defined as ‘1. A person who dwells within a 
country, as opposed to foreigners who dwell outside its limits ... 2. By restriction: one who lives 
habitually in a country but is not a native-born citizen: a foreigner admitted to residence and certain rights 
in the country; in the law of Great Britain, an alien admitted to citizenship by royal letters patent, but 
incapable of inheriting or holding any public office’. These definitions only scratch the surface of an 
intensely complex problem and it is only intended here to show that Moncrieff s translation of ‘regnicole’ 
as ‘denizen’ does not now accord with Bosquet's definition, Supra, n. 159, although it may have done so in 
the mid-18th century.
214 a . N. Registre du Parlement de Paris, 8644, fols 47v - 48r . Copies: B. N. Fonds Français 
7996, fol 102; N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 357-8; B. L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 404-5; for a 
different version of this document, C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J.D. Mackie, Edinburgh, (1969) Vol. XIII (1) pp. 
431-3.
215 C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) M J. Thorpe, Vol. 2, p. 768
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Normandy in 1554, Henri IV had the letters patent registered in the Parlement de Rouen on 
27 April 1599 in which he wished it to be ‘known, that we desire no less favourably to 
treat the said Scottish merchants, than the said kings [François I er and Henri II] our 
predecessors have done as well in consequence of the ancient alliance and confederacy 
which subsists between this kingdom and that of Scotland, as for the friendship and good 
correspondence which subsisteth between us and the king of Scotland, James VI of the 
name, our most beloved good brother and cousin, now reigning in the said country, we 
have of our special, full power and royal authority, said, declared and ordained, do by 
these presents,... that the said Scottish merchants trading, frequenting, and conversing, in 
this our said kingdom, enjoy for the future, in our whole said country and duchy of 
Normandy, the same franchises, privileges, and immunities, from foreign customs and 
imposts, and after the same sort and manner that they enjoyed then in the days of the kings 
François and H enri,... that our receivers of the said foreign duties to be held acquitted and 
discharged thereof by the commissioners of our said accompts in Normandy, whom we 
warrent so to do, without difficulty or hesitation’. Soon after, in May 1599, Henri IV sent 
his ambassador, Philippe de Béthune, (brother of Maximilien de Béthune, duc de Sully) to 
Scotland where he was:
‘envoyé exprès devers luy [James VI] pour le visiter et asseurer de son 
amitié, de laquelle il le priera faire entier état, comme les Roys d'Ecosse ont 
toujours fait de celle des Roys de France ses precedesseurs, ... Que sa 
Majesté [Henri IV]... reconnoit que la raison et le devoir d'amitié et bonne 
voisinance requerroit qu'elle fit si elle n'en eut esté advertie et empeschée 
par les guerres aux quelles elle a esté continuellement occupée et tellement 
engagé depuis son advenement a la couronne. ... Quand elle a fait la paix 
avec le Roy d'Espagne,216 ayant exprès nommé et comprins en icelle l'un 
et l'autre et fait mention des anciens traités d'alliance et confederation qui 
sont entre les Roys de France et d'Ecosse ainsy que le dit Sieur de Béthune 
luy fera voir l'article qui en fait mention ... ce qui a esté partie cause que sa 
dite M ajesté n'a estimé necessaire (quand elle a esté priée par 
l 'am b assa d e u r^ ^  du dit Roy d'Ecosse de renouveller les dits traités 
anciens) d'en rien mettre par écrit, et aussy qu'il eut falu chercher et prendre 
des prétextes et fondemens pour bastir le renouvellement de la dite 
alliance,tous autres que ceux desquels avoyent usés leurs ancestres a caus 
de la commune amitié que est de present entre leurs Majestés et la Royne 
d 'A ng lete rre ,^^  laquelle il n'importe pas moins au dit Roy d'Ecosse de 
mesnager qu'a sa Majesté pour plusieurs raisons qui sont mieux connues du 
dit Roy que de nul autre ... que sa Majesté a jugé par sa prudence 
...d'embrasser les moyens propres pour jouir des éffets de leur ancienne 
alliance que de donner ombrage a la dite Royne [Elizabeth] du
216 Treaty of Vervins, 2 May 1598, in which Henri IV comprehended Scotland according to the time- 
honoured practice of the "Auld Alliance”. ‘Its first article provided that the terms of the Treaty of Cateau- 
Cambresis [1559] should again prevail’, D. Buisseret, Henry IV. London (1984) p. 74.
212 James Beaton (c.1523-1603) nephew of Cardinal David Beaton; Archbishop of Glasgow, who moved to 
France after 1560 where he served, firstly as Mary's then as James Vi’s ambassador.
218 ‘The Dutch had been as displeased as the English by the conclusion of the Treaty of Vervins’, D. 
Buisseret, Henry IV. p. 100.
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renouvellement des dits traités ... Sa Majesté a semblablement accordé a la 
nation Ecossoise en faveur du dit Roy d'Ecosse des lettres d'exemption du 
droit d'aubeine, à fin de témoigner l'estime qu'elle fait de la dite nation et 
l'affection qu'elle porte a la personne dudit Roy, dequoy les lettres ont 
aussy été délivrées a l'ambassadeur dudit Roy et audit Sieur de Béthune le 
double d'icelles’J219
The proposal by Henri IV ultimately to establish an accord ‘d'amitié et bonne 
voisinance’, rather than a renewal of the "Auld Alliance" as requested by James VI was 
considered prudent by Henri IV who did not want to offend Elizabeth I; and his reasons for 
doing so appear to have been twofold. Firstly, the gratitude of Henri IV for James Vi's 
proposal to lead and pay the expenses of a contingent of 6,000 men to France 220 t0 assist 
Henri in his struggle to establish himself on the French throne. On 31 December [1588] 
the future Henri IV had written to his mistress, la comtesse de Grammont, that ‘il y a ici un 
homme qui porte des lettres à ma soeur, du roi d'Écosse: il me presse plus que jamais, il 
offre à me venir servir avec six mille [6,000] hommes à ses dépens et venir lui-même offrir 
son service’.221 The first detachment of 1,500 men of this force, under the command of 
Sir James Colvill of Easter Wemyss, landed at Dieppe 222 ancj iater fighting by the side of 
Henri IV at Ivry (14 March 1590), and participating in the Siege of Rouen (November 
1591-April 1592).223 Secondly, in response to James Vi's request in April 1594, when 
he sent Colvill to: ‘our dearest brother [Henri IV] ... to have that maist anntient league 
contracted betuixt our umquhill predicessouris of gud memorye thair crownes and estates 
renewed and confirmed in maist siure and stratest forme in all poyntis and articles of the
219 C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J.D. Mackie, Vol. XIII, (1), pp. 467-74.
229 This proposal seems at odds with Dr. Jenny Wormald's contention of James's rôle as ‘Rex Pacificus 
the leader of reformed Europe’, which she contends, ‘goes back at least in James's mind to his Scottish 
rule’, ‘James VI and I: Two Kings or one?’, History. (1983), p. 199. Perhaps James (who was only 23 in 
1589) in his youth thought that it was necessary to wage war in order to restore peace? In that case, 
perhaps the mature James VI & I's rôle as king of both Scotland and England, can be suggested as that of 
peacemaker rather than that of pacificist.
221 ‘Lettres de Henri IV à la Comtesse de Grammont depuis l'année 1588 jusqu'en 1589’, Henri Zozime, 
Marquis de Valori, Journal Militaire de Henri IV. (Discours sur l'art militaire en France du temps de Henri 
IV), Paris (1821) p. 300.
222 ibid. Vol. 1, p. 107, n. 3. There is mention of a John Colvill, ‘un Écossais émigré résident à Paris’, 
in 1603, B. Barbiche, ‘La nonciature de France et les affaires d'Angleterre au début du XVII siècle’, 
Bibliothèque de l'école des Chartes. CXXV, (1967), p. 419, who was conducting secret negotiations with 
the papal nuncio.
223 Valori, Journal Militaire de Henri IV. pp. 77, 103, 108 and 110. In mid-August 1591, ‘about 4,000 
English troops under the command of the Earl of Essex reached Dieppe’, D. Buisseret, Henry IV. p. 38. 
‘The English government realised that safety lay in numbers. Alliances were forged not only with the 
Dutch rebels but with Scotland (1586) and with the new Protestant king of France, Henry IV (1589), and 
over the next six years five separate expeditionary forces were sent to fight for Henry against his Catholic 
rebels. The diplomatic revolution was complete, as Burghly acknowledged to Shrewsbury: “My Lord, the 
state of the world is marveloosly changed, whan we trew Englishmen have cause for our own quietnes to 
wish good succès to a French Kyng, and a Kyng of Scotts”,’ D.M. Palliser, The Age of Elizabeth: England 
under the later Tudors 1547-1603. London, (1983) repr. (1985) p. 27.
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same with additioun of quhat forder shalbe thought necessare to be capitulated’.224 
Following his successful campaign, Henri IV agreed in September 1594 that those Scots 
resident in France should have restored to them, ‘the rights, privileges, and immunities 
granted to them by his ancestors’.225 Qn 3 September 1597 James VI wrote to his ‘très 
cher très ayme bon frere Cousin et ancien allié le Roy de France’ to explain ‘l'occasion que 
nous avons tant délayé d'envoyer par-devers vous pour renouveller l'ancienne amitié, 
alliance et confederation qui este entre les couronnes de France et d'Escosse a este pour ce 
que nous attendions touiours nostre ambassadeur selon vos lettres que nous furent apportez 
par le Sieur de Meynne l'accomplissement de quelles expectons aussitost que vos grandes 
et continuelles occupations seront en quelque repos’.226 The letters patent for the 
restoration of ancient rights and privileges were formally registered in July 1599 following 
Philippe de Béthune's embassy to Scotland the previous May; during which time Béthune 
was instructed to discuss the establishment of a company of 100 ‘hommes d'armes sous la 
charge du dit Roy d'Ecosse 227 .. qUi q voudra donner la lieutenance d'icelle, d'autant que 
sa Majesté desire qu'elle tomb entre les mains du Sieur de Vuimes, [Wemyss] tant pour sa 
valeur qu'elle a éprouvée en maintes occasions, ainsy que le dit Sieur de Béthune 
représentera audit Roy, que pour se que sa Majesté luy en a fait promesse, s'il connoit qu'il 
soit necessaire en luy recommandant le dit Sieur de Vuimes comme personne que sa 
Majesté affectionne et desire gratifier’.228
Colvill was not the only Scot desiring the restoration of their ancient privileges. In 
a copy of the Lettres de Naturalité Générales of March 1599 to the Scots, Henry IV 
explains that he had had a request from ‘James Beaton, the Lord Archbishop of Glasgow, 
Ambassador, near us for our very dear and beloved brother and cousin the King of 
Scotland James IV, [sic] now reigning in the said country, had required us for the 
maintenance of the confederation which has been kept so long between the two crowns to
224 ‘instructions to our trusty and wcilbelovcd James Colvill of Eistervemys, directed be us to our dearest 
brother and cousing the king of France and Navarre, Edinburgh, Apryl, 1594’, The Warrender Papers, (ed) 
A. Cameron, Scottish History Society, 3rd Series, Edinburgh, (1932), Vol. 2, pp. 237-8.
225 Ç.S.P., Scotland, (ed) J.A.Thorpe, Vol. 2, p. 662; see also, ‘propositions submitted by Lord Wemyss 
... to the French king touching the league between the kingdoms of France and Scotland’, December 1594, 
Ibid, p. 669.
226 ‘t wo Unpublished Letters of James VF, S. H. R.. XVI, (1919) p. 143, n. 1 £f, ‘These two letters (for 
which the editor is indebted to Dr. Preserved Smith, Cambridge, U.S.A.) are found in the collection of 
autographs made by the late Frederic Dreer and now housed in the Pennsylvania Historical Society, 1300 
Locust Street, Philadelphia’, Ibid, p. 141.
227 por further details and background on the ‘compagnie d'ordonannce écossaise’ see E.A. Bonner, 
‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance"... Scots in France and French in Scotland’, attached to this thesis. 
Concerning the ‘compagnies d'ordonnance’ established by Charles VII in 1445, Professor Kieman says that 
‘of the original fifteen companies the first in order and precedence was composed of Scots’ and that ‘each 
company [was] made up of 100 “lances”, units of one heavy-armed horseman with two or three footmen or 
mounted infantry’, V. Kieman, ‘Foreign Mercenaries and Absolute Monarchy’, Past and Present. (1957) p. 
67, n. 6 £f, E. Fieffé, Histoire des Troupes Étrangères au service de la France. (1854) Vol. 1, p. 4L
228 Ç.S.P., Scotland, (ed) J. D. Mackie, vol. XIII, (1), p. 472.
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declare our intention upon this and to expedite our necessary letters of declaration and 
confirmation ’ .229
Some time previously James VI had asked Sir James Colvill (in April 1594) to 
‘travell earnestlye for the Bishop of Glasgo his restitutioun ad integrum in all he was 
dispossest, quhais gud affection to our umquhile dearest mothers service and the like we 
are persuaded he caryis to our selfis mérités to be remembered in quhatsoevir favour can 
procure to him’.230 Beaton, who had succeeded David Paniter as Abbot of Absie in 1558, 
was appointed in November 1573 as the treasurer of the Chapter of Saint-Hilaire-le-Grand 
de Poitiers and he also possessed the Priory of Saint-Pierre de Pontoise, for which 
benefice he was challenged by Nicolas Tiercelin in 1595, ‘sous prétexte qu'il était de 
nationalité écossaise et ambassadeur d'une puissance étrangère, qualité et fonction qui 
l'auraient rendu inapte à posséder des bénéfices en France. Trois arrêts du Parlement de 
Paris des 27 mars et 21 novembre 1598, le déboutèrent de ses pretentions’.231 Beaton 
also received the assistance off Maximilien de Béthune, duc de Sully, principal ministre de 
Henri IV, to whom, it seems, he was distantly related.232 According to Castelnau de la 
Mauvisière and Du Chesne,23 3 qes Béthun d'Ecosse seraient sortis des Bethune des 
Flandres. “Jacques de Béthune, dit Jacotin”, affirme Du Chesne, “se retira dans le 
royaume d'Escosse, où il donna commencement à la branche des seigneurs de Balfour”. 
Cet auteur ajoute plus loin “ayant rencontré l'occasion du voyage de Marie de Gueldres en 
Escoce, il se mit de la compagnie de ceux qui avoient charge de la conduire”. Une branche 
des Béthune d'Ecosse serait depuis revenue en France: on a vu que Marboeuf, pour décrier 
Sully, prétendait l'en faire descendre’.234 g Raison therefore concludes that ‘il aurait 
donc existé trois branches de cette famille toutes trois issues des Béthune des Flandres: les
329 ‘Copy in French hand. Endorsed: ‘Lettres patentes du Roy Henry 4me octroiées aux Escossois. An0 
1599’, Ibid, pp. 431-3; further copies of the P.R.O. copy, fully transcribed in the C.S.P.. Scotland. Vol. 
XIII (1), are held in the B.L. Add. MS. 30666, fol 293, and B.L. Add. MS. 19044, fol 313, ¡bid, p. 433.
But these copies are not the same as the one in the A. N. Registre du Parlement de Paris, 8644, fols 
47-9, which was recently transcribed for this thesis from the register at the Archives Nationales, and which 
was faithfully translated and published by Moncrieff, (Memoirs, pp.36-42) in 1751. It is hard to offer an 
explanation for this paradox, but both Henri IV’s and James Vi's anxiety not to offend the English at this 
time may have been a contributing factor. For the remaining Beaton archive in Scotland see, M. Dilworth, 
‘Archbishop James Beaton's Papers in the Scottish Catholic Archives’, Innés Review. XXXIV, (1983) and 
D. McRoberts, ‘The Scottish Catholic Archives, 1560-1978’, Innés Review. XXVIII, (1977).
230 Warrender Papers. Vol. 2, p. 240.
231 E. Raison. Abbave de l'Absie.... p. 122.
232 ibid, p. 124, n. 3, £f, OEconomies Royales, t. XIV, ch. LII, p. 152; [Abridged title of Mémoires de 
Maximilien de Béthune, duc de Sullv. principal ministre de Henry le Grandi. Raison says that ‘le cardinal 
de Bourbon supplie Sully “d'empescher une si inclue vexation que l'on essayoit d'exercer contre vostre 
parent, qui vous aymoit tout cordialement qu’il ne parloit jamais de vous que les larmes aux yeux lorsqu'il 
se representoit que vous n'estiez pas dans l'Eglise”,’ Ibid, p. 124.
233 e . Raison, Abbave de l'Absie. p. 125, n. 1 & 2, çf, Castelnau de la Mauvisière, Mémoires. Bruxelles, 
(1731), tome 1, p. 538; Du Chesne, Histoire Généalogique de la maison de Béthune. Paris, (1639) pp. 382 
& 534.
234 e . Raison, Abbave de l'Absie. p. 125.
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Béthune n'ayant pas émigré; les Béthune (ou Béthun, ou Beaton) passés en Ecosse au 
XVem siècle, devenus lairds de Balfour; enfin les Béthune d'Ecosse revenus en France. ... 
Les armoiries attribuées à ces familles semblant corroborer cette hypothèse’.235 As the 
voyage to Scotland of Marie de Gueldres to marry James II was in 1449, this information 
is at variance with Dr. Margaret Sanderson who cites MacFarlane's Genealogical 
Collections, and concludes that ‘the earliest certain ancestor of the Cardinal's [David 
Beaton (c. 1494-1546)] family, who settled in Angus, is Alexander Beaton whose son, Sir 
Robert married the heiress of Balfour in Fife and settled there about 1360’.236 The p0int 
to make, as far as this thesis is concerned, is not so much which genealogical authority is 
correct,237 but that apparently both Sully and Beaton thought they were related, and that 
this was an advantage to Beaton in establishing his legal rights to hold and maintain 
ecclesiastical benefices in France.
In his last years Beaton increasingly occupied himself with the concerns of the 
Scots College in Paris. Shortly before his death in 1603, he received a visit from the Papal 
nuncio, Innocenzo Del Bufalo, concerning the accession of James VI to the English 
throne,238 and possibly, concerning the nuncio's arrangements to send an Italian, 
Giovani Degli Effetti to London in June 1603 in the ‘suite du Marquis de Rosny, chargé 
d'aller porter à Jacques 1er les félicitations de Henri IV à l'occasion de son avènement. 
Degli Effetti, qu'une fiève opportune empêcha de regagner la France avec l'ambassadeur 
extraordinaire, resta trois mois à Londres, prit contact avec les catholiques anglais, parvint 
à approcher la reine Anne, secrètement catholique, et envoya au nonce de longs rapports 
très documentés’.239 Barbiche says that there are ten letters addressed to Del Bufalo from 
Degli Effetti during these three months of which he says: ‘la plupart d'entre elles sont très 
longues et souvent très vivantes et pittoresques. Elles constituent un intéressant 
témoignage sur la cour d’Angleterre au début du règne de Jacques 1er et nous livrent de 
précieuses indications sur l'ambassade de Rosny’.240 The object of the papal nuncio's 
visit to Paris, following James VI & l's accession, was ‘d'ouvrir les voies au retour de
2^5 ibid, p. 125.
236 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 8, n. 2, £f, J. T. Clark, MacFarlane's Genealogical 
Collections. Scottish History Society, (1899) Vol. 1, 1-35.
237 The fallibility of genealogical authorities in general is notorious. See E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of 
Henri Cleutin’, for the problems encountered with Cleutin's genealogy, although in this case Du Chesne 
was found to be one of the more reliable authorities supported by other sources. The advantage of Du 
Chesne's sources are that they were collected and published in the 17th century; material from documents 
which may have vanished, as so many did, after the French Revolution.
238 b  Barbiche, ‘La nonciature de France’, p. 417, n. 4.
239 ibid, p. 414, n. 2, sur Giovanni Degli Effetti et sa mission voir la Correspondance du nonce Del 
Bufalo. évêque de Camcrino. (1601-16041. (ed) B. Barbiche, Paris, (1964) pp. 22-3.
240 b  Barbiche, ‘La nonciature de France’, p. 414, n. 2.
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l'Angleterre au Catholicisme’ and i'espo ir que Clément VIII avait nourri, alors que 
Jacques 1er était roi d'Ecosse, de le voir se convertir’.241
There is one final point to make concerning the ‘amitié et bonne voisinance’ 
between Henri IV and James VI: that of the garde écossaise. In his instructions to Philippe 
Béthune in May 1599, Henri IV ‘veut que la compagnie d'Ecossois qui luy sert de garde 
soit d'orenavant remplie de gentilshommes de la dite nation selon son institution, parce 
qu'elle croit en vérité qu'elle en sera mieux servie, et aussy qu'elle veut faire connoistre a 
tout le monde, et principallement audit Roy plus que jamais l'estime qu'elle fait de la nation 
et la France’.242 Even though no Muster Rolls of the garde écossaise seem to have 
survived for the period 1589-1623,243 Henri IV appears to have honoured his proposal. 
Writing at the ‘Chasteau de Losse le 10 May 1607’, a Scot, A. Houston, dedicated, 
L'Escosse Françoise. Discours des Alliances commencées depuis l'an sept cents septante 
septJ7771 et continuées iusques à present, entre les Couronnes de France et d'Escosse. 
which was published in Paris in 1608,244 t0 Henry, Prince of Wales who had been 
named by James VI after ‘his dearest brother’, Henri IV.245
A. Houston who may have been one of the garde écossaise, or the father of one 
(Alexandre de Houston appears on the Muster Roll of December 1624,246) assured the 
Prince of Wales that the garde écossaise ‘en ce temps ou cest invincible Roy Henry IIII à 
present regnant, leur donne des advantages, lesquels ils n'avoyent iamais reçeu du temps 
deuanciers, et sa Iustice ne permet point que l'ordre en soit altéré, ny enfraint’.247 This 
restoration of the garde écossaise to their former privileges did not last long into the reign 
of Louis XIII who ascended the throne in 1610 at the age of nine years. In fact, so low 
had their fortunes sunk that a patriotic Scot, Robert Douglas, ‘helped the guards ... to set 
forth and publish their grievances’,248 in a pamphlet entitled, Plaincte des G ardes 
Escossoises au Rov ou est l'origine de l'alliance de leur nation avec la France, l'an
241 Ibid, p. 418.
242 Ç.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J.D. Mackie, Vol. XIII, (1), p. 472.
243 W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms Vol. 2, pp. 186-8.
244 Reprinted in: Papers relative to the Roval Guard of Scottish Archers in France. Maitland Club, Vol. 
No. 36, Edinburgh, (1835).
245 ‘Le dit Roy [James VI] a fait souvent d'elle par les asseurances qu'il en a données de son amitié par 
lettres et par personnes qu’il a envoyées devers elle, et mesme par la semonce et prière qu’il luy fit de donner 
son nom a son premier fils’, ‘Henri IV’s Instructions to Philippe Béthune’, May 1599, C.S.P.. Scotland, 
(ed) J.D. Mackie, Vol. XIII, (1), p. 468.
246 \y  Forbes -Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 2, p. 189, çf, ‘David Laing's Collection, transcribed from 
the original by the Rev. J. Anderson’, Ibid, vol. 2, p.188, n. 6. Perhaps Alexandre de Houston was a 
descendant of Robert Houston who appears on the Muster Roll of July 1429, Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 159; and/or 
Thomas Houston listed on the Muster Roll of October 1473, Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 51.
247 a . Houston, L'Escosse Françoise, p. 75.
248 \y  Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 1, p. 113.
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1612.249 Douglas outlines the 17th-century perception of the origin of the alliance 
between ‘Charlemagne et Achayus, l'an 789’, and its history up to the year 1612. ‘La 
mesme compagnie’, he continues, ‘est aujourd'huy commandée en qualité de Lieutenant 
par Louis de Stuart, Duc de Lennox et petit fils du diet Jean, estant Cappne d'jcelle, 
Charles duc de York, [later Charles I] fils du Roy de la Grande Bretagne’.250 The main 
causes of complaint were reported by Sir Ralph Winwood to the English Resident in 
Brussels. ‘I have not told you’, he wrote, ’of the great complaints of the Scots Guards as 
to the violation of their privileges, and especially as to the unjust conduct of their captain, 
De Nerestan, in as much as in the company which should be solely composed of Scots, 
two-thirds are Frenchmen; and, moreover, he has transferred to his countrymen several 
rights and privileges belonging to the Scots’.251 The resolution of their problems, it 
seems, lay with James VI & I. ‘Finallement le Roy de Grande Bretagne’, says Douglas, 
‘ayant commandé a son ambassadeur Resident en France252 d'interceder envers leurs 
Majestez a ce que leurs plaintes fussent onyes et justice leur fust faite; Ils ont couché leurs 
griefs et doléances par articles et les ont attachées a une requeste présenté a leurs Majestez, 
par la quelle Ils les supplient entoute humilité quil leur plaise reformer non seulement les 
tortz particuliers mais aussy les abus genereaux de la Compagnie’.253
It is not known if the Lettres de Naturalité accorded to all Scottish subjects in the 
name of Louis XIII at Paris in October 1612, and registered at the Parlement of Paris on 20 
December 1612, were related to their grievances, as the garde écossaise does not rate a 
mention. The Lettres de Naturalité reconfirm Henri IV's Letters of 1599, and they are 
accorded to all Scottish subjects resident in France ‘to accept, hold and possess all and 
every the benefices, dignities, and offices ecclesiastical, with which they might be justly 
invested’.254 One clause in the Letters, however, is unique. It specifies that it is for ‘our 
most dear and well beloved William Morison, a Scotsman, son to John Morison and 
Elizabeth Gray, also Scots, his father and mother, resident during their life, in the city of 
Glasgow, having afterwards retired from the said country, and dwelt thirty years in our 
cities of Rouen and Dieppe, hath caused most humble petition and request to be made unto
249 N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 284-293; B. L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fols 327-336; B. L. Add. MS. 
30666, fol. 295v et seq.; W. Forbes -Leith, Scots Men at Arms, vol. 1, p. 112, n. 3, çf, B. N. MS. 
Brienne, 54, fols 269-275; Ibid. Vol.l, p . l l l ,  n.l, çf, Papers relative to the Roval Guard, pp.17-23.
250 n . L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fol. 289v; Douglas also claims that ‘Charles neu^ [IX] confirma aux 
Marchands Escossois l'an mil cinq cens soixante et sept [1567] les privileges donnez par ses prédécesseurs 
d'exemption de tous sortes d'imposition mises sur les marchandies des autres. Les lettres ont esté non 
seulement veriffiées a la Cour, mais confirmées par arretz des années 1581 et 1594’, Ibid, fol. 2901.
251 W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 1, p. 111, n. 2, çf, Winwood Memorials. London, (1725), 
Vol. 3, p. 359.
252 in 1611, Sir Thomas Edmondes, was the English Resident at the French Court, W. Forbes-Leith, 
Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 1, p. 111.
253 N. L. S. Adv. MS. 35. 1. 5, fols 292 r & v.
254 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 42 & 45-7.
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us, that he may be enabled to enjoy the tenor of the said letters, under the benefit and grace 
of which he hath quitted the said country, in order to live and die in this our kingdom’.255 
Significantly, and for the first time since 1295 in formal Franco/Scottish treaties, the 
Scottish king is not named or mentioned. But something of the old relationship and 
friendship must have been renewed because the Hamiltons (as mentioned previously) 
attempted to reclaim the Duchy of Chatellerault on 4 October 1616. By 1623, the situation 
seemed to have improved even more when the Lords of the Privy Council of Scotland256 
wrote to James VI & I on 20 February, to thank him ‘for solliciting the re-establishing and 
erectioun of the Scottishe gaird and Scottishe companie of men-at-arms, according to thair 
first institutioun, and the Franshe King his promeis of tymes made to that effect’.257
The revitalized Franco/Scottish friendship was further strengthened the following 
year by the negotiations for the marriage of Charles to Henriette-Marie, sister of Louis 
XIII. On 27 March 1625, Charles acceded to the thrones of England and Scotland, was 
married on 1st May, although he did not ratify the marriage contract until 4 July 1625 at 
Westminster.258 Once again the Hamiltons tried to reclaim the Duchy of Chatellerault; and 
Franco/Scottish relations had sufficiently improved for the Scots to raise regiments to fight 
in the French armies during the Thirty-Years War.259 Perhaps it was for these services 
rendered by the Scots, or because Henriette-Marie and her youngest children had taken 
refuge, in 1644,260 at the court of her six-year-old nephew, Louis XIV, that an Act of the 
Council of State in the name of the young king was enacted in favour of the Scots in 
France at Fontainebleau in the presence of the Queen Regent (Anne dAutriche), on 19 
September 1646.261 This Act of the Council of State took into consideration that: ‘in the 
year seven hundred fourscore and nine, [789] Charlemagne reigning in France and Achaius 
in Scotland, the alliance and confederacy having been made between the two kingdoms, 
offensive and defensive, of crown and crown, king and king, people and people ... that 
not only are the Scots in capacity of acquiring and possessing estates, moveable and 
immoveable, and benefices in France, and the French in Scotland, without taking out any 
letters of naturalization; but also it should have been granted to the said Scots, to pay only
255 ibid, p. 43.
256 ‘George Hay, Melros, J. Hamilton, A. Mar, Lauderdaill, A. Hamilton, W. Oliphant, Carnegy, 
Roxburghe, Melvill and Kilsayth’, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 1, p. 114.
257 ibid. Vol. 1, p. 114, n. 1, £f, Metros Papers. Vol. 2, p. 503. Forbes-Leith includes a full transcription 
of this letter.
258 French copy: A. N., AE III, No. 228.
259 \y  Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 1, pp. 115-7. The Hepburn Regiment of 3,000 men was 
raised in March 1633, Ibid. Vol. 2, pp 212-3; the Douglas or Dumbarton Regiment was raised in 1636- 
1637, commanded by Lord James Douglas and at the time was more than 3,000 strong. In 1635, a cavalry 
regiment was raised and commanded by Colonel Forbes, Ibid. Vol. 2, pp. 214-5.
260 ‘passage à Vannes d'Henriette-Marie de France, 7 août 1644 ... la Reyne [qui, fuyant l'Angleterre, avait 
débarqué à Belon (Finistère), était passé par Sainte-Anne-d'Auray] vint à Vannes’, A. N. catalogue ç£, Arch. 
Dép. Morbihan 40, G. 2.
261 T. Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 47-9.
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the fourth part of the duties upon all goods which they transport to the said kingdom of 
Scotland’ but ‘since the union of the kingdom of England with that of Scotland, [1603] the 
French have been nevertheless still treated by the Scots as friends and confederates ... that 
there never had been made any difference or distinction in this kingdom, between his 
Majesty's natural subjects and the said Scots’ that he has ‘exempted and discharged all 
Scots residing therein, their children, descendants, and heirs, from all taxes laid, or to be 
laid upon foreigners’262 ancj ‘who wills and means to entertain inviolably the said 
confederacy and alliance with the said Scots, and to maintain them in all the rights, 
privileges and prerogatives, unto them granted by the kings his predecessors’.263
It is not the intention of this thesis to speculate as to whether this Act of the Council 
of State had any implication upon the English Civil War, nor the rôle played by the Scots 
(or possibly by France) in it, although Charles I had, in May 1646, surrendered to the 
Scots and brought the First Civil War to a close. It can be said, however, that whilst the 
Act does reconfirm all the ancient privileges, it also invokes the fable of the Scottish 
alliance with Charlemagne for the first time since 1552 when the Privy Council of Scotland 
decided to send troops to help Henri II in his wars against Charles V. As in the case of the 
Letters of General Naturalization of 1612 in the name of Louis XIII, the Act does not 
mention the king of Scotland by name. In fact, the Act is somewhat unusual and possibly 
unique: an abbreviated amalgam of all the assertions, claims and grants of all the various 
Franco/Scottish treaties and agreements contracted in the previous two centuries. Soon 
after, in 1649, the Hamiltons again pressed their claim for the Duchy of Châtellerault; the 
year that Charles I of Scotland and England was executed.
Following the Restoration, Charles II negotiated the marriage of his youngest 
sister, Henriette-Anne, to their cousin Philippe, duc d'Orléans, Louis XIV's brother; the 
marriage contract was drafted at Paris on 24 March 1661.264 From the 1670s and 
throughout the 18th century, Scottish regiments continued to be raised to fight in French 
armies.265 This included ‘the 25,000 Irish, English and Scotch Catholics who had 
followed James VII & II to France, and who had served with distinction in the French 
army’.266 The Deposition of James VII & II in 1689, his flight to the Court of Louis 
XIV; the expulsion of the Jacobite court by the Regent Orléans after the death of Louis XIV 
(1715); the subsequent re-establishment of the Jacobite court at Rome with pensions from
262 ‘Until the French Revolution, the Nobility of Scotland seem to have enjoyed the same privileges as 
the French nobles of exemption of arrest for debt’, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 2, p. 208.
263 t . Moncrieff, Memoirs, pp. 47-9.
264 a . N. Catalogue reference, çf, Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, (Paris) Traités, 
Angleterre.
265 \y  Forbes-Leith, Scots Men at Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 215-221; V iz: The Hamilton Regiment, 1671; The 
Royal Ecossais, August 1744 (Louis Drummond, Duke of Perth); The Ogilvy Regiment, 1747; and the 
Albany Regiment, 1747.
266 ¡bid. Vol. 2, p. 215, n. 5, £f, General Susanne, Histoire de l'Infanterie. Vol. 1, p. 273.
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the papacy; and finally, the last and futile attempt to restore the Stewart dynasty by James 
VII & U s grand-son, Prince Charles Edward, (Bonnie Prince Charlie) in 1745;267 forms 
an extended coda and witnesses the gradual decline in what had been known as the "Auld 
Alliance" which, since the union of the English and Scottish crowns in 1603, should more 
precisely be defined as the ‘Auld friendship and confederacy’.
It has generally been held that the "Auld Alliance" ended with the death on 5 
December 1560 of François II, the first and last king of France and Scotland.268 g ut from 
its very shaky beginnings in 1295 as a mutually offensive/defensive military alliance 
against England, the "Auld Alliance" gradually developed other familial, personal, social 
and cultural associations which did not die with François II, nor entirely disappear for 
several centuries. The expansion of the "Auld Alliance" from its military origins 
accelerated in the 14th and 15th centuries during the Hundred Years War, gradually 
expanding thereafter and reaching its apogée in 1558 with the union of the French and 
Scottish crowns. It fell into abeyance during the second half of the 16th century only to be 
picked up with renewed vigour during the reigns of Henri IV and James VI; then slowly to 
decline after the union of the Scottish and English crowns in 1603, the decline becoming 
more rapid following the parliamentary union of those two kingdoms in 1707.
The Act of the Council of State in the name of Louis XIV in 1646 was the last of 
the Franco/Scottish agreements which confirmed the ‘friendship and confederacy between 
the two kingdoms, offensive and defensive, of crown and crown, king and king, people 
and people’;269 ancj the marriage of Henriette-Anne to Philippe duc d'Orléans in 1661 was 
the last marriage contracted between the Scottish and French royal families. Ultimately, the 
death of Prince Charles Edward at Rome in 1788, who left no legitimate heirs (his brother, 
Henry Benedict, Cardinal York, did not assert his royal claims from 1788 until his own 
death in 1807) extinguished Stewart pretensions to the Scottish crown and any liklihood of
267 a .I. Macinnes, ‘Scotland Revisited: Jacobitism’, History Today. (Oct.1984), pp. 22-3; repr. in 
Scotland Revisited, (ed) J. Wormald, London (1991).
268 On 29 November 1558 the Scottish parliament passed an act: ‘that hir hienes [Mary Queen of Scots] 
may honour hir spous the king dolphine with the crowne matrimoniale be way of gratificatioun during the 
mariage ... and this crowne to be send with twa or thre of the lordis of hir Realme To the entent that the 
maist cristin King and King dolphine hir husband may vnderstand with quhat zele and affectioun hir 
subiectis ar myndit To observe and recognise hir said spouse’. The next item in the Act declared: ‘that 
during the tyme of the mariage completit betuix the King and quene dolphine oure souerane all letters 
chargeis Infeftmentis and all vtheris letters quhatsumeuir vsit paser in oure souerane Ladeis name allnerlie 
of before To paser in the name of the saidis King and quene dolphine viz frances and marie King and Quene 
of Scottis ... [and this] to begin the first zeir of the King dolphines Rignne the day and dait of the mariage 
[24 April 1558]’, Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 506. Professor Donaldson cites part of 
the same act, James V-James VII. p. 88; adding that ‘the conferring of the "crown matrimonial" was to be 
without prejudice to Mary’s Scottish heirs, and no crown was ever sent to France, but the prospect for 
Scotland was rule by Francis and Mary and their descendants, under whom Scotland could hardly fail to be 
governed as a province of France’, Ibid, p. 89.
269 t . Moncrieff, Memoirs, p. 47.
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rekindling any sort of alliance with France, especially since Scotland was now being ruled 
by the heavy hand of the Hanoverians.
By this time Father Thomas Innés, in his Critical Essay.... first published in 1729, 
had also extinguished the fable of the ancient alliance between Charlemagne and Achaius. 
Yet there remains a curious reference to the donation of ‘la terre d'Ecoussais’ by ‘Raoul 
Mauclavel, fils de Giraud de Soutiers, à l'abbé Pierre’,270 jn a charter of 1120 of the 
Abbey of Absie. ‘Le texte de la charte contient une lacune ne permettant pas de détirminer 
à quelle abbaye à s'emparer d'une partie de la terre d'Ecoussais. Elle s'exprime ainsi: Ut 
“mihi indulgeatur injuria et damnum quod fecerunt religiosi [ici la texte manque] Durandi 
monachis et fratribus Absiae quando consilio et consensu meo, terram de Escozai illis 
abstulerunit’U 271
The point of interest lies in the fact that the “terram de Escozai” 272 (the ian(j Gf a 
Scot) is mentioned in 1120 in a charter of the Abbey of Absie, which was subsequently to 
be awarded in the 16th century to David Paniter and James Beaton by Henri II for services 
rendered to France. A coincidence perhaps. But who was the Scot who possessed land 
near Poitiers which by the beginning of the 12th century had come into the hands of Raoul 
Mauclavel, whose name does not sound particularly Scottish?273 ¡t seems unlikely to 
have been a donation to a Scot for services rendered in the First Crusade which Macquarrie 
says, ‘was an international movement which involved not only France and Italy ... but also 
remote parts of Northern Europe, including Scotland’;274 because the First Crusaders did 
not begin to return to Europe until the early 12th century. Thus the land must have been 
acquired in at least the 11th or possibly the 10th century, probably for military service, 
although at this time in European history this Scot may have come from Ireland; even 
though he may have been known as Scottish or called a Scot. This chronology brings the 
“terram de Escozai” much closer to the time of Charlemagne (742-814) and makes one 
wonder whether there may have been some fact in the fable after all ?
7^0 Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques, (eds) A. Baudrillart, A. Vogt et U. Rouzies,
Paris, (1912), Vol. 1, col. 204. ‘Il existait à l'Absie au commencement de XIIe siècle une église  
abandonnée qu'un ermite, nommé Pierre de Bunt, rendit au culte avec l'autorisation de Pierre II, évêque de 
Poitiers (1115)... et revetit de l'habit monastique Pierre de Bunt et ses compagnons et transforma l'ermitage 
en une abbaye dont Pierre fut le premier abbé ... 6 avril 1120’, Ibid, col. 202, çf, Ledain, Cartulaires et 
Chartes de l'abbave de l'Absie. (Archives Historiques du PoituLvol.XXV. (1895), pp. 7-8.
771 E. Raison, Abbave de l'Absie. p. 201, n. 3, £f, Ledain, Cartulaires. p. 57, No. 374.
772 ‘Ecoussais, Escozai v. 1120 (cart. l'absie) Escozay, 1136, appartenant à l'abbaye de l’Absie (cart. 
Absie) Scozaicus, XIIe siècle’, Dictionnaire topographique de département des Deux-Sèvres, (ed) B. Ledain, 
Poitiers, (1902) p. 105.
773 Further research on the Abbcy of Absie has been rendered almost impossible because, ‘les archives de 
l'abbaye de l'Absie, transportées après 1790 à Parthenay, puis à Niort ont été détruites lors de l'incendie des 
Archives départementales des Deux-Sèvres en 1805. Une cinquantaine des pièces seulement ont été 
conservées’, Dictionnaire d'histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques. Vol. 1, col. 205.
774 a . Macquarrie, Scotland and the Crusades. p. 10.
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CHAPTER 2
FRENCH REACTION TO THE "ROUGH WOOING"
‘I wade it sud gea furth, and haud well wyth the manage, but I lyke not thys 
w ooyn ge’,1 observed George Gordon, 4th Earl o f Huntly, to his English captors 
following the Scottish rout at the battle of Pinkie by the army under the command of the 
Duke of Somerset on 10 September 1547. The sobriquet, however, did not gain 
currency until Sir Walter Scott coined the phrase in Tales of a Grandfather (18271: ‘Even 
those who liked the proposal best, were ... disgusted with so rough a mode of w ooing’.^ 
The "Rough Wooing" is the term commonly used to describe the Anglo/Scottish wars 
from 1543 to 1550 whereby Henry VIII and the Protector Somerset attempted to force the 
Scots to agree to the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots, born 8 December 1542 six days 
before her father James V died, to Edward, Henry VIII's only legitimate son and heir, 
and nephew of the Protector. 3
The failure of the English "Rough Wooing" and the timely arrival of the French at 
the behest of the Scots under the terms of their "Auld Alliance" is well-known and well- 
documented in English and Scottish historiography.^ Less well-known and poorly 
elaborated by the French are ‘les expéditions françaises en Écosse’ of Francis I and his
1 The Expedicion into Scotlands of the most woorthclv fortunate Prince Edward. Duke of Soomerset...bv 
wav of a diarie bv W. Patten. London (1548). Facsimile of Cambridge University Library MS. Syn. 
8.54.38, repr. Amsterdam (1972).
2 M.H. Merriman, ‘The struggle for the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots: English and French 
intervention in Scotland, 1543-1550’, Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University of London (1974) p. 9, n. 3, 
£f. Sir Walter Scott, Tales of a Grandfather. Ill, 85.
3 As well as his thesis see: M.H. Merriman,‘War and Propaganda during the “Rough Wooing”,’ Scottish 
Tradition. 1X-X,(1979/80) p.21; ‘The Assured Scots’, Sc. Hist. Rev.. 47 (1968) p .ll; ‘The Platte of 
Castlemilk’, The Transactions of the Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian 
Society. 3rd Series, 44 (1967) p. 175; ‘The Rough Wooing’, No. 54 in An Historical Atlas of Scotland. 
c.400-c.l600.(eds) P. McNeill & R. Nicholson, St. Andrews (1975) pp. 83-4, and maps 91,92 & 93; 
‘Italian military engineers in Britain in the 1540s’, in S. Tyacke,(ed), English Map Making 1500 1650. 
London, (1983); and ‘The Forts of Eyemouth: Anvils of British Union’? S. H. R.. LXVII, (1988).
4 Apart from the works of M.H. Merriman the best-known and most frequently cited work is G. 
Donaldson, James V - James VII. Chapter 5; also see J. Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community, passim: 
and W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland from the Earliest Times to 1603. 3rd Edition revised by A.M. Duncan 
(1977), Chapter 29, is still fundamentally sound. From the English point of view the best and most 
succinct analysis under Henry VIII is A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit. A Study of Sir Ralph Sadler. 1507- 
1547. Cambridge U.P. (1966) and under Edward VI, M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector 
Somerset. London,(1975) Chapter 2, ‘The Policy towards Scotland’, in which he overthrows the views of 
A.F. Pollard, England under the Protector Somerset. London, (1900) and those of Pollard's adherents, W.K. 
Jordan, Edward VI. The Young King. London (1968) Chapter 9; and R.B. Wemham, Before the Armada: 
the Growth of English Foreign Policy 1485-1588. London. (1966) Chapters 12 & 13. Also see, J.J. 
Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. London, (1968), Chapter 14; and G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation. London, 
(1977) Chapter 13; and for an excellent review of the historiography: A.G.R. Smith, The Emergence of a 
Nation State. 1529-1660. London, (1960) Chapter 7.
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son Henri II,5 despite the fact that there was a good deal of contemporary interest about 
Scotland throughout Europe, especially after the battle of Pinkie and the arrival of French 
succour in June 1548; which stimulated a number of contemporary accounts of the battles 
as well as numerous mentions in the letters and dispatches sent to most of the courts of 
Europe, including the Vatican.6 Furthermore, as has been shown in the previous 
chapter, there was always the extra dimension of Anglo/French relations which affected 
Scotland that must be considered. At this time it was the wars of Henry VIII and Francis 
I, both of whose successors were left a legacy of ambiguities and unfinished business, 
including the terms o f the comprehension of Scotland in the Anglo/French peace treaty of 
Ardres concluded on 7 June 15467 A peace which was not satisfactorily concluded 
until the Treaty of Boulogne was signed on the 24 March 1550,8 and which was to
5 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. Chapter 23, relies on Donaldson for Scottish affairs; J. Jacquart, François I . 
Paris, (1981) pp. 348-9, devotes one page to Scotland; L. Romier, Les origines politiques des guerres de 
religion (1547-15591 2 Vol.s, Paris (1913-4) covers the reign of Henri II, but confines himself only to 
commenting upon Scottish personalities in France. I. Cloulas, Henri II. Paris (1985) allows only 3-4 
pages on Scotland (185-88) in a work of 691 pages; as does H. Lemonnier, Henri IL la lutte contre la 
Maison d'Autriche 1519-1559. Paris (1983) pp. 154-6; and G. Bordonove, Les Rois qui ont fait la France: 
Henri II. Paris (1987) manages half of page 150. In the first work in English devoted to Henri II, F.J. 
Baumgartner, Henry IL King of France. 1547-1559. Duke U.P. (1988) confines Scottish affairs to France à 
la Romier. The most productive work is M-N. Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Henri II et les expéditions françaises 
en Écosse’, Bibliothèque de l'école des Chartes. 145, (1987). This article contains a mine of information 
on the facts, but very little analysis is employed using these facts, and ‘she is clearly very unfamiliar with 
Scottish politics’. (Dr. Michael Lynch, Letter, 14 Feb. 1989). Mme Matuszek, however, is an excellent 
archiviste-paléographe and of particular value to historians of the period is the inclusion of a transcription 
of the lengthy and much-amended draft of the ‘Instruction au sieur de Termes seneschal de Rouergue que le 
roy envoyé présentement son lieutenant general en Escosse de ce qu'il aura a faire estant par delà et pour 
ledit voyaige, Saint Germain-en-Laye, 23 avril 1549’, (New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MA 279), 
which she helped me to transcribe during my research in Paris in 1985, teaching me at the same time much 
about 16th-century French palaeography which I should like to acknowledge with gratitude.
6Apart from Patten's Diary, (supra, p.l n.l) published in 1548, the battle of Pinkie was given a full 
description by a friend of Patten's, Starcerius aulae Peckualrensis scholasticus Oxonii. tempore régis 
Henrici VIII. entitled, De expeditione in Scotiam Commentarius. published in J.A.B. Teulet, Papiers d'état, 
pièces et documents, inédits ou peu connus, relatifs à l'histoire de l'écosse au XVI e siècle. 3 Vols, Paris 
(1851-60), Vol. 1 pp. 143-180, and Alexandre Teulet, Relations politiques de la France et de l'Espagne avec 
l'Écosse au XVIe siècle. 5 Vols, Paris (1862) Vol.l, pp. 124-158: B.N. Coll. Cinque Cents Colbert, 35. 
Also on Pinkie, Récit de l'expedition en Ecosse l’an M.D.XLVI fsicl et de la Battavle de Muselebureh par 
le Sieur Berteville au Rov Edouard VI. Bannatyne Club, 10, Edinburgh (1825). Following the French 
expeditions: Jean de Beaugué, Histoire de la guerre d'Ecosse: pendant les campagnes 1548 et 1549. Paris, 
(1556) repr. Maitland Club, Edinburgh (1830); and Mission de Beccarie de Pavie. Baron de Fourquevaux. en 
Écosse. 1549. (ed) G. Dickinson, Oxford (1948). The conduit for news from Scotland at this time was Odet 
de Selve, French ambassador in England (1546-1549). On 10 September 1547 he informed Henri II that he 
was sending Tes dépêches ci-joint de l'ambassadeur de France en Écosse[ Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel] qui 
viennent de lui être apportées par un Français qui sert de messenger aux marchands de Londres’, 
Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. Ambassadeur de France en Angleterre. (1546-1549) (ed) G. 
Lefèvre-Pontalis, Paris (1888) p. 201. Thus the latest news from England and Scotland was distributed at 
the French court to sundry foreign envoys, ambassadors and to Michele della Torre, Bishop of Ceneda, the 
then Papal nuncio of Pope Paul III.
7 Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. Voi. 2, p. 473; Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol, 1, 
pp. 44, 54-5; Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve, pp. 57-59, 61, and 64-6.
8 For the most thorough and detailed examination of the treaty and its background in international politics 
see: D.L. Potter, ‘Diplomacy in the mid-16th Century: England and France, 1536-1550’, Unpublished Ph. 
D. Thesis, Cambridge (1973); ‘The Treaty of Boulogne and European Diplomacy, 1549-1550’. Bulletin of
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dictate the settlement of the Anglo/Scottish peace treaty of Norham signed on 10 June 
1551.9 Both Henry VIII and Francis I died early in 1547. Henry on 28 January and 
Francis on 31 March. Both their successors, the Protector Somerset in the minority of 
Edward VI and Henri II, had held positions of command in the armies of their 
predecessors and both continued to give high priority to military affairs and objectives in 
the immediate years after 1547. However, the emphasis and attitude towards foreign 
policy of the Protector Somerset and Henri II, not only towards Scotland but also 
towards each other differed markedly from that of Henry VIII and Francis I. Essentially, 
the "Rough Wooing" and the French reaction to it was bisected and changed considerably 
by the deaths of Henry and Francis. This created, in a sense, two "Rough Wooings" and 
two distinct French reactions to it: the first from 1543 to 1547, the second from 1547 to 
1550.
The primary focus in the years 1543 to 1547 for Henry VIII and Francis I was not 
Scotland but Anglo/French policies, relations and wars which were mainly dictated by the 
policies, aims and objectives of the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V;10 whereas, in the 
years 1547 to 1549, Scotland for the Protector Somerset ‘was an overriding force which 
pervaded its [the government's] whole policy’,H  the first major implementation of 
which resulted in the battle of Pinkie. Thus Scotland, which had already figured high on 
Henri II's agenda with the restoration of St. Andrew's Castle to the Scottish government 
in July 1547, again claimed the French king's attention in the aftermath of Pinkie when 
the Scots, once again, begged for French aid. Moreover, Scotland even took precedence 
in the the first two years of Henri II's reign over his obsession to recover Boulogne and 
the need to come to terms with England, despite the compromise treaty of June 1546, 
and, according to D.L. Potter, ‘so meet the threat posed by the Emperor Charles V's 
determination to bridle the military power of the German Protestants’. ^
Furthermore, added to this complex mix of international politics and diplomacy in both 
periods of the "Rough Wooing" was the intervention of the Papacy, with respect not only 
to ecclesiastical concerns but also to political ones as well. In 1543 and 1548 Pope Paul 
III sent nuncios to Scotland. Marco Grimani, Patriarch of Aquileia, was dispatched in
the Institute of Historical Research. LV,(1982); and ‘Documents concerning the negotiation of the Anglo- 
French Treaty of March 1550’, Camden Miscellany. 4th Series, Vol. 29, (1984).
9 D. L. Potter, ‘Treaty of Boulogne’, p. 63.
19 For the affects on French foreign policy of Charles V's wars with German Protestant Princes, see D.L. 
Potter, Ph. D. Thesis and ‘Foreign policy in the age of the Reformation: French involvement in the 
Schmalkdic war, 1544-7’, Historical Journal. XX, (1977) pp. 525-44. Also see J-D. Pariset, Les Relations
entre La France et L'Allemagne au milieu du XVIesiecle. Strasbourg (1981) and ‘La France et les Princes 
Allemands (1545-1557)’, Sonderdruck aus Francia Forschungen zur westeuropäischen Geschichte: 
Herausgegeben vom Deutschen Historischen Institut. Paris, Band 10 (1982) München (1983).
M. L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 1.
12 D.L. Potter, ‘Treaty of Boulogne’, p. 51.
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15431  ^ and Pietro Lippomano, Bishop of Verona, in 1548.14 En route, both papal 
nuncios spent several months at the courts of Francis I and Henri II, where they received 
advice, instructions and money to assist the Scots against the "Rough Wooing" of both 
Henry VIII and the Protector Somerset.
PART I: FRANCIS I and HENRY VIII
The genesis of what was to become Henry VIII's "Rough Wooing" of the Scots 
originated in the Spring of 1541 when ‘Henry decided to resume his military career; 15 to 
assume the title of King of Ireland (the new style being declared by an Act of the Irish 
Parliament in June 1541)’; 16 and to announce ‘in April 1541 his intention of carrying out 
an unprecedented progress to the North of England’; 1*7 where, apart from settling 
domestic issues of a recent conspiracy led by Sir John Neville, Henry's prime motive 
was to have been a meeting at York with his nephew, James V, King of Scots. This idea 
was not new but resurrected Thomas Cromwell's attempts to arrange a meeting between 
the two monarchs in 1536. The situation in 1541, however, had changed, for James was 
no longer an eligible bachelor but in the interim had twice married French women and 
thus had strongly re-aligned Scotland to France. The proposed meeting, therefore, seems 
to have been a deliberately provocative act by Henry which, paradoxically, was aimed not 
at Scotland but at France. As Professor Scarisbrick has so cogently argued: ‘Scotland, 
far from springing from any long-term design for the British Isles, was a concomitant of 
a new upsurge of ancient belligerence and ancient dynastic ambition against the king of 
F rance’. 18 This view overturned the previous orthodoxy held by A.F. Pollard and 
subscribed to by R.B. Wernham, that Henry's sights were fixed above all on Scotland 
and that these years marked the culmination of efforts, going back to the mid-1530s, to 
solve the "British Problem" by ensuring that all the constituent parts of the British Isles
15 R.K Hannay & J.H. Pollen, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate in Scotland, 1543’, S. H. R. XI (1913), see 
also L. von Pastor, History of the Popes. 36 Vols, transl. R.F. Kerr, London (1950) Vol. XII, p.472, and 
Appendix 21. Ibid, pp. 668-70 for Grimani's instructions from Paul III, 1 April 1543.
14 J.E. Law & J.M. Manion, T h e Nunciature to Scotland in 1548 of Pietro Lippomano, Bishop of 
Verona’, Atti e Memorie della Accadcmia di Agricoltura Scienza e Lettere di Verona. Serie VI, vol. XXII, 
(1970-71).
15 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 426.
16 Ibid, pp. 424-5. The proclamation was promulgated at Westminister, 23 January 1542, (33 Henry) 
Tudor Roval Proclamations, (eds) P.L. Hughes & J.F. Larkin, 3 Vol.s London, (1964) Vol. 1, pp. 307-8.
17 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 427.
18 Ibid, pp. 425-6. G.J. Millar observes that, ‘Scarisbrick spends little time in substantiating his view, 
though the weight of the evidence is certainly in his favour’, Tudor Mercenaries and Auxiliaries 1485-1547. 
Virginia U.P. (1980) p. 55.
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were under firm English control*. 19 These views, however, seem to have more in 
common with the policies of Thomas Cromwell than those of Henry VIII.
To contemporaries the "Auld Alliance" was, it seems, an important aspect of 
consideration in England's foreign relations and policy. In Utopia. Thomas More has 
one of his characters speculate on the French king's modus operandi when dealing with 
the English: ‘call them friends, but regard them as potential enemies. The Scotch must 
therefore be kept standing by, ready to start an invasion at a moment's notice, in case the 
English make the slightest move’.20 Thomas Cromwell, in a long speech prepared for 
the 1523 Parliament,21 ‘questioned the wisdom of futile enterprises in France’, says 
Professor Elton, ‘and called for union with Scotland’.22 Cromwell argued that Henry, 
‘by goddes help, shall overthrow and subdue also the Skottes, whome the Frenche men 
have so custuously intertayned and of so long tyme mayntayned agaynst vs’.23 The king 
should also ‘joyne the same Realme vnto his, soo that both they and we myght lyve 
vnder oone Bessaunce Law and Pollecy for ever’. Thus, this act would strike the 
greatest blow, continues Cromwell, ‘to the saide Francoys that ever happened to hym or 
any his progenetours afore hym not oonly for that he left the saide Skottes his auncient 
allies and which have for hys and their Sakes provokyd our nacion so notably heretofore 
at thys tyme vndefended by reason of our soverayns naivye whiche he dare not encounter 
with nor dare send theim socour’, and as long as England has naval superiority having, 
‘chaunged our manner of warre’, and ‘that by the hygh pollytyk wysdome our saide most 
redowtid Soverayne they be Joyned vnto vs in oone politik boddye, ... and thowgh’, 
concluded Cromwell, ‘hit be a commen saying that yn Skotland ys nought to wyn but 
strokes, for that I alledge another commen saying, who that entendyth Fraunce to wyn 
with Skotland let hym begyn’.24 Thus, Cromwell believed that the union of England 
and Scotland would ultimately prove a more effective weapon against France than direct 
invasion across the channel. Roger B. Merriman concluded that ‘Cromwell's words on 
this occasion will always remain as one of the strongest proofs of his political wisdom 
and foresight’.25 At the end of the 16th century Shakespeare echoed Cromwell's words
19 A.G.R. Smith, The Emergence of a Nation State, p. 57, £f A.F. Pollard, Henry VIII. London (1905 
edition) and R.B. Wemham, Before the Armada. For a full account of Scarisbrick's argument, see Chapter 
13, ‘Return to War’, Henrv VIII. pp. 424-57.
20 Thomas More, Utopia, (first edition 1516) transl. with Introduction, P. Turner, (1965) repr., Middlesex 
(1980) p. 58.
21 Due to the absence of journals for either House in this Parliament, it is not known if the speech was 
actually delivered, R.B. Merriman. Life and Letters of Thomas Cromwell. 2 Vols Oxford (1902) repr. 
(1968) Vol. 1, p. 44.
22 g .R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 90.
22 r .b . Merriman, Letters. Vol. 1, p. 34.
24 ibid. Vol. 1, p. 43.
25 ibid, Vol. 1, p. 44.
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in Henry V. In a discussion between the young king and his counsellors concerning 
England's ancient relationship with France, the Earl of Westmorland observed:
but there's a saying, very old and true:
“If that you will France win,
Then with Scotland first begin”. *26
In his refutation of Pollard's thesis of Henry establishing himself as Rex et 
Imperator in the last dozen years of his reign, Scarisbrick observed that ‘it is doubtful if 
Henry was ever either capable or guilty of such high statesmanship. The full 
incorporation of Wales into her neighbour's political life in the mid-1530s and the serious 
attempt to tackle the problem of Ireland which began at the same time were probably more 
the fruit of Cromwell's, rather than Henry's, zeal for unity and efficiency’.27 
Cromwell's policy, however, also extended at this time to incorporating Scotland, 
although this was fraught with difficulties because (unlike Wales and Ireland), of the 
Scots "Auld Alliance" with France, which included Franco/Papal co-operation in 
maintaining Scotland's adherence to Rome.
As Professor Elton's vast opus has shown, Cromwell was the most able 
parliamentarian, administrator and bureaucrat of his age, yet he was less successful as a 
diplomat, as his mishandling of the Cleves marriage was to demonstrate. Perhaps he was 
too preoccupied with domestic affairs as most of the more routine foreign affairs were 
delegated by Cromwell to his loyal and faithful servant, Sir Ralph Sadler. According to 
A.J. Slavin, ‘Sadler's letters of the period 1538-40 are a veritable index to his patron's 
diplomatic worries*,28 concerning Scotland, France and Anglo/Imperial relations. Slavin 
says that ‘these letters were usually written at the express command of Henry VIII. 
Hence it would be wide of the mark to see them as signs of initiative. But it would be 
equally wrong to deny that Sadler's reports had an effect on Cromwell's policy, since 
that policy was often an image of the king's mind as viewed by Cromwell through the 
reflecting medium of Sadler's thoughts.’.29 Sadler's first embassy to Scotland did not 
take place until January 1537, but he was to become, according to Sir William Cordell, 
‘England's greatest expert on things Scottish’.30
Several years previously, however, Cromwell had instituted his policy of peace 
and union with Scotland. Soon after his appointment as Principal Secretary in April 
1534, (following the parliament of January to March which passed among its legislation
26 W. Shakespeare, Henry V. Act 1, Scene 2, Lines 166-68; The Complete Works of Shakespeare. (The 
Alexander Text) (ed) P. Alexander, London and Glasgow (1951) repr. (1974), p. 555.
27 JJ. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 424.
28 A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit, p.37.
29 ibid, p. 38 and n. 3, £f B.L. Cotton Coll. Titus Bl,l,fol. 269, Cromwell to Henry VIII, 14 March 1539: 
‘the poyntes signified to me by Mastre Sadleyeres lettres writ on your graces behaulfe’; see also Ralf Sadler 
to Thomas Cromwell:‘now that I have declared the king's pleasure’, L & P.. Vol. XIV (II), Appendix 20.
30 A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit, p. 82 and n. 5 £f, H. M. C. Report on the MSS, of George Allen 
Finch. 1.7.
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the First Act of Succession and the Act of Supremacy) an Anglo/Scottish treaty of 
Perpetual Peace was signed in London on 11 May 1534.31 This treaty formalized the 
Anglo/Scottish truce signed on 1 October 1533 which had been instigated by Francis I via 
the French ambassador in England.32 As well as the peace treaty, the marriage of James 
V to Mary Tudor had been contemplated,33 and on 28 February 1535, James wrote to 
Henry to say that he had received the ‘noble ordour of Sanct George, callit the Gartier, 
[which] we have acceptit the samyne glaidlie and thankis you tharof’.34
Soon after the 1536 (February-April) session of the Reformation Parliament had 
passed among its legislation the Welsh Act of Union and an Act for the dissolution of the 
lesser monasteries, negotiations for a meeting between James V and Henry VIII 
commenced. No meeting ever took place. James set off for France in September 1536, 
married Francis I's daughter, Madeleine, on New Year's Day 1537, and on 15 January, 
Sadler left London on the first of many embassies to Scotland. His instructions do not 
survive,35 but according to Slavin's reconstruction, Sadler's object was to pacify 
Margaret Tudor and discuss her proposed divorce from her youthful third husband, 
Henry Stewart, Lord Methven, a francophile whose power and influence had greatly 
increased since his marriage to the old Queen. Since Margaret's influence at court would 
be diminished now that James had married, Sadler's brief, therefore, was to drive a 
wedge between James and Methven by persuading the king to take some action in his 
mother's suit, before James returned to Scotland with his French bride. To this end, 
Cromwell dispatched Sadler to France in March 1537 to intercept James36 and in June he 
returned to Scotland to take up negotiations with the king for Margaret Tudor's
divorce. 32
31 This was ‘part ° f  Cromwell's peace offensive’, A.J. Slavin, Polivics and Profit, p. 94 and n. 2 £f. 
Foedcra. XIV, 529. See also, Hamiliton Papers: Letters and Papers illustrating the political relations of 
England and Scotland in the Sixteenth century, (ed) J. Bain, 12 Vols Edinburgh (1980) Vol. 1, pp. 10-11; 
and Acts of the Lords of the Council, p. 424.
32 G. Ridpath, Border History of England and Scotland.... Berwick (1848) repr. Edinburgh (1979) pp. 367- 
8. cf. Foedera. XVI, 480-1. This was ‘in conformity to the truce and separate convention concluded at 
Berwick in December 1528’, Ibid, p. 368, see Foedera. XII, 793.
33 The Venetian ambassador in London, Carlo Capello, wrote to the Signory on 16 December 1532 that 
‘the king of Scotland sent the princess [Mary] a ring and affianced himself to her in the presence of certain 
witnesses’, Calendar of State Papers. Venetian, (ed) Rawdon Brown, London (1873-84) Vol. IV, p. 372; on 
29 January 1533, Capello says that ‘the Scottish king, ... it is said, will marry the Princess of England, 
and he shows great courtesy (usa gran humanita) towards King Henry’, Ibid, p. 377; and on 7 March 1533 
that ‘he [James V] was ready to make peace and to have the King of England for his father, provided the 
territory held by him be in no way diminished, in which case he would peril all he has, even to his life* 
Ibid, p. 385.
34 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 11-12.
35 A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit, p. 74.
3b Ibid, pp. 77-9.
32 ‘King Henry VIII. Instructions & etc. to his trusty and welbeloved servant Rauf Sadler Gentleman of his 
Privay & etc.’ [1537] State Papers. Vol. V, (IV), pp. 70-2.
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On 7 July 1537 Madeleine died and David Beaton was speedily dispatched to 
France to secure a second bride for James.38 In October, following the death of Jane 
Seymour, Cromwell wrote to Lord William Howard and Bishop Stephen Gardiner, 
English envoys in France, informing them of the Queen's death and though Henry had 
framed his ‘mynde bothe to be indifferent to the thing [marriage] and to thelection of any 
person from any parte’, yet we of the Council ‘be most humble suters to his Maieste to 
consider the state of his realme and to enter eftsones in to an other Matrymonie’, 
therefore, ‘considering what personages in Christendom be mete for him Amonges the 
rest there be two in Fraunce ... and thone is the frenche kinges doughter^^ whiche as it is 
said is not the metest, thother is Madame de L ongevile ,^  whom they say the King of 
Scottes dothe desire’:41 Cromwell was anxious to ascertain ‘in what pointe and termes 
the said king of Scottes standeth towardes either of them, whiche his highnes is soo 
desirous to knowe, his graces desire therein to be nevertheless in anywise kept secret to 
yourselves’.42 The English suit, however, was no match for the combined diplomatic, 
political and ecclesiastical forces of Francis I and his obligations under the treaty of 
Rouen (1517) and the "Auld Alliance"(1521); Pope Paul Ill's support and David 
Beaton's diplomatic skills; the latter being rewarded with the Bishopric of Mirepoix by 
Francis I, and a Cardinal's hat by the Pope.43 Had the English match succeeded it 
would have been a neat piece of diplomacy indeed, as it would have done much to 
destabilize Franco/Scottish relations, especially if James could have been persuaded to 
take up the prior option to marry Mary Tudor which, together with the Anglo/Scottish 
Treaty of Perpetual Peace of 1534, would have re-instated Henry VII's Scottish policy
3 8  En route, Beaton spent several days at Grafton (Northamptonshire) in consultation with Henry VIII, the 
English Council and "the frenche ambassador being advertist of my cuming causit Monsieur de Lymoges 
meet me"; Beaton (signed "Arbroht") to James V (endorsed "A Madame de Montreul") from "stone 
straitferd, xvj August" [1537]. N.L.S. Lauderdale Papers, Adv. MS. 1.2.2. See Infra. Ch. 2, pt.l, note 85 
for further details.
3 9  Marguerite de Valois (1523-1574) who married the Duke of Savoy in 1559 as part of the settlement of 
the Habsburg/Valois peace treaty of Câteau Cambrésis.
40 Marie de Guise-Lorraine, Duchesse de Longueville, was the daughter of Claude de Lorraine, duc de Guise 
and Antoinette de Bourbon. Marie was widowed in June 1537 and left with an infant son, François, bom 3 
October 1535.
41 On 22 October [1537] Beaton informed James V that ‘zour grace had sent me writingis how zour grace 
had condiscendit to madame de Longueveil and how ze had send me power and commissioun to end throuch 
conforme to his mynd and counsel, quharof ye king [Francis I] schew him mervellouse well contentit and 
said yat he wald accept hir as his dochtir and gif hire for ye samin to zor grace wyl mony gud wordis of hire 
wisdome and gidding’, A. Lang, ‘Letters of Cardinal Beaton, 1537-1541’, p. 155.
42 r .b . Merriman, Letters. ... Cromwell. Vol. 1, p. 97, (letter 226); State Papers of Henry VIII. 11 Vols, 
London (1830-52) Vol. VIII, 1, and L&  P Vol. XII, (II), 1004.
43 Supra. Chapter 1, notes 160-165. For Henry the matrimonial merry-go-round had only just started 
anew. ‘Within a few hours of Jane's death’, says Scarisbrick, there ‘began two years of intense marriage- 
mongering, in the course of which at least nine women were seriously considered, several more glanced at 
and five of them required to sit for portraits by Hans Holbein the younger’, J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p.
355.
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and diplomacy of 1502 and 1503, and furthered Cromwell's policy of union with 
Scotland.
During 1538, Sadler was once again immersed in Scottish affairs, and in 1539 he 
was scheduled to return to Scotland on urgent business according to Cromwell's concise 
instructions.44 Sadler, however, did not depart until February 1540 with private 
instructions ‘to separate James from the councils of Beaton’. In 1541 he returned to 
Scotland again. This time it was ‘to detach James from the Pope and catholic clergy’ and 
‘to press upon James the propriety of a personal meeting to which the Scottish king gave 
a dubious consent’.4  ^ ‘Sadler's embassy’, says Scarisbrick, ‘clearly revealed Henry's 
hope that the Scottish king would follow his example, declare for "true religion", break 
with Catholic Europe, and remain neutral (at least) should England take to war with 
France’.46 The proposed meeting between Henry VIII and James V in 1541, however, 
was not so much as Scarisbrick argues, that Henry wanted ‘to fasten the back-door 
before leaving for foreign parts’, 47 rather it seems to have been to provoke a state of war 
between England and Scotland whereby, ipso facto. Francis I, under the terms of the 
"Auld Alliance", might be persuaded or feel obliged to come to the aid of Scotland. This 
would create for the impatient Henry a legitimate reason to declare war on France; a 
"reverse-Flodden" if you like, recreating a similiar situation to that of 1513 whereby 
James IV had invaded England under his obligations to Louis XII and the "Auld 
Alliance" when Henry VIII had invaded France.
On Palm Sunday 1541 (10 April) after attending Mass, Henry received an 
embassy from the French ambassador, Charles de Marillac, who reported to Francis I on 
19 April that following his instructions ‘to revoke this king from his opinion that the 
Scots, at French instigation, made great levies to make war on him’, Henry had replied 
that ‘he never believed that Francis had brewed such things against him’.48 The English 
king, however, complained ‘que “les Escossoys sont coustumiers de danser au son des 
Francoys” et “lorsque le roy d'Escosse le menassoit avecques une grande insolence”, il 
ne pouvait penser qu'il osât faire “sans l'adviz et le consentement” de François Ier, ni 
qu'il pût rien exécuter “sans la bonne ayde et le support de ce dernier”.’49 jn this 
dispatch and those of 27 and 30 April 1541,60 Marillac's main concern was not Scotland
44 A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit, pp. 83-4 and n. 2, çf. B.L. Cotton Coll. Nero B VI, fol. 5, Thomas 
Cromwell to Henry VII, 23 April 1539.
45 The State Papers and Letters of Sir Ralph Sadler, (ed) A. Clifford, 2 Vol.s Edinburgh, (1809) Vol.l pp. 
vii-ix.
46 J.J. Scarisbrick.Henrv VIII. p. 427.
47 ¡bid, p. 427.
48 L & P. Vol., XVI, p. 347.
49 p. de Vaissière, Charles de Marillac. ambassadeur et homme politique...1510-1560. Paris (1896) p. 45, 
£f. Correspondance politique de MM, de Castillon et de Marillac. (eds) MM. Kaulek, L. Farges et G. 
Lefevre-Pontalis, Paris (1885) p. 290.
50 L & P. Vol., XVI, pp. 367-8 and 370-1
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but information concerning the reinforcement of forts in the Pale of Calais. On 22 May, 
however, he reported that Henry, according to Norfolk and others, ‘intends leaving 
immediately after Whitsuntide to visit the North, as far as the frontier of Scotland’;51 
and on 29 May that provisions were being sent for a company of 4,000 or 5,000 
horse,52 which Scarisbrick observes, ‘resembled an army of occupation more than the 
suite of a royal progress’.53 Henry set out on the last day of June arriving in York on 18 
September 1541,54 waited nine days for James who never came. On 27 September he 
‘made quickly for home, having been publicly mocked by his sister's son’.55
There has been much speculation as to why James did not keep the rendezvous on 
the earlier occasion. In April 1536 James had agreed to meet his uncle, even though the 
Scottish Council ‘albeit for mony resonis thai wald never have gevin thare counsel nor 
consent’.56 The proposed meeting in 1536 never took place although negotiations 
continued for some months.57 Professor Donaldson says that James agreed to meet 
Henry at York in September 1541 ‘but the council declined to let him go’. Donaldson 
comments that ‘there were good grounds for refusing, as Henry had been contemplating 
the kidnapping of James on Scottish soil, the king's person was especially precious since 
the death of his two infant sons in the Spring’.58 Donaldson, however, cites as evidence 
of the Scottish refusal in 1541 the correspondence of 1536 which elaborates the Scottish 
Council's fears and reservations, but not their refusal. In fact, on 20 May 1536, James 
had assured Henry that ‘we ar nocht subject to the appetite and counsale of ony private or 
particular personis within our Realme’.59 Nor is kidnapping mentioned, although this 
could be inferred by the Scottish Council's concern, and the fact that James expressed
5 1 Ibid, p. 405.
52 Ibid, p. 411.
55 JJ. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 428.
54 Palliser observes that Henry entered York accompanied by his fifth queen, ‘having sent artillery by sea 
from London to overawe the citizens. Mayor Robert Hall and the corporation made a humble submission 
to the King for their share in the rebellion, and presented the royal couple with £140 in silver-gilt cups’, 
D.M. Palliser, Tudor York. Oxford (1979), p. 50.
55 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 428. Scarisbrick says Henry left York on 29 September, but see L. & 
R, Voi. XVI, p. 563, ‘on 27 September the King departed’ [from York].
56 Letters of James V. p. 316. For a full transcription of this letter see, Hamilton Papers. Voi. 1, p. 36. 
In his introduction of the Hamilton Papers. Bain says that the collection ‘appear to have formed part of the 
archives of the English Council of the North which sat at York. It is not known with certainty at what 
precise date, or under what circumstances they were removed to Scotland and deposited at Hamilton Palace, 
but it may be presumed that it was not until the Council of the North was dissolved, which seems to have 
to ocurred in 1641’. (This date coincides with the fall and execution of Thomas Wentworth, Earl of 
Strafford, Lord President at that time, and ‘the decline and fall of the Council of the North’, R.R. Reid, The 
King's Council in the North. London (1921) repr. (1975) Part IV. ‘In 1883’, Bain concludes, ‘together 
with many other MSS. belonging to the Hamilton Collections, they passed by purchase into the hands of 
the German government, but have since been re-acquired for this country by the trustees of the British 
Museum’, Hamilton Papers. Voi. 1, p. ix.
57 See letters, reports and dispatches, May to July 1536, Letters of James V. pp. 318-321.
58 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII, p. 59.
59 Letters of James V. p. 319; State Paners. Voi. V, p. 51.
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his own concern on 21 April 1536 that George Douglas had accompanied Henry's 
envoy, William Howard, ‘when he went to Henry from James, and was also his 
"convoyare" on the way back to James’.60
To return to the proposed meeting of 1541, Donaldson argues that ‘it was alleged 
that the real obstacle was the attitude of the clergy, who, fearful lest James would agree to 
copy Henry's church policy, offered to pay for an army should war ensue’.61 
Donaldson does not identify from whom the allegation came but he may have used 
Marillac's assessment of the situation as outlined in his dispatch to Francis I from York 
on 16 September 1541 as the basis of his statements, although Marillac does not say 
precisely the same thing. Indeed, his tentative opinion, expressed in the subjunctive, 
probably reflected the English court's conjectures of the situation at that time. In 
Marillac's opinion: ‘he does not think the King of Scotland is coming so far into the 
country to make court to the King even though he be his uncle; especially against the will 
of the prelates, who may thereupon fear that he wishes to confiscate the goods of the 
Church, being incited by the example of his neighbours and constrained by the scantiness
of his revenue’.62
Yet evidence for James's reasons for not meeting Henry VIII at York in 1541, 
and probably the source of Marillac's information, exists in a letter of 2 September 1541 
to the English Council at York containing a report from a spy of Sir Thomas Wharton, 
Warden of the English West March. Wharton wished the Council ‘to be advertised’, 
according to their instructions of 23 August, ‘that I did sende by espiali to know as he 
cuthe whether the Kyng of Scotis wolde comme or did mynde to comme into Inglond to 
the Kynges majestie or no’. The spy reported that the King and Queen were at Falkland 
and on 31 August ‘with smale company repared furthe of the northland and that there was 
no liklyhede of his commyng into Inglond nor preparyng therefore that cuth be 
perceyved’; this was because ‘the Kyng was promysed to the Cardinal! [Beaton] at his
bb Letters of James V . p. 317. George Douglas was the brother of Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus, 
who had married Margaret Tudor in 1514. George had been exiled with his brother Angus in 1528 after 
James escaped their captivity of the previous three years. Both Angus and Sir George Douglas remained in 
exile at Henry VIII’s court until the death of James, when they returned to Scotland in January 1543 with 
Scottish Nobles captured at Solway Moss. There had been previous talk of kidnapping. In 1523, according 
to Dr. John Guy, ‘Wolsley next planned to kidnap the young James V with the connivance of his mother 
Margaret, Henry VIII’s sister’, J. Guy, Tudor England, p. 107. ‘Evidently news leaked’, says Guy, ‘for 
Skelton jibed: What say ye of the Scottish king/ That is another thing./He is but an youngling,/ A 
stalworthy stripling/ There is a whispering and a whipling/ he should be hither brought,/ But and it were 
well sought,/ I trow all will be nought, Ibid, p. 107, £f, Complete English Poems, (ed) Scattergood, p. 
287.
bl G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 59. J.D. Mackie, ‘Henry VIII and Scotland’, Transactions of 
the Roval Historical Society. XXIX, (1947) p. I l l ;  both Donaldson and Mackie follow Knox's opinions 
on these points, John Knox, The Works, (ed) D.L. Laing, Edinburgh, (1895), repr. New York, (1966), 
Vol. 1, p. 77.
l . & P. Vol. XVI, p. 551. J.J. Scarisbrick, (Henry VIII. pp. 443-4) and G.R. Elton, (Reform and 
Reformation, p. 306) both Elton and Scarisbrick follow the Donaldson/Mackie/Knox view which seems to 
have become the accepted orthodoxy as neither English historian cite their sources.
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passage into Fraunce, that he wolde not go in Ingland to he had aunswere from hym 
agayn furth of Fraunce’.163 Furthermore, the spy reported that the Scottish Council were 
divided in their opinion. The Sinclair brothers, Oliver and Henry,64 ancj the Laird of 
Craig ‘are of the cardinall and busshopes sect and oppynnion, that there Kyng shulde not 
comme in Ingland’; whilst the Laird of Grange, Sir Thomas Bellenden and a lawyer, 
Henry ‘Banese’65 and ‘many barons of the realme of that side who moche grayteth that 
such apperence shulde have beyn maide’, but at the Scottish court there is ‘so great 
inconstance’ that the spy cannot tell of the ‘Kinges continuance in countree nor cause’; 
that the king's movements are very sudden and sometimes with very few persons. 
Wharton apologises that this is all the information he has at present, but he will keep the 
Council posted of any further reports from his spies.66 Thus the English Council were 
aware, long before Henry's arrival at York on 18 September 1541, that it was extremely 
doubtful that James would come to York. Indeed James, as Wharton's spy reported, 
was moving deeper into the hinterland of Scotland away from the advancing contingent 
of 4,000 to 5,000 horse led by Henry VIII. Yet Henry waited a York for nine days, the 
insult magnified by the fact, as the English Council had pointed out to Bellenden on 27 
August 1541, ‘that the Kinges highnes [James V] your master myght with a gret deale 
lesse dawnger repayr hither then he lately went into Fraunce, having no see to passe as he 
then had, ne goyng to a straunger but his natural uncle, who cannot but love and tendre 
him’.67 Ironically, on the same day that Wharton was reporting to the English Council 
on 2 September 1541, James wrote to Henry from Falkland, thanking him for his letter 
of 27 August from Pontefract Castle and ‘desiring inlikwys the acceleration of sic oure 
consalouris as ar to be send towart yow’, and expressing concern for Henry's ‘distance 
from the partis quhare ye ar accustummit most to be, wylht the sessone of the yere that 
fast passis, and the tedious ways of travaling to ladys and gentill wemen in sik tyme of 
the yere’; and finally, James was desirous of ‘the conservation of oure amite, the rest and 
tranquillite of baith oure realmes’.68
63 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 99-100.
64 Oliver Sinclair of Pitcaims was a favourite of James; his brother Henry (1508-65) was Lord of Session 
1537; Lord President 1558; Commendator of Kilwinning 1541; Dean of Glasgow 1550; Bishop of Ross 
1561 and died in Paris 1565. Dictionary of Scottish History, (eds) G. Donaldson & R.S. Morpeth, 
Edinburgh (1977).
65 Sir James Kirkcaldy of Grange, Treasurer of Scotland; the clergy accused him to James V of ‘always 
having a new testament in his pouch’. Mr Henry Balnaves, advocate (b.1509) studied at Cologne and St. 
Andrews; made treasurer's clerk by Sir James Kirkcaldy of Grange, honoured in the reign of James V but 
suspected by the clergy; practised in the consistorial court of St. Andrews; procurator for David Beaton as 
Abbot of Arbroath; possibly involved in the plot to assassinate the Cardinal in 1546. M.H.B. Sanderson, 
Cardinal of Scotland, pp. 271 & 277.
66 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 100. Also see, L. & P.. Vol. XVI, p. 539.
67 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 98. Also see, L. & P.. Vol. XVI, p. 527.
68 Ibid, pp. 98-99. Also see, Ibid, p. 539.
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In his introduction to Volume 1 of the Hamilton Papers. Bain reflected that it will 
‘appear to those who study the following papers that his [Henry's] policy towards 
Scotland, whether in peace or war, was, when not treacherous and underhand, much too 
dictatorial to be tamely endured by an independent nation. During peace, while 
professing love for his nephew, he fomented rebellion among Scottish borderers against 
their king, tampered with his Nobles, and maintained a system of espionage in his 
country. In war, no great strategic object was ever seriously contemplated ... but 
burnings, plunderings, and bloodshed, generally ordered directly by himself,... were the 
chief ends of his expeditions into Scotland’. The character of James V, however, 
concludes Bain, ‘is free from such charges’ that ‘whatever may have been done after his 
death in getting intelligence in England by means of spies’, Henry ‘was unable to 
discover the slightest evidence of any such nefarious doings on the part of the Scottish 
King’.^9 Much has been made of James's failure to meet his uncle Henry, but no 
mention of a meeting is to be found in the extant letters exchanged between the two 
monarchs from July to September 1 5 4 1 70 indeed the letters and dispatches during this 
period contain only the usual common complaints of border raids, smuggling, slain 
cattle, accusations of harbouring of fugitives, a few murders; and the need to find a 
"reformation" of these time-honoured Anglo/Scottish problems of the Borders.
On 25 September 1541, responding to a report from Wharton of a Border raid by 
40 men led by Robert, 5th Lord Maxwell, Warden of the Scottish West March, Henry, 
who was still in York, wrote to Sir William Eure ‘to gett in Berwike as much victual as 
he can’ and in the same letter; ‘a like addicion to Syr Thomas Wharton for the provision 
of victual for Carlisle’71 The next day, Henry sent a letter to be used in the form of a 
warrant to ‘Masters Rauf Ellerkar and Robert Bowes’ appointing them ‘with others, to 
repare to our Est and Middle Marches foranempst Scotlande, and there not only to see 
certain our lawes and statutes put in execution, but also to vieu certain wastes and other 
groundes lieng uppon the said Marches’.72 This gave Henry justification to attack not 
only the West March based on Wharton's report, but legitimately to attack the East and 
Middle Marches as well. This was a legitimacy greater than the solitary one he had 
received from Sir William Eure on 12 July 1541, who in reply to Henry's request had 
‘caused to be viewede the groundes a longeste the bordours of your graces Eiste 
Marchies for anempste Scotlande, which groundes the Scottes dothe pasture in, and 
haithe doon sins the feild of Flodden, with a grete nombre of shepe and other cattell’. 
Although this was not so much a problem now as previously; it was rather ‘for the erable
69 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. xiii. Bain's opinion, as expressed here in the ‘Introduction’, seems to have 
captured the realities of the situation better than other commentators.
70 Ibid, pp. 76-100.
71 Ibid, p. 103.
72 Ibid, p. 104.
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and tylled grounde which haithe been reven and tyllede bifor this tyme, as alsoe of this 
yere’. Eure had also written to James V for redresse of these ‘and all other affaires 
occurraunte in Scotlande that I do conceyve by myn espialles and explorateurs’,73 all of 
which was hardly sufficient reason to declare war on Scotland; hence the warrant 
dispatched to Ellerkar and Bowes on 26 September 1541. The same day before leaving 
York, Henry wrote to James informing him of Maxwell's raid and requesting ‘spedye 
and indelayd redresse to be made of the same’.74
The commission of Ellerkar and Bowes had had the desired effect on the East and 
Middle Marches. On 15 October they reported to Henry that such land as ‘we founde 
dyvers parcells of Englishe grounde sowen with corne by the Scottes, the whiche corne 
in our saide passage, we wastide and distroyede sofarre as the marches of this youre 
highnes realme extendide’, that ‘all theyre saide cattaills was withdrawen and hadde 
away thence bifore oure comynge thider. For there was in Scotlande suche greate 
rummor of an armye of men of warre that shoulde bee sente by youre majestie unto youre 
borders’ that ‘Scottes borderers fereinge invasion by us ... kepe watches boithe by daye 
and night for dreade of sodayn invasions’7 ^  Several more dispatches of the same tenor 
reached Henry during O cto b er^  as well as a letter from James on the 22nd. assuring 
Henry that ‘scharpe charge wes gevin to oure wardanis for reformatioun of the
samyn’7 7
In December James sent am bassadors^ to England, to whom Henry replied on 
16 February 1542. The draft of this document is endorsed: ‘The Kinges majesties 
aunswere to tharticles delyvered by the ambassadours of Scotlande’.79 Henry seemed 
pleased that ‘our said nephieu sheweth himself to rejoyse of our harty love and friendship 
towardes him’. The formalities being speedily dispensed with, Henry wasted little time 
in coming to the central issue: the failure of James to respond to his command to their 
meeting at York. The reason Bellenden had given was ‘lack of the consentes of thestates 
of his realme, and of the French king, whom he ernestly sollicited to consent therunto, 
and could not obteyn it’. But, Henry continued, ‘seing we doo nowe perceyve by oure 
godde nefwues imbassadores and by theyr instructions, that he neyther can ne wyll mette 
with us with owght the assent off the Frence Kyng our brother, and the nobylles off hys
73 ¡bid, p. 80.
74 ¡ b l i p .  104.
73 Ibid, p. 107.
76 Ibid, pp. 108-112.
77 Ibid, p. 113.
7  ^ William Steward, Bishop of Aberdeen, Robert Reid, Bishop of Orkney and Mr. Thomas Bellenden, 
Director of James's Chancery.
7  ^ Ibid, pp. 143-45. The draft, with slight corrections by Wriothesley, has many alterations made by 
Henry which are reproduced here in italics. See also State Papers. Vol. V, (IV), pp. 195-202, with several 
variations.
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realme ’. In response to James’s suggestion ‘that he woll yet make further labour to the 
Frenche king for his consent to suche a meting, and if he cannot obteyn that, he woll yf it 
please us, labour at the least for a meting betwen us, the French king, and hym, and there 
to treate a perpetuel leage betwixt us three’; Henry answered 'that insoo doyng we wolde 
be lothe to putt hym to soo grett pay ns seyng he can not with owght leve off others do 
ytt, for surly when we mad answare to Balandyne off our towarnes consernyng the 
meting, we thowght verely that he nother nededde nor wolde have axid advyce of any 
other prynce ... And as tochyng the metyng bytwene us tre, I [here Wriothesley 
substitutes ‘we’] here nothyng off it frome our good brother off France, withowght 
whome we parsayve yow [‘yow’ scored out, and ‘said nephieu’ substituted by 
Wriothesley] wyll do no thyng ’.80 In the State Papers' draft concerning the meeting of 
the three monarchs in Henry's amended draft, it says that ‘We thinke it shulde be to 
tedious to our saide good brother the Frenche king to repaire to any place nere to our 
saide Bordures for that matier... the onlie place convenient for the meating of us and our 
saide good nephieu, by cause the rulers off bothe Borders myght allways have shortly 
worde off bothe our pleasures, to the intente thatyf in the mene tyme our metyng any 
mysdemenyd parsons wolde other ryse, or do what in them wer to empeche the good off 
pease bytwene Us, they myght shortly redres the same *.81
I n theory, the Scottish ambassadors had been sent to England to settle the Border 
disputes which had occupied the substance of Anglo/Scottish correspondence during the 
previous six months, and which Henry had already dealt with separately in dispatches to 
his wardens.82 in fact, Henry's overriding concern was his nephew's adherence to the 
"Auld Alliance" with France. James had reason to be grateful to Francis I for the dowry 
settlements of 1537 and 1538 for James's wives which amounted to 250,000 livres 
tournois; not to mention the centuries of mutual aid and friendship between France and 
Scotland. Henry's stratagem, therefore, seems to have been deliberately to provoke 
James into declaring war hoping that Francis would either join in or, at least, upset the 
French King's plans for an alliance with Cleves and other potential allies^ in order to
80 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 143-144, and n. 2 & 3. There are three drafts of these articles in the State 
Papers: the original draft, the one corrected by Wriothesley and the fair copy of Wriothesley’s draft with 
additions in the handwriting of Henry VIII printed in State Papers, vol. V (IV) p. 200, & n. 1 and pp. 201- 
2, which differs, including Henry's alterations, from the draft in the Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1 pp. 143-4.
8 1 State Papers. Vol. V (IV) pp. 201-2. For a much edited version see, L. & P.. Vol. XVII, p.39.
83 Hamilton Papers. V ol.l, pp. 145-7.
83 ‘Tournon voulait une alliance politique a-confessionelle, dont la meilleure expression est le Traité de 
Fontainebleau réunissant la France, l'Ecosse et le Danemark’; and potential German Protestant Princes, 
even though ‘ses efforts pour rallier Jean-Fédéric de Saxe ou le Landgrave de Hesse échouèrent’, J-D. 
Pariset, Relations entre la France et l'Allemagne, p. 32, çf. M. François, Le cardinal F. de Toumon.1489- 
1562. p. 188. For the ‘Alliance de Cleves, 1539-1544’, Ibid, pp. 29-34. Also see R.J. Knecht, Francis I. 
pp. 300-304; and, D.L. Potter, Ch. 2, Ph. D. Thesis, ‘The Approach of War, 1540-1544’.
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undertake what Professor Scarisbrick describes as ‘some notable enterprise against 
France’.84
Francis I was kept well-informed of the latest vicissitudes in Anglo/Scottish 
relations by letters between James and Cardinal Beaton, who spent from July 1541 to 
August 1542 at the French court.* 8^ On 13 September 1541, Beaton wrote to James that 
Francis I ‘thankis zour grace mekle yat zoure grace wald not condissent to na metinge wl 
ye king of ingland quhilk he thinkis culd neyer be to zoure gracis surte nor honor ’. 
Furthermore, Beaton assures James that ‘gif ye king of ingland ware of yat mynd to 
Invaid zour grace or realme he is determit to declaire him his enemy incontinent and to 
vse all his forcis aganis him, and ye succurris and supple yat ze may or yat ze will desire 
of him’. Francis also told Beaton that he was anxious to hear from Marillac ‘ ye maner 
and occasioun of the kingis [Henry VIII's] passing in ye nor* partis, and gif he my* have 
knawin yat it wes to invaid zour grace or realme’ and if this was the case then ‘he suld 
no! have taryt quhill he had bene advertist and requirit be zoure grace to do ye thing yat ye 
fader is haldin to do for ye sone, bot suld have send zou ye supple yat he my*’. Beaton 
had also informed Francis of Henry's preparations and fortification of the Borders, the 
dangers, cost and expenses to the Scots, and begged Francis ‘to have consideration yarof 
and of the King of inglandis grete riches and substaunce and it was difficle for zour grace 
to fortifie zoure bordo1* nor provid zou of munitionis wylout help to resist his pissance 
[sic]’. Beaton had conveyed all these details to Francis ‘in caise ye emperor and ye king 
zoure gracis fader fall out, and belief surlie yat you sail considder in his contra, yair is na 
traist betuix ye king and ye emprior and grete apperence of truble and weire betwene
yame’.86
The following day, 14 September, Beaton again wrote to James reporting that 
Francis had heard from Marillac ‘how ye king of ingland wes in zork [York] bidand on 
zour graces cummyne yaire, and yat ye Duk of no^folk said to him that zour grace wald 
no1 faill to be thaire quhilk he tho* strange. I assurit his grace in ye contrare and yat yaire
84 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henrv VIII. p. 425.
8  ^ Unfortunately few of these letters survive. The texts of those that do are published in A. Lang, ‘Letters 
of Cardinal Beaton 1537-1541’, S. H. R„ VI, (1909) from the originals in the British Library, Additional 
MSS. 19401, ff. 34-42. See also M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, pp. 60, 62-3, 65, 70, 150, 158 
& 259. Lang admits to difficulty in dating the letters saying that he was ‘nearly reduced to the condition of 
a gibbering idiot’ so he ‘consulted Mr. Hume Brown’ who identified letters I, II, III & V as belonging to 
1541, whilst letter IV belongs to 1537. In fact, Letters I and IV belong to 1537 as they are both signed 
‘Arbroht’. Letters II, III and V belong to 1541 as they are signed ‘Sanctandr’; (Beaton became Archbishop 
of St. Andrews in 1539.) There is also the letter from Beaton to James V (addressed to Madame de 
Montreul) from Stony Stratford on 16 August [1537] following his meeting with Henry VIII at Grafton 
which belongs with this collection but has been omitted by both Lang and Sanderson. This letter is 
mentioned in passing by S. Adams, ‘The Lauderdale Papers 1561-1570: the Maitland of Lethington State 
Papers and the Leicester Correspondence’, S. H. R.. LXVII, (1988), p. 40. Adams, however, incorrectly 
dates the letter as the 26 August 1537.
86 A. Lang, ‘Beaton Letters’, p. 152. £f. B.L. Add. MSS. 19401, ff. 35-6. Also see, L, & P. Vol. XVI, 
pp. 548-9.
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wes na thing yarof.... And how I had writtingis of zour grace writin wy* zoure awin 
hand laitlie yat zoure grace wald na way meit wy* him howbeit yair wes grete wayis 
soucht be ye king of ingland to yat effect’.87 Following this meeting, Francis I wrote to 
Marillac on the same day to inform him that had ‘sent for the cardinal of St. Andrews ... 
and he assured me that the king of Scotland would never be there, and if he had wished 
to do it he would not have failed to notify me first’.88
Francis I's greatest concern at this time, however, was the military movements 
and motivations of Charles V which he outlined to Marillac on 17 September.89 With 
the possibility of war looming against the Emperor, the last thing Francis wanted was a 
simultaneous war with England. ‘Above all’, D. L. Potter argues, ‘was the need to 
secure at least the neutrality of England in the event of war with the Emperor and for this 
reason the French rejected all moves by the Emperor for fear of prejudicing their relations 
with their allies’.90 Potter also notes wider European interest in Henry's proposed 
meeting, and concludes that ‘there can be little doubt that François did his best to 
dissuade James from coming to York’91 and that ‘Beaton had dismissed any likelihood 
of Anglo/Scottish co-operation “facendosi professione per quella di Scocia di molto 
catholica et molto discrepante de le opinioni da quella de Angleterra”.’92
One of the French diplomatic manoeuvres at this time to divert Henry from his 
bellicose intentions against Scotland was the proposal of marriage between Francis's 
third son, Charles duc d'Orléans, and Mary Tudor.93 ¡n a postscript to his dispatch of 
17 September 1541, Francis decided that as ‘his son the Dauphin 94 has no children it 
will be a great pleasure to him to see his son Orleans, marrying lady Mary of England, 
have issue. Marillac shall therefore see lady Mary and consider her stature and beauty
87 ibid, p. 154, cf. Ibid, ff. 37-8. Also see, Ibid, p. 550.
88 L. & P.. Vol. XVI p. 550. It should be noted that all of these communications took place before Henry 
arrived at York on 18 September 1541.
89 Ibid, PP- 551-2.
99 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 55, For a detailed examination of Anglo/Franco/Imperial relations during 
1541 see, Ibid, pp. 51-65.
91 Ibid, p. 56, cf. Mamol to the Emperor, Lyon, 26 September 1541, (Vienna, Frankreich, fasz. 9, ‘Villey 
an Karl V, 1541’, f. 18v).
92 Ibid, p. 60, n. 2, £f. Dándolo to the Doge, 29 September 1541, B.N. Fonds Italien 1715, ff. 185r- l 87.
93 On 29 January 1541/42, Instructions were given to ‘Mr Pagett the Kinges Ambassador resident in 
France touching a marriag moved by the frenche Ambassador betweene the Lady Mary and the Duke of 
Orleans: offeringe caution for the Arrerages of pencones due, Refusinge to acknowledge how much, and for 
what cause, unles the said marriage be first assented unto, with a porcion demanded, and offered with such 
doure as Mary the Kinges sister had, married to the Frenche Kinge, being more in shewe, then substans by 
CM [1000,000] crounes, with a notable repetición of the causes and growinge of the said pencones: and 
also a complaint of great wronges done to us at sea by the frenche’, B.L. Additional MS. 4149, fol. 10r. 
The negotiations took place from September 1541 to May 1542 when they were abandoned by the French. 
See D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 55-65 for the Anglo/French negotiations and the intervention of 
Charles V.
94 Henri, later Henri II, was married to Catherine di Medici in 1533.
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and other things by which she may be judged whether she is [one] to bear children’.95 
Mary was 24 years old at this time, although, according to Marillac, ‘to judge her 
portraits’ she ‘looks not past 18 or 20 with a fresh complexion and a neck like her 
mother's’. Additional information, which Marillac reported to Francis I on 12 October, 
was supplied by one of Mary's chamber maids who said that ‘she is of middle stature’ 
with a ‘face like her father, especially about the mouth’ and a ‘voice more manlike, for a 
woman’; nevertheless, she both speaks and writes French well; ‘understands Latin and 
enjoys books of ‘lettres humaines’; She delights in music and plays the spinet 
‘singulièrement’. Finally, ‘the chamber maid thinks her of a disposition to have children 
soon, if married’. Marillac adds that he tried to obtain a portrait, ‘but no painter dare 
attempt it without the King's command’.96 Perhaps the portrait, identified as being of 
Mary, (Plate No. 8) was painted in France at this time, depicted from Marillac's 
description; the identification, ‘Marie Reine d'Angleterre, 1515-1558’ [sic] having been 
added at a later date. Or perhaps it was wrongly ascribed to Mary Tudor, as the portrait 
appears to have a greater likness to her cousin, Mary Queen of Scots.97 The negotiations 
for Mary Tudor's marriage had commenced during Henry's progress to the North and 
after his departure from York, Beaton advised the Scottish council on 26 November that 
Francis I is sending M de Morvilliers ‘to spy how things stand touching English 
fortification on the Borders’; ^  and who later visited Marillac on 22 February 1542, en 
route to France to pick up letters and dispatches for the French court.99
Having failed to provoke the Scots to war, and any overt reaction from the French 
in 1541, Henry continued to harass the Scots with increased raids and arson on the 
Borders. He also sought a closer alliance with the Emperor from the end of 1541.100 
Thus, when Francis I declared war on the Emperor on 8 July 1542,101 Henry seized the 
opportunity to step-up his provocation of the Scots. On 16 August, Marillac reported that 
‘daily, men pass in succession towards Calais or the North, and one sees harness,
95 L. & P.. Vol. XVI, p. 552.
96Tbid. p. 586.
9  ^ The only information available thus far is to be found in M. Aubert, La Collection de Poncins- 
Biencourt au Musée Condé de Chantilly. Paris, (1974) p. 20, who identifies the portrait as: ‘École française
XVIe siècle: Portrait donné par l'inscription comme étant celui de Marie Tudor, reine d'Angleterre, 1516- 
1558 [portrait actuel = 1515-1558]. De trois quarts à gauche sur fond olive foncé. La présentation et le 
style peuvent le rapprocher du portrait de Jeanne d'Albret. (Bois hauteur 0m, 34; Largeur 0m, 235)’. The 
two portraits are very similar: same style of dress, jewellery, headress, although Mary's garb is more 
luxurious. Both portraits were painted at the same slightly angled position from the waist up and both 
inscriptions seem to have come from the same hand with similar letter forms. Coincidently, the 
negotiations and marriage of Jeanne d'Albret, (b.1528) daughter of Francis I's sister, Marguerite de Navarre, 
to the Duke of Cleves, also took place in 1541. This marriage was annulled in 1545, and Jeanne was later 
married to Antoine de Bourbon in 1548; and their son Henri, (b.1553) became the future Henri IV.
98 L. & P.. Vol. XVI, p. 634.
99 Ibid, Vol. XVII, p. 46.
100 Ibid, pp. 25-6.
101 ¡bid, p. 277.
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ensigns, and liveries of footmen and, at times, a number of men wearing already the red 
cross, indicating the will to make war’ with Scotland rather than France unless the French 
‘should aid the king of Scotland’. 162 Qn 22 August, Henry ordered Rutland, Wharton 
and other officials of the English Marches to be prepared for a Scottish invasion. 103 
The following day he wrote to James complaining ‘of the gret attemptates and entree of 
your Wardens into our realme with a nombre far above the comprehension of the leage, 
daily doon to the contrary; 104 ancj finally, on 24 August in a secret letter, the English 
Council informed the Chancellor of Henry's intentions to send an invasion force to 
Scotland under the command of the Duke of Norfolk. 105 The same day, the Douglases 
(Angus and his brother Sir George who were still in exile) anticipated their master, Henry 
VIII, and reported to the English Council that they had set out with an English force of 
3,000 men on a raid to burn and rob Teviotdale on the Scottish borders. 106 South of 
Kelso, the English troops met and engaged a routine Scottish Border patrol of 1,000 men 
led by George Gordon, 4 ^  Earl of Huntly. The English were routed and 600 prisoners 
were taken in the battle known as Haddon Rig. 107 At last, par hasard. Henry had his 
justification legitimately to declare war on Scotland. An honourable monarch would have 
berated Angus, Sir George Douglas, Bowes et ai for their independent actions which 
created a situation of war. But in the months that followed, Henry sanctioned their 
actions by using all the fulminating, belligerent and bellicose language he could muster, 
in order to prevent any hope of a peaceful negotiated settlement. Marillac observed from 
London on 14 September 1542 that the English, in order ‘to hurt Francis in the future 
must overthrow or greatly enfeeble the Scots’. 168
A few weeks later on 16 October, Henry decided to send the Earl of Hertford 
North to the Borders, assisted by Sir John Gage, to lead the vanguard of the English 
army waiting at Newcastle, in place of the Earl of Southampton who had died the 
previous day. After a three-day march from Newcastle, the ill-provided and half-starved 
force under Sir Anthony Browne arrived at Berwick. 169 Norfolk, who seemed anxious 
for action, informed Wriothesley from Berwick on 17 October 1542 that ‘iff the great 
exploit can not be don, yet nevertheless, God willing, suche devastation shalbe made 
uppon the Bordures as the like hath not ben herd of many yeres heretofore’.! 16 Ten 
days later, ‘Norfolk's army advanced a few miles above Kelso, and burnt in its progress
1 0 2  Ib id , P- 3 5 8 .
163  H a m ilto n  P apers. V o l. 1. pp . x x iii and 1 5 1 -5 . S e e  a lso  L. & P .. V o l. X V II. pp. 3 6 4 -7 .
10 4  Ib id , p . 155 . S e e  a lso  Ib id , p. 3 6 7 .
1 ° 5 Ib id , P- 156 . S e e  a lso  Ib id , p . 3 7 1 .
1 0 6  Ib id , pp. 1 5 7 -9 . S e e  a lso  Ib id , p. 3 7 7 .
107  ¡b id , PP- 177 -8 S e e  a lso  Ib id , p. 4 0 8 .
1 0 8  L . & P .. V o l. X V II. p. 4 2 4 .
169  H a m ilto n  P apers. V o l . l .  p. 2 7 8 . S e e  a lso  L . & P .. V o l. X V II . p. 5 4 5 .
1 1 0  Ib id , p. 2 7 5 . S e e  a lso  Ib id , p. 5 4 1 .
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Plate No. 8:
Portrait présumé de Marie Tudor école française du XVIe siècle,
Musée Condé, Chantilly
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several places near the Tweed, the most considerable of which was Kelso itself and the 
abbey’, m
By the 5 November 1542, however, the die was cast when A declaration 
contevnvng the just causes and consvderations of the present warre with the Scottis. 
wherein alsoo appereth the trewe and right title that the Kinges most rovall maiestv hath 
to the Soveravntie of Scotland, was printed in London.H^ Apart from recent 
complaints, Henry claims sovereignty of Scotland and nominates the various Scottish 
kings who had paid homage to the English monarchy since 947, the justification for his 
claims being based on records of ‘King Edward I upon the title to Scotland, in which it 
appears that the Parliament of Scotland recognised the superiority’. 113 The same day ‘a 
consultation for prosecution of the war against Scotland’ was drawn up providing for an 
army of 18,000 foot, 6,000 horse and an unspecified number of ships.H4 Initially, 
however, other than those troops already at Berwick, 4,000 men were to be deployed 
along the Border. 1 15 On 16 November, Hertford emulated Norfolk's policy and recent 
expedition with 2,000 horse burning and pillaging Teviotdale,! 16 pending the arrival of 
John Dudley, Vicount Lisle, whom Henry VIII had appointed as Warden to replace the 
ailing Earl of Rutland. 117
Whilst Norfolk, Hertford et al were burning, pillaging and plundering the East 
March, James V had been amassing an army of some 18,000 from all parts of 
Scotland,! 1^  which advanced towards the West March. James waited with part of this 
force at Lochmaben, ‘intending to proceed across the Solway sands with an ebb-tide, 
while the remainder, under Oliver Sinclair, advanced from Langholm’, 119 encountering 
and engaging the 3,000 men led by Sir Thomas Wharton at Solway Moss on 24 
November 1542.120 Following Wharton's devastating rout and ‘in total prostration of
111 G. Ridpath, Border History, p. 372 and note cf. ‘The towns and villages burnt by the English army, 
according to Hall, were the following: Paxton, Raun-rigg, Stein, Graden, Sheils, Lang Ednim, Newtown, 
Stitchel, Nenthom, Smallholmspittle, the two Muirdeans, Slederick, the two Broxlaws, Floors, and the 
Fair Croft, Ednem-spittal, Roxburgh, Kelso and the abbey, Long Sprowstown, Ryden and Haddenston. 
Abbeys were not now accounted sacred by the English’, concluded Hall.
112 L. & P.. Vol. XVII, pp. 582-3. ‘the whole text is printed in Hall's Chronicle’. Ibid, p. 583. See also, 
The Just Declaration of Henry VIII (15421. repr, in The Complavnt of Scotlande.... (ed) J.A.H. Murray, 
Early English Text Society, London, (1872) pp. 191-206. The text is also discussed in M.H. Merriman, 
‘War and Propaganda during the Rough Wooing’, p. 23, n.7, cf, S.T.C.. No. 9179.
H 3 L, & P. Vol. XVII, p. 583.
114 ¡bid, pp. 583-5.
115 ¡bid, pp. 585-6.
116 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 275; see also L. & P,. Vol. XVII, p. 613.
1* 1 1^  ibid, pp. 300-4; see also Ibid, pp. 589-90.
118 Ibid, p. 307: see also Ibid, pp. 617.
11  ^G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 60.
1211 Supra. Ch. 1, p. 29, n. 166; which follows Sir William Musgrave's report o f 24 November 1542 to 
Sir Antony Browne. ‘Wharton's account on the following day doubtless gave more particulars, but is 
missing’, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. xxxiv.
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the Scots, [six days later] Hertford had already resumed his depredations, sending 1,000 
men to burn the abbey and town of Coldstream’. 121 Two days after Solway Moss, 
James left the Borders for Edinburgh; Linlithgow, where he spent five days with the 
queen, then to Edinburgh again before arriving at Falkland on 12 December where he 
took to his bed and died two days later, 122 ‘through a serious illness of the mind’, 
according to a contemporary commentator: ‘ob pugnam a suis male initiam. per gravem 
animi aegritudinem extincto’.123 leaving the six-day-old Mary as Queen of Scots. 124 
Thus, Henry's provocation of the Scots had succeeded beyond his wildest expectations, 
and by Christmas 1542 he held every ace in the Anglo/Scottish negotiating pack. Yet 
through his own stupidity, (and there is really no other word for it) 125 he was to lose 
every advantage and allow himself to be out-witted and out-manoeuvred by the Scots; not 
without a little help from their "Auld Allies", the French.
This long excursus into the genesis of what became known as the English "Rough 
Wooing" of the Scots has been necessary in an attempt to give some balance, and to try 
and clarify the nature of the tripartite relationship of England, Scotland and France in the 
16th century, particularly up until 1560; a relationship in which equal weight should be 
given to the three parties. While in general, medieval historians have usually observed 
this, historians of 16th-century England and Scotland, 126 have tended to view this 
tripartite relationship more in terms of a bipartite one,(viz, Anglo/Scottish, Anglo/French 
or Franco/Scottish relations ) only adding the third party as a "tack" in order to 
incorporate the indisputable facts. There is no great mystery about the relegation of this 
ancient tripartite relationship by historians of the 16th century to virtual obscurity, given 
the almost simultaneous advent of the expanded Habsburg Empire 127 ancj the 
Reformation. There is also no argument that these two 16th-century phenomena should
12! Hertford reported to the English Council on 1 December that all their com to the value of 2,000 
markes had been burnt, 80 prisoners taken along with 60 horses, 280 ‘hed of not’ [sic], 3,000 sheep and 
‘the best boty that hathe been goten by any mans remembraunce in thies parties. ... The same tyme they 
burnt the townes of Swenton wherein were 80 ploughes, and Swithe more with all the com of the same’, 
Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1 p. 313; see also L. & P.. Vol. XVII, p. 644.
122 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 152.
123 Starcerius aulac Pcckualrcnsis scolasticus Oxonii. tempore regis Henrici VIII. see Teulet, Relations 
Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 125. I am grateful to Associate-Professor Dexter Hoyos of the Department of Latin, 
University of Sydney, for checking and correcting the translation of this document.
124 Bain says that the actual date of Mary's birth ‘is not conclusively settled. The 7^» 8 ^  and 9 ^  
December being fixed or suggested by different authorities’, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. xxxv. Apparently, 
the 8 December 1542 was the date used by the Queen herself and thus the one most commonly accepted.
125 a .F. Pollard, ‘The protector Somerset and Scotland’, E. H. R.. XIII, (1898) pp. 464-67.
126 Historians of 16-century France (with the exception of R.J. Knecht and D.L. Potter) have had so little 
to say about England and even less about Scotland that the dearth is possibly the only significant point to 
make. See Supra. Ch. 1, p. 2, n. 5.
122 in 1517 Charles, later Charles V, inherited the Austro-Hungarian lands from his paternal grandfather, 
Maximillian I; the Low Countries, Franche-Comté etc. from his paternal grandmother, Mary of Burgundy; 
Aragon, Sicily, Sardinia and Naples from his maternal grandfather, Ferdinand; Castile, Navarre and the 
American conquests from his maternal grandmother, Isabella; J.H. Elliott, Imperial Spain. (1469-1716) 
London, (1963).
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not receive the lion's share of historiographical attention. Nor that the most important 
tripartite relationship in North-Western Europe at that time was the Anglo/Franco/Imperial 
one. This does not mean, however, that the much older Anglo/Franco/Scottish 
relationship was not considered to be very important to contemporaries, to which, 
unfortunately, with the passage of time and perhaps with the mistaken benefit of 
hindsight, historians have given less and less attention. It is, therefore, to the importance 
accorded contemporaneously to this relationship that this thesis addresses itself, 
especially the least considered period of the 1550s.
The unexpected death of James V on 14 December 1542, created yet another long 
Stewart minority, with yet another foreign Queen Dowager who, significantly, held that 
position untrammelled by another marriage, longer than any of her predecessors in the 
15th and 16th centuries. 128 Moreover, the period from the death of Mary Queen of 
Scots' father to the death of her mother on 11 June 1560 was unique in Scottish history. 
Mary was the youngest monarch and the first sovereign queen of Scotland, who was also 
the only Scottish queen-consort of a foreign power; (France) and her husband was the 
first foreign king of Scotland. 129 Furthermore, her mother, Marie de Guise-Lorraine, 
became the longest-serving and most influential of all the Queen Dowagers in Scotland, 
especially after 1550, and particularly from April 1554, when she was appointed by the 
Parliament of Scotland as Regent for her daughter.
James V's death also created a power vacuum, from which three contenders 
emerged who were divided along religious lines and political alliances. The pro-French, 
pro-Catholic, yet distinctive affinities of Cardinal Beaton and Marie de Guise were 
initially defeated by the temporarily pro-English, pro-Protestant 130 affinity of James 
Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, heir-presumptive to the Scottish crown. The English 
hostilities which had continued after the devastating victory at Solway Moss on 24
first marriages of all Stewart monarchs from James I (1406-1437) to Queen Anne (1702-1714) were 
to foreigners. During the 15th and 16th centuries, with the exception of James IV, all Stewart monarchs 
ascended the throne as minors; and of the foreign Queen Dowagers during these minorities, apart from 
Marie de Guise, only Mary of Gueldres, queen-consort of James II (1437-1460) did not remarry; surviving 
her spouse by three years. (For her position during her son's minority, see, R. Nicholson, Scotland: The 
Later Middle Ages, pp. 398-9.) The others were: Joan Beaufort (James I) married Sir James Stewart 1439; 
Margaret of Denmark predeceased James III in 1468; and Margaret Tudor (James IV) married Archibald, 6th 
Earl of Angus in 1514.
129 William III (of Orange) was the only other foreign King of Scotland; granted by "Claim of Right" 
signed on 11 April 1689, J.D. Mackie, History, pp. 244-5; this was 86 years after the union of the crowns 
of England and Scotland. William was also a dual-monarch who had a legitimate place in the 
Anglo/Scottish succession as the nephew of both Charles II and James VII & II, and he was also the son- 
in-law of the latter. All of which was a very different situation legally and constitutionally from that of the 
brief reign of the dual-monarchary of Francis II and Mary from 1559 to 1560.
G 0 in reality a political rather than a religious designation frequently used rather loosely by mainly 19th- 
century historians. The Henrician Church in 1542 could hardly be described as Protestant. Sanderson 
observes that ‘by now there was a growing ideological basis for Anglo/Scottish co-operation in the desire 
for Church reform as practised by Henry VIII and his agents in England. The Anglophiles were not simply 
the political and military leaders but a cross-section of laity and clergy, some of whom had spent time in 
England in exile for reasons of religious dissent’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 158.
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November 1542, were halted by John Dudley, Viscount Lisle, who wrote to Henry VIII 
on 19 December that he had ‘newes of the deith of the Skottishe kinge [when] I was 
devising with Sir Rauf Eure and Brian Layton for the conclusion of some notable 
enterprice to be attempted within the realme of Skotland’, with the assistance of Sir 
George Douglas. But Dudley decided, having received a letter from Douglas ‘more 
playnly declaring the deith of the said King’,131 and ‘seing nowe that God hath thus 
disposed his will of the said Kinge of Skottes, I thought yt shuld not be your majesties 
honor, that we your souldiers shuld make warre or ynvade upon a dedd bodye or uppon 
a wydowe, or on a yonge sucling his doughter’.132
Dudley's honourable sentiments reflected the state of shock and disarray at the 
Scottish court for, unlike his father in 1513, ‘James V had made no formal arrangements 
for the government of the kingdom in the event of his own death in the campaign of 
1542’. 133 On 21 December 1542 Dudley et ai reported to the English Council that the 
news from ‘sundre espielles all agreyng in oon’ that before he died James had willed ‘that 
the governaunce of the realme during the nonage of his childe shuld be in the handes of 
the Lorde Hameldon, erle of Arren, therle of Murray, therle of Argill, therle of Huntley, 
and the Cardynall to be of counsaill with theym’.134 Qn Christmas eve he informed 
Henry VIII that he had received ‘sondrye intelligences by espiall out of Scotland’, and 
this information confirmed that these Lords, by the ‘proclamación made at Edynborro’ 
the previous Tuesday (19 December), were ‘to obey and serve in all thinges as the only 
govemers of the realme under the Princes Elisabeth [sic] during her none age’; and also 
that ‘therle of Anguishe and his brother ar looked fore dayly when they shalle come to 
enter uppone theyre landes’.135 Unbeknown to Dudley, however, in the only piece of 
documentation relating to the king's wishes, James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, is not 
mentioned. ^  36 The notarial instrument, dated 14 December 1542 and written in the hand 
of Sir Henry Balfour, 137 which survives in the Hamilton archives, claims to have been 
taken in the king's presence before eleven witnesses, 138
131 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 341
132 ¡bid, p. 342.
133 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 153.
134 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 344-5.
135 ¡bid, pp. 345-6. See also L. & P.. Vol. XVII, p. 678.
136 m .H.B. Sanderson.Cardinal of Scotland, p. 156. On 25 April 1543, however, the English were 
prepared to bring pressure to bear on Arran as Henry VIII's instructions to Sadler indicate. He is to ask 
Arran ‘can youe think that youe shal contynue a govemour when thadverse partie that wold have made 
themselfes by a forged will regentes with youe, or rather excluded youe, shal soo be governed and compelled 
to doo their willes, as finally youe shal, whither youe woll or no, work your oune confusion’, Hamilton 
Papers. Vol. 1, p. 527.
137 ibid, p. 414. According to Sanderson, Balfour joined the Cardinal's household shortly afterwards, 
M.H.B. Sanderson. Cardinal of Scotland, p. 156.
138 ‘Presentibus ibidem nobilibus providis ct discretis viris Jacobo Lermontht de Dersay magistro hospicii, 
Henrico Kemp de Thomastoun cubiculario, Magistro Michaele Durham doctore medico, Johanne Tennent,
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‘esse possit fecit constituit creavit nominauit et solemniter ordinauit prout 
huius publici instrumenti sene presentisque sue vltime voluntatis tenore fecit 
constituit creat nominat et solem niter ordinat predictum  suum 
consanguineum  Davidem  Betoun Sanctiandree card inalem  et 
archiepiscopum totius regni Scotie primatem, et charissimum eius fratrem 
Jacobum Moravie comitem, dilectos etiam consanguíneos et consiliarios 
Georgium de Huntlie et Archbaldum de Argyle respetive comités, tutores 
testamentarios charissime et legitime sue filie et heredis apparentis inter 
ipsum dominum regem et pre excellentem et splendidam principissam 
Mariam de Lotharingia, Scotie reginam suam coniugem modernam genite 
minoritate annorum constitute ad eandem suam filiam eius durante 
minoritate et usque dum legitimum deuenerit...’^ ^
According to Lang, ‘the document, without seal, or signatures of witnesses ... is 
endorsed, in a contemporary hand, “Schir Henry Balfour instrument that never was 
notar”, apparently meaning that Balfour was not a notary. If so’, continues Lang, ‘the 
document was void, but, as Mr. Morland Simpson has remarked (E. H, R. Jan. 1906, 
p. 113) “had the witnesses not been present, as alleged in the document, what greater 
folly than to say they were?” Lang concludes that ‘certainly the Cardinal must have 
supposed that Balfour was a notary, and that the witnesses would bear favourable 
testimony otherwise he would not have “taken the instrument” as the phrase went. The 
deed is not a will’, asserts Lang, ‘is not signed by the King, and is not a forgery’. 140 
Donaldson notes that ‘the suspicion was that the cardinal had extorted a disposition in his 
own favour from the dying king, or had even caused “a dead man's hand” to “subscribe a 
blank”.’141
It is probable that this document formed the central plank and a bargaining counter 
at the first meeting of the Scottish Council following the King's death. The precise 
nature of the power struggle that ensued is not known; nor do the records survive of the 
meeting, held on 3 January 1543 ‘at which Arran was made sole governor, superseding 
the joint regency proclaimed just over two weeks before’,142 although by the end of 
December, Beaton and Arran had already openly quarrelled. Nevertheless, Arran's
Willelmo Kirkcaldy filio et herede apparente Jacobi Kirkcaldy de Grange thesaurarii, dominis Michaele 
Disert preceptore loci Sancti Anthonii apud Leitht, Johanne Jurdane rectore de Yethame, Francisco Aikman 
aromatario, Johanne Sinclcr, Georgio Bard et domino David Cristesone canonico Glasguensi cum diversis 
aliis etc. Et ego Henricus Balfour Dunkeldcnsis diocesis presbyter publicus apostolica autoritate notarius’., 
Historical Manuscripts Commission: 11th Report. Part IV: The Manuscripts of the Duke of Hamilton. 
London, (1887) p. 220.
139 ¡bid, P- 220.
140 A. Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's W ill’, p. 414. In Sanderson's opinion ‘if the witnesses had 
quibbled about the veracity of the instrument it would have been their word against that of the Cardinal as 
to what the King had actually indicated’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 156.
141 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 63, and n. 4, cf. John Knox, History of the Reformation. 
Vol. 1, p. 40.
142 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 155. The only reference is in a letter from Dudley to the 
English Council on 5 January informing them that he had ‘receyved intelligence out of Skotland from 
Edinburghe, whiche saith that uppon Wensday last thcrle of Arren was proclaymed protectour and governor 
of Skotland during the mynoritie of the yong princes’, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 360.
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appointment as governor was ratified in the Parliament which opened on 12 March 
1543.143 A full and detailed account analysing the available evidence concerning the 
“Balfour Instrument”; the King's supposed dying wishes, including the rumour that he 
had pardoned the Douglases; the inevitable power struggle at the Scottish court; and a 
survey of the contemporary correspondence between Dudley and the English Council and 
Henry VIII, which fills in many of the significant gaps in the very few remaining Scottish 
records was undertaken by Andrew Lang at the turn of the century, and which has been 
supported, in general, on all the relevent points by Margaret Sanderson some 80 years
later. 144
One piece of irrefutable evidence, however, does remain in the Register of the 
Privy Council of Scotland. On 10 January 1543 the registration of Cardinal Beaton as 
Chancellor of Scotland and Keeper of the Great Seal was recorded. 145 Lang notes that 
‘it is an extraordinary thing that Arran, so bitter against the Cardinal, and so favourable to 
the Archbishop of Glasgow, [Gavin Dunbar] just before the meeting of January 1-3 by 
which he himself was made Governor ... took the Great Seal from the Archbishop of 
Glasgow, who had held it as lately as January 5, [and who was opposed to the 
Cardinal's policy and in favour of peace with England] and gave the Chancellorship to 
the detested Cardinal’. 146 Sanderson concludes ‘that the Great Seal and the Balfour 
Instrument [which had excluded Arran] changed hands seems a plausible explanation of 
how the document came to survive in Arran's family papers’. 147 Furthermore, it is 
highly probable that Beaton, who was related to Arran,148 reminded him, ‘not only of 
the doubts cast on his legitimacy as the child of a second marriage which had followed on 
an annulment of doubtful validity but also he himself, as primate and head of the 
ecclesiastical law courts in Scotland, had power to review and pronounce on such 
matters’. 149 The Beaton/Arran compromise, however, was short-lived when, on 12 
January 1543, Sir George Douglas returned to Scotland ahead of the other Solway
143 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 411.
144 a . Lang and M.H.B. Sanderson, Loc. cit.. passim.
145 Registrum Secrcti Sigilli Rcpum Scotorum. Vol. 3, p. 21 .(The Register of the Privy Seal of Scotland. 
Vols 1-7, 1488-1580, Edinburgh (1908-1965)
146 a . Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's W ill’, p. 417.
147 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 157. The other Regents also benefited from the 
compromise: ‘on 9 January 1543, Argyll got a nineteen years' lease of the lands and lordship of 
Breadalbane, with other douceurs: on 21 January, Huntly got five years' lease of the lands and lordship of 
the Braes of Mar, & etc.; and leases and escheats continued to fall into the laps of these potentates’, A. 
Lang, op. cit.. p. 421, n. 5, £f. R.S.S.R.S.. Vol. 3, 18 and 29 March, 27 April and 25 May 1543.
148 Arran was the son of the Cardinal's cousin, Janet Beaton of Creich, who had been the second wife of 
the 1st Earl of Arran. M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 154.
149 ibid, p. 154. See also G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 65, and W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland 
from the earliest times.... p. 332, for concurring views.
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prisoners, 150 and other exiles including his brother the Earl of Angus and Patrick 
Hepburn, 3rd Earl of B oth w ell^ l and some months later, George W ishartJ52 Ten of 
the captured Nobles of the Solway Moss prisoners had promised Henry VIII, as a 
condition of their release, to secure the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to Prince 
Edward, to arrange for removal to England, and to send Cardinal Beaton south at the
same time. 153
On 21 January, Dudley reported to Henry VIII ‘that Syr George Duglas ys 
retorned out of Skotland, and Henry Raye with him, and eche of theym brought me a 
letter from therle of Arren’.154 Douglas says that ‘tomorrowe his broder entreth with 
hym into Skotland’ and that ‘they wilhave the Cardynall by the back within this x or xij 
dayes’.155 This was no idle boast. Dudley informed Suffolk on 28 January that ‘the 
Cardinall was taken within the palais of the Governers chambre sytting at counsaill’... 
and ‘that therle of Anguishe and his broder ruleth the rost aboute the governor’. 156 
Meanwhile the Cardinal was confined at Dalkeith, the castle -fortress of James Douglas, 
3r<! Earl of Morton. 157 No charges were ever made against the Cardinal, and in 
February he was removed to the relative freedom of his friend, Lord Seton's house, 158 
and by 23 March he had returned to his own stronghold of the castle of St. Andrews. 159
150 a . Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's Will’, p. 418; M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 158, 
n. 53, £f. J. Herkless & R.K. Hannay, The Archbishops of St. Andrews. 5 Vols, Edinburgh, (1915) Voi. 
4, pp. 85-8. Of the 1,200 Scots captured at Solway Moss, ransoms were demanded of the following 
nobles: the Earls of Cassillis and Glencaim; the Lords Somerville, Maxwell, Gray, Oliphant and Fleming; 
and other men of note: Oliver St. Clair, George Hume, Robert Erskine, Walter Seton, Patrick Hepbume, 
James Ringle, James St. Clair, John Maitland, Henry Maxwell, John Ross, William Mounteth and John 
Canniglieli, State Papers. Voi. V, (IV), pp. 232-5.
151 Bothwell, (whose son James manied Mary Queen of Scots in 1567) had been ‘banished by James V for 
corresponding with Henry VIII’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 62; turned up at the French 
court, according to Beaton who wrote to James V on 14 September 1541, that Bothwell ‘desirit ye Kingis 
grace [Francis I] to resave him in his service’, A. Lang, ‘Letters of Cardinal Beaton’, pp. 154-5.
152 ‘Wishart returned to Scotland in the summer of 1543 in the company of those Scottish commissioners 
who had been to London to discuss the terms of the marriage and peace treaties’, M.H.B. Sanderson, 
Cardinal of Scotland, p. 193.
153 Acts of the Privy Council of England, new series, (ed) J.R. Dasent, London (1890-1907) Voi. 1, p. 
69. According to Holinshed, the prisoners, genuinely impressed by Henry's leniency and liberty, themselves 
suggested the marriage, Chronicle, pp. 829-30.
154 Hamilton Papers. Voi. 1, p. 387.
155 ¡bid, p. 391.
156 ibid, n. 397.
157 The Earldom of Morton was created in 1456 for James Douglas, Lord Dalkeith who descended from the 
"Black" Douglases. The 3rd Earl of Morton (d.1548) had three daughters, one of whom married James 
Douglas, son of Sir George Douglas (brother of 6th Earl of Angus) who descended from the "Red" 
Douglases; thus Sir George's son James became 4th Earl of Morton in right of his wife, and who later was 
to figure so prominently in the Scottish Reformation, and during the personal reign of Mary Queen of 
Scots after 1561. Diet, of Scot. Hist, p.156.
158 George, 4th Lord Seton. The following year, Seton watched helplessly while Hertford and his troops 
‘set his owne house and his towne [of Seton] on fyere’, Hertford to Henry VIII, 18 May 1544, Hamilton 
Papers. Voi. 2, p. 379.
159 a . Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's Will’, p. 418; M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, pp. 
158 &162. Maxwell told Sadler that the Scottish Council ‘knewe not of his removing tyll after he was at
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Sanderson says that by this stage ‘the historically unnatural alliance of Hamilton and 
Douglas’ 1^0 had already begun to drift apart, and that ‘at most the arrest had been a 
move to get Beaton out of the way while negotiations with England went 
ahead’; 1 ^ negotiations which were to be finalized with Henry VIII's envoy, Sir Ralph 
Sadler, who arrived at Edinburgh on 18 March 1543.162 During the next few days 
Sadler met with most of the Scottish nobles and, on 22 March, with Marie de Guise at 
Linlithgow where, for the previous three months, she had been recovering from her 
confinement, and where Sadler was shown the infant queen who, he reported to Henry 
VIII the next day, ‘is a goodly a child as ever I have seen for her age’. 163 was during 
this interview that the Queen Dowager agreed to the marriage of her daughter to Prince 
Edward. With the benefit of hindsight, Arthur Clifford, the 19th-century editor of the 
Sadler Papers, adds a footnote at this point that ‘the subtle Frenchwoman dissembled to 
Sadler’, 164 a comment which has been echoed by most historians and commentators 
ever since. Without the benefit of hindsight, however, it is difficult to imagine what 
other course Marie de Guise could have taken. Separated from kith and kin, recently 
widowed and debilitated from her third pregnancy and third confinement in as many 
years; 165 her only reliable protector, Cardinal Beaton, still in detention and the clergy in 
revolt:‘for no priest will say mass since his taking nor christen nor bury’; 166 the 
Douglases, her late husband's mortal enemies, now seemingly in control of the fractious 
Scottish council; the return of the Solway prisoners and the obligations of their pledge to 
Henry VIII, coupled with the ominous overtones of English troops garrisoned in 
readiness on the Borders; undoubtedly caused her to choose her words very carefully 
indeed. At least she was able to negotiate with Sadler the proviso that ‘they would have 
custody of the child till she should be of lawful age’; 167 iater it was agreed that this 
should be ten years. 168 Much could happen in ten years and in the meantime the 
Dowager had very successfully played for time. Perhaps her actions may have been
St. Androwes; nevertheless he was sty 11 in warde, and therle of Anguishe sayed he woolde want of his 
wyll, but he wolde have hym to Temptation’, Sadler to Henry VIII, 6 April 1543, Hamilton Papers. Vol.
1 p. 510. On 13 September 1543, however, it was reported that the Cardinal said ‘that the V* 1*1 daie aftre he 
was commytted to warde, he gave to George Duglasse foure hundred crownes, and aftre that, with the 
consente of the said George, he was removed to the Lorde Setons place’, Parr to Suffolk, Hamilton Papers. 
Vol. 2, p. 38.
160 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 160.
161 ¡bid, p. 162.
162 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1 p. 65. For a detailed account of Sadler's mission to Scotland in 1543 see, A.J. 
Slavin, Politics and Profit, pp. 94-13.
163 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 88.
164 ¡bid, p. 84.
165 Dudley reported to the English Council on 19 January 1543 that the Dowager ‘was sore sick’, L. & P.. 
Vol. XVIII, (1), p. 36.
166 Dudley to Suffolk, 1 Feb. 1543. L. & P, Vol. XVIII, (1), p. 70.
167 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 85.
168 ¡bid, p. 250.
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predicated not only on Henry VIII's, Declaration ... of his Soveravnitie of Scotlande. 
published in November 1542, but also by details of ‘the subsidy act passed by the 
English parliament which sat from 22 January to 11 May 1543’ which, A. F. Pollard 
says, ‘declared that the “late pretensed king of Scottes” was “but an usurper of the 
crowne and realme of Scotlande” and that Henry VIII “hathe nowe at this present (by the 
infinyte goodness of God) a tyme apt and propyse for the recoverye of this saide right 
and tytle to the saide crowne and Realme of Scotlande”.’ 169 jn censuring Henry's 
policy, Pollard concluded that ‘he claimed not merely to be suzerain of the king of 
Scotland but to be rightful king of Scotland himself’. Furthermore, ‘if James V was an 
“usurper” and “pretensed king”, his infant daughter was in no better case’. Therefore, 
‘Henry was seeking for his son the hand of a queen whose title to be queen he denied. 
The inconsistency between these two lines of policy’ argues Pollard, ‘was the least part 
of the evil resulting from his overweening pride and vainglory. The enunciation of his 
own pretensions ruined the prospects of his son's marriage; that cause was hopelessly 
prejudiced in the eyes of patriotic Scots, and an opportunity was given the French of 
defeating it’.170
The Scottish Council, however, was apparently aware of Henry's none too subtle 
manoeuvres as they included the provision, in the instructions to their ambassadors 
recorded in the parliament which met at Edinburgh on 12 March 1543, that ‘gif it 
happinis the said contract of mariage to be complitit and our soverane lady deliverit In 
ingland notwithstanding all the strenthis of Scotland sail remane In the handis of the nobill 
men of the realme as sail pleisis my lord gouemour’.171 Henry's response was swift. 
On 30 March he instructed Sadler that ‘ye shall tell them, that we marvel most of all at 
their proceedings in their parliament, wherein they seem to have provided by a special 
law that we shall not have our purpose in the government of that realm’ and that ‘we 
know somewhat of the manner of all the doings of Scotland; what combination was made 
by oath by the earls of Argyle, Huntley, Bothwel, and Murray, with diverse bishops, 
both for the delivery of the cardinal by force, if it could not otherwise have been 
compassed, and for the destruction of the governour, the earl of Angus, and some other, 
which they yet purpose’. As a final threat Henry added, ‘and here you may remember 
them how much they owe, and be bound to us’. 172
169 a .F. Pollard, ‘The Protector Somerset and Scotland’, p. 466, & n. 5, £f. 34 and 35 Henry VIII, c.27, 
Statutes of the Realm. Ill, 938. In this article Pollard seeks to exonerate Somerset from the débâcle of the 
Protector's Scottish policy by placing the blame clearly at the feet of Henry VIII.
170 a .F. Pollard, ‘The Protector Somerset and Scotland’, p. 466. Pollard concluded a few years later that 
Henry was ‘the most remarkable man who ever sat on the English throne’ but ‘his besetting sin was 
egotism’, Henry VIII. London, (1902) repr. (1970) p. 343.
171 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 413.
172 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 102-3.
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Not surprisingly, Sadler was cautious in carrying out these belligerent 
instructions. On 12 April he casually asked Arran ‘for what cause he [Cardinal Beaton] 
was aprehended,... “Marry” quoth he, ... “we had by a letter from my lord warden, my 
lord Lyle, that the cardinal had procured the duke of Guise to come hither with an army to 
subdue this realm, and to take the government of the same”,’ of which Arran admitted to 
Sadler that they had no proof. Arran also stated that ‘we have other matters to charge him 
with; for he did counterfeit the late king's testament; and when the king was even almost 
dead, he took his hand in his, and so caused him to subscribe a blank paper’. 173 The 
only substantiation for these statements is Arran's word, the veracity of which Lang 
observes was highly suspect. He says that contemporaries, ‘Glencaim and Maxwell told 
Sadler that they believed Arran had been lying to him on another matter. 174 Lord 
Fleming told Sadler that Arran was the greatest dissembler in the world’. 175 Marie de 
Guise, when asked by Sadler ‘what opinion she hath of the governor’ replied that he 
‘dissembleth altogether with the king's majesty’. 176 Sanderson observes that ‘Arran's 
story that he had caused the dying King to sign a "blank" which he then filled up to his 
own satisfaction can probably be discounted’. 177 The reason that this fable has gained 
such wide currency since the 16th century can probably be attributed to the works of 
John Knox and George Buchanan. Lang says that ‘Knox, (writing about twenty years 
after date) and Buchanan, whose works are of 1571 and 1582, ... vary from each other 
and they are both wrong. They confuse the mythical forged w ill, signed by “a dead 
man's hand”, with the extant notarial document’. 178
The origin of the information of the imminent arrival of the Duke of Guise appears 
to have come from Paget, then English ambassador in France, who reported to Henry 
VIII on 20 January 1543 (in cypher) that there is ‘a gentleman lately arrived from 
Scotland, from the Cardinal’: as well as a ‘French courier out of England’, after whose 
arrivals Paget invited ‘the captain of the Scottish guard’ 179 to dine with him and whom
173 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 138.
174 A. Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's Will’, p. 420, & n .l, çf. Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 605-6.
175 ibid, p. 420 & n. 2, çf. State Papers. Vol. 1, p.134.
176 Sadler to the Council, 2 April 1543, Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 116.
177 M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 157.
178 a . Lang, ‘The Cardinal and the King's W ill’, p. 420, & n. 4 çf. Knox, History. Vol. 1, pp. 91-3. 
Buchanan, History. (1581) and Admonition to the Trew Lordis. (1571). Buchanan claimed in his History 
that ‘having bribed Henry Balfour, a mercenary priest, he (the cardinal) with his assistance forged a false 
will for the King, in which he himself was nominated head of the government and three of the most 
powerful of the nobility joined with him as assessors’, H. M. C: 11th Report. Part IV, p. 205. R. S. Rait 
says that ‘Buchanan's historical reputation is not sufficiently high to lend much importance to his 
unattested word’, R.S. Rait, ‘The Scottish Parliament before the Union of the Crowns’, E. H. R. . LVIII, 
(1900) p. 211.
179 Paget does not make clear whether this was ‘Jacques de Montgommery, capitaine de la garde 
Écossaise’, see the muster roll of January 1543, W. Forbers-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 2, p. 137; or 
a Scots captain currently serving in the French army, or whether it was the ‘Scottish gentleman’ who had
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he received ‘as the French King's servant, although the Scots are Henry's enemies’. 
Over dinner they discussed the current military situation: ‘Paget said he heard that Mons. 
d'Aumale was going over to comfort the Queen his sister. “Nay by my faith”, quod he, 
“but his father should go thither for a time to comfort her, if you and they were at 
quietness”.’ 180 The papal nuncio at the French court also thought that ‘M. d'Aumale, 
frère de la reine, irait en Écosse’,18 1 and Merriman notes that ‘fear of Guise's arrival 
lasted well into April’. 182 All of this seems to have been part of a rumour and 
disinformation campaign aimed at the English. Besides, it is highly unlikely that Francis 
I would have sanctioned either the Duc de Guise or his son, to leave continental Europe 
whilst he was at war with the Emperor.
News of James V's death apparently did not reach the French court until January 
1543, and once again the source appears to have been Paget. On 11 January, 
Capodiferro informed Cardinal Farnese that ‘l'ambassadeur d'Angleterre dit 
publiquement que les Anglais ont battu 5 ou 6,000 Écossais; le roi d'Écosse et sa femme
seraient, selon lui, morts de maladie et leur petite fille serait en très mauvaise santé’. 183
✓
This he amended on 26 January: ‘il est vrai que le roi d'Ecosse est mort, mais non sa 
femme’. 184 gy 10 February he was able to expand his information to the Vatican that ‘le 
roi d'Angleterre s'occupe activement des affaires d'Écosse. Le Cardinal Beaton et un 
comte écossais ont pris avec la reine le gouvernement de ce pays au nom de la petite fille 
laisée par le roi. Les Français les soutiendront en hommes et en argent, désirant se servir 
de ce royaume comme d'une base d'interventions dans le royaume d'Angleterre’.!8  ^
Although this information was only marginally correct, it was precisely this type of 
rumour that fuelled long-held English fears of invasion by France along their northern 
border.
Several days later, on 19 February 1543, Francis I wrote a formal letter ‘A Mon 
Cousin Le Conte de Arrane / gouverneur descosse’, announcing his intention of sending 
the Earl of Lennox^ 6  t0 investigate and advise him on the current state of affairs in
recently arrived in France from Cardinal Beaton? From the tenor of the dispatch it was possibly one of the 
two latter options, probably the former.
180 L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 39.
18 1 Hieronimo Capodiferro, Bishop of Nice, to Cardinal Farnese, 10-12 Feb. 1543, Acta Nuntiaturae 
Gallicae: Correspondance des Nonces en France. Capodiferro. Dandino et Guidiccione. 1541-1546 Vol. 3, 
(ed) J. Lestocquoy, Paris & Rome (1963) p. 186.
182 m .H. Merriman, ‘Ph. D. Thesis’, p. 74, & n. 2 çf. L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (1) Item No.s 106, 113, 140, 
261, 313 & 395. For a further reference: Dudley assured Suffolk on 1 Feb. 1543 that ‘Sir George Douglas 
... said the duke of Guise would be suffered to land with only 24 men’, L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 69 
(No. 102)
l 8  ^Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 3, p. 183.
184 Ibid, p. 183.
185 Ibid, P- 186.
1S6 Matthew Stewart, 4* 1*1 Earl of Lennox, (1516-71) bom in Scotland he succeeded his father, 3r(^  Earl in 
1526; was sent to France the following year, naturalised a French subject in 1537 and returned to Scotland 
in 1543 and became an English agent; his activities led to his forfeiture (1545) and exile in England for
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Scotland and, perhaps more importantly, pledging his support for the kingdom of 
Scotland and the young queen to the utmost of his power, under precisely the same 
terms and couched in the same language that his predecessors had affirmed during the 
previous two centuries in support of the "Auld Alliance". As this letter has only recently 
come to light, it is succinct and pertinent to the text, it is worth citing in full:
‘Mon cousin / Pour le singulier désir que jay dentretenir et Inviolablement 
observer les traictz et anciennes alliances qui de tout temps ont este et sont 
entre les Roys descosse et de france noz successeurs Royaumes pais et 
subgetz Et secourir ayder et favoriser le dit Royaume descosse. Et la petite 
Roy ne ma seur de tout mon pouvoir Jay depesche mon cousin le Conte de 
Lenaux pour aller pardela. Affin dentendre et scavoir en quel estât et 
disposition seront de present les affairs dicelluy Royaume et men advertir /
Vous priant croyre ce que vous dira mon dit cousin de par moy tout ainsi 
que feriez ma propre personne. Priant dieu Mon cousin quil vous ayt en sa 
santé garde. Escript a fontaynebleau le xix me jour de feburier M Ve XLij 
[19 February 1542/43 n.s.]. [signé] Francoys
Bochetel.’l ^
Thus, by the end of February, Arran had had confirmation that Lennox was being 
sent to Scotland as an envoy of Francis I. There is no evidence to show that Lennox 
was ‘induced by Cardinal Beaton and the French party to return to Scotland to assist in 
the overthrow of Arran’; 188 nor that Francis I, ‘sent over at the Cardinal's request the 
young earl of Lennox’. 189 jn fact, the English Council informed the Douglases on 10 
February 1543 the substance of Paget's dispatch from Paris on 4 February which does 
not mention the Cardinal. 190 in their dispatch the English Council said that ‘there 
cummeth also with h im ^l therle of Linoux, who they say is rightfull enheritour to that 
realme, if the yong princesse shuld fayle, insomuche as the Frenchemen stykke not to 
saye openly that therle of Arren is illégitime ... And for their bettre funiture in this 
entreprice, they bring with them good store of municion, as pikes, halbardes, powdre, 
shott, and such like, wich they woll alldege to be brought from the Frenche King for the 
defence of the countrey’. 192 There seems little doubt that the Douglases passed this
nearly 20 years; in 1544 he became an English denizen and married Margaret Douglas (1515-78), daughter 
of Margaret Tudor by Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus, Dict.of Sc. History, p. 124.
187 n . L. S., Deposit 368/15; Part of the collection of manuscripts donated by Her Majesty, Queen 
Elizabeth II, in March 1984, from the Holyrood House Collection. I am grateful to Mr. Patrick Cadell of 
the National Library of Scotland for arranging permission with Her Majesty’s Keeper of Manuscripts at 
Holyrood House to obtain a photocopy of this document during my research in Scotland in 1985.
188 Dictionary of National Biography, (ed) L. Stephen, Oxford (1950) Vol. XVIII, p. 1218. 
g . Ridpath, Border History, p. 375.
199 L. & P.. Vol. XVIII (1) p.77. See also Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 409-10.
191 ‘Capitayn Lorges, a man expert in the warres’, Ibid, p. 409 (Jacques de Montgomery, Seigneur de 
Lorges, Captain of the garde Écossais) and ‘Monsieur Cheman’ (François Errault, Seigneur de Chemans, 
homme de robe, conseiller du parlement de Paris et Garde des Sceaux, H. Michaud, La Grande Chancellerie
et les Écritures Royales au XVI^ siècle. Paris, (1967) p. 55.) ‘whom’ the council says, ‘they have 
appointed aftre his entre into Scotland to be for the tyme as it were a director of the counsail till tharryval 
of the sayd Monsieur de Guise’, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 409.
192 ibid, pp. 409-10.
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information to Arran who had already convoked a parliament to have his regency ratified, 
now made all the more urgent, by the news of the arrival of his rival, Lennox.
A few days later on 17 February, Arran wrote to Henry VIII to announce that ‘it 
will pleis youre hienes to be advertist that was have causit ane parliament to be set to the 
tuelft day of the moneth of Marche nixtocum ... for the reduction of the processis and 
domes of forfaltoure led and gevin aganis oure cousing the Erie of Angus, George 
Douglas his brothir, and uthiris thair freindis ... and uthiris greit baronis, laitlie youre 
personis in Ingland to return agane at Palmes sonday nixttocum’.193 Furthermore, ‘in 
response to Henry VIII's wishes, having complied with the recommendation to circulate 
the English scriptures’, 194 Arran ordered a proclamation ‘at the Market Cross of 
Edinburgh, ... for having the New Testament in English vulgar tongue, and to enter this 
command in the books of Parliament on 19 March 1543’. 195
In France, Capodiferro received a letter from Cardinal Farnese written on 22 
March that ‘le roi, après les événements récents et la capture du Cardinal Beaton, 
demande au pape son aide pour la conservation de ce royaume. Le pape y est prêt et a 
déjà concédé des décimes a cette intention’. 196 a  few dayS iater on 25 March, Pope Paul 
III wrote to the ‘Governors of Scotland’ granting ‘six tenths of the Church within his 
realm’, and also ‘sends Marcus, Patriarch of Aquileia ... to be collector in place of the 
Cardinal, with instructions to put the money at their disposal for the defence of the 
Kingdom and release of the Cardinal’. 197 Meanwhile in Scotland Arran was about to 
undergo a reconversion. On 22 April Sadler reported to Henry VIII that ‘Sir George 
Douglas, informed him that the governor had put away his “fryers preachers”, and would 
undoubtedly join the Cardinal and the French party, notwithstanding all efforts by 
Douglas to prevent him’. 198 Arran went much further. On 14 May 1543 he informed 
Pope Paul III that he ‘intended forwith to send ambassadors to the Pope, but has hitherto 
been prevented from doing so by troubles which threaten the liberty of the realm. 
Meanwhile, to show his devotion to the Holy See, commits the kingdom to the protection 
of his Holiness, whom he begs to undertake the defence of its liberties and 
privileges’. 199 Thus, within the space of six weeks, Arran appears to have abandoned 
his support for the ‘English scriptures’ and totally reversed his religious policy. What his
193 Ibid, pp. 428-9.
l 9  ^ M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 164, & n .l, çf. Herkless and Hannay, Archbishops. Vol. 
4, pp. 101-2.
195 L. & P„ Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 167; see also Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 425.
196 Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 3, pp. 194-5.
197 L.& P. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 181. Edmond Harvel wrote to Henry VIII the next day (26 March 1543) 
from Venice that the Patriarch ‘departs in all haste at the French King’s instance, who wrote hotly for this 
and for money to aid the Scots’, Ibid, p. 181.
l 9  ^ Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, 522-3.
199 L, & P, Vol. XVIII, (1), p. 317.
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religious convictions were is difficult to know, but it hard not to view his changes in 
policy without a degree of cynicism as being both opportunistic and politically expedient, 
and a perfect example of what his contemporaries described as his inconstancy. This 
latest turn of events must have caused some consternation to the Earl of Angus, Sir 
George Douglas and the other "Assured Scots": those Scottish Lords who had "assured" 
themselves to Henry VIII, and who in 1543, took an oath to be ‘full parte taykers with 
Englande’.200 To contemporaries they were contemptuously referred to as a ‘sworn 
Inglisman’, a ‘fals Scott’, or a ‘Scottis inglisman’; and included after 1543 lairds, 
burgesses and many of ‘the smaller folk’.201
For Arran the greatest consternation was the return of Lennox. The young Earls 
of Arran and Lennox, who were both born in 1516, were descended from James Ill's 
sister, Mary and her second marriage to James, 1st Lord Hamilton.202 Arran was 
descended from their son, James Hamilton, 1st Earl of Arran and his second wife, Janet 
Beaton, and Lennox from their daughter, Elizabeth, who had married Matthew Stewart, 
2nd Earl of Lennox. Their son John, 3rd Earl of Lennox, during the captivity of James 
V and the de facto rule of the Douglases (1526-1528), with ‘Argyll, Cassillis and 
Glencairn [had] disappeared from the Council in August 1526’.203 Shortly after, 
Lennox ‘was killed in an attempt to rescue James near Linlithgow on 4 September’204 by 
Sir James Hamilton of Finnart.205 The 3rd Earl of Lennox's death ‘was deeply mourned 
by the young king, James V, and also by his uncle the [1st] earl of Arran, who, although 
commanding the army opposed to him, was found after the battle weeping over his dead
200 M.H. Merriman, ‘The Assured Scots’, p. 14, & n.4, ¿f. State Papers. Vol. V, pp. 289, 294. During 
the negotiations for the marriage of Mary to Edward, Sadler reported to Henry VIII on 6 April 1543, that 
‘Maxwell sware a great oath that they were so suspected to be English that they would do more hurt than 
good’, L, & P„ Vol. XVIII, (1), p. 220.
201 m .H. Merriman, ‘The Assured Scots’, pp. 12-3, & n. 9 £f. Lord Herries, Historical Memoirs of the 
Reign of Mary Queen of Scots. Abbotsford Club, (1836) pp. 11-23; The Complavnt of Scotlande. pp. 
74, 105, 108, 135; J. Lesley, History. 187, 190,196,223; Knox History .vol. 1, pp. 58, 101; Diurnal of 
O ccurents. pp. 36-8, 44 and 46. The collaboration barely survived the fall o f Somerset and the 
Franco/Scottish victory over the English in 1549, and became almost non-existant after 1550. M.H. 
Merriman, ‘Assured Scots’, pp. 31-4.
2b2 Mary's first marriage had been to Thomas Boyd for whom the earldom of Arran was created in 1467, 
which lapsed on his forfeiture and was then created anew for James, Lord Hamilton in 1503. Diet, of Sc. 
Hist., p.10.
203 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 40.
204 ib^ p. 40.
205 £  Cust, Some Account of the Stuarts of Aubigny.... London, (1891) p. 66; Finnart was the 
illegitimate son of James Hamilton, 1st Earl of Arran; in favour during the Angus administration but 
executed in 1540 on a charge of plotting to kill James V and with corresponding with the exiled Earl of 
Angus. Diet, of Sc. Hist., p. 93. Referring to Lesly's History. Ridpath says that ‘Lennox, a young man 
eminently amiable and popular was defeated at Linlithgow, and slain in cold blood by Sir James Hamilton, 
a bastard son of the earl of Arran’, G. Ridpath, Border History, p. 363.
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body and saying, “the wisest man, the stoutest man, the hardiest man that ever was born 
in Scotland is slain this day”.’206
The following year, (1527) his widow agreed to send the eleven-year-old 
Matthew, now 4th Earl of Lennox and his youngest brother John (bom about 1519) to 
France in the care o f their great-uncle, Robert Stuart, 4th Seigneur d'Aubigny, Marshal 
of France and Captain of the King's garde écossaise.207 Apparently, the aging Marshal 
brought up the young Stewarts as ‘complete Frenchmen’ enlisting them in the garde 
écossaise while they were still very young.208 goth boys accompanied their great-uncle 
on the campaign in Provence in 1536 and the following year they attended the marriage of 
James V to Madeleine (Francis I's daughter) in Paris, at which time they were both 
naturalized as French subjects by the king in January 1537:
‘François & e tc .... Nous auons Receue lhumble supplicacion des noz chers 
et amez cousins Mathieu Stuart Conte de Lenaux et Jehan Stuart Sr de Darle 
natifs descosse nepieuz de nostre cher et ame cousin le Sr Daubigny 
Chevalier de nostre ordre et Mareschal de France. ... Assauoir le dit 
Mathieu Stuart de la charge de cappne et conduicte de cent lances de noz 
ordonnances. Et le dit Jehan Stuart de celle des escossoys estant de la garde 
de nostre corps’.209
John Stewart was now adopted by the Marshal as his heir and about 1542 he was married 
to Anne de la Queulle, succeeding to the Seigneurie d'Aubigny in 1543,210 whilst his
206 e . Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv, p. 66, cf. Lindsay of Pitscottie. p. 215. James V ‘sent a special 
messenger to secure the safety of the Earl of Lennox, but when he arrived on the field he found Arran 
weeping over the body of the Earl, who had been slain in cold blood by Hamilton of Finnart’, H. M. C.
1 llll Report. Part VI, p. 6.
207 Robert was the brother of Matthew Stewart, 2nd Earl of Lennox, and had inherited the Seigneurie 
dAubigny from his uncle, Bernard Stuart, in 1508.
208 £ Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv. pp. 67-8. See W. Forbes-Leith, Scots-Men-at-Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 122- 
137, for the annual Muster Rolls of the garde écossaise from Jan. 1531 to 1543. Also see an original 
Muster Roll for 1542 dated 17 April 1543 of the garde écossaise commanded by the Earl of Lennox who 
was known in France at this time as ‘Jehan Stuart l’aisné’, B.L. Add. Ch. 14,042; also see L. & P.. Vol. 
XVIII (1), p. 243.
209 Archives Nationales, Registre de Chancellerie JJ 252, No. 3, fol. l v. For a full transcription of this 
document see Infra. Appendix No. 8. Catologued in, A. Teulet, Inventaire Chronologique, p. 81. There 
are several discrepancies here. Firstly, Robert Stewart, 4th Seigneur d'Aubigny was captain of the garde 
écossaise from 4 Oct. 1512, (letters patent of Louis XII, Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. vol. 2, p. 97) 
until his death in 1543, when he was replaced by Jacques de Montgomery, Seigneur de Lorges, until 1561, 
Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 137-163; who was replaced by Jehan de Losse from 1562 until at least 1578, Ibid. Vol. 2, 
pp. 164-182. Thus, John Stewart, 5th Seigneur d’Aubigny, who died in 1567, was never captain of the 
garde écossaise, nor was he Lord Damley. This was one of the Earl of Lennox's titles, usually given to the 
Earl’s eldest son. Finally, the Muster Roll of the garde écossaise for 1531 includes the ‘Conte de Leurs’ 
(Earl of Lennox) as well as ‘Jehan Stuart (l'ainé) Lieutenant et Jehan Stuart ( le jeune), hommes d'armes’, 
Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 122. It seems that ‘Jehan Stuart (l'ainé)’ was thought to be Lennox, and ‘Jehan Stuart (le 
jeune)’ his brother John, although it is impossible to be absolutely certain that this was so; John Stuart 
was a very common name amongst Scots or descendants of Scots in France at that time.
21b e . Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv. p. 68-9.
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brother Matthew, 4 ^  Earl of Lennox, was sent as an ambassador to Scotland by Francis 
I, arriving there on 30 March 1543.211
On 6 April, Sadler reported to Henry VIII that ‘therle of Lynoux was arryved at 
Donbrytayne with twoo shipps and a small companye, in quyett and peasible maner, and 
that he was yesterdaye at Lithquo with the quene’ and that Sir George Douglas had told 
him that ‘the sayd Erie of Lenoux made his vaunte, that Fraunce woolde nowe fyll theyr 
Scottyshe purses with gold’l l 2 When writing to Suffolk and Tunstall on 18 April, 
however, Sadler said that he understood that ‘he [Lennox] brought not with him past 
fyve thousande crownes at most’l l 3 Of what transpired at the meeting between Lennox 
and the Dowager on 5 April is unknown. Nor do Francis I's instructions to Lennox 
seem to have survived, and the assertion that Cardinal Beaton ‘held out hopes to him of a 
marriage with Marie de Guise’, are unsubstantiated.214 The only extant source of this 
rumour appears to come from the English Council in their letter to the Douglases on 10 
February 1543 when they speculate that ‘there is like to be a mariage at his cuming home 
between the sayd Linoux and the Dowagier of Scotland’;215 there is no mention of 
Cardinal Beaton.
It is remarkable when attempting to trace the source of questionable facts, which 
are frequently accepted as being established, how often the source is found in the letters 
to and from the Douglases (the Earl of Angus and his brother Sir George) and the English 
Council, Lisle, Suffolk et al, and, perhaps more importantly, from Sadler who cites 
mainly Sir George Douglas as the source and authority for his information on Scottish 
affairs. Sadler's failure in Scotland, observes A.J. Slavin, was not due to ‘his concept 
of policy [which] was undoubtedly correct, while his king's blustering was disastrous 
for the success of his mission, it is an inescapable fact that Sadler never mastered the 
realities of Scottish factional politics’.216 No doubt this was true. But Sadler was 
placed, and of necessity placed himself, in the hands of one of the most astute, clever and 
opportunistic politicians in Scotland, and it is no wonder that the views he expressed
211 ‘ Vpon the penult day of March the zeir of God MVcxliij zeris the erle of Lennox came out of France as 
ambassador, and landit at Dumbartane’, A Diurnal of Remarkable Occurants ... in Scotland (1513-15751. 
(ed) T. Thomson, Bannatyne Club, Edinburgh (1833) p. 27.
212 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 510-11.
213 ibid, p. 519.
214 e . Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv. p. 70. For the sake of continuity here, Marie de Guise has been 
substituted for "Mary of Lorraine". S.S. Sypher cites Knox (History. Vol. 1, p. 51) as the source of the 
assertion that, ‘Beaton had induced Lennox to return by tempting him with the governorship and with the 
hope of marrying the Dowager’, ‘Mary of Lorraine and the end of the Old Alliance’, unpublished Ph. D. 
Thesis, Cornell (1965) p. 24, & n. 56. I am grateful to Dr. Sypher for permission to quote from her 
thesis, (Letter, New York, 12 April 1983). In the edition cited in this thesis see: John Knox, The Works. 
Vol. 1, p. 110.
215 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 410. See also L. & P.. vol. XVIII (1) p. 85. From where the English 
council received this information is not known, but it does not appear to have been from Paget. At least 
not in his extant published dispatches before this date.
21b A.J. Slavin. Politics and Profit, pp. 111-12.
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were frequently those of Sir George Douglas.217 Thus the Anglo/Douglas view of 
affairs in Scotland at this time have come to dominate Scottish and English 
historiography, mainly because so much of the primary source material has survived, and 
because of the enormous interest in the period by English and Scottish historians. The 
converse is true in the paucity of both published French primary material and French 
historiography concerning Scotland in the 16th century.
In regard to the plausible speculation of a marriage between the Dowager and 
Lennox: a good case in favour of the marriage, supportive of French policy in the 
tradition of the "Auld Alliance" can be made. Still a bachelor at the age of 26, apparently 
Lennox ‘was one of the handsomest and most distinguished of the gallants who adorned 
the court of the gay and chivalrous Francis F .218 Marie de Guise, who was one year 
older, was reputed to be still beautiful and of an age to be able to bear more children. 
Their marriage would have almost certainly confirmed Lennox as Regent during the 
minority of Mary Queen of Scots. A regent who was a naturalized subject of the king of 
France, and who was also a lieutenant in the élite garde écossaise and captain of 100 
lances who had already seen active service in the French army. Obviously, if Lennox 
had proposed marriage then the Dowager had refused him,219 which might explain 
Lennox's subsequent behaviour, his ultimate defection to England, and marriage in 1544 
to Margaret Douglas, daughter of Margaret Tudor and Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of
Angus.220
The English were also anxious to know the outcome of Lennox's meeting with 
the Dowager. A few days later on 9 April 1543, Sadler reported to Henry VIII that Lord 
Fleming 221 had just come from the Dowager who told him that she had been visited by
2 D  s ir George, it seems, was not averse to having an "each-way" bet. On 25 April 1543, Henry VIII 
angrily demanded that Sadler remind Douglas ‘whither he professed himself our subject, [and] requyred us so 
texpresse him in our lettres, when he went into Fraunce to declare himself agaynst the Cardynal or no" and 
furthermore, ‘he maye in this be most certeinly convinced both by the lettres writen for him to the French 
king, and by the record of the same’, Hamilton Papers. Voi. 1, p. 524. Later Sadler was forced to flee in 
fear of his life from Edinburgh to Tantallon and the protection of the Douglases; Hamilton Papers. Voi. 2, 
p. 92.
218 E. Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv. p. 71.
2 D  As both were French subjects and Catholic the sanction of Francis I and the Pope would have been 
necessary. The papal nuncio at the French court, however, makes no mention of such a marriage in his 
correspondence with the Vatican at this time; at least not in the published material. Perhaps it was only a 
suggestion made by Francis I ? If the Dowager had refused the king can hardly have wished for a repeat of 
the recent (1541) Albret/Cleves enforced marriage when, against her will, the tearful 12-year-old Jeanne 
d'Albret ‘had to be carried to the altar by Montmorency by order of the king’, R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 
301.
220 Their son, Henry Stewart, Lord Damley, married Mary Queen of Scots in 1565. Lennox was allowed 
to return to Scotland in 1564 and regain his lands, but returned to England following his son's murder in 
1567. In 1571 he was appointed Regent for his grandson, James VI, with English backing, but was shot 
in an affray at Stirling 4 September 1571. Diet, of Sc. Hist., p.124.
221 Malcolm, 3rd Lord Fleming, married to Janet Stewart, (an illegitimate daughter of James IV). He had 
been one of the Solway prisoners pledged to Henry VIII and an "Assured Scot" who was slain at the battle 
of Pinkie (1547) by the English, Ibid, p. 76.
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Arran who ‘demanded of her whether your majesty did make any office of marriage’? 
222 Sadler did not mention the Dowager's meeting with Lennox; a match that paled 
significantly when compared with the possibility of one with Henry VIII,223 the 
possibility of which may have caught Arran unawares. Arran had long since received 
warm assurances of support from Suffolk on 13 February 1543, who advised him 
‘remembre what partie yowe have agaynst youe, bothe by France and by the clergie of 
that realme’, that they would seek to undermine him ‘by the setting upp the Erie of 
Lynoux, whome they alledge to be the next heire to the crowne of the realme of Scotland 
after the yong Princesse nowe left by the late kyng’ and that they ‘wooll appoynte an 
other governor at their pleasure ... as ye have been well advised by my Lord Lisle, lorde 
warden of the Marches of England in that bihaulfe’. Finally, Suffolk assured Arran ‘that 
youe shall fynde me readie at all times ... tadvaunce all your sutes and reasonable desiers 
unto the Kynges majeste my saide soveraigne’.224 n 0 doubt Arran informed the 
Dowager of these assurances of English support long before the arrival of Lennox. As 
events have shown, Marie de Guise did not re-marry, and this may well have been her 
intention from the beginning in order to safeguard her daughter's birthright as Scotland's 
first sovereign queen, and thus allow her greater freedom to act independently on behalf 
of her daughter and in the interests of France. She may have therefore decided that her 
interests would be better served at this time with Arran as Regent rather than married to 
Lennox. At least Arran was a known quantity, and he was also married with a son and 
heir,225 even though, she confided to Sadler, she thought he was ‘assuredly a simple 
and the most inconstant man in the world; for whatsoever he detirmineth today he 
changeth to-morrow’.226 According to Sanderson, Arran ‘was clearly ideal as a 
figurehead, easily manipulated by a strong second-in-command who wanted his personal 
policies officially rubber-stamped, provided continuous pressure could be put upon 
him’.227 may well have been these very unprepossessing characteristics of Arran's 
which suited the Dowager's plans for the time being.
222 Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 134-5. Chapuys (Imperial ambassador in England) had reported to Charles 
V on 15 Jan 1543, Henry's interest ‘to advance his practice for Scotland and lull France to sleep the king 
might propose marriage with the Queen, especially as before her re-marriage in Scotland he made suit to 
have her’, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 29.
223 Henry's 5th wife, Catherine Howard, was beheaded 13 Feb 1542, and he did not marry Catherine Parr 
until 12 July 1543.
224 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 419.
225 James Hamilton, 2nc* Earl of Arran, who had succeeded his father in 1529, married Margaret Douglas, 
daughter of James Douglas, 3rc* Earl of Morton in 1532. See, R.K. Hannay, ‘Some Papal Bulls in the 
Hamilton Papers’, S.H .R .. XXII, (1925), pp. 29-31, for correspondence with the papacy seeking to 
establish the validity of their marriage; the union having taken place before the impediments of 
consanguinity were absolved.
226 Sadler to the English Council, 2 April 1543, Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 115.
227 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 154.
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About the same time that Lennox returned to Scotland, Arran asked Sadler ‘to 
write to the King's majesty, that it might please the same to send home the abbot of 
Paisley,[John Hamilton] being his bastard brother, who, he saith “might stand him in 
great stead here”; and some think he will make him bishop of St. Andrews’.228 John 
Hamilton, whom Professor Donaldson describes as ‘the brains of the house’,229 had 
been sent to France by James V in May 1541,230 an(j following the king's death when 
Cardinal Beaton was made Chancellor and Keeper of the Great Seal on 10 January 1543, 
‘the Privy seal which Beaton had held since 1529’231 was given by Arran to his half- 
brother.232 By the 1 9  April 1543 Hamilton had evidently returned to Scotland, as Sadler 
reported to Henry VIII, that Arran was ‘now ruled by his brother the Abbot of 
Paisley’,233 who ‘is of the cast of France and the Cardinal's [Beaton] greatest
friend’.234
What news and/or instructions John Hamilton may have brought from France is 
not known. Nor does there appear to be any extant information in the printed sources 
regarding his almost two-year sojourn there. Perhaps he was sent by James V in 
anticipation of Cardinal Beaton's embassy which sailed for France two months later at the 
end of July 1541? Perhaps he stayed on in the Cardinal's entourage or remained to 
pursue his studies privately in France or elsewhere on the Continent?235 o f  Hamilton's
228 Sadler to the English Council, 2 April 1543, Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 117. John Hamiliton, born
1512, was an illegitimate son of the l sl Earl of Arran. On 11 Jan. 1525, James V asked the Pope for the 
barriers of his illegitimacy to be removed, and in May 1525 Hamilton was granted the Abbey of Paisley in 
commendam till his 251*1 year and hereafter in titulum. In 1544 he was nominated Bishop of Dunkeld, but 
he was not consecrated until 1546; and on 28 Nov. 1547 he was translated, but not consecrated until 1549, 
as Archbishop of St. Andrews, Herkless & Hannay, Archbishops. Vol. 5, pp. 1-5 & 42; see also, R.K. 
Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls’, passim, and, J. Dowdcn, ‘The Bishops of Dunkeld prior to the Reformation’, 
S.H.R.. II, (1905), pp. 65-7.
229 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 66.
230 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 76. See also, L, & P.. Vol. XVI, p. 456.
231 M.H.B. Sanderson. Cardinal of Scotland, p. 176.
232 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 542. See also Herkless & Hannay, Archbishops. Vol. 
5, p. 9.
233 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 520.
234 l . & P.. vol. XVIII, (1) p. 250.
235 There does not seem to be any mention of his movements or activities during these two years, nor any 
reference of him being at the French court, in the published correspondence of the foreign ambassadors or 
papal nuncios. E. Finnie, ‘The House of Hamilton: Patronage, Politics and the Church in the 
Reformation Period’, Innes Review. XXXVI, (1985) pp. 8-9, includes a brief biographical sketch of the 
future Archbishop of St. Andrews and his place in the Hamilton patronage network, but does not link his 
diplomatic missions to France as playing any part in that patronage. D.B. MacDonald, accepts Tytler's 
hypothesis that James V was convinced his two sons ‘had died as part of a Machiavellian plot, executed by 
the Hamiltons, to exact revenge for the death of Sir James, [Hamilton of Finnart] while placing the head of 
their clan, James, the second Earl of Arran, two steps closer to the throne of the realm’,‘The Struggle to 
reform: John Hamilton and his Kirk, 1549-1560’, Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University of West 
Virginia, (1983) p. 38, (£f, Tytler, History. IV, p. 254). This is the reason, MacDonald concludes, that 
‘John Hamilton, the Abbot of Paisley, and perhaps the one Hamilton capable of launching such an 
intrigue, was exiled in 1541’, Ibid, p. 38; citing as evidence Henry Ray's (English pursuivant at Berwick) 
report of June 1541 that ‘shortely aftir the dethe of the said childrene, the Abbote of Pasley was sente into
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return: Chapuys reported from London to the Queen of Hungary on 9 April 1543 that ‘the 
Scottish priest [not identified] was sent to France to spy the disposition of Rouen and the 
country round, and he has also got out of France the brother of the Governor of Scotland 
and certain other gentlemen, [not named] who have passed this way, being well received 
and feted by the king and not leaving without a present’.236
The return of Lennox and John Hamilton from France in April 1543 appears to 
have created a watershed in Scottish affairs, and caused the Scots to re-evaluate their 
situation vis-à-vis England. On 26 April, Sadler reported to Henry VIII that Arran had 
sent him a message ‘to say that Lennox's credence was that the French king required the 
Estates of the realm to observe their old leagues with France, as he [Francis] would do; 
and if Henry should invade them he would aid them with men, money and munition’.237 
According to A.J. Slavin, ‘April [1543] was the decisive month for the history of 
Anglo/Scottish relations for many years to come’. It was ‘during that month’, he says, 
that ‘Beaton regained control over the diplomatic situation’; that ‘Sadler lost his office of 
principal secretary of state’; and that ‘the fight for the marriage [of Edward to Mary] was 
really lost,238 although the treaty was pushed to a conclusion in an elaborate charade 
staged for England's benefit’.239
The Anglo/Scottish Peace and Marriage Treaties were signed at Greenwich on 1 
July 1543, and both treaties were required ‘to be ratified within two months’.240 The 
charade being enacted in Scotland was perhaps most acurately described by William, 
Lord Parr who had been appointed Warden of the Marches in April 1543.241 Parr 
reported to Suffolk on 6 July information from an impeccable source in Scotland,242 that 
‘that whiche the Governour of Scotlande promyseth to the Kingis majeste is but craft, 
frawde, and falsitie, for the govemoure never entendethe, nez is able, to perfourme his 
promyses’, and furthermore, ‘there is none assur[ed] to the governoure in this treatie but 
the Erles of Anguis[he], Casselles, the Lorde Maxwell and theire adherentes, and that all 
the rest of Scotlande, both spirimeli and temporali, is againste the governoure’, and
Fraunce from the king’, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 76; which seems fairly flimsy evidence upon which to 
place such weighty accusations and assertions.
236 L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 228.
237 ¡bid, p. 273.
23  ^Henry's attempts to persuade Arran included the proposition of a marriage between the "Lady Elizabeth" 
and Arran's eldest son, Henry VIII to Sadler, 4 April 1543, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 501; and financial 
douceurs were to be given to ‘Cassils and Glencaim each 300 mks, to Maxwell ... 300 m k s,.. Somervail 
... 200 mks’ and, Sadler thought, ‘it not amiss to bestow 100 L. on the earl Marishal who if it come to 
force will take part with Angus’; Sadler to Henry VIII, 1 May 1543, L.& P.. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 292.
23<^  A.J. Slavin, Politics and Profit, p. 115.
240 L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (1) pp. 454-7; £f. Foedera. Vol. XIV, 786, and 792.
2 4 1 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 528.
242 An unidentified gentleman whom Parr described as "a persone of that estymacion and wisdome, that 
litle or nothing is done in Scotlande and speciallie of the hiddre partes thereof, but either by hymself or by 
other meanes he hathe knowledge and is privie thereunto." Hamilton Papers. V ol.l, p. 554.
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finally, concluded Parr ‘the governoure is verey poore, and hathe spent that whiche he 
had of the Kingis majeste’.243 Undeterred, Henry wrote to Sadler on 4 August that he 
‘will by force of his “title and superiority”, make the Governor King of Scotland beyond 
the Firth, provided that he go through with the marriage between his son and Lady 
Elizabeth, which is a “party” the like of which he could not “recover” in Christendom’ 
and that he ‘has appointed his lieutenant to put ready 5000 men, to be sent when the 
Governor and Sadler shall write for them’.244 Qn 24 August, Henry reiterated his offer 
of an English bishopric for Cardinal Beaton who was to be persuaded ‘with fayr behestes 
and promises of as gret profett, friendship, and fredome at our hand as ever he had at the 
French kinges or bishoppes of Rome’.245 The following day, Arran ratified the treaties 
of Greenwich at the Abbey Church of Holyrood ‘in the name of the Queen and the three 
estates, in the presence of the greatest part of the nobility, though the Cardinal and his 
party were absent’.246 The same day Arran wrote to Henry VIII that ‘baith the contractis 
of peax and mariage laitlie concludit conforme to the tennour and continentis of the 
samyn, was solemplie ratifiit apprevit and confermyt.... And thairfore we send presentlie 
this berare Schir George Meldrum of Fyvie, Knycht, gentilman of oure hous, to require 
youre majestie for youre confirmatioun, approbatioun, and ratification of the said 
contractis’.247 But Henry did not ratify the treaties of Greenwich, although because of a 
speech made on the succession by Sir Ralph Sadler at Westminister in the 1563 
parliament (11 January - 10 April) that ‘the mariage and the treatie was made and sealed 
by the commissioners on both sides and also afterwardes ratified both by the Kyng here 
and also by the governor in Scotland’;248 jt has been generally accepted that Henry VIII 
ratified the Treaties of Greenwich. But Sadler was mistaken. On 11 December 1543 the 
parliament of Scotland cited this as one of the reasons for terminating the treaties of 
Greenwich: ‘the king of Ingland Ouha was requirit be the ambassatour send by my lord 
gouvernour to have deliuerit the saidis contractis In siclik maneir ratifyit apprevit and 
sworn be him And he refusit to do the samyn’.249 Later it was explained to the King of
743 Ibid, pp. 554-5.
244 L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 3.
245 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 653. Previously, on 1 May 1543, Henry had urged Sadler to tell Beaton 
that ‘the King's kindness is such that ... he may count on getting a better bishopric in England’. Also in 
the same dispatch, Henry decreed that ‘the Governor to have the revenues of the realm, reserving a 
convenient portion for the Queen’, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 289.
246 Sadler to Henry VIII, 25 Aug. 1543, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 655. See also, L, & P.. Vol. XVIII, 
(2) pp. 38-40, £f. Foedera. Vol. XV, 4 & 5.
247 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 661; Sadler informed Henry VII on 25 August 1543 from Edinburgh that 
‘the Laird of Fyvie is accredited to Henry with the treaties, [and] to be present at his ratification’, Ibid, p. 
655; also see, L & P. Vol. XVIII (2) p. 39.
248 b .L. Additional MS 33593, fol. 3V; transcription published in T.E. Hartley, (ed) Proceedings in the 
Parliaments of Elizabeth I. Leicester, (1981) p. 88. I am grateful to Dr. David Dean for drawing my 
attention to this document.
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Denmark, Christian III, that ‘the King of England, however, refused to give his 
ratification to the ambassadors, according to the obligation. In this way, as in the seizure 
of the ships,250 he openly violated the peace’.251
‘Little more than a week after Arran had ratified the agreements he capitulated to 
the cardinal and his party’.252 Earlier, Beaton had marshalled his supporters at 
Linlithgow where ‘eight clergy, six earls, eight lords, the sons of two lords and 20 
lairds’253 signed a Bond on 24 July 1543 ‘promising mutual support; made because of 
the lack of policy and justice in the country since the death of James V’.254 Qn 3 
September, Arran left Edinburgh ostensibly to see his sick wife at Blackness, which he 
did, but it was also to meet Cardinal Beaton at Lord Livingston's house at Callander.255 
Arran capitulated privately to the Cardinal, who agreed to support John Hamilton for the 
Bishopric of Dunkeld when it fell vacant, and in order to keep Arran ‘in the proper 
ecclesiastical pathway’ Pope Paul III was induced, ‘when making provision for 
Aberdeen, to authorise an application of what was styled later the “tulchan” principle256 
... granting a pension of 1000 merks to the Governor's four-year-old son, John, upon 
his receiving the tonsure’.257 The private and financial agreements having been 
completed, Arran recanted publicly taking a solemn oath in the Greyfriars' Kirk in 
Stirling on 8 September to ‘support and defende the profession and habit of mounkes,
749 Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 431. Whilst the commissioners' negotiations are 
published for the treaties of peace and marriage on 1 May 1543; the conclusion of these treaties (of 
Greenwich) on 1 July 1543 and signed by Henry R and James G, in the Foedera. (3rd edition, 1741) Vol. 
VI, parts 1 & 2, pp. 91-94 and 100-101; there is no reciprocal ratification by Henry VIII published in the 
Foedera. Also, no evidence of the Laird of Fyvie's embassy to Henry VIII with the treaties for ratification 
appears to have survived, although it should be noted that the Acts of the Privy Council of England are 
missing from 22 July 1543 to 10 May 1545.
750 Henry informed Sadler on 16 Aug. 1543 that ‘Scottish ships pass daily into France with victuals’ and 
that ‘he has stayed five or six of them’, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 22. The same day, Arran wrote to 
Henry VIII that his ‘subjects of the port of Ry have taken a Scottish ship called Boneaventure laden with 
goods of Edinburgh merchants’, Ibid, p. 23.
751 ‘Mandate for Christian III, by John Hay in the name of Mary Queen of Scots and Governor Arran, 
April 1544’, (Copy, Latin) Warrcndcr Papers. Vol. 1, p. 13.
752 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 69.
253 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 167. For the Cardinal's negotiations, Ibid, pp. 167-72.
254 j Wormald, Lords and Men in Scotland: Bonds of Manrent. 1442-1603. Edinburgh (1985), Appendix 
C, p. 404. Apart from the Cardinal the signatories were: ‘the bishops of Moray, Whithorn, Dunblane, 
Orkney; the earls of Huntly, Argyll, Lennox, Bothwell, Sutherland, Menteith; Lords Fleming, Drummond, 
Hume, Ruthven, Erskine, Crichton, Saltoun; Master of Lovat, Forbes; Campbell of Cawdor, Scott of 
Buccleuch, Stirling of Keir, Grant of Freuchy, Kerr of Cesford and 22 others’, Ibid. c£. B.L. Add. MS.
32,651, ff. 213r- 214r*
255 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 14 and 18-9.
256 a  "tulchan" was a kind of dummy calf placed beside a cow to persuade her to give milk. "Tulchan 
Bishops" were appointed at the instance of the crown from about 1540 onwards, under an arrangement 
whereby a large part of the revenues was diverted to lay hands in the shape of pensions. Diet, of Sc. Hist... 
pp. 218-9.
257 r  k . Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls’, p. 39. In the 1540s 1,000 merks equalled approximately £666:3:4 
Scottish, see Infra. Appendix No. 1.
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frères, and suche other’.258 As a result, in the future he was ‘to be advised by a council 
of which Beaton and the Dowager were to be members’.259
From France about this time, the Dowager received encouraging support from the 
Dauphin, the future Henri II, acknowledging the receipt of her letter and all the news the 
‘porteur m'a diet de vostre part’. Henri told her that he was ‘très aise d'entendre quelle 
resollution auront faict voz ambassadeurs avec le Roy d'Angleterre, dont je vous prie 
m'advertir’ and he assured her ‘ce faisant me ferez bien grant plaisir pour n'estimer 
moins la prospérité de voz affairs que les miens propres comme congnoistrez par effect, 
l'occasion si offrand et que j'en auray le moien’.260 Also in 1543, she had received a 
letter from her uncle, Jean, Cardinal of Lorraine, who begged her ‘regarder en quelle 
sorte l'on vous pourra servir et vous, et ce qui vous touche, et en advertissant voz parens 
et amys il n'y sera rien espargne car vous estes autant aymee et estimee que prince se que 
je vis james.’261 The Dowager's situation, however, had improved following Arran's 
capitulation which had allowed for her release, and that of the infant queen from 
Linlithgow, and their removal to the greater security of Stirling Castle where, as Sadler 
reported to Henry VIII on 11 September 1543; ‘the yong Quene was crowned on 
Sondaye last at Stirling with such solempnitie as they doo use in this countrey, which is
not very costelie’.262
Arran's capitulation also occasioned the Earl of Lennox to review his situation. 
According to Pitscottie, Lennox and Patrick Hepburn, 3rd Earl of Bothwell had both 
spent much time at the Dowager's court in competition for her hand in marriage.263 
‘Until 4*h September 1543 Lennox was a good patriot, or, in the language of the day, a 
good “Frenchman” ... who would not agree that pledges be laid in England’.264 gy the
258 ibid, p. 38.
259 g  Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 68.
260 Foreign Correspondence with Marie de Lorraine. Queen of Scotland from the original in the Balcarres 
Papers. Vol. 1 (1537-1548) vol. 2 (1548-1557) Marguerite Wood (ed.) Scottish History Society, Edinburgh 
( 1923 & 1925), vol. 1, pp. 88-9, (cited hereafter: Balcarres Papers). The editor dates this undated letter to 
1543 treating ‘quelle resolution’, etc. as ‘probably referring to the adjusting of the Treaties of Greenwich’, 
Ibid, p. 88, n .l.
261 ¡bid, pp. 87-88.
262 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 33.
263 According to Bothwell, Marie de Guise had ‘faithfullie, be hir hand writ, at twa sindre tymis, to tak the 
said Erie in mariage’, cited in F. Schiem, Life of James Hepburn. Earl of Bothwell. (transi, from Danish by 
D. Berry), Edinburgh, (1880) p. 5, n. 1, çf, ‘Letters of Patrick, Earl of Bothwell’, in Bannatvne Miscellany. 
Edinburgh, (1827-55) 3, 273-312, 403-428; also see, R.K. Marshall, Marv of Guise. London, (1977) pp. 
134-6, çf. Pitscottie, Historié. 2, 16-8. ‘According to the Scots Peerage, “it was doubtless in the hope of 
this alliance that he procured a divorce from Agnes Sinclair, his spouse, before October 1543”,’ The 
Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine (1543-1560). (ed) Annie Cameron, Scottish History Society, 
3rd Series, Edinburgh (1927) p. 297, n. 2. On 13 Aug. 1543, Bothwell made a Bond of Manrent with 
Mary of Guise ‘for certain gratitudes, in particular a yearly pension of £1,000 for life’, J. Wormald, Bonds 
of Manrent. App. A, p. 360, çf. S.R.O. State Papers, 13/41.
264 w .m  Bryce, ‘A French mission to Scotland in 1543’, Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland. 42, (1908) p. 243, çf. B.N. Fonds français 17,330; 17,888; 17,890: Documents relating to the
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time of the arrival of the French ambassadors and Papal nuncio, however, at Dumbarton 
on 6 October 1543, ‘the said Earl of Lennox was, in general, of the party of the Earl of 
Angus, George Douglas, the Earl of Glencaim, the Earl of Cassillis, the Lords Maxwell 
and Somerville, the sheriff of Ayr and several others, at all times most zealous servants 
of the King of England’.265 Lennox's defection shocked and was viewed most 
seriously by the French ambassadors. They reminded him that by supporting the 
practices of the King of England ‘to keep the nobles of this realm divided and in a state of 
discord’, so that he [Henry VIII] might exploit these divisions and ‘usurp the said realm 
by force’, that he [Lennox] ‘ought to be punished as one guilty of lèse majesté, quite as 
much in view of his offence against the realm of Scotland of which he is a subject and 
vassal, as of his offence against the king our master, to whom he is under equal 
obligation, being bound to offer him his most humble service during his lifetime’.266 
Having confronted Lennox with these charges, the ambassadors ‘persuaded him to come 
with us to the Queen’, after he had assured them ‘that he would rather be dead than fail in 
his service to the King [of France] and that he would die his servant’.267
La Brosse and Mesnaige had received their instructions from Francis I at Marolles 
on 25 June 1543, to proceed to Scotland ‘to treat and accord with our allies or their 
deputies concerning the surety and corroboration of our ancient friendship and 
alliance’.268 Their commission had followed the arrival in Paris of James Stewart of
embassy of Jacques de la Brosse and Jacques Mesnaige to Scotland in 1543. They comprise the 
ambassadors report 13 Nov. 1543 and copy 24 Nov. 1543; secret instructions of Francis 12 Feb. 1544; 
various receipts, warrants and minutes of the meeting at Stirling; guarantee by the Earl of Lennox in favour 
of the Queen Dowager and Cardinal Beaton, 13 Oct. 1543; two agreements between the same parties dated 
24 & 25 Oct. 1543; and by Francis I to them dated 12 & 25 Feb. 1544. Bryce says that ‘at least four 
documents are wanting: the original instructions of the ambassadors 25 June 1543, and letters of 
appointment in favour of the Earl of Lennox; warrant to Jehan de Vymond, treasurer, for payment of 9,400 
crowns to the Scottish Nobility, and a letter of the ambassadors to Francis I, 27 Jan. 1544’, Ibid, pp. 243- 
4. Unfortunately, Bryce gives only a superficial and a very inadequate analysis of these documents.
265 ^ n  account of the affairs of the realm of Scotland from the day that we Jacques de la Brosse, Seigneur 
of that said place, and cupbearer to the King, and Jacques Mesnaige, Doctor of Laws, Seigneur of Caigny, 
member of his majesty's council, arrived at Dumbarton as ambassadors to the said realm, until this day [24 
November 1543]; transcribed, translated and edited by Gladys Dickinson, Two Missions of Jacques de la 
Brosse. (1543 and 1560) Scottish History Society, 3rd Series, Edinburgh, (1942) p. 19. In this edition, 
Dickinson examines the same MSS. as Bryce but transcribes only the ambassadors' report, using the 
remaining MSS. to supplement information concerning that report. Thus, it would seem that there may be 
additional information in these MSS. as indicated, but not elaborated, in Bryce's article. M.H. Merriman 
and S.S. Syphers in their respective Ph. D. theses, both use these publications, but appear to go no further 
than Bryce and Dickinson have chosen to do in their works.
266 ibid, p 25. Moreover, Lennox was bound by his "lettres de naturalité", as well as his obligations as a 
lieutenant in Francis I's garde écossaise and terms of the "Auld Alliance". ‘Que si quelqu'un des subiects des 
deux confederez donne ayde ou secours secrettement ou publiquement, tant d'armes, de conseil, que de vivres 
à leurs ennemis, il fera tenu comme coulpable de crime de leze Maiesté à toutes les deux parties’, A. 
Houston, L'Escosse Françoise. Paris (1608) repr. in Papers relative to the Roval Guards of Scottish Archers 
in France, pp. 53-4.
267 Two Missions of Jacques de la Brosse, p. 25.
268 w .M . Bryce, ‘French mission ... 1543’, p. 244, ‘Commission printed, Teulet, 1, 123, (1862)’, Ibid, 
p. 244.
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Cardonald,269 who, Grimani reported to Cardinal Famese, has been ‘sent by the Queen 
of Scotland and the Count of Linox to the French king ... to seek ships, artillery, 
munitions and money’, and David Vonar or Bonar, sent ‘by the Cardinal of St. 
Andrews’270 who, his envoy claims, ‘has suffered great persecutions from certain 
prelates of that realm, and desires, for the honour of God, the Holy See and himself, that 
they and their adherents may be punished’.271 The next day, Grimani reported that the 
Scottish captain, [James Stewart] ‘being come lately from Scotland for aid from the 
French king, will return into Scotland with artillery, pikes halberts and 50,000 ducats in 
money’.272 ¡n the event, the French ambassadors and the Papal Legate,27 3 who had 
been in France since 13 April 1543 awaiting the King's pleasure,274 fad not depart with 
aid for Scotland until 27 September from Brest, arriving at Dumbarton on 6 October 
‘after an uneventful journey, despite Henry VIII's threats to capture the Legate’;275 from 
whose embassy the Venetians had disassociated themselves. On 4 May 1543, the Doge 
and Senate had written to the Venetian secretary in England (Hironimo Zuccato), 
instructing him to inform the English that ‘they knew nothing of the Patriarch's coming 
... but the Pope, to whom, and not our Signory, prelates render obedience, makes use of 
them to suit his purpose, as in the present instance, the Patriarch Grimani being at court 
with His Holiness’.276 \n accordance with their instructions, La Brosse and Mesnaige 
deposited an estimated 59,000 ecus d'or au soleil277 at Dumbarton Castle upon their
269 James Stewart of Cardonald was an ensign in the garde écossaise of Francis I: see Muster Rolls, 1539 
to Jan 1543, where it is noted that he ‘est en Ecosse et cassé x6fe 1543’, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at- 
Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 132-7. Other mentions: Muster Roll, April 1543, B.L. Add. Charters 14,042; and L. & 
H, Vol. XVIII, (1) p. 243. Stewart accompanied Lennox from France and had returned there at the end of 
May 1543, Ibid, p.332. In Oct. 1543, he returned to Scotland with the French ambassadors and papal 
legate, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, pp. 33-4. ‘On the defection of Lennox the French 
king seized Stewart's estates and wages to the value of 3,000 francs, and this drove him into the arms of the 
English party’, IbM, P- 34, n. 5, £f. L. & P.. Vol. XXI, (2) p. 695.
270 L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (1) pp. 379-80. See also, Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 3, pp. 
204-7, Grimani's letters of 20 & 21 June 1543.
271 L, & P., vol. XVIII, (1) p. 419.
272 ibid, p. 422.
273 On 25 March 1543, in response to the French king's urgent appeal, Pope Paul III chose the nephew of 
Dominico Grimani, Cardinal of St. Mark, an erstwhile protector of Scotland at Rome, as Papal Legate to 
collect the subsidy he had granted from Scottish Church lands and to dispense it for the defence of 
Scotland, R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, pp. 2-3.
274 Grimani to Card. Famese, Lyon, 13 April 1543. Having arrived there at 8pm, ‘il partira le lendemain 
pour Paris’, Correspondance des Nonces en France, vol. 3, p. 200.
275 Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse, p. 9, & n. 1, çf. See, Fonds Français 17,890, ff. 18-23, for 
details of the voyage in the ships La Françoise. La Madeleine. La Catherine and Le Jacques. See also letter 
from Grimani to Card. Farnese, 9 Oct. 1543, R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, pp. 14-6; Sadler 
to Suffolk, 6 Oct. 1543, L. & P., Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 149; Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 92; and James 
Stewart of Cardonald to Card. Beaton, Greenock, 4 Oct. 1543, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of 
Lorraine, pp. 33-4.
276 ç  s. P. Venetian. Vol. V, p. 118.
227 Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse. pp. 30-5. The precise amount of the French king's bounty is 
not stated in La Brosse’s and Mesnaige’s report, but the sum of 59.000 écus d'or has been estimated from
arrival there on 6 October 1543. According to Bryce, ‘on the 7 ^ , or at least the 8^ , (too 
late to save the treasure) messengers arrived from the Queen Dowager with directions that 
nothing should be disembarked within the territory o f the Earl [of Lennox]. In the 
absence (unexplained) o f the ambassadors, these orders were communicated to the 
captains, who therefore landed the stores and ammunition in the Argyll country’.278
Although the ostensible reason for the papal nuncio, Marco Grimani's legation to 
Scotland was to liberate Cardinal Beaton and to collect the six-tenths o f the ecclesiastical 
fruits which Paul III had previously granted to James V for two years;279 ‘he was, in 
reality, a tool o f French policy’.280 Having awaited Francis I's pleasure for five 
months, he set sail ‘upon a voyage which the Patriarch describes with some gall. It was 
indeed irritating for a Venetian who in 1538 had been placed in charge of a fleet against 
the Turks to be carried at the arbitrary command o f some unseamanlike French 
a m b a s s a d o r s 81 Moreover, in the interim, Cardinal Beaton had regained his position 
of authority and ‘that in the condition o f affairs [in Scotland] the main object of his 
journey, the ecclesiastical tax, was out of the question’.282 Grimani, therefore, confined 
himself to conferring the papal blessing on any and all o f those who desired it; to 
reporting to the Vatican the state of affairs in Scotland; and to promoting at all times the 
importance of the Scots maintaining their "Auld Alliance" with France.
MS. Fonds Français 17.330.(Ibid. pp.34-5), of the pensions to be paid to the Queen Dowager and Scottish 
Nobles, and the amount remaining at Dumbarton Castle in the hands of the Earl of Lennox by 24 
November 1543. MS. 17,330 appears to be a copy of the French ambassadors' report (MS. Fonds Français 
17,890) but this MS. is tom, and therefore Dickinson has augmented it with information from MS. Fonds 
Français 17,330. Notwithstanding the tear, there are differences in the allocation and in the amounts of the 
lesser pensions. S.S. Sypher, using Dickinson's transcription, estimates the sum as ‘60,000 crowns of the 
sun’, (Ph. D. Thesis, p. 51, n.14); which seems reasonable given that W.M. Bryce,(‘French Mission 
...1543’, p. 244) says that ‘the warrant to Jehan de Vymond, treasurer, for payment of 9,400 crowns to the 
Scottish Nobility’, is wanting. Bryce says that he consulted the original MS. material (as did Dickinson 
40 years later), but there are many discrepancies in their findings, including the proposed pensioners. 
Furthermore, Bryce confuses the issue by converting some amounts from ‘crowns of the sun’ into livres: 
presumably livres tournois which was the most frequently used French "money of account" in the 16th 
century. The following table has been extrapolated from various sources (Infra. Appendix No.l) and is at 
best an approximate calculation. In 1549-1550: 1,000 écus d'or de soleil, in French, English and Scottish 
"money of account", = 2,500 livres tournois: £250: 0: 0 Sterling; and £1,000: 0: 0 Scottish. 
Unfortunately, the "quittances" for these pensions seem not to have survived. M.H. Merriman cites Fonds 
Français 17,890 (Ph. D. Thesis, p. 85, n. 5) and Fonds Français 17,888 (Ph. D. Thesis, p. 84, n.l), but 
does not address the inconsistencies. Therefore, as it is not possible to view the MS. material at this time, 
the list in Table No. 2 of pensions and pensioners was compiled from the relevant works of Bryce and 
Dickinson.
278 \y.M. Bryce, ‘French Mission... 1543’, p. 244. The sources are not cited by Bryce.
279 r  k . Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p.2.
280 ibid, p. 5. Grimani explained to Cardinal Farnese that ‘Our Lord the Pope despatched me from 
Bologna, as your Eminence knows, with the express commission that I should make haste to proceed to the 
Most Christian King of France, and to fulfil all the commands of His Majesty regarding Scottish affairs, 
and this I did’, Stirling, 15 Oct. 1543; Ibid p. 17. See also Grimani's Instructions from Paul III, 1 April 
1543, Ibid, pp.8-9, çf. Vatican MS. 1460, fol. 138, 6; and L. Von Pastor, History of the Popes. Vol. XII, 
pp. 668-70.
281 R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p. 5
282 ibid, p. 6.
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TABLE No. 2
FRENCH PENSIONS FOR THE SCOTTISH NOBILITY, 1543
Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse 
(pp.30-5)
MS. 17,890 MS. 17,330 "French
M ission...1543"
Queen Dowager (ecus d'or)
Cardinal Beaton
Earl of Lennox
Earl of Arran
Earl of Argyll
Earl of Huntly
Earl of Moray
Earl of Bothwell
Lord Hume
Lord Fleming
Lord Livingstone "
Lord Gray
Knight of Cawdor "
Earl of Glencaim 
Lord Buccleugh 
Laird of Cessford "
Mark Can- 
Lord Erskine 
Lord Seaforth 
Sieur de Marcar 
Lord Wemyss 
Lord Tulibamie 
Mr. David Paniter " 
TOTALS
*to these nobles 6,000 
At Dumbarton Castle
GRAND TOTALS
(P-31) (P-35)
4,000 4,000
2,000 2,000
2,000 2,000
(MS tom) 2,000
* 1,000
* 1,000
- 1,000
* 1,000
500 500
* 300
* 300
- 300
* 300
- 300
300 —
300 —
300 —
*
—
— —
- —
- —
- —
— —
9,400
15,400
16,000
20,000 43,000
35,400 59,000
(PP- 246-7)
To manage all the money
4.000
2.000
2,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
500
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
100
15.000
16.000 livres
400 double ducats
22,800 approx.
Soon after their arrival at Dumbarton, Grimani and the ambassadors had a long 
interview with the Earl of Lennox from whom Grimani gained the initial impression that 
‘he would seem to wish to live and die in the service of the Most Christian King’.283 
This must have been a fleeting impression which no doubt changed when a messenger 
from the Dowager informed him a few days later that Lennox ‘was conducting an intrigue 
for the purpose of taking in marriage a daughter of the Earl of Angus, brother-in-law of 
the King of England’; causing the Legate great concern because the ambasadors had 
already deposited the French king's money with Lennox in the fortress.284 Qn 11 
October 1543, Grimani ‘parted from the ambassadors at Dumbarton and went to 
Glasgow, waiting till the Earl of Lennox should come with the Earl of Argyle’.285 But 
the unfortunate Legate was forced to flee in disguise before dawn the next day to Stirling, 
having received word that the Earl of Angus and other nobles of the English party were to 
arrive the following moming.286
Grimani says that he arrived safely in Stirling ‘by the grace of God’287 having 
vowed to do ‘what ever I can to exert myself in the preservation of this poor realm ... 
because the kingdom is so divided and in such confusion that if God does not stretch 
forth His hand, and inspire these lords to unite together, manifest ruin, both public and 
private lies before it’.288 The evening of his arrival in Stirling, Grimani had long 
interviews with the Queen Dowager and Cardinal Beaton. He reported to Cardinal 
Farnese on 15 October that the ‘Queen289 welcomed me graciously’ and ‘I assured her 
of the good-will which the Holy Father bears her, and that for her preservation and that 
of the whole kingdom he was ever ready to lend her assistance’. She lamented that 
Scotland was ‘not only divided between her and some of the nobles, but also divided on 
account of the Lutherans, whose errors had become disseminated throughout almost the 
whole country since the death of the king her husband’. In addition, ‘she declared that
283 Grimani to Card. Farnese, Dumbarton, 9 Oct. 1543, Ibid, p. 15.
284 Same to Same, Stirling, 15 Oct. 1543, Ibid, p. 18.
285 Same letter, Ibid, p. 18. Archibald Campbell, 4th Earl of Argyll, earl from 1529 to 1558, who ‘with 
the earls of Moray and Huntly became one of the principal supporters of Cardinal Beaton in the struggle for 
the regency and the opposition to James, earl of Arran after he had become governor’, J. Wormald, Bonds of
Manrent. p. 108. According to Wormald, the 41*1 earl ‘appears as a muddler’ and his ‘inefficiency and 
weakness’ an exception in ‘the spectacular and impressive rise to power of the Campbells of Argyll’, Ibid, 
p. 108.
286 Grimani to Card. Farnese, Stirling, 15 Oct. 1543; R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p. 19.
287 Same to same, Ibid, p. 19.
288 Same to same, Dumbarton, 9 Oct. 1543, Ibid, p. 15. The ambassadors expressed similar concerns in 
their report to Francis I that ‘Scotland was under arms’ and that ‘one faction mistrust all those of the other 
faction’ and ‘not merely is the nobility in arms, but churchmen, friars and the country people only travel 
through the countryside in large companies all armed with pikes, swords and bucklers’, Two Missions of 
Jacques de la Brosse. p. 23.
289 in French and Italian correspondence at this time Marie de Guise-Lorraine was generally referred to as 
the ‘Queen of Scotland’; only in formal and legal documents such as treaties was she given her correct 
designation of ‘Queen Dowager’. Her daughter, Mary Queen of Scots, was informally known ‘la jeune 
reine d'ecosse’, particularly during her minority.
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the King of England, by means of some Scottish nobles, did not cease to harass her more 
than her strength could bear. And that, had it not been for the Cardinal, who liberated her 
a few months before, she and her daughter would ere now have been in the hands of the 
King of England, with certain loss of the kingdom’.290 Grimani also had a cordial 
meeting with Cardinal Beaton who ‘expressed his gratitude to the Holy Father’ and 
complained of the ‘many adversities’ he had suffered and the ‘dissensions that festered 
among the Scottish Nobles’ and that ‘since the death of the King he found that he had 
spent 30,000 scudi, besides all his own income, and that he would pay 20,000 more to 
find himself with me in France’.291
Several days later on 17 October, La Brosse and Mesnaige arrived at Stirling. 
Their discussions with the Queen Dowager and Cardinal Beaton included an ‘explanation 
of the reconciliation with Arran’,292 ancj after Lennox arrived on 24 October a ‘paction’ 
was agreed and signed ‘for the purpose of obtaining her consent in respect to the future 
marriage of the Queen of Scotland, daughter of the said King [James V] and the said 
Madame, [Marie de Guise]’ for ‘promises made and sworn to the said Madame and 
Cardinal of St. Andrew’ who would not have otherwise granted their consent. Lennox 
swore to ‘preserve the Catholic faith constitutions and cermonies of the Church’; ... to 
‘guard the alliances between France and Scotland’ as confirmed by James V; that until the 
marriage ‘the said Madame Mère shall retain her present... guardianship and government 
of her daughter’; and finally, Lennox ‘will imprison and punish all persons taking the 
part of the King of England, and opposing the will of the said Madame Veufue’.293 o f 
greater concern was the remainder of the French king's bounty left in Lennox's charge at 
Dumbarton, and the distribution to the Scots nobility faithful to France; all of which
^90 Grimani to Card. Famese, Stirling, 15 Oct. 1543, R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p. 19.
291 Same to same, Ibid, p. 19. Baumgartner has estimated that the scudi of the papal curia had roughly the 
same value the écu d'or soleil. F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 263. Thus according to the table (Infra. 
Appendix 1) 30,000 scudi roughly equalled 30,000 éçu Tor which in the 1540s was approximately £30,000 
Scottish.
292 Two Missions of Jacques dc La Brosse. pp. 10 & 27, & n. 1 çf. B.N. Fonds Français 17,330. On 27 
October 1543, Henry VIII berated Arran for ‘forgetting your duetye to that Realme your honour and 
estimation to the world and your private and secret promises unto us have revolted unto your adverse partie 
submitted yourself to the governor of your ennemyes and surrendered the state’, B.L. Additional MS. 
32,091, fol. 136r.
293 ‘Memorandum, signed and sealed by Mathieu Stuard conte de Lesnau’, MS. of Alfred Morrison Esq., 
H. M. C. 9th Report, part 1, London (1883) pp. 414-5. Incorrectly dated, "August 1548". Apart from the 
fact that Cardinal Beaton was murdered in 1546, there is no record that Lennox met the Dowager again after 
his defection to England in 1544. Thus, the probable date of the document is October 1543. See Article 10 
of La Brosse's report for a similar account, Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse. pp. 29-31. See also 
‘Traité, signé au chateau de Stirling le 24 octobre 1543 ... des trois régents, la reine douairière Marie de 
Guise, David Beaton, cardinal de Saint-Andrews, Mathew Stuart, lord Lennox et l'ambassadeur de France, 
Jacques de La Brousse’, B.N. Nouv. Acq. du Fonds Français 23154. (Original, Sceau plaqué)
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‘sums of money have been given to those named above’.294 Lennox, however, ‘refused 
to do anything in the matter until after the meeting of Parliament called for December’.295 
In November, Grimani travelled to St. Andrews and thence to Edinburgh where 
he reported to Cardinal Farnese on the 30th that ‘I learned that on Monday last an 
immense number of New Testaments and books calculated to promote heresy were 
burned in the public square’.296 La Brosse and Mesnaige had also arrived in Edinburgh 
and spoken to the Earls of Argyll, Huntly and Bothwell, all of whom promised the 
ambassadors that they would ‘confirm at the forthcoming Estates [of Parliament] the 
alliances between France and Scotland and to offer to the king [Francis I] their lives and 
most humble service’.297 At the same time, the ambassadors also noted that Lennox 
‘now wishes to marry the Queen widow of the late king’. They did not discourage his 
suit, nor did Marie de Guise who diplomatically put herself ‘entirely at the king's 
[Francis I] wishes’. Indeed, the ambassadors saw a solution to the problems created by 
Lennox's embassy which they judged ‘has been prejudicial to the king and also to the 
realm of Scotland’. Therefore, if it were possible ‘for the king to summon the said 
Lennox to go to France to talk over the said marriage with the relatives of the said Lady, 
the absence of Lennox would bring about concord and harmony between all the Nobles 
and subjects of this realm’.298 whilst awaiting the meeting of the Parliament, Grimani 
again received petitions from the Dowager, Governor and Cardinal, individually and 
collectively, ‘to beg in their name our Lord the Pope to come to their aid’ and ‘to 
preserve this kingdom in its allegiance to the Apostolic See’. Cardinal Beaton in 
particular was anxious to impress upon Grimani his desire that ‘His Holiness would 
graciously bestow upon him the legation of this realm’.299
The Parliament, called by Arran in the name of Mary Queen of Scots, opened its 
sitting on 3 December 1543.300 Notable among its deliberations on 8 December was 
‘ane summondes of tresounn may be rasit apone the lordes and vtheris personis that 
subscrivit the writing direct furth of Douglas with the lord Somervell to the king of
294 Two Missions of Jacques dc La Brosse. (Article 11) p. 31. See Supra. Table No. 2.
295 ibid, pp. 11, 31-3. See also, Grimani to Dandino, Stirling, 24 Oct. 1543, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 
169.
296 r  K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p. 21.
297 Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse. (Article 20) p. 39.
298 ibid. (Articles 21 and 22) p. 39.
299 Grimani to Card. Farnese, Edinburgh, 11 Nov.[sic] 1543, R.K. Hannay, ‘Letter of the Papal Legate’, 
p. 22. Hannay corrects the date to 11 Dec. 1543, Ibid, p. 25, n. l .  ‘Bull of Pope Paul III appointing 
Cardinal Betoun to be Legate, a latere, in the Kingdom of Scotland’, Rome, 30 Jan 1544, C. S. P.. 
Scotland, (ed. M.J. Thorpe) Vol. 1, p. 46. News of his appointment reached Beaton ‘in March 1544, 
although the actual document itself fell into English hands’. This gave him ‘a powerful weapon in 
operating ecclesiastical patronage and enforcing his spiritual authority over the church in Scotland and, to 
some extent over ther lives of the laity’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 195.
390 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 427. Absent from the attendance list of nobles were 
the Earls of Lennox, Angus, Glencaim, Cassillis, the Lords Maxwell, Gray, and Sir George Douglas.
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Ingland’.^01 Two days later came a declaration that ‘My Lord Governor and thre estatis 
In Parliament forsaid has declarit and declaris the saidis contractis [the treaties of 
Greenwich] to be expirit’ because ‘the king of Ingland hes violated and brokin the said 
pece. And therfor and becaus the said contract of mariage was gran tit for the said peice’, 
and because Henry VIII refused to ‘ratifyit and apprevit’ the treaties ‘sworn be him’.302 
Sitting in the Parliament on the same day were La Brosse and Mesnaige who declared on 
behalf of Francis I: ‘to desyre for the part of Scotland the auld ancient liges contractis 
and considerationis of amite and kyndnes past at all tymes before betuix the kingis of 
Scotland and of france ... and geif for the part of the said king of france ayd and supple to 
our souveraine lady the quenis grace and noblis of this realm for the defence of the samyn 
and liberte thairof Aganis the king of Ingland quha actualy Invadis the samyn’.303 
Apparently, Grimani also addressed the Parliament on the same day ‘exhorting them to 
peace and harmony among themselves, and to the confirmation of the alliance with 
France’.304 On 13 December Cardinal Beaton officially accepted the office of
301 ¡bid, P- 429.
302 Ibid, p. 431.
303 ibid, p. 432. See also, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 220; and L. & P„ Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 259. In 
their report to Francis I, the ambassadors said that before the Parliament met they intended to ‘search 
through the registers of the Parliaments of Scotland for something which can serve as an excuse, some slip 
in the observance of the formalities when the agreement was made to marry the said Queen of Scots to the 
son of the said King of England ... and by this means at the forthcoming Estates we shall cause the said 
consent previously given to be quashed and repealed,, Two Missions of Jacques de La Brosse. (Article 24) p. 
43. It is difficult to conjecture a similar situation occurring in any other sovereign kingdom in 16th-century 
Europe, and it probably says much for the strength of the "Auld Alliance". It is most remarkable that, not 
only did the French ambassadors apparently have free access to the Scottish State Papers, but also they were 
welcomed to address the parliament and have their words recorded for posterity in the Acts of the 
Parliaments of Scotland!
304 Grimani to Card. Famese, Edinburgh, 11 Dec. 1543, R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, p. 
23. See also Grimani to Dandino, same place and day, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 260. Grimani remained 
in Edinburgh until April 1544, (see farewell letter to Marie de Guise, Balcarres Papers Vol, 1, p. 100) 
departing ‘with the Scottish ambassadors for the continent’; (R.K. Hannay, ‘Letters fo the Papal Legate’, p. 
7) and ‘Sir David Lindesay of the Mount, Lion King of Arms, [sent on 30 April 1544] to carry back to the 
Emperor the order and book of statutes of the Order of the Golden Fleece’, which had been sent to James V 
in 1532. L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (1) pp. 272-3. Recently, a most interesting manuscript has come to light 
which has been edited and annotated by Monsignor Charles Bums, of the Vatican archives, in an article, 
‘Marco Grimani in Scotland, 1543-1544: a versified account of his legation’, Renaissance Studies, vol. 2, 
(Oct. 1988) pp. 299-311. The MS., entitled, ‘Historia Quale:/ tratta de la morte del Re Jacobo quinto/ di 
Scotia con il lamcnto della Regina:/ sua consorte, appresso il successo del viaggio/qual fece Monsignore 
R j110 il Patriarca:/d'AQuileia mandato per Nuncio, et Legato:/ apostolico nel Regno de Scotia. 1543’. was 
written by Bartolomeo Cataneo, a priest, but ‘poveretto’, who it would seem, although this is not made 
clear, accompanied Grimani to Scotland in 1543, and to whom, as his patron, he dedicated this work in 
1544. Mgr. Bums says that ‘it was Dr. John Durkan who brought this MS. to my attention many years 
ago’, (Ibid, p. 299, n.l) and Mrg. Bums finds it exceptional ‘that Cataneo should have attributed such 
importance to Marco Grimani's legation’. But, argues Mgr. Bums, ‘that the destination of the papal nuncio 
in this instance was the Scotland of the infant Mary Queen of Scots makes this carmen something of 
extraordinary interest’, (Ibid, p. 300). The passages of the Historia which Mgr. Burns has chosen to 
annotate follow very closely, on all the important points, the ‘Letters of the Papal Legate’, edited by R.K. 
Hannay; so closely in fact that it leads one to speculate whether Cataneo might not have been Grimani's 
secretary during the Legation, and that it was he who actually wrote the letters dictated by his master? 
Unfortunately, Mgr. Bums did not include in his annotations ‘the lament of Mary of Guise for her deceased 
husband, James V (20-31)’, ( Ibid, p. 300), which might possibly shed some further light on the, thus far,
Chancellor; and on the 15th, Arran confirmed his loyalty to the Catholic Church in an Act 
proposed by ‘My lord governor, ... that heretikis mair and mair risis and spredis within 
this realme sawand dampnable opinionis Incontrar the fayth and lawis of halykirk actis 
and constitutionis of this realm Exhortand therfor all prelatis and ordinaris Ilkane within 
therawnn diocy and Jurisdictioun to inquir aponn all sic maner of personis and proceid 
Aganis thame according to the lawis of halykirk. And my said lord governor salbe rady 
at all tymes to do therin that accordis him of his office’.305 Finally, on 15 December 
1543 a treaty between France and Scotland was drawn up and signed by Arran in the 
name of Mary Queen of Scots, and by La Brosse and Mesnaige on behalf of Francis I, 
whose commission given to the ambassadors at Marolles on 25 June 1543, was read out 
to the Parliament. In it Francis I appealed to the Scots:
‘comme noz très chers et bons amys et anciens alliez les gouverneurs et 
seigneurs du royaume d'Ecosse, nous ayent faict entendre que pour 
continuer, et de plus en plus estraindre et augmenter l'ancienne et 
perpétuelle amitié et alliance qui a tousjours esté entre eulx et nous, noz 
royaumes et subjectz, ilz desirerioent singullierement faire nouvelles 
cappitulations et accordz avecques nous, et adjouxter aux anciens traictz, 
que avons avecq eulx, nouveaulx poinctz et articles servans a la 
corroboration de nostre dicte amitié et alliance.306
Thus, the "Auld Alliance" was reconfirmed in much the same terms that their 
predecessors, Robert I, the Bruce (1274-1329) and Charles IV, le Bel (1294-1328) did 
on 26 April 1326 at Corbeil.
The Parliament was then prorogued to February 18th next, which was too late for 
Suffolk's letter to the English Council written on 14 December recommending payment to 
Henry VIII's ‘frendes in Scotland’ so that they ‘maye employe it [the money] duringe the 
sittinge of the parliament in Scotlande, to the annoysaunce of there eneymyes’.307 was 
also too late for the furious, fulminating tirade against the Scots which Henry VIII
poorly elaborated life of Marie de Guise, especially her relationship with James V and Franco/Scottish 
relations in general at this time; but Mgr. Burns informed me in December 1990 that he is currently 
writing a book on Grimani which will include a full annotation of the Historia.
365 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 443. See also L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 267,(çf, 
‘This Act is printed in Epp. Reg. Sc.. 2, 315.’)
366 Arch. Nat. Français (Traités et Chartes) J. 679, No. 54, and A.E. III, 32; Copies: N.L.S. Adv. MS. 
35.1.5, fol.s 156r - 160r; B.L. Harleian Coll. 1244, fo is  189 -194; L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 268, çf. 
B.L. Add. MS. 30,666, fol. 207b. Published: Teulet, Papiers d'État. Vol. 1, pp. 137-142; and Teulet, 
Relations Politique. Vol. 1, pp.l 19-123.
367 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 230. ‘Money to be distributed emonge the kinges majestés frendes in 
Scotlande, in maner and fourme following: To thErle of Anguisshe [Archibald Douglas 6 ^  Earl of Angus] 
£200:0:0, To thErle of Glencame [William Cunningham, 51*1 Earl of Glencaim] 200 markes (£132:2:8) To 
thErle of Casselles [Gilbert Kennedy, 3rd of Cassillis] 200 markes, To the Master Maxwell [Robert 51^  
Lord Maxwell] £100:0:0, To the sherive of Ayre [Hugh Campbell of Loudoun, Sheriff of Ayr] £100:0:0, 
To the Larde of Drumlangrig [James Douglas, Laird of Drumlangrig] £100:0:0, To the Erie Marshall 
[George Keith, 4 1^  Earl Marishal], John Charters [John Charteris of Kinfauns] and the Lorde Grayes 
[Patrick, 4 1^  Lord Gray] frendes in the north 350 markes (£231:4:8), To Sir George Duglas and his frendes 
in the Marshe and Lowdyane £200:0:0’, Ibid, p. 234. See also L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 267.
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dispatched with the English Herald on 20 December to be read out in the Scottish 
Parliament. Henry had conveniently forgotten that he had refused to ratify the treaties of 
Greenwich, and that it was he who had already broken the peace. Henry accused the 
Scots of disloyalty which would not go ‘unpunished and unrevenged’; that ‘your 
conspiracye [with France] in so yvel a quarel cannot contynue long, and the Dyvel can 
never be author of unitie, but discord’; therefore ‘the Kinges majeste is at libertye, and in 
the former state of w arre.... For ye only have refused peax, forsaken it, trobled it, letted 
it, broken it’ and ‘unhable to purchase it agayn’.308 Arran replied with a brief note the 
same day acknowledging Henry's declaration, but informing him that ‘the thre estatis of 
parliament, quhilk wes befor his cuming disolvit and thai departit lang of befor’.309
Prior to the Parliament of December 1543, if there had been any doubt as to the 
Earl of Lennox's allegiance, then by early January he had made his defection to the 
English party quite clear when he joined the Earls of Angus, Glencairn, Cassillis and Sir 
George Douglas at Leith on 10 January 1544. There they waited four days ‘every day 
abyding batell in arraye, with our ordinance standing on the feildis, within half a myle of 
Edinburgh’ but, as Sir George Douglas continued in his letter to Suffolk on 15 January, 
‘oure spetiall frendis’ who ‘promisit ws support, when we cam to a poynt, refused 
ws’ 310 He also made his own duplicitious role quite clear in the post scripta of this 
letter: ‘in case the governor or Cardinall caus me write unto your grace, I pray you geve it 
no credence without my letter have this tokin in sum part of it — that is to say one hart 
lyke this (V). And when this token cummis, trust it’.311 Sir George Douglas possibly 
added the post scripta to this letter in order to explain his part in the agreement made at 
Greenside Chapel two days previously on 13 January between ‘the Earl of Arran, 
Governor of Scotland, on the one side, and the Earls of Angus and Lennox on the other 
side, for mutual obedience to the Queen of Scotland, and for faithful, true, and manly 
resistance to their old enemies of England’. ^ 2 Qn 5 March the Earl of Angus thought it 
necessary to assure Henry VIII ‘of his faithful mind, notwithstanding that the contrary 
hath been vehemently showed against him’.313
Henry had no need for concern. The Douglas/Lennox faction had no intention of 
honouring their agreement with the legitimate government of Scotland. After failing to
308 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 235-8. ‘Draft with many corrections by Paget’, c£. State Papers. Vol. V 
(IV), pp. 350-2. This second draft is similar to the end of the second paragraph of the former, after which 
‘it is quite different, and the language insulting and arrogant’, says Bain, editor, Hamilton Papers. Vol. (2) 
p.238.
309 ¡bid, PP- 238-9. See also, L. & P.. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 270.
310 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 250.
3 11 Ibid, p. 251. See also Diurnal of Occurents. p. 30.
312 C. S. P.. Scotland, (cd) M.J. Thorpe, Vol. 1, p. 45. See also L, & P.. Vol. XIX, (1) p. l l .  For full 
details of the signatories and commissioners from both sides, see State Papers. Vol. V (IV) p. 355.
313 C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J.M. Thorpe, Vol. 1, p. 46.
arouse the East, they moved their rebellious modus operandi to the West ‘utilising the 
French supplies which Lennox had appropriated, and with the additional support of Lord 
Ruthven and his son’.314 por his part  ^ ‘Lennox, after taking Glasgow and Paisley, 
stood a siege in Glasgow by the governor in April, but had to surrender’.315 Impatient 
for results, Henry acted upon his letter of 9 September 1543 to the ‘Town of Edinburgh’ 
in which he had threatened ‘th'extermination of you to the third and fourth 
generation’,316 and had instructions drawn up on 10 April 1544 for his brother-in-law, 
Edward Seymour, Earl of Hertford, for the invasion of Scotland.317 Henry exhorted 
Hertford to ‘put all to fyre and swoorde, burne Edinborough towne, ... beat down and 
overthrowe the castle, sack Holyrod house, and as many townes and villaiges about 
Edinborough as ye may conveniently, sack Lythe [Leith] and subverte it and all the rest, 
putting man, woman, and childe to fyre and swoorde without exception; ... and turne 
upset downe the Cardinalles town of St. Andrews, ... sparing no creature alyve within 
the same’. Hertford was ‘also to take ordre with the wardens upon the Marches ... [to] 
invade by lands and burne and destroye to thuttermoost, not leaving behinde Jedworth 
[Jedburgh Friary, Observant Franciscan] if it may be conveniently destroyed’. Paget 
added further instructions that ‘his majestes pleasure is ... that the borderers in Scotland 
may still be tourmented and occupied ... [so that] they may be kept and not suffered to 
sowe theyr growndes, they shall by next yere be brought to such a penurye, as they shall 
not be able to lyve nor abyde the cuntrey’.318 J. Balfour Paul gives a graphic
description of Hertford's (accompanied by Lisle and Shrewsbury) success in carrying out 
Henry VIII's instructions after the English army had landed at Leith on 4 May 1544, 
faced 5-6,000 Scots horsemen, some infantry and artillery, who after one or two 
exchanges broke ranks and fled in disarray.319 Recently, however, Dr. M. Lynch 
observes that ‘the instructions from the English privy council to bum and lay waste the 
town [Edinburgh] were not, however, carried out to the letter and accounts of the damage
314 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 69. William, 2nd Lord Ruthven; his son, Patrick, 3rd Lord, 
(c. 1520-66) is probably best remembered in Scottish history for the part he played in the "Riccio" murder 
(9 March 1566), Diet, of Sc. Hist., p. 189. Lennox was later sanctioned for the appropriation and on 19 
March 1545, ‘the Lords give judgment against Matthew, Earl of Lennox, by whose command there were 
taken (4 Jan. 1543/4) from the sub-dean's lodging in Glasgow a large quantity of silks, satins, and cloths, 
articles of gold and silver, 2,200 crowns of gold and 40 Rose Nobles [as detailed in an inventory], deposited 
with the subdean for safe keeping by James Stewart of Cardonald’, Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 539, 
(2,200 crowns = £8,800 Scottish and in 1555, T Rose Noble = 54/- Scots’, Scottish Correspondence of 
Mary of Lorraine, p. 85, n. 5. Thus 40 Rose nobles = £108:0:0 approx., a total of £8,908:0:0 Scottish 
(approx.).
315 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 69.
316 L. & P. Vol. XVIII, (2) p. 81, £f. State Papers. Vol. V, 334.
3*7 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 325.
318 ibid, pp. 326-7.
319 j. Balfour Paul, ‘Edinburgh in 1544 and Hertford's Invasion’, S. H. R.. VIII, (1911). See also The Late 
Expedition in Scotland.... London, (1544) repr. in An English Garner: Tudor Tracts. 1532-1588. (ed) A.F. 
Pollard, London, (1903) pp. 39-47. For a list of the Scottish towns which were burned, Ibid, p. 47.
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to the burgh have often been exaggerated’; and that ‘claims of military commanders 
should always be treated with scepticism’ and in the case of Edinburgh, ‘military force 
only followed where economic sanctions against the town had failed’.320
By 18 May 1544, the English, having accomplished their mission, entered 
Berwick and embarked upon their waiting ships. The day before, an ‘Indenture of 
agreement’ was signed at Carlisle, ‘between Lord Wharton and Sir Robert Bowes on the 
part of the king of England, and Hugh Cunningham and Thomas Bishop on the part of 
Lennox and Glencaim, by which the Earls agree to put the king in possession of several 
of the strongest fortresses in Scotland, and to promote the marriage of the young Queen 
with Prince Edward; Lennox to be appointed Governor of Scotland and marry Lady 
Margaret Douglas, the King's niece, and Glencairn to receive a pension of 1,000 crowns 
per annum’.3^1 Lennox sailed from Dumbarton on 28 May, landing at Chester on 6 
June.322 He then proceeded to London where he signed a treaty on 26 June 1544 ‘to 
observe the covenant concluded at Carlisle, 17 May; to serve the king as his subject;... to 
surrender the castle and territory of Dumbritayn in Scotland into the King's hands’ and 
also ‘the isle of Bute and castle of Rosse’. Lennox further agreed that ‘when the king, 
having direction of that realm, shall have deputed him governor thereof he shall call no 
parliament nor do anything of moment without the king's consent’. The financial terms 
of the proposed marriage entailed Lennox endowing Margaret Douglas with Scottish 
estates to the value of ‘500 mks.st.’ (£330:6:8 Sterling) per annum. Whilst Henry VIII 
‘in recompence of the loss he will sustain in France ... and of Dunbreton and Bute ... 
will give the Earl and her, in tail, lands to clear yearly value of 6,800 mks Scots, which 
amounts to l,700mks stg’.323 Additional articles required that ‘the said Earl shall cause 
the Word of God to be taught and preached in his country’, and finally, ‘Lennox shall 
surrender to the King all title he pretends to the Crown of Scotland, and acknowledge the 
King as his supreme sovereign and governor of Scotland’.324 Qn 6 July 1544 Lennox
320 M. Lynch, Edinburgh and the Reformation. Edinburgh, (1981) p. 68.
321 C. S. P. .Scotland, (ed) M.J. Thorpe, Vol. 1, p. 46; and L, & P„ Vol. XIX, (1) p. 324, £f. Foedera. 
Vol. XV, 22; see also ‘indentur of Covenant between Kinge Henry viij and Mathew Earle of Lenox’, 
confirming the above indenture on 26 June 1544, B.L. Additional MS. 4149, fols 22r-25v.
322 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 399 and 403.
323 l . & P.. Vol. XIX, (1) pp.475-6, £f. Foedera. Vol. XV, 29. As one mark = 13/4 in the pound: 6,800 
mks Scots = £4,492:10:8 Scots or £1,123:2:8 Sterling; which confirms the ratio of £4:0:0 Scottish to 
£1:0:0 Sterling suggested in Appendix 1 of this thesis. For the very long list of mainly attainted lands 
granted to Lennox and Margaret Douglas on 12 July 1544 (36 Henry VHP. see L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (1) pp. 
475-6 and Grant No. 96, pp. 627-8.
324 ¡bid, pp. 476-7.
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received his letters patent of denization as an English subject, 325 ancj on the 10^ he and 
Margaret Douglas were married.32^
‘Henry VIII, in the meantime’, says R J. Knecht, ‘sent a huge army to Calais 
under the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk. After penetrating France, it divided into two 
parts: the first, under Norfolk, laid seige to Montreuil, while the second under Suffolk, 
beseiged Boulogne. On 14 July [1544] Henry himself crossed the Channel and assumed 
command of the latter’.321 According to G.R. Elton, ‘the army of over 40,000 men ... 
was impressive: the biggest expedition launched from England for over a century, well 
equipped and well organized’. The failure and ‘humiliation before Montreuil’ says Elton, 
‘in part nullified the apparent glory of Boulogne; and the capture of that city proved to be 
less a triumph than a burdensome complication since Henry clung to this supposed 
evidence of his martial greatness with a quite absurd tenacity, long after it was proved 
that the city had no value. Finally, Elton concludes, ‘on the very day that Boulogne fell 
to the English, [on 18 September 1544] Charles V ... made peace with France at
Crepy’.32^
With the forces of Charles V and Henry VIII in France occupying Francis I's 
attention, it is not known precisely when the French king was told of Lennox's defection 
to England. A certain Mr. John Campbell,32^ with whom Lennox had sent letters to 
Francis I, wrote to the Earl from Dieppe on 15 March [1544] that he had heard 
disturbing rumours from merchants and others that ‘the quenis grace has nocht sa gryt 
ane innymye or onfrend as ye ar, and that ye haif waystyd and spe[ndyt?] and daly 
spendys and waistis the kyng of Francys monye’. Cambell enlarges on these concerns 
and the consequences ‘for and [it] be of veryte that is said of yowe heir ye haif done 
[all?] ye can tyll tyn your self your broder and mony otherris your [lordship] frendis and 
servandis’.33^ Apparently, Francis I was so angry when he discovered that Lennox 
had abandoned French interests in Scotland that he imprisoned Lennox's younger 
brother, John Stewart, now 5th Sieur d'Aubigny, in the Bastille;33! where he remained
325  ibid, p. 624, ‘Matthew, earl of Lynox. Denization. Westminister, 6 July [1544] Pat. 36 Henry VIII. p. 
20 m. 20. Rymcr IFoederal XV, 37’. Lennox's secretary, Thomas Bishop, received his denization at the 
same time, Ibid, p. 624.
326 L  & P.. vol. XIX, (1) p. 547.
32 2 rj. Knecht, Francis I. p. 368 ct seq. See also J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. pp. 446-50; and D.L. 
Potter, ‘England, France and the German Princes’, Ch. 3, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 81-163, and ‘Foreign Policy 
in the age of Reformation ... 1544-1547’, passim.
32  ^ G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, pp. 307-8. For the Treaty of Crepy, see R.J. Knecht, Francis I. 
pp. 370-1, £f. L. & P, Vol. XIX, (2) 198-9, 205, 213, 249,291.
329  Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 70, n. 3. The editor, Annie Cameron says, ‘A John 
Campbell appears on record about this date as a “noble youth” whom the Prior of Ardchattan designated as 
his successor’, cf. L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (1) p. 232, and Epistolae Reg. Scot. 2. 198.
33^ Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, pp. 68-9.
3 3 1 E. Cust, Stuarts of Aubignv. p. 72.
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until the accession of Henri II in 1547,332 despite Henri's appeal to Marie de Guise 
when he was still the Dauphin that ‘vous scavez le temps quil y a que le le Sieur 
Daubigny fut prins et constitue prisonnier pour la faulte commise par le Conte de Lenox 
son frere’.333 Henri asks the Queen Dowager in this letter, to investigate in Scotland 
and ascertain whether Aubigny had been involved in his brother's defection, and if not, 
to ‘advertir le Roy monseigneur et pere [Francis I] de ce quen aurez trouve affin que ce 
paouvre gentilhomme. A qui Je desire fere plaisir laiant tousiours congneu homme de 
bien et affectioune a me fere service soit delivre et mis en liberte si Ion veoit quil soit
ingnocent’.334
Reactions in Scotland to Lennox's defection to the English party, the fear and 
alarm caused by Hertford's invasion, and Arran's and Beaton's failure to combat or 
even deter it gave the Queen Dowager the opportunity to rally support for the deposition 
of Arran, on the grounds of incompetence, in order to replace him as Regent of Scotland 
during the minority of her daughter. To this end, she called a Convention of the 
Estates335 m meet at Linlithgow on 28 May 1544; of which Sir George Douglas 
personally informed Hertford at Leith on 15 May. Hertford reported to Henry VIII the 
same day, that Douglas also had said that ‘he wolde serve your majestie for his parte in 
such soorte as your highnes wolde appoynt, trustyng that his brother wold do the 
semblable ... and that the Governor, the Cardynall, thErles of Huntley and Argile, 
w[er]e moche perplexed with tharryvall here of your majestes power’ and lastly, 
Douglas said that ‘at Sant Androwes fyve shipps out of Fraunce [had arrived] which 
brought theym newes of some good ayde to be shortelly with theym out of Fraunce’.336 
On 31 March 1544, Scottish ambassadors, Sir John Campbell of Lundy and Mr. David 
Paniter had been sent to Francis 1,337 an(j letters and dispatches delivered by the French
332 ‘m . D'Aubigny, brother to the Earl of Lynes [Lennox], a Scottish Lord, whom his brother has long 
kept in prison in the Bastilian in Paris, for his brother's offence, has been enlarged’, Lord Cobham to the 
Protector, Calais, 18 April 1547, C. S. P. . Foreign, Edward VI. p. 331.
3-^3 n .L.S. Adv. MSS. 29.2.1, fol. 72. Published in Miscellany of the Maitland Club. Vol. 1, part 2, 
Edinburgh, (1833), p. 214.
334 ibid. Aubigny wrote to Marie de Guise on 18 April that he had been released, and 24 June, that the 
King [Henri II] had given him command of 100 Scottish lances, and thanks her for her letters to the King 
on his behalf. Balcarres Papers, vol. 1, p. 128 & n. 2 and p. 143. The editor, Marguerite Wood, dates 
these two letters to 1546, but in view of Cobham's statement of 18 April 1547, they were clearly written 
in 1547.
335 ‘Convention of the Estates: meeting of the estates of the realm held with less formality than a 
Parliament, without judicial powers but with legislative and tax-imposing powers’, Diet, of Sc. Hist., p. 
46.
336 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 372. Hertford also informed Henry that ‘we do entend to morrowe to bum 
this towne of Legh [Leith], and so to marche homewardes by land,[to Berwick] and do all thannoyance we 
can to thenemyes bothe in the divastacion and spoyle of the countrey in the waye of our retome’, Ibid, p. 
371.
332 l . & P„ Vol. XIX (1) p. 141. Sir John Campbell of Lundy was the Queen Dowager's maitre d'hotel, 
Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 70, n. 3, (not to be confused with Lennox's correspondent 
Supra, n. 329.). David Paniter at this time was 1st Vicar of the Church of Carstairs, Glasgow, Prior of St. 
Mary's Isle of Galloway, Commendator of the Abbey of Cambuskenneth and principal Secretary of State
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ships in mid-May,33 8 must have given the Queen Dowager added confidence for the 
forthcoming Convention. On 16 May, Alexander Gordon339 had a French secretary 
(probably from one of the ships) write to the Dowager that ‘jay faict faire les 
proclamations quil vous avon pleu me commander’ at Perth and Dundee;340 and $jr 
George Douglas assured her on 26 May that ‘I am and ever salbe reddy to do your grace 
service according to your honour and the common welth of this reaulme at the uttermaist 
of my power as knawis the etemall God’.341
Due to Hertford's invasion the Convention was transferred to Stirling and 
‘convented in the Grey Friars on the 3 June inst.’ where a ‘Great Council of 16 persons, 
viz. 12 temporal and 4 spiritual agreed with the advice of other nobles by 6 June, that the 
governor and Queen Mother should be joined in equal authority’. As the Governor did 
not affirm this at that time or in the following days, the ‘Lords gave their decree 
suspending him from office, and chose the Queen mother to use the said office of 
government’ on 12 June 1544.342 a  Convention, however, lacked the power to depose 
the Governor, therefore the Dowager called for a Parliament to meet at Stirling on 12 
November. Arran, who had gone to Edinburgh to rally support dismissed the 
Provost343 Sir Adam Otterburn, (a client of Cardinal Beaton who had imposed him on 
the Town Council in 1543); anticipated the Dowager and summoned a Parliament to 
meet at Edinburgh on 6 November.344 Between June and November a reconciliation 
between the parties was effected so that on the second day of the "Governor’s" 
parliament, on 7 November 1544, the one called by the Dowager for Stirling was
and Scottish envoy, having already been on an embassy to France in January 1542. R. Keith, An Historical 
Catalogue of Scottish Bishops.... Edinburgh, (1824) p. 192.
338 Unfortunately, letters to the Queen Dowager £t a] seem not to have survived, but there is a letter from 
Paniter to George Forrester from ‘Codcbck’ (Caudebec-sur-Seine) 22 April 1544, published in Scottish 
Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 74-5.
339 Alexander Gordon, (1516-75) brother of George, 4th Earl of Huntly; unsuccessful candidate for the 
bishoprics of Caithness and the Isles and the Archbishopric of Glasgow (for which he was consecrated); 
titular Archbishop of Athens; joined the reformers and reformed his diocese; Lord of Session 1566. Diet, of 
Sc. Hist., p. 87.
340 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 82-3. The editor notes that only the signature is 
autograph. The proclamations were for the forthcoming Convention.
341 ibid, p. 85, which is almost identical to that which he had promised Hertford he would do for Henry 
VIII and England eleven days previously!
342 L. & P.. Vol XIX, (1) pp. 413-5; State Papers. Vol. V, p. 391; C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J.M. Thorpe, 
Vol. 1, p. 47. Signatories: the Bishops of Glasgow, Moray, Dunblane and Orkney; the Earls of Angus, 
Bothwell, Montrose, Huntly, Cassillis, Marischal, Menteith, Murrey, Argyll and Erroll; the Lords William 
Crichton of Sanquhar, Robert Maxwell, Hugh Somerville, John Erskine, William [sic] Walter Lindsay of 
St. John, Hugh Lovell; and Sir George Douglas and Sir John Campbell of Cawdor. The notable abstention: 
Cardinal Beaton, Chancellor and Archbishop of St. Andrews.
343 ‘Provost: originally the officer appointed to have charge of any Royal estate, but came to be applied 
especially of officer in charge of a burgh, who in time was elected by the community’, Diet, of Sc. Hist., 
p. 176. During the 1540s and 1550s the Edinburgh Town Council ‘had to suffer a series of nominees as 
Provost... none of them a burgess’, M. Lynch, Edinburgh and the Reformation, p. 69.
344 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 445.
declared to be of no effect, and the Earls of Angus and Bothwell and Sir George 
Douglas were pardoned for their treason.345
Evidence of how the reconciliation was reached between the Governor and the 
Dowager is not conclusive, although ‘the terms of the settlement suggest that although 
Mary [of Guise] had to capitulate, she did so upon honourable conditions. Contradictory 
accounts ascribe the part of mediator both to Beaton and to [Sir George] Douglas’.346 in 
the event, ‘Mary of Guise herself, having made her political point, found herself chief of 
a council of sixteen who would from now on advise the Governor, a check on Arran's 
power which some of the prelates had long recommended’.347 The "Governor's" 
parliament sat until December 1544; and meantime part of the settlement had been agreed 
at a meeting of the Scottish Privy Council on 18 November 1544 at Stirling,
‘the quhilk day becaus my lord governor and lordis of counsale 
understandis yat throw ye divisioun yt hes laitlie bene betwix his grace and 
vyeris noblis of ye realme yair hes bene sundry that hes bene his contrair 
part takaris put to our soveraine Lad[yis] home and yair gudis disponit 
upponn as escheit and now because yair is gude amitié and parfite concord 
betwix my lord governor and all partyis. Thair foir his grace with avyst of 
his lordis of coun[cil] dischargis all processes of homyng’.348 
A second Act ‘ye samin day my lord governor ye quenis grace and haill 
counsale discharged callit and annullit ... all actis and ordinances maid 
befoir at quhatsumevir conventionis at Sniveling ... suspendand my lord 
gouvemour fra administratioun of his office of govemament and tutorie.
And decemis ye samin to haif bene fra ye begyning and to be in all tymes 
cuming of nane availl force nor [effect] ... and declaris yat ye noble men 
and all vyer personis y* wes at the making of ye saidis actis ordinances and 
summondis or hes bene with her grace sensyne in counsale of vyer wayis 
aganis my lord governor and his autorité hes comyttit na fait nor cryme ...
And yat yai salbe never callit nor accusit yerfoir nor incur ony dampnage 
strait or hurt in yer landes personis benefices and gudes. And gif his grace 
hes consavit ony displesors or rancor aganis ony man ... he ramittes ye 
samin hartfullie. And feryer condamis ane declaratioun heirof to be maid in
parliament’.349
345 ibid, p. 447. On 1 February 1552 the ‘thre Estatis of Parliament’ passed an act concerning the articles 
of the Convention held at Stirling on 18 November 1544, which declared that ‘my Lord Gouemour with the 
auise of the Quenis grace and counsall Hes declarit and declaris that the Nobill men and all vther persounis 
that was at the making of the saidis actis ordanancis and summoundis or hes bene with hir grace sensyne in 
counsall or vtherwayis aganis my Lord Gouemour and his autorite hes committit na fault nor cryme and 
thairfoir my Lord Gouemour and counsall foirsaid dischargeis thame thairof now and ever and that they 
neuer sail be callit nor accusit nor incur ony dampnage skaith or hurt in thair persounis landis beneficis and 
gudis’, Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 489.
346 Scottish Corresooncence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 64-5. For the relevent letters, June to November 
1544, I M , pp. 89-120.
347 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 188.
348 § r o. Hamilton Muniments, G.D. 406, M l/1/10. ‘Letters of homing’ (16th c.) law: a warrant in 
the name of the sovereign charging the persons named to act as ordered, viz. to pay a debt; under penalty of 
being ‘put to horn’: proclaimed as an outlaw or rebel, Concise Scots Dictionary, (ed) M. Robinson &  al, 
Aberdeen U.P., (1985) pp. 296 and 369.
349 § r o. Hamilton Muniments, G.D. 406, M l/1/10. A separate copy o f this ‘Extractum de libro 
actorum secreti consilij per me Magistrum Thomas Maioribanks de Ratho clericum Rotulorum 
Registri....’, also survives in the Hamilton Muniments, (G.D. 406, M l/1/9), which Arran presumably had
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On the last day of the parliament, 12 December 1544, the Douglases, (Angus and Sir 
George) and Bothwell were again pardoned for ‘allegeit crimes of tressounn’ and the 
earls of Glencairn and Cassillis and Hugh Campbell of Loudon their kin, friends, 
tennants and adherents were given a remission for ‘all crimes of treason’ committed 
before this day.350
In the general spirit of reconciliation, Arran wrote once again in the name of Mary 
Queen of Scots to Pope Paul III on 5 December reminding him that ‘the cathedral see of 
Dunkeld has been void nearly a year, for which she commended John abbot of Paisley, 
brother of the Governor’, deferred, no doubt, Arran suggested, to ‘the importunities of 
some to whom it is not enough that this realm is harassed by war without and faction 
within’. Therefore, ‘it would make for quiet if this John, a man of singualr wisdom, 
were soon given as bishop to the rude and wild people among whom this see is situate, 
and burdened with no other pension than £1,000 Scots assigned to a certain 
nobleman’.351 Also on 5 December, Wharton wrote to Shrewsbury352 including recent 
information which he had received from Lord Somerville ‘that Mr. David Panter wrote to
had copied for his own records. These two documents appear to be the only surviving records of the 
Scottish Privy Council prior to 1545. The first document in volume one of Register of the Privy Council 
of Scotland, is dated 5 June 1545. The remaining Hamilton Muniments at Lennoxlove are currently being 
catalogued at the Scottish Record Office, and I am obliged to Mr. David Brown for allowing me to use his 
room to view the documents while he was in the process of cataloguing them. The reference numbers 
allocated to the Hamilton Muniments are the work-in-progress ones and may possibly change by the time 
of completion of the catalogue. I am also grateful to his Grace, the Duke of Hamilton, for his permission 
to photocopy these and other relevent documents from Lennoxlove. It is probably timely to note at this 
point that there are some very large gaps in the Scottish State Papers. Apart from natural disasters and 
domestic vicissitudes, the vast majority of the Scottish State Papers were removed and sent to London and 
lodged in the Tower following the successful campaign in Scotland by Oliver Cromwell's army in August 
1651. After the Restoration, Charles II ordered that the State Papers should be returned to Scotland. 
‘Packed in hogsheads and chests, the records were loaded aboard the frigate Eagle which sailed from 
Gravesend for Leith in the second week of December [1660]. Because of stormy weather and serious 
overloading, she was forced to seek shelter in Yarmouth roads where, on 13 December the Elizabeth, a 
merchant ship of Burntisland, arrived and Major Fletcher of the Eagle ordered 85 hogsheads to be put aboard 
her, in spite of protests from the Clerk Register's deputy who was travelling with the records. The two 
ships were to sail in convoy but for some reason the Elizabeth set out on her own and the next day ran into 
heavy storms, sprang a leak, and on 18 December John Wemyss, the captain, had to abandon his ship 
which sank almost immediately. He and his crew were saved and the Eagle reached Leith with the 
remainder of the cargo on 20 December [1660]. Fletcher and Wemyss were exonerated from blame, and the 
loss, although serious enough, seems to have been confined to papers and parchments’, Anon, ‘History of 
the National Archives’, (Leaflet No. 1) Scottish Record Office, (no date).
350 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, pp. 449-50.
351 L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (2) p. 431. Arran had written to the Pope on 17 June 1544, making the same 
request, L. & P.. Vol. XIX (1) p. 445. On 5 December 1544 he also addressed a letter in the same vein to 
Cardinal Carpi, adding ‘with special retention of Paisley monastery’, Ibid. Vol. XIX, (2) p. 431. Cardinal 
Carpi, (Rodolfo Pio) ‘had special charge of Scottish affairs at Rome’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of 
Scotland, p. 67. The ‘certain nobleman’ appears to have been ‘Alexander Campbell brother of the earl of 
Argyll’, for whom, from ‘the fruits of the see one thousand pounds Scots might be reserved’, J. Dowden, 
‘The Bishops of Dunkeld’, p. 65, or perhaps it may have been the Governor's son, John Hamilton? R.K. 
Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls’, p.39.
352 Francis Talbot, 5th Earl of Shrewsbury, ‘was a leading military commander on the Scottish Borders in 
1544-5’, G. Bernard, The Power of the Early Tudor Nobility. A Study of the 4th and 5th Earls of 
Shrewsbury. Sussex, (1985) p. 59.
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the Governor that the king of France wills the marriage of the Queen to the Dauphin's 
SOn,353 and jf tf,at were not granted no help would come from France; whereat the lords 
and Governor were ill content’.354 On 29 December, Shrewsbury reported to the 
English Council that ‘the French Ambassador355 js now depeched out of Scotland to 
France for ayde o f men, money and munycyon’.356 Qn \ January 1545 one of Lord 
Eure's spys reported the ‘he sawe of Saint Abbes heid xx sale of shippes. I beleve it is 
the Scotes shippes bowne southwerd towerdes Fraunce’ ... and another of Eure's spys 
reported that the ‘Governor, the Cardinall and the other lordes that was assembled at then- 
last counsaill haithe promised and maid band to the Frenche ambassador, that the Frenche 
Kinge shall have the yonge Quene, to marye where he list, — and uppon that have geven 
theire writinges and seales; and also that thei shall at the springe of the yere, send bothe 
the yonge Quene and the old into Fraunce’.357
The fragile reconciliation of November/December 1544 lasted but a few weeks. 
The Douglases and Cassillis, pardoned for treason on 12 December were once again 
intriguing with Henry VIII early in 1545;358 and Lennox, whom Henry had proclaimed 
Lieutenant for the North of England and Southern Scotland on 8 August 1544,359 was 
instructed ‘to practice with the Scots, either to get the Young Princess into our hands or 
to entre a jelou[sye] in the heades of the gouvernours and others, and to sow devision 
amonge them’.360 Qn 15 February 1545, Sir George Douglas wrote to Henry VIII,
353 Francis, later Francis II, son of Henri, Dauphin and Catherine de Medici, bom 19 Jan. 1544.
354 L. & P„ Vol. XIX (2) p. 430.
355 Probably still Jacques de La Brosse, whom Shrewsbury had reported to the Queen [Catherine Parr] and 
Council on 29 July 1544, was the ‘Frenche ambassadour resident with her’ [the Dowager]; which 
information came from letters, intercepted by Rye fishermen off the Scarborough coast, carried by a French 
messenger, Sieur de Bauldreul, ‘sent expresslie towards the French king’ with letters from the Governor, 
Cardinal, Dowager and Ambassador, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 434. On 6 August 1544, the Council of
the North had notified the Council with the Queen that ‘we send to the queen Sr de Bauldrell, Alexander the 
Italian and two other of the Scottish and French prisoners lately taken at Scardburgh Yorks ... the Sr de 
Bauldell, as we be informed by a surgeon, is diseased in the head with the Frenche poxe and also with 
another unhonest disease’, L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (2) p. 18.
356 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 535.
3^7 ibid, pp. 537-8. See also L. & P.. Vol. XX (1) p. 2. As noted previously, the deliberations of the 
Scottish Privy Council are wanting before June 1545. Also wanting between 29 March 1544 and 13 Feb. 
1545, are The Acts of the Lords of Council, note on page, 358.
358 l . & P.. Vol. XX, (1) pp. 134 and 178-9. Although in the case of Cassillis there were extenuating 
circumstances in that ‘the safety of Kennedy hostages in England depended on his support’, M.H.B. 
Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 199.
359 p , n . B.. Vol. XVIII, p. 1220, £f. State Papers. 449; See also, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. 
p. 70. [N.B. Acts of the Privy Council of England are wanting between 22 July 1543 and 10 May 1545: 
see notation, A.P.C.. (ed) J. Dasent, Vol. 1, (1542-1547) London, (1870). p. 157.]
360 L. & P.. Vol. XIX, (2) pp. 433-4. On 3 Jan. 1545, James Douglas of Drumlanrig reported to the 
Queen Dowager that ‘the erle of Lynnox is cumit to Carilele in the intent to lawbour and solist the 
bordoraris of this part and utheris gentill men of thir countreis that he may mak be his lawbour and the 
King of Ingland monye to tak the faith of Ingland’. He assured her however that ‘I belief your grace sail 
heir that this countre [Nyddisdaill, Galloway and Annardaill] sail preif gude Scottis men’, Scottish 
Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 128.
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having not dared to write before because he had heard that ‘the King was sore displeased 
with him’. On being reassured by Sir Ralph Eure, Douglas reported that on 11 February 
two French ships arrived with letters for the Queen, Governor and Cardinal brought by ‘a 
gentleman calld Lacrois361 who departed lately out of Scotland returns in a Scottish ship 
called the Lavon (Lion) bringing the Order of France to the Governor and 40,000 
cr[owns]’i furthermore, ‘Captain Lorge Mongommere comes in March with 6,000 men, 
waged and victualled for six months, and 400,000 cr[owns]; and army of 40,000 under 
the Duke of Gweisse shall land in England; the Emperor and French king are agreed in all 
things and the Emperor will be your enemy’; he also informed Henry that he had ‘caused 
his brother the earl of Angus to deliver up his commission of lieutentantship on the 
ground that promises to him are not kept’.362
These ominous tidings were followed a few weeks later by news of the English 
defeat by the Scots at Ancrum Moor where, on 27 February 1545, Sir Ralph Euers and 
Sir Brian Layton, captain of Northam castle, were slain. They had led a force of some 
4,000 English, "Assured Scots" and Borderers on a raid into Teviotdale, sacked and 
burnt Melrose and Jedburgh Abbeys before encountering a much smaller Scottish 
contingent under ‘the Governor, thErles of Angwishe, Bothewel [and] Glencairn’.363 
According to an English eyewitness, ‘the chief cause of this overthrowe proceded of the 
treason of the assured Scottes of Tyvydale; whose advise and chiefely the Lardes of 
Bonjedwourth,364 js sayed that Sir Rafe Evres did onely folowe that day. And when 
the bataile was joyned, they pretending to be our frendes, did kyll and take mo Englisshe 
men that day, then did any of thenemyes’. He also reported the astonishing sight of 
Arran's meeting with Angus after the affray when the Governor ‘toke the saide Erie of 
Anguishe about the necke, and kyssed him xx times, saying —  Wo wourth him that 
caused him to have any suspicion or mistrust in the said erle for Englondes cause, for he 
had that day showed a trew partie and don a grete good dayes worke to Scotlande’.365
361 Possibly, ‘La Croix, Nicolas Bouju, envoyé français’, J-D. Pariset, Les Relations entre La France et 
L'Allemagne, mentioned here only as an envoy to Germany. On 3 Feb. 1545, Francis I sent a commission 
to ‘nostre très cher et très amé fils le Dauphin, duc de Bretagne, gouverneur et nostre lieutenant general en 
nostre pays et duché de Normandie’, et les Sieurs d'Annebault et de Matignon, primarily to impose a further 
levy on his subjects in Normandy, but also ‘sa majesté envoyé aussy des troupes en Escosse et fait passer 
bon nombre de galleres et de vaisseaux ronds de la mer du Levant a celle du Ponent pour sa dite armée’, 
Correspondance de Joachim de Matignon.... par L-H. Labande, Paris & Monaco, (1914), p. 114.
362 L. & P.. Vol. XX, (1) pp. 88-9. The Queen Dowager had appointed Angus as Lieutenant-General of 
Scotland at the Convention at Stirling in June 1544. Ridpath observes, that at this time ‘the court of 
England had great resentment against the Douglases, who had been so long protected by Henry, and had 
come under such strong engagements to support his interest in Scotland: notwithstanding which, they had 
gone over to the party of the Cardinal and Governor’, G. Ridpath, Border History, p. 380, n. 3.
363 Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, p. 569.
364 Bonjedworth, Douglas and Laird of: cousin of Sir George Douglas, assured to England and chief of 
George Douglas's council in Edinburgh. Hamilton Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 207, 503 and 581.
365 Shrewsbury & etc. to Henry VIII, Newcastle, 3 March 1545, Ibid, p. 565. For a detailed description of 
the battle see, G. Ridpath, Border History, pp. 380-1.
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This sudden rush of patriotism by Angus is attributed to the Earl’s anger on hearing that 
the Douglas graves had been disturbed at Melrose Abbey.366 Ridpath, however, 
suggests that it was also that ‘the Earl of Angus was roused by them to exert himself in 
defence of his country; and, at the same time, of his private interest, for he had great 
possessions both in Merse and Teviotdale, which the English had seized or ravaged’.367 
The need to close ranks occasioned Marie de Guise to make a Bond of Manrent with the 
governor that she be ‘bondin and ob list... to oure richt weil belouit cousin James erle of 
Arran gouemour of oure derrest dochteris realme of Scotland’, at Stirling on 6 March
1545.368
In early March, the unwelcome news of the Scottish victory at Ancrum Moor 
reached Paget,369 who had arrived in Brussels the week before to negotiate with the 
Emperor the comprehension of England in the Treaty of Crépy. Equally unwelcome to 
the English was the presence of David Paniter who had recently arrived in Brussels,370 
having spent the previous ten or eleven months at the French court. Paniter had arrived 
there with the full support of Francis I, who had been arguing for several months with 
Charles V, the case for Scotland's retrospective inclusion in the same treaty. In 
December 1544, Francis had appointed the Sieur de Morette 371 an(j Jacques 
Mesnage,372 to investigate Scotland's case. Mesnage, who had spent much of 1543 in 
Scotland and, having had access to the Scottish State Papers, was ideally suited to argue 
Scotland's case for inclusion in the treaty. Mesnage argued on the basis that the ‘Scots 
had been allies of France for 500 years’; that Scotland had been included in the ‘treaties 
of Madrid (1526) and Cambrai (1529)’, and as both treaties ‘had been confirmed in the 
text’ of the Treaty of Crépy, therefore Scotland should now be included. Moreover, as 
the treaty was for ‘la generale pacification de la Republique chrestienne’, and allowed for 
the inclusion of any prince; and ‘Charles had comprehended all “quilz soient obeyssants a
366 Diurnal of Occurents. p. 38.
367 g . Ridpath, Border History, p. 380.
368 H.M.C. 11th Report. Appendix. Part VI. p. 36. See also J. Wormald, Bonds of Manrent. 1442-1603. 
p. 385, £f, S.R.O. Hamilton Muniments, Box 102.
369 Petre to Paget, 5 March 1545, Hamilton Papers, vol. 2, p. 569. Cardinal Famese was informed that ‘la 
défaite infligée par les Ecossais aux Anglais, nouvelle que le nonce avait transmise récemment, est exacte’, 
Correspondance de Nonces en France, vol. 3, p. 337. The French published a pamphlet entitled, La deffaict 
des Anglois par les Ecossois faicte Le Jour de Jcudit Sainct dernier, çf, M.H. Merriman, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 
110, n. 5.
370 Came to Henry VIII, Bruxelles, 21 Feb. 1545, L. & P.. Vol. XX (1) p. 102.
371 Charles Du Solier, Sieur de Morette, gentilhomme de la chambre, who was granted a ‘don d'une 
pension viagère de 1,200 livres tournois par an, [? 16 Nov. 1547]’, Actes de Henri IL Vol. 1, p. 432, çf.
B.N. Fonds français 5127, fol. 52v.
372 ‘Jacques Ménage, Sieur de Cagny (mort en 1551) ... conseiller au Parlement de Rouen, plus 
spécialement chargé du règlement juridique des conflits entre Valois et Habsbourg’, J-D. Pariset, Relations 
entre La France et L'Allemagne, p. 40, n. 5 p. 44. See also, D.L. Potter, Ph. D.Thesis, pp. 86-8, for 
Mesnage's rôle in Franco/Imperial négociations during 1545.
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lempereur”; why could not Francis include his allies’?373 The sticking point and 
problem for the Emperor was Henry VIII, who would not countenance the inclusion of 
Scotland unless they agreed to the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to Prince Edward. 
This impasse became an insurmountable barrier at this time and Scotland was not 
comprehended in the treaty. Scotland, however, did not depart empty-handed. Paniter 
was able to negotiate a useful trade agreement with the Emperor which, in purely 
pragmatic terms, was more valuable than a somewhat transitory peace treaty. On 28 
April 1545 the ‘Agreement of Antwerp’ was concluded; the Emperor declared that he 
“entend en acune maniere envahir ledict Royaulme d'Escosse ou les subgectz d'iceulx”, 
and henceforth the ‘merchants of the Low Countries carrying safe-conducts under the 
Great Seal of Scotland could trade in Flanders’.374 Qn 19 December 1545, Paniter 
delivered to the Scottish Privy Council ‘the trete maid betwix the Emperor ... and the 
realme of Scotland, tuiching the frequenting and hanting of merchandis to Flandris’;375 
this was a few days after he had notified Marie de Guise that he had been nominated as 
Bishop of Ross.376
Paniter's diplomatic activities in Brussels, the defeat at Ancrum Moor and the 
imminent departure of a French expeditionary force to Scotland, prompted the English to 
transfer mercenaries from Calais in such numbers as had not been seen in England since 
the reign of Henry VII. In March 1544, according to G.J. Millar, 1,300 Spanish 
arquebusiers under ‘Pedro de Gamboa, were collected at Dover and conveyed by sea to 
Newcastle’. These were followed by bands, mainly of cavalry, numbering almost 2,000: 
‘German men-at-arms; hacquebutiers of horseback; and Albanian stradiots’.377 ‘Francis 
I, having moved Henry commit the larger portion of his mercenary strength to the 
defence of England’, argues Millar, ‘had resolved to isolate Boulogne’. This was to be 
achieved by amassing ‘a fleet powerful enough to command the Channel, blockade the 
southern ports, and detain Henry's troops in England’.378 At the same time, a French 
expeditionary force was to be sent to Scotland to ensure that the English maintained their 
Border garrisons and to fulfill the Scottish pleas for aid at the same time, thus facilitating
373 M.H. Merriman, Ph. D.Thesis, pp. 148-9, çf. B.N. Fonds Français 17,888 fol. 403. For a detailed 
account of the negotiations in Brussels at this time, Ibid, pp. 145-53.
374 ibid, p. 152, n. 4, £f. Rijksarchief in Middlcburg, Copulaet, IX, fols 378-80.
375 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 18. See also, L. & P.. Vol. XX (2) p. 501.
376 Ibid, p. 487. Although his provision by Paul III was not made until 28 Nov 1547, and ‘he was not 
consecrated till after seven years abroard’, J. Dowden, Bishops of Scotland, p. 227.
377 G.J. Millar, Tudor Mercenaries, p. 133 & n. 1 & 2. çf. L. & P„ Vol. XX (1) pp. 194 & 246; P.R.O. 
SP. 1/198/48. Millar adds that ‘Henry also contemplated sending 4,000 landsknechts into the north of 
England, but he was unable to get them out of Germany’, Ibid, p. 133, n. 2. For a more detailed 
elaboration on this point see, JJ. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 453.
378 g .J. Millar, Tudor Mercenaries, p. 136.
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the overall objective, according to R J. Knecht, of ‘the recapture [of Boulogne] by the 
Dauphin's army in Picardy’.379
Thus Henry, abandoned by the Emperor and confronted by England's ancient 
enemies, France and Scotland, ‘awaited invasion from three or four quarters’ observes 
J.J. Scarisbrick, by two powers whom she [England] had drawn against herself and 
whose common cause she had herself largely re-fashioned\380 Three armies of over 
30,000 men were drawn-up in the South: one in Kent under Suffolk; one in Essex under 
Norfolk; one in the West under Arundel; on the Borders another under Hertford; whilst 
at sea, the Lord Admiral waited with 12,000 men to attack the invasion fleet; and another 
army was drawn-up at Boulogne.381 ‘Francis, in the meantime’, according to R.J. 
Knecht, ‘assembled an army of 30,000 men in Normandy and seven compagnies 
d'ordonnances in Picardy. He also gathered at Le Havre a fleet of more than 200 ships, 
including galleys of the Mediterranean fleet’. In early July, ‘the English admiral, Lord 
Lisle, planned to attack the French fleet in its anchorage but was frustrated by bad 
weather’. The only substantial damage to the French fleet was self-inflicted. Admiral 
d'Annebault's flagship Le Philippe, was destroyed by fire on 12 July, and the next day 
his new flagship, Grande Maistresse. ran aground. Despite these mishaps the fleet sailed 
out of Le Havre on 16 July, and entered the Solent a few days later, an engagement 
ensued during which the Mary Rose sank with the loss of 500 men, not as a result of 
French action, but after a breeze had sprung up and water had poured through her open 
gun-ports. On 21 July, ‘the French landed on the Isle of Wight and burnt a few villages 
before they were driven back to their ships’. Another landing took place at Seaford, and 
in August, a brief skirmish near Beachy Head concluded this ignominious encounter for 
both sides.382 ‘England had run herself into an impasse: she could not continue this 
crippling war’, says Scarisbrick; Henry's ‘enemies stood about him, he had no friends, 
his mercenaries had swindled him, his packed ships were soon stricken with plague 
which caried off hundreds of men’.383
Soon after the victory at Ancrum Moor, John Hay384 was sent to France in 
March 1545, and about the same time ‘six vessels arrived from Scotland to aid the
379 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 372. On 2 March 1545, Charles de Riart wrote to the Deputy of Calais of 
the rumour that ‘the Dauphin is going to Scotland, but until the King of France wins Boulogne I have 
heard that he will not depart thence - or until he gives battle to the king [of England]’, L. & P.. Vol. XX 
(1) p. 133.
^80 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 454.
381 ¡bid, P- 349. £f. L. & P.. Vol. XX (1) pp. 467-8.
38:3 R.J. Knecht. Francis I. p. pp. 372-3. See also J.J. Scarisbrick. Henrv VIII. pp. 455-6.
383 Ibid, pp. 455-6.
3 8 4 ‘John Hay, the Cardinal's nephew was often employed in diplomatic business’, Scottish  
Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 138, n. 2. He had been sent to the court of Christian III of 
Denmark in 1544 and subsequently to France the same year, Ibid, p. 103. On 1 Dec. 1547, Hay told Odet 
de Selve that the "lettres de naturalité" accorded to him by Francis I to hold an ecclesiastical benefice in 
France, had been granted by Henri II, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 246.
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F r e n c h 85 On 15 May, Hay informed the Queen Dowager from Brest of the 
‘preparatione mayd heir till speid haim the kyngis help and support, the quhilk now is 
reddy in Brest in Monsieur de Lorges386 handis’ which included ‘ane grit quantatie of 
poulderis artailzery bollett hakbuttis pykis vymis flour irne with twa thowsand Vc 
[2,500] futmen, of the quhilkis ther salbe iijc [300] hakbuttairis on hors, the Scottis men 
of arms weill monttit and in ordour with XL [40] archeiris of the gaird’. Furthermore, in 
addition to ‘the last X thousand frankins [10,000] sent your grace be the Newhavin, that 
ther suld be send you instantly viij thousand [8,000] frankis’.387 a  few dayS iater Gn 18 
May the Seigneur de Lorges wrote to the Dowager to inform her that ‘j'envoye le Sieur 
de Moullins388 mon lieutenant vers vous ... pour ce que je m'asseure avec le secours 
estre par dela quasi aussi tost que luy et vous dire’. Also, he had heard that she is ‘mal 
servye de vins’; so he will ‘envoie une bonne provision et de bien bons’.389
On 31 May 1545 the French force arrived at Dumbarton, and on 4 June ‘thaj wer 
ressavit be the quenis grace and governour with greit dignitie’.390 A few days later on 
the 7th the Privy Council sitting at Glasgow decided ‘foresamekle as Capitane Lorge 
Montgomery, Lieutenant to the Franche Army, devisit be the King of France to cum to 
the Realme of Scotland, for Defenss thairof, aganis our aid Inymyis of Ingland, ... 
tharefor orderis Letteris and Writtingis to be written to all Prelatis, Erlis, Lordis and grete 
Baronis of the Realme, praying thame to convene in Edinburgh the xxiii Day of Junij 
instant, for thair Avise and counsell ... as concernis hielie the Commoun-Wele of this 
Realme, Defenss and Libertie thairof. 391 On 28 June 1545 the Council deliberated an 
Act for,
585 L. & P.. Vol. XX, (1) p. 203. St. Mauris, Imperial ambassador in France, also reported on 31 March 
1545 from Amboise that ‘three weeks ago a Scottish ambassador brought word that without prompt aid the 
Scots must come to terms with the English’, Ibid, p. 203.
586 ‘Jacques de Montgommery, Chevalier de l'ordre du Roy, et son Conseiller et Chambellan Cte. de 
Montgommery, Seigneur de Lorges, capitaine de la garde Écossaise’, Muster Roll, Jan. 1543, W. Forbes- 
Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 2, p. 137. Not his son Gabriel (as cited in L. & P.. Vol. XX (2), Index; 
the Register of the Privy Council of Scotland, vol. 1, p. 3, n. 1; and Scottish Correspondence of Mary of 
Lorraine, p. 140, n. 2). Gabriel de Montgommery replaced Jean Stuart (l'ainé) as lieutentant in the garde 
écossaise in May 1551, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. p. 148; and it was he who mortally wounded 
Henri II with his lance on 30 June 1559. Later, he became one of the leaders of the Protestant Party in 
France and was executed 27 May 1574, Ibid. Vol. 1, pp. 101-2.
587 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 137. According to M. Wolfe, by the early 15th 
century ‘the franc d'or was not struck any longer, and had become a sort of money of acount equivalent to 
the livre tournois’, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France. Yale U.P., (1972) p. 26, n. 3.
588 There is a Monsieur de Mwllynys and/or Mollyns writing to Cardinal Beaton at this time who is styled 
as ‘Moullins’ by the editor of L. & P.. Vol. XX (1) pp. 243-4. It is doubtful that this man is French, 
probably Scottish or Irish judging by his use of the Scottish language in his letters. Perhaps his name was 
"Mullins"?
589 Balcarres Papers, vol. 1, p. 111.
590 Diurnal of Occurrcnts. pp. 38-9. Hertford reported from Newcastle on 4 June 1545 that he had ‘letters 
presently arrived from the Borders confirming the news of the Frenchmen's arrival on the West of Scotland’, 
L. & P.. Vol. XX (1), p. 486.
591 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 3.
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‘raising an Army for the Defence of the Kingdom’ against the ‘commoun 
Inymy of Ingland ... that sen the said maist Cristine King of France hes 
schawin him sa grete and tender Friend and loving Fadir to the Quenis 
Grace, our Souerane Lady, and Defender to this Realme, that baith thai and 
all the remanent Noblis and Baronis of this Realme ... suld be reddy ... 
baith to defend aganis the commoun Inymy of Ingland, and to invaid the 
Realme of Ingland ... understanding the gret Harmes, Skaithis, 
Dampnages, Herschippis, Byrnyngis and Slauchteris done upoun this 
Realme be our saidis auld Inymis of Ingland ... tharefore hes ordanit ane 
gret and universale Army to be rasit of the hale Realm ... als wele Regalite 
as Ryalte, and uther sensable Men, that thai wele bodin in Fere of Were in 
best and maist substantious Maner of Armour and Wappynis, eftir the Form 
of the Actis of Parliament, cum fowart to Rosling Muir the xxviii Day of the 
Moneth of July nixt, and wele furnest with vittalis for the Space of ane
Moneth’.392
Neither the fine words nor the French artillery and combat experience could match 
the grim reality and necessity for "guerrilla" tactics traditionally employed in 
Anglo/Scottish Border warfare. From the French ships were unloaded ‘two large 
culverin with quantities of bullets, powder, pikes and hagbuts, 108 cartloads’, which 
were ‘taken overland making a fearful journey with torrential rain swelling the streams 
and making the roads impassable. It took thirteen horses to drag the two guns up the 
steep slope to Edinburgh Castle and 180 sledges were need to carry the munitions’.393 
Following the Muster at Roslin Muir the French troops and, according to G. Ridpath, 
‘about 15,000 Scots marched towards the Borders at the end of July. The army 
encamped on the side of the Tweed, opposite Wark castle, and sent parties over the river, 
which ravaged the neighbouring villages and fields in England’. When ‘Montgomery, 
seconded by Lord Home, made pressing instances that the whole army should advance 
into England ... the governor and his council would not agree, founding their refusal on 
their want of artillery’.394 ‘Qn 15 September Hertford crossed the Border at 
Coldingham with a large force, including a great number of mercenaries, marched 
through the counties of Merse and Teviotdale, and burnt and ravaged the towns and 
country on the way including the abbeys of Kelso, Dryburgh, Melrose and 
Jedburgh’;395 encountering little resistance from the French or Scots. By the 18
392 Epistolae Jacobi guard. Jacobi quinti, et Mariae. Regum Scotorum.Eorumq; tutorum et Regni 
Guberatorum; Ad Imperatores. Rcges, Pontifices, Principes. Civitates et alios, ab Anno 1505 ad Annum 
1545 . 2 Vol.s (ed) T. Ruddiman, Edinburgh (1722) Vol. 2, pp. 329-32. Reprinted in Acts of the 
Parliament of Scotland. Vol. 2, pp. 595-6. For another order for the Muster at Roslin Muir on 8 July 
1545, see, Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 541. On 2 July 1545 George, Lord Hume, received 100 crowns
from Me Jacques Veau ‘paid by order of Mons. de Lorges, chevalier of the King's order and his Lieutenant 
General in this realm of Scotland towards expences in the recipient's castle’, L. & P.. Vol. XX (1), p. 537.
393 G. Dickinson, ‘Some Notes on the Scottish Army in the first half o f the Sixteenth Century’, S. H. 
R., XXVIII, (1949) p. 141, cf, Treasurers Accounts. Vol. VIII, pp. 377-80, 389-92.
394 G. Ridpath, Border History, p. 381.
393 Ibid, p. 382. Ridpath says that ‘287 places were destroyed: 7 monasteries, 16 castles and Towers, 5 
market towns, 243 Villages, 13 Mills and 3 Hospitals’, Ibid, p. 382, n. 2.
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September he had returned to his camp at Warkeshaughe from where he wrote to the 
Council demanding that the army be ‘dissolved within 5 or 6 days, for which they have 
no money’.396
During the summer campaigning season the French troops appear to have been 
quartered, or at least they were mustered at Haddington on 17 July and 18 August 1545. 
On 14 and 16 September musters took place at Anguston, and finally on 24 December 
and 31 January 1546 at Kinghorn according to a few extant muster rolls of ‘les 
expéditions françaises en Écosse de François 1er*.397 The five muster rolls taken at 
Haddington on 17 July 1545 seem to be reasonably complete,398 and therefore it is 
possible to account for 2,214 personnel of the 2,500 troops and other personnel who 
arrived at Dumbarton on 31 May 1545.399 Each ‘bande’^ CK) had their own captain, 
lieutenant, ensign and ‘commissionaire extraordinaire des guerres’. All of these bandes 
were under the command of their colonel Gabriel Foucault, Sieur de Saint-Germain- 
Beaupré, who was also captain of his own bande, and the Lieutenant-General du Roy, 
Jacques de Montgommery, Monseigneur de Lorges and Me Jacques Veau, conseiller du 
Roy et trésorier de l'extraordinaire de la guerre. In addition, there were ‘23 hommes’, 
according to a muster roll taken on 18 September 1545 (no place,? Anguston) who were 
‘appoinctemens particuliers payez et baillez par le trésorier de l'extraordinaire de la guerre 
Me Jacques Veau a aucuns gentilzhommes souldars et autres gens de guerre appoinctez et 
entretenuz durant ce present moys pour le service du Roy a la suite près et lentour de la 
personne de Monseigneur de Lorges Lieutenant General du dit Seigneur en larmee quil a 
envoyé au Royaulme d'Escosse pour le secours dicelluy les quilz ne sont empruns Me 
Passen en Roolles des Monstres’. ^  1 Thus, the calculation of personnel on 17 July 
1545 at Haddington comprises: Monseigneur de Lorges, le Sr de Sainct Germain and Me 
Jacques Veau = 3; Gentilhommes = 23; five bandes each with a captain, lieutenant,
396 L  & P,. Vol, XX (2) p. 175.
397 Rôles des Montres de François 1er: B.N. Fonds Français 25793, No.s 532-536, 538-45 and 553. 
Unfortunately, time did not allow for a full transcription of these Muster Rolls recorded during the reign of 
Francis 1, as was achieved for those of the reigns of Henri II and François II (see Appendix 2). The 
information in Table No. 3, however, allows for some superficial analysis.
398 Muster Roll No. 535, ‘Nauberrine’, possibly Newbyre: lands within the ‘schirefdome of Edinburgh and 
constabularie of Hadingtoun’, Register of the Privy Seal of Scotland. Vol, IV, No. 981, p. 163; it may be
noted that Sr de Fontenay's bande (No. 542) is given as being at Haddington on 18 August 1545.
399 * Vp0un the last day of Maij the zeir of God Jm Ve xlv zeiris the King of France send ij m gunnaris, 
iijc bairdit horss, and ijc archearis of the guard, [2,500] and landit at Dumbartane with greit provisioun, and 
thair wageis payit for sax monethis to cum, and silver to fie ijm Scottis [2,000 Scottish soldiers] for the 
said sex monethis space’, Diurnal of OccurrenLs. pp. 39-40.
400 Bande or Bcnde (Old Fr.) from Med. Latin Banda - Bandum (Banner); in regular use from late XV to 
early XVII centuries: an organized company; a troop, Oxford Diet, on Historcal Principles. O.U.P., (1973).
401 B.N. Fonds Français 25793, No. 546.
TABLE No. 3
MUSTER ROLLS - FRANCIS 1 - 1545
MS.
No.
Date Place Hommes 
à Pied
Harque-
buziers
Captain Lieutenant Enseign Comm. Ex. 
des guerres
532 17 July 
1545
Adington 300 200 Sr de Mont- 
merant
Claude Debost Robert de 
Jermiquy
Jehan du 
Homme Sr 
delà Rochelle
533 17 July 
1545
Adington 339 239 Sr de Sainct 
Germain
Sr de Ville- 
lune
Labrauld-
ere
Robert de 
Thunlle Sieur 
de Serys
534 17 July 
1545
Adington 300 200 Capt. Pierre Anthoine
Dugne
Germain 
de la Faie
Loys de Mont- 
gommery Sr 
de Lanthenay
535 17 July 
1545
Nauberrine 320 220 Sr de 
Fontenay
Gilbert 
de Bieure
Marc
Toumeton
Amable Reg- 
nauld Sr de 
la Roche
536 17 July 
1545
Adington Harque- 
buziers 
a Cheval
Sr de Sainct 
Ouen
La Carte Le Villeroy Robert de 
Thunlle Sr
de Seris
538 19 Août 
1545
Adington 340 50
Omitted
from
Sr de Gauge Anthoine
de
Manieulx
Le Semilion Robert de 
Thunlle Sr 
de Serys
539 19 Août 
1545
Adington 300 my
archival
notes
Sr de 
Graviers
Buanlt La Vaunre Jehan de la 
Touche Sr 
de Sillat*
540 19 Août 
1545
Adington 295 sorry! Capt. Pierre Anthoine
Duquay
Germain 
de la Faye
Jacques de 
la Brosse 
Sr dudit 
lieu **
541 18 Août 
1545
Adington 298 Sr de
Bromulle
Alexandre
Delidel
Leonard 
de Ramivar
Jehan de 
Lannay Sr 
du dit lieu
542 18 Août 
1545
Adington 300 Sr de 
Fontenay
Guillaume 
de Bieure
Marc
Toumeton
Loys du 
Roux Sr 
deMarsac
543 14 Sept 
1545
Anguston 322 Capt. Pierre Anthoine
Dugue
Germain 
de la Faie
Loys du 
Roux Sr 
deMarsac
544 14 Sept 
1545
Anguston 314 Sr de
Fontenay
Gilbert de 
Bieure
Marc
Toumeton
Loys de 
Bemezay 
Sr du Boys
545 16 Sept Anguston 
1545
553 31 Jan. Kinncome 461 
1545/6
British Library, Add. Ch. 13,302, cf. L. 
24 Dec. Qincome 479
Haique- 
buziers 
a Cheval 
58
& P., vol,
Sr de 
Byeures
Capt. Brouville 
et
Capt. Beaulieu 
XX (2) pp. 514-5. 
Capt. Brouville 
et
Capt. Beaulieu
Sainct
Clerc
Villers
Loys de
Loysde
Robert de 
Thunlle Sr
de Serys
Bemezay 
Sr du Boys
Bemezay 
Sr du Boys
* Balcarres Papers, vol. 1, pp. 129-34; ? the same de la Touche in correspondence with Marie de Guise.
** Jacques de la Brosse, ambassador in Scotland 1543-4.
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ensiegn and commissioner = 20; hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers francoys = 1,259; 
harquebuziers = 859; and harquebuziers à cheval = 50; Total = 2,214.402
On 5 October 1545, Hertford wrote to Henry VIII, and the same day Cardinal 
Beaton wrote to Francis I, to explain the defeat of the Franco/Scottish forces. Hertford 
concluded that the Scots were no longer a threat at this time ‘considering the disobedience 
of noblemen, gentlemen and commons to their Governor, and that Anguishe and the 
Governor are at variance’; and as for the French they ‘find such misery and scarcity that 
they are weary of the country and the Scots weary of them’. Besides ‘the plague reigneth 
extremely in sundry parts of Scotland as it does in many parts of Northumberland, and at 
Berwick most of the townsmen are dead of it’.403 The Cardinal, on the other hand, told 
Francis I that ‘the Governor assembled men with Mons. de Lorges to resist the enemies’ 
but the powerful English army ‘staid only about eight days, [and] it was impossible to 
assemble soon enough to fight them’.404 Soon after in November 1545 Francis I started 
negotiations for a peace. He wrote to Jean Sturm who ‘a pris copie des conditions 
françaises de la trêve “en la quelle seront comprins les Royne douairyere d'Escosse et 
petite Royne, leurs Estats, royaulmes, lieus et loyaulx subgectz”.’405 Qn 25 November, 
Francis I informed Admiral dAnnebaut that the ‘Roy dAngleterre et son conseil estre de 
n'entrer à la comprehension des Ecossois, vous leur aviez nommément et absolument diet 
qu'il n'en allait plus donc parler des Angloys’.406
The Scots had called a Parliament to meet at Linlithgow on 1 October 1545 to 
discuss the defence of the realm, but their first piece of business was to charge with 
treason and to forfeit the Earl of Lennox. He was accused of ‘passing in the partis of 
Ingland; ... tretand w* the King of Ingland’ and for ‘tressonable Invasioun ... wlin the 
partis of bute and arrane thair waistand all be fyre and suerd And thairfor hes incurrit the 
crymes and panis of tresoun and lese maieste and hes forfalfit All his movable gudis and 
unmovable and his landis ... And the samyn confiscat to remane wt oure souverane lady 
perpetualie’.407 The following day it was ‘providit that now in tyme of weir na
492 Qn 6 September 1545 ‘Jacques, Conte de Mongoumery (Sr de Lorges), Chevalier of the Order of the 
King of France “et son Lieutenant g'nal de 1'armee quil a faict passer au Royaulme descosse pour le secours 
dicelluy”, [received] the sum of 380 livres as payment for a quarter of a year in respect of his place “de 
Cappitaine des soixantes Lances escossoises des ordonnances dudit Sr Roy” which was signed “De 
Mongoumery” on 8 December 1545’, ‘Manuscripts of Alfred Morrison Esq.,’ H.M.C. 9th Report. Part 1. 
(1883), p. 414.
403 L, & P.. Vol. XX (2) p. 242.
404 ¡bid, P- 242.
495 j-D., Pariset, ‘La France et les Princes Allemands: documents et commentaires (1545-1557)’, No. 2, p. 
235 £f, Arch. Privées, Arch. Nat., Paris.
49b Minute, Arch. Privées, Arch. Nat., Paris. I am grateful to Dr. Pariset for photocopies of these two 
references which are fully transcribed in Appendix No. 2 and No. 3 of his Ph. D thesis, and which now are 
published in edited form in Ibid, pp. 235-6.
492 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 458. The same day Lennox's secretary, ‘thomas 
bischope of vchiltre’ was accused and sentenced for the same crimes as his master, Ibid, p. 459.
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scotisman sail sitt vnder assurance of the Inglisman’, and ‘for support and help of the 
bordouris that thair be ane thowsand horse men furneist’ and ‘the sovm of sex thowsand 
pvnd for fumessing of thame’.408
By December 1545 the French were making plans to return to France and on the 
24th a muster was held at Quincorne [Kinghom] for ‘479 men of war on foot, French 
adventurers under the charge of captains Brouville and Beaulieu’.409 seems that they
were delayed by inclement weather as another muster of 461 ‘hommes de guerre’ took 
place at Kinghom, under the same captains, on 31 January 1545/6.410 js not certain 
exactly when the French troops departed but John Hay wrote to the Dowager that ‘this 
xiij of Februar [1546] we landit at Deip quhar monsieur de Lorges depeschit monsieur 
Douzy toart the Kyng beand for the présentât at Sanct Germainsis’.41 1 The papal nuncio 
also reported to Cardinal Farnese on 17 February 1546 that ‘M. de Lorges, revenu d' 
Écosse, est paru à la cour il y a trois jours: il craint que, faute de secours, les Anglais ne 
gagnent la partie en Écosse’.412 Apparently, M. de la Brosse also returned to France 
with M. de Lorges as he wrote to the Dowager from St. Germain-en-Laye on 3 March 
that ‘le Roy, M. le Dauphin et le conseil son bien avertis des afferes d'Escosse’; and that 
‘il envoy présentement M. d'Ouzat413 enbassadeur d'elle et bientost M. de 
Mandosse,414 premier maistre d'hotel, avecques argent pour enploier comme il sera 
avisse par vous secrètement vers Messieurs le gouverneur et cardinal pour contenter tout 
et sy on promis de vous envoier le reste de votre pension et argent de present pour M. le
408 ¡bid, p. 460.
409 B.L. Add. Ch. 13,302; also see mention in, L. & P.. Vol. XX (2) pp. 514-5.
4 B.N.  Fonds Français 25793, No. 553; also see Table No. 3. The French experienced difficulties on 
their return journey: some were blown off course to Denmark, others to the Low Countries, M.H. 
Merriman, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 112, n. 2, çf. B.N. Fonds français Nouv. Acq. 7306, fol. 33 and L. & P.. 
Vol. XX (2) p. 487.
4 11 Scottish Correspondence of Mary de Lorraine, p. 158; M. Douzy: ‘M. d'Ausay, varlet de chambre’ of 
Francis 1, Ibid, p. 158, n. 3.
4 12 Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 3, p. 426; Alessandro Guidiccione, Bishop of Ajaccio, 
Papal Nuncio in France, 6 April 1544 - July 1546.
4 13 Henri Cleutin, Sieur d’Oysel, de Villeparisis et de Saint-Aignan. Bom in Paris in 1510; presented at 
the chapel Sainte-Marguerite d'Ecajeul 11 jan. 1525; abbé commendataire de l'Abbay de Troam dés 1527; 
prieur commendataire de Notre-Dame de Goumay dés 1534; protonotaire en 1535; dans une rixe nocturne à 
Paris le 8 mai 1535, tua Charles de Gappaines. Grâcie en 1538. En 1539 resigner le droit de l'abbaye de 
Troan. Gentilhomme de la Chambre 17 fév. 1546; Ambassadeur en Écosse de François 1er, Henri II et de 
François II, 1546-1560; Lieutenant-Général en Écosse de Henri II et de François II, 1550-1560; Chevalier 
d'honneur de la Reine (Mary Queen of Scots and France) 11 août 1560; Capitiane de Gendarmerie 1562; 
Chevalier de l'Ordre de Saint-Michel, 14 jul. 1562 (Charles IX); Envoyé en Angleterre, 1561; en Allemange, 
1561; en Espagne, 1563; Ambassadeur à Rome de Charles IX, 1564-66, where he died in 1566. See E.A. 
Bonner,‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin: an historical document,’ attached to this thesis.
4 ** 4 ‘Mandosse, Mendosse, Mandoce, Mandoise, Mendoza, first master of household, Francis T . L. & P.. 
Vol. XXI (2) p. 703. ‘Diego de Mendoza, de la maison espagnole de ce nom, engagé au service de la 
France, naguère ambassadeur de France à Cleves. (Dépêche de Nicolas Wotton, ambassadeur d'Angleterre en 
Allemange, à Henry VIII, du 6 sept. 1543, (State Papers, vol. IX, p. 498) çf. Extraits des anciens 
mémoriaux de la Chambre des comptes, 1550-1551). D'après le présent passage, il paraîtrait avoir été 
chargé d'une mission en Écosse en 1546’, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 6, n. 1.
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gouverneur, Angous, Gorge, Arguil, Baudaiel, Humes et le capitaigne de 
Dombertrant’.415 The Dauphin also wrote to the Dowager from St. Germain-en-Laye 
the following day, 4 March 1546, acknowledging that he had ‘receu voz lettres par le 
sieur Dozy vallet de chambre du Roy monseigneur et pere.416 Et entendu par luy de 
toutes choses de par della suivant la charge que luy en aviez donnée dont Jay este 
tresaise’. Furthermore, continues the Dauphin, ‘le sieur de Lorges ma amplement 
informe du faicte de son voiaige du bon traictement que luy avez faict durant Icelt. Et 
mesmement de la diligence et bonne affection dont vous avez vse comme faictes chacun 
jour es choses qui touchent les affaires du Roy mondict seigneur et pere dont bien fort 
vous remercie’; and finally, if there were ‘aucune chose Jay moien de vous fere plaisir et 
service et men advertissant Je my emploieray daussi bon cueur’.417
Following the Franco/Scottish defeat, Cardinal Beaton moved to establish some 
authority and government control during the autumn and winter of 1545/6, especially on 
the Borders. Additionally, the general unrest in society was given an extra dimension by 
the increased preaching of George Wishart who had returned with the Scottish 
ambassadors following the signing of the treaties of Greenwich in July 1543. According 
to M.H.B. Sanderson, the ‘increased heretical activity during 1543 had been dealt with in
415 Balcarres Papers, vol. 1, pp. 124-5. The pensions were to be paid to Marie de Guise, the Earl of 
Arran, Cardinal Beaton, the Earl of Angus, Sir George Douglas, the Earls of Argyll and Bothwell, Lord 
Hume, and the Captain of Dumbarton Castle: George Stirling of Glorat, £f. Scottish Correspondence of 
Mary of Lorraine, p. 315, n.l.
416pjerre de ia Tannerie, Sieur d'Anzis, valet de chambre ordinaire du roi; 3 déc. 1548: provision de l'office 
de l'ordre de Saint-Michel, Actes de Henri IL Vol. 2, p.447, £f. B.N. Coll. Clairambault 1242, pp. 1768-9. 
Much historiographical confusion exists between this man, and Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel, especially 
during 1546. Both were envoys to Scotland for Francis I during 1546 and the contemporary spelling of 
their names is, at times, indistinguishable. The editor of L. & P .. Vol. XXI (2) Index, makes no 
distinction between the two men, viz: ‘Ausy: (Ausi, Aussy, Auzis, Doysy, Dosye, Douzay, Dozy, Oysi, 
Oysif, Oysy, Oisy)’, notwithstanding a letter in which the two men are clearly distinguished: on 26 Jan. 
1547, Selve acknowledges to M. D'Oysy receipt of his despatches long ago by M.M. de Combas and 
d'Auzis, Ibid, p. 384. Lefèvre-Pontalis, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. distinguishes between 
d’Oysel and d'Anzis, but confuses the latter with Louis II de Salazar Seigneur d'Asnois gentilhomme 
ordinaire de la chambre du roi de France, p. 513. In fact, they were three distinct French envoys to Scotland 
and England during 1546 and 1547 all of whom were gentilhommes de la chambre du roi, although R. 
Doucet makes a distinction between ‘les chambellans ou gentilhommes de la chambre’ and Tes valets de 
chambre’, Les Institutions de la France au XVIesiècle. 2 Vol.s, Paris (1948) Vol. 1, p.126. Even though it 
is almost impossible, given the avaiable evidence, to distinguish which envoy, D'Anzis or d’Oysel, was 
undertaking some of the embassies, there is one occasion on 4 July 1546 when the Dauphin wrote to the 
Dowager that ‘je vous escripviz derrenirement par Ansi varlet de chambre du Roy’, N.L.S. Ad. MSS. 
29.2.1, fol. 43, at a time when d'Oysel was in Scotland. On 8 July 1546, de Selve wrote to Francis I that 
‘Oysi arriva en Escosse vers la royne il y ha ce jour d'huy huict jours’, Correspondance Politique de Odet de 
Selve. p. 9. One last point: d'Anzis is first mentioned on 15 June 1540 when Marie de Guise is informed 
that ‘Monsieur vostre filz escripvent par monsieur d'Ausy’, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 43; whilst d'Oysel 
is not mentioned in the correspondence before 1546.
417 n .L.S. Ad. MSS. 29. 2. 1, fol. 40. Published in Miscellany of the Maitland Club. Vol. 1, part 2, 
pp. 212-3.
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inquisitions and prosecutions in the winter of 1543-4*,418 but ‘the Cardinal's pre­
occupation with war and political dislocation since then had prevented him from dealing 
effectively with the activities of George Wishart who during 1544 and the early part of 
1545 gained a sympathetic hearing in Angus and his home country of the Mearns’.419 
During the autumn of 1545, Wishart had been served with an order from the Cardinal to 
cease preaching in Dundee. However, he defied this order returning to the Burgh, says 
Sanderson, ‘to encourage the people during the plague’ even though ‘he was aware of the 
possibility of violence, and one of his companions, ultimately John Knox, carried a 
sword for his protection’.420 Thus, Wishart withdrew to the west of Scotland where the 
Archbishop of Glasgow, Gavin Dunbar, (David Beaton's long-time rival) did little to 
curtail his movements in Ayrshire. But when he started ‘making an impact in the 
archdiocese St. Andrews and in the diocese of Brechin’ by early 1545, the Cardinal, says 
Sanderson, ‘decided to make an end of Wishart in order to show his authority’.421 
Wishart was arrested on the Cardinal's orders by the Earl of Both well in January 1546 
and ultimately imprisoned in St. Andrews Castle. Following his trial which took place in 
St. Andrews Cathedral on 1 March 1546, having been found guilty of heresy, he was 
burnt at the stake the same day.422
Prior to Hertford's invasion the previous year ‘between April 1544 and July 
1545’ says Professor Donaldson, ‘there were plots against the Cardinal, with Henry 
VIII's approval, involving Sir James Kirkcaldy of Grange, (who had been superseded as 
treasurer by John Hamilton) Norman Leslie (son of [George, 4*h] Earl of Rothes), 
Crichton of Brunstane, the Earl Marishal and the Earl of Cassillis’. However, continues 
Donaldson, ‘there is no evidence that the murder of the Cardinal eight weeks later [after 
Wishart's execution] was directly connected with the earlier plots against him, though the 
band who broke into St. Andrews castle early in the morning of 29 May 1546 included 
Norman Leslie, his uncle, John [Leslie of Parkhill,] and William, son of Sir James 
Kirkcaldy of Grange’.423 Others included James Melville of Carnbee424 ancj peter
418 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 206. See Appendix 3 for a detailed ‘list of of persons 
accused of heresy or believed to have had protestant sympathies or associations, 1528-1546’, in Scotland; 
Ibid, pp. 270-84. A total of 174 (168 identified and 6 anonymous).
419 Ibid, p. 206.
4^0 ¡bid, p. 206. Knox was employed at this time as ‘tutor of Douglas's sons’, Ibid, p. 210.
421 Ibid, pp. 207-9. For Beaton's and Dunbar's contentious relationship from the 1520s to 1546, Ibid, pp. 
114-7, 156, 187, 200, 207 and 218.
422 por a summary of Wishart’s trial, Ibid, pp. 214-8, £f. Knox, History. Vol. 2; also see J. Durkan, 
‘Scottish Evangelicals in the Patronage of Thomas Cromwell’, Records of the Scottish Church History 
Society. 21, (1982) pp. 143-4 and 149-50. According to Spottiswoode, ‘Wishart was prepared for the stake 
dressed in a buckram coat into the pockets and sleeves of which the executioners pushed pokes of 
gunpowder, as was customary, in order to shorten his agony in the fire’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of 
Scotland, p. 219.
423 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 74.
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Carmichael of Balmaddie, who with John Leslie were the actual perpetrators of the deed, 
and Henry Balnaves, though he was not present at the assassination, acted as the 
conspirators' procurator and in later negotiations with Henry VIII on their behalf, for 
which he was rewarded by the English as were Norman Leslie, William Kirkcaldy and 
Alexander Crichton of Brunston.425 ‘The conspirators’, argues Sanderson, ‘were no 
artificai group merely thrown together by their grievances. They were a closely-related 
and allied circle who had frequent contact with David Beaton over the years’.426 ‘The 
desire to avenge Wishart’, concludes Donaldson, ‘was no doubt one motive, and the 
ecclesiastical and political implications of the removal were manifest’. At the highest, the 
conspirators ‘may have been anticipating action which the Cardinal, knowing of their 
plots, planned against them’.427 within days the vacuum created by the Cardinal's death
424 Knox claimed that it was Melville ‘who urged Beaton, at the point of the sword, to repent of the 
shedding of Wishart's blood, and then dispatched him’, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 74, cf. 
Knox, History. Vol. 1, p. 77; (Vol. 1, p. 177, in John Knox, Works, cited in this thesis). It may be noted 
that Knox was not reported as being in St. Andrews castle at the time of the Cardinal's murder.
425 por a fun list of those accused at the Parliament held at Edinburgh on 30 July 1546, see Acts of the 
Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 466. On 20 July 1546, ‘£50 gyven in rewarde to the Lorde Bromston’, 
A.P.C. of England. Vol. 1, p. 487; on 3 Sept. 1546, ‘his Majestes reward to the yong Lord Grange, the 
somme of £50’, Ibid, p. 527; on 7 Dec. 1546, ‘Warrant to Sir John Williams for £100 in rewarde to Mr. 
Beneves and Mr. Leslie, gentilmen of Scotlond’, Ibid, p. 556; on 9 Dec. 1546, ‘Nicholas (sic) Balnewes 
and (blank) Lesle, reward £100’, L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) p. 449. On 10 Dec. 1546, the English Council 
granted support to the "Castilians"; (the instructions in Hertford’s hand) ‘for to be geven in pension £1,000. 
For the repayar Henri Beneys and Lvsle’. Ibid. Vol. XX (2) p. 268. The editor notes that these memoranda 
are not noted in the State Papers, and that ‘Henry Balnavis and John [$i£,? Norman] Leslie left St. Andrews 
in an English ship on 20 Nov., and arrived in London on the 29th, and this paper, being partly in Balnavis' 
hand and partly in that of Hertford's secretary, doubtless contains their representations to the English 
Council. On 7 Feb. 1547, the Privy Council, in pursuance of a resolution taken by Henry VIII [who died 
28 Jan. 1547] voted pensions to the holders of St. Andrews castle amounting to £1.050rsicl’. Ibid, p. 268, 
note. In fact it was on ‘Sonday, vj Fcbruarij, [1547] at the Toure of Lundon’ that the Privy Council agreed 
‘that shalbe warrauntes made to Sir Edmunde Peckham, knight, Coferer of the Kinges Majestes Howsehold, 
for the payment of m^cxiijxxix^ xvijs iiijd [sicl to thandes of Willaim Honyng, to be by him againe paide 
over to Mr. Henry Balnavys for thaffayres of Skotlande’; viz:
‘Wages of iiijxx [80] men cccxxxvjh [£336: 0:0]
Wages of xlte [40] horsemen
The annuite of the Master of Rothos [Norman Leslie]
ccxxiiij*1 [£2240:0]
for oone haulf yeare [6 mths] exxv^1 [£125: 0:0]
For the like to the Lord of Graunge [Sir James Kirkcaldy of Grange] c^ [£100: 0:0]
For the like to David Monypenny of Pitmuly* \h [£ 50: 0:0]
For the like to Mr. Henry Balnavys of Halhil lxijli xs [£ 62:10:0]
For the like to Mr. John Lisle [Leslie] of Parkes Hill l x i j l i  X s [£ 62:10:0]
For the like to James Lisle [Leslie] persone of Abdor li [£ 50: 0:0]
and for the like William Kyrkawdry young Lord of Graunge 1H
TOTAL=
[£ 50: 0 :0] 
[£1,060:0:0]
which summes make in the hole as they be deliverd to them oone thowsande threkore li [£1,060:0:0] and 
the charge of thexchange do amounte to mciiijxxix*‘ xvijs iijd [sic] afforesaide.’ A. P. C.. Vol.2, pp.12-3.
* David Beaton's mother was Isobel Monypenny. Sanderson says that the Cardinal had few associations 
with his maternal relatives but ‘towards the end of his life the Monypennys associated with his enemies and 
the laird of Pitmilly was involved in the plot to assassinate him’, M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland.
p. 10.
426 m .H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, p. 224.
427 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 224.
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was speedily filled. As Sanderson graphically describes it, ‘the vultures were gathering. 
John Hamilton, the Governor's brother, was granted the tem poralities of the 
archbishopric of St. Andrews two days after the Cardinal's death’ and, five days later on 
5 June 1546, ‘the Earl of Huntly was made Chancellor of the realm and accepted custody 
of the Great Seal’.428
The assassination of Cardinal Beaton and the seizing of St. Andrews Castle by his 
murderers may have been a solution to settle purely personal and domestic Scottish 
issues, but the ramifications caused much wider ripples in the European community; not 
least because it occured during the last days of the delicate and contentious negotiations of 
the Treaty of Ardres, the articles of which were signed by the French commissioners on 7 
June 1546.429 The next day Paget wrote to Henry VIII from Dover that ‘the peace is 
signed and sealed and he has it with him ... and trusts to be with the king tomorrow’.430 
The Scots had to wait until the end of the month. On 24 June the English Council 
directed that a letter be sent to ‘the President of the North and Wardens of the Borders to 
show friendship to Mons. Doisy, gentleman of the French King's Privy Chamber, now 
despatched by his master into Scotland touching the peace; also placard for posthorses for 
D oisye’.431 D'Oysel arrived in Scotland on 1 July 1546,432 and four or five weeks 
later the Scottish Council agreed that comprehension of the Scots in the peace treaty ‘suld 
be accepit’,433 and on 14 August, the Parliament sitting at Edinburgh declared that ‘it is 
tho1 expedient be oure souverane lady the quenis grace my lord gouernour and thre estatis 
of yis Realm That ye comprehensioun maid for yis realm and liegis of ye samyn in ye 
contract of pece laitlie takin betuix ye maist Cristine King of france and the king of 
ingland suld be exceptit wk)ut preiudice of hir grace hir realm and liberties’.434
The negotiations for the peace which had commenced simultaneously in 
November 1545, in Bruges under the Emperor's guidance and in Guines presided over 
by the German Protestants, has been given a detailed and extensive examination by Dr.
M.H.B. Sanderson, Cardinal of Scotland, pp.229-30; cf. L. & P.. Vol. XXI (1) p. 503. Also see, Acts 
of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 597, and Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, pp. 
23-4.
429 l . & P.. Vol. XXI (1) pp. 507-9, £f. Foedera. vol. XV, 93. Known to the English as the Treaty of 
Camp: a town in the confines of Ardres and Guines.
430 L. & P. Vol. XXI (1) p. 512.
431 ib id , p. 552; £f. A. P. C.. Vol. 1, p.465. From the available evidence this appears to be Henri 
Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel's first embassy to Scotland. It may be noted that the Hamilton Papers, are wanting 
from 6 Sept. 1545 to 30 May 1547.
432 Correspondance Politique de Odct de Selve. p. 9; also see L. & P„ Vol. XXI (1) p. 613.
433 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 35.
434 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 473. For a re-affirmation of the comprehension by the 
Scottish Council on 21 August 1546, Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, pp. 38-9. 
D'Oysel returned to London on 4 August to await a passport which he received on 31 August to return to 
France, Correspondance Politique de Odct de Selve. p. 22; and L. & P.. Vol. XXI (1) pp. 709 and 758.
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D.L. Potter.435 The initial negotiations broke down says Scarisbrick ‘after six weeks of 
bitter wrangling over the future of Boulogne and the Scots’.436 Qn 17 January 1546, 
Henry appointed the Earl of Hertford as his Lieutenant in France to organize a new 
offensive in Spring. He was to have an army, says Scarisbrick, of ‘16,000 English, 
4,000 Italians and Spaniards, 6,000 Germans and 4,000 horse, while the admiral put to 
sea with a fleet of 45 sail.... Hertford landed at Calais on 23 March and immediately set 
about fortifying the port of Ambleteuse’. Inexplicably, ‘within a few weeks Henry had 
decided to put an end to the struggle’ even though ‘his large force lay in wait’, notes 
Scarisbrick, ‘under the most accomplished English commander; and all the indications 
were that war with France would blaze up once more when Spring matured’.437 
Instead, on 24 April 1546 negotiations for the peace recommenced near Guines.
Apart from the arguments over the sums of money demanded by the English for 
the reparations of Boulogne and the extent and position of the borders therein, the other 
major sticking-point was the comprehension of the Scots in the treaty. ‘Henry had not 
forgiven the Scots for their repudiation of the treaties of Greenwich’, says R.J. Knecht, 
‘and now that Cardinal Beaton, the main obstacle to the English cause, had been 
murdered’, he continues, Henry ‘welcomed the peace with France as an opportunity to 
aid the pro-English faction that was holding St. Andrews castle against the Scottish 
government’.438 As well as Henry's reluctance to comprehend the Scots, the Treaty of 
Camp/(Ardres) concludes Potter, ‘was a compromise which the French in particular 
could not tolerate in the long run’, but ‘both Courts needed peace and for the rest of 1546 
they were content to gloss over difficulties’. 439 ‘jh e  p eace was proclaimed 
simultaneously in London and Paris on 13 June [1546]’;440 an(j Henry ratified the treaty 
within a few days of becoming godfather to the Dauphin's daughter, Elizabeth^ 1 
‘appellée Isabelle à cause de la mère du roi d'Angleterre, parrain’, on 4 July 1546;442 
and on the 1 August, Francis ratified the treaty at Fontainebleau.
435 d  l . Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 116-163. See also his article, ‘Foreign Policy in the Age of 
Reformation’, passim: for summaries of the negotiations: J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. pp. 461-4; and R.J. 
Knecht, Francis I. pp. 373-5.
436 j j  Scarisbrick, Henry V ili, p. 462. Several months before the peace negotiations commenced it was
thought that ‘il Re Chr. mo non è mai per fare la pace senon ha Bologna, et che non lasciara mai la 
prottettione de Scotia’, Alvarotti to Ercole II [Duke of Ferrara], Amiens, 15 Sept. 1545, Modena, Francia, 
B21 fase. 2, pp. 51-2 (passage in cipher), D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 123, n. 1.
437 j j Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 462. See also G.J. Millar, Tudor Mercenaries, pp. 160-6, for greater 
details of this aborted campaign.
438 r j . Knecht, Francis I. p. 174.
439 d .L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 161-2.
440 r j Knecht, Francis I. p. 174.
441 J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry VIII. p. 464. Scarisbrick says that ‘Henry stood as godfather (by proxy) to 
Francis's grandson’, Elizabeth, however, was Francis I's first grand-daughter, and it was she who later 
married Philip II in 1559.
442 Guidiccione to Cardinal Farnese, Mclun, 7 July 1546, Correspondance des Nonces en France. Voi. 3, 
p. 441.
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Henry and Francis maintained an uneasy and somewhat less than satisfactory 
peace between France and England in the remaining six to eight months of their reigns, 
but Scotland, as one of the chief concerns for both monarchs in the recent peace 
negotiations, continued to occupy an important place in the foreign policy of both 
kingdoms. The focus for these concerns were the repercussions initiated by the 
assassination of Cardinal Beaton and the continued occupation of St. Andrews castle by 
his murderers. St. Mauris, writing to Prince Philip from Melun on the day of Elizabeth's 
baptism, reported that ‘the French are certain that the King of England caused the murder, 
[of the Cardinal] as he hated [him] for opposing the marriage of the Princess of Scotland 
with the Prince of England’. Furthermore, ‘the murderers are in a very strong fortress 
and may be aided by England, thus arousing a fresh conflict before the time for the 
restitution of Boulogne’:443
It also seems doubtful, to judge by the Scottish reaction, that Henry intended to 
keep to the clause in the recently signed treaty which stated that ‘the Scots to be 
comprehended against whom England shall not move without new occasion’.444 ¡n the 
Parliament which sat at Edinburgh on 14 August to deliberate and accept the 
comprehension of Scotland in the peace, the Scots added a lengthy list of qualifications, 
complaints and concerns vis-à-vis England in the ‘Articulis to be send to the king of 
france and to his ambassatouris being in ingland’.44 5 The not unreasonable Scottish 
complaints clearly demonstrate Henry's lack of serious intent. The Scots wanted to 
know ‘howbeit y* ye wardinis of ingland being advertist of the said comprehensiounn 
lang befoir the advertisament maid yerof to yis realm Maid na proclamationis of pece’; 
that after the proclamation of peace in London ‘yair wes diuerse Incursionis maid be 
inglismenn w*in yis realm’; and that the ‘wardinis of ingland aluterlie refusit to mak ony 
metingis’ for the ‘Reformation yairof’; that ‘ane tour callit Langhope [Langholm] ... takin 
be ane Scottis tratour quhilk w* his craft drew in Inglismen for profitt And put in yair 
handes the lord maxwell’. They also wanted all Scottish prisoners to ‘be fred vpoun 
Ressonable Ransonis according to the lawis of armes’; that ‘ye pece be observit and 
keipit onn euery syde indurand the tyme of yis pece and comprehensiounn’, and finally, 
‘Na tratores nor Rebellis of ye realm of Scotland be ressauit nor mantenyt w^n the ye 
realm of Ingland’; especially the ‘odious tratouris [who] committit ... the crewell and 
odious slauchter of vmq^e David archibischop of sanctandrois ... to be ressauit manteinyt 
helpit nor Suppleit wbn his realme Efferand to his princelie curage And honour’.446
443 L, & P.. Vol. XXI (1) p. 603.
444 ¡bid, P- 508.
443 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 473. There is a blank space after ‘the gentilman fur1 of
france ca llit......but presumably this was Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel.
44  ^Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland, vol. 2, pp. 473-4.
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A few weeks later on 18 September, the English Council ordered ‘for the relief of 
his friends and servants who remained beseiged in St. Andrews castle, the King 
presently sends to the seas the Pauncev. Mvnvon. Hart. Jennet. Dragon and Lyon’.447 
It was probably one of these ships which conveyed Norman Leslie and Henry Balnaves 
to London at the end of November.448 Earlier in the same month David Paniter, Bishop 
of Ross and Sir Adam Otterburn had been sent by the Queen Dowager and Governor 
‘vers ce roy [Henry VIII] pour le faict de la compréhension’, accompanied by a French 
envoy [not identified] who was then to carry de Selve's report of this meeting to Francis 
I 449 On 18 November de Selve wrote to Paget that the ‘the Scotch ambassadors lately 
come hither inform him that the king has prepared men of war on his ships for a descent 
in Scotland to aid the castle of St. Andrews; which would be open war and a 
contravention of the treaty, wherein at his master's request the Scots are 
comprehended’.450 Paniter and Otterburn took this letter to Paget when they were 
finally granted an audience with Henry VIII on 21 November. On 25th, de Selve 
reported to Francis I that the Scottish ambassadors had visited him the previous day and 
told him that when they had ‘said [to Henry VIII] that their mission was to present the 
acceptation of the comprehension clause the king angrily told them that the 
comprehension was granted with conditions which the Scots had contravened, and they 
were false people and he would be revenged’. Henry refused to discuss anything with 
the Scottish ambassadors and referred them to his Council, to which meeting they 
requested the presence of de Selve. Paniter said that he ‘thinks this King determined to 
make war on the Scots’ and suggested that ‘the King of France could do more damage to 
this realm through Scotland for 200,000 crowns than any other place for a million’. 
Paniter also ‘confirmed the report here of an insurrection in Ireland ... and said that if the 
Governor of Scotland would only let the Scots of the Isles help the Irish, who were daily 
soliciting it, their enterprise would be easy; and then if this King began war in Scotland 
he would be much hampered on the side of Ireland’.451 Five days after the Scottish 
ambassadors' meeting with Henry VIII on 26 November the Scottish Council sitting at 
St. Andrews formulated ‘the articlis to be desyrit at the King of France for the help and 
supple to be gevin to this realme againis the King of Ingland’. The Scots desired Francis 
I to oblige Henry VIII to keep the peace as agreed in the treaty, and if he refused, the 
Scots, invoking the "Auld Alliance", required the ‘maist cristine King declair him innymy 
to the said King of Ingland, and mak weir upoun him with all his powar’ and ‘to keip
447 L, & P.. Vol. XXI (2) p. 49.
44  ^Odet de Selve à l'Amiral, (d'Annebaut) Londres, 29 nov. 1546, ‘ils sont tous deux sortis [de chasteau 
Sainct-André] à la faveur de l'artillerie de dix navires angloys’, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. 
p. 67.
449 De Selve au Roy, Londres, 10 nov. 1546, Ibid, p. 54.
450 L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) p. 197.
451 Ibid, p. 209. See also Correspondance de Odet de Selve. pp. 60-1.
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baith the realmes of France and Scotland fra the invasioun of the said King of Ingland’. 
Also, ‘for support of the Quenis Grace and my Lord Governour’ and for ‘defense of his 
[sic] realme’ the Scots require of the ‘maist cristine king’ 200,000 écus d'or, men-of- 
war, artillery, munitions and engineers to build or renew fortifications and that ‘the said 
provision and support may be in Scotland, ... XV day of Februar nixt to cum 
[1547]’.452
Francis I's response to the Scots, unlike that of Henry VIII's, was diplomatic 
rather than bellicose, although there remains a Muster Roll taken at ‘Sainct Jehanston 
[Perth] en Escosse’ on 17 January 1546 [1547] of 187 ‘hommes de guerre’ under the 
charge of ‘Cappitaines Jehan Guybeson et Jehan Momitho [?]’ and ‘Lois Bude, escuyir, 
Sr de Maugeron’ who were all paid by ‘Me Raoul Moreau’.453 Unfortunately, there 
does not appear to be any supporting evidence, which is accessible at this time, to 
ascertain when these ‘hommes de guerre’ and their French officers arrived in Scotland or 
how long they stayed nor where, when or whether they were engaged in combat? Also, 
there do not seem to be any links to the previously cited Muster Rolls of ‘les expéditions 
françaises en Écosse de François 1er’, taken during 1545 and 1546.454 There is also the 
curious case of a Frenchman who said ‘his name was St. Ligiers, born at St. Ligiers in 
France’, who approached Lord Cobham at Calais on 12 February 1547 to offer his 
services to Edward VI. According to Cobham's report to the Lord Protector the 
following day, St. Ligiers ‘had been one of the French King's Guards, and at the request 
of M. de Lorge had accompanied him to Scotland, where by appointment of the 
Governor and de Lorge he had been made captain of Hume castle, which he kept at the 
time when the Protector invaded Scotland, and he recovered, as he says, the castle of 
Lanton and Isbec at the same time. But, contrary to promise, having received no reward 
for his long service, and having spent all his own money, amounting to 300 crowns, he 
left Scotland last June [1546]’. St. Ligiers claimed that ‘knowing all the holds and 
strengths in Scotland and how to win them, he thinks he can do better service to his 
Majesty than to any other. He further says, that having with him eight gunners, four of 
these being cannoniers and the other four harquebusiers ... he dares undertake to win
452 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. l,p p . 54-5. 
b .N. Fonds Français 25793, No. 593.
454 On 15 March 1547 Patrick, Lord Gray, sheriff of Angus, requested Edward VI and the Lord Protector 
‘to assist me in recovering the town of St Johnston [Perth] and put forth my enemies [not identifed]’, 
C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1 (1547-1563) p. 2. The only familiar name on this Muster Roll is 
that of Raoul Moreau who was appointed ‘trésorier de l'extraordinaire des guerres en Picardie, Artois, 
Champagne, Normandie, Bretagne et Ecosse, 31 décembre 1547’, Actes de Henri IL vol. 1, p. 518, çf. 
B.N. Fonds Français 3115, fol. 61. See Infra. Appendix 2, Muster Roll No. 1 for a similiar muster roll 
taken at Perth, also on 17 January but for the year 1547/48 n.s. As Raoul Moreau was not appointed until 
31 December 1547, it would seem that this muster roll, included with those of Francis I, actually belongs 
with those of Henri II. See Infra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, note 166.
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Hume castle for his Majesty, and will ask no reward until the enterprise is achieved’.455 
The Lord Protector's response to St. Ligiers' proposal is not known, but the possible 
existence of a Muster Roll taken at Perth on 17 January 1547, and St. Ligiers' deposition 
that he was in Scotland, presumably with a detachment of troops, until June 1546, asks 
the question of how many French soldiers remained in Scotland after the general 
departure in January and February 1546? Very few would seem to be the logical answer, 
given the pleas of the Scottish Council for French succour during the second half of 
1546. It is also hard to imagine, given Henry VIII's espionage network and intelligence, 
albeit waning by 1546, from the "Assured Scots", that no word of French troops in 
Scotland reached the English wardens, although it is worth re-iterating that the Hamilton 
Papers (which include State Papers for the Council of the North) are wanting from 6 
September 1545 to 30 May 1547.
Francis I's diplomatic response to the Scots included resurrecting a suggestion 
made by the Protestant ambassadors during their negotiation for the Anglo/French peace 
during November 1545 of ‘the marriage of Mary Stuart to the Prince of Denmark’.456 
Thus, according J-D Pariset, ‘renforçant l'influence française dans le nord’ Christophe 
Richer, a French agent in Copenhagen, ‘fut chargé de négocier à une alliance des trois 
rois, d'octobre 1546 à mars 1547’. Pariset argues that ‘l'Angleterre n'y était pas hostile, 
car ainsi Marie Stuart n'épouserait pas un Français et le Danemark serait en quelque sorte 
le garant de la neutralité écossaise’.457 But England may not have been as easily 
accommodated as Pariset claims. Shortly before news of the signing of the Anglo/French 
peace treaty had reached Denmark, Richer reported to Francis I that ‘England sent an 
ambassador requesting alliance and proposing marriage of one or both of his daughters 
with the King of Denmark's brothers, dukes of Holstein, or with his eldest son, elect 
king of Denmark’.458 On 6 November 1546, Francis sent instructions to Richer 
informing him that because Henry VIII ‘daily gives evidence that he does not mean to 
observe the treaty’, Francis ‘therefore desires the King of Denmark, his good brother, 
not to treat any league, alliance or intercourse with the King of England’; but ‘if the King 
of Denmark speak of the marriage of the little Queen of Scotland for his son, Richer shall 
say that the King will asssist therin in every way’ and also ‘he shall endeavour to induce
455 C. S. P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 301. The name St. Ligiers does not appear on the Muster Rolls of 
the garde écossaise taken from July 1543 to Jan. 1546, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. vol. 2, pp. 
138-43. There is, however, an ‘Anne de Lestuf, Sieur de St. Leigier prevost de la dite justice’ in charge of 
‘huict archers ordonnez par l'administracon de la justice des camp et armee que le Roy [Henri II] a des 
longtemps pa' son serment en ce royaulme et pais d’escosse’, Muster Roll, Edinburgh, 11 Nov. 1548, 
Fonds français 25794, No. 39; who might be the same St. Ligiers, although Anne de Lestuf also does not 
appear on Forbes-Leith’s Muster Rolls between 1543 and 1549. For a full transcription see Infra. 
Appendix 2.
456 d .L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 122.
457 j.p) Pariset, Les Relations entre la France et L'Allemagne, p. 66, n. 71 çf. Discours sur la 
négociation: Paris A.E. Corr. Danemark, Sup. 1, f. 66.
458 L. & P., vol. XXI (2) p. 176, çf. Camusat, Meslanges Historiques. (1644) ‘Legation de Suède’, p. 12
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the king of Denmark to enter league defensive with France and the Scots and get the 
towns of the Easterlings to join, in order that league may be of more detriment to the 
King of England by shutting him out of the Eastern sea from which he draws all his 
com m odities’.459 Qn 10 December, de Selve wrote to Francis I that he had seen the 
King's instructions ‘touching the King of Denmark's desire (voulunté) which he is 
therein commanded to keep secret was common bruit in this town [London] ten days 
ago\460 Towards the end of December or in January 1547, Francis wrote to Richer that 
‘ayant este adverty par mon Ambassador qui est en Escosse,* 461 q ue la Reyne Mere et 
Gouverneur d'Escosse auroient à plaisir que l'on traîtast du Mariage de la jeune Reyne 
d'Escosse avec le Fils du Roy de Dannemark à cette cause pour la singulière affection que 
je porte audit Roy de Dannemark je vous en ay bien voulu écrire pour l'en advertir, 
estimant que cela pouroit estre advantageux à luy et à ses successeurs\462 Even though 
these proposals did not eventuate, Francis I's diplomacy and support for the Scots had 
successfully excluded Henry and England from the fruits of a useful alliance, prospects 
of dynastic marriage/s and profitable trade agreements.
Francis I also used diplomatic measures when he was petitioned by the Scots in 
early 1547 to use his influence with Pope Paul III to grant a decree of absolution to the 
murderers of Cardinal Beaton who were still holding St. Andrews castle. In a lengthy 
letter to Cardinal Farnese on 20 January 1547, the Papal nuncio, Hieronimo Dandino, 
Bishop of Caserta, cogently argued the political necessity of the absolution to which the 
nuncio knew the Pope was vehemently opposed.^63 But the wishes of Francis I 
supervened. Dandino explained that ‘S. M. [Sua Maiestà] haveva novamente havute 
lettere di Scotia per le quali intendeva, come in effetto dal canto d'Ingliterra ogni di più si 
comprendeva il malanimo di quel tiranno contra quel povero regno, et che era cosa assai 
chiara, che faceva quelle preparationi che poteva più gagliarde per assalirlo, et molestarlo, 
come prima il tempo s'aprisse’; that the Queen Dowager, Governor and Council ‘non 
havevano da un pezzo in qua giudicato di poter far cosa più profittevole’ (as the
459 Ibid, P- 178, çf, ¡bid, P- 15.
4^0 L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) p. 266;.see also, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selvc. pp. 73-4.
4^1 Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel, who arrived in London and requested a passport on 7 Dec. 1546 to travel 
to Scotland, L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) pp. 261, 263, and 265. Apparently M. d'Ausy [Pierre de la Tanniere] 
also returned to Scotland in Dec. 1546 carrying letters, among others, from M. de Lorges and M. de la 
Brousse to the Queen Dowager written at Compeigne on 14 and 16 Dec., Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 
116-7, wrongly dated by the editor as 1545: both men were still in Scotland with the French troops in 
December 1545. M. de Lorges' letter has been correctly dated in L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) p. 279.
4^  Lettres de Mémoires d'État....Francois 1er (ed) G. Ribier, Blois (1666), Vol. 1, p. 606. The letter is 
undated but d'Oysel was in Scotland between 14 Dec. 1546 and 17 Jan. 1547, L. & P.. Vol. XXI (2) pp. 
277 and 374.
4^3 Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, pp. 134-8. Lestoquoy says that the ‘bref [d’absolution] 
si insolite que le pape l'accordera sans oser en parler en consistoire’, Ibid, p. 9. He also adds that Te texte 
ne se trouve pas dans le registre de Brefs de Paul III: le pape n’ayant pas voulu en parler en consistoire, il 
n'a pas été enregistré’, Ibid, p. 167, n. 3.
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absolution) ‘che procurare d'assicurarsi della fortezza del castello di santo Andrea 
occupata, anchora fino d'oggi, ... da quelli che ammazzorono quel buon cardinale’.464 
Dandino stressed in a separate note to Cardinal Farnese ‘che essendo noto a N. S. 
[Nostro Signore, Paul III] de che importantia sia al regno di Scoda la fortezza di castello 
di S.to Andrea, et quanto sarebbe dannoso al detto regno se capitasse in mano delli 
inimici suoi’. Also important was the ‘conservatone di quel regno, al quale ella ha 
portato sempre et porta tuttavia paterna et singulare affettione, mossa anche dalli 
instantissimi preghi non solo della reina, et governatore, ma anche di qualche altro 
principe, al quale, come obediente, et benemerito della sede apostolica’.465 Qn 19 
February, Dandino reported to Rome that the letter of absolution had arrived and ‘mostrò 
S. M. [Francis I] satisfattione grande di S. B.ne [Pope Paul III] et gliene rese molte 
grade, et soggiunse, che lo voleva mandare ad ogni modo, et presto ... non solo per 
conservatone di quel regno, ma anche per minor travaglio di quei popoli, che fusse 
possible’.466 Professor Donaldson says that the "Castilians" agreed to surrender on 
receipt of an indemnity and an absolution from Rome, but when the absolution came ... it 
contained the phrase remittimus irremissibile and was therefore rejected’.* 4^
At the same rime that the absolution was being negotiated the Pope endeavoured to 
recover from Francis I the ecclesiastical dues following Cardinal Beaton's death. On 13 
December 1546, Dandino was instructed to ‘exhortera le roi à la restitution de l'argent 
laissé par le cardinal Beaton’.^H  Dandino replied to Cardinal Farnese on 18 December 
that he had spoken to Francis I ‘delli danari lasciati dal cardinale di Santo Andrea in quest 
regno. Mi ha detto che non ce pretende niente ma che essendo stato il detto cardinale 
naturai di Francia per le lettere di Naturalità et Privilegii che haveva, manco S. S. le può 
pretendere cosa alcuna, essendo che tutto e delli heredi suoi et che per quelli li farà 
guardare et conservare molto volentieri, et non è stato loco ad altra replica, nè con S. M. 
nè con li Ministri’.4^  To which Cardinal Farnese angrily responded on 24 December 
th a t‘S. S. fera le possible pour l'Écosse. Il faudra tenter de retrouver l'argent laissé par
464 Ibid, p. 134.
465 Ibid, pp. 137-8.
466 ¡bid, P- 152.
4^7 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII, p. 75. M.H. Merriman, makes the same point, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 
194, n. 4 çf, Knox, History. I, 94. However, on 20 Mar. 1547, Cardinal Farnese explained the Pope's 
position to Dandino: ‘quando possiate trattener che S. M. Chr. [Francis I] ma non usi il presente breve 
della assolutione senza però mostrar' che S. S. [Sua Santità, Paul III] si retragga dalla gratia concessa al 
intercession' di S. M. Chr.ma, sarà grato a S. S. almeno che fintanto che arrivi il Nuntio o che s'habbia 
altro avviso delle cose di Scotia per esser tale et cosi enorme il delitto che non par quasi conveniente che se 
ne trovi in alcun tempo memoria della assolutione, non essendo bastato l'animo a S. S. di parlarne in 
consistorio che pur il caso il richiedeva; però tutto si rimette alla prudenza et giudico vestro’, 
Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, pp. 167-8.
468 Ibid, p. 111.
469 Ibid, p. 114.
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le cardinal Beaton, pour que le prélat désigné par S. S. puisse le porter’.470 The 
recovery of the money, however, remained unresolved at the time of Francis I's death; 
(31 March 1547) and whether Beaton's heirs and successors ever benefited from his 
French possessions is not known, although his nephew, James Beaton, was granted a 
French ecclesiastical benefice by Henri II as were David Paniter and George Buchanan 
for services rendered to the French crown.
Scottish affairs, however, were relegated to a minor position at the French court 
following the death of Henry VIII on 28 January 1547 when relations with England, and 
even more importantly, those with the Schmalkadic princes and the threat from Charles 
V, fully occupied the French during the last eight weeks of Francis I's reign.471 The 
death of Henry VIII was not announced publically until 31 January, although Odet de 
Selve and the Baron de la Garde472 seem to have been well-informed. They wrote to 
Francis I on 31 January before the proclamation, the same day, of Edward VI; that ‘nous 
ne sçavons sy c'est de peur que la mort du roy d'Angleterre ne soyt divulguée, de 
laquelle, Sire, nous venons présentement d'estre asseurés, tant de l'Italyen que de cinq 
ou six autres endroys, combien que la chose soyt encores tenue sy secrette473 qU'ü n'y a 
homme qui ose quasi ouvrir la bouche pour en parler, et ne sçait l'on bonnement encores 
quand advint ladicte mort T but they had had a message from the Venetian secretary in 
London (Giacomo Zambon) that,
Ta dicte mort feust dès jeudy dernier [27 January] au soyr et que ledict 
seigneur roy d'Angleterre avoyt laissé et nommé vingt commissayres et 
gouverneurs de son fils et de ce royaulme desquelz le conte d'Arfolch 
[Hertford] est le principal et des aultres ne se sçavient encores les noms, ce 
qui vient d'estre confirmé à moy de la Garde par ung médecin angloys qui 
aultresfois esté à moy et qui maintenant estoyt audict seigneur roy 
d'Angleterre. ... [Et] vous advisant oultre, Sire, que le prince [Edward] 
doibt ce jourd'huy estre in ceste ville avec le conte d'Arfolch qui l'alla 
quérir dez vendredy [28 January] et va loger comme l'on diet en la grosse 
Tour pour estre plus asseuré contre quelque émotion sy elle advenoyt’.474
The advent of Edward VI was well-planned and, according to Professor Elton, 
‘betrays the mind and hand of Paget’.475 ‘Precedents for royal minorities’, argues 
Elton, meant that ‘first one had to secure the person of the boy King, preferably before
470 Ibid, p. 116.
471 D.L. Potter, Ph. D Thesis, p. 162 with lengthy explanatory footnotes, No.s 1,2,3 and 4.
472 Antoine Escalin des Aimars, Baron de la Garde, ambassadeur de France à Constantinople (1541-1544); 
général des galères de France (1544-7; 1551-7; 1566-78); chargé de mission particulière en Angleterre 
(1546; 1546-7; 1547), Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 499.
47  ^ Ibid, p. 95. Scarisbrick says that ‘the news that Henry had come to his end was kept secret for three 
days, primarily, it seems, because the King's death had halted the execution of the duke of Norfolk, who had 
been due to suffer that very morning, and threw his enemies into a bitter dilemma’, J.J. Scarisbrick, Henry 
VIII. p. 496.
474 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 95-6. In a second dispatch on the same day to Francis 
I, de Selve and de la Garde announced the death of Henry and the proclamation of Edward VI, Ibid, p. 96. 
47  ^ G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 333
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his predecessor's death was known. Hertford at once collected Edward and brought him 
to London where on 31 January he presented him at the Tower to the Council of 
executors nominated in Henry's will. At the same meeting he also got his fellow 
councillors to name him Protector of the realm’.476 Hertford was also appointed 
‘Governor of his [Edward VI] moste royal persone’, despite the claim made by his 
brother, Thomas Seymour, for this office.477 Several days later, on 6 February, the 
Privy Council put Scotland high of their agenda, and their first consideration was to 
honour Henry VIII's promise ‘to geve certaine pentions to divers noble men and others 
which kepe and defende the Castle of Saincte Androwes for his Majestes service’, and ‘to 
enterteigne at his Graces coste and charges cxxte [120] men for the more sure defence of 
the saide Castle againste the Kinges Majestes ennemyes in Skotelande’.478 Qn the same 
day Paget read out a deposition as to the late King's intentions; the lavish scale which, 
says Elton, ‘does not in the least correspond with Henry's usual practice’.479 The 
greatest beneficiary, as might be expected, was ‘my Lord of Hertford to be Treasorour 
and Earle Marshall of England and Duke of Somerset, Exceter or Hertford’,480 as wep 
as a pension of ‘a thowsand [1,000] markes a yere’.481 The newly created Duke of 
Somerset, however, was still not satisfied. Professor Elton says that he was ‘determined 
to set up a free personal rule’, and, ‘on the 12 March he obtained letters patent (in the 
new King's name) which empowered him to appoint the King's Council, and from that 
moment his autocratic system was complete’.482
The Baron de la Garde, ‘who had been in England since early December trying to 
settle the matter of the Boulogne boundaries’,483 ancj Odet de Selve wrote to Francis I on
476 ibid, p. 333. Naming the King's uncle as Protector, says Elton, was ‘another conventional measure in 
minorities, taken for instance in 1422 and 1483. Although it is usually alleged that Henry had meant to 
prevent just this elevation of a single person, the terms of his will in fact left this obvious possibility 
open’. Ibid, p. 333. For the full proceedings of the Privy Council meeting on 31 January 1547 see, Acts 
of the Privy Council, (ed) J.R Dasent, Vol. 2, new series, (1547-1550) pp. 3-7.
477a  p Vol. 2, p. 5. Elton says that Thomas was ‘admitted to the Privy Council on 23 January, but 
Henry was later reported to have refused to keep him on the Council of executors. In the will he appears 
among the "assistants" only. His treatment proves that the will was still being revised in the last week of 
Henry's life’, G.R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 333.
478 A.P.C.. Vol. 2, p. 12.
479 g .R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 333. Elton says that ‘the fact that Paget himself went 
empty-handed may support the truth of his statement’, Ibid, p. 333. See also A.P.C.. Vol. 2, pp. 15-22. 
4^0 Ibid, p. 18. On 15 February 1547 the following titles were detirmined: the ‘Earle of Hertford to have 
the name and title of Duke of Somerset; therle of Essex to be Marques of Northampton; the Vizcounte 
Lisle to be Erie of Warwyke; the Lordc Wriothesley to be Earle of Sowthampton; Sir Thomas Seymour to 
be Lord Seymour of Sudley; Sir Richard Ryche to be Lord Ryche; Sir William Willoughby to be Lorde 
Willoughby of Param and Sir Edmund Sheffeld to be Lorde Sheffild’, the letters patent were to be made out 
the following day. ‘And it was further ordered that a patent shuld be made owte to therle of Hertforde 
afforesaide for a confirmación to him of the Barony of Seymour’, Ibid, p. 35.
481 ¡bid, pp. 16-17.
482 g .R. Elton, Reform and Reformation, p. 334.
483 D.L. Potter, P.h. D. Thesis, p. 163. Potter says that ‘de la Garde negotiated two treaties, one of 
confirmation and the more important for clarification of frontier disputes.... Though the Treaty was signed
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13 February that they had ‘exprimé au protecteur et aux autres seigneurs du conseil les 
condoléances du roi au sujet de la mort du roi d'Angleterre’.484 Later, they discussed 
with the Protector and Paget ‘propoz de continuer et poursuivre les moyens mictz en 
avant avec le feu roy de perpétuer la dicte amytié’, and they suggested that the new amity 
be sealed with marriages of Elizabeth de Valois to Edward VI, and Mary Tudor to 
Antoine de Bourbon, duc de Vendôme, roi de Navarre.485 On 15 February, Francis I 
sent a commission to the French ambassadors to negotiate a ‘ligue deffensive pour nous 
nos diets Royaulmes pays terrres seigneuries et subiectz’;486 these proposals were then 
discussed with the Privy Council on 4 March.487
In the meantime, the Scottish ambassadors, Paniter and Otterbum, who had been 
in London since November met with the Protector and Paget on 3 February. The next 
day the French ambassadors reported the meeting to Francis I that ‘le congé que l'évêque 
de Ross demandait pour passer auprès du roi de France comme il en avait la charge lui a 
été refusé jusqu' à l'arrivée de cette nouvelle commission’.488 On 21 February they 
reported that ‘les ambassadeurs d'Ecosse ont reçu du gouverneur d’Écosse leur nouvelle 
commission semblable à la première et portant charge à l'évêque de Ross de passer seul 
en France’.489 According to Otterbum, who wrote to Marie de Guise on 8 March, 
Paniter departed for France on the 5th. In the same letter, he also reflected on the 
generally improved Anglo/French relations since the death of Henry VIII. T wait nocht 
quhow’, observed Otterbum, ‘it sail suceede betuix France and Yngland bot the 
ambassatouris of France ar wele tretit and as freyndis and we as inymyis’,490 an(j on 1 4  
March, he further noted that T assure your grace that I persaif sik kyndnes betuix France
and sealed in England, François I died before the ratification and Henri II never agreed to ratify it’, Ibid, p. 
163, n. 1. Sir Adam Otterbum wrote to Marie de Guise on 14 March that ‘y°ur grace sail surelie 
understand that the pece betuix France and Yngland was contractit for the Kingis and thair sucessouris, and 
now the samyn is renewit within thir thre dayis and, as the ambassatour [de Selve] sayis, we are 
comprehendit as of befoir; bot we ar nocht off counsale thairto’, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of 
Lorraine, p. 176.
484 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 102; also see P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/53. In the same letter, 
Francis I also agreed to the re-appointment of Dr. Wotton as English ambassador in France.
485 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 102-3. Wotton to the Privy Council, 6 April 1547, 
P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/241.
486 p.R.o. Sp. 68/1/55. There is no mention of -the comprehension of Scotland in this dispatch. There 
was discussion at this time at the French Court that ‘England will commence war against the Scots this 
year’, and it was reported that Francis I ‘says he will assist the latter’. It was thought that 12 galleys would 
be sent and that the Sieurs de Vendôme and Lorges were in Brittany raising men ‘to aid the Scots’, St. 
Mauris to King of the Romans, 15 Feb. 1547, C.S.P.. Spanish. Ed. VI. Vol. IX, p. 35. Nothing seems 
to have come of these proposals, and St. Mauris, who always seemed to have sent extremely detailed 
dispatches, does not mention it again during the last weeks of Francis I’s reign.
482 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 113-5.
488 ibid, p. 98.
489 ibid, p. 105. Paniter was still waiting on 28 February for ‘le congé et sauf-conduict de“l'evesque de 
Rosse pour passer devers vostre Majesté”,’ M.M. de Selve et de la Garde au roi, Ibid, p. 109.
49b Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 175-6.
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and Yngland that France will nocht displeis thame’.491 In Edinburgh on 18 March, Lord 
Ruthven492 informed Marie de Guise that Paniter had written from France ‘desirand to 
wit quhat he suld do gif the King of Franch wald nothir caus Ingland to comprehend us 
nor yit ansueir us of support conformand to our desyre bot undir the fair wordis of 
Ingland without ony uthir sécurité: and we have biddin hyme do conformand to the first 
articulis and remane still thair quhill he adverteis us agane of the King of Franchis utir 
mynde quhat we may lippyn to tak sic support as he will gif’.493 Francis I, however, 
died before Paniter was able to present his commission. But, he informed Otterburn, ‘he 
hes spokin with this young Kyng [Henri II] of France.494 He hes writen this mater be 
syfferis, quhobeit it nedit nocht for the protector hes the commission, and it is na mater of 
secreitnes to schaw that he spak with the Kyng of France’.495 N0t only had the French 
attitude warmed towards Scotland, and ipso facto cooled towards England, but Paniter's 
messenger also informed Otterburn of sweeping changes at the French court. A new era 
in Franco/Scottish relations had begun.
In Scotland, the "Castilians" received financial and spiritual support from the 
new, and avowedly Protestant, regime of the Protector Somerset;496 jt was probably the 
main reason which had given them the confidence to reject the absolution from Rome. 
Dandino wrote to Cardinal Farnese of 26 March 1547 that ‘les assassins du cardinal 
Beaton sont toujours dans la même forteresse, occupent la ville et y ont introduit des 
prédicants anglais’.497 The Scottish government was now in a much weaker situation 
than it had been during the previous three years. Professor Donaldson says that ‘had it 
been possible for the government either to come to terms with the "Castilians" or to
491 ¡hid, p. 177.
492 William, 2nd Lord Ruthven, sheriff of Perth, appointed Lord Privy Seal in 1546, Ibid, p. 179, n. 3.
49  ^Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 177-8.
494 Francis I died of Henri's 28th birthday. ‘C'est a Saint-Germain-en-Laye que nait, le 31 mars 1519, le 
second fils du couple royal ... Le roi, pour faire plaisir a son “cousin” d'Angleterre Henri VIII,... le choisit 
commc parrain de son fils’, I. Cloulas, Henri II. p. 24.
49  ^Otterburn to the Queen Dowager, [London, April 1547], Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, 
pp. 179-180; see also C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1 (1547-1563), p. 3.
49^ Early in the new reign, Paget renewed a draft of ‘Articles touching the castle of St. Andrews, & c\ 
inserting Edward VI ‘with the advice of the Lord Protector and others of his privy council’ in place of Henry 
VIII, in response to the supplications of those ‘who have taken the castle of St. Andrews in Scotland and 
possess the same against the Governor’, English help will be forthcoming if the Castilians agree ‘to do all 
they can to promote his marriage with their Queen, that they shall not deliver the castle to the hands of 
“thold Queen”, governor’ £ ia f  In return men, money and munitions will be forthcoming. C.S.P. 
Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 1; a second draft by Paget of ‘Certein Articles of speciall trust and 
confidens to be covenaunted and observed by the Master of Rothes, the Lord of Graunge and Master Henry 
Banaveis’, identifies those to be held responsible for the implementation of the first articles, Ibid, p. 2; and 
finally, Patrick, Lord Gray, sheriff of Angus, asked for English help to recover ‘St Johnston [Perth] and 
put forth my enemies’, and ‘in return I bind myself kin and friends to do our uttermost to accomplish the 
marriage of his majesty to my soverign lady’, Ibid, p. 2.
497 Correspondancc dcs Nonces en France. Vol. 6, p. 171. Donaldson says that, ‘at Easter (10 April) John 
Knox ... entered the castle [of St. Andrews]’, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 76.
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recover the castle of St. Andrews, as it recovered Dumbarton,498 by prompt action, the 
episode might have had no effect on the situation’. But the governor's half-brother, John 
Hamilton, ‘bishop-elect of Dunkeld, could hardly condone the murder of the primate; and 
the Hamilton dynastic interest forbade capitulation to a faction which proposed to marry 
Mary to Edward’.499 Besides, the governor's son and heir, who had been in the castle 
at the time of Beaton's assassination, was still being held hostage by the murderers.500 
In the new era, the tougher attitude by England which weakened the Scottish position, 
was to produce more than a mere diplomatic response from France in the reign of Henri 
II.
Henry VIII's "Rough Wooing" of the Scots had failed utterly; and even though 
Francis I's reaction and response to Scottish pleas for help under the terms of the "Auld 
Alliance" had not been entirely successful, at least the Scots were in a much stronger 
position vis-à-vis England than they had been following the devastating defeat at Solway 
Moss and the death of James V in 1542. Implicit in Henry's failure is Thomas 
Cromwell's Scottish policy which leads to the tentative conclusion 501 that Scarisbrick 
is correct in asserting that Henry was not interested in Scotland but only in France; thus 
overturning Pollard's thesis that Henry VIII sought to become Rex et Imperator of the 
British Isles. At the same time, Pollard is also correct to perceive an overall policy in the 
1530s to unite all the constituent parts of the British Isles under the English crown. This 
was not the policy of Henry VIII, however, but that of Thomas Cromwell. A policy 
which, as noted previously, was fraught with difficulties because (unlike Wales and 
Ireland) of the Scots' "Auld Alliance", with France. It would seem that in 1541 Henry 
decided to resurrect some of Cromwell's policies employing force instead of diplomacy. 
This was crucial, for Henry seemed not to have had any real understanding of the nature 
of the "Auld Alliance" as Thomas Cromwell and Thomas More seemed to have had; but
ibid, p. 75. Dumbarton castle was seizd by the Earl of Lennox and his youngest brother Robert 
Stewart, Bishop of Caithness, almost simultaneously as the castle of St. Andrews was taken. Robert 
Stewart had defected with Lennox to England in 1544, and during the seizure of Dumbarton, Stewart 
discussed with Arran the possibility of returning to Scotland. On 14 July 1546, the day before the 
capitulation of the castle to the Governor, Stewart appeared before the Scottish Council to ask for 
remission for his crime in return for a pension equal to his previous living. On 16 July he was granted a 
full pardon and ultimately became once again bishop-elect of Caithness. Acts of the Lords of Council, pp. 
553, 574, 576-7.
499 g . Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 75.
500 Young James Hamilton had been taken into St. Andrews castle by Cardinal Beaton as a pledge for his 
father's loyalty following the Governor’s capitulation to the Cardinal in Sept. 1543, Ibid, p. 68.
591 A tentative conclusion because of the preliminary nature of the ideas based almost entirely on that 
published material available in Australia which is not very extensive. Moreover, these ideas require a great 
deal more detailed examination, especially with the European archival material which is not possible, nor 
within the range and scope of this thesis at this time. Recently, these preliminary ideas were presented at 
the 10th Australiasian Historians of Medieval and Early Modem Europe Conference at Melbourne 
University in September 1989, in a paper later entitled, ‘The genesis of Henry VIII's "Rough Wooing" of 
the Scots’. Subsequently, I sent a copy of this paper to Sir Geoffrey Elton who has generously supported 
the conclusion and made a number of constructive comments in case I should wish to publish it. (Letter, 
18 October 1989).
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by 1541 Henry no longer had their advice and counsel having executed and dispensed 
with both of them.
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CHAPTER 2
FRENCH REACTION TO THE "ROUGH WOOING"
Part 2: Henri II and the Protector Somerset
The advent of Henri II on 31 March 1547 was accompanied, in the words of Professor 
Knecht, ‘by a palace revolution’,1 which the recently re-instated English ambassador, Dr. Nicholas 
Wotton, elaborated in a lengthy dispatch to the Privy Council on 6 April; and in which he also 
wondered how effectively he could function when,‘I am as unacquayntidde and as farre to seek 
yn this courte now, by meanes of this sudayne and great change’.2 The cause of Wotton’s 
anxiety, according to D.L. Potter, was that ‘virtually the whole of the pro-English reform- 
sympathising faction at court had disappeared overnight with the death of the old King’. In 
particular, ‘Longueval and La Planche, two of the most important contacts of the English 
ambassadors since the beginning of the decade’, had gone.3
On the other hand, the Scottish ambassador, David Paniter, was granted an interview by 
Henri II during the first days of his reign. Paniter wrote to Sir Adam Otterburn, who had remained 
in London, to inform him of this meeting and to include dispatches in cypher of this matter (which, 
unfortunately, seem not to have survived) for Marie de Guise, to whom Otterburn reported soon 
after that Paniter's messenger ‘sayis that your freyndis ar gret consaloris and reularis. Lord Dernly 
is at curt and the auld reularis baith men and women ar passit’.4 Reference to one of 
Paniter's
1 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 422; also see L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 34-57; F. 
Decrue, Anne de Montmorency, connétable et pair de France sous les rois Henri II. François II 
et Charles IX. 2 Vols, Paris (1889), Vol. 2, pp. 1-20; and Germaine Ganier, La politique du 
Connétable Anne de Montmorency. 1547-59. Le Havre (1957), who, according to D.L. Potter, 
‘adds little to what was said by Decrue for the period 1547-50’, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 171, n. 3. 
See Plate No. 9: ‘Portrait of Henri II, roi de France’, école Italienne, XVIe siècle, Musée Condé, 
Chantilly.
2 P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/241; an edited transcription of this dispatch appears in P.F. Tytler, England 
under the Reians of Edward VI and Marv. 2 Vols, London (1839) Vol. 1, pp. 35-42. Jean de 
Saint-Mauris, Imperial ambassador at the French court also wrote an even longer dispatch to 
Mary of Hungary, Regent of the Low Countries, on 20 April 1547 informing her (as Paillard 
notes in his commentary of Saint-Mauris' dispatch) that ‘ Il n'y eut peut-être jamais de 
révolution de cour aussi complète que celle qui se produisit à l'avènement de Henri II’, C. 
Paillard, ‘La mort de François Ier et les premiers temps du Règne de Henri II: d'après Jean de 
Saint-Mauris...’ Revue Historique. V, (1877) p. 91, ci. Archives du Royaume de Belgique à 
Bruxelles, Papiers d'État, Neg. de France, t. 2, 77 à 84.
3 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 168.
4 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 180. Her ‘freyndis’ were her family, the 
Guises, whose ascendancy ‘in the Councils of France became assured on the accession of Henry 
IP, Ib id , p. 180, n. 1; ‘Dernly’ was John Stewart/Stuart, 5th Sieur d’Aubigny, whom the 
French mistakenly called Lord Darnley, and who had been recently released from imprisonment
in the Bastille soon after the accession of Henri II; see (attached to this thesis) E.A. Bonner, 
‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance" in the sixteenth century: Scots in France and French in 
Scotland’; also see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 332-334.
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dispatches in cypher, however, is mentioned by William Keith, 4th Earl Marischal, in his letter to 
Marie de Guise on 2 May 1547. Marischal says that ‘I haif this advertisment that your gracis fader 
andfreyndis standis in guyd fawwor with this Kyng of France;... forder I traist the sacryter [Paniter] 
hes menyt in hys syfeyris writin to the beschop of Dunkell [John Hamilton] that this Frenche man 
that is to cum presantlye heyr will dyssr in his maistyris [Henri II] nayme the mariaig of owr 
maistres’.5 Wotton, in his dispatch of 6 April, had also observed that at the French court with 
‘thauthorite of these three brethern [the Guises] it is to be thoughte that the Scottes shall lacke 
neither helpe norfavor’.6
It is significant, although not surprising, that Henri II elected to see the Scottish 
ambassador so soon after his accession. Henri's interest in Scotland and affection for James V, 
his erstwhile brother-in-law, had commenced in October 1536 not long after the young King of 
Scots had arrived in France in search of a bride. Citing Robert Lindsay of Pitscottie, Agnes 
Strickland claims that they met at the ‘Chapel of St. Sophorin, near Tarray, in the Lyonnois’,7 ... 
and ‘as soon as the Dauphin saw King James he ran to him and took him in his arms and welcomed 
him, says Pitscottie, “heartfully, and showed him that his father would be blyth of his coming” ... 
explaining that the King of France was still very sad for the tragic fate of his eldest son’.8 Henri 
took James to meet Francis I who gave ‘thanks for sending the Noble Prince unto him to be his 
son, accepting him in love and favour so fervently as he had been his own natural son gotten of 
his Body ... and commanded the Dolphin, his son, to wait upon him and entertain him as his own 
brother’.9 During the following months James stayed at the French court and ‘à la fin de 
novembre 1536, à Blois, François lui accorde la main de sa fille Madeleine’ and on ‘le 1er janvier
5 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 182-3.
6 P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/240.
? A. Strickland, Lives of the Queens of Scotland and English Princesses connected with the 
regal succession of Great Britain. 8 Vols, Edinburgh and London (1852-4) Vol. 1, p. 293; 
‘Tarray’: probably Tarare which is near Lyon in the Department of Rhone.
8 Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 293; Strickland cites, Robert Lindesay of Pittscottie, The History of Scotland 
from 21 February 1436 to March 1565.... (ed) R. Freebairn, Edinburgh (1728) p. 156, which 
does not mention the name of the Chapel. Nor is it mentioned in subsequent editions: The 
Cronicles of Scotland, bv Robert Lindsav of Pitscottie. 2 Vols (ed) J.G. Dalyell, Edinburgh 
(1814) Vol. 2, p. 366; nor in The Historié and Cronicles of Scotland M 436-15751. written and 
collected bv Robert Lindesav of Pitscottie. 2 Vols (ed) A.J.G. MacKay, Edinburgh and London 
(1899) Vol. 1, p. 361. That James V came to Lyon to meet Francis I was reported by Rodolfo 
Pio, Bishop of Faenza and Papal Nuncio in France from 1535 to 1536, in his letters written 
from Lyon on the 4th and 14 October 1536, B.L. Add. MS. 8715, fols 288v - 290r and 291r&v; 
see Appendix No. 7 Infra, for further information on this MS. The Dauphin François had died 
suddenly on 10 August 1536, R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 284.
9 Pitscottie. (ed) Freebairn, p. 156; (ed) Dalyell, Vol. 2, pp. 366-7; (ed) MacKay, Vol. 1, pp. 
361-2. Strickland says that the French court ‘marvelled at his [James V's] boldness in 
undertaking so perilous a voyage in stormy weather, considering the roughness of the seas and 
the dangers of the coast; that he should have ventured on such an expedition without asking for 
a safe-conduct from either the King of England or the King of France ... attended by so few 
servants’, A. Strickland, Lives of the Queens. Vol. 1, p. 294; see also Pitscottie. (ed) MacKay, 
Vol. 1, p. 361.
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1537, les noces ont lieu à Notre-Dame de Paris’.10 According to Pitscottie, ‘thair was never so 
great solemnitie and triumphe sen in France in ane day as was then sen the tyme of King Chairllis 
the Maine’ ,11 in which Henri and his wife, Catherine de Médicis, took, ‘dans toutes les 
manifestations officielles, [including the wedding procession] la première place après le roi et la 
reine’.12
Henri and James did not meet again following the latter's return to Scotland in May 1537. 
Their only contact, other than the Dauphin's letters which James says he received “par votre 
secretaire”, appears to have been the letter written to Henri on 7 July 1537 to inform him of 
Madeleine's untimely death;13 although there are several mentions of the Dauphin in Beaton's 
letters to James from the French court in September 1537 and 1541.14 On 13 September 
[1541] Beaton assured James ‘I can no1 weill schaw zour grace be writ ye grete fauor and luf yat ye 
king zour gracis fader [Francis I] schewis to haue to zor grace and siclik monsr Doulphin quhayis 
cummyne ane wyise vertuouse prince and bens grete fauor and luf to zour grace’.15
There are, however, a few surviving letters written by Henri to the Scottish court before 
his accession,16 which are addressed to ‘Madame ma seur la Royne Descosse’, [Marie de Guise- 
Lorraine] in the period after the birth of Mary Queen of Scots and the death of James V. It is 
during this period, even though the evidence is scanty and these letters are but brief mandates 
for the ‘present porteur vous rende bonne compte et amplement de mes nouvelles’,17 or other 
similar instructions which are always closed with affectionate greetings of support; that it seems 
that Henri began to devise a plan for the future union of Scotland and France by taking advantage 
of Marie de Guise's position as Queen Dowager of Scotland. If this were the case then it might 
possibly explain her attitude and behaviour, as outlined previously, following the signing of the 
treaties of Greenwich in July 1543; her dissembling and ultimate rejection of possible marriage 
proposals from Bothwell, Lennox and Henry VIII; and her campaign to undermine and overthrow 
both the treaties of Greenwich and James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran's position as Regent for her 
daughter and Governor of Scotland.
In an undated letter which the editor, Marguerite Wood, estimates was written in 1543, 
Henri informs Marie de Guise that he is ‘très aise d'entendre quelle resollution auront faict voz 
ambassadeurs auec le Roy d'Angleterre, dont je vous prie m'aduertir. Ce faisant me ferez bien 
grant plaisir pour n’estimer moins la prospérité de voz affaires que les miens propres comme
10 I. Cloulas, Henri II. p. 93.
11 Pitscottie. (ed) MacKay, Vol. 1, p. 365.
12 I. Cloulas, Henri II. p. 93.
13 1 etters of James V. p. 334; the other letters mentioned by James seem not to have 
survived.
14 A. Lang, ‘Letters of Cardinal Beaton 1537-1541’, pp. 153-6.
15 Ibid, p. 153; also see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, note 85.
16 N.L.S. Adv. MSS. 29.2.1, fols 40, 43 and 72; published in Miscellany of the Maitland Club. 
Vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 212-4; and others in Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 88, 141 and 152.
17 ‘Lestre du Daulphin du xvjme jung 1546’, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 141.
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congnoistrez par effect, l'occasion si offrant et que j'en auray le moien’.18 ‘Le moien’ and 
‘l'occasion’ seem to have offered themselves in 1544 with the birth of Henri’s first son, François, 
on 19 January which was the cause for much celebration after ten childless years of marriage. On 
5 December 1544 the English received intelligence from the French court ‘that Mr. David Panter 
wrote to the Governor that the king of France wills the marriage of the Queen [of Scots] to the 
Dauphin's son’.19
It is not improbable that this proposal came from Henri. As the heir apparent he certainly 
would have been consulted on future marriage treaties for his son and heir. In the event, Francis I 
did not act upon this proposal preferring later to offer the young Queen of Scots' hand to the King 
of Denmark's son. As Dauphin, Henri could only suggest policy, and any negotiations he may 
have made with Marie de Guise would have been kept absolutely secret and passed by word of 
mouth by trusted servants. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that Henri held the Queen Dowager 
in high regard. In this period before his accession, Henri informed Marie de Guise ‘sil vous plaist 
aucune chose mordonner vous pouuez estre certaine que me trouuerez tousiours prest a me y 
emploier daussi bon cueur que Je desire estre humblement recommande a votre bonne 
grace’.20
Notwithstanding the fact that there are so few surviving letters sent to the Scottish court 
from Henri as Dauphin, the volume increases considerably after his accession, indicating his 
interest and concern for Scottish affairs. During the first few months of his reign, however, Henri's 
prime concern was to re-organize the court and to make a number of administrative changes 
which, given the sweeping nature and speed with which they were implemented, must have 
been carefully planned for some time. There is every reason to believe that his plans for Scotland 
had also received the same meticulous attention well in advance of his accession.
The most significant feature of the palace revolution of 1547, says Professor Knecht, ‘was 
the return to power of the constable, Anne de Montmorency’,21 who had been banished from 
court by Francis I in 1541. During his disgrace, Henri had kept in close touch with his childhood 
friend and mentor, and his first act after his accession was to appoint the constable as president of 
the king's council. On 12 April Montmorency took the oath of constable and was confirmed as
1 8 Ibid. Vol. 1, pp. 88-9; Wood argues ‘that “quelle resolution” & etc. is probably referring 
to the adjusting of the Treaty of Greenwich in London, July 1543’, Ibid, p. 88, n. 2. It is not 
difficult to agree with Wood's deduction as this was the only “resolution” negotiated between 
Scottish ambassadors and Henry VIII at this time.
19 L & P. Henrv VIII. Vol. XIX (2), p. 430.
20 N.L.S. Adv. MSS. 29.2.1 fol. 72; published in Maitland Miscellany. Vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 214.
21 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 423. The office of Constable was an appointment for life, and 
‘was considered the most important of the “great offices” of the crown. His duties were 
exclusively military and included the enforcement of discipline among the troops, the 
supervision of army supplies, the appointment of commissioners of musters, the authorization 
of military expenditure and the allocation of troops to garrison towns. In time of war it was 
customary for the Constable to command the army in the King's absence and the vanguard in his 
presence. On ceremonial occasions it was his privilege to carry the king's naked sword’, Ibid, 
pp. 14-5.
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grand master. ‘His arrears of pay (100,000 écus) were settled, and he recovered his governorship 
of Languedoc, while his brother [François de Montmorency, Seigneur de] La Rochepot was 
reappointed governor of Paris and the Île-de-France’.22 Others of Montmorency's family also 
rose to prominence, although not any of his own eleven children as his eldest son was only 
seventeen in 1547. It was his three nephews, Cardinal Odet de Châtillon who moved into his 
uncle's apartment at Saint-Germain-en-Laye and became a notable cleric at court; Gaspard, who 
was shortly named colonel-general of the infantry and, later, Admiral Coligny, and who became 
governor of the Île-de-France and Picardy after his uncle La Rochepot's death; and François, 
Seigneur d'Andelot who commanded a contingent of Henri M's army in Scotland in 1548, and 
became ‘colonel-général de l'infanterie française from 1555 to 1558’.23 Finally, Montmorency's 
cousin, Jean d'Humières, was appointed governor of the king's children and their household.24
Of almost equal significance in the new régime was the elevation to the king's council of 
Marie de Guise's brothers: François de Lorraine, duc d'Aumale, who succeeded his father as due 
de Guise in 1550, and Charles de Lorraine, archbishop of Reims and, later in 1547, Cardinal de 
Guise and who, in 1551, succeeded to his uncle Jean's benefices including the title of Cardinal of 
Lorraine.25 Both Guise brothers had the support of the king's powerful mistress, Diane de 
Poitiers, duchesse de Valentinois; twenty years the king's senior she now became the dominant 
woman at court.26 There is no doubt that these four personages were the most influential at the 
court of Henri II. Professor Baumgartner argues that ‘for most of Henry's reign the struggle for 
power and influence was intense and fairly evenly matched. The Guises' greater ability [and]
22 Ibid, p. 424; ‘In July 1551 Montmorency was created a duke and peer, an unprecedented 
elevation for a mere baron, placing him on a par with the highest in the land’, Ibid, p. 424, çf, 
F. Decrue, Anne de Montmorency. Vol. 2, pp 1-7.
23 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 494.
24 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 48.
25 H. Outram Evennett, The Cardinal of Lorraine and the Council of Trent. Cambridge (1930) p. 
9; and R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 428. The other Guise at court mentioned by Wotton, was the 
fourth brother, Louis de Lorraine ‘who was in turn Bishop of Troyes and Metz and Archbishop 
of Albi, Sens and Bordeaux, and was created Cardinal of Guise in 1553’, H.O. Evennett, 
Cardinal of Lorraine, p. 10. The other members of this close-knit powerful family, other than 
Marie, were: Claude, Marquis de Mayenne and, in 1550, duc d'Aumale; a second François, 
Grand-Prior of France and General of the galleys; René, Marquis d'Elboeuf; Renée, Abbess of 
Saint-Pierre-des-Dames; and Antoinette, Abbess of Farmoustier, Ibid, p. 9. Their father 
Claude, who had married Antoinette de Bourbon, was the second son of René, duc de Lorraine, 
and Philippa de Gueldres; the eldest son Antoine having succeeded as duc de Lorraine, and the 
third son, Jean, became Cardinal of Lorraine.
26 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 423; F.J. Baumgartner, Henrv II. pp. 57-9; ‘ in 1547 a marriage 
was arranged between the third Guise brother, Claude, and her daughter Louise de Brézé’, Ibid, 
p. 58. Diane, born in 1499, married Louis de Brézé, grand sénéchal de Normandie in 1514 and 
by whom she had two daughters. Although she was widowed in 1531, Diane continued to be 
known as ‘la grande sénéchalle’, for example as Wotton referred to her in his dispatch to the 
Privy Council on 6 April 1547, P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/240.
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youthfulness, ... combined with the usual support of Diane de Poitiers, nearly balanced the great, 
almost filial reverence that Henry had for the constable [Anne de Montmorency]’.27
The palace revolution at the highest ministerial level saw the fall of François, Cardinal de 
Tournon and Claude d'Annebault. Although the latter was allowed to retain the post of admiral, 
(albiet without pay) he had to relinquish his position as Marshal of France to Jacques d'Albon who 
was also appointed Grand Chambellan. D'Albon and his father, Jean, Seigneur de Saint-André 
who had been Henri's governor, were both included on the king's council, as was Henri d'Albret, 
roi de Navarre, the king's uncle. The Bourbons, who were the only princes of the blood except 
for the sons of the king, were still suffering from the aftermath of Charles III, duc de Bourbon's 
treason in 1523,28 were represented on the inner council by Antoine de Bourbon, duc de 
Vendôme.29 At the upper levels of the administration only the Chancellor, François Ollivier, 
whose office was an appointment for life,30 and two of the secretaries of state, Guillaume 
Bochetel and Claude de Laubespine, ‘weathered the sudden storm’.31 They were joined by 
Cosme Clausse, Sieur de Marchmont, who had served as secretary in Henri's household when he 
was the Dauphin, and Jean Duthier who had previously been a servant of Montmorency;32 and 
‘within the fiscal administration, Jean Duval was replaced as trésorier de l'Épargne by [André] 
Blondet, one of Diane de Poitier's creatures’.33
The advent of Henri II also witnessed a sudden influx of fuorusciti: Italian exiles, mainly 
from Florence but also from Naples, who congregated at the household of Catherine de Medici, 
and many of whom received important French offices and pensions, both secular and 
ecclesiastical.34 The most notable of the fuorusciti. according to Romier, was the celebrated poet
27 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 59.
28 For an account of this complex series of events, which led to the sequestration of Bourbon's 
considerable lands, titles and offices by Francis I, after the duke had defected to the Emperor 
Charles V on 7 September 1523, see, R.J. Knecht, Francis I. pp. 148-159.
29 Bourbon's position at court rose in 1548 when he married Jeanne d'Albret becoming roi de 
Navarre in 1555. Their son Henri, who was born in 1553, rehabilitated the family's fortunes 
when he became King Henri IV, the first Bourbon King of France in 1589.
30 The Chancellor was head of the royal chancellery and keeper of the three royal seals; as 
head of the royal judicial system he presided over parlement when he attended it; and as chief 
of royal administration he prepared important edicts and presided over the two royal councils 
in the absence of the king. In January 1551, due to failing health, Ollivier gave up most of his 
duties to Jean Bertrand who had recently been promoted to first president of the parlement and 
given the title of ‘Garde des Sceau’. Widowed the same year, Bertrand became bishop of 
Comminges and, in 1557, archbishop of Sens and a Cardinal, F.J. Baumgartner, Henrv II. pp. 
52-3. It would seem that Bertrand had been in line for promotion from the beginning of the 
reign: Wotton mentions that Bertrand was called to court in the first days after Henri's 
accession. Wotton to the Privy Council, 6 April 1547, P.R.O. Sp. 68/1/239.
31 N. Sutherland, The French Secretaries of State in the Aae of Catherine de Medici. London 
(1962) p. 17.
32 Ibid, p. 19.
33 R.J.Knecht, Francis I. p. 425, cf, F. Decrue, Anne de Montmorency. Vol. 2, pp. 12-3.
34 In 1560, Charles de Marillac, archbishop de Vienne, complained of the numbers of Italians in 
the French hierarchy: ‘they fill a third of the benefices of the realm, have an infinite number of
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Luigi Alamanni who ‘forma un centre d'attrait pour ses compatriotes. Aussi bien, son crédit 
grandissait chaque jour dans l'entourage de la Reine: il devint le conseiller, le porte-parole et 
l'agent intime de Catherine de Médicis’,35 particularly following the publication in 1548 of his epic 
poem, Girone il cortese. which he had dedicated to Henri II.36 Also influential, were the four 
Strozzi brothers: Piero, Leone, Roberto and Lorenzo, the queen's cousins.37 Exiled from 
Florence by their distant relative, Cosimo 1er (di Medici) Duke of Florence since 1537, the 
Strozzis were dispersed in Italy at the beginning of 1547. ‘Le 28 mars 1547 Piero [Strozzi] averti 
de la malade du Roi, [Francis I] quittait Venise à la hâte, en route pour Paris’.38 ‘Roberto et 
Lorenzo partirent de Rome le 2 juillet... et l'épouse même de Piero, accompagnée d'une escorte 
de vingt personnes, parmi lesquelles se trouvaient Cecco dei Pazzi, Vincenzo Taddei, Gino 
Capponi, Vico dei Nobili et Lucca degli Albizzi, quittait Venise pour la France, à la fin d'octobre’.39
Piero Strozzi, a longtime favourite of Henri II, arrived at the French court on 8 April 1547, 
and soon after ‘fut créé gentilhomme ordinaire de la Chambre pourvu d’une pension de 2,000 
livres, portée plus tard à 14,000 livres, et nommé capitaine général de l'infanterie italienne. Seul, 
avec Coligny, comme par une sorte de privilège, Strozzi reçut le collier de l'Ordre de Saint-Michel 
au sacre de Henri II’.40 Leone Strozzi who, like his elder brother Piero, studied at the University of 
Padova ‘puis entré dans l'Ordre de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem, devenu commandeur et prieur [de 
Capoue]. A l'avènement de Henri II, Leone fut nommé gentilhomme de la Chambre et capitaine 
général des galères du Roi dans les mers du Levant et du Ponant’.41 Roberto Strozzi, having
pensions and suck our blood like leeches’, cited in, F.J. Baumgartner, ‘Henry M's Italian 
Bishops: A study in the Use and Abuse of the Concordat of Bologna’, S ixteenth-Centurv 
Journal. XI, (1980) p. 49. Baumgartner says that ‘27% of episcopal appointments for his 
[Henri M's] reign, 20 of 26, went to Italians’, Ibid, p. 50.
35 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 147. His son, Giovanni Battista Alamanni, 
received the bishopric of Bazas from Henri II in 1555, F.J. Baumgartner, Change and Continuity 
in the French Episcopate. The Bishops and the Wars of Religion. 1547-1610. Duke U.P. (1986) 
p. 214.
36 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 147.
37 Catherine, born on 13 April 1519, was the daughter of Lorenzo di Medici, Duke of Urbino 
and grandson of Lorenzo the Magnificent, and Madeleine de La Tour d'Auvergne, both of whom 
died within a month of her birth. Thus, she was also the great-niece of the Medici popes, Leo X 
and Clement VII. The Strozzi's father, Filippo, married Catherine's aunt, Clarice di Medici in 
1508, and it was she who took care of Catherine during her infancy in Tuscany, L. Romier, 
Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 148.
38 Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 149, n. 3, çf, Pandolfini au duc de Florence, 30 mars 1547, Venise (Arch, de 
Florence, Mediceo 2967, fol. 75).
39 Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 149, n. 4 & 5, çf, même au même, 30 avril 1547, Venise (Ibid, fol. 536), 
and 2 novembre 1547 (Ibid, fol. 720).
40 Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 154, n. 2, 3 & 4, çf, B.N. Pièces Originales 2730; B.N. Fonds Français 3132, 
fol. 32; Correspondance de D. du Gabre. (éd) Vitalis, p. 119. Henri's coronation took place on 
26 July 1547 at Reims, the day after his formal entry into that city; the ceremony being 
presided over by Charles de Guise-Lorraine, archbishop of Reims.
41 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 161, n. 3 & 4, ci, Litta, Famiglie celebri italiane. 
Strozzi di Firenze, Vol. XX; B.N. Pièces Originales 2730. ‘Lettres patentes de Henri II, portant 
provision de la charge de capitaine général des galères de France en faveur de Léon Strozzi,
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inherited the commercial aptitudes of his father was designated the administration of the family 
bank. ‘Il résida peu à la cour de France, bien que Henri II l'eût créé gentilhomme de la Chambre’.42 
The fourth and youngest brother, Lorenzo Strozzi, was destined for the Church. Titulaire de 
plusieurs abbayes en Piémont et de celle de Saint-Victor-de-Marseille, il reçut, à l'avènement de 
Henri II, l'évêché de Béziers’ and on 15 March 1557, ‘Lorenzo fut créé Cardinal’.43 The Strozzis 
‘possédèrent des richesses considérables, et le Roi tira d'eux beaucoup plus de deniers qu'il ne 
leur en donna. La Banque Strozzi avait... une succursale importante à Lyon, établi dès le début 
du XVIe siècle.... L’union qui associât les marchands de Lyon et les fuorusciti. dispersés à la Cour 
et aux armées, n'apparaît nulle part plus saillante que dans la vie de ces Strozzi, tour à tour 
banquiers, conspirateurs et soldats’.44
Having effected the "palace revolution", Henri II turned his attention to the defence of the 
realm. His major concern, according to D.L. Potter, ‘was the English question —  and primarily that 
of Boulogne —  [which] is confirmed by the dispatch of de Vielleville on special mission to England 
late in May [1547]’.45 Potter says ‘that almost as soon as he succeeded his father, Henri II began 
to raise questions about the new treaty recently negotiated by [Odet de] Selve and Baron de la 
Garde, that he refused to ratify it 46 and that the new régime in France began to set on foot military 
preparations in Picardy which caused considerable anxiety to the English officers across the 
Channel’.47
On 5 May 1547, de Selve informed the Duke of Somerset of the act of the conseil privé 
which had refused to ratify the treaty.48 Several weeks later on 31 May, Somerset, in the name of 
Edward VI, wrote to Henri II informing him that ‘nous auons receu voz lettres du xiiije et xve iour de
chevalier de Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem, prieur de Capoue ... Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 1er juin 
1547’ [Archives des Bouches-du-Rhône B. 40 (corvus) fol. 45v], M.J. Fournier, ‘Les Galères 
de France sous Henri II’, Bulletin de Géographie Historique et Descriptive, (1904) pp. 184-7.
42 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 162, n. 6, ç l, Arch, de Sienne, lettere al 
Reggimento XXXIII, 90.
43 Ib id . Vol. 1, pp. 163-4, n. 3, çf., R. Ancel, Nonciatures de Paul IV. t. 1, p. 120. 
‘Présentation au pape de Laurent Strozzi, frère de Pierre Strozzi, pour l'évêché de Béziers, 
vacant par la démission de François Gouffier... Fontainebleau, 9 octobre 1547’, Actes de Henri 
M, Vol. 1, p. 354.
44 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 163, n. 5, çf, Charpin-Feugerolles, Les Florentins 
à Lyon, pp. 182-5.
45 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 165-6, n. 1, çf, ‘François de Scépeau, Sieur de Vieilleville 
(1509-1571). He began his career as enfant d'honneur to Louise of Savoy and rose in the 
estimation of François I in the course of the Italian wars’, Ibid, p. 166. ‘Ce jeune homme, bien 
vu du roi, [Henri II] succédera un jour à Saint-André comme maréchal de France’, I. Cloulas, 
Henri II. p. 145. For further elaboration of the "Boulogne" question see Potter's thesis, Ch. 4: 
‘The English policy of the French Court, 1547-1549’, pp. 169-209.
46 Ibid, p. 168, n. 4, Rymer Foedera. IV. (1741) pp. 152-5; and Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 483.
47 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 168-9. ‘Wotton had been instructed by the English Council to 
require ratification on 1 April before it knew of François I's death’, (C.S.P.. Foreign, Edward 
VJ., p. 10) ‘The procès-verbal of the meeting at which the ratification was refused to Wotton is 
dated 19 April [1547]’, (B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fol. 1).
48 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 139.
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May. Et cy auons entendu tant par icelles que par le rapport de nostre counseiller le Sr de Bryan 
et par la relation du Sr de Vielleville Chevalier gentilhomme de vostre chambre vostre grant et 
affectione desire de nous correspondre en bonne et perfaicte amitié ... et nous auons escripte a 
nostre ambassadeur resiant lez vous les propos que nous auons fait tenir au dit Sr de Vielleville 
pour vous les relater’.49 Even so, Henri II made no overt move against the English. ‘Undoubtedly 
the main reason for French restraint after May 1547’ argues Potter, “was the shock news of the 
Emperor's victory at Mühlberg’.50 This meant, continues Potter, that ‘the Emperor was no longer 
tied up in Germany, or so it seemed, and the French policy of keeping him embroiled with the 
princes seemed to have been neutralised. The way seemed, therefore, to lie open to a closer co­
operation between the Emperor and the English and it was fear of this which was one of the 
reasons behind the special mission of Brissac51 to the Imperial court in the summer of 1547’.52 
Brissac was to enquire ‘s'il y a aucun traité ou secrette intelligence et plus particulière entre luy 
[Charles V] et le roy d'Angleterre’,53 and also lo  create the impression that a rapprochement with 
the English was on the way’.54 In fact, largely due to Montmorency’s caution with the 
concurrence of the Cardinal Guise,55 Henri II accepted Wotton's proposals for mutual restitution 
of ships, prisoners and merchandise; by 20 October 1547, Wotton had concluded a definitive 
agreement with the conseil privé that these restitutions should take place within the next ten days 
‘pour le bien conservación et entretenement de la paix’.56 These negotiations, however, did not
49 Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 2590, No. 3A.
50 ‘Les partisans de la France en Haute Allemagne crurent jusqu'à la fin à la victoire sur 
l'Empereur. L'annonce de la défaite de Mühlberg, connue avec certitude à Strasbourg le 9 mai, 
fut ressentie comme une catastrophe “triste et infaustum nuntium, nihil tristius omnibus 
accidere potuisse ... O Germaniae fatum et Caesaris fortunam!”,’ Chelius à Bassefontaine, 
Strasbourg, 10 mai 1547, A.N. (Paris) Archives privées, J-D. Pariset, ‘La France et Les 
Princes Allemands: Documents et commentaires (1545-1557)’, No. 12, p. 244, this document 
is cited in J-D. Pariset, Les Relations entre La France et L'Allemagne, p. 73.
51 Charles de Cossé, comte de Brissac (c.1506-1563): grand fauconnier de France en 1540; 
colonel général des gens de guerre français en 1542; Maréchal de France en 1550, il se rendit 
en Piémont, dont le roi [Henri II] lui donna le gouvernement général; en 1559 le roi le nomma, 
gouverneur et lieutenant-général de Picardie; il mourut à Paris décembre 1563, J-Fr. Michaud, 
Biographie Universelle anciene et moderne. (Paris, 1889) repr. Gratz (1966) Vol. 9, pp. 294- 
6 .
52 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 169-70, n. 1, f i t  W. Friedensburg, Nuntiaturberichte aus 
Deutschland. 1533-1559. X, Supp. No 32, p. 492.
53 ÏÏM , p. 170, n. 2, d , C. Marchand, Charles I de Cossé. Comte de Brissac. Paris (1889), 
pièces justif. Ill, p. 562.
54 Ibid, p. 170, n. 3, £Î, Henri II to Brissac, August 1547, Ibid, p. 563.
55 On 30 August 1547, Paget informed Somerset ‘of the constable's good affection to this 
amitié and great desire to lyve in peace’, B.L. Beer and S.M. Jack, (eds) ‘The letters of 
William, Lord Paget of Beaudesert, 1547-1563’, Camden Miscellany. Vol. XXV, 4th series, 
London (1974) p. 13; see also letter from ‘le Cardinal de Guise au connétable de Montmorency, 
Rome, 10 novembre 1547’, A. Lublinskaya, Documents pour servir à l'histoire des guerres 
d'Italie. 1547-1548. Moscow and Leningrad (1963) p. 213.
56 D.L. Potter, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 173-5 and p. 174, n. 3, d , B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fols 
11v - 12r ; Selve reported to Henri II on 26 October 1547 that the Protector was pleased with 
the agreement, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 227.
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take place until after Henri M's plans to liberate St. Andrews Castle were successfully implemented, 
and England's devastating victory over the Scots at Pinkie in September 1547.
On the Italian front, it was reported on 29 June 1547 by the Imperial ambassador, St. 
Mauris, that Henri II was making ‘preparations for the war in Piedmont’ and that ‘he had sent to the 
Rheingrave with all speed to raise lansquenets, and already five or six thousand have been 
collected and have entered France’. Rumour has it, continued St. Mauris, ‘that some of these 
lansquenets are to go to Bresse and towards Provence to defend Piedmont, whither three or four 
thousand French adventurers have been sent to garrison the fortresses’.57 Orders dispatching 
the French troops had already been sent on 1 June, as noted by Prince de Melfi: ‘Le roy a 
ordonne a monsieur d'Aumaille [François de Guise-Lorraine] gouverneur de Daulphine et 
Savoye, pourveoir et donner ordre a ce que les deux mil [2,000] hommes soyent prestz et en 
estât de marcher toutes et quantes fois que par ledict seigneur prince. ... Et a este escript au 
conte de Tende, [Claude de Savoie, comte de Tende et de Villars] gouverneur de Prouvence, et 
au seigneur de Sainct-Andre l’aisne [Jean d'Albon] gouverneur de Lyonnoys, Forest et 
Beaujolloys, faire le semblable quant aux garnisons qui sont esdicts pays’.58
In the north-west, St. Mauris also reported that Henri II insisted that his preparations in 
Flanders ‘are simply for defence, though the Flemings do not trust him. He has consequently 
reinforced all his strong places on the Flemish borders’.59 Finally, Henri II did not neglect his more 
politique defences at Rome. ‘Le cardinal du Bellay reçut de Henri II pleine autorité sur les autres 
membres français de Sacré Collège, ainsi que la “surintendance générale” des affaires royales en 
Italie’.60 This was the only change in French diplomatic personnel at the start of the new reign. 
Elsewhere, Henri II retained his father's appointments which included that of Henri Cleutin, Sieur 
d’Oysel, who served both Henri II and his son Francis II, not only as French ambassador from 1547 
but also as Lieutenant-General in Scotland from 1550 to 1560.
On 27 May 1547, David Paniter, the Scottish ambassador at the French court, received a 
new commission61 from the Scottish council which, essentially, reiterated all the articles of the
57 St. Mauris to Prince Philip, Poissy, 29 June 1547, C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. (eds) M.A.S. 
Hume and R. Tyler, London (1912) Vol. IX, p. 112. See also ‘Instruction baillée par le prince de 
Melfi’, Turin, 7 May 1547, A. Lublinskaya, Documents ... guerres d'Italie. 1547-1548. pp. 44, 
46 and 49. Giovanni Caracciolo, Prince de Melfi, was Lieutenant-General and Governor of 
Piedmont who, because of failing health, was replaced in 1550 by Charles de Cossé, Comte de 
Brissac.
58 Ibid, p. 49.
59 C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 162.
60 L. Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 105, n. 4, çf, Fr. Giustiniani au Doge de Venise, 27 
juillet 1547, Reims, ‘per Roma parti hoggi il Rmo card, di Parigi, al quale il Re Chmo ha dato 
commissione delle cose sue, et tutti li altri cardinali francesi’; A. Serristori au duc de 
Florence, 23 juin 1457, ‘El card.di Bellai haverà ordine dal Re de venire in questa corte 
sopraintendente a tutti negotii’, Arch. d'État de Florence, Mediceo 3464.
61 ‘“Articulis to the postulat Ros, ambassadour towart France”, under this, in a different 
hand, is added “resavit in Paris the xxvij day of Maii 1547” ... signed “James G.” James, 
Governor of Scotland’, ‘Manuscripts of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell Witham of Kirkconnell’ ,
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previous commission of 26 November 1546,62 and which he had failed to present to Francis I in 
March 1547 before the king died. Additionally, a second commission63 referred to a letter, shown 
to the Scottish council by ‘Monsr Doysel’, from the King of Denmark (Christian III) to Francis I in 
which the French King had requested a renewal of the triple alliance between Denmark, France 
and Scotland. The Scottish council, having agreed to this proposal, ‘will not faill to depeche our 
ambassadour w* diligence towart Denmark’.64 Also of concern to the Scottish council was the 
detention of the Scottish ambassadors, John Hay and James Stewart, Abbot of Dryburgh,65 who 
had departed for France in a Scottish warship, the Lion, which was wrecked or captured near 
Dover on 14 March 1547.66 The Governor of Scotland, James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, wrote 
separately to Henri II on 14 May that the two ambassadors ‘sont encores de present detenuz 
prisonniers a londres (“en la grosse Tour”, according to de Selve67) nonobstant la 
comprehension de paix’.68 The third commission of May 1547 concluded that ‘in the event of a 
treaty not being agreed upon by France and England, France is desired to send money and arms 
to Scotland; and, should the French King decide to land an army in England, the Scottish forces 
would co-operate from the North. King Henry is also desired to secure the favour of Denmark and 
the Emperor’. Finally, Paniter was to show Henri II that ‘the absolution sent by Francis I, his father, 
to the “slayaris” of Cardinal Betun was insufficient, and to desire him to send to the Pope for a 
wider absolution “conforme to this memoriall”.’69
Meanwhile in Scotland, the continued occupation of Langholm by the English, and, as 
mentioned previously,70 the re-enforcement of St. Andrews Castle with men, money and 
weapons by the régime of the Protector Somerset since the advent of Edward VI, caused 
increasing alarm. At a meeting of the Scottish council on 20 May ‘my Lord Governor and Lordis of 
the Counsale ar advertist, that our auld inemeis of Ingland ar in reddynes with navy of Inglis
Historical Manuscripts Commission: Fifth Report. Part 1. Appendix, (ed) W. Fraser, Vol. XL, 
London (1876) p. 651.
62 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 446, and 483-493.
63 B.L. Additional MSS. 23,108 fols 8r - 10v (no date, but before 31 March 1547).
64 Ibid, fol. 10r. Lord Ruthven wrote to the Queen Dowager from Edinburgh on 18 March 
[1546-47] that ‘Schir Johne Campbell is devisit to pas to Flandris as we commonit of befoir, 
and sum utheris to Denmerk’, Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 178, n. 1, gf, 
‘There is no record that envoys were sent to Flanders and Denmark at this time’, Ibid, p. 178, 
n. 1.
65 One of James V's illegitimate sons.
66 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 176.
67 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 118.
68 B.L. Additional MS. 32,091 fol. 141r. See also, C.S.P.. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 7; 
and Scottish Correspondenc of Marv of Lorraine, pp. 180, 183 and 186 for Anglo/Scottish 
correspondence concerning the ambassadors.
69 H.M.C.Fifth Report, part 1, Appendix, p. 651.
70 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 496.
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schippis to cum and invaid the realm, ... to birne, hery, sla and distroy the leigis of the samin, lik as 
thai have done in tymes by past’.71
Henri M's initial response to Scottish pleas for help, unlike his father's cautious diplomatic 
manoeuvres,72 was to contrive a brillant lightening raid to besiege and wrest St. Andrews Castle 
from the hands of Cardinal Beaton's murderers and their supporters, some of whom had been in 
occupation since 29 May 1546. This was Henri M's first overt military action of his reign, and its 
planning appears to have had a long gestation period and its swift execution embodied many of 
the characteristics and tactics which were to be employed almost ten years later in the Calais 
campaign. These included intelligence gathering and meticulous planning with expert 
cartographers who had knowledge of the local conditions (in the case of St. Andrews, of the Fife 
coast-line, tides and weather patterns); the appointment of the most experienced and proven 
commander, and the provision of an adequate number of men with sufficient munitions and 
supplies to mount and execute the expedition; and absolute secrecy in order to preserve the 
most important factor of all: the element of surprise.
During the 1540s and 1550s the French embassy in London frequently acted as the 
conduit for news from Scotland, probably because from the south-eastern ports of England the 
shortest and safest crossing to France could be made. From 1546 to 1549, Odet de Selve 
maintained a close relationship with the Scottish ambassadors in London and other Scots and 
French either passing through or visiting the capital. On 24 April 1547 he wrote to Montmorency 
that ‘j'ay entendu par ce gentilhomme present porteur' who had just come from Scotland, that 
‘ceulx du diet chasteau [St. Andrews] ont refusé de le rendre et n'ont voulu recepvoyr l'absolution 
du pape’. Furthermore ‘ce seroyt ung très grand dommaige que ladicte place de Sainct-André 
vint entre les mains des angloys’ and that ‘ilz tiennent et fortiffient ce que ilz peuuent prendre, et à 
ce que j'entendz dès ceste heure ladicte place n'est pas foyable et sy a la commodité d'estre 
rendue merveilleusement forte avec peu de temps et de despence’.73 De Selve was also in 
touch with a number of French pilots and mariners who had come to England in the service of 
Henry VIII.74 According to the previous French ambassador, Charles de Marillac, in September
71 Register of the Privv Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 73.
72 According to Roncière, ‘Henri II n'eut rien de l'insouciance et de l'inconstance paternelles. 
Et pour la marine, ce fut le précurseur de Colbert. Dés le début de son régne, il avait arrêté un 
vaste plan de constructions navales’, Ch. de la Roncière, ‘Henri II précurseur de Colbert’, 
Bibliothèque de l'École des Chartes. LXVI, (1905) p. 634.
73 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 134.
74 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography. 1485-1583. London (1930) p. 63. Taylor daims that de 
Selve found that ‘there were no fewer than sixty French pilots and mariners in the service of 
Henry VIII in 1546’, Ibid, p. 63; I cannot verify this number of French pilots, and a thorough 
search of de Selve's published correspondence for 1546 has failed to reveal the source of 
Taylor's assertion. It is a pity that Taylor's otherwise excellent book is marred by erratic and 
frequently erroneous reference citations. Nevertheless, I have continued to use Taylor's text 
where I have been able to substantiate it from sources of my own research. My supervisor, 
Associate-Professor Sybil M. Jack, says that ‘there were ten or twelve French pilots at most 
in the service of Henry VIII at this time’.
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1540 there were in the London area four or five hundred “bons pilotes et mariniers dont la plupart 
sont estrangiers”.75 The pilots ‘ce sont tous des Normands et les meilleurs marins de la Manche; 
Jean Ribauld de Dieppe, Raulin Le Taillois, dit Secalart de Honfleur, Jean Roze [de Dieppe] et 
d'autres encore’.76
Jean Roze (Rotz) entered the service of Henry VIII as a salaried Hydrographer on 28 
September 1542, after presenting the king with an elaborate meridional compass and a Treatise 
on Nautical Science: ‘Traicte des differences du compas aymente...’.77 Just over a week later 
Rotz and his family were granted papers of denizenship and became English subjects,78 and 
soon after Rotz presented Henry VIII with his Boke of Idrographv whose charts, according to Dr. 
Helen Wallis, were probably prepared ‘sometime between 1536 and 1540’.79 ‘The text is in 
English, but with certain Lowland Scots forms’,80 which betray his origins. He was the son of 
‘David Roz’ [Ross] ‘extraict de noble et ancienne race et maison du royaulme dEscosse seroit 
longtemps a venu demourer en cestuy nostre royaulme marie et habitue en nostre dicte ville de 
Dieppe’; according to ‘les lettres de'anoblissement’ granted to ‘Jehan Ros’ by Henri II at Joinville in 
April 1551.81 These letters patent were accorded following the attestations ‘par lettres donneez 
par noz très chers et très amez seur et cousine la royne dEscosse [Marie de Guise] et le duc de
75 E-T. Hamy, ‘Jean Roze, Hydrographe Dieppois du milieu du XVIe siècle’, Comité des Travaux
H. istorigues. et Scientifiques, Bulletin de géographie historique et descriptive, 2, (1889) pp. 90-
I. ‘Ces derniers sont des Ragusans, des Vénitiens ou des Génois, incorporés de force avec leurs 
bâtiments dans la marine du roi. Ce sont encore des Normands et des Bretons, parmi lesquels 
dominent les “vaccabons, banniz ou autre telle sorte de gens qui pour avoir meffaict, n'osent 
pas retourner en France”, Ibid, p. 90, çf, Correspondance Politique de M.M. de Castillon et de 
Marillac. ambassadeurs de France en Angleterre M537-1542L (ed) J. Kaulek (1885) p. 227. 
This makes Taylor's figure of 60 French pilots and mariners, out of 400 or 500 foreigners 
employed by Henry VIII, a not incredible figure.
76 E-T. Hamy, ‘Jean Roze’, p. 91.
77 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 63, and pp. 251-2 for Rotz's dedication of the "Traicte” 
presented to Henry VIII; qf, B.L. Royal MS 20 B. VII. Also see L.R. Marchant, France Australe. 
Perth, Western Australia (1982); Marchant says that ‘Rotz or Ross was a widely travelled 
mariner, a competent hydrographer and cartographer’, Ibid, p. 27, n. 6.
78 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 70, çf, L & P. Henrv VIII. Vol. XVII, p. 426 and Appendix 
A, 20. ‘At Michaelmas in 1542’, ... Rotz ‘received a payment of £20, being one-half of an 
annuity of £40’, Ibid, p. 70.
79 Jean Rotz, Boke of Idrographv. (ed) H. Wallis, Oxford (1981) p. 8. This is a magnificent
facsimile of the maps and text presented to Henry VIII in 1542, (B.L. Royal MS 20, E. IX) with a
very substantial introduction and biography of Rotz and his times. For a more readily
accessible transcription of Rotz's dedication (which is in French) to Henry VIII, see, E-T. Hamy, 
‘Jean Rose’, pp. 87-8, n. 3.
80 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 70.
81 Archives Départementales de la Seine-Maritime, Rouen, Mémoriaux de la Cour des Aides,
Registre 3, fol. 321r. See, E. Le Corbeiller, ‘Deux documents inédits sur Jean Roze,
hydrographe Dieppois’, Revue Catholique de Normandie. 18 (1908), for a partial transcription 
of this document.
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Chastellerault [James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran] gouuerneur dudict pays’82 for services 
rendered to Henri II after Rotz had returned to France in 1547.
During his service as hydrographer to Henry VIII from 1542 to 1547, however, Rotz also 
obtained an export licence from the king to engage in trade.83 Furthermore, it appears that he 
was obliged to navigate English vessels during Henry Vlll's wars against the Scots and French in 
1544 and 1545; and it was probably at this time that he drew up detailed maps of the east coast of 
England and Scotland. Thus, at the end of 1546, when Henry VIII was fulminating against the 
Scots and refusing to consult with their ambassadors and war seemed imminent, Rotz asked de 
Selve's assistance to return to France. On 11 January 1547 de Selve wrote to the then admiral, 
Claude d'Annebaut, that ‘Jehan Roze ... natif de Dieppe au service du Roy d'Angleterre, ... et fort 
entendu au faict de la marine et de la navigation, ... que le sesjour qu'il avoyt faict icy durant ces 
dernières guerres avoyt esté quasy par force et contraincte; et néantmoins qu'il n'avoyt jamays 
voullu servir contre le Roy [Francis I] au faict des dictes guerres sur les navyres de Roy 
d'Angleterre’.84 Francis I refused Rotz's request, which de Selve later explained to Montmorency 
on 4 May 1547, that Rotz could ‘rentrer sy la guerre fust survenue avec les Angloys et aultrement 
non’.85 A few days later on 9 May, de Selve again wrote to Montmorency telling him that Rotz 
‘avoyt vnge carte de tout ce diet pays, et vnge aultre d’Écosse, très bien faictes, lesquelles il m'a 
prommitz de porter au Roy [Henri II] et à vous s'il va en France.86
There is a sense of urgency in Rotz's requests. The Protector Somerset had already put 
England on a war footing, giving greater emphasis to the land army, which de Selve had earlier 
reported on 18 March 1547: ‘les angloys feroint unge grande armée par terre contre les 
escossoys’ but, he points out, Ton donnoyt congé aulx espaignolz et italiens’ most of whom 
appear to have been mariners, ‘et que l'on a aussy donné congé à Jehan Ribauld de Dieppe et 
diminue de la moyctié les gaiges de Jehan Roze’.87 Finally on 29 May ‘Selve, selon l'ordre du roi, 
a parlé au dieppois Jean Roze, qui a promis de partir dans trois ou quatre jours pour aller porter au
82 Arch. Dép. Seine-Maritime, Mém. cour des Aides, Reg. 3, fols 321r&v.
83 Boke of Idrographv. (ed) H. Wallis, p. 13, çf, L & P. Henrv VIII. Vol. XIX (1) p. 382; and Vol. 
XX (2) p. 516.
84 E-T. Hamy, ‘Jean Roze’, p. 92. Hamy has published full transcriptions of those parts of de 
Selve's dispatches concerning Rotz from the Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, 
(Paris) Correspondance, Angleterre, Vol. VI, fol. 101; also see Correspondance Politique de 
Odet de Selve. p. 85. It has not been possible to identify as yet on which ships Rotz served. T. 
Glasgow Jnr, ‘List of ships in the Royal Navy from 1539 to 1588 —  the navy from its infancy 
to the defeat of the Spanish Armada’, Mariners Mirror. 56 (1970), lists only the ships but not 
the names of any of the crews. Nor is Rotz mentioned in Glasgow's later article, ‘Comments on 
“List of ships in the Royal Navy from 1539 to 1588”,’ Mariners Mirror. 61 (1975).
85 E-T. Hamy, ‘Jean Roze’, p. 93; £i, A.M.A.E., Corr. Ang. Vol. VI, fol. 168; and
Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 138-9.
86 E-T. Hamy, ‘Jean Roze’, p. 94; £ i, AM.A.E., Corr. Ang. Vol. VI, fol. 181; and
Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 143.
87 Ibid, pp. 118-9.
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roi ses cartes’.88 ‘An equally well-known figure in England at this time was Jean Ribauld ... who 
had been appointed to serve by sea under the Admiral (John Dudley, Viscount Lisle) on 7 April 
1546’.89 He too approached de Selve to ask for his assistance to return to France, and when the 
ambassador agreed to intervene on his behalf, Ribauld revealed in great detail English plans as to 
operations in Scottish waters, which de Selve reported in full to Montmorency on 23 July 1547.90
Of even greater use to Henri M's purpose were the services of Nicholas de Nicolai, Sieur 
d'Arfeville, known as "Nicholas the Painter". During the summer of 1546, he met the English 
Admiral who had been sent to France with the ratification of the treaty of Ardres; a meeting which 
proved to be mutually beneficial. Nicholas informed Dudley “d'une Carte et description 
Géographique de I'lsle et Royaume d'Angleterre”,91 and the Admiral ‘did not rest until he 
obtained this map, and had finally also persuaded Nicholas to return with him to England’; where 
Nicholas learned of “ un petit livre escrit à la main en langage escossois, contenant la navigation 
du Roy d'Escosse Jacques cinquième ... ensemble la Carte marine assez grossement faicte”.92 
On 23 May 1547 Odet de Selve reported to Henri II that Nicholas had shown him ‘quelques cartes 
et ung livre de la navigation d'Escosse ... en langaige escossoys’ which the ambassador had 
endeavoured to have translated into French, but in the meantime the ‘painctre l'a retiré et porté 
en France’.93 There, Nicholas took Alexander Lindsay's pilot-book to ‘Johannes Ferrerius, a 
Piedmontese ecclesiastic, who later wrote a supplementary chapter to Hector Boethius's History 
of Scotland, and who, through long residence at the Abbey of Kinloss, was familiar with the Scots 
tongue’.94
88 ibid, p. 148. Rotz eventually departed on 14 June 1547, Ibid, p. 152; his unfortunate wife, 
however, s'en allant à la Rye avec deux de sez enfantz pour passer en France a esté arrestée 
et remenée icy [London] et sez meubles qu'elle avoyt saizis’, Ibid, p.175.
89 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 71; Boke of Idroqraphv. (ed) H. Wallis p. 13, çf, L & P. 
Henrv VIII. Vol. XXI (1) p. 274.
90 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 170-1.
91 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 60. See Navigation du roi d'ecosse Jacques V autour de 
son Royaume ... recueillie et rediqee en forme de description hydrographique, avec les additions 
du dit Nicolav touchant l'art de naviguer. Paris (1583), translated into English in 1710: The 
Navigation of Kina James V.... under the conduct of that excellent pilot Alexander Lindsay, 
methodized by Nicholas d'Arville, Chief Cosmographer to the French King, repr. in Miscellanea 
Scotia. Vol. 3, Glasgow (1820); also published in a much edited form in Miscellanea Antigua: 
containing the Life and Death of Kina James the Vth of Scotland. Paris (1612), printed from the 
French, W.Taylor, London, (1710); see also Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 117.
92 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 60, n. 2, ci, contemporary MS. ‘ Seaman's Manuel’, B.L. 
Additional MS. 37,024.
93 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp.145-6.
94 E.G.R.Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 61. See B.L. Harieian MSS 3996 for another 
contemporary copy of the Lindsay's pilot-book made by Nicholas which he presented to the 
Cardinal of Lorraine.
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Nicholas, having collated the French translation of the pilot-book and chart,95 and having 
kept a copy for himself, presented the documents to Henri II who gave them to Leone Strozzi, 
instructing Nicholas to accompany the latter when the fleet sailed for St. Andrews. The 
possession of Lindsay's pilot-book, Rotz's maps and Ribault's information, without doubt, 
enhanced French military operations against the English in and around Scotland during the reign 
of Henri II. According to Taylor, ‘this Scots pilot-book was very much more detailed and exact than 
the well-known Rutter of the Sea.96 mainly a guide for Channel shipping, which was first 
published in London in 1528’.97 In his pilot-book, Lindsay divided the navigation into four parts: 
1) from Leith southwards to the Humber; 2) from Leith northwards to Dungesby (Caithness); 3) 
from Dungesby to the Mull of Kintyre; 4) from the Mull of Kintyre to the Mull of Galloway and the 
Solway River. ‘Each of the four navigations is dealt with under five headings: (i) the course of the 
tide; (ii) the time when the tide flows and ebbs; (iii) the features of the coast; (iv) the "kennings" or 
runs of 14 miles between one point and another; (v) the harbours, roadsteads, soundings and 
dangers’.98 The value of this pilot-book cannot be underestimated. In May 1551, Daniel Barbara, 
the retiring Venetian ambassador in England, reported to the Senate that Leone Strozzi had told 
him that ‘the navigation of those seas [around Scotland] differs from that of all others, as unless 
the tide be favourable the wind is of very little use. On the shores the sea rises to the height of a 
tall house, so quickly that it is marvellous; for it chokes (ingorgal the mouths of rivers and swells 
them to a distance of 70 or 80 miles up stream’.99 Taylor does not say (and it is probably not 
known) from whom Nicholas obtained Lindsay’s pilot-book, whether he was given a copy or the 
original, or if it was known to the English at that time; the latter seems highly unlikely given the 
tenor of Anglo/Scottish relations during the reign of Henry VIII. Needless to say, Nicholas did not 
tarry long in Scotland but made a hasty departure for France, stopping briefly in London to consult 
Odet de Selve. Lindsay's pilot-book proved to be a valuable asset to the French, and not only 
was it used by Strozzi in his assault on St. Andrews Castle, but it is presumed that it was also used 
by Villegagnon when he circumnavigated Scotland (‘à l'étonnement général car la mer, 
parcourve
95 ‘Hydrographical Map of Scotland made in the voyage round the same bv James V [1540]. 
published in Paris by Nicolay d'Aulphinois, chief cosmographer to the French king [Henri III] 
anno 1583 and in Edinburgh by John Adair anno 1688’, N.L.S. Map Library, E U, 29, M; see 
Plate No. 10.
96 Ruttier [sic]; Now arch. 1500 [- (O) Fr. routierl. A set of instructions for finding one's 
course at sea; a marine guide to the routes, tides & etc., Oxford Dictionary on Historical 
Principles. (1973).
97 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, pp. 62-3, n. 3, cf, The Rutter of the Sea and the Laws of 
the Isle of Auleron. translated by R. Copland, London (1528).
98 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, p. 62, n. 1, cf, The English "Kenning" was reckoned at 20 
miles: see B.L. Add. MSS. 37,024. Kennina: Range of sight, especially at sea; hence a marine 
measure of about 20 or 21 miles, Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles (1973).
99 C.S.P.. Venetian. Vol. V, p. 352.
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Plate No. 10: Map of James V's circumnavigation of Scotland, 1540. 
N.L.S. Map Library, EU, 29, M.
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de courants dangereux et souvent démontée’,100) in order to convey Mary Queen of Scots to 
France from Dumbarton in August 1548.
The choice of Leone Strozzi, Captain-General of the King's galleys in the Mediterranean 
and Atlantic, to command the St. Andrews' expedition shows the seriousness of Henri M's 
purpose and intent to aid the Scots. Strozzi was already well-experienced. In 1539, at the age of 
23 years, he ‘vint servir sous François Ier. Sur les galères de l'Ordre de Malte, il avait déjà acquis, 
quoique fort jeune, une grande réputation de bravoure et d'habilté en combattant les pirates 
barbaresques. Le roi très chrétien connaissait sa valeur et, par lettres patentes données à Paris le 
10 janvier 1539, il lui confia le commandement de deux galères royales, la Sainte-Marie et la 
Sainte-Claire’.101 But ‘Strozzi ne garda pas longtemps le commandement de ces galères. 
Bientôt, il dut l'abadonner pour se rendre en Italie où l'appelaient les malheurs de sa famille.... 
Deux ans après, en 1541, Léon Strozzi, une fois encore obligé de fuir sa patrie, vint demander 
asile au roi de France qui le 28 décembre de cette même année, lui donna à commander six 
galères.... Son intrépidité lui acquit une telle renommée que, six ans plus tard, il devenait général 
des galères françaises.102
The secret planning and preparation for the restitution of St. Andrews Castle to the 
Scottish government must have been under way for some time. The first word of it from the 
French court, however, was reported by the papal nuncios, Cardinal Capodiferro and Girolamo 
Dandino, who wrote to Cardinal Farnese in Rome on 9 July 1547, that ‘le Prieur de Capoue est 
parti avec six galères en direction de l'Ecosse avec deux objectifs: chasser de Saint-Andrew les 
assassins du cardinal Beaton et purger la mer de certain pirates'.103 By this time, Odet de Selve 
had already reported to Henri II on 3 July, reassuring the king that the fleet had been sighted ‘au 
destroite de ceste mer entre Bouloigne et Calays qui tiroint de costé du North, ... et n'en est 
aultre bruict sinon qu'elles s'en vont en Bretaigne pour se charger de gentz de guerre et de 
munitions pour porter en Ecosse’.104 The English seemed to have no idea of the objective of
100 I. Cloulas, Henri II. p. 186. Cloulas makes no mention of Lindsay's pilot-book or chart in 
his book.
101 M. J. Fournier, ‘L'entrée de Léon Strozzi, Prieur de Capoue, au service de la France 
(1539)’, Bulletin de Géographie Historique et Descriptive. (1902) p. 161. For a transcription 
of the Letters Patent of Francis I, 10 january 1539, Ib id , pp. 165-7, d ,  Archives des 
Bouches-du-Rhône, B1260, fol. 103. For further details of Strozzi's career during the reign of 
Henri II see, Ch. de la Roncière, ‘Précurseur de Colbert’, passim.
1 02 Ibid, pp. 164-5, n. 4, d . ‘Lettres de provision datées de Fontainebleau, le 28 décembre 
1541, enregistrées au parlement de Rouen; Archives de la Cour, reg. crim. de 1539-1558, fol. 
14. On 3 June 1547 Strozzi was accorded letters patent ‘de faire ou faire faire par ses 
commis, tous devis, marchés, achats et ordonnancements nécessaires pour la construction et 
l'équipement de vingt-six nouvelles galères, les paiements étant assurés par Michel Veyny, 
trésorier de la marine royale du Levant’, Actes de Henri II. Vol. 1,(1547) p. 117, çf> Enreg. au 
Parlement de Provence, Archives des Bouches du Rhône B 3325, fol. 02-106v.
103 Acta Nuntiaturae Gallicae: Correspondance des Nonces en France, Dandino. Délia Torre et 
Trivultio (1546-15511. Vol. 6, (ed) J. Lestocquoy, Paris & Rome (1966) p. 210.
104 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 158.
the French galleys. The Imperial ambassador in London, Van der Delft, reported on the 10 July 
that Somerset had informed him ‘that sixteen or eighteen galleys and two Saccres had passed 
through the Straits of Dover sailing in a northerly direction. He suspected, he said, that their 
destination was to reinforce the Scots ... [in] obtaining possession of a fort [Langholm] which, 
however, was of no great importance’.105 On 24 July, Van der Delft informed Charles V that 
Somerset told him that the Scots had taken Langholm and that ‘the French galleys had gone up 
to Scotland’, although Somerset still did not know their purpose, but he was sending 24 ships ‘to 
take up their position either at the mouth of the Forth leading to Edinburgh or else Saint Andrews, 
which still holds out for the King of England, and thus to prevent the French galleys from getting 
out so easily as they got in.’106 The following day de Selve reported to Montmorency: Ton est en 
très grande souspesson du voyage des gallayres lesquelles l'on pense estre allés en Escosse 
pour lever la petite royne et la porter en France’.107
By 24 July 1547 Strozzi and his forces were standing off St. Andrews Castle and the 
siege had begun. At Reims on 29 July Henri II explained to the papal nuncios why he had 
‘mandato II Prier de Capua con 17 Galer' in Scotia, et la sustantia fu, che lo haveva mandato per 
aiutare quella Regina [Marie de Guise] et Goverre [James Hamiliton, 2nd Earl of Arran] a 
recuperare II Castello di Ste Andrea poiche haveva inteso, che Anglesi ci facevano ogni di piu 
fondamento, et ci era entrato un figl0 del Goverre ... et che a sua Mta [Henri II] non pareva de fare 
ingiura ad Anglesi, ne rompere il trattato [of Ardres] che hanno insieme mandato ad aiutare 
Scocessi amici suoi vecchi’.108 Montmorency, however, was guarded in his dispatch (in cypher) 
to Brissac on 31 July, merely informing him that ‘nous avons de nouvelles d'angleterre comme les 
Angloys font préparatifs darmes de mer soub [...blank...] d'aller faire guerre en Escosse mais il est 
grant bruict que cest pour courir sus a noz gallieres’.109 Apparently, Henri II had not informed 
Marie de Guise or Arran of his plans; they were both in the West at Langholm, which was taken by 
the Scots on the same day that Strozzi arrived off St. Andrews. By the 25 July, however, both 
had arrived at ‘Sanctandrois with divers wther lordis and baronis of the realme’.110
105 C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, pp. 124-5; there are varying reports as to the number 
of galleys sighted, but 16 is the number most often given.
1 06 Ibid, p. 127. In the same dispatch, Somerset informed Van Der Delft that ‘he plainly 
perceived the intention of the King of France to be, not only to help the Scots, but rather to 
bring them into entire subjection to him ... that he had already spent large sums of money upon 
them [the Scots] for which up to the present he had not seen any result’, Ibid, p. 127.
107 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 161. On 20 July St. Mauris reported from 
the French court in a similar vein, that the ‘galleys were sent to bring the Dowager Queen of 
Scotland and the Princess, her daughter, to France’, C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 
509.
108 Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Segretariato di Stato, Francia 1A, fol. 337r; paraphrased in 
French in Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, pp. 217-8. See Appendix No. 7, Infra, 
for details of the papal nuncios to France's correspondence, held in the Vatican archives, as it 
concerns Scotland and England during the reign of Henri II.
109 B.N., Fonds Français 20449, fol. 85r.
110 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 191.
In only three hours, on 30 July 1547, St. Andrews Castle was taken by the French and 
returned to the Scottish government. According to a contemporary Scottish commentator, 
Strozzi and his men ‘layand thair artilzerie in the abbay thairof, with tuelf cannonis on the 
foirentres, quha wan it in thrie houris eftir thar cuming, and tuke the aid and zoung lairdis of 
Grange, Normound Leslie, the laird of Petmillie, Mr Henry Balnavis, and Johne Knox,111 with 
mony vtheris, to the nomber of sex scoire persones, and caryit thame all away to France, and tuik 
the spolzie of the said castell, quhilk was worth jc jm pundis, [£100,000] and tuk doun the 
hous’.112 La Roncière observes that Strozzi ‘avait débute avec éclat comme général des 
galères’.113 Somerset, anxious for information, asked de Selve on 2 August ‘sy j'avoys poinct de 
nouvelles de Sainct-André et qu'il pensoyt qu'il fust prins à ceste heure’.114 A couple of days 
later de Selve informed Henri II that “le protecteur m’a mandé qu'il avoyt eu certaines nouuelles de 
la prinse du chasteau de Sainct-André lequel ceulx qui estoient dedans ont rendu entre les mains 
de voz gens dès le premier jour que la batterie y feust faicte”.115 Having brillantly fulfilled his 
commission by 7 August 1547, Strozzi and his ‘galzeonis past away, quhairin was the persones 
abovewritten haid to France’.116 On 8 August M. de Combas, an envoy of Marie de Guise, arrived 
in London en route to France to ‘informera de vive voix le roi’.117
111 John Knox entered St. Andrews Castle at Easter 1547. ‘The “principal gentlemen” were 
put in prison in France, and the others, including Knox, were consigned to the galleys, to 
remain there until 1549’, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII, p. 76. Such are the ironies of 
war that in 1554 Norman Leslie and the Laird of Grange are found fighting in the French army. 
Sir James Melville reported that in August 1554 at the siege of Renty, Norman Leslie, Master 
of Rothes, with 30 Scots charged 60 horsemen armed with culverins and unhorsed five of them 
before his lance was broken. He then rode among them sword in hand,wounding several, 
unmindful of the shots aimed at him “to the admiration of the behalders”. Greviously wounded, 
he was carried to the king's tent, where the Prince de Condé and the Duke of Enghein told his 
majesty [Henri II] that “Hector of Troy was not mair vailzeant than the said Normond”, who 
died 15 days later of his wounds mourned by all, especially his friend the Laird of Grange 
(probably William, son of Sir James Kirkcaldy of Grange), Memoirs of his own Life bv Sir 
James Melville of Halhill. M.D.XLIX - M.D.XCIII. Maitland Club, No. 21, Edinburgh (1827) pp. 
25-6.
112 Diurnal of Occurrents. p. 44; see also Pitscottie. (ed) A.J.G. Mackay, Voi. 2, pp. 88-91.
113 Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la Marine Française. 6 Vols, Paris (1899-1932), Vol. 3, 
Les Guerres d'Italie. Liberté des Mers), p. 464.
114 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve, p. 176.
115 ibjd, p. 178.
116 Diurnal of Occurents. p. 44. According to an Italian account, ‘nel 1547 Enrico II lo spedi 
(Strozzi) in soccorso de Maria Regina di Scozia.... Commandava una Squadra di galere sottili, ... 
[e] vi reporto vittoria, a S. Andrea, e ricco di bottino e di prigionieri tornò in Francia a 
dispetto del'lnglesi, che indarno tentarono di prenderlo’, Litta, Delle Famiglie Celebri d'Italia, 
cited in A.F. Steuart, ‘ Inchkeith and the French Occupation’, Transactions of the Franco- 
Scottish Society. (1914-1918) VII, No. 1, Edinburgh (1924) p. 45.
11 7 Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve, p. 179; ‘M. de Combas capitaine français 
chargé comme courrier de plusieurs missions en Écosse et en Angleterre’, Ibid, p. 10, n. 2. 
‘Monsieur Cunbas, Francheman, ... send to France fra the assege of Sanct-androis, ijcxx li 
[£220]’, Compota Thesauriorum Regum Scotorum; Accounts of the Lord High Treasurer of
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On 14 August Henri II explained in detail to the papal nuncios how the restitution 
of St. Andrews Castle to the Scottish government was accomplished by Strozzi 
and his men. The king claimed that the [Fol. 341r]‘espugnatione seguita del 
Castello de Ste Andrea in Scotia mostrandone gran contentessa d'anime et 
dicendo che Sua Sta [Santità: Pope Paul III] fusse certa che haveva fatta fare 
questa impresa di suo proprio moto senza esserne ricercato ne dalla Regina di 
Scotia ne altra persona ma solamente mosso da doi obietti l'uno di levare quel 
modo [Fol. 341v] et quel asilo a quanti tristi et heretici erano non sole in Scotia ma 
anche in Francia, et altri paesi et non escludendo Italia per che anche li Italiani vi si 
erano trovati dentro la qual sorte di gente fomentata tutta via da Anglesi era per 
smombrar' in poco tempo quel Regno dalla unione delli altri Christiani et ridurlo 
come l'lnghilra l'altro per vindicare una inuria cosi notabilmente fatta alla sede 
Ap.la [Apostolica] et a N. S.re [Nostre Signore]... Il Prior di Capua solo con circa 
300 fanti, che leve del forte di Bologna nel passar che feci per li, et con altretanti 
schiavi, a quale haveva dato in quel scala franca haveva battuto, preso et demolito 
quella forteza [St. Andrews] et messo tutti quelli che vi haveva trovati alla catena 
et li conduceva qua ... la Scotia sarà tutta unita et starà sotto la obientia della 
Regina[Marie de Guise] et del Goverre [Arran] che è la cagione per che et il Re et 
tutta la corte Jubila di questa vittoria [Fol. 342r] et per loro adesso de poter far 
stare li Anglesi in su un piede et tirarli anche piu facilmente alla restitutione de 
Bologna [Boulogne]’.118
The following day, on 15 August St. Mauris informed the Emperor that ‘the English 
ambassador here [Wotton] has now, on behalf of the King, Protector and Council of England, 
made a great complaint about this to the King of France, arguing that the last treaty of peace 
[Ardres] had been totally violated by this action and by the French sending their galleys to 
Scotland, because it was notorious that the said Castle was held by the Scots in the name of the 
King of England, and had been conquered under the orders of the late King [Henry VIII];119 a fact 
further proved by the well-known circumstance that the castle was revictualled by the English 
fleet’. St Mauris continues that Wotton ‘went so far as to say that the King of France had not been 
satisfied with sending his galleys to Scotland, but that his men had most notoriously and 
inexcusably incited the Scots to rise in arms against England, which was a breach of the treaty, 
and would forever exclude the Scots from its benefits. The end of his speech was, in accordance 
with special instructions, to ask the King of France whether in good earnest he wanted war with 
them, praying him to say so frankly rather than look for further opportunities of letting them guess
it’.* 120
Scotland, (ed) J.B. Paul, (1546-1551 Vol. 9) and (1551-1559 Vol. 10) Edinburgh (1911 & 
1913) Vol. 9, p. 444.
118 Arch. Seg. Vat. S.S. Francia 1A fols 341v - 342r; paraphrased in French: Correspondance 
des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, pp. 221-2.
1 1 9 There does not appear to be any existing evidence of Henry Vlll's orders to take St. 
Andrews Castle and murder Cardinal Beaton (26 May 1546), although Henry VIII and later the 
Protector Somerset, were only too pleased to reward those who had, Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, pp. 
66-8 and notes 412-21. Nor does Professor Donaldson's analysis give Henry VIII the role of 
prime mover, rather he attributes local disaffections as the dominant factor, James V - James 
VII. pp. 74-5. Nevertheless, at that time it appears that people credited Henry VIII, and Wotton 
had obviously been instructed by the English Privy Council that this was the case. It should 
also be noted that the negotiations for the Treaty of Ardres were still taking place on 29 May 
1546 and were not concluded and signed until 7 June 1546.
120 C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 512.
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Wotton's clearly fallacious argument was demolished on every point by Henri II who, 
according to St. Mauris:
‘justified the capture of the said castle, alleging that it had been unjustly seized 
since the last treaty in which the Scots had been included, which was enough to 
vitiate what the ambassador had adduced about the thing having been done 
under the King of England's orders.... Further, he looked upon the deed as still 
more ignominious because at the same time the good Cardinal of Scotland had 
been killed, merely because he served his mistress faithfully and well. It was true 
enough that the castle had been held by Scotsmen, because it had been 
treacherously seized by men of that nation, who were therefore rebels against 
their sovereign lady the young Queen of Scots, towards whom, and whose 
country, he was bound by a close and ancient friendship. So that, having been 
pressingly begged by her and her relatives to help her both recover the said 
castle and to punish those rebels, he was of opinion that he had done a work of 
charity pleasing in the sight of God, and though his only object was to recover his 
ward's property for her, he considered the money it had cost him to have been 
well and usefully spent. If the matter were properly examined, it would be found 
that he had done nothing contrary to the said treaty by sending his galleys, but 
rather that the King of England [Henry VIII] had broken it, after having given his 
consent, by ordering the taking of the castle, as the ambassador himself 
confessed, which might also mean that he was guilty of the Cardinal's death, a 
matter of itself so scandalous that no words could sufficiently describe it’.121
At a loss for an effectual response, Wotton was reduced to complaining that Cardinal
Beaton ‘had, entirely and without reason, practised things contrary to the welfare of England’.
The main thrust of his repy, however, focused on the ludicrous proposition that the French ‘had
attacked the castle without letting the English know anything about it’.122 As St. Mauris
observed, ‘the ambassador never ceased insisting upon it that the castle had been held in the
King of England's name, which defeated their contention that they had given help against rebels,
for they had in reality done so against the friends and confederates of the English’ .123 The
remainder of Wotton's audience with Henri II revolved on the clauses in the Treaty of Ardres
concerning the boundaries at Boulogne; and it concluded with Henri II declaring ‘that what had
happened in Scotland in no way touched the last treaty of peace, but was only a punishment
inflicted on rebels, that the inclusion of the Scots in the treaty still stood intact, except for the
infringement the English had committed, and that they could do no better than include the Scots
in it’ .124
The restitution of St. Andrews Castle to the Scottish government by the French only 
served to hasten Somerset's plans and military preparations 125 for a continuation of the "Rough
121 M d, Vol. IX, pp. 512-3.
1 22 Ibid, p. 513. ‘Indeed the Protector and Paget had declared to the French ambassador in 
England, that they were going to assist St. Andrews castle, and would see what would happen, 
a saying which the King of France judged to be very hard, and his ministers more than strange, 
repeating that nothing was being done against the King of England’, St. Mauris to the Emperor, 
(same dispatch) 15 August 1547, Ibid, p. 515; see also Correspondance Politique de Odet de 
Selve. pp. 168 and 173-4.
123 C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 513.
1 24 Ibid, p. 514.
125 The French and Imperial ambassadors had been reporting military preparations throughout 
the Spring and Summer. As early as 25 April 1547, Odet de Selve informed Montmorency that
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Wooing", by trying to force the Scots to agree to the marriage of the young Queen of Scots to his 
nephew, Edward VI. Scotland, during the régime of the Protector Somerset, asserts M. L. Bush, 
‘was much more than one aspect of the government's foreign concerns. It was an overriding force 
which pervaded its whole policy’;126 affecting its domestic, economic and religious policy. 
Moreover, says Bush, ‘the Scottish war dominated foreign affairs. In the context of early Tudor 
foreign policy the Somerset government was remarkable because it made its relations with France 
secondary to its relations with Scotland.’127 Although the Scottish war, waged in the name of 
Edward VI, continued the one Henry VIII had waged since 1542, Somerset, continues Bush, 
unlike Henry VIII, ‘shied away from open conflict with France in order to concentrate whole­
heartedly upon winning Scotland’:128 Bush observes that ‘ generally he was prepared to comply 
with France in order to have his way in Scotland’.129 But what Somerset did not realize was that it 
seems that the French king, during the first years of his reign, was prepared to comply with 
England in order to have his way in Scotland. This policy of both Henri II and Somerset of giving 
primacy to Scotland in the years 1547-1549, differed from the policy of both Henry VIII and Francis 
I who had respectively both considered Scotland as secondary to either France or England in the 
years prior to 1547.
Both Henri M's and Somerset's aims were strictly dynastic which, as Bush says, ‘basically 
concerned one royal family's acquisition of another royal family's possessions’.130 In this case, 
the dynastic aims of both Henri II and Somerset were centered on the marriage of Mary Queen of 
Scots and the union of the Scottish crown. Another major consideration which Bush points out 
with respect to Somerset, but which also applies to Henri II, was ‘the government's wish to 
maintain the domestic peace upon which foreign war depended, and its eagerness not to 
antagonize Emperor Charles V’.131 Somerset's pyrrhic victory over the Scots at Pinkie on 10 
September 1547,132 and his policy for setting up garrisons at ‘Hume Castle, Roxburgh Castle,
‘avant hyer ce feust quelques monstres de gentz de guerre hors les faulxbourgs de ceste ville 
[London]’, Correspondance politique de Odet de Selve. p. 135; and on 4 May he further 
informed him that ‘les monstres se font par tout ce royaulme de gentz qui peuvent porter 
armes’, Ibid, p. 138. Van Der Delft, who was much more concerned with reporting English and 
French activities in and around the Boulonnais to the Emperor, does not mention English military 
preparations against the Scots until 16 June, C.S.P.. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 103. By 
17 August, however, he reported that the Protector ‘has been much occupied in putting in 
order the army destined for Scotland’, Ibid, p. 133; and on 25 August that Somerset had 
decided to ‘join the army which he had despatched already under the command of the earl of 
Warwick to encounter the Scots’, Ibid, p. 140.
126 M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 1.
1 27 Ibid, p. 2.
1 28 Ibid, p. 9.
1 29 Ibid, p. 10.
130 ibid, P- 10.
131 ibid, p. 2.
132 ‘At the beginning of September the Protector Somerset crossed the Border at the head of 
an army of some 16,000 men, well furnished with artillery and heavy cavalry and supported 
by a fleet. At Pinkie, on 10 September, it was met by a Scottish army which was more
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Eyemouth, Castlemilk and Moffat on the Scottish Borders, at Broughty Craig in the Tay and on the 
island of Inchcolm in the Firth of Forth’,133 both instituted the casus belli and established the 
English modus operandi in the military conflict during the next two years. From this point, Henri M's 
and Somerset's policy parted company.
At the level of the common soldier in Scotland a more human and individual view of 
Pinkie, or rather the anticipated aftermath of the English invasion, is seen in the special Act of 
Parliament promulgated by the Governor, James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, at Monktonhall on 8 
September, two days before the battle. ‘In order to encourage his soldiers, he there promulgated 
a statute conferring privileges and special exemptions upon the heirs of those who, by the 
chance of war, were destined to fall in the anticipated conflict’.134 This act serves to highlight the 
tragic circumstances and bitter experience wreaked upon the Scots by repeated invasions by 
marauding English armies during the reign of Henry VIII.
The act proceeds upon the preamble that “the haill body of the realme is passand forward 
at this tyme to resist our auld inemies of Ingland now coming in this realme to invaid the samyn”; 
and confers its benefits on “quhatsumevir persoun or persounis that happynis to be slane, hurt to 
deid, or takins seiknes in our soverane lady's army ... and deis in the said seiknes, gangand, 
remanand, or cumand therfra”.135 It goes on to enact that the heir of a landholder dying as 
mentioned, provided he enter to his lands within three terms after the death of his ancestor, shall 
be relieved of the payment of the ordinary duplicand.136 In like manner, the usual grassums137 
and "entry silver"138 were not to be exacted for five years from wives, children, executors, or
numerous but was poorly equipped and very weak in cavalry. There was some courageous 
fighting, but the engagement ended with mismanagement, confusion, and ultimately panic, in 
which thousands of Scots, hemmed in between the sea and the Esk, were killed and about 1,500 
taken prisoners’, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 76. Apart from the references,
Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 1, 2 and 6, see A.F. Pollard (ed) Expedition into Scotland... (W.
Patten) repr. in Tudor Tracts. London (1903) pp. 53-157; and C. Oman, A History of the Art 
of War in the Sixteenth century. New York (1937) repr. New York (1979).
133 M.L. Bush, Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 13.
134 Rotuli Scaccarii Regum Scotorum: The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland. (ed) G.P. M’Neill, Vol. 
XVIII, (1543-1556), Edinburgh (1898) p. Ixvi.
135 Ibid, p. Ixvi, cl, Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, p. 599. This act formed part
of the Privy Council's deliberations conducted at Edinburgh on 22 August 1547, Register of the
Privv Council of S co tland . Vol. 1, pp. 78-9; ‘Presentibus, Regina [Marie de Guise] et 
Gubernatore. Sederunt. Episcopi, Dunkeldensis, Candidecase. Abbates, Dunfermling, Dryburgh, 
Culross. Henricus Lauder, Advocatus’, Ibid, p. 77. It should be noted that the deliberations of 
the Privy Council are missing from this date (22 August 1547) until after the Anglo/Scottish 
war. In fact they resume on 25 March 1550; the day after the Anglo/French peace treaty of 
Boulogne was signed.
1 33 Duplicand: ‘Sc. law, a doubling or doubled amount of feu-dutv (feu) for one year or certain 
specified intervals or on certain occasions’, Concise Scots Dictionary. Aberdeen U.P. (1985). 
137 Grassum: ‘late 15th - 17th C. Sc. Law: a sum paid by a tenant or feuar (Feu) at the grant 
or renewal of a lease or feu-right’, Ibid.
1 38 Entry Silver. 16th C: money paid on entering into the occupation of land, on being admitted 
as an apprentice, on bringing goods into port etc., Ibid.
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assignees of tacksmen, rentallers, and others dying in the fight; and the presentation and 
collation of spiritual benefices rendered vacant by the death, in battle, of churchmen,139 were to 
pass to their nearest kin’.140
‘It is in consequence of the application of the provisions of this act to the particular cases 
falling under it that the names of persons slain at Pinkie appear in the draft Responde Book.141 
Deaths falling under the act made at Monktonhall affected the amount of the casualties payable by 
the heirs of the landholders thus deceased.... The entries note, in general, that sasine142 of 
lands was granted to such a one “whose father died in the fight at Pinkiecleugh”.’143 This Act of 
Parliament was not without precedent. For example, at Twesilhauch on 24 August 1513, sixteen 
days prior to the battle of Flodden, the Lords of the Council declared that ‘it is statut and ordanit 
be the kingis hienes [James IV] witht avis of al his lordis being tharforthe tyme in his ost144 ... gif 
ony man beis slane or hurt to deid in the kingis army ... his aieris sail have ward, releife and manage 
of the king free, dispensand with his aige.’145
Soon after the disaster of the English victory at Pinkie, Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel was 
dispatched to the French court with a secret report from Marie de Guise and the Scottish council 
for Henri II; thereby continuing an unusual convention for resident ambassadors, instituted in 
Scotland in 1546, of what is termed in modern parlance as "shuttle diplomacy". This was a 
departure from normal procedure in the 16th century when resident ambassadors, once they had 
been appointed, rarely returned to their own countries for short periods on ad hoc embassies 
during the period of their commission.146 The only logical reason for establishing this "shuttle 
diplomacy" appears to have been the extremely sensitive and highly secret nature of the
139 ‘A significant number of clergy fell at Pinkie, fighting under a banner inscribed: “Afflicte 
sponse ne obliviscaris’’.’ G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 77. See Starcerius...D e 
expeditione in Scotiam.... in Teulet, Relations poliiigufla, p. 155, Sugna, Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 6.
140 Exchequer Rolls. Vol. XVIII, p. Ixvii; and Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, 
p. 79.
141 ‘The respondes are memoranda made by the director of chancery in sending precepts to 
the sheriffs, ordering them to give sasine of lands retoured in chancery’, Exchequer Rolls. Vol. 
XVIII, p. Ixvii.
1 42 Sasine. 2, Sc. law: the act or procedure of giving possession of feudal property, orig. by 
symbolic delivery of earth and stones, now by registry at the General Register of Sasines in 
Edinburgh’, Concise Scots Dictionary.
143 Exchequer Rolls. Vol. XVIII, p. Ixvii; for the 68 names listed in the Responde Book see Ibid, 
pp. Ixvui-lxx.
1 44 ‘O st: a confrontation or joining in battle of two opposing armies; two such armies at the 
point of battle, la. 15th e. 16th C,’ Concise Scots Dictionary.
145 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 1.
146 For example, the resident French ambassadors to the English court: Charles de Marillac 
(April 1539 to April 1543), Odet de Selve (July 1546 to July 1549), and Antoine de Noailles 
(April 1553 to June 1556), remained at their posts during their commissions, at times even 
unwillingly in the case of Antoine de Noailles. For the origins of the resident ambassador in 
Western Europe see, G. Mattingly, ‘The First Resident Embassies: Medieval Italian origins of 
Modern Diplomacy’, Speculum. XI, (1937); and Renaissance Diplomacy. Ch. 16, ‘The Spread of 
the New Diplomacy’, pp. 146-153.
communications between the French and Scottish courts during d'Oysel's long commission as 
the first resident French ambassador in Scotland, from March 1546 until July 1560.147 
Apparently, these communications were so sensitive that only a single, highly placed servant of 
the French crown could be entrusted with particular information to be delivered to the French 
King viva voce.148
At the French court on 30 September 1547, St. Mauris reported that the ‘French 
ambassador resident in Scotland arrived in this Court’ and that ‘Dux [Henri II] was three days 
closeted, and it was said conferring as to sending the help demanded’.149 D'Oysel's embassy, 
however, concerned far more than the traditional Scots pleas for help following yet another 
devastating English incursion into Scotland; although the magnitude of the English victory gave 
Henri II an effective bargaining counter to implement his plan for the marriage of the Queen of 
Scots to his son, and the ultimate union of the French and Scottish crowns. Professor Donaldson 
says, that it was the Scottish council who, within a few weeks of the battle of Pinkie, ‘discussed 
the possibility of her [Mary Queen of Scots] going to France’.150 Discussions regarding French 
aid appear to have taken place when d'Oysel returned to Scotland in October carrying a letter, 
dated on the 12th, for Marie de Guise from Montmorency informing her that the news of the 
English victory at Pinkie ‘a tant enuye ledict Seigneur [Henri II] et toute ceste compaignye que ... 
nous recevoir si ladicte perte se feust adressee en nostre endroict’; and that ‘vous entenderez la 
deliberation du Roy par ce que cedict porteur [d'Oysel] vous exposera’, and ‘que je congnoistray 
qui concerna les affaires de vous, la petite Royne vostre fille et de son royaume je m'efforceray 
tousiours de vous faire tout le service qui me sera possible’.151 Following the Scottish council's 
decision of Henri M's "deliberation", d’Oysel was once again dispatched to the French court.152 
One of the letters he carried, dated 16 November, was from Arran who recommended most highly
147 For a brief biography of d'Oysel see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 413; and in greater detail, E.A. 
Bonner, The tomb of Henri Cleutin:..’, attached to this thesis. D'Oysel appears to have made 
his first journey to Scotland in March 1546 carrying pensions for Marie de Guise, Arran and 
other Scottish magnates, see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 416. Prior to d'Oysel's appointment, 
French embassies to Scotland over the centuries had been single purpose legations, which may 
have lasted several months, after which the envoys returned to France following the 
completion of their mission. Conversely, Scottish embassies to France in the same period 
tended to be of much longer duration, especially in the first-half of the 16th century.
148 Over and over again the phrase: le Sieur d'Oysel ‘vous rendre bonne et amplement de mes 
nouuelles’, (Henri, Dauphin to Marie de Guise, 16 June 1546, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 141) 
is seen in the correspondence, especially during the period from 1546 to 1549.
149C.S.P. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 217,
150 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 78.
151 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 172. The laird of Longniddry [Hugh Douglas] wrote to 
Somerset on 5 November warning him that ‘there is great peril of the Queen and Governor 
transporting our sovereign lady to France, and delivering our strengths to the French King’, 
C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 37.
1 52 Lord Grey of Wilton reported to Somerset that ‘on 23 instant, [November] Dose the French 
ambassador ... left for France by the west seas, where Sir George Douglas saw him embark’, 
C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 42. Sir George Douglas kept a foot in both the English 
and French camps throughout both periods of the "Rough Wooing".
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d'Oysel to the due d'Aumale. Arran wrote that ‘La Royne et moy auons prie Monsr doisel 
ambassadour du Roy present porteur sen aller par dela Pour luy faire entendre lestat des affaires 
de ce Royaume. Et en particulliere aucunes choses dvne ne nous sommes voullu fyer en 
personne quelconque Pour la congnoissance que auons eue de la grande fidelite et bonne 
diligence ou II sest tousiours employe pour le service dudict seigneur en tout ce qui luy a este 
possible’.153 The commendations of d'Oysel by Arran and Marie de Guise so early in his career 
were to be fully justified, not only throughout the reign of Henri II but also during the reigns of his 
sons, Francis II and Charles IX, when he proved himself a loyal and faithful servant of the French 
crown until his death in Rome in 1566.
Meanwhile in Scotland some lords and lairds found it expedient to assure themselves to 
England. Bothwell offered to deliver the Hermitage if Somerset "would help him to a wife in 
England’.154 Patrick, Lord Gray was paid £1,000 by Sir Andrew Dudley to hand over Broughty 
Castle and who reported to Somerset that Gray and the ‘laird of Monwennye [?Mountquhanie] 
were with me at night on 11th [November 1547] on a plan to get S1 Johnstons, [Perth] S*. 
Andrews, Dundee & etc’.155 Among the lairds, ‘James Hereot of Trabroun, George Broun of 
Colstoun, John Cokburn of Ormiston, Alexander Creichton of Brunstoun, Hew Douglas of 
Langnidry’ and Symone Prestoun, Cragmillar's son, were later summoned by the Lords of the 
Council ‘for spoliatioun in cumpany with the erle of Herfurd, protectour, and the army of oure auld 
innemyis of Ingland of thair convoying, gyding, causing, devising & etc’.156
Henri II was not slow to respond to pleas for help from the Scots. On 26 November 1547, 
St. Mauris reported that Paniter was summoned by the King who commanded him ‘to declare to 
the Queen and Regent of Scotland that ... he would see to sending French and Italian troops to 
help them, as well as arms and supplies. And it is certain that the King has sent several great ships 
to Brest, which are supposed to be for Scotland’.157 By 20 December the English at Broughty
1 53 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 7. This MS volume (337 fols) of original letters from 
Scotland (1543 to 71575) was previously catalogued in the Collection Gaignieres. It contains 
117 letters, 85 of which come from the period 1547-1550; 75 of those cover the war in 
Scotland, 1548-9. Teulet published only 20 of these in Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 159- 
217, and Papiers d’Etat. Vol. 1, Appendix, pp. 659-720. A propos Arran's letter to the due 
d'Aumale, 16 November cited above. Merriman also cited the same letter, but he 
misinterpreted it when he mistranscribed "IT as "je", although the verb H[s]est" should have 
alerted him. Merriman says that ‘he [d'Oysel] took with him a letter from Arran of 16 
November [1547] asking d'Aumale to remind Henry of “la grande fidelite et bonne diligence ou 
Je sest tousjours fsicl employe pour la service dudict seigneur en tout ce qui luy est possible”. 
Thus, according to Merriman, (Ph. D. Thesis p. 264) Arran is recommending himself to Henri II; 
when in fact, Arran was recommending d'Oysel to Aumale as a faithful trusted servant of Henri 
I I .
154 John Dudley, Earl of Warwick to Somerset, 30 September 1547, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. 
Bain, Vol. 1, p. 22; for a more detailed examination of the double game played by Bothwell from 
1547 to 1549, see Infra, notes 385-94.
1 55 M i, p. 39.
156 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 573.
157 C.S.P. Spanish. Edward VI. Vol. IX, p. 526.
had heard that there was a ‘great power of galleys and "carryckes" coming from France to take the 
government and fortresses, and the young Queen to France by the West seas’ and that Arran 
had promised the French King ‘for a sum of money to deliver him the young Queen and all the 
fortresses, and his authority, for a pension’.158 Soon after, on 30 December, Grey of Wilton 
informed Somerset that d'Oysel and Paniter were returning to Scotland ‘and with them 100 
gentlemen captains for the war sent by the King with a great sum of money’.159 The same day Sir 
Ralph Bulmer also wrote to Somerset that on Christmas day 2 French ships landed 50 captains at 
Dumbarton with as much money as will "waige" 10,000 Scots for a year, sent by the Bishop of 
Rome. The French to pay it each to his company of Scots’.160
In London, Odet de Selve reported to Montmorency that he had received confirmation of 
‘l’arrivée du Sieur de la Chappelle en Escosse’ accompanied by ‘six gentilshommes francoys quy 
avoint mené quant et eulx chascun troys cappitaines et gentz de guerre’.161 The day after their 
arrival ‘on St Stephen's day [26 December] at night, three of the chief captains [? gentilshommes] 
dressed in white satin, went to Stirling to show the Queen and council that 6,000 French are 
embarked for Scotland, waiting for a fair wind’.162 Soon after, in January 1548, three French 
"gentilshommes" were at Stirling from where ‘La Chapelle’, ‘Régnault Montauban’ and 
l[?Ca]thines’ wrote to the duc d'Aumale on 13 and 17 January;163 La Chapelle informed d'Aumale 
that ‘je partiray demain dicy pour aller trouuer le conte darguil [Archibald Campbell, 4th Earl of 
Argyll] ou II a assemble troys ou quatre mille [3 or 4,000] hommes e t ... pourrons prandre une ville 
que les anglois fortifient quy sappelle dondy [Dundee] quy est de grand consequence’.164 At 
‘Sainct Jehanston’ [Perth] on 17 January 1548, a muster was conducted by Thomas de Stratton, 
Escuyer, Sr de Moulins, commissaire ordinaire, Jehan de Visonye, contrerolleur and Me Raoul 
Moreau conseiller du Roy et trésorier extraordinaire de ses guerres of 247 ‘hommes de guerre a 
pied adventuriers dont en y a six vingts treize [133] harquebuziers et le reste picquiers et 
hallbardiers estans soubz la charge et conduicte de Nicolas Romien leur cappitaine ... que le Roy 
nagueres faict leurs et mectre sus en ce pais descosse tant pour la garde service et deffence 
dicelluy que pour le recouurement de la ville de dondy [Dundee] et autres villes et places tennus
158 Sir Andrew Dudley to Grey of Wilton, Broughty Craig, 20 December 1547, C.S.P. 
Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 50.
1 59 Ibid, p. 54.
1 60 Ibid, p. 55.
16' Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. pp. 266-7.
1 62 ‘Cesford made an "errand" to hunt with me to tell these news’, Sir Ralph Bulmer to 
Somerset, 30 December 1547, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 55.
163 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 11r (Régnault Montauban) and 13r (La Chapelle) 13 
January; 15r ([Ca]thines) 17 January, all original autograph letters.
164 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 13r; Régnault Montauban also informed d'Aumale on the 
same day from Stirling that ‘nous partons ce jourdhuy pour aller a dondie [Dundee]’, Ibid, fol. 
11r.
par les Anglois’; and who were paid a total of 2,062 livres tournois for one month.165 The 
following month, on 18 February, 25 ‘hommes de guerre sous la conduite du capitaine 
Scoubarre’, were mustered under the general command of ‘Jehan de Carbonniers, Seigneur de 
la Chapelle’.166
There is no evidence to show whether de la Chapelle's meeting with Argyll was 
uncongenial, but on 5 February 1548 Sir Andrew Dudley, ‘on the great suit of Lord Gray and other 
gentlemen of Angus, made a general assurance with the Earl of Argyll for 21 days’; the Earl 
agreeing, ‘that he will take the King's [Edward VI] part in his godly purpose, whereon Gray 
borrowed 1,000 crowns’ from the English to give to Argyll, and that ‘Gray doubts not but for a 
pension Argyll will be secured’.167 This was a considerable coup and the English Privy Council 
were delighted to oblige; on 15 February they sent ‘John Brend, instructed by speciall 
instructions to repaire in to Scoteland to treat with therle of Arguyle uppon occasion of writing 
sent from the said Erie giving hope of his devocion’.168 This pro-English position of Argyll's was 
most unusual, and it presupposes that perhaps the Sieur de la Chapelle did not, or could not, 
have made a similar offer. Flowever, when Marie de Guise heard of Argyll's dealings with the 
English she sent for him to come to Dumbarton where she remonstrated with him saying that he 
‘favoured England whatever they did here, and that he “swld ly abak” for which he had instantly
165 B.N. Fonds Français 25794, No. 26; for a full transcription of this Muster Roll see Infra. 
Appendix No. 2, Muster Roll No. 1. Also see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 453-4 for a similar 
Muster Roll also taken at ‘Sainct Jehanston en Escosse’ on 17 January 1546/47 of 187 
Scottish ‘hommes de guerre’ B.N. Fonds Français 25793, No. 593, which has been catalogued 
with the Muster Rolls of Francis I, but which probably belongs to those of Henri II; a clerical 
error having been made with the year.
166 A.N. Archives Privées, Archives et Collection de Gourges, 109 AP 6, No. 1 (en déficit). 
Unfortunately, only the catalogue entry of this Muster Roll remains; for further archival 
information regarding this document, see Infra. Appendix No. 2, ‘Introduction’, n. 7.
167 Sir Andrew Dudley to Somerset, Broughty Craig, 5 February 1548, C.S.P Scotland, (ed) 
J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 71; see also A.P.C. of England. Vol. 2, p. 543.
1 68 A.P.C.. Vol. 2, p. 170. On 1 April 1548, John Brende was appointed ‘Muster Master’ on 
the Northern Border ‘with charge upon his allégeance to attend the true and dilligente service 
of the Kinges Majestie in that behalfe, because it was considered by his late service to the 
Earle Argile ... to exprese by the penne verie vivelie and handsomlye from tyme to tyme all his 
proceedinges as occasion hath require to employ him in the service of his Majestie’, Ibid. Vol. 
2, p. 551. The same day the Privy Council wrote to Lord Gray saying that ‘they conceaved 
towards him a good disposityone towards the service of his Majestie’, Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 551 ; and 
on 3 April the council directed Sir Andrew Dudley to ‘make offer of M [1,000] crowns pencion 
unto the Lord Graye of Scotland’, but first make overture of vjc [600] crownes ... by degrees 
addinge to viijc [800]’, Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 522. For further information on Brende's service to 
Somerset's government see, H. Davis, ‘John Brende: Soldier and Translator’, Huntington 
Library Quarterly. Vol. 1, (1937-8), pp. 423-5.
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got a great sum of “angell nobiliss”;169 even though ‘the Earl of Argyll “is heichly suspectit wytht 
the Quene and Governour”,’170 at this time.
Argyll's vacillating loyalties may well have been due to the nature of the contract, signed 
by Henri II at Châtillon on 27 January 1548, in which ‘Messire Jacques Hamilton, Comte d'Aran, 
Tuteur unique de la Reine d'Escosse, Protecteur, Gouverneur, et seconde Personne dudit 
Royaume’, agreed that in return for 12,000 ‘livres de rente, en titre de Duché en ce dit Royaume 
pour luy, ses hoirs, et ayans cause,’ that he would ‘assemblé les Estats du Pais et par luy fait 
consentir ledit Mariage [of Mary Queen of Scots to the Dauphin], et pour la seurete d'icelui, 
délivré et mis és mains dudit Seigneur [Henri II] ladite Reine d'Escosse, ensemble aucunes des 
principales et plus fortes places du Royaume’.171 The details of this contract were revealed on 5 
February 1549 in the ‘Brevet du don du Duché de Chastellerault’, which was signed by Henri II at 
Saint-Germain-en-Laye in the presence of ‘Messeigneurs les Cardinal de Lorraine et Duc 
d'Aumale, les Constable, Chancelier, et Sieur de Saint André, Mareshal de France, et autres de 
sondit Conseil Privé’, with David Paniter, Bishop of Ross, and Scottish ambassador in France, 
signing for the Governor as his procurator.172
The trusted messenger and intermediary in these secret negotiations between the 
French and Scottish courts was Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel, who carried a brief letter to Marie de 
Guise from M. de Mandosse173 written from ‘Chastillon’ on 29 January 1547/48, two days after 
the ‘contract’ had been signed. Mandosse assured the Dowager that ‘si le porteur estoit aultre 
que Monsieur d'Oysel je vous eusse faict plus longue lestre ... aussi par luy mesmes entendrez le 
bon recueil quil a eu du Roy et de toute la compaignye’.174 The duc d'Aumale had also written to 
his sister informing her that he has received her letter ‘par le Sieur d'Ozel, present porteur, que le 
Roy a tresbien et volontiers ouy et entendu toutes les fois qu'il a voulu parler a luy’, and that he 
had also ‘si souvent devisay avec ledict Sieur d'Ozel tant du contenu en vosdicts lettres que de
139 Earl of Argyll to Lord Gray, ‘Castell Cariik’, 15 March 1548, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. 
Bain, Vol. 1, p. 96.
170 Alexander Whytlaw to Somerset, Dundee, 22 March 1548, Ibid, p. 100. Alexander 
Whitelaw of Newgrange pledged himself to the English cause on 11 March 1547, at the same 
time as Patrick, Lord Gray and the "Castillians": Norman Lesley, James Kirkcaldy and Henry 
Balnaves, Ibid, p. 2.
171 Professor Donaldson says, that ‘Blackness and Dunbar were handed over to the French at 
this stage’, G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 78. On 1 February, Grey of Wilton received 
news that ‘Dunbarton Castle is to be at the Queen's disposal, [and] Dunbar [is] promised to the 
French’, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 71.
1 72 ‘Brevet du don du Duché de Chastellerault’, A.N. P 2308, pp. 365-6; B.N. Coll. 
Clairambault 724, fol. 158r; published: Hugier, Titres et Pièces, p. 1; Teulet, Mémoi r  
Justifica tif, pp. 3-7; Turnbull, Factum of the Earl of Arran, pp. 6-7. Apparently the original 
document was sold at a sale in June 1966. ‘Orig. (38 x 36 cms) signé sur parchemin, signalé 
dans Lettres autroaraphes et documents hist... de la maison Charavav. vente de juin 1966, No. 
31016’, Actes de Henri II. Vol. 3, (1549) p. 111. See also Supra. Ch. 1, notes 190-4.
1 73 Supra. Ch. 2, Pt. 1, n. 414.
1 74 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 184.
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tout autre affaire de delà qu'il en est si bien instruict et depesche qu'il vous en peult entirement 
rendre bon comte et de toutes autres nouvelles de deçà’.175
The following month, Henri II appointed d'Oysel to supervise the equipping and 
victualling of the French fleet to be sent to Scotland. This was a temporary position until the 
‘commission [on 4 April 1548] du Sr de Noailles, [Antoine] maître d'hotel du roi, pour aller à Brest 
inspecter et diriger les préparatifs qui s'y font tant en vaisseaux qu'en munitions et ravitaillement 
en vue de l'expédition d'Écosse’.176 In the meantime, d'Oysel visited Nantes from where, as he 
explained to the duc d'Aumale on 14 February 1548, ‘jescripuiz au Roy lordre en quoy je trouuay 
lartillerie et equippage dicelle quy ne prete de guerre’, but before his departure for Brest he had 
received an ‘asseurance des commissaires et cannoniers de la dite artillerie’.177 On 17 February 
he asked d'Aumale to assure the King that ‘je ny perderay une seulle heure de temps’, and that 
‘preparer cependant tousiours les choses requises au voyage comme de victuailles et autres 
provisions’.178 On 7 March he wrote to d'Aumale that he was still ‘attendant lartillerye qui doibt 
venir de Nantes’, and that ‘je mapprecyes bien par laugmentacion du nombre des gens de guerre 
que le Roy y envoyé que vous avez tresbien mis la main’.179 The delay in the arrival of the 
French expeditionary forces, however, caused anxiety in Scotland. On 30 April 1548 d'Oysel, 
who had returned to Scotland, wrote to d'Aumale from Dumbarton that ‘ce jour dhuy nous auons 
este advertez que les ennemys quy sont en nombre de quatre a cinq mil [4-5,000] hommes de 
pied et environ deux mil [2,000] chevaulx sont arrivez a hedington [Haddington]’, which the 
English had now begun to fortify.180
Notwithstanding the delay of the French forces, Henri II further elaborated and formalized 
the conditions of the contract signed with the Governor on 27 January 1547/48 at Châtillon. By 
his letters patent, given at the Abbey of Vauluysant on 28 April 1548, Henri II acknowledged that 
‘nostre trescher et tresame cousin Le Conte dharan Chevalier de nostre ordre gouuerneur du 
royaume descosse voyant les effortz que le roy dangleterre leur ancien ennemy a faietz en 
lannee derniere. Et les preparatifz qui se dressent de sa part plus grans que Jamais pour de 
nouueau Invahir et assaillir le diet royaume descosse’, and if the English were to seize the Queen 
of Scots, then for her security it would be best to place ‘la dicte princesse et lestât de sondict 
royaume en la mesme protection que le nostre propre’; and as far as the kingdom of Scotland is 
concerned, ‘pour le faict du gouuernement dicelluy Mais y soient toutes choses maniees auec la
175 ibjd, Vol. 1, pp. 179-180.
1 78 Actes de Henri II. Vol. 2, (1548) p. 180, £f, B.N. Pièces Originales 2114, dr 48075, de 
Noailles fols 20v-23r. ‘Noailles was commissioned along with his cousin, René de Laval de 
Boisdauphin’, R.J. Kalas, ‘Wealth, Place, and Power in Sixteenth-Century France: The Rise of 
the Selve and Noailles families’, Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, New York University, (1982) p. 
269.
177 B.N Fonds Français 20457, fol. 17r.
178 M i,  fol. 19r.
179 ibjd, fol. 27r.
180 Md, fol. 179r.
plus grande vnyon et concorde que faire se poura nous auons diet declare consenty et accorde 
disons déclarons consentons et accordons voulions et nous plaist que durant la minorité de 
ladicte princesse nostredict cousin le Conte dharan ayt la totale et entière disposition au diet 
royaume descosse ainsi qui! a de present et quelle parvenue enlaige de maiorite il ayt et continue 
le 181 diet gouuernement sa vie durant’; and when she has reached her majority, Henri II ‘le ferons 
tenir quicte et descharge de toutes choses par luy manies et administres ce quil maniera et 
administera pour la dicte princesse durant sadicte minorité ... et mesmement en sondict 
gouuernement et auctorite luy adressons tout le secours et forces que nous envoyerons cy 
apres au dicte pays’.182
As an added incentive for Arran to set in motion the terms of their contract, Henri II by his 
letters patent, also given at the Abbey of Vauluysent on 28 April 1548, acknowledges Arran's 
service to Francis I, and knowing ‘le désir qu'il a à la continuation des anciennes alliances et 
amitiez d'entre les Royaumes de France et d'Escosse, et à la perpétuelle union d'iceux ... Nous 
desirons les approcher de Nous par alliances et affinity ... nostredit Cousin le Comte d'Aran ... 
promis et promettons par ces Présentes, bailler à son Fils aisné par Loy de Mariage, La Fille 
aisnée de nostre trescher et tresamé Cousin le Duc de Montpensier’.183 Soon after, the young 
James Hamilton, or the Conte d'Aran as he was to be known in France,184 arrived there as a
181 My Italics.
182 S.R.O. Hamilton Muniments N.R.A. (5) 2177, Bundle 2021, Original parchment, seal 
missing. I am grateful to his Grace, the Duke of Hamilton, for his kind permission to have this 
document, from his archives at Lennoxlove, photocopied in July 1986. Copies: B.N. Coll. 
Clairambault 724, fols 161r &v; Published: Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp.7-8 (full 
transcription); and Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. xxxvi-vii. See the transcription of a copy of 
this document, ‘lately found by the editor [Marguerite Wood] among the Hamilton MSS., [which] 
is certified by the Clerk Register [Alex. Gibsone] between 1541 and 1549’, Ibid, p. xxxvii. 
The two passages in Italics were omitted in Wood's transcription, although there are no dotted 
lines or any other indication of any omissions. Therefore, either Wood has made a mistake or 
the clerk omitted the passages in 1548 or 1549, even though he affirms ‘Hec est vera copia 
originalis scripti testant, meis signo et subscriptione manualibus, Alex. Gisbone CIs. Regri.’, 
Ibid, p.xxxvii. If these omissions were deliberate, then the clerk must have been instructed to 
omit them by Arran, presumably so that he could show the copy to interested parties, keeping 
the original for himself alone. If this were so, one can ponder his reasons. Perhaps, 7a plus grande vnyon et concorde’ , in the first passage was politically unpalatable; and if the second 
passage is omitted, à la Wood, the clause is greatly strengthened, leaving no room for doubt: 
‘nostredict cousin le Conte dharan ayt la totale gouuernement sa vie durant’, Ibid, p. xxxvi. 
Finally, there is a catalogue entry and description of this document in H.M.C. 11th Report- 
Appendix Part IV. p. 39, which notes that this document ‘is printed in the A.P.S. Vol. 2, pp. 
508-10’. This is incorrect. Those documents are copies of letters patent signed by Henri II on 
19th April 1558. But they do, however, refer to Henri M's letters patent of 17 June 1549 
(which review those of 28 April 1548) and clearly and unambiguously state that Arran is to 
have the government of Scotland only during the minority of Mary Queen of Scots who, by 
1549, was being nurtured at the French court. See Infra, n. 357 for an analysis of the 1549 
document. For an edited version of the 1548 document see, Turnbull, Factum, p. 10.
183 B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fol. 160v; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, p. 6; Balcarres Papers. 
Vol. 1, pp. 197-8; Turnbull, Factum, p. 10
184 ‘In 1550 the Master [of Hamilton] was put in fee of the earldom of Arran and lordship of 
Hamilton, with liferent reserved for his father, and became known thereafter as Earl’, R.K.
pledge for his father, who was reported ‘to be “tormented” at his son's delivery to France’.185 
Young Arran, who was born circa 1537, had only been recently released in August 1547 from 
custody in St. Andrews Castle where he had initially been lodged in 1543 by Cardinal Beaton as a 
pledge for his father's loyalty, and where he had been kept as a hostage by the "Castilians" for 15 
months after they had murdered Cardinal Beaton on 29 May 1546, having then occupied the 
Castle.186 Now in May 1548, young Arran was welcomed in France by François, duc de 
Loungueville, who wrote to his mother [Marie de Guise] on 26 June that ‘au filz de Monsieur le 
Gouverneur tout l'oneour et le bon traitement que je luy poure fayre’.187 The duc d'Aumale also 
wrote to his sister that Henri II was ‘fort content de la venue du filz de M. le gouverneur par deçà, 
lequel il a receu bien honorablement’.188 The governor need not have been concerned for his 
son's welfare for, like Mary Queen of Scots' sojourn in France, the next ten years domiciled at 
Châtellerault189 were to prove the happiest in the 3rd Earl of Arran's long life.
Meanwhile in Scotland, Mary Queen of Scots who, during the Pinkie campaign ‘was sent 
to the island priory of Inchmahome’,190 thence to Stirling from where, as Grey of Wilton reported 
to Somerset on 22 February 1548, she was removed to Dumbarton for fear of invasion and her 
“convoyé into Fraunce is dowpted”.’191 But where she now waited with her mother, protected by 
French troops, at the fortress-stronghold on the Firth of Clyde for Henri M's ships to take her to 
France.192 It was during this period that Matthew Stewart, 4th Earl of Lennox, (an English subject 
since 1544) and Sir Thomas Wharton, Warden of the English West March, and a company of men 
invaded the West of Scotland, but the "Assured Scots" betrayed them and the expedition ended 
in failure.193
Hannay, ‘The Earl of Arran and Queen Mary’, S. H. R.. XVIII, (1921) p. 162, cf. Acts and 
Decreets. VII, p. 195; S.R.O. Charters, 1621-2, 1427.
185 Grey of Wilton to Somerset, Haddington, 7 June 1548, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 
1, p. 117. It is not known precisely when young Arran departed for France but there were 
several items delivered to him on 3 May 1548: ‘thre sarkes [shirts] to his graces sone at his 
departing to France’, £3:12:0; ‘ane Scottis quhingar [a short stabbing sword]’, £1:4:0; and 
‘ane Franche quhyngar’, £2:0:0, Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, p. 183.
1 86 For aspects of young Arran's military career as a Captain of 60 Lances in Henri M's army 
during the 1550s see, E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance" in the Sixteenth Century...’, 
attached to this thesis. Also see Infra. Appendix No. 2, Muster Rolls No. 8 and 9.
1 87 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 1, p. 205.
1 88 [bid, P- 207.
189 J. Durkan, ‘James, Third Earl of Arran: The Hidden Years’, S. H. R.. LXV, (1986) p. 155; 
in this article Durkan examines the origins of young Arran's religious convictions which were 
apparently confirmed during his years in France.
190 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 78.
191 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 80.
192 Grey of Wilton reported to Somerset on 1 February 1548 that ‘Dunbarton castle is to be at 
the Queen's disposal’, Ibid, p. 71; and on 17 March, Ninian Cockburn wrote to Somerset that 
‘Scho [Marie de Guise] hes wylled the Franche men to be masteris in Dounbertan’ and that ‘x or 
xij Franche gonares’ are going there in order to keep it, Ibid, p. 97.
1 93 Ibid, pp. 79 and 86; ‘Proclamation by Wharton giving thanks for Lennox and himself to all 
English and Scots who have served in the King's Godly purpose ... and all Scots who served the
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At the seaports of Normandy and Brittany preparation of the French fleet and army 
destined for Scotland continued apace under the supervision of Antoine de Noailles; during 
which time ‘les vice-amiraux de Normandie et de Bretagne avaient reçu un ordre de mobilisation 
générale’.194 From Boulogne Sir John Brydges sent an urgent report from one of his spies to 
the Protector on 14 May 1548. The spy says that he arrived at Rouen on 7 May and as he ‘saw no 
shippes there but only ... merchants’. He then went to ‘Caudebeq where as they prepared all 
their bisquyts and breade and there attending v [5] shippes to be charged therew1 and to go to 
brest w1 the same’. At Le Havre he saw iiij [4] greate shippes of war whereof iij [3] were of thre 
toppes the fowrth of iiij [4] toppes that are very strongly apparelled w1 ordinance countyng xxx 
[30] pieces of great Artillerye. The iiijth [4] being of iij [3] toppes the Gallvon’ whose captain is 
called ‘Monsr de Lozon’. Also ‘there are xx [20] other shippes ij [2] and iij [3] toppes the piece ... 
furnysshed very strangely w1 artillery of all sortes. The harbynger of the lansquenetz ... was there 
and appoynted the lodginges of the said shippes ... w* their provyson to depart there the xxvth 
[25] of this month of may’.195 He next went to Mountivilliers [Montivilliers near Le Havre]where ‘he 
founde v [5] enseignes of Thallemaignes whiche being very well arrmed marched in the fieldes w1 
their enseignes displaied .. he reconned the nomber of xvijc [1,700] Lanquenetz apperteyning to 
those ffive Enseignez. The furriers hathe taken upp lodging in the villages about the said towne 
of Montivilliers for the nombre of five M1 [5,000] Italiens, pyedmontieses lymosynes and lyonois ... 
Also he saw the commyssioners very secretely gathering togethers all manner of pyoneres and 
horsses for draughtes of artillery thereabowte to be redy the last day of may ... whither they as yet 
know not. The Kinge hathe given in commandement for all the legionaires ... of Normandye and 
bretaign whiche are estemed to the nombre of x M1 [10,000] at the lest to be in a redynes the last 
of may vpon payne of deathe ... ffrom Mountivilliers he went to Brewant [?Brionne] in Normandye 
where as he sawe a certen nomber of Legionaires’; thence to Greneville [?Granville] by feckam 
[?Fecamp] where he sawe great preparación of horses for draughtes of artillarye and other 
aymunycions’. At Dieppe he ‘counted xxx [30] shippes196 whereof ix [9] or x [10] were greate 
shippes of warre very Evill appoynted’ whose mariners said that ‘they did attend the commyng 
down of the kinge and that they should be very shortely in a redynes to serve’. Later that evening 
at Le Havre he was told by other mariners, midst speculation of their destination, that on the ‘coste 
of mayne besides Anjou ... vjc [600] light horses attending to be embarqued at Brest wl that army
King shall be rewarded according to their bills of numbers’, Ibid, p. 81, of which the Scots took 
little heed it seems.
194 Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la Marine Française. Vol. 3, p. 435, ci, Commission donnée 
par Méry de Sépoys, vice-amiral de Bretagne de mettre arrêt sur tous les navires propres au 
service du roi, 29 mars 1548, P. Fournier, Hydrographie. 2e édition p. 248. D’Oysel had 
mentioned to d'Aumale on 14 February 1548 that ‘MonSR de Seperoy a enuoye’ from Nantes to 
Brest ‘lung des dits vasseaulx’, B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 17r.
195 P.R.O. Sp. 68/15/57.
196 UaifiL, fol. 58.
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the last of may.197 He further saithe that the bruyct is in every of the places where he hathe 
travailed for this Intelligence that the frenche Kinge in person shall at mydsommer next descend 
in picardy w* his Army Riall saying prively that he will come to Boullogn. And that he saith yt shall 
cost hym his Realme of ffraunce but he will have it agayn’. It is also bruited that ‘Monsr de Rieulx 
Le Grand Mr de flandres is amonge vs here in Boullogn w* l iiij M1 [4,000] brave spaynardes for the 
defence and soccour of this town. ... And that Themperor hathe sent into England x thousands 
[10,000] lansquenetz and to serve the king of England where he list to bestow them’. 
Furthermore, ‘there is in Desures and Samer xj [11] Enseignes of Lansquenetz ... [awaiting] the 
commyng of the kyng’. Finally, at Le Havre ‘there are iiij [4] great shippes of warre of Scottlande 
well appoynted of iij [3] toppes a piece attending the disanchoring of Tharmye to go into 
Scottlande the Capitaynes wherof remayn on the lande to refresshe themfselves]’.198
The English spy's report of May 1548 is only one of a number of similar reports detailing 
French military preparations in Normandy and Brittany during the first half of 1548. The very size 
of the army which was being assembled indicates Henri M's dual military objectives during the first 
years of his reign: firstly, to settle the marriage alliance with the Scots and expel the English from 
Scotland; and secondly, to retake Boulogne and, ultimately, ‘recouvrer le surplus’,199 and expel 
the English from France. The great concern of the French throughout 1548 and 1549, however, 
was that ‘the Emperor and the King of England may join arms against them, because of the help
197 Ibjd., fol. 59.
1 98 Ibid, fol. 60. For a summary of this document see Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la Marine 
Française. Vol. 3, pp. 435-6, çf, C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. pp. 342-5. Madame Baudoin- 
Matuszek also reviews the French preparations for war in ‘Henri II et les expéditions 
françaises en Écosse’, p. 359, but there are errors in some of the footnotes: i) p. 359, n. 4: 
‘Londres, Public Record Office Sp. 68/2.’; this reference is defective. The "Calais Papers" 
are to be found in Sp 68/ volume 15, not volume 2 where other documents of 1548 are to be 
found, ii) p. 359, n. 7 'C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 554’; no such page exists in this volume; 
the reference is in C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 554. iii) p. 360, n. 5, ‘C.S.P. Spanish Edward VI. 
p. 339 (Londres, Public Record Office 68/2)’. The reference is actually in C.S.P. Foreign. 
Edward VI. p. 339, and the original document is in, P.R.O. 68/15/9-11. The Spanish Calendar 
refers to England and Germany, 8 February 1549. Again the P.R.O. reference is defective and 
the volume number is incorrect. The code number 68 is correct for the "State Papers, Foreign, 
Edward VI", which comprise 15 volumes; the "Calais Papers" occupying most of volume 14 and 
volume 15. When Turnbull edited the papers, or whomever bound the volumes, they removed 
all those dispatches between the Privy Council and the English at Boulogne and environs for the 
period 1548 to 1552. Subsequently, Turnbull made separate entries in the C.S.P. Foreign. 
Edward VI. which are entitled the "Calais Papers", and which are itemized from 1 to 187, 
(Ibid, pp. 292-358). All the other papers, from 1547 to 1553 are numbered chronolgically 
(Ibid, pp. 1-291).
199 Following several successful encounters during the Boulogne campaign, Henri II wrote to 
the Duke of Ferrara on 26 August 1549: ‘vous auez sceu lentreprise que jauoys faicte de venir 
en ce pays de boullenoys essayer de recouurer ce que les anglois me détiennent injustement ... 
que jespere moyennant La grace de dieu recouurer le surplus’, Arch, di Stato di Modena, 
Cancelleria Ducale Estense, Principi Esteri, Enrico II (uncatalogued). Romier observes that 
‘l'idée de la conquêt de Calais l'obséda pendant tout son règne. Dès 1544, encore Dauphin, il 
s'était porté vaillamment au secours de la ville de Boulogne assiégée. La chute de cette place 
lui causa le plus grand dépit’, Les Origines. Vol. 1, p. 29.
they are giving the Scots’.200 Details of the military build-up were soon circulated among the 
foreign ambassadors at the French court, although Wotton appears not to have been as well- 
informed as some others.201 Indeed, his most credible information came from St. Mauris, the 
Imperial ambassador who reported on 26 March 1548 that ‘the French expedition to help the 
Scots ... will consist of 6,000 foot, 200 men-at-arms and 500 light horse’, and that ‘the English 
ambassador is desperately anxious to discover this, for he told me in confidence that the English 
are resolved to attack the French at sea if they are able to’.202 On 18 March 1548 Wotton 
reported to the Council the information he had received from St. Mauris, and that ‘the Frenche 
King makith money by all wayes possible, he hath demanded of the Parisiens by waye of levie iiij 
hundred thowsands [400,000] frankes whereof I hear that they offer a good parte’.203 St. Mauris 
confirmed this on 6 April reporting that 200,000 crowns ‘had already been deposited at the 
Louvre’.204 Even the Venetian Senate, who informed the Bailo at Constantinople on 22 March 
that ‘the French king would not renounce his protection of the realm of Scotland’ and that ‘France 
now assists the Scots’205 seemed in many ways at least as informed as Wotton. 
Uncharacteristically, the papal nuncios were almost silent on the subject of Scotland and the war, 
although this was almost certainly due to the arrival at the French court of Pietro Lippomano, 
Bishop of Verona, the newly appointed papal nuncio to Scotland, at the end of January 1548.206 
Lippomano remained at the French court ‘for more than four months receiving further instructions 
from the royal councillors and awaiting’:207 ‘la speditizone delle [Scottish] Bolle de quei vescovati 
ed altri brevi che se gli hanno a mandare’,208 and also ‘che in Parigi sia vento I'ordine che N.S. 
[Nostro Signore] desidera accio che il suo presente di Xm [10.000] scudi possi apparir in qualche 
buon modo’.209 Paul III also made an even larger sum available to Henri II so that he could directly
200 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 556. For an examination and analysis of these themes see, D.L. 
Potter, Thesis, pp. 183-203.
201 P.R.O. Sp 68/2/325-42, 363-7, 387-9, 419-21, 423-6 and 435.
202 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 554; see also, Wotton to the Council, 18 March 1548, P.R.O. Sp 
68/2/366. St. Mauris's information, regarding the French expeditionary force which was to 
arrive in Scotland in June 1548, proved to be remarkably accurate.
203 P.R.O. Sp. 68/2/365.
204 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 562; estimated as 600,000 francs, Ibid, p. 561. In French 
financial documents of the time the terms "crowns" and "francs" were no longer used, rather 
it was "ecus d'or de soleil" and "livres tournois", see Infra. Appendix No. 1.
205 C.S.P. Venetian. Vol. V, p. 226; see also Ibid, pp. 225, 227-8.
206 From Rome, Cardinal Farnese informed Della Torre, the then papal nuncio in France, that 
‘quanto alle cose de scotia Mons. d'orona [Verona] deve essere un gran pezzo in La, primi il 
giunga in corte’, Arch. Seg. Vat. Fondo Pio fol. 60r; Borghese, I, 3, fol. 109r; paraphrased in 
French: Correspondence des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 255. It should be noted that new folio 
numbers have been designated to most of the MS volumes since Lestocquoy used them.
207 J.E. Law and J.M. Manion, ‘The nunciature to Scotland in 1548 of Pietro Lippomano, Bishop 
of Verona’, p. 417.
208 Arch. Seg. Vat. Fondo Pio 57, fol. 60r; Borghese I, 3, fol. 109r; Archivum Arcis: AA. Arm. 
I-XVIII, 6532, fol. 230v; parphrased in French, Correspondence des Nonces. Vol. VI, p. 267.
209 Cardinal Farnese to Della Torre, [24-31] January 1548, Rome: Arch. Seg. Vat. Fondo Pio 
57, fol. 70r; Borghese I, 3, fol. 129r; Farnese also mentions ‘di quelli danari hanno da essere
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assist the Scots. On 1 May 1548, Dr. Thirlby, English ambassador with the Emperor, wrote to Sir 
William Petre and enclosed M. Mount's notes: ‘scriptum est ex Italia per factore auis Augustam 
Papam conferre Regi Gallia centum et vicena mila coronatorum [120,000 crowns] prouivandis 
Scotis et in prompto soluiste 80000’.210
After months of waiting at the French court, Lippomano finally sailed with the French fleet 
bound for Scotland, which ‘parti da Brest alii 26 di Maggio, e per lettere che si hanno de iij [3 June] 
di questo s'Abla di gracie [Le Havre] a passato per Normandia con buon tempo’.211 The French 
expeditionary force of about 6,000 men, sent by Henri II ‘pour la garde seurete et deffence’ of 
Scotland,212 was under the overall command of André Montalembert, Sieur d'Essé, who was 
aged in his sixties and an experienced veteran of Francis Is wars against the Emperor. The force 
comprised lansquenets under Jean-Philippe, Reingraf zu Dhaun (known as the Rhingrave 213), 
French and Gascon infantry under François de Coligny, Sieur d'Andelot, Italian mercenaries 
commanded by Pietro Strozzi, and cavalry under the Sieur d'Etauges.214 The Fleet comprised 18 
galleys under the command of Leone Strozzi (‘Villegagnon avait le commandement de quatre 
galères’215), one Brigatine, 26 ships of war commanded by the vice-admiral of Brittany, the Sieur 
de la Meilleraye, and as victuallers, 80 Flemish "pynckes” of 40, 50 and 60 tons a piece.216 On 18
pagati da un fratello del Governatore di Scotia [? John Hamilton] e ch'è bene auuertire 
ch'ancora esso pigli ed effeto come il dover vuole’, and also to tell the Scottish ambassador 
[Paniter] ‘che di quella pensione di M [1,000] scudi, assignalo à colui, ch'e fuggito in 
Inghilterra, non si farà altra speditione’, Ibid, fol. 71r & fol. 129r; see also Correspondance des 
Nonces. Vo. VI, pp. 260-1.
210 ‘M. Mount his notes’, P.R.O. Sp 68/2/445.
211 Arch Seg. Vat. AA. ARM. I-XVIII 6532, fol. 278r; ‘this is the last communication from 
Lippomano himself recorded in the published correspondence of the nuncios in France’, Law & 
Manion, ‘The Nunciature to Scotland ... Lippomano’, p. 417. On 14 June 1548, Della Torre 
informed Cardinal Farnese that he had ‘reçu deux lettres de l'évêque de Vérone du Havre, en 
date du 2 juin’, and that Lippomamo had also ‘écrit longuement au Cardinal Farnèse’, 
Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 324. Unfortunately, ‘neither the originals 
nor the copies of the Lippomano-Farnese correspondence have been discovered so far’, Law & 
Manion, ‘The Nunciature to Scotland ... of Lippomano’, p. 417, n. 60.
212 Muster Roll taken at Leith on 25 June 1548 of 140 ‘hommes de guerre adventuriers 
francois’, B.N. Fonds Français 25794, No. 31; for a full transcription of this document see 
Infra. Appendix No. 2, Muster Roll No. 2.
213 There has been some confusion between Jean-Philippe and his brother Philippe-François, 
both of whom commanded companies of German troops in the service of France, and both of 
whom were known as "le conte Ringrave"; for a more detailed analysis see, Infra. Appendix 
No. 2, Introduction, p. 3, n. 8.
214 Jean de Beaugué, Histoire de la guerre d'Ecosse, pp. 8-9; Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la 
Marine Française. Vol. 3, p. 436; A. Heulhard, Villeaaanon roi d'Amerique. (un homme de mer 
au XVIe siècle, 1510-1572) Paris (1897) pp. 36-7. ‘François d'Anglure d'Estauge commandait 
mille cheveaux de diverses nations’, Mission de Beccarie de Pavie. Baron Fourquevaux. en 
Écosse. 1549. (ed) G. Dickinson, Oxford (1948) p. 11, n. 2.
215 Ibid, p. 38. Born Nicolas Durand in 1510, he adopted the name "Villegaignon" when 
studying law in Paris and later, before 1531, he was admitted (like Leone Strozzi) into the 
Order of St. John of Malta, Ibid, pp.3-7.
216 Palmer and Holcroft to Somerset, Berwick, 1 July 1548, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, 
Vol. 1, p. 134. This appears to be the only surviving reference which gives the composition of
June d'Oysel reported the arrival of the French forces to the duc d'Aumale: ‘mardy xijeme de ce 
mois larmee du roy fut descouuerte en ceste coste. Mais pour les grands ventz quil a faict na peu 
arriver icy de cinq ou six jours apres’ [17 or 18 June] and ‘la venue de laquelle armee monseigneur 
a este vng merveilleux ayse et contentement a la Reyne et monsieur le gouuerneur’;217 both of 
whom with ‘Monr desse et tout le conseil il a este conclud que dedans troys jours ledict Sr desse 
avec la compaignie qui est Icy et quelque cauallerie de pays qui est Icy entretendue iront 
recongnoistre le lieu de hedinton [Haddington]’.218 The following day on 19 June, ‘the lordis of 
counsale, havand consideratioun of this present tyme of weir, and how all men in this realme be 
reasoun of the general proclamations are makand and preparand thaim with all diligence for the 
host and army for expulsion of the auld enemyis and to put this realm to fredome’.219
The most pressing business to be discussed, as far as the French were concerned, at 
their initial meeting with the Lords of the Council was Henri M's contract with the Governor, the 
marriage alliance and the removal of Mary Queen of Scots to France; certain galleys having been 
already ordered to navigate via the Isles to Dumbarton. Using several euphemisms in order to 
preserve a modicum of secrecy, d'Oysel reported to the duc d'Aumale on 18 June: ‘Et quant a 
laffaire monseigneur pour lequel je fuz dernièrement deuers le Roy [the contract] je treuue que la 
Reyne et le diet gouuerneur suivant leur premiere deliberación sont en meilleur voulente quilz ne 
furent jamays de faire mectre entre les mains du Roy les places fortes qui sont nommées ... et 
aussi comme apres la conuocation des estatz [a parliament] qui sera bref Hz luy envoieront la 
chose quil desire le plus de recouurer [Mary Queen of Scots] ... et en attendant on fera faire aux 
galleres depputees pour cest effect le tour des ysles’.220 On 24 June, d'Oysel wrote to the duc 
d'Aumale that ‘seigneur dEsse les seigneurs Pierre Strossy et Andellot font leur compte de 
desloger demain’,221 and ‘tirant vers le diet hedington [Haddington] pour incontinent apres laller 
assiéger’. At the same time the governor ‘meiste le chasteau de dombarre [Dunbar] entre les
the fleet, £f, Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la Marine Française. Vol. 3, p. 436, n. 5; although 
it may now not be possible to check. Apparently, many of the early maritime records are 
missing as a result, for example, ‘of the bombardment of Dieppe by the English fleet in 1694 
[which] destroyed most of the town, including its archives’, Boke of Idoaraphv. (ed) H. Wallis, 
p. 3.
217 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 43r; on 12 June 1548 ‘Williame Hardye [was] send to 
Edinburght, Corstorphyn, Linlythgw, Selkirk, Striviling, Dunblane, and all placis thairaboute 
eftir the first sycht of the Franche navye to caus thresche corne and bring victuellis to the 
toun of Edinburght’, Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, p. 204.
218 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 43r.
219 Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 575.
220 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 43r. The English, however, had a good spy network among 
the "Assured Scots". On 1 July 1548, Palmer and Holcroft reported to Somerset that ‘we 
hear 4 galleys and 6 ships (2 of them Scots) sailed 3 days ago for Dunbarton, to take the young 
Queen to France’, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 134.
221 B.N. Fonds Français 25794, No. 31: Muster Roll of 140 ‘hommes de guerre’ under ‘Sr 
Bonnechose’ and his Lieutenant, ‘Sr de S* Cler’, of the 300 under the command of ‘Collonnel 
dAndelot’, taken at Leith on 25 June 1548; for a full transcription see Infra. Appendix No. 2, 
Muster Roll No. 2.
mains du Roy ... et de celluy de blaqnetz [Blackness] le diet sieur gouuerneur est prest a en faire 
le semblable’;222 Arran had also agreed that Pietro Strozzi could ‘commence a faire le desseing 
deeeque sera besoing pour fortiffier le petit lict [Leith]’.223
The initial French attack on Haddington having failed a halt was called until, according to 
John Brende who reported to Paget on 6 July, ‘the lordes have assentid to the mariage and for 
that perpost the Quene this night is come into this Campe and the Ceptre Crowne and Sworde is 
sent for to be deliverid to the Lieutenint of ffraunce [Sr d'Essé]’. Brende also cynically observed 
that ‘the ffrenche crownes all redie resteyued prevaileth more in this matter with the Lordes of 
Scotlande’.224 Indeed, at Edinburgh on 26 June 1548, Marie de Guise had assembled the Lords 
and ‘a faict accorder de signer de leurs mains au conte dangous [Angus]225 George duglas [Sir 
George Douglas] son frere 226 le comte de casselles [Gilbert Kennedy, 3rd Earl of Cassillis] le 
Chterdaerq [sic] ? le sieur de selton [George, 5th Lord of Seton] et plusieurs autres seigneurs et 
barons et a sept ou huict evesques et prélats de ce Royaume. Non seulement le traicte de 
mariage dentre monseigneur le dauphin et la dicte petite Reyne. Mais aussi quelle luy sera 
delliuree pour estre menee deuers luy [Henri II] toutes et quantes foys quil luy plaira la 
demander’.227
Thus a parliament was hastily convoked to meet at Haddington Abbey on 7 July 1548, 
and the Royal Regalia228 was summoned from Edinburgh to dignify the proceedings with the 
ceremonial legal symbolism of the solemn contract and agreement between the two kingdoms.
222 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 61r; participants at the meeting made sure the 
deliberations were well-publicised at top levels at the French court, v]£: d'Oysel to Cardinal de 
Guise, 24 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 57r; d'Essé to Cardinal de Guise, 25 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 71r; 
La Chapelle to duc d’Aumale, 25 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 81r; Marie de Guise to her brothers, the 
duc d'Aumale and Cardinal de Guise, 25 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 249r.
223 Andelot to due d'Aumale, 20 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 53v; see also ‘lettre écrite dEscosse’, 
(no name) Musselburgh, 1 September 1548, Ibid, fol. 123v.
224 P.R.O. Sp 50/4/65 or 227 ? (both folio numbers appear side by side).
225 Quittance or receipt signed by ‘Archibald erle of Angus’ on 26 June 1548 at Edinburgh, 
that he had received from ‘Marie Quene of Scotland’ the sum of ‘twa thousand and fyve 
hundreth [2,500] franckis gud and vsuelle money of france [livres tournois] In name and 
behalue of the maist cristin king of france for payment of our pension of the first terme We 
have of his Maieste of the maist honorable order of the Coquillie [ordre de Saint-Michel]...’, 
S.R.O. E 34/14/5.
226 Quittance signed by “George Douglas of Pendreth’ on 26 June 1548 at Edinburgh, that he 
had received from ‘Marie quene of Scotland’ the sum of ‘ane thousand [1,000] cronis of the 
sone [écus d'or de soleil] in part payment of my pension bypast that I have of the maist cristin 
king of france’, S.R.O. E 34/14/6. Angus and Sir George both received approximately the 
same amount of money, see Infra. ‘Equivalency Table’, Appendix No. 1.
227 D'Oysel to due d'Aumale, 24 June 1548, B.N. Fonds Français 20547, fol. 61v; d'Oysel to 
Cardinal de Guise, 24 June 1548, Ibid, fol. 57v.
228 The Scottish Royal Regalia of the Crown of James V, Sword and Sceptre were walled-up in 
a vaulted room at Edinburgh Castle ‘after the Act of Union of 1707. The vault was eventually 
re-opened, and the Regalia placed on display in 1818’, where it has remained to this present 
day, Edinburgh Castle. (Official Guide) R. Fawcett, I. Maclvor & B. Petersen, Edinburgh (1980) 
p. 24.
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This Act of parliament is one of the most significant in 16th-century Scotland; the fact that it 
endured only up until July 1560 in no way lessens its great importance in the years from 1548 to 
1560. On 7 July 1548, the Three Estates clearly and unambiguously put the future of the Realm 
and defence of the Kingdom of Scotland in the hands, and under the protection of Henri II, by 
agreeing to the marriage of the Queen of Scots to the Dauphin and the union of the two 
kingdoms; providing that all the lieges of Scotland were maintained in the same freedom, liberties 
and laws of previous Scottish kings. The significance and uniqueness of this document therefore 
requires the citation of a lengthy passage in the text of this thesis, principally because it is one of 
the main planks upon which rested Henri M's politique in Scotland. The Act of 7 July 1548 
declared that:
The quhilk day Monsiour Dessy Lieutennent generall of the nauy and armie send 
be the maist Christin king of France for support of this Realme at this present 
tyme schew how that his maister the King of France hauand regard to the ancient 
lig confederatioun and amitié stand and betuix the Realme of France and this 
cuntrie and of the mortall weiris crueliteis depredatiounis and intollerabill iniuris 
done be our auld enimeis of Ingland aganis our Souerane Lady being of sa 
tender age hir Realme and liegis thairof... the said maist Christin King ... could do 
na les to aide support manteine and defend at his powar this tender princes hir 
Realme and liegis... to put this Realme to the auld libertie priuilege and fredome 
and to recouer all strenthis Castellis and Fortalices out of our auld enimeis handis 
... Thairfoir hauand consideratioun of the premissis and how that the said maist 
Christin King hes set his haill hart and mind for defence of this Realme desyrit in 
his said maisters namefor the mair perfyte vnion and indissolubill band of 
perpetuall amitié lig and confederatioun The mariage of our Souerane Lady to the 
effect that the said maist Christin Kingis eldest sone and Dolphin of France may 
be coniunit in matrimonie with hir grace to the perpetuall honour plesour and 
proffeit of baith the Realmes obseruand and keipand this Realme and and liegis 
thairof in the same fredome liberteis and Lawis as hes bene in all Kingis of 
Scotlandis tymes bypast and sail mantene and defend this Realme and liegis of 
the samin as he dois the Realme of France ... Monsiour Dessy Lieutennent in the 
name of the said maist Christin King his maister (Monsieur Dosell his 
ambassadour present in the said Parliament confirmand the samin) verray 
ressonabill and hes grantit that our said Souerane Lady be maryit with the said 
Dolphin at hir perfyte age229 ... My Lord Gouernour in our Soverane Ladyis name 
ratifeis and appreuis in this present Parliament the determinatioun and consent of 
the thre Estatis of the samin being present concerning the mariage of our 
Souerane Lady with the Dolphin of France conforme to the act of Parliament maid 
thairupone’.230
The following day on 8 July 1548, Marie de Guise wrote to her brother, the duc d'Aumale, 
informing him that ‘le seigneur Pierre Storssy [Strozzi], lequel estoit arrivé le jour de devant blessé 
d'un coup de hacquebusse à la cuisse, en revoyant la ville de Hadinton, dont il n'est en aucun
229 Deemed to be twelve years, viz: 8 December 1554.
230 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Vol. 2, pp. 481-2. ‘ In conuentu trium ordinum 
Scotorum habito in monasterio propre hadintonam die séptimo Julij anno christi millesimo 
quingentésimo quadragesimo octavo. Illustris Andreas montallembert et desse prefectus 
naualium et terrestrium copiarum ab henrico christianissimo rege francorum ...’ signed, ‘Ita 
est in Registro, Jacobus makgill’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 2; 
contemporary copy of the Latin translation of the Act of Parliament at Haddington on 7 July 
1548, probably of the document with the ‘maixme regni sigillo cum illustris principis Jacobi 
arrarine comitis tutoris et gubernatoris subscriptione’ (\b\d) sent to Henri II to inform him of 
the proceedings undertaken in his name by his proxy the Sieur d'Essé.
danger. Je luy demandé quelle résolution il avoit prise sur les affaires du Roy et ce qu'il luy en 
escriroit’. Strozzi replied that he estimated ‘les affaires dudit Seigneur [Henri II] et celles de par 
deçà estre une mesme chose, et son royaume et celluy-cy estre tout un’. The Dowager further 
informed her brother that ‘Il fut hier tenu un parlement icy de tous les Estais, la où chacun 
consentit d'estre subjet dudit Seigneur, par le moyen de l'honneur qu'il faict la Royne ma fille de la 
vouloir bailler a monsieur son fils’. 231
Soon after the Haddington Parliament, at Dijon in July 1548,232 Henri II granted ‘lettres de 
naturalité generales pour le Comte d'Aran’ in which he declared that:
‘Nous avons puis n'agueres donné, cédé, transporté à nostredit Cousin le Comte 
d'Aran, pour luy, ses hoirs, successeurs, et ayans cause, à toujours, nostre 
Duché de Chastellerault, avec toutes ses appartenances et dépendances, 
jusques à la valeur de douze mille [12,000] livres de rente par chacun an; et afin 
que sous couleur qu'il est Etranger, natif dudit Royaume d'Escosse, et non de 
nos Royaume et Pais, l'on ne puisse après son trépas prétendre ledit Duché,
Nous devoir retourner par droit d'Aubeine, et à sesdits heriteurs successeurs, et 
ayans cause, donner quelque trouble ou empeschement en la jouissance dudit 
Duché'.
Henri II also recognised in Arran ‘la grandeur de desdits services, et l'entiere et sincere amitié, et 
affection, que Nous connoissons par effet, qu'il porte à Nous et au bien de nos affaires, union et 
conservation des anciennes alliances et amietez d'entre les Royaumes de France et dudit 
Escosse’. Furthermore Arran could ‘soit par testament, ordonnance de derniere volunté, 
donation faite entre vifs, ou en quelque autre sorte que ce soit, luy puissent succéder, prendre et 
apprendher la possession et puissance de sesdits biens tout ainsi qu'ils feroient et faire 
pourraient, si nostre dit Cousin et sesdits enfans et heritiers estoient originaires et natifs de 
nosdits Royaumes et Pais, ou audit Pais d'Escosse; ... et soit quils soient demeurans en ¡ceux 
nosdits Royaumes et Pais, ou audit Pais dEscosse’,233 and that neither Arran nor his ‘enfans et 
heritiers soient tenus payer à Nous, ni à nos successeurs Rois de France, aucune finance ou 
indemnité, de laquelle à quelque somme, valeur et estimation qu'elle soit et puisse monter’. 
These letters patent, however, were not registered in the Chambre des Comptes until 25 April 
1549, after those of the ‘Don du Duché de Chastellerault’ had been registered at the Parlement 
and the Chambre des Comptes on the 2 and 12 April 1549.234 Henri II also made doubly sure 
about the Scottish succession should Mary Queen of Scots and/or the governor die, when, the 
following month:
231 Mémoires-Journaux de Francois de Lorraine, duc d'Aumale et de Guise. 1547 à 1563. in 
Mémoires pour servir à l'histoire de France.... M.M. Michaud et Poujoulat, t. 6, Paris (1839)
232 Henri II was at Dijon from 1st to 13th July 1548, ‘Itinéraire de Henri II’, Actes de Henri 
Jl, (1549) Vol. 3, p. 9.
233 This latter clause is unusual in allowing the beneficiaries of Arran's will the rights of dual­
residency; and as dual-nationality was not recognised in the ancien régime. Henri II had 
obviously extended special privileges to Arran and his successors.
234 B.N. Coll. Claimambault 724, fols 163v-1 64v; C. Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 12-14; M.W. 
Turnbull, Factum of the Earl of Arran, pp. 11-12.
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‘at Pynkie the xxvj day of August the zeir of God 1m vc xlviii zeris [25 August 
1548], ... we James Erll of Arrane lord Hamiltoun protectour and gouernour of the 
realme of Scotland makis our testament as followis:... Item we mak ane reverend 
father in God Johnne [Hamilton] bishop of Dunkeld our bruther our anerle 
exectour and als tutour testamentar to our eldest sone and the remanent of our 
barnys, and levis our said bruther and all our barnys kyn and freindis to the maist 
Cristin king the king of France and ordanis to haif thame in all behalffis efter his will 
and plesour and at his gracis consale and command and to deliuer the strenthis of 
Scotland to his maieste now being in our hand ... Signed James G’.235
Whether the papal nuncio, Pietro Lippomano, attended the Haddington Parliament as his
predecessor Marco Grimani had at Edinburgh in 1543, is not known, although it seems unlikely
given the recurrent fever which he contracted on board the French vessel en route to Scotland;
and to which he succumbed a month or so later.236 It is probable, however, that he attended the
meeting of the Lords and prelates convened by Marie de Guise at Edinburgh on 26 June 1548.
The fact that Lippomano ‘was sent as a nuncio, as a resident ambassador, not simply as a legate as
had been the case [with Marco Grimani] in 1543, should have made clear to contemporaries the
increased concern Paul III237 felt for Scotland’, and it ‘probably contributed to the successful
culmination of French policy at the parliament of 7 July 1548’ at Haddington.238
Another reason for ‘Lippomano’s mission was to take a number of papal bulls relating to
Scottish bishoprics with him to Scotland’.239 Apparently, the bulls were not ready when
Lippomano left Rome in January 1548 because, ‘les solliciteurs écossaise sont très négligents: ils
disent n'avoir pas d'argent pour payer les bulles’.240 But of greater concern at this time was
Lippomano's failing health. On 22 July the papal nuncios in France reported to Cardinal Farnese
that ‘l'état de Mgr. de Vérone laisse peu d’espoir; s'il meurt on ne sait ce que deviendront les
235 H.M.C 11th Report. Appendix, Part VI. MS. of the Duke of Hamilton. (1887), pp. 53-4.
236 ‘Generally it has been accepted that Bishop Lippomano died on 9 August 1548’, Law & 
Manion, ‘The Nunciature...of Pietro Lippomano’, p. 440; but there is reason to believe that he 
died some weeks before, Ibid, p. 441. Unfortunately, ‘the Lippomano correspondence has been 
lost to the official record and no biography or family history yet exists’, Ibid, p.405. For such 
excerpts from those letters as do survive concerning Lippomano, including a letter of 
introduction to William Gordon (son of 3rd Earl of Huntly) bishop of Aberdeen, from Giovanni 
Ferreri written in Paris 27 April 1548, see J. Durkan, ‘Robert Wauchope, Archbishop of 
Armagh’, Innes Review. I (1950) p. 66, £f, G. Ferreri, Letterbook of Giovanni Ferreri on 
Scottish Affairs. Paris (1547-1561), catalogue and extracts of the Letterbook are published in 
Papal Negotiations with Marv Queen of Scots during her reian in Scotland. 1561-1567 (ed) J.H. 
Pollen, Edinburgh (1901) Appendix 1, pp. 413-419.
237 ‘Pope Paul III sent [envoys] on two occasions Grimani and Lippomano “with large sums of 
money” to assist in a reformation, and a setting in order of the church and its maintenance and 
defence’, W.J. Anderson, ‘Rome and Scotland, 1513-1625’, Innes Review. X (1959) pp. 183- 
4.
238 J.E, Law and J.M. Manion, ‘The Nunciature ... of Pietro Lippomano, p. 424. Law and 
Manion argue that ‘it would probably be correct to assume that the bishop of Verona was 
instructed to co-operate closely with the French and to assist in the negotiations preliminary to 
the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots to the Dauphin’, Ibid. 428.
239 [bid, p. 428.
240 Cardinal Farnese to Della Torre, Rome [2 February] 1548, Correspondance des Nonces en 
France. Vol. VI, p. 264.
10,000 écus241 qu'il porte avec lui, alors qu'il a laissé les bulles en France’.242 According to Law 
and Manion, ‘the only Scottish bishopric for which at least some of the bulls were intended and 
which can be clearly identified from the published diplomatic correspondence is the bishopric of 
Ross’.243 On 21 February 1548, Della Torre reported to Cardinal Farnese that ‘per ordine ch'io ho 
dal Re et dal sudetto Mons. Cardinale [de Guise] Mons. de Verona et io saremo con 
l'Ambasciatore de Scotia [Paniter] et vedrà se de risolverla al men male che si portà et la cosa si 
renderà tanto piu difficile quanto che questo Ambasciatore e de li interessati et aspetta le bolle 
della sua chiesa Rossen et dubito che non sia buono instrumento in questo caso’.244
It is entirely probable that the bull for the bishopric of Ross was left in France by 
Lippomano with the others sent from Rome. Law and Manion argue that the reason the bulls 
were left behind ‘probably lies with difficulties arising from the provision to other Scottish 
bishoprics, and with attempts made by the Earl of Arran to use his position as governor to control 
the royal right of nomination to benefices for his own political advantage’.245 According to R.K. 
Hannay, after Henri II had agreed to bestow the Duchy of Chátellerault, ‘the papacy released the 
bulls of St Andrews and Ross, to keep the Governor,his brother, and the Secretary amenable’;246 
and ‘it did not provide John [Hamilton]247 for St. Andrews till his brother, the Governor, was safely
241 The Legate is at point of death, and there is a “stryveffe” for money he brought with 
him’, Palmer and Holcroft to Somerset, 1 July 1548, Berwick, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain 
Vol. 1, p. 134.
242 Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 351.
243 J.E.Law and J.M. Manion, ‘The Nunciature ... of Pietro Lippomano’, p. 429.
244 Arch. Seg. Vat. AA. I-XVIII 6532, fol. 234r. David Paniter was a crown nomination for the 
bishopric of Ross on the death of Robert Cairncross when he was royal secretary before 23 
December 1545, at which time he was granted the temporalities. Even though he was provided 
on 28 November 1547, he was still officially referred to as the bishop-elect of Ross on 28 
November 1549, Fasti Ecclesiae Scoticanae Medii Aevi ad annum. 1638. (ed) D.E.R. Watt, 
Scottish Record Society, New Series, Edinburgh (1969) p. 270. (hereafter Fasth
245 J.E. Law and J.M. Manion, ‘The Nunciature ... of Pietro Lippomano’, p. 429
246 R.K. Hannay, ‘Some Papal Bulls among the Hamilton Papers’, p. 40.
247 John Hamilton, an illegitimate son of the 1st Earl of Arran, was born in 1512 and ‘entered 
the Church at a very early age as a Tironensian monk of Kilwinning abbey and rapidly 
progressed through the ecclesiatical hierarchy, receiving the appointments of commendator and 
later abbot of Paisley in 1525’, E. Finnie, ‘The House of Hamilton: Patronage, Politics and the 
Church in the Reformation Period’, p. 18; he also ‘retained the Abbey of Paisley until 1553’, 
Ibid, p. 9, notwithstanding subsequent appointments. On 20 January 1544, Hamilton was
granted the temporalities of the bishopric of Dunkeld, having been nominated by his half-
brother, the Governor, and was provided on 17 December 1544. He was granted the faculty to
change his religious habit for the dress of secular bishops on 15 March 1546, receiving his
letters of legitimization on 20 June 1546, Reaistrum Maani Siailli Reaum Scotorum: Register 
of the Great Seal of Scotland. A.D. 1513-1546. Vol. 3, (eds) J. Paul & J. Thomas, Edinburgh 
(1883) p. 764; and was consecrated bishop of Dunkeld on 22 August 1546, D.E.R. Watt, Fasti, 
p. 100. On 31 May 1546, however, he was granted the temporalities of St. Andrews following 
David Beaton's murder, and was translated from Dunkeld by Paul III on 28 November 1547 to 
St. Andrews, but the appointment was not made effective until June 1549.
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bound over to France’.248 It is probable that the bulls left in France by Lippomano were those of 
St. Andrews, Ross and Dunkeld, and that this was a deliberate act by the nuncio, very likely at the 
behest of Henri II, to serve as a measure of insurance that the Governor would keep his word and 
their contract. Henri II had good reason to be cautious. Arran's reputation for vacillation, 
prevarication and dissembling were well-known, not least by Marie de Guise,249 and Henri II would 
have wanted all the legal obstacles cleared with the Scottish government, and the young queen 
safe on French soil before either handing over the Duchy of Châtellerault or allowing Lippomano 
to deliver the papal bull of the most prestigious ecclesiastical prize in Scotland to the Hamilton 
family.
Lippomano's ‘mission was intended to contribute to the success of French policy in 
Scotland’, assert Law and Manion, ‘to defeating the English invasion and to securing the marriage 
alliance of Mary Queen of Scots to the Dauphin. But,’ they claim, ‘his nunciature should be seen 
as more than an encouragement for French diplomacy. At that time, the preservation of Scotland 
within the orbit of French influence was understood as the only way to maintain her in obedience 
to the Roman Catholic Church. ... Paul III showed himself to be aware of the critical situation in that 
country’, they continue, ‘but he also demonstrated his almost complete dependence on France. 
Every aspect of Lippomano's mission indicates that he was closely associated with French policy’. 
Finally, Law and Manion conclude, ‘where Paul III was able to make a contribution by sending a 
nuncio with money and by exercising the right to provision to Scottish benefices, he did so to 
strengthen French policy. That his nuncio died and was not replaced,250 that the money was 
possibly misused and that the ecclesiastical situation was left unresolved while French policy 
succeeded, emphasizes the secondary role played by the papacy and its representative’.251
As a further insurance to persuade the Scots and Arran to honour his contract, Henri II, 
‘Chef et souverain de l'Ordre de Monseigneur Saint-Michel’, by his letters patent given at Dijon on 
6 July 1548, authorized:
‘nostre trescher et amé Cousin le Comte d'Aran, Gouverneur d'Escosse et 
Chevalier dudit ordre ... Nous et nosdits Freres éleus et trouvez dignes et 
capables d'estre associez en la Compagnie dudit Ordre ... nos chers et amez 
Cousins Georges Gordon Comte de Huntly, Archebal Champel Comte d’Argyle, 
et Archebal Douglas Comte d'Angous’, considering not only ‘qu'y a fait et fait 
encore tous les jours le Roy d'Angleterre leur Ennemi, mais aussi 
l'entretenement de l'ancienne alliance et amitié, qui de tout temps a esté entre
248 R.K. Hannay, The Scottish Crown and the Papacy. 1424-1560. The Historical Association 
of Scotland, Edinburgh, (1931) p. 12.
249 She told Sir Ralph Sadler in 1543 that Arran was ‘assuredly a simple and the most 
inconstant man in the world, for whatsoever he detirmineth today, he changeth tomorrow’, 
Sadler Papers. Vol. 1, p. 115; see also Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 175-7.
250 It seems that Henri II was instrumental in not having the nuncio replaced. On 19 November 
1548, Della Torre reported to Cardinal Farnese that Henri II, ‘s'est étonné qu'à Rome il ait été 
fait des instances de sa part pour l'envoi d'un autre nonce en Ecosse: il n'a donné aucun ordre, 
ne voulant pas charger S.S. [Sua Santità] de cette dépense sans nécessité’, Correspondance des 
Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 412.
251 J.E. Law and J.M. Manion, ‘The Nunciature ... of Pietro Lippomano’, pp. 446-7.
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les Royaumes d'Escosse et de France ... Vous avons commis et député ... par 
ces présentes pour signifier à nosdits Cousins et à chacun d'eux l'élection qui à 
esté faite le leurs personnes, et prendre d'eux le serment tel qu'il est contenu au 
Mémoire que Vous envoyons, et ce fait leur presenter de par Nous le dit 
Collier’.252
This singular honour was accompanied by a pension to each of 2,000 livres tournois per 
annum.253
The Order of Saint-Michel to which the Scottish earls were admitted was instituted by 
Louis XI on 1 August 1469; the statutes were later formalized on 22 and 24 December 1476.254 
The earls had been admitted to an exclusive band of Scottish predecessors in the Order 
including, James III, 71484;255 ? James IV, 1494; Alexandre Stuart, duc d'Albanie, 1485; Bernard 
Stuart, 3rd Seigneur d'Aubigny 1493; and the Comte de Bothvile [?Bothwell] 15 mars 
1497/98;256 and during the reign of Francis I, Robert Stuart, 4th Seigneur d'Aubigny and James 
V in 1536. As noted previously, Angus had already received 2,500 francs from Henri II by the 
hands of Marie de Guise on 26 June 1548;257 and Argyll had received ‘a great sum of “angell 
nobiliss”,’ from her in March 1548;258 Huntly, however, had formally requested of Henri II, not 
only the Order of Saint-Michel, but also an annual pension of 2,000 livres in a Bond of Manrent to 
Marie de Guise which he signed at Newcastle on 14 April 1548.259
George Gordon, 4th Earl of Huntly and Chancellor of Scotland,260 had been captured at 
the battle of Pinkie, and was detained in "open arrest" in London261 where he had frequent
252 B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 162v - 163r; C. Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 10-11.
253 ‘Pour demye annee de la pension des troys chevaliers de lordre qui sont par delà, iijM 
[3,000] livres', Estât de Henri II, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 22 April 1549, B.N. Fonds Français 
18153, fol. 69r; see Infra. Appendix No. 4, Account No. 3.
254 P. Contamine, Guerre. État et Société, pp. 429-30, and n. 157; also see, P. Contamine, 
‘L'ordre de Saint-Michel au temps de Louis XI et de Charles VIII’, Bulletin de la Société 
Nationale de Antiquaires de France, (1976) p. 212, çf, Ordonnances des rois de France, t. 
XVII, pp. 236-55 et t. XVIII, pp. 217-23.
255 ‘Il est possible que le roi d'Ecosse ait reçu l'ordre à la suite d'une ambassade conduite par 
Béraud Stuart, Seigneur d'Aubigny, en mars 1484’, Ibid, p. 225.
256 ‘Recueil historique des chevaliers de l'ordre de Saint-Michel ... régnes de Louis XI, Charles
VIII et de Louis XII, depuis 1469 jusques 1515’, B.N. Fonds Français 32864, pp. 60, 92, 101 
and 175; see also ‘Constitution of the Ordre de S1 Michel’ : 15th-century MS volume bound in 
vellum. For Mhone forman Rothesay herauld’ (fol. 3V) ‘Donne en nostre chastle damboise le
premier jour dauoust lan de grace mil quatre cens soixante neuf [ 1 August 1469] Et de nostre
Régné le neusieme’ (fol.24r), Illuminated MS, N.L.S. Adv. MS. 31.7.15; for further elaboration 
and photographs of the Order of Saint-Michel, see E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin...’, 
attached to this thesis. Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel, was admitted to the order by Charles IX on 
14 July 1562.
257 S.R.O. E 34/14/5.
258 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 100.
259 S.R.O. SP 13/58; for a full transcription of this document,see Infra. Appendix No. 5.
260 George Gordon, born in 1510, was the grandson of Alexander, 3rd Earl of Huntly, by an
illegitimate daughter of James IV, who succeeded to the Earldom in 1524 which included the 
office of Lieutenant of the North with vast territorial possessions and the judicial office of 
Sheriff of Aberdeen with civil and criminal jurisdiction over a wide area. He came to
prominence on the Regency Council appointed for Mary Queen of Scots in 1542, following the
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contact with Odet de Selve, the French ambassador.262 As in 1542, following the capture of the 
Scottish nobles at Solway Moss, the Protector, like Henry VIII, offered Huntly his freedom ‘afin de 
s'en retourner en Écosse pour y négocier le mariage de la reine d'Écosse avec le roi 
d'Angleterre’.263 But, according to de Selve, Huntly ‘ne prendra aucune résolution avant l'arrivée 
de la response du roi, [Henri II] et il déclare toujours décidé à refuser les conditions qu'on lui 
propose si le roi a l'intention de secourir l'Écosse’.264 During the next few months, Huntly 
examined various plans to make good his escape deciding that it might be best accomplished 
from a visit to the North. On 17 March 1548 he wrote to Marie de Guise that ‘I haiwe gotten leiff to 
cum to the bordour for besines I haiwe adoo ... quhilk your grace sail thynk veray necessar to be 
done wyth all diligens'.265
Huntly arrived at Newcastle the next day, and from there on 14 April 1548 he signed a 
Bond of Manrent to Marie de Guise, declaring that the:
‘maist Cristyn Kyng off france sail pay my ransome and get me ye ordour off france 
[l'ordre de Saint-Michel] with twa thowsand Ij [2,000 livres] of zerly pention for all 
the [da]yis and termis of my ly f... and I be heretable [hole in MS] off ye Erldomes of 
orknay Ross or murray’, and that if Henri II is agreeable then Huntly will support ‘ye 
contrak of marriage to be maid and endit In face of huly kirk betwyxt ye Rycht 
nobill kyng and Dawlphyn of france or ony utheris of ye maist cristyn kynges 
sonns And our mastres ye Quenis grace of Scoitland and sail consent and cawiss 
all wtheris of my kyn frenddes allyarres and parttakarris to quhowme pentione 
salbe gyffin and all wtheris is pertenand me or beand within my dominionis and 
lordschyppis or oony of mynn consent to the samin ... And ieilly and trewly to 
serve The maist nobill cristyn kyng of france within the Realm of Scoitland or 
withowt with my kyn frenddes and allya on hes grace expenses as his grace or 
ony off his namyn pleis require me. The Quenis grace doager of Scoitland and
death of James V, and in 1546 he was appointed Chancellor of Scotland, (G. Donaldson and R.S. 
Morpeth, Diet, of Scottish History, p. 102); with custody of the Great Seal which, apart from 
Angus's few months as Chancellor in 1527-8, made him the first lay Chancellor since his 
great-grandfather had held the office at the end of the 15th century, M.H.B. Sanderson, 
Cardinal of Scotland, p. 230.
26  ^ De Selve reported to Henri II on 18 October 1547 that Huntly ‘n'a esté mietz ne logé en la 
Tour ne en aulcune autre prison, mais au contraire est traicté et caressé gratieusement et 
humainement aultant qu'il est possible ayant liberté d'aller et venir par tout où bon luy semble 
en la compaignie toutesfoys d'ung chevallyer angloys de qui il est prisonnier’, Correspondance 
de Odet de Selve. p. 218.
262 Huntly told de Selve that the Scots' defeat at Pinkie and ‘sa prinse et mectant la faulte de 
cest inconvénient sur le gouverneur quy avoyt esté d'oppinion que l'on assaillist lez Angloys, et 
que luy n'avoyt uneques de cest advis, mais plus tost de se tenir dans le fort et temporiser ung 
peu’, but Huntly thought ‘les escossoys avoint la victoyre en la main sans danger, mais que 
ledict gouverneur ne l'avoyt voullu croyre et luy avoyt diet lorsqu'il sembloyt qu'il eust paour 
de quoy il avoyt bien voullu monstrer le contraire et y avoyt esté prinse avec plusieurs 
autres’, Ibid, p.218.
263 Selve to Henri II, 19 October 1547, Ibid, p. 224 and p. 219.
264 Selve to Henri II, 20 October 1547, Ibid, pp. 226-7; and Selve to the Constable, 14 
December 1547, Ibid, p. 255.
265 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 223; ‘Selve had reason to be doubtful of 
the Earl's good faith: but it was the English, not the French party, whom he ultimately 
deceived’, Ibid, p. 223, n.1.
our soveraine lady my dowetey and omage acht to ye cronis alernnyrly 
excepptet’.266
Huntly also wrote from Newcastle to his brother, Alexander Gordon, postulant of Caithness,267 
asking him to ‘hast yow to me ... I hayff sic materis to sc[h]aw yow that I cannot wryt presently’.268 
On 23 May 1548, de Selve reported to Henri II, that ‘le navire de Quiriace269 était resté longtemps 
à Newcastle, mais que le comte de Huntley n'avait pu en profiter’. Selve also told the king that 
Huntly's envoy ‘conta ensuite comment l'évêque de Caithness était venu trouver le comte de 
Huntley à Newcastle et comment les deux frères s'y étaient séparés le même jour, le comte pour 
revenir à Londres, l'évêque pour retourner en Écosse emportant à la reine le serment écrit du 
comte’.270
The arrival of the French fleet in June 1548 ‘de secourir l'Écosse’ must have given Huntly 
cause for satisfaction during his incarceration in London. Soon after their arrival at Leith, as 
d'Oysel reported to the duc d'Aumale on 24 June, ‘ce qui touche le passaige de la petite Reyne 
devers le Roy la Reyne vostre seur a donne charge au seigneur pierre [? Strozzi] faire partir ce 
jourdhuy de nuict sans les gallaires quil a pieu au Roy ordonner pour cest effect entre lesquelles 
doibt estre la Realle pour plus seurement et mieulx porter sa personne’, and as a feint to the
266 S.R.O. SP 13/58; J. Wormald, ‘Appendix C; Religious and Political Bonds’, Lords and Men 
in Scotland: Bonds of Manrent. 1442-1603. p. 404; when examining the 1,032 bonds cited in 
Wormald's appendices, this bond is atypical of all except two others. One is of John Crichton 
and ten other Crichtons £ lâ !  to Robert, 6th Lord Maxwell on 22 June 1550, which declares 
‘allegiance excepted to the most Christian King of France’, as well as the queen and governor 
for nine years, Ibid, p. 338; Wormald says that this bond ‘does not admit of an obvious 
explanation’, Ibid, p. 60. The second bond was the only other one signed outside Scotland, it 
was also signed at Newcastle on 2 March 1566 by Argyll, Moray, Glencairn e ia l in support of 
Darnley, Ibid, p. 405 and p. 50. Apart from these two specific features in these particular 
bonds, Huntly's bond to Marie de Guise to serve the King of France in return for the above- 
mentioned conditions is certainly unusual, if not unique, among the 1,032 bonds covering the 
years from 1442 to 1603.
267 Gordon's crown appointment to the bishopric of Caithness in 1544 (he replaced Robert 
Stewart, brother of the 4th Earl of Lennox, when they both defected to England in 1544; 
Robert, however returned to Scotland in 1545) had been disputed since 1545, D.E.R. Watt, 
Fasti, p. 61. Gordon sought the support of Marie de Guise, signing a Bond of Manrent to her on 
17 January 1548 for an annual pension of £200, S.R.O. SP 13/55; and on 14 April 1548 by 
her letters patent, she declared her support for ‘Me Alexandre estant dernièrement en france a 
baille sa foy et promesse au treschrestien Roy pour y perpétuellement demeurer son fidel 
serviteur et subgect’, and that Henri II, ‘baillera audict Me Alexandre ung benefice delà valleur 
dudict euesche de cathenes ou en france ou en escosse’, as well as a pension of ‘cinq cens [500] 
marcs descosse par an’; and meanwhile, Henri II granted him a ‘pension de mil [1,000] livres 
par an’, B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 117r & v.
268 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 277; Alexander Gordon kept the Dowager 
fully informed, see letters to her on 21st, 25th and 29th April 1548, Ibid, pp. 227-31.
269 Le Sieur Quiriace, marin français (Breton) s'emploie dans les tentatives d'evasiion du 
comte de Huntley, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 307.
270 Ibid, p. 355; presumably, Huntly's ‘serment’ to Marie de Guise was the above-mentioned 
Bond of Manrent. In the same letter, Huntly's envoy said that the Earl ‘venait d'être amené à 
Londres pour être enfermé à la Tour, a cause des soupçons d'évasion et de trahison conçus 
contre lui’, Ibid, p. 355.
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actual destination of the expedition ‘le sieur d'Andelot... embarquer sur icelles le nombre de sept 
vingts [140] souldats faignant que les dictes galliares vont reuisiter les rivieres d'icy a lentour et le 
fort de Brouticrat [Broughty Craig]’.271 Villegagnon272 was given command of the expedition and 
‘partist de la rade de petit lict [Leith] auec quatre galleres, lequel ayant fainct prendre la route de 
France entra en la mer Germanique et Pethelantique [Pentland Firth](qu'ils appellent) ou ayant 
costoyées les trente Isles des Olchades [Orkneys] en moins de tems qu'on n'esperoit qu'il le 
peust faire, arriva à Dombertram [Dumbarton]’.273 There, the young queen and her mother 
waited, guarded by ‘vn bon nombre de gentilshommes François, verteux et hardis’274 who had 
arrived with the Sr de la Chapelle the previous December. On 29 July 1548, Marie de Guise bade 
farewell to her daughter and ‘la fit embarquer dans la galere Reale, ou etoit le seigneur de Brezé 
275 ... lequel auoit été despeché exprès par le Roy, pour conduire cete Princesse’ en France.276 
Mary Queen of Scots was accompanied by her official guardians, the Lords Erskine and 
Livingston, her nurse, Jean Sinclair, her governess, Lady Fleming, her half-brothers Robert and 
John Stewart, (illegitimate sons of James V) and her four "Maries" or maids of honour: Mary 
Fleming, Mary Seton, Mary Beaton and Mary Livingston.277 The galleys finally departed the Firth 
of Clyde on 7 August 1548 and, according to Brézé, ‘fymes nostre descente en se lieu de Sainct
271 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 61r.
272 On 12 July 1548 at Dijon, Henri II announced the names of the captains of his galleys in the 
Atlantic fleet in which Villegagnon was given charge of two galleys, B.N. Fonds Français 
18153, fols 38v - 40r. Also see Ch. de la Roncière, Histoire de la Marine Française. Vol. 3, p. 
456. These galleys were disbursed to Bayonne, Rouen and Edinburgh, Ch. de la Roncière, ‘Henri 
Il Précurseur de Colbert’, p. 635; and on 6 January 1549, at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Henri II 
ordered that of those five galleys presently in Scotland, ‘Ledict Seigneur voult que la gallaire 
la Lune soit desarmee. Et quil ny en ait que quatre en escosse et sera promptement envoie la 
soulde des dites quatre gallaires par le chevallier de Seure’, B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fols 
53r&v; see also A. Heulhard, Villegagnon. p. 39.
273 Jean de Beaugué, Histoire de la Guerre d'Ecosse, p. 30. Beaugué, an old friend of the Sieur 
d'Essé, accompanied the French expedition and published his account of it in 1556. Beaugué 
described Villegagnon's voyage as ‘vne navigation que galleres n'auoyent iamais fait: aussi sont 
elles mal conuenables à résister aux impetuosities de cete mer, à cause des marées qui y sont 
merueilleusement fortes, et des tourmentes qui y sont continuelles’. Ibid. 30; see Supra.Ch. 2, 
pt. 2, notes 89-93, and also the map of James V's circumnavigation of Scotland in 1540 which, 
together with Alexander Lindsay’s pilot-book probably provided the means for navigation of 
this all important voyage.
274 jbid, p. 29.
275 It has generally been thought that it was Philippe de Maillé, Sieur de Brézé, who conducted 
the Queen of Scots to France in 1548, but in a recent article it is claimed that it was his 
brother Artus who ‘was appointed to direct the voyage by a royal commission of 28 April 
1548’, M-N. Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Mary Stewart's Arrival in France in 1548’, S. H. R.. LXIX, 
(1990), p. 91, n. 2, çf, Père Anselme. Histoire généalogique et chronologique de la Maison 
royale de France. Paris (1726-33), VII, 516. As there is no documentary evidence presented, 
Anselme's statement still leaves the question open, and the author admits that ‘it is possible 
that the voyage was led by his brother Philippe’, Ibid, p. 91, n. 2.
276 Ibid, p. 30.
277 A. Fraser, Marv Queen of Scots. London (1969) repr. (1985) pp. 54-5; R.K. Marshall, 
Queen of Scots. Edinburgh, (1986) p. 27; also see T. Duncan, The Queen's Maries", S. H. R.. II, 
(1905).
Paul [S1. Pol] de Leon le xve de ce moys daougst [15 August 1548] Ayans demeure dixhuict 
jours sur la mer avec grandes tourmentes et presque contrainctz deux ou troys toys relaizer a 
dombertrand [Dumbarton] et vue nuict ainsy que estiens près de dix lieulx en Cap de Cornouaille 
[Cornwall] estant la mer merveilleusement impétueuse et avec aussy grans vagues que lay de ma 
vye veue. Le tymon de nostre gallere fut rompu, qui nous myt en bien crainte, mais nostre 
Seigneur y voullut pourveoir de sorte que ne demourasmes gueres sans y en avoir mys ung 
oultre quelque grosse mer quil y eust'. Brézé assured Marie de Guise that ‘la Royne vostre fille ... 
faict aultant bonne chere que layez jamays veue’, and that the King has instructed him to take her 
to Saint-Germain-en-Laye, and that ‘Monsieur et Madame de Guyse, Monsieur destampes et 
Monsieur de Rohan luy viennent audevant’.278 The same day Brézé wrote to the duc d’Aumale 
from Roscoff,279 and presumably, also to Henri II who wrote to M. d'Humières, governor of the 
royal children's household, from Turin on 24 August 1548 that ‘jay eu certaines nouuelles de 
larrivee en bonne santé de ma fille la royne descosse au haure de roscou [Roscoff] près leons [St 
Pol de Léon] en mon duché de bretaigne qui ma este tel plaisir que pouez penser... Je vous avis 
que jentendz quelle marche deuant mes filles Car le mariage de mon filz et delle este arreste et 
conclud. Et sans cella elle est royne couronne. Et comme telle je veux quelle soit honnoree et 
servyr’.280 On 18 October, Henri II informed the duc d'Aumale that ‘ma fille la royne d'Escosse 
arriva dimanche en fort bonne santé à Carrières,281 ou sont mes enfans’, and I have heard that
278 Sr de Brézé to Marie de Guise, S1 Paul de Léon, 18 August 1548, J.T. Stoddart, The 
Girlhood of Mary Queen of Scots. London (1908) pp. 410-411, çf, Balcarres MS. Vol. 3, No. 
132; Stoddart has transcribed and translated the Brézé correspondence and other letters 
concerning Mary's voyage and arrival in France Ibid. Appendix A, pp. 405-444. For additional 
letters see Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 3-4 and 43-4. For extracts of this correspondence 
see W.M. Bryce, ‘Mary Stuart's Voyage to France in 1548’, E. H. R.. XXII (1907). Part of the 
hagiography of Mary Queen of Scots includes her presumed arrival at Roscoff in Brittany 
where there is immortalized ‘her footprint on the rock there, and the erection, later in the 
year [1548], of a Chapel to St. Ninian [still standing] over its tracing’, Ibid, p. 47. Bryce 
argues, in view of Brézé's letter of 18 August, that the landing actually took place at S1 Pol de 
Léon which is several miles distant from Roscoff, Ibid, pp. 47-8.
279 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 121r.
280 B.N. Fonds Français 3134, fol. 12; copy Nouv. Acq. Fonds Français 7699, fols 146r - 147r. 
On 29 August 1548, Henri II wrote to Marie de Guise to inform her of the safe arrival of her 
daughter and that ‘ayant mande par toutes mes villes et autres lieux et endroietz ou elle 
passera qu'elle soit receue avec tel honneur et defference que l'on faict a la propre personne de 
la Royne ma femme, ayant pouvoir de donner remissions de délivrer prisonniers’, M-N. 
Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Mary Stewart's arrivai in France in 1548’, p. 94. This is a draft letter 
from the papers of Jean Duthier which has recently come to light in the ‘Moscow (Tsgada) 
Central State Archives, Ancients Acts, Collection Lamoignon, vol. VII, fols 26-30’, Ibid, p. 91, 
n. 4. Concerning these documents see, V. N. Malov, ‘Les Archives d'un Secrétaire d'État de 
Henri II Retrouvées à Moscou’, Bibliothèque de l'École des Chartes. CXXXV, (1977); and 
following his research in these archives: M. Antoine, ‘ Institutions Françaises en Italie sous le 
Règne de Henri II: Gouverneurs et Intendants (1547-1559)’, Mélanges de l'École Française de 
Rome. Moyen Age, Temps Modernes, t. 94 (1982).
281 On 2 October the King had instructed M. d'Humières to ‘faire acoustrer le logeis de 
Carrières, pour, icelluy estant acoustré et en ordre, y mener mes enfans, avecques lesquelz 
madicte fille la royne d'Escosse y logera jusques à ce que je soye par della. Et cependant l'on
‘mon fils et elle furent dès le premier jour aussy apprivoisez ensemble, comme s'ils se fussent 
cognus de longtemps; et ne vient personne de devers elle qui ne la loue tant que merveille qui 
me redouble l'envie que j'avois de la voir’.282 Henri II finally met Mary in early December 1548. 
Brézé wrote to Marie de Guise on the 11 th that the ‘le Roy luy a faict la meilleure chere quil luy a 
este possible et luy continue encore de jour en jour et sestime grandement heureus dequoy elle 
est venue sans fortune et malladie et ne la tient moindre aujourdhuy que sa propre fille’.283
As soon as Henri II had had news of the safe arrival of Mary Queen of Scots, he informed 
the ‘Estats D'Escosse’ that ‘vostre Reyne nostre tres-Chere et tres-Amée Fille est arrivée à bon 
port en nostre pays et Duché de Bretagne, dé le 13 de ce mois’.284 Henri assured the Scots that 
‘pour nostre Fille et par consequent son Royaume, ses affaires et Sujets estre avec les nostre 
une mesme chose, sans en faire iamais separation, pour aucune occasion que ce soit, dont vous 
vous pouuez bien asseurer; quelques remonstrances et persuasions qu’autres vous ayent faites, 
et puissent faire cy-apres au contraire’. He begged and exhorted them ‘de vous ¡oindre à l’advenir 
ensemble par une parfaite amitié et commune intelligence à l'obeissance que vous deuez à 
vostre Reyne nostre Fille,... la Reyne sa mere’ and the Governor; ‘car obseruant entre vous cette 
vnion et intelligence sans diuision ny partialité, vous demeurerez inuincibles en vostre ancienne 
reputation, d'auoir esté toujours les Sujets autant ou plus affectionnez, fermes et entiers, que 
nuis autres enuers leur Souuerain Prince et naturel Seigneur’. Henri pointed out the folly of 
divisions within kingdoms and asserted that ‘Nous ne voulons faire moindre deuoir qu'à 
l'administration et gouuernement des nostres propres; et à l'exemple et imitation d'eux, Nous 
desirons sur tout singulièrement vous instituer la lustice distributee, par laquelle les mauuais 
soient punis et chastiez, et les bons reconnus et recompensez, comme Nous auons délibéré de 
faire, d'autant que sans cela, comme vous scauez, les Roys ne peuuent regner sur leurs Sujets, 
ny les Sujets viure sous leurs Roys’. Finally, he assured them that he would send ‘vn bon et
nectoira le chasteau dudict Sainct-Germain-en-Laye, pareillement la basse-court et le villaige; 
et fera l'on audict chasteau ce que scavez que j'ay ordonné estre faict, beaucoup mieulx et plus 
aisément que mesdicts enfans y estoient, lesquelx aussi ne se trouveront que mieulx de danger 
ung peu l'air’. Henri II was concerned not only for his children's health, but also his own. He 
further instructed M. d'Humières ‘de ne laisser venir audict Sainct-Germain et principallement 
au chasteau personne soit maçon, manouvrier, ou autre de lieu suspect de malladie contagieuse; 
et tiendrez main que le semblable se face à Poissy et au villaiges d'alentour, affin que quant je 
seray, je n'y puisse avoir danger’, J.T. Stoddart, The Girlhood of Marv Queen of Scots, pp. 
421-2, £f, B.N. Fonds Français 3120, fol. 69.
282 Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, p. 2.
283 J.T. Stoddart, Girlhood of Marv Queen of Scots, p. 425, çf, Balcarres MS. Vol. 3, No. 130.
284 G. Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, p. 150; this document is dated ‘30 juillet 
1548’. As this date pre-dates Mary's arrivai in France: 15 August 1548, there is possibly a 
clerical error. Perhaps 30 August 1548 was the actual date? Dr. David Potter says that ‘this 
unusual letter of Henri II to Selve is obviously from the du Thier draft by Ribier; like many 
Ribier documents it was sold in the 19th century but the date remains a problem’. On 29 
August, Henri II informed Marie de Guise that ‘vous advisant que je n'ay voullu faillyr de faire 
une bonne lectre aux princes, prélatz, seigneurs, gentilzhommes et gens des troys Estatz des 
Royaulme et Pays d'Escosse qui est de la substance telle que vous verrez par le double que je 
vous envoyé’, M-N. Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Mary Stewart's arrivai in France in 1548’, p. 95.
suffisant renfort, et rafraîchissement de gens de guerre, pionniers, argent, poudres, munitions et 
autres choses qu'il nous asemblé estre necessaires, vous pouuant bien asseurer que nous 
n'oublirons aucune chose qui soit en nostre pouuoir pour vous maintenir, conseruer, et defendre 
contre ceux qui se porteront vos ennemis’.285
Soon after, Henri II set out in explicit terms his interpretation of the recent events in 
Scotland. In an undated letter to Odet de Selve, he informed his ambassador of the safe arrival of 
‘ma Fille’ and of the marriage contract ‘fait et passé solennellement en Escosse, auant le 
parlement de ladite Reyne, et l'inuestiture et possession de Royaumes, Sceptre, et Couronne, 
baillée et délaissée en la presence, et du consentement des Estais du pays, à mes députez au 
profit de mondit Fils, lequel a esté en ce faisant reconnu pour Roy d'Escosse’. The King also 
instructed de Selve to inform Somerset of these events, and in the same terms. Thus, Henri II 
considered that he had an obligation ‘à la protection, defence, et conservation dudit Royaume 
d'Escosse, comme du mien propre, n'estant à present tous deux qu'une mesme chose l'un auec 
l'autre: quoy qu'il en soit, par le moyen et occasion susdit, le dit Royaume est à estimer et reputer 
maintenant comme membre dépendant de mon chef, et par consequent doit estre compris en la 
iouyssance de Benefice de la paix et amitié qui est entre le Roy d'Angleterre et moy, qui tiens à 
present le lieu de Roy d'Escosse, auec l'obeissance de ses vassaux et sujets, lesquels ne 
peuuent plus auoir autre volunté que la mienne’. Therefore, ‘ie prie ledit Protecteur que mettant 
en consideration ce que dessus, il fasse cesser toutes entreprises, incursions et inuasions, 
hostillitez sur ledit Royaume d'Escosse et Sujets d'iceluy, et de ce costé là, ie donneray ordre 
qu'il sera fait le semblable pour l'obseruation du traité de ladite paix et amitié’.286
The reaction from England was predictable. On 15 August 1548, St. Mauris reported to 
the Emperor that ‘from what I have heard the English ambassador here resident say, the Protector 
and Council of that country are raging about this marriage, for they see they will have to do with a 
powerful enemy, who may well prevent them from subduing Scotland’.287 The Lord Protector 
had written to Wotton informing him of his meeting with the French ambassador and, as on a 
former occasion when Somerset had offered to prove to de Selve the ‘Kings Maties just Title to 
the Souverainité of the Realm of Scotland’, by showing him a great number of very ‘antient and 
authentik Writings’, Somerset again offered to show him the ‘very Originalls so as his Mr [Master] 
might by him also understand the truth of these things’. The Protector told Wotton that de Selve 
had replied that ‘as he was a Servant he might exceed the limits of his Commission and because 
he had not received any such common atturnment from his Mr he would not take appon him the 
vieu or report of the said Originalls’, Somerset angrily replied, ‘(quoth wee) ye may do as you will.
285 Ibid. Vol. 2, pp. 150-1. On 20 November 1548, Henri II informed Marillac from Saint- 
Germain-en-Laye, that concerning the marriage, the ‘Royaume d'Escosse auecques mon filz le 
Dauphin accorde et consenty par tous les Estatz du Royaume’, B.N. Fonds Français 3098, fol. 
76.
286 G. Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, p. 152.
287 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 572.
We have them here by the which it may well appeare that above six hundred [600] yeares past 
and even from the beginning the Scottish Kings have done and sworn Homage and fealty to the 
Kings of England, and so continued unto the Reign of King Henry the VIIth’.288 Somerset 
concluded this long despatch by enclosing the ‘Copy of a book compliled by such as have had 
the view of the Kings Maties Records ... and the Copy of Sundry antient writings’, 289 which he 
instructed Wotton to show the French King.
Henri II did not allow the news of his great coup to remain long a secret. En route to 
Piedmont, on 3 August 1548, he instructed his ambassador in Constantinople, Monsieur 
d'Aramon, [Gabriel de Luitz, Baron] to inform ‘le grand Seigneur [Suleiman II]’ that ‘sans mon aide 
et secours, ce pauvre Royaume d'Escosse demeureroit en proye, et a la discretion desdits 
Anglois qui le vouloient faire de la petite Reyne Pupille auec leur Roy, mais i'y ay bien pourueu; 
car j'ay fait tirer et amener par deca ladite Reyne, pour estre nourrie auec mes enfans’.290 At the 
French court, St. Mauris informed the Emperor on 15 August that it was said openly at table here 
that the Princess of Scotland's ‘marriage with the Dauphin has been arranged with the Scots 
consent ... that the Scots had sworn fealty to the King of France in his son's name before a 
proctor [Sr d'Esse] sent to Scotland by the King for that purpose, and they even handed over the 
Crown of Scotland to be presented to the Dauphin who might henceforth call himself King of 
Scotland’.291
There appears to be little doubt of Henri M's interpretation, his view no doubt coloured by 
French Salic Law,292 of the ceremony and Act of Parliament passed at Haddington Abbey on 7 
July 1548: the legal symbolism of the investiture of the Scottish crown, sceptre and sword upon 
his proxy; the recognition by the Three Estates of Scotland of the Dauphin as their king, and ipso
288 P.R.O. SP 68/2/543, draft dated only 1548; ‘Draft, autograph of Secretary Petre’, 
C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 27; de Selve told Somerset, who informed Wotton, that ‘he would 
both make report of that wee had said to him touching the Kings Mat'es title to the Superiority 
of Scotland’, P.R.O. SP 68/2/545. Although de Selve reported a number of meetings with the 
Protector to Henri II during the autumn of 1548, there is no reference to this particular 
meeting in his published correspondence.
289 P.R.O. SP 68/2/545-6.
290 G. Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, p. 153; see also Négociations de la France 
dans le Levant, (ed) E. Charrière, 4 Vols, Paris (1848-60), Vol. 2, p. 71. This letter is also 
dated in anticipation of events as they actually transpired for which there seems no plausible 
explanation, other than Henri ll's absolute confidence that his plan for Scotland would be 
realised precisely as he had arranged it.
291 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 572. On 20 August the Doge and Senate informed the Venetian 
Bailo at Constantinople that ‘after the safe arrival in Scotland of the French succour, the 
Scottish barons, at the persuasion of the Governor, had determined to send the young queen to 
reside in France’, C.S.P. Venetian. Vol. V, p. 228.
292 Salic Law: the alleged fundamental law of the French monarchy, by which females were 
excluded from succession to the crown; pertaining to the Salian Franks who inhabited a region 
near the Zyder Zee, and to whom the ancestors of the Merovingian dynasty belonged. Salian 
Law or Code (lex SalicaL a Frankish law book, written in Latin, and extant in five successive 
enlarged recensions of Merovingian and Carolingian date, Oxford Dictionary on Historical 
Principles. (1973).
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facto Henri II during his son's minority; and the submission of the Scots nobles, lay and 
ecclesiastic, and thereby all Scottish subjects, to him. It is not improbable that Henri II himself had 
insisted on the ceremony with all its legal symbolism, in addition to a formal Act of Parliament. Also 
par hazard, the venue of Haddington Abbey for the convocation of the parliament, very likely held 
in the great hall of the abbey, no doubt evoked a religious atmosphere, especially in passing an 
act concerning one of the seven holy sacraments; and the investiture of the crown, sceptre and 
sword, reminiscent, and with religious connotations, of coronations. For Henri II, as he wrote to de 
Selve, it was his duty and obligation to protect, defend and conserve the Kingdom of Scotland, in 
lieu of the King of Scots, as he would France, and that at present both Kingdoms were as but one 
and the same thing dependant upon his leadership.293
How the Scots interpreted these events was probably different, but they were in no 
position to debate the subject. At that time, the Scots would have been obliged to submit to 
either England or France; and it was they who had begged the French for help, and had already 
accepted Henri M's not inconsiderable douceurs of gold, pensions, military orders, lands and 
benefices; the Scots were obliged, therefore, to meet the French King's conditions. As there 
does not appear to be any remaining evidence of what the Scots privately thought, in all 
probability they accepted Henri M's conditions in face of an emergency, hoping that it would be a 
short-term measure. On the plus side, at least there was a fair stretch of turbulent water 
separating France from Scotland, which certainly gave them a better chance of eventually 
regaining their full independence than if they had been forced to submit to their "Auld Enemeis".
In France, speculation on the outcome of the successful contract and agreement for the 
peaceful union of Scotland and France claimed great attention. On 26 October 1548, St Mauris 
reported to the Emperor that ‘the Ambassador of the Duke of Ferrara [Julio Alvarotti] has assured 
me that he has heard from their (sic1) Cardinal294 that the Scottish marriage is made, adding that his 
master would not otherwise have lent his ear so readily to proposals of marriage for his eldest 
daughter, but consented more willingly because of the close kinship of the Guises with France 
established by the Scottish marriage’.295 In the same despatch, St. Mauris also reported that 
‘lambassadeur descosse paneter aurant heu pour le Regard dudit mariage vng bon benefice296
293 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 284.
294 Ippolito II d'Este, cardinale di Ferrara, brother of Ercole II d'Este, duca di Ferrara.
295 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 303. One of Henri M's reasons for visiting Piedmont in 1548 
was to settle personally the marriage contract of François de Lorraine, duc d'Aumale, with 
Anne d'Este, eldest daughter of the Duke of Ferrara, whom Henri II had requested ‘de venir 
sceller en personne, à Turin, le mariage de sa fille’, L. Romier, Les Origines. Vol. 1, p. 65, çf, 
J. Alvarotti au duc de Ferrare, Maçon, 23 juillet 1548; et Lyon, 24 juillet 1548, Arch. d'État 
de Modène, estero, Francia. The Duke of Ferara had been petitioned by both Francis I and Henri 
II since 1546 for a marriage alliance, Ibid. Vol. 1, pp. 61-4; but in 1548, as Romier points out, 
the future duc de Guise et ‘vainqueur de Metz et de Calais n'était encore que petit compagnon 
sans fortune et sans gloire’, Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 65.
296 ‘Le Roy estant a Lyon accorde et octroyé à Monsr l'evesque de Rosse Me David paniter 
ambassadeur du Royaume descosse resident pres sa personne l'abbaye de Sye [Absie] ordre S1 
Benoist au diocese de Mallezane [Maillezaiz] ... Cardinal de Gyse present, 30 septembre 1548’,
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du Roy et de nouueau vng autre du gouuerneur descosse, ... que les principaulx descosse 
aurient accorde dudit mariage et y a accepte le dauphin pour leur Roy et le Roy son pere pour 
protecteur dudit escosse’ as well as this there were the ‘grandes pensions que luy accorde baille 
ausdits principaulx; ... aucuns deulx accorde est fait chevalier du lordre du Roy’. Of greater 
significance, however, was the additional information that the French intended, ‘choisir tant en 
Normandie que la bretaigne vng nombre dhommes de longue Robbe297 pour enuoyer audit 
escosse ou le dit Roy a résolu destablir vng parlement.298 Furthermore, there is already a ‘conseil 
particulaire Introduit pour traiter les affaires descosse’ of which Paniter and Bertrandi299 are to be 
members.300 There is no evidence to show that either of these proposed institutions was ever 
established, but there may well have been plans to follow the recently established and similar 
bodies in Piedmont.301 The choice of lawyers from Normandy and Brittany was significant given 
the ancient links with Anglo/Normans and their institutions during the reign of David I (1124 - 
1153) ;302 and the links with Brittany were even closer. The Stewarts were originally ‘stewards to 
the Counts of Dol in Brittany and then, in the twelfth century, to the Kings of Scotland’,303 before 
becoming the ruling dynasty. Also the ‘earliest law of Scotland, a brief tract entitled Leges inter
B.N. Fonds Français 5127, fol. 157r. Two weeks later, the papal bull conferring the Bishopric 
of Ross was registered at Rome: ‘Paulus episcopus seruus seruorum dei Dilecto filio david 
paniter Electo Rossensis salutem et apostolicam Romani pontificis prouidentia circumspecta ... 
Datum rome apud Sanctum Petrum ... pridie Idus Octobris 1548 [viz: 14 October 1548]’, Arch. 
Seg. Vat., Reg. Vat. 1682, fols 274r - 276v.
297 ‘The term noblesse de robe is Old Régime rather than Renaissance; during the Renaissance 
the appellation robe longue was used for high officials, because of the sweeping robe they 
wore, as distinguished from the military short skirt or robe courte, of nobles’, M. Wolfe, The 
Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 71.
298 The word ‘parlement’ has been translated as ‘parliament’ in the C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 
303. This is a literal translation and misleading; the word should have been left in the original 
French. A Parlement was the highest judicial body of French government; a series of law 
courts whose officers were appointed by the crown, (although by the 16th century their 
offices often had become hereditary) and whose function was to administer and ‘dispense 
justice in the king's name and on his behalf’, J.H. Shennan, The Parlement of Paris. London, 
(1968) p. 3. Thus, the parlement was not a representative body as was the Parliament of 
Scotland, or The Three Estates as it was also known, whose function was analogous with the 
États Généraux not the Parlement in France.
299 ? Jean Bertrand, see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 30.
300 Österreichisches Staatsarchiv, Vienna, Frankreich Carton 16, Berichte 1547-1548, fols 
82v - 83r; Original despatch in cypher, St. Mauris to the Emperor, ‘Doiz Chastau le xxvj jour 
Doctobre 1548 [26 October 1548]’, Ibid, fol. 101r.
301 I discussed this point with Professor Michel Antoine in 1985, and he agreed that it was 
likely that the Piedmont model may have been chosen for Scotland. See M. Antoine, ‘Institutions 
françaises en Italie sous le règne de Henri II’, and ‘Genèse de l'institution des intendants’, 
Journal des Savants. (1982).
302 W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland from the Earliest Times, p. 77.
303 J. Wormald, Court. Kirk, and Community, p. 20.
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Brettos et Scottos. ... were incorporated into Regiam maiestatem’:304 as well as the treaties and 
marriages between the Scots and the Dukes of Brittany during the 15th century.305
By 19 November 1548, Vatican officials were already referring to Scotland as the ‘regno 
del delfino’, but they were more concerned with the ecclesiastical tenths than the marriage 
alliance. Della Torre reported to Cardinal Farnese that Henri II had told him ‘che no'bisogna haver' 
questa considérât io ne et che al stato ecclesiastico di Scotia pagherà volenteri, sapendo che tutti 
deve esser speso in fortificare lochi alle frontiere de Anglesi per bn'fitio publico ... tutto sara 
conoscere quel Regno nell antica obbedienta de la sede apostolica’. As for the notion ‘che sua 
santità manda un altero Nuncio in Scotia’, Henri II was astonished and ‘dicedomi che no'ha dato 
alcun ordine sopra di ciò, per non dare masimo questa spesa a sua Bne adesso, non vi essendo 
bisogno’.306
Henri II may have been delighted with the success of his politique in Scotland, but the 
situation there had deteriorated markedly for the French army during the autumn of 1548,307 
following the departure of Mary Queen of Scots. On 29 August 1548, Henri II informed Marie de 
Guise that he had received her recommendations concerning ‘le Royaume d'Escosse et les 
affaires d'icelluy’, that he wanted only ‘faire pour la protection et conservation du dit Royaume que 
pour le mien propre’ and that ‘estimant tous deux l'ung avec l'autre n'estre qu'une mesme chose’ 
and furthermore, he intended sending ‘Villegagnon to Scotland with ‘ung bon et suffisant 
secours et raffraischissement de gens de guerre, pyonniers, argent, puldres, munitions et autres 
choses necessaires’. He would also write to the ‘Sieurs d'Essey et d'Andelot’ and as far as ‘que 
touche mon armée de mer, vous avez entendu par le chevalier Seure mon voulloir et intention las 
dessus et le nombre de galleres et vaisseaulx que je veulx que y demeurent cest yver’.308 The 
main problem with the war in Scotland was that the French and Scots had failed to capture
304 J. Wormald, ‘Bloodfeud, Kindred and Government in Early Modern Scotland’, Past and 
Present. 87, (1980), p. 59.
305 Supra. Ch. 1, notes 83-85.
306 Arch. Seg. Vat., Principi XIV, fols 102r& v; paraphrased in French, Correspondance des 
Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 412.
307 For a blow by blow account of the military engagements during 1548 and 1549, and 
illustrations of forts, fortifications and maps, see M.H. Merriman, Ph. D. Thesis, pp. 258-326; 
and M.H. Merriman and J. Summerson, ‘The Scottish Border’, in The History of the Kina's 
W orks, (ed) H.M. Colvin, Vol. IV part 2, (1485 - 1660), London (1982); for an excellent 
synthesis of Marie de Guise's rôle during the conflict at this time see S.S. Sypher, ‘Mary of 
Lorraine and the end of the Old Alliance’, pp. 123-143. This unpublished thesis is possibly the 
best examination of Marie de Guise as Queen Dowager of Scotland, including the most recent 
monograph: R.K. Marshall, Marv of Guise. (1977). Where Sypher's thesis is weak, however, 
is in the poor handling of Anglo/Scottish relations. That not one 20th-century Tudor historian, 
not even the works of Pollard or Elton, graces Sypher's bibliography, (only Harbison's well- 
defined and limited study of aspects of Mary Tudor's reign from 1553 to 1557, rates a 
mention) helps to explain this deficiency.
308 Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Mary Stewart's arrival in France in 1548’, pp. 94-5. There is 
a mention of a ‘chevallier de Seure’ who was instructed to carry money to pay the crews of 
the French galleys in Scotland on 6 January 1549, B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fol. 53v.
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Haddington which was central to a successful outcome. In the months following the Parliament at 
Haddington Abbey relations had become strained; the Governor is reported to have said: ‘les 
François ne faisoient aultre chose que gaster et destruire le pais’; to which ‘monsieur d'Essé, en 
une grande colère, luy respondist que la faulte estoit en luy quy avoit souffert les Anglois labourer 
et fortiffier quant il les eust bien empeschés’.309 To make matters worse, the Scots were 
deserting in great numbers; on 17 July it had been reported that the Governor had only 300 men. 
Methven310 also reported to the Dowager that ‘the greit arttalzery was reterit to Leith and 
Edinbrught’311 from Haddington by the French. The Governor sent out proclamations 
throughout Scotland recalling the men who had dispersed,312 and Marie de Guise commanded 
‘que tous les gentilshommes de sa maison, et les autres serviteurs, ceux qui pouuoyent porter 
armes, allassent diligemment au camp, sans en retenir aucun pour son service’. Then, ‘monté à 
cheval, ... elle cerche toutes les maisons d'Edimbourg, et ainsi qu'elle traversoit la grande rue, elle 
rencontra plusieurs Escossois, ausquels remonstrant le devoir, elle disoit en leur langage avec 
termes modestes et graves’.313 She rallied the troops, both French and Scots,314 sent food and 
drink from her pantry to the troops in the field,315 and exhorted the Scots to remember ‘que 
l’Escosse desolée par fortunes, ses villes saccagées, ses grands palais brusles et ars, ses églises 
démolies et abatues, l'inhumaine boucherie des ses nobles et citoyens et autres crauautez des 
Anglois, pouuoyent bien auoir engendré es coeurs de Escossois vn grand désir de 
vengeance’.316 Money was also in short supply, and d'Essé wrote to the duc d'Aumale that 
Tinconvenient en quoy nous pourrions tomber si largent nous falloit. Il vous plaira en cella volloir 
estre aydant que puissions estre secouruz dheure altrement tout en ung instant toute ceste 
armee seroit perdueit’.317 From the beginning, the Dowager had begged her brothers to be 
aware ‘que ne pargne vostre solisitasion que sete aremee ne demeure san poiman’.318
309 ‘Advertisements d'Escosse’, sent by St. Mauris ot the Prince of Spain, 30 September 
1548, Teulet, Papiers d'État. Vol. 1, p. 190.
310 Henry Stewart, 1st Lord Methven, a descendant of Robert II and 3rd husband of Margaret 
Tudor.
311 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 251 and n. 1.
31 2 Treasurers Accounts. Vol. IX, pp. 218-9.
313 Jean de Beaugué, Histoire de la guerre d'Escosse. pp. 36-7; ‘les Escossois, qui demeurent 
aux isles d'Orcanet, [Orkneys] qu'ils appellent sauuages, et ceux habitent la partie de midy 
s'assemblèrent à Edimbourg en grand nombre et de là obeissans à la Reyne nous vindrent 
trouuer à Edimton [Haddington] ... armez de leurs iacques, et chacun d'eux vn grand arc aupoin 
et leurs carquois, espées et boucliers penduz en escharpe ... ainsi qu’ils sont nuz fors que de 
leurs chemises taintes, et de certaines couuertures legeres faites de laine, de plusieurs 
couleurs, Ibid, pp. 23-4.
314 M i ,  pp. 37, 39, 50 and 132.
31 5 Ibid, p. 36.
316 M L  p. 51.
317 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 111 r&v.
318 Marie de Guise à ses frères, 25 June 1548, Holograph, Ibid, fol. 249r; (‘que n'épargniez 
votre sollicitude afin que cette armée ne demeure sans payement’, Teulet, Papiers d'État. p. 
675.)
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By September the situation had worsened and the assault on Haddington had been 
abandoned. On the 25th, d'Oysel expressed his anxieties, and those of Marie de Guise, to the 
due d’Aumale informing him that ‘depuis le partement du seigneur pierre [Strozzi] et Monsr 
dAndellot ... monsr de desse retirer larmee de montrelebroz [Musselburgh] ... et mis les 
lansquenetz au petitlict [Leith] et les bandes francoyses aux faulxbourgs de lislebourg 
[Edinburgh]’,319 with the result that ‘langloys peult aller et venir en robbe de barrvich [Berwick] a 
hedington [Haddington] et ailleurs ou il luy plaira’. Also, d'Esse had failed to fortify Dunbar which, 
in his opinion, ‘a tousjours este quil nous falloit, des le commencement et a larrivee de larmee, 
commencer a fortiffier ladicte ville de dombarre [Dunbar] et la asseoir nostre frontiere, ... que jen 
ay escriptes au Roy auparauant la venue de la dicte armee et depuis’.320 French morale was low 
and the troops were weakened by ‘la peste qui est en plusieurs endroietz de ce royaume’,321 
when a seemingly minor incident, the sale of a harquebuss to a Scot by a Frenchman who then 
ran off with both the money and weapon, resulted in a full-scale riot between the allies. The Scot 
had complained to the Provost who ordered its restitution, but the Frenchman, who had returned 
with a number of his compatriots, refused and then attacked the Provost ‘wounding him in the 
head, arm and thigh’. In the riot which ensued 27 Scots were killed, including ‘young Hamilton, 
the eldest son of the Provost, William Stewart, brother of my Lord Methven [and] Robert 
Hamilton’, and some 30 to 40 were wounded by ‘harquebuss shots, most of whom it was feared 
would die. There were eight Frenchmen and one French captain killed’. The next day, 8 October 
1548, Sr d'Esse, having been entreated by Marie de Guise, decided to make an attack on 
Haddington. Joining up with the Rhingrave they mounted an assault the following day which 
ended in ignominious failure. It was reported that ‘the Scots are very glad that the French have 
been so thoroughly well drubbed at Haddington, the members of the House of Hamilton 
especially, who are much incensed at the loss of their kinsmen in the affray’.322 Beaugue, who 
was in Edinburgh at this time, passes very lightly over these events,323 while Syphers says he 
‘does not seem to see them as symptomatic of deteriorating relations between the French and 
Scots’.324 What was becoming manifestly obvious, however, was d'Esse's failure to command 
the army and conduct the war, which Beaugue as a friend, would not have wanted to recognize. 
At the same time, this riot should be put within the context of the 16th century. For example, 
when the French troops marched out of Edinburgh the next day ‘the townspeople shut the gates 
and began to hunt out every Frenchman that was in the city ... the sick and others who had 
remained behind were at once despatched, and their bodies cast into their private places so that
319 M d , fol. 141r.
320 ibid, fol. 142r.
321 ibjd, fol. 141r.
322 ‘Advices of events in Scotland ... 1-9 October 1548’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, pp. 293-7.
323 Jean de Beaugué, Histoire de la guerre d'Escosse. p. 76.
324 S.S. Syphers, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 128, n. 44.
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they should not be found’.325 Unfortunately, it seems that the riot was caused by bored, idle 
soldiers and d'Essé's lack of good lordship and leadership of his men was the prime contributing 
factor. Much attention has been focused on complaints about the French army in Scotland, 
especially during the period 1548-1550; not least by Marie de Guise herself who complained 
bitterly about their behaviour to her brothers.326 It should be born in mind, however, that the 
presence of any foreign force in another country, even one that has been requested for the host 
nation's aid and succour, has, in most cases throughout the centuries, caused problems in their 
relations with the local populace. During the Hundred Years War the French were no more 
enchanted with the Scots, referring ‘to their allies as mere “mutton guzzlers and wine bags”.’327 
More particularly, on 7 May 1424, the Scots arrived at Loches where they received the keys of the 
city. By 19 June however, ‘the council were sending deputations to Douglas [Archibald, 4th Earl 
"the Tyneman"] to complain about the behaviour of his men and to ask him to move them out of 
the town, an errand repeated on 5 July [1424]’.328
At about the same time that Henri II, who was still in Piedmont, was receiving inauspicious 
reports concerning Scotland, he also received news of revolts against the "gabelle" in Guyenne 
which had started during the Summer.329 On 7 September 1548 the king arrived in Dauphiné 
and ‘gave commissions to Montmorency and the duc d'Aumale as the constable's lieutenant, to 
crush the revolt’.330 This Montmorency proceeded to do using such ruthless measures that the 
inhabitants ‘with on Voyce they planly [saie that] they will enioge their old liberty which they 
[receavyd of] th' inglisshmen in tymes past in token vohe[rof they] bere the redd crosse criyny 
Vive le comm[ons]’.331 As soon as the revolt had been crushed the Constable was able
325 C.S.P. Spanish. Vo. IX, pp. 295-6.
326 Mémoires-Journaux, pp. 11-12 and 33; On 20 and 28 March 1549, Lady Home complained 
to the Dowager about the Spanish as well as the French, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of 
Lorraine, pp. 295-7.
327 B.G.H. Ditcham, “‘Mutton Guzzlers and Wine Bags”: Foreign Soldiers and Native Reactions 
in Fifteenth-Century France’, in Power. Culture, and Religion in France, c.1350 - c.1550. (ed) 
C. Allmand, Suffolk (1989) p. 4.
328 B.G.H. Ditcham, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 47. Ditcham devotes an entire chapter in his thesis to 
this problem. Ibid, pp. 289-309.
329 ‘L'appellation de Guyenne ... s'est introduite à la place d'Aquitaine au traité de Brétigny, 
[1360] comme désignant plus spécialement la partie cédée aux Anglais’, and comprised, 
‘Bourdelois, Bazadois, Agenois, Quercy, Rouergue, Périgord’, and often included were 
‘Saintonge, Angoumois [et] Limousin’, S-C. Gigon, La Révolte de la Gabelle en Guyenne. 1548- 
1 549 . Paris (1906) p. 11; this is the most comprehensive account of the revolt and is 
supported by a massive appendix of relevent documents, Ibid, pp. 225-298.
330 F.J. Baumgartner, Henrv II. p. 11. See also, ‘Pouvoirs donnés au connétable de
Montmorency our rétablir l'ordre et réprimer les troubles survenus en Guyenne, ... devant 
Bordeaux de ses forces armées avec celles du duc d’Aumale, envoyé en Poitou; La Côte-Saint- 
André, 14 septembre 1548’, Actes de Henri II. Vol. 2, p. 360, çf, B.N. Fonds Français 4588, 
fols 152-4; and concerning the "estais" of expenses, B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fols 73, 
125-6, 177-8.
331 Lord Cobham to Somerset, Calais, 14 September 1548, B.L. Cotton Coll. E VI, 198, in S-C. 
Gigon, La Révolte de la Gabelle, p. 246. See also C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 574.
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‘d'envoyer personnes dignes de creance et de quelque authorité en Escosse avec un secours 
de douce cens [1,200] homes et quelque munitions et armes: ... choisit les Sieurs de 
Forquevaulx332 et de Visque333 ... [qui] cognoissans combien le Roy a acueur le bien des 
affaires d'Escosse qui sont les siens propres’.334 The main purpose of Fourquevaux's and 
Visque's commission was to investigate Marie de Guise's complaints ‘que le Roy a que le Sr 
Dessay soublie tant que de ne lui communiquer les choses qu'il fait par delà et ne si conduire par 
son bon avis et conseill’.335 Also, they were to tell the Sieur d'Essé ‘que le Roi veut et entand 
qu'il mette le plus de Jens qu'il pourra dedans Dombarre et autres petites places’. It would also be 
necesary ‘qu'ils facent les montres et reveues de bandes ... plus a propos ont advise d'envoier 
maintenant outre les paimens de trois mois de ce secours la somme de dix mille [10,000] escus 
pour emploier au paiement des bandes delà’.336 From Bordeaux on 9 November 1548, 
Montmorency informed them that ‘jay trouve Encores cinq mille [5,000] escuz que Jenvoye au 
trésorier’,, and that there was ‘quantité de vin dedans les navires de votre advitaillement de les 
despartir et en faire present de ma part au sieur dessay, conte Raingrave, La Chappelle, 
l'ambassadeur [d'Oysel]’.337
Also in November 1548, musters were held in Edinburgh and Dundee by Me Benoist le 
Grant ‘conseiller du Roy et par luy commis a tenir le compted et faire le paiement des fraiz de 
lextraordinaire de ses guerres’.338 At Edinburgh on 11 November, ‘neuf vingts sept [187] 
hommes de guerre a pied avanturiers francois et gascons estans soubz la charge et conduicte du
332 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. p. 8. Raymond de Rouer de Beccarie de 
Pavie, baron de Fourquevaux was born at Toulouse in 1511; at 19 he joined the army of 
Maréchal de Lautrec, sent to Italie to save Pope Clement VII from the Imperial army. Wounded 
at the siege of Pavia, he later returned to Toulouse in 1530. Captain of 1,000 men in Savoy 
(1535-6); defended Fossano (1536); and accompanied the Dauphin, the future Henri II, to 
Piedmont. In 1548 he commanded a legion in Guyenne, was sent to Scotland (1549) and Ireland 
(1550) after which he was appointed captain-governor of Narbonne but was almost 
immediately co-opted into Henri M's wars in Italy. From 1557 until his death on 4 July 1574 
he administered Narbonne, excepting the years 1568-72 when he was ambassador in Spain. 
Ibid, pp. 5-7. For further details see ‘Papiers Fourquevaux’. A.N. Archives privées, 159, 
Carton 1.
333 Charles de Saint-Martin, Comte de Visque, Capitaine d'hommes d'armes, Catalogue de 
Actes de François Ier. No. 31389.
334 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse en 1549. p. 9.
335 Ibid, p. 10. Marie de Guise addressed a long letter of complaint to her brothers, Mémoire- 
Journaux. pp. 32-6, in which she pleaded that ‘j'endure despeynes insuportables’, Ibid, p. 32. 
‘Quant au seigneur d'Essey, ce qu'il a faict du passé a esté par ignorance’; notwithstanding ‘je 
n'avois entendu que d'Essey n'eut adverty le Roy de toutes choses, comme il luy avoit 
commandé; le pauvre homme n'a jamais pris conseil à personne, ce qui luy a faict grand tort’. 
More serious was the lack of money, not for herself personally ‘mais quant il est question de la 
perte d'un royaume, il n'y fault rien espargner’, Ibid, p. 33.
336 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. pp. 12-3. On 20 February 1549, d'Essé made 
a full and detailed deposition to the Sieurs Fourquevaux and Visque in reply to all Henri M's 
queries, Ibid, pp. 21-6.
337 Ibid, p. 14.
338 Muster Rolls No.s 3, 4, 5 and 6, Infra. Appendix No. 2.
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Sr de Merarques leur cappitaine particulier sa personne y comprinse faisons partie de plus grand 
nombre dont est Colonnel le Sr de la Chappelle’, were paid 2,244 livres, 6 sols, 8 deniers tournois 
‘d'un mois dix jours commencans le premier dicelluy mois de novembre’.339 On the same day and 
place, ‘huict archers ordonnez par ladministracion de la justice des camp et armee qu le Roy a des 
longtemps pour son serment en ce royaume et pais descosse soubz Anne de Lestuf, Sr de S1 
Leigier prevost de la dite justice’, were paid 180 livres tournois: 100 livres for the prevost and 10 
livres for each of the archers.340 At Edinburgh on 14 November, ‘seize [16] hommes de guerre 
espagnolz harquebuziers a cheval estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr dEscoubar leur 
cappitaine, were mustered by ‘Pierre de Combas Sr du dit lieu Cappitaine du Chasteau de 
Dombarre [Dunbar]’, and were paid 1,316 livres, 5 sols tournois for three months from 10 August 
1548.341 Finally, at Dundee on 20 November, 200 ‘hommes de guerre a pied escossois de 
longtemps mis sus pour le service du Roy en ce dit pais descosse soubz la charge et conduicte 
du Sr James Dogues [Dog] leur cappitaine’, which comprised 120 ‘harquebuziers et le reste 
picquiers’ were paid 1,720 livres tournois for one month.342 Marie de Guise implored Henri II to 
‘haste ses forces avec toute la diligence qui luy sera possible et envoyé icy une forte et puissante 
armee et que ce soit de bonne heure soubz la conduite dung chef de bonne et grosse estoffe et 
auctorite’. She also advised the king to ‘trouve moyen de soy faire maistre de la mer Par ce que 
cest le principal et plus grande fondement que face le dit enemy du couste de deçà’.343
In December 1548, the war effort was revitalized from the nadir into which it had fallen by 
the escape of the Earl of Huntly from English captivity. Huntly had told de Selve that Somerset ‘se 
mectant à deviser avec luy du mariage de la royne d'Escosse avec ce roy’,344 and that the 
Protector ‘luy a accordé de pouvoir aller pour troys moys en Escosse’.345 Huntly gave the 
English the slip at York and made his way to Stirling where he spent Christmas with the Dowager 
and other Scots nobles.346 Then, at Edinburgh on 13 February 1548/49, Huntly was invested 
with the Earldom of Moray which was the last condition to be honoured in his Bond of Manrent to 
Marie de Guise to serve the King of France.347 From Edinburgh he went to Jedburgh, from
339 Ibid. Muster Roll No. 3, B.N. Fonds Français 25794, No. 38.
340 Ibid. Muster Roll No. 4, Ibid. No. 39.
341 Ibid. Muster Roll No. 5, Ibid. No. 40.
342 Ibid. Muster Roll No. 6, Ibid. No. 41.
343 Mission de Fpurquevapx en Écosse, 1549, p. 17.
344 Selve to Henri II, 26 October 1548, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 464
345 Same to same, 6 November 1548, Ibid. 466.
346 ‘Et estant pour lors à Streling on se trouva mon cousin le gouverneur, l'archevesque de 
Saint-André, son frère, les comtes de Hontelay, Darguet et plusieurs autres seigneurs, a cause 
de Noël qui est le coustume du pays et s'estant aussy trouvé là le Sieur Doisel, ambassadeur du 
Roy, le seigneur de La Chapelle, Montluc, et tous les principaux capitaines de l'armée; M. de 
Termes s'y devoit trouver, mais les gouttes le prindrent, de sorte qu'il n'y peut venir’, Marie 
de Guise à ses frères, 18 février 1549, Mémoires-Journaux, p. 6.
347 ‘pro servitio patri suo tarn pacis quam belli temporibus impenso ... Georgio Comiti de 
Huntlie dom. Gordoun et Badyenach & etc. regni sui cancillario ... S. michaelis archangeli in 
Gallia equiti aurato, heredibus ejus et assignatis, terras et comitatum de Murray cum annexis
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where his brother, Alexander Gordon, wrote to Marie de Guise on 20 February 1549 that the Earl 
‘at his cummyng hyr patt ordour to the toune and gart mak proclamatiounis in the cuntray for 
fwrnysyng off the army, quhillk was neverwelws dificille to be doune’. The Sieurs d'Essé and 
d'Oysel and their troops arrived soon after and Ferniehirst Castle was taken and a sortie into 
Northumberland undertaken.348 On 25 February, Marie de Guise told Fourquevaux that she 
wished Henri II to be informed ‘bien expressément la conduite dudit Seigneur de hontelay 
[Huntly] en tout ce qui touche et concerne son service et quil sera très bon quil plaise au Roy le 
bien traiter doresnavant. Et semblablement pourveoyr son frere [Alexander Gordon] de quelque 
benefice pour luy donner moyen de sentre tenir et de continuer a ly faire le service quil a 
commence’.349 Before he left Jedburgh, Alexander Gordon informed Marie de Guise that Huntly 
had written to the ‘kyngis grace, my lord constable and to my lordis duk of Omall and Cardinall of 
Gwys350 qwhilk ar bot generall writyngis off credit: ther is na mention off ony besynes’.351 There 
may not have been any "business" discussed in these letters, but it was certainly in Huntly’s 
interest to keep open personal lines of communication with Henri II and the most powerful nobles 
in France.
It was also in February 1548/49 at Saint-Germain-en-Laye that the Governor received his 
reward of the Duchy of Châtellerault. Several months previously, however, the King had been 
obliged to clarify the legal situation. On 20 November 1548, Henri II sent letters patent,
‘a tous Avocats, Procureurs et autres Gens de Justice, Pratique et Finances ... 
pour avoir nostre avis sur la forme des dites Lettres [du Don du Duché de 
Chastellerault], et seureté dudit délais, l'Ambasadeur dudit Royaume d'Escosse 
[David Paniter], résident près de Nous, ainsi qu'il Nous a présentement fait 
entendre aurait convoqué et assemblé aucuns de Vous, à quoy Vous auriez fait 
difficulté d'entendre et vacquer sans avoir Lettres de Nous, à cette fin: Nous a 
ces causes, voulans procéder de bonne foy audit affaire, et le délais, cession et 
transport dudit Duché de Chastellerault estre fait à nostredit Cousin [le Comte 
d'Aran] tant pour luy, que les siens hereditallement, perpétuellement, à toujours, 
en si bonne et valable forme, qu'il ne puisse estre révoqué cy-après en doute ne 
difficulté’.352
The letters patent of February 1549 of the ‘Don du Duché de Chastellerault’ were registered at 
the Parlement de Paris on 2 April 1548/49,353 at the Chambre des Comptes on 12 April
firmas burgales et custumas burgorum de Elgin et Fores’ and all the rest of the considerable 
lands, forests, rivers, lakes, towns, villages, castles, churches and their tenants & etc. of the 
Earldom of Moray, Reaistrum Maani Sioilli Reaum Scotorum: Register of the Great Seal of 
Scotland. Vol. IV, (1546-1580) ed., J.M. Thomson, Edinburgh (1886) No. 299, p. 71. Also see, 
arrangements ‘whereby Huntly is to be infest in the lands and earldom of Moray’, Acts of the 
Lords of Council, p. 582.
348 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 287.
349 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. pp. 18-9.
350 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 161r.
351 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 291.
352 C. Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 14-5.
353 ‘Don du duché de Chastellerauld faict au Conte d'haran gouuerneur du Royme descosse’, 
A.N. Reg. du Parlement X1A 8616, fols 249r - 230v.
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1548/49,354 and by the Trésoriers de France’ on 4 Novembre 1549.355 Thus, the letters patent 
were registered in two of three principal fiscal and sovereign courts of Renaissance France:356 
the Chambre des Comptes357 and the Cour du Trésor.358 However, as Wolfe points out, 
‘Parlement also had some power over the revenues system, especially where domain lands were 
concerned’,359 and therefore the reason for registering the ‘Don du Duché de Chastellerault’ in 
the Parlement de Paris as well. But also probably because ‘in 1544 a fundamental reform, part of 
the changes that established the bureaux des finances, undercut the Cour du Trésor almost 
completely, since many of its functions were now absorbed into a single bureau des finances’.360 
The letters patent of the ‘Don’ registered in the Chambre des Comptes, (‘in which all edicts of 
alienations of domain lands and revenues had to be registered’361) are the same as those 
registered at the Parlement de Paris, but those registered by ‘les trésoriers de France’ are only a 
brief outline of the salient points.
354 A.N. P 2308, fols 368-374; B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 159r - 160v; Hugier, Titres 
et Pièces, pp. 3-6; Teulet, Mémoire Justificatif, (extracts) pp. 9-13; and Turnbull, Factum, 
(extract) pp. 7-10.
355 B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 166r& v ; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 17-8; and Teulet 
Mémoire Justificatif, (mention) p. 16.
356 The third court was the Cour des Aides; the others being the Cour du Trésor and the 
Chambre des Comptes which handled most of the cases between the crown and tax officials. ... 
Litigation between taxpayers and tax officials involving tailles, aides and gabelles had to be 
settled by the Cour de Aides. Most quarrels over rents and dues from the domaines were sent 
to the Cour du Trésor’, M. Wolfe, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 269.
357 ‘The prestige of the Chambre des Comptes was great. Its presidents “deliberate and judge
definitively in a sovereign manner”. The edict of Blois, December 1520, called it “our court 
of last resort ... to be subject to [the king] with no intermediaries. And there may be no appeal 
from the orders, depositions, and judgements of the said judges of the Comptes”, F.A. 
Isambert et ai, (eds) Recueil général des anciennes lois françaises, depuis l'an 420. jusqu'à la 
Révolution de 1789. 29 Vols, Paris (1822-1833), Vol. 12, pp. 183-7’, in M. Wolfe, The Fiscal 
System of Renaissance France, p. 271. ‘When fiscal records appeared before the Chambre des
Comptes they were, in a sense, on trial. Each account was submitted to the solicitor attached
to the Chambre des Comptes (procureur générait who represented royal interest. The account 
was then passed on to auditors who compared it to previous accounts for the same district’, 
and so forth through a lengthy checking procedure which when completed, ‘the account then 
became part of the permanent archives and could not be removed from its case or even
consulted by outsiders without specific royal permission’. This entire process of clearing
accounts ‘was a royal secret; ... accounts were in no sense public records’, Ibid, pp. 272-3. 
See also R. Doucet, Les Institutions de la France. Vol. 1, pp. 189-96; and Infra. Appendix No. 4, 
Introduction, pp. 1-2.
358 The Cour du Trésor (also called the Chambre du Trésor) ‘judged disputes involving rents, 
censives. and the King's seigneurial rights on the royal estates; all royal tolls and some 
tariffs; income derived from rights over Jews, foreigners, freed serfs, wards, bastards, and 
treasure trove; feudal income from the vassals and subvassals; and income from the church 
hierarchy such as the régale from vacant bishoprics’, M. Wolfe, The Fiscal System of 
Renaissance France, p. 277; and for further details, R. Doucet, Les Institutions de la France. 
Vol. 1, pp. 198-200.
359 M. Wolfe, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 269.
360 ibid., p. 278.
361 M L  p. 273.
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The ‘Don du Duché de Chastellerault’ given at Saint-Germain-en-Laye in February 
1548/49, déclarés that:
‘Henry par la grâce de dieu Roy de france ... ayans egard et considération aux 
grands verteux agréables et Recommandables plaisirs et services que nostre 
trescher et tresame cousin Le Conte dharan chevalier de nostre ordre 
Gouuerneur du Royaume descosse ... pour auoir moyenne laccord de mariage 
dentre nostre trescher filz le daulphin et nostre treschere et tresamee seur et 
cousine La Royne descosse. Et pour la plus grande seurete et assurance auoir 
deliure et mis es mains de noz députez ladite Royne quy depuis a este amenee 
et conduite en nostredit Royaume ou elle est de présent. Et outre pour auoir mis 
es mains de nosdits députez les chasteaulx et places de dombar [Dunbar] et 
Blacnelez [Blackness] quy sont deux des plus fortes et plus importantes dudit 
Royaume descosse ... 362 Nous a ces causes et apres mis le faict de sadite 
recompense en deliberation auec les princes de nostre sang et gens de nostre 
conseil prive et par eux faict veoir accord et contract faict et passe entre nous et 
ledit Sr conte cy attache soubz le contre scel de nostre chancellerie ... pour 
aucunement rémunérer Icelluy Sr conte de ses seruices quy méritent beaucoup 
plus comme véritablement nous congnoissons Avons donne cede quicte 
transporte et délaissé ... a Icelluy nostredit cousin ses hoirs successeurs et ayans 
cause a tousiours Le duché de Chastellerault ses appartenances et 
dépendances ainsi quilz se poursuyuent et comportent en tous droictz 
prerogatiues de duché justice haulte moyenne et basse mere mixte impere fiefs 
et arrierefiefs hommes hommages vassaulx vasselages cens rentes lotz ventes 
Rachaptz quinctz Requintz aubeynes confiscations et autres droictz et deuoirs 
seigneuriaulx quelconques maisons places chasteaulx dixmes champarts prez 
garennes forestz boys tailliz pastiz estangs Rivières pescherie moulins vignes 
terres labourables et autre domaine quel quil soit appartenances et 
dépendances dudit duché prouision aux offices ordinaires et bénéfices dudit 
duché ... [et] la somme de douze mil [12,000] liures tournois de Rente ou 
Reuenu annuel par chacun an ... Le conte dharan sesdits hoirs363 successeurs 
et ayans cause perpétuellement hereditallement et a tousiours. Et en ordonner 
et disposer comme son propre et vray héritage ... Et neantmoins nostredit cousin 
y aura blank droict de chasse par toutes lesdites forestz et oultre pourra 
prendre dudit boys pour son vsaige et chauffage seulement ainsi que vng bon 
pere de famille et non autrement. ... Car tel est nostre plaisir nonobstant 
quelconques ordonnances et reuocations generales ou particuliers faictes ou a 
faire de nostre domaine ...364 tant anciennes que modernes et sur lerection de 
noz coffres du louure ... Et afin que ce soit chose ferme et stable a tousiours.
Nous auons faict mectre nostre scel a cesdites présentes. ... [signé] Henry,
Messrs les Cardinal de Guyse et duc daubmale Le Sr de Montmorency 
connestable de france et autres presens. Duthier. Lecta publicata et Registrata 
audito et Requirente procuratore generali Regis Parisiis In parlamento secunda 
die mensis Aprilis [1548/49] sic signatum Dutillet Collationne est faict a loriginal 
[signé] Dutillet.365
362 A.N. Reg. du Parlement X1A8616, fol. 249r.
363 Ibid, fol. 249v.
364 M d , fol. 250r.
365 Ibid, fol. 250v. As mentioned previously, on 25 April 1549 the ‘lettres de naturalité’ for 
‘Jacques Hamilton, Comte d'Aran, ses enfans, heriters, successeurs, et ayans cause, which 
were given at Dijon in July 1548, were ‘expédié en la Chambre des comptes du Roy nostre 
Sire. Et illec: enregistré aux Registres des Chartes à present courantes’, B.N. Coll. 
Clairambault 724, fols 163v - 164v; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 12-14; see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 
2, n. 233. According to Bosquet, ‘lettres de naturalité ... doivent être vérifiées en la chambre 
des comptes; et cette vérification se fait toujours sous la clause que l'impétrant laisse des 
héritiers regnicoles’, Bosquet, Dictionnaire Raisonné. Vol. 1, pp. 236.
Jean Du Tillet, sécretaire du roi et greffier civil au Parlement de Paris, added this note in 
the margin of this document: ‘Y eut registre secret faict par la Cour du vouloir du Roy apres les 
remonstrances dicelle fondées sur lordonnance du domaine de la Couronne et serment du Roy 
lequel registre mon maistre martin Ruze conseiller et rapporteur a retenu par deuers luy et ne le 
ma voulu bailler combien que je luy aye souuent demande. Et apres son deces faict chercher en 
sa maison ou il na este trouue ce que je certifie pour la conservation du droict du Roy et ma 
descharge [signé] J. Dutillet’.366 It is reasonably certain that if Du Tillet could not find the secret 
register in the 16th century, which was kept for the King after the remonstrances of the 
"parlementaires"367 and spirited away by Martin Ruzé, then it probably has not survived. Their 
protests, however, may have concerned the letters patent of Henri II which declare that ‘la justice 
et jurisdiction de Chastellerault ressortiront neuement et sans moyen en la court de parlement’, 
which were issued at Saint-Germain-en-Laye in May 1549 and registered at the Parlement de 
Paris on 7 September 1549, and collated from the original by Du Tillet.368 
In these letters patent Henri II further elaborated the conditions for,
‘délaissant et transportant la [sic] duché de chastellerault369 auecques toutes 
ses appartenances a nostre trescher et tresame cousin Le Conte dharan 
gouuerneur du Royaume descosse’; that notwithstanding a ‘certain edict cy 
deuant faict par’ Francis I that ‘la justice du diet chastellerault ressortiroit370 au diet 
poictiers, ... Nous mouuans apres auoir mis la matière en deliberation des princes 
de nostre sang et gens de nostre prive council ... que nostre diet cousin Le 
Conte dharan joysse luy et les siens successeurs et ayans cause dudict duché 
de chastellerault’, but that ‘la justice dudict chastellerault ressortisse neuement et 
sans moyen en nostre dicte court de parlement a Paris; ... que le diet duché a 
este tenu en nostre main sans aucune restriction ne modification quelconques.
Et ce nonobstant ledict obtenu par ceulx dudict poictiers par lequel estoit diet 
que la justice dudict chastellerault ressortiroit audict poictiers ... Pourveu 
toutesfois que nostredict cousin ne fera que nommer aux offices a quy 
appartiendra la congnoissance et jurisdiction desdicts cas Royaux quant a ce qui 
touche Icelle jurisdiction pour sadicte nomination y estre par nous pourveu et
366 A.N. X1A 8616, fol. 249r.
367 The Parlement not only had a judicial function but it also had a ‘right to remonstrate. One 
of the duties of the Parlement was to record royal enactments in its registers.’ The 
magistrates also gradually acquired the right to point out to the ruler any objections in the 
legislation in question which ‘would injure the rights of individuals or groups, harm the king's 
own interests or clash with previous royal enactments already transcribed on to the 
Parlementa registers. The remonstrances were transmitted to the sovereign with whom the 
final decision lay’, J.H. Shennan, The Parlement of Paris, p. 4.
368 A. N. X1A 8616, fols 316V and 317r.
369 On the accession of Francis I in 1515 the ‘vicomté of Châtellerault, which belonged to 
François de Bourbon [brother of Charles III, duc de Bourbon], was turned into a Duchy’, R.J. 
Knecht, Francis I. p. 15. In 1523, Châtellerault was included in Francis I's sequestration of the 
Bourbon lands after the Duke defected to the Emperor, Ibid, pp. 148-159; the duchy now 
became part of Louise of Savoy's lands, and following her death on 22 September 1531, 
Châtellerault was ‘absorbed into the royal demesne’ by Francis I, Ibid, p. 238; and inherited as 
such by Henri II in 1547.
370 Ressortir à: (vt indir (Jur) cour, tribunal ) to come under the jurisdiction of; 
Robert/Collins Dictionaire Français/Anglais. Paris, (1978).
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non autrement. Et pour le regard des autres cas pouruoyera suyuant le contenu 
en sesdictes lettres de don et transport’.371
The "justice" of Châtellerault, presumably, came under the jurisdiction of Poitiers by an 
edict of Francis I, following the death of Louise of Savoy on 22 September 1531. But when David 
Paniter, as Arran's procurator, attempted to settle the transfer of the duchy following Mary Queen 
of Scots' arrival in France in August 1548, he apparently experienced jurisdictional difficulties, 
which Flenri II was obliged to make clear and declare his intentions regarding the "Don" of the 
duchy in his letters patent of 20 November 1548: ‘à tous Avocats, Procureurs et autres Gens de 
Justice, Pratique et Finances’.372 When the letters patent of the "Don du duché de 
Chastellerault" of February 1549, however, were submitted to the Parlement de Paris for 
registration, there were remonstrances in the Parlement (according to Du Tillet's marginalia) which 
were probably due to the clause which bestowed upon Arran: ‘tous droitz prerogatives de duché 
Justice haute moyenne et basse’.373 It would appear that these remonstrances obliged Henri II to 
issue further letters patent in May 1549 which declared: ‘la justice dudict chastellerault 
Ressortisse neuement et sans moyen en nostredicte court de parlement a paris’.374
The chronology of these documents concerning the contract between Henri II and Arran, 
signed at Châtillon on 27 January 1548, is important not only with respect to the letters patent of 
May 1549, but it is also important to distinguish those documents issued by Henri II before the 
Haddington Parliament and the removal Mary Queen of Scots to France, especially the letters 
patent issued by Henri II at Paris on 17 June 1549 to ‘Le Conte de Arane chevalier de nostre 
ordre Gouuerneur du Royaume descosse’ in which Henri II declared that:
371 A.N. X1A 8618, fols 316V and 317r; B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 161v - 162v; Hugier, 
Titres et Pièces. (1713) pp. 8-10, incorrectly dated in Hugier as ‘May l'an de grace mil cinq 
cent quarante-huit[1548]’ by ‘Morel et De Beaufort’ who ‘collationné à son Original en 
parchemin’ on 13 August 1683, Ibid, p. 10. There are a few clerical differences in the text 
between the MS and Hugier, but they are of no consequence to the sense of the document other 
than the year of 1548, which the 17th-century copyist put as ‘le troisième de nostre Régné’, 
Ibid, p. 10. 1548 was Henri M's second regnal year. Teulet, dates the document ‘mai 1548’, 
Mémoire Justificatif. (1863) p. 10; Turnbull also accepts ‘May de la mesme année [1548]’, 
Factum of the Earl of Arran,.,1685. (1843) p. 11. Thus, we have two parties, one in 1549 and
the others in 1683, each claiming to have collated this document from the original, yet with a
disparity of twelve, and in this case, crucial months. Each could have made a mistake, but it 
seems that it was the 17th-century copyists who mistranscribed the year as 1548. Indeed it 
is implicit in the document yi .^: ‘pour les causes contenues es lettres de Don et transport que 
luy en auons faict expedier...’ Thus, this document was written after the ‘Don du duché de
Châtellerault’ (February 1548/49); in other words in May 1549. Also see Actes de Henri II.
Vol. 3, (1549) p. 210 for further references: ‘Enreg. à la Grande Chancellerie, A.N. JJ 259, 
No. 281, fols 205v - 206r; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 8-10 is also cited, but no mention is 
made of the incorrect year of 1548 by the editors of the Actes de Henri II. Vol. 3, (1549) p. 
2 1 0 .
372 B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 164v - 165r; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 14-5; see 
Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 354.
373 A.N. X1A 8616, fol. 249V; see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 366.
374 M sL, fol. 316V.
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‘Luy auons par ces présentes en parolle de Roy promis et promettons aduenant 
quil pleust a Dieu appeller a sa part ladicte Royne descosse sans hoirs yssuz de 
son corps. Et que par voye de faict aucuns ses ennemis voulzissent 
entreprendre lempescher luy ou les siens descendans de luy par droicte ligne 
quilz vinssent a la paisible joyssance de la couronne du Royaume descosse 
comme plus proche dicelle apres le trespas de la dicte Royne. Que nous luy 
tiendrons la main et aux siens a lencontre de leurs ennemys quelzconques et les 
ayderons et supporterons en toutes sortes. Selon que requièrent les anciennes 
alliances et confederations qui ont de tout temps este et sont encores de 
present entre nous nos Royaume et Pays et celluy descosse. Et quant a larticle 
du traicte que auons faict auecques le diet Gouuerneur par le quel sommes tenuz 
de le faire tenir quicte et descharge de ladministracion quil a eue et aura du diet 
Royaume durant la mynorite dicelle nostredicte seur et cousine sans quil en soit 
autrement comptable.Et du tout luy en faire bailler et deliurer lettres de 
descharge de ladicte dame par le consentement de nostredict filz son mary quant 
elle sera daage’.375
These letters patent of 17 June 1549 revise and restate, in much more precise language, the 
letters patent issued at the Abbey of Vauluysant on 28 April 1548.376 The most important clause 
to note in this document is that in April 1548 Arran was to have the administration of ‘ledict 
gouuernement [of Scotland] sa vie durant’. Now, in June 1549, it had been limited ‘durant la 
mynorite’ of Mary Queen of Scots, viz: 8 December 1554. It is therefore not surprising that Arran 
had a copy made of the April 1548 document, excluding the two politically unpalatable passages, 
in order to show anyone who questioned his authority as Governor, that he was to have the 
government of Scotland ‘sa vie durant’, and not merely during Mary's minority. It would appear 
that Henri II had deliberately deceived Arran. But it can be argued that the situation had greatly 
changed since April 1548, and that by June 1549 Henri II had obtained the overwhelming support 
of the other great Magnates of Scotland, both lay and ecclesiastical, and presumably their 
agreement that Arran's authority should extend only up until Mary had come of age. Thus, by 17 
June 1549 all the legal mechanisms were in place for the administration of Scotland during the 
minority of the Queen of Scots. In 1558, this document formed the basis for the legal processes 
and "lettres patentes" in France, the most important of which were incorporated into the Acts of 
the Parliament of Scotland, which took place both before and after the marriage of Mary Queen of 
Scots to the Dauphin on 24 April 1558, formalizing the union of the crowns and kingdoms of 
Scotland and France.377 Finally, and also in June 1549, Paul III released the Papal Bull providing
375 S.R.O. Hamilton Muniments, N.R.A. (5) 2177, Bundle 2021, Original on parchment, signed 
‘henry’, with the Great Seal of Henri II still attached. I am grateful to his Grace, The Duke of 
Hamilton, for permission to photocopy this document from his archives at Lennoxlove. For an 
edited translation see, H.M.C. 11th Report. Appendix part VI. pp. 39-40.
376 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 182.
377 Acts of the Parliament of Scotland. Vol. 2, pp. 508-10; Lettres Patentes de la Reine Marie 
pour la décharge de Jacques duc de Chastellerault, du 15 avril 1558 à Paris, B.N. Coll. 
Clairambault 724, fols 166v-167r and Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 18-9; Lettres Patentes de 
Henri II en faveur de Jacques, duc de Chastellerault, pour la succession au Royaume d'Escosse, 
en cas que la Reine vint à deceder sans enfans, du 19 avril 1558 à Paris, Ibid, fols 167 r&v and 
Ibid, pp. 19-20; Ratification of the previous letters patent by François Dauphin de France du 19 
avril 1558 à Paris, Ibid, fols 168r& v and Ibid, pp. 21-2.
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John Hamilton with Archbishopric of St. Andrews, even though he had held the temporals since 
the death of David Beaton on 29 May 1546.378
The last of the letters patent regarding the ‘Don du Duché de Chastellerault’ were issued 
by Henri II at Amiens on 12 August 1549,
‘aux sénéchaux de Poitou et Chastellerault, ou à leurs Lieutenans. Comme pour 
plusieurs bonnes et grandes causes, et considerations concernantes le Bien de 
Nous et de nostre Royaume, et pour plus fermement lier et établir l'ancienne 
amitié, qui de tout temps a esté entre les Royaumes de France et d'Escosse, 
lesquels de present Nous estimons une mesme chose, pour avoir fait alliance et 
mariage’, and etc. ‘Nous ayons fait don du Duché de Chastellerault à nostre tres- 
cher et tres-amé Cousin le Comte d'Aran’, and etc. ‘Vous mandons et enjoignons 
... qu'iceluy nostredit Cousin, ou nostre tres-cher et grand amy l'Evesque de 
Rosse [David Paniter], ayant pouuoir et procuration de luy, Vous mettiez en 
pleine et entière possession et jouissance d'iceluy Duché et des autres choses 
évaluées, jusqu'à ladite somme de douze mille [12,000] livres de revenu 
annuel’.379
Thus, Henri II reiterated once again what he had been saying in public and private since the arrival 
of the Queen of Scots in France in August 1548: that ‘je m'y employeray comme pere et 
protecteur de cette qui en est la Royne’;380 that he now considered Scotland and France as one 
and the same kingdom, and specifically that Scotland was designated as the ‘regno del 
Delfino’.381
Soon after the Earls of Huntly and Arran had been formally granted their rewards of Moray 
and Chatellerault, on 15 March 1548/9 at Edinburgh, ‘subscribed by the Dowager and her 
sureties ... George, Lord Hume and Alexander maister of Hume be virtew of an contract maid 
betuix us, my lord governour, the lieutenant [-general, Sr d'Esse], ambassador of France [Sr 
d'Oysel]... the chancellar [Huntly] and lordis of secret counsale ... hes promittit to deliver to us or 
ony utheris personis quhame we sail deput in our names thar hous and castell of Hume with the 
munitionis tharof to be surlie strenthit and keipit be us baith for resisting and persewing of our auld 
innymeis of Ingland ... and caus the King of France to gif ane yeirlie pensioun to the saidis lord 
and maister of Hume of tua thousand [2,000] merkis usual money of Scotland ... during all the 
tyme of the weiris betuix this realm and Ingland and thareftir of ane yeirlie pensioun of ane
378 D.E.R. Watt, Fasti, p. 298.
379 B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fols 165v-166; Hugier, Titres et Pièces, pp. 16-7. A recent 
Ph. D. thesis: D. Byrd Franklin, ‘The Scottish Regency of the Earl of Arran: A Study in the 
failure of Anglo-Scottish Relations', Unpublished Ph. D thesis, University of Alabama, (1981) 
was researched, according to the abstract, in ‘English and American Libraries’ using only 
published documentary collections as the principal basis for the dissertation. Having avoided 
Scotland and the MS. collections, Franklin's thesis adds little to the subject and essentially 
offers a decidedly 19th-century Anglocentric view of Scottish history during Arran's Regency. 
Furthermore, published documents are faithfully reproduced: Appendix IV, ‘Beaton's secret 
band of 24 July 1543’, which was printed in the Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 630-2, in 1890, 
is an example.
380 m -N. Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Mary Stewart's arrival in France in 1548’, p. 95.
381 Arch. Seg. Vat., Principi Vol. XIV, fol. 102r.
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thousand [£1,000] pundis money forsaid ... for all the dayis of thar lives’.382 Even Patrick, Lord 
Gray who, since at least 1547, had aligned himself and received pensions from the English,383 
now made a Bond of Manrent on 26 March 1548/49, ‘to ye Rycht escellente prencess Marie 
quene dowariere of Scotland and our souuraine ladie her dearest dochter ... against our aid 
Innimmit of Ingland’ for which he was to be paid, ‘fywe hundreths [500] merkes wsual mone of 
Scotland ... my subscription [and] my propre scele of armes at Huntlie xxvj day off march ye zere of 
god M Ve and fowrty aicht zeris [26 March 1548/1549n.s.]’.384
Patrick Hepburn, 3rd Earl of Bothwell and Admiral of Scotland, was another Scottish noble 
who played a double game. Captured at Pinkie, he was liberated on the same night, 10 
September 1547.385 A few days later, on the 17th, Bothwell was welcomed and entertained by 
the Protector,386 and on the 30th John Dudley, Earl of Warwick, reported to Somerset that 
Bothwell had said that ‘if your grace would help him to a wife in England, he would deliver the 
Armytage [Hermitage]’.387 However, Grey of Wilton reported to Somerset on 24 November 1547 
that Bothwell ‘had of the Scottish Queen an abbey and 2,000 marks Scots’, and that ‘the earl was 
declining from his promise to England’.388 Bothwell arrived in London on 22 December,389 and
382 Acts of the Lords of Council, pp. 589-90. The Master of Hume was to have command of 
100 horsemen who were to be paid 5/- daily. Hume was to be paid £60, his lieutenant £30, 
and his ensiegn £15 monthly, Ibid, p. 590. On 25 February 1549, Marie de Guise had reported 
to Henri II that ‘loccasion de la levee des chevaulx legiers escossois et la contrainte qui estoit 
lors de leur accorder la soulde quilz demandèrent’, Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 
1 549. p. 15. Also the king should know ‘que le conte de hontely [Huntly] cognoissant que le 
chasteau de humes estoit de service audit seigneur pour lendroit ou il est assis et scachant bien 
que cestoit lintention de la Royne de conduire le seigneur de Humes a ce point de si deuement 
negotier avecques luy quil ly a faict condescendre moyennant deux mils [2,000] franez de 
penssion pour le vieil Seigneur [George, Lord Hume] et cent [100] chevaux legiers au filz 
[Alexander Hume] et aussi que ladite place ly soit rendue apres la guerre’, Ibid, p. 18.
383 On 30 September 1547, 3,548 crowns and £1,148 were to be delivered by Anthony 
Stonehouse ‘to the Lord Grey of Scoteland as given to him in reward by the Kinges Majeste’, 
A .P .C .. Vol. 2, p. 132; and on 3 April 1548, the Privy Council of England suggested to Sir 
Andrew Dudley and Mr. Lutterell that ‘they shoulde make offer of M [1,000] crownes pencion 
unto the Lord Graye of Scotland ... so as he may take courage in respecte of the premisses to 
doe some notable service’, Ibid. Vol. 2, p. 552
384 S.R.O. SP 13/56. This document is dated 26 March 1548 in the State Papers Catalogue at 
the Scottish Record Office, which date is accepted by Dr. Jenny Wormald in Lords and Men of 
Scotland: Bonds of Manrent 1442-1603. p. 361. But Easter Day 1548 was the 1st April, 
which means the actual date of the Bond of Manrent is 26 March 1549 n.s.
385 Patten, in his Expedition into Scotland, says that ‘the Scottish Governor, when he once 
thought himself in some saftey, with all speed, caused the Earl of Bothwell to be let out of 
prison’ by which action Patten thought that Arran had acted ‘rather for some cause of fear 
than for any good will’, A.F. Pollard, (ed) Tudor Tracts, pp. 135-6; Arran, it should be noted, 
made no such appeal on behalf of Huntly who had also been captured at Pinkie.
386 Ibid, p. 140. Patten says that Bothwell was ‘a gentleman of a right comely port and 
stature; and hereto, of right honourable and just meaning and dealing towards the King's 
Majesty’, Ibid, p. 140.
387 Bothwell suggested the widowed Duchess of Suffolk or ‘my Lady Mary or my Lady 
Elizabeth’, C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain Vol. 1, p. 22.
388 Ibid, p. 42.
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on 7 January 1548 de Selve reported to Henri II that Bothwell was temporising with the Protector 
‘poir savoir si le roi de France est décidé à lui faire la pension de deux mille [2,000] écus qu'il dit lui 
avoir été promise au nom du roi par la reine d'Écosse’.390 In the meantime, however, Bothwell 
was successful with the English and informed de Selve that ‘le protecteur quy luy bailie III M 
[3,000] escuz de pension et cent lancez ... pourveu qu'il mecte sa place de l'Hermitage entre lez 
mains de ce roy ... et oultre ledict protecteur le meet en ésperance de luy faire espouzer la seur 
de monsieur de Cléves quy est par deçà’.391 Bothwell returned to Scotland in October 1548,392 
and on 19 January 1548/49 he wrote to Marie de Guise reminding her that she ‘gaiff in command 
to monsieur Dosell, ambassatour, to deliver to my servand in Frans twa thowsand [2,000] crownis 
of the sone’, but he had ‘ressavit na money as yitt in that behalf’.393 Bothwell failed to sway the 
French, but on 25 August 1549 a warrent was issued by the English Privy Council for £376 ‘to 
Lord Bothwell in parte payement of his pencion’.394
According to M.L. Bush, Somerset's dealings with the Scottish magnates: the Earls of 
Angus, Argyll, Huntly, Bothwell and Lennox, Sir George Douglas and Lord Maxwell, ‘despite their 
hatred of the Governor, met with almost complete failure’; the exception being Bothwell. Bush 
very correctly explains the reasons for Somerset's failure to attract the most powerful and 
influential of the Scottish magnates to the English cause, within the framework of Anglo/Scottish 
relations between 1547 and 1549.395 However, he does not once mention France, Henri II or 
Marie de Guise within this context yet, as has been shown, French influence, especially that of 
Henri II, during this period upon the leading Scottish magnates: the Earls of Arran, Angus, Argyll
389 Correspondence Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 258.
390 !b]£l, p. 265.
391 ibid, p. 306.
392 Ibid, pp. 458-9.
393 Scottish Correspondence of Marv of Lorraine, p. 284. On 1 April 1549/1550, Bothwell 
petitioned Henri II directly, claiming that Marie de Guise had: 1) ‘promest faithfullie be hir hand 
writ at twa sindre tymis to tak the said erle in mariage; 2) scho gaif to the said erle the 
erledome of Fiff [Fife]; 3) scho gaif to the said erle the erledome of Orknay; 5) Alsua scho is 
awand to the said erle four thowsand [4,000] crounis’. Bothwell offered to meet Henri II in 
France or in Scotland ‘to debait the samin with his body aganis all thaim will say in the 
contrair, ... at Armetage, the first day of Aprile the yere of God ane thowsand five hundreth 
fourtynyne yeris [1 April 1549/1550 n.s.]’, Ibid, pp. 297-8. The editor, Annie Cameron, has 
dated this document as 1 April 1549, but as Easter Day 1549 was on 21 April, the correct 
date of this document is therefore 1 April 1550 n.s. A few weeks later on 23 May 1550, ‘the 
Quenis Grace, my Lord Governour and Lordis of secreit Counsale, haifand respect to the greit 
and hie attemptattis committet and done be Patrick Erie of Bothuile ... thairfor it is divisit and 
ordanit ... that summondis of treasoun be rasit upoun the said Erie’, Register of the Privv 
Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 100.
394 A.P.C.. Vol. 2, p. 318. Between October 1548 and June 1550, Bothwell received £1,225 
from the English, M. L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 20, n. 99, £f, 
P.R.O. AO 1/283/1067. Bush also says that ‘presumably Hales, Saltoun and Wroughton 
Castles fell to the English in February 1548 because of an arrangement with him’, Ibid, pp. 20- 
2 1 .
395 Ibid, pp. 20-21.
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and Huntly and Sir George Douglas, was not only powerful but also very persuasive. These four 
earls, targeted by Henri II for French largesse, controlled by way of their clans of ‘kin, freindis, allya 
and partakaris’396 the vast majority of Scots and Scottish lands, both secular and ecclesiastical 
which, together with those held for Mary Queen of Scots and by Marie de Guise, comprised the 
greater part of Scotland.397 Sir George Douglas, or the Master of Angus as he was also known, 
may not have had extensive lands at his disposal, but he was recognised by contemporary 
monarchs as one of the most influential political figures in Scotland. Hence, he received from 
Henri II on 26 June 1548, ‘ane thousand [1,000] crounis of the sone in part payment of my 
pension bypast that I have of the maist cristin king of france’, on the same day that his brother, 
Archiblad Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus, received his pension from Henri II. 398 As for Lennox, Bush 
says that ‘he was a willing [and paid] accomplice, but after a period of exile seemed to have lost his 
effective authority in Scotland’, and that for a proposed raid against the Governor in February 
1548, ‘all the support he could muster came from six of his own servants’.399 Lennox, however, 
had lost most of his credibilty and authority when he defected to, and became a subject of, Henry 
VIII in 1544, after which he was forfieted of all his offices and lands by the Parliament of Scotland. 
In France he was accused of lese-maieste. and his brother, John, 5th Sr d'Aubigny, was thrown 
into the Bastille by Francis I on suspicion that he had collaborated with Lennox. Possibly the lack 
of local support for Lennox in the West was the same reason that Maxwell withdrew his support 
from the Engish at this time. The arrival of the French vanguard under Sr de la Chapelle at 
Dumbarton in December 1547, and the handing over of this fortress by Arran to Marie de Guise 
soon after, who immediately garrisoned it with French troops; alerted the Scots to the probable 
arrival not only of more French troops, but also of French gold as had occurred in 1543, and from 
which bounty many lesser Scottish lords had benefited. As it happened, Henri M’s bounty arrived 
at Leith in June 1548, and was distributed only to those Scottish magnates specified by Henri II; 
unlike Francis I in 1543 who made no specific nominations, which Bothwell, who had fared well in 
1543, soon discovered much to his chagrin.400 Thus, the only support from the Scottish
398 For an excellent account of how this kinship network functioned, see J. Wormald, Lords 
and Men in Scotland: Bonds of Manrent. 1442-1603. Chapter 5, pp. 76-90.
397 For maps of ‘Hamilton secular influence’ and ‘Hamilton religious benefices’ which were 
clustered mainly in central Scotland from East Lothian to Ayrshire, see E. Finnie, ‘The House of 
Hamilton; Patronage, Politics and the Church in the Reformation Period’, pp. 11 and 13; 
Huntly's lands were mainly in the North-East; Argyll's lands extended over most of the West 
and the Douglases controlled large tracts in Angus and much of the Borders.
398 S.R.O. E 34/14/6. This 1,000 crowns of the sun, or écus d'or soleil, was equal to the 
2,500 francs or livres tournois received by his brother, S.R.O. E 34/14/5. For an 
approximate equivalency currency table, see Infra. Appendix No. 1.
399 M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 20.
400 On 25 February 1548/49, Marie de Guise advised Henri II, ‘quil est très necessaire quil 
entretienne les seigneurs de ce pays en plus a luy faire service. Et entre autres les trois 
chevaliers delordre quil a pardeca. Et quelques autres des principaux contes et seigneurs qui 
sont apres eulx Estiment que par le moyen ilz ly seront plus fideles et affectiones serviteurs’, 
Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. p. 18.
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magnates that Somerset was able to muster were those whom Bush identifies and whom Henri II 
had not targeted for rewards which, incidently, were of much greater amplitude than any that 
Somerset was prepared to offer.
Pensions for certain Scots were also included in the ‘Estât des pensions gaiges et autres 
entretenemens ... que le Roy a ordonne estre paiees sur les deniers de son espargne’ drawn up 
for Henri II by André Blondet, trésorier de l'Épargne, and signed by the King on 8 February 
1548/49 at Sainct-Germain-en-Laye for one year from 1 January to 31 December 1549.401 This 
lengthy document nominates and specifies the pensions to be paid, and the nominees are listed 
under the following headings and order: 1) Princes et Chevaliers de l'ordre;402 2) Capitaines de la 
Gendarmerie qui ne sont princes ne chevaliers de l'ordre; 3) Lieutenans de la Gendarmerye; 4) 
Capitaines Lieutenans et Portenseignes des gentilzhommes et gardes de l'hostel du Roy; which 
included Jehan Stuart lieutenant, (600 livres) Jehan Laing portenseigne (300 livres) et Georges 
Helphiston (300 livres) homme darmes, en la bende des archers escossoys;403 5)Capitaines de 
Chevaulx Legiers; 6) Capitaines des Places; 7) Autres Pensionnaires Francoys; which included 
Arthur decosse le Bailly de caulx, (1,000 livres) and Jacques Adam (200 livres); 8) Almans, 
headed by Le Conte Rhingrave (1,200 écus d'or soleil); 9) Truchemens et Interprètes en langue 
Germainique; 10) Escossoys Angloys et Pollonoys; which included Le Gouuerneur descosse 
(12,000 livres) Georges Douglez Escossoys (2,500 livres) Le Sr de Serue Jacques noble aussi 
escossoys (450 livres) Richart de la Poulie dyt le duc de suffort Angloys (450 livres);404 11) 
Italiens, headed by Sr Horace Farnaiz (6,000 livres) and Sr Pierre Strozzi (2,000 livres); 12) 
Neapolitains; 13) Hespaignolz; 14) Commissaires de Reparacions et Fortifficacions des villes et 
places de Frontiers; 15) Archetecteurs et Ingénieurs; 16) Princesses, there are only two: La
401 B.N. Fonds Français 3132, fols 31r-46r.
402 This list does not include the recently dubbed Scottish Earls: Angus, Argyll and Huntly. 
They were paid in Scotland from ‘les depences extraordinaires des guerres' B.N. Fonds 
Français 18153, fol. 69r. Infra. Appendix No. 4, Account No. 3.
403 These Scottish archers were not part of the garde écossaise and do not appear on those 
Muster Rolls for 1548 or 1549, see Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 2, pp. 144-7; also 
see E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance" in the Sixteenth Century: Scots in France and 
French in Scotland’, p. 4, attached to this thesis.
404 Presumably this is Richard de la Pole, brother of Edmund de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk, who 
was executed by Henry VIII in May 1513. Richard, who was known as the "White Rose", fled to 
France where Louis XII ‘recognised him as King of England’, J.J. Scarisbrick, Henrv VIII. p. 32. 
According to Scarisbrick, the ‘White Rose (the earl of Suffolk)’ was killed at Pavia on 14 
February 1525, Ibid, p. 135. When Henry VIII heard the news, it is said that he cried, “God 
have mercy on his soul, all the enemies of England are gone”, Ibid, p. 136. But it would seem 
that a "White Rose" survived Henry VIII and was still living in France in 1549. At the Pierpont 
Morgan Library in New York there is a magnificent MS volume containing much of interest on 
Scotland as well as England: fol. 502: ‘le Roy retenoit Richard de la Poule (communément 
appellé le Duc de Suffolk, et par autres surnommé la Rose blanche) ennemy mortel du Roy 
d'Angleterre et parquoy le Roy d'Angleterre dessirit celluy de france’, ‘Sommaires recueilz 
des querelles et pretentions anciennes des Anglois contre les François’ dedicated to 
‘Monseigneur de Villeroy, conseiller du Roy en son prive conseil, secretaire d'estat et des 
finances, par Jehan Bernard à Saint Germain, 1 janvier 1573’, Pierpont Morgan Library New 
York, MA 15.
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Royne de Navarre (25,000 livres) and La Royne descosse (20,000 livres); 17)Damoyselles; 18) 
Conseillers de conseil prive et Mes des Requestes extraordinaire; 19)Secretaires des finances; 
20) Presidens advocatz et procureurs Parlement de Paris et de Rouen; 21) Presidens de la 
Chambre des Comptes; 23) Gardes de Forestz; 24) Lecteurs: 4 en grec, 3 en hebraie, 1 en latin, 
2 en mathématique, 1 en medecyne, et 1 en philosophie; 25) Escolliers; 26) Le Inquisiteur 
General, Me Mathieu Orry, Religieux Jacobin (300 livres);405 27) Artisans; 27) Jardiniers; 28) 
Autres Gaiges et entretenemens, mainly Francis l's former servants.
Another important financial document from the reign of Henri II to have survived is the 
Budget Estimate for 1549: ‘Estât par estimacon de la recepte et despence des finances du Roy. 
Pour lannee finissant M Vc quarente neuf’, was signed by Henri II at Sainct-Germain-en-Laye on 2 
January 1548/49. It was anticipated that the ‘Recepte Ordinaire’ and ‘Recepte Extraordinaire’ 
would amount to 8, 301,718 Livres, 6 Sols, 10 Deniers Tournois; and that the ‘Despence 
Ordinaire’ and ‘Despence Extraordinaire’ would amount to 11,432,901 Livres, 6 Sols, 11 Deniers 
Tournois; and that because of the deficit, Henri II had no wish to pay the loans made at Lyon which 
amounted to 2,421,846 Livres Tournois; therefore, there would still remain a deficit of 709,336 
Livres, 1 Denier Tournois. As far as Scotland was concerned, under the heading ‘Despences 
Extraordinaires’, 800,000 Livres Tournois had been estimated for the payment of ‘gens de pied’ 
and other Scottish affairs; and 300,000 Livres Tournois for reparations and fortifications.406 
These two documents can but give an indication of Henri M's financial committment for the year 
1549. The ‘estât des pensions’ appears to be a more or less permanent list of obligations drawn 
on the épargne.407 whereas the "budget estimate" was an annual statement of the anticipated 
ordinary and extraordinary receipts and expenses drawn on the general finances of the realm.408
405 On 6 September 1555 his pension was doubled, A.N. K 91, No. 33.
406 B. N. Fonds Français 3127, fols 91r-93v; for a full transcription of this document see 
Infra. Appendix No. 3.
407 ‘Des lettres patentes du 18 mars 1523 créèrent un “trésorier de l'Epargne et receveur 
général des parties casuelles et inopinées des finances”, chargé de recevoir et de distribuer 
les recettes exceptionnelles, c'est-à-dire tout ce qui restait en dehors des finances ordinaires 
et extraordinaires comprises dans l'État général; c'était le produit des décimes 
ecclésiastiques, des emprunts, des ventes d'offices et autres expédients fiscaux. Ce Trésor de 
l'Epargne devait constituer une réserve de guerre ou être employé au rachat du domaine aliéné. 
Le trésorier de l'Epargne était un comptable, l'administration de sa caisse étant réservée au 
Conseil du roi, qui délivrait les ordonnances de recettes et de dépenses, sans que rien en fût 
mentionné à l'État général", R. Doucet, Les Institutions de la France au XVIe siècle, tome 1, p. 
291.
408 This is not the place, nor is there space, to compare in detail the priority given to Henri 
M's permanent and transient expenses, but it is interesting to ponder the priorities in a couple 
of examples. Why is the ‘Inquisiteur General, Mathieu Orry’ listed on the ‘estât des pensions’, 
whilst the ‘chambre des Luthériens’ is listed under the ‘despenses ordinaire’ (fol. 92r) in the 
"budget estimate"; or why are ‘lecteurs’ and ‘escolliers’ on the ‘pensions’ list, and the ‘les 
chantres de musique et plain chant’ and ‘les violions’ are listed under ‘despenses ordinaire’ 
(fol. 91v) n the "budget". There are many other such examples which give a social as well as 
an economic view of the court in 1549, and Dr. Mark Steele, with whom I discussed these 
documents in 1986, suggested that I should consider publishing them at some later stage. Dr. 
Steele was also able to confirm the "budget estimate" figures which he had already established
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It would appear that in order to make up the deficit, the following month on 18 February 
1548/49, Henri II ordered a mandate to be circulated to all the Bishoprics of France in which he 
outlined the enormous military costs of ensuring the security of France. Furthermore, this year 
‘eussions este chargez dautre grans fraiz et despences tant pour les obsèques et funérailles de 
nre' [notre] dit feu pere et de noz freres et seur que pour nre' [notre] sacre et couronnement’. 
The major part of this substantial document, however, is devoted to Scotland. Henri informed the 
clergy ‘eussions este sommez et requis de la parte de nre" [notre] treschere et tresamee seur et 
cousine la royne descosse et nre' [notre] trescher et tresame cousin le conte dharan gouuerneur 
du dit pais, aussi les autres Sieurs et gens des estatz dicelluy de secourir le dit pais en son 
extreme besoing et nécessite ... tant pour estre chose aquoy les traictez et anciennes alliances 
dentre le royaume de france et descosse Inviolablement observez depuis le roy Charlemaigne. 
Therefore, because of the danger of further invasion from England, ‘Nous auons deux diuerses 
fois faict passer au dit pais ung bon nombre de gens de cheval et de pied artillerye pouldre 
boulletez et autres municions pour le secours de terre. Et pour celluy de la mer grant nombres de 
gaillaires et vaisseaulx rondz.... Et pour ce que lentretienement des dits forces et laugmacion 
dicelles ne se pourra faire sans très grande despence’. Therefore, ‘laquelle portion eust 
es[te]...hole in MS....tre a deux decymes du reuenue de leurs beneffices ... et [les] gens deglise 
de vre' [votre] diocese sans aucuns en excepter ne exempter la somme de six mil ...hole in MS... 
quatre vingts dix [6,?90] livres.... Et la dite somme faictes oultre les fraiz du departement leuee et 
recepte dicelle. ... Et incontinant porter fournir et deliuerer au receueur general de nos finances 
estably en la ville de Caen ...hole in MS... en baillira ses quictances pour par le dit receueur 
general lenuoyer aussi incontinant au trésoriers de nre' [notre] Espargne’. 409
Nor were the French clergy the only ones to be levied by reason of the defence of 
Scotland. At Fontainebleau on 31 December 1549, Henri II issued a mandate ‘ordonné estre leué 
en l’année prochaine sur les Villes closes de nostre Royaume la somme de quatre cenz M 
[400,000] Livres Tournois’ to assist in the payment of military expenses in his wars against the 
English at sea and in the ‘Boulenois’, and ‘à la défence et conservation du Royaume d'Escosse
from sources other than these, (Letter, 7 August 1986). Also, the 1549 "budget estimate" is 
not mentioned by Wolfe in his survey of 16th-century budgets; very few of which seem to have 
survived, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, pp. 68, 206-13, 281-5; çf, R. Doucet, 
L'état des finances de 1523. Paris (1923) and L'état des financé? dé 1567, Paris (1929). Also 
see M. Steele, ‘ International Financial Crises during the reign of Philip II, 1556-1598’, 
Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, London, (1986), pp. 109-110.
409 B.L. Additional Charters 12476, Mandate of Henri II to the Bishop of Avranches ‘pour 
secourir les Ecossais’, given at Anet, 18 February 1548/9. For a full transcription of this 
document see Infra. Appendix No. 6. In France during the 16th century there were ‘114 French 
bishoprics and archbishoprics, organized into 14 provinces’, M. Greengrass, The French 
Reformation. Oxford (1987) p. 2. This mandate was sent to every French bishopric but it is 
impossible to calculate how much revenue was raised because the amounts varied according to 
the number of parishes in each bishopric. According to Greengrass, at this time ‘no one knew 
how many parishes there really were in the realm, but the best contemporary estimates put it 
at about 32,000’, Ibid, p. 2.
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en l'obéissance de nostre filz le Daulphin de Viennois; et aussi pour tenir nos ports et haures en 
seureté, et faire escorte et seur convoy aux nauires marchans de nostre Royaume, à ce que le 
Commerce se puisse continuer entre eux et les subiects de noz amis, alliez et bienveillants.’410 
These letters of ‘mandement’ were sent to individual towns informing them of the general 
commission ordered by the King, and also informing them of how much they were to be levied: 
‘leur quote-part’, which varied according to the size and wealth of the town. As many as one 
hundred or more of these ‘mandements’ would have been sent, but it appears that only twelve 
remain. For example: ‘Mandement au sénéchal d'Agenais de départir, sur les villes closes de sa 
sénéchaussée, leur quote-part, fixée à 2,400 livres tournois de la somme de 400,000 livres levée 
pour l'année suivante pour la solde des gens de pied et pour le recouvrement du Boulonnais et la 
défense et conservation du royaume d'Écosse, Fontainebleau, 29 décembre 1549’.411
There are also a number of financial documents, concerning Henri M’s military and financial 
commitment in Scotland during 1549 and 1550, which have been very loosely designated as 
"Accounts".412 In fact, they are a miscellany of royal "estais",413 accounts of payment and two
410 BN, Coll. Dupuy 590, fols 19r- 20r; copy, ? 17th or 18th century. A search in the 
Archives Nationales for either the original or a registered copy of the original was 
unsuccessful. Transcribed in Teulet, Papiers d'État. Vol. 1, pp. 205-6. Teulet, however, 
mistakenly cites this document as being in ‘Dupuy [Vol.] 390’.
411 Catalogue de Actes de Henri II. 1549. Vol. 3, pp. 445-6, £f, Arch. d'Agen, CC 47; ii) ‘au 
bailli de Blois, pour leur quote-part fixée à 3,200 livres tournois, 29 déc. 1549’, Arch, de 
Blois, II4, fol. 39; iii) ‘au bailli de Caux pour leur quot-part fixée à 7,200 livres tournois’, 
Fontainebleau, 29 déc. 1549, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 21158, No. 56; iv) ‘sur la ville 
et les faubourgs de Châlons-sur-Marne de leur quote-part fixée à 2,000 livres tournois’, 
Fontainebleau, 29 déc. 1549, Arch, de Châlons-sur-Marne, CC 32, fol. 1; v) ‘sur la ville de 
Chalon-sur-Saône de sa quote-part fixée à 731 livres 10 sous tournois et du bailliage 504 
livres tournois’, 29 déc. 1549, Arch, de Chalon-sur-Saône, BB 2, fol. 475; vi) ‘au bailli de 
Dijon pour la quote-part fixée à 2,752 livres tournois’, Fontainebleau, 29 déc.1549, Arch, de 
Dijon, L 21; vii) ‘au sénéchal de Lyon pour la quote-part fixée à 24,000 livres tournois’ 
Fontainebleau, 29 déc. 1549, Arch, de Lyon, BB 70, fol. 188 et BB 71, fol. 132; viii) ‘au bailli 
de Mâcon pour la quote-part fixée à 1,200 livres tournois’, Fontainebleau, 29 déc. 1549, Arch, 
de Mâcon, BB 30; ix) ‘à Jérôme Groslot, bailli d'Orléans, pour la quote-part fixée à 10,666 
livres tournois’ 29 déc. 1549, Arch, du Loiret, CC 199; x) ‘au bailli de Rouen pour la quote- 
part fixée à 32,000 livres tournois’, Fontainebleau, 29 déc. 1549, Arch, de Pont-Audemer, 
non coté; xi) ‘au bailli de Vivarais pour la quote-part fixée à 400 livres tournois’ 
Fountainebleau, 29 déc.1549, Arch de l'Ardèche, C 1007, No. 63.
412 For full transcriptions of all these documents see Infra. Appendix No. 4.
413 These documents, called "estais", set out the allocation of royal funds and their purpose. 
The archaic French spelling of "estât" has been preserved because of the particularity to the 
period of these 16th-century French financial documents. M. Wolfe says that ‘historians as yet 
have hardly begun to exploit the existing Renaissance états: but the overall purpose of these 
instruments seems clear. They were primarily royal affirmations of how much, and in what 
manner, various districts, towns, officials, and tax farmers were obligated to pay the king’. 
The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 281; Wolfe also defines the états as having a 
‘secondary purpose of showing from which districts, or which revenues money would be taken 
to pay the king's charities, courtiers, soldiers, main officials, and others who had claims 
against him’. Ibid, p. 282. However, the "estats" of Henri M's allocation of funds ‘pour la garde 
et conservation’ of Scotland from 1549 to 1550 do not fit either of these definitions but appear 
to be more closely aligned with the ‘secondary purpose’ that Wolf describes.
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mandates for the payment of the military personnel and equipment and nobles, from various 
European states, who were in the French king's service in Scotland. These documents are few in 
number and can but give an indication of Henri M's overall commitment to Scotland at this time. 
Before proceeding to analyse briefly each document, some consideration of the Fonds should 
be undertaken, and there are also a number of general points to be made. More than half these 
documents are royal "estats", and with exception of Account No. 8,414 the others, (Accounts 
No.s 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6) were recorded by Henri M's secretaries of state, Guillaume Bochetel and 
Claude de I'Aubespine in a register415 of the conseil privé du roi.416 which is one of the original 
registers of the ancien régime to have survived accidental fires and the archival pogroms of the 
French Revolution and the Paris Commune.417 Of the remaining documents the two mandates 
are originals on parchment, whilst the accounts of payment are copies which have been collated 
in various MS volumes. Three of the accounts of payment made in Scotland (Account No.s 7, 9 
and 10) have been collated in the MS volume entitled "Guerre et Artillerie", tome 1,418 whilst 
another payment (Account No. 5) has been collated in "Mémoire du Registre du Roy Henry 2";419 
and two undated accounts of payment (Accounts No. 11 and 12) are to be found among the 
"Dépenses de la Maison Royale" of Marie de Guise in the National Library of Scotland.420
414 B.N. Fonds Français 3140, fols 76r - 77r. Another copy in, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouvelle 
Acquisitions 7699, fols 342r -344v.
415 B.N. Fonds Français 18153, fol.s 66v - 67v , 69v - 72v , 68r - 69r, 91r - 92r, 170r - 
171r. Madame Baudouin-Matuszek is of the opinion that this is an original and unique register 
which dates from the appointment of the four secretaries of state: Bochetel, de I'Aubespine, 
Clausse and Duthier, by Henri M's ordonnance of 1 April 1547, Catalogue des Actes de Henri II. 
t. 1 (1547) p. 3, £f, multiple references of MS. and printed copies of this ordonnance. 
According to Dr. N. Sutherland, initially the four secretaries of state were present at the 
meetings of both the conseil des affaires and the conseil privé, but that later in the reign the 
‘secretaries were summoned to the council separately, each for the business of his own 
departm ent’. French Secretaries of State, pp. 39-40, & 43. Thus, the uniqueness of this 
register lies in the fact that it was recorded by all four secretaries of state up until 1553 and 
that, due to a change in policy, they each kept their own individual registers after that time. 
415 Paradoxically, the conseil privé was the more general of Henri ll's two advisory councils. 
‘The conseil des affaires was the smaller, inner council, sometimes known as étroit or secret. 
It was only held in the presence of the king and it discussed affairs of state and fincance, 
questions of policy and all that was urgent, secret and important’, N. Sutherland, French 
Secretaries of State, p. 39. The conseil privé ‘was seldom attended by the king’ and ‘ it was 
composed of members of the conseil des affaires, together with the cardinals, bishops, dukes 
and one or two other persons. It dealt with all remaining business —  affairs of state, 
administration, finance and justice’, Ibid, p. 40.
417 Wolfe says that the famous and spectacular ‘incendie de la Chambre des Comptes, le 27 
octobre 1737 ... destroyed the greater part of what would have become an enormously wealthy 
source of documents on medieval and early modern government. The destruction of large 
batches of royal records during the French Revolution and the Paris Commune of 1871 further 
decimated the remnants’, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 280.
418 B.N. Fonds Français 4552, fols 31r8tV, 48r - 49v , and 50r - 51v .
419 B.N. Fonds Français 3124, fols 17r - 22v.
420 N.L.S., Balcarres Papers, Adv. MSS. 29.2.5., fols 63r-64v and 68r-69r.
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Notwithstanding the disparate nature of these documents it is possible to match up some 
of these "estais" and payments, although not precisely. For example, Account No. 6 is an "estât" 
of 84,760 Livres for the payment of military expenses in Scotland for the months of May, June, 
July, August, September and October 1550; and Account No. 7 records the payment of 63,612 
Livres for military personnel only for the months of May, June, July and August 1550. Account 
No. 8 is an "estât" of 50,134 Livres for the months September, October, November and 
December 1550 which only partially accounts for the payments of Account No. 9 (52,032 Livres) 
and Account No. 10 (67,984 Livres) made for the corresponding months. Appended to 
Accounts No. 3 and 4 are supplementary mandates issued by Henri II which were to be drawn 
from the épargne. The mandate421 appended to Account No. 3 (which is an "estât" of 309,732 
Livres Tournois) was issued on 22 April 1549 at Saint Germain-en-Laye, the same day and place 
as the "estât". It authorizes Me Raoul Moreau to draw 77,130 Livres Tournois from the ‘trésorier 
de nre'[notre] espargne Me Andre Blondel [sic]’ at Nantes; from there Moreau was to hurry to 
Brest and convey the money by sea to Scotland, in order to pay the French troops there under 
the command of the Sieur de Termes. The mandate further states that 67,500 Livres Tournois is 
to be entered ‘en la despence de voz comptes’ and the remainder, 9,630 Livres Tournois is ‘ung 
estât en papier’ which is attached to this mandate under the contre seal of our ‘Chancellerye’, is to 
be used for payment ‘des partyes contenues en icelluy estât’. This latter document, on paper 
with the Chancellery seal for 9,630 Livres Tournois (which has not been located thus far) appears 
to have been allocated for the payment of Sr de Termes (6,000 Livres Tournois); pensions for the 
Earls of Angus, Argyll and Huntly (1,000 Livres Tournois each for 6 months); and for an extra 
‘chevaucher descurie’ (180 Livres tournois); a total of 9,180 Livres Tournois. This is 450 Livres 
Tournois less than the allocated sum of 9,630 Livres Tournois, which deficit of 450 Livres 
Tournois, however, precisely balances the excess between the 77,130 Livres Tournois allocated 
in the mandate from the épargne, and the 76,680 Livres Tournois added to Account No. 3 which 
appears to have augmented Account No.1. The second mandate which is appended to Account 
No. 4, (which is an "estât" of 211,503 Livres, 4 Sols Tournois, made at Compiègne on 6 August 
1549) is a mandate made by Henri II at Amiens on 12 August 1549,422 for the payment of two 
companies each of 40 lances ‘de noz ordonnances’, in other words, part of Henri M's permanent 
army who are mentioned, but not included in the "estât" in Account No. 4, and who were to be 
paid 16,725 Livres from the épargne by the ‘trésoriers ordinaires de noz guerres’: Nicolas de 
Troyes and Jacques Veau. Finally, appended to Account No. 12 is a list of some of the French 
captains who served in Scottish forts circa 1549/1550.423
421 Fisher Library, University of Sydney, Australia; MS. Autographs, Royalty, Vol. 1, p. 15 
(Original, parchment, signed, ‘Henry, Par le Roy, Delaubespine’).
422 B.N. Fonds Français 26857, Pièces Originales 373, dr. 81125, No. 6.
423 N.L.S. Adv. MSS. 29.2.5, fol. 70r. For a full transcription see Infra. Appendix No. 4, 
Account No. 12.
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Unfortunately, none of these financial documents can be matched with the Muster Rolls 
from Appendix No. 2 which cover the period 17 January 1547/48 to 17 March 1549/50 when a 
total of 15,243 Livres, 11 Sols, 8 Deniers Tournois was paid out by Me Raoul Moreau and Me 
Benoist le Grand, ‘tresoriers de I'extraordinaires des guerres’; although the undated accounts of 
payment, No. 11 and 12 totaling 103,203 Livres 10 Sols Tournois, can probably be attributed to 
the first few months after the arrival of the French contingent in June 1548.424 It is also difficult to 
reconcile the "estats" made in 1549 between the 16 March and 6 August, or the 12 August if the 
second mandate is included, totalling 588,500 Livres;425 with the accounts of payments 
(Accounts No.s 5, 7, 9 and 10) which did not commence until 31 May 1550; by December 1550, 
376,211 Livres Tournois had been paid out by Me Benoist le Grand. Even though accounts of 
payment during 1549 seem not to have survived, it is not unreasonable to assume that a large 
proportion of the money allocated in 1549 was actually paid out.426 Indeed, had the register 
recorded by the secretaries of state not survived, Henri M's ‘estats pour la garde et conservation’ of 
Scotland during 1549 and 1550 would probably not now be known. A brief summary of each 
document follows:
Account No.1 (Estat) 16 March 1548/49 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye - 233,052 Livres: payment of 
600 hommes de guerre and 300 pioneers; pensions for Marie de Guise-Lorraine (10,000 Livres) 
and James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran (6,000 Livres) for the previous year and up until 30 June 
1549; and a retrospective payment (3,162 Livres) to Jehan Chollet ‘contrerolleur des vivres et 
munitions du fort doultreau [near Boulogne]’ for the 15 months from October 1545 to 31 
December 1546, and who was later sent to Scotland in 1549.
Account No. 2 (Estat) 20 April 1548/49 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye - 54,540 Livres: for payment of 
5,350 hommes de guerre; 1,500 Lansquenets commanded by the Rhingrave, 3,000 French 
under Sr de la Chappelle Byron (including 200 Scots under Captain Dogues [Dog]), 200 French 
and 300 Scots (under Sr de Humes) lighthorsemen and 350 pioneers; for one month only after 
the arrival of Sr de Termes in Scotland.
Account No. 3 (Estat) 22 April 1549 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye - 309,732 Livres: restates exactly all 
the payments which had been allocated in Account No. 1,427 and also augments it by 76,680
424 Account No. 12 (43,813 Livres Tournois) partially replicates some of the names and 
calculations in Account No. 11 (59,390 Livres, 10 Sols Tournois), but it is not a copy and 
therefore deserves to be considered as a separate account of payment
425 This total includes the mandates and accounts No.s 2, 3 and 4. Account No. 1 is not 
included in this amount as it appears to have been up-dated and augmented in Account No. 3 by 
the separate mandate of Henri II, given on 22 April 1549 at Saint Germain-en-Laye.
426 The money probably arrived towards the end of 1549 with the Sieurs de Fourquevaux and 
Visque, Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. pp. 9-14.
427 According to Associate-Professor Sybil M. Jack, this "estât" of Henri II is different from 
the other five "estats" and ‘is much more like an English "state" in that it is an immediate  
survey’. She adds ‘I would guess its purpose is to make sure the actual money is in the right 
place. This means that there are four different types of French financial documents which are 
presented in this appendix’. Comments made by Professor Jack, my supervisor, after checking
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Livres which, apart from increasing the allocation for payment of French personnel, 67,500 Livres 
overall and specifically, 180 Livres for an extra ‘chevaucheur descurie’, 6,000 Livres for Sr de 
Termes and 3,000 Livres for six months for the three ‘chevaliers de l'ordre qui son par delà’: the 
Earls of Angus, Argyll and Huntly who were invested with the Order of Saint-Michel by letters 
patent of Henri II at Dijon on 6 July 1548. Attached to this "estât" is an addendum which is a 
mandate of Henri II given at Saint Germain-en-Laye on 22 April 1549, (the same day and place as 
this "estât") for 77,130 Livres tournois to be drawn from the épargne. 67,500 Livres tournois of 
which is for payment ‘des gens de guerre a pied francois et lansquenetz’, and 9,630 Livres 
tournois specifically for the above-mentioned ‘partyes’, in Scotland by Me Raoul Moreau.
Account No. 4 (Estât) 6 August 1549 - Compiègne - 211,503 Livres, 4 Sols: the major part of this 
"estât" is for payment of military personnel, but it also includes 14,401 Livres, 6 sols for ‘les 
repparacions, parties inopinées et fraiz de ceulx’, and a further 10,000 Livres pension for Marie de 
Guise-Lorraine for the period up until 31 December 1549. Attached to this "estât" is an 
addendum which is a mandate of Henri M's, given at Amiens on 12 August 1549, for 16,725 Livres 
to be paid to two companies each of 40 lances mentioned, but not nominated for payment in the 
total amount of the "estât" in Account No. 4.
Account No. 5 (Payment) 31 May 1550 - Edinburgh - 192,583 Livres, 6 Sols, 10 Deniers, for 3 
months from 1st February 1549/1550: payment made by Me Benoist le Grand to 3,129 French 
‘hommes de guerre' under the Sr de la Chappelle Biron (including 200 Scots under Captain 
Doques [Dog]); 1,350 lanquenets under Jean-Philippe, Conte du Rhin for February and March, 
and 1,205 who remained under the same command for April 1550; 400 Scottish lighthorsemen 
under their Colonel, the Earl of Cassillis, and Captain Humes, Alexander and Patrick Humes, 
Andrew Ker and Jehan de Cambions; sundry officials in charge of ‘repparacions et advittaillement’ 
of Scotland, including Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel, French ambassador in Scotland, who was paid for 
his service of keeping the register in place of a ‘commissaire ordonnaire des guerres’.
Account No. 6 (Estât) 31 July 1550 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye - 84,760 Livres: for payment of 
1,200 French and Gascon ‘hommes de guerre a pic’ for the six months from May to October 1550; 
as well as 10,000 Livres for ‘repparacions et fortifficacions des villes et places fortes’ in Scotland. 
Account No. 7 (Payment) 5 September 1550 - Scotland - 63,612 Livres: payment by Me Benoist 
le Grand of 2,118 French and Gascon ‘hommes a pied’, including 50 garrisoned at Dunbar, 30 at 
Montrose and 30 at Blackness, as well as sundry ‘gentilhommes’ and French officials, for the 
months of May, June, July and August 1550. This account of payment appears to correspond 
with the "estât" of Account No. 6, although only for four months instead of six. Perhaps this is 
due to the fact that 756 ‘hommes de garde’ were scheduled to return to France, provision being 
made upon their landing at Dieppe for money to return to their homes (see endorsement at the 
end of Account No. 7, Infra. Appendix No. 4).
all the transcriptions and calculations in Appendix No. 4, February 1990, and for which I should 
like to add my gratitude.
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Account No. 8 (Estât) 5 October 1550 - Vatieulle [?] 50,234 Livres: this is an "estât" for the 
payment of 1,125 French ‘hommes de guerre’, including 45 at Dunbar and sundry French officials 
for the months of September, October, November and December 1550. This also includes 800 
Livres for Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel ‘pour son estât’.
Account No. 9 (Payment) 20 December 1550 - Edinburgh - 52,032 Livres: payment made by Me 
Benoist le Grand on the orders of Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel, who had recently (9 Nov.1550) been 
appointed by Henri II as his Lieutenant-General in Scotland pro tern (made permanent c.1552) as 
well as his ambassador there; for 1,239 French and Gascon ‘hommes de guerre à pied’, including 
45 at Dunbar, 8 archiers and a prevost of justice, a surgeon, an engineer, George Hay as the 
interpreter of the Scottish language, Scots ‘canoniers’ at Dunbar, 12 Lanquenets ‘pour la garde’ 
of Sr d'Oysel and other French officials; for the months of October, November and December 
1550. This document is further endorsed that it is Henri M's wish that after the return to France of 
Sr de Termes, 10 ensigns each of 120 men and 45 at Dunbar,428 were to remain in Scotland 
under the command of Sr d’Oysel (later also Sr des Villeparisis) who ‘aiant pouvoir d'ordonner a 
toutes choses’ and who was to be paid 40 Livres per month to keep the register in addition to his 
stipend of 200 Livres per month as ambassador.
Account No. 10 (Payment) 1550 [? December] - Scotland - 67, 984 Livres: this account of 
payment is incomplete; and even though it covers the same period as Account No. 9, with the 
addition of September as well as October, November and December 1550, for the payment of 
264 ‘soldatz’ commanded by Sr des Ferriers, Colonel Chappelle Biron's lieutenant,429 they are 
not mentioned for payment in the previous account. Mention is made that the 10 ensigns, each 
of 120 French ‘hommes de guerre’ remaining in Scotland are also to be paid, but the account 
ends abruptly without further details, other than ‘ny avoit poinct de Me de camp au dit pais’. 
Account No. 11 (Payment) no date (c.1548) - Scotland - 59,390 Livres: there are no details of 
who made this payment or the precise location of the muster, although the inclusion of 25 French 
lighthorsemen commanded by the Sr d'Essé dates the document to 1548 or 1549.430 However, 
payment was made to 3,281 French ‘gens de guerre’, 182 French and 200 Scots garrisoned in 
the forts, 1,343 German lanquenets and 107 French and 746 Scottish lighthorsemen.
428 It had been Henri II who, in his instructions to the Sieur de Termes on 23 April 1549, 
‘ayent sceu le bon devoir que le cappitaine Carronen fait dedans le chateau de Dombarre, veult 
qu'il demeure cappitaine de ladite place’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, 1, fol. 
9. These troops were under the command of Captain Carronant who was still at Dunbar in June 
1553, the number of men under his command having increased to 100; some of whom had 
Scottish names. See Muster Roll, (ed) R.S. Rait, Miscellany II. Sc. Hist. Soc. XLIV, (1904) 
pp. 1 04-114.
429 See list of French captains, N.L.S. Balcarres Papers, Adv. MSS. 29.2.5, fol. 70r; Infra. 
Appendix No. 4, Account No. 12.
430 The Sr d'Esse returned to France in the Summer of 1549, and it would appear that no 
payments were made until the end of that year. Thus, these two undated accounts of payment 
were probably made in the first few months after the arrival in Scotland of a contingent of the 
French army in June 1548.
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Account No. 12 (Payment) no date (c.1548) - Scotland - 43,813 Livres: there is also no details for 
this account of payment made to 3,463 French ‘gens de guerre’, 1,343 German lanquenets and 
200 Scots. Appended to this account is a list of French captains of various forts in Scotland circa 
1549/1550.
Following the successes on the Borders in and around Jedburgh in February 1549, the 
Sieurs d'Essé and d'Oysel returned to Sterling where, together with Marie de Guise, Arran and 
Argyll, they made their depositions for Henri II to the Baron de Fourquevaux who, soon after, 
returned to France. In response to their requests for more money, men, munitions and ‘dung 
chef de bonne et grosse estoffe’, Henri II informed Marie de Guise from Chantilly on 30 March 
1549, that ‘Jay receu voz lettres par les seigneurs de Fourquevaux et Visque et deulx entendu 
ce que leur auiez commande me dire’ and also ‘Je vous despescheray le sieur de Termes431 si 
bien instruict et pourueu de toutes choses que vous aurez occasion de croyre tousiours de plus 
en plus quelle est mon affection au bien et prospérité desdictes affaires’.432 On 15 April the King 
further informed her that he had written a long letter in cypher to d'Oysel regarding his intention 
‘des affaires de delà’, and that ‘sur le tout prendre vne finale resolution suiuant mon intention 
laquelle ne tend a aultre chose que au bien grandeur et repoz de vostre [sic] Royaume. Et vous 
asseure bien que en cella il ne sera riens oublie de mon couste’.433 A few days later on the 19th, 
Henri II wrote again to Marie de Guise that he was ‘renvoyant présentement le sieur de 
Fourquevaulx par de la pour cappitaine du chasteau de Humes. En la compaignie du sieur de 
Termes que Je envoyé lieutenant general... et Jay baille ample instruction audit sieur de Termes 
qui vous rendra compte’.434
On 23 April 1549 Henri II issued his instructions ‘au Sieur de Termes seneschal de 
Rouergue que le Roy envoyé présentement son lieutenant general en Escosse’.435 Before
431 Letters patent issued by Henri II at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on 15 March 1549 for
‘grandes et raisonnables causes et consideracions a ce mouuons Nous auons ... rappeller nostre 
ame et fealle Sr dessey Capne de 50 hommes darmes de noz ordonnances au retirer du pais 
descosse ou II est a present nostre Lieutenant General ... [et] pour passer audit pais et par
succeeder ala charge de nostre Lieutenant General ... nostre ame et féal le Sr de Termes
seneschal Rouvergue Capne de 50 hommes darmes de noz ordonnances’, (copy collated from the 
original on 15 May 1549) B.N. Fonds Français 3115, fols 68v-70r. Paul de la Barthe, Sieur de 
Termes, had served in Italy before taking command of the French forces in Scotland in 1549. 
He was subsequently ambassador at Rome (1551) and Governor of Corsica (1552-55). In 1558 
he was made a Marshal of France and Lieutenant of Guyenne in 1560. He died in 1562, G. 
Dickinson, ‘Instructions to the French Ambassador, 30 March 1550’, S. H. R.. XXVI (1947) p. 
158, n. 7.
432 N.L.S. Adv. MSS 29.2.1 fol. 46; published in Maitland Miscellany. Vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 215-6.
433 Ibid, fol. 47; and Ibid, pp. 216-7.
434 Ibid, fol. 48; and Ibid, pp. 217-8. In Henri Il's instructions to the Sieur de Termes on 23
April 1549, the king ‘a choisy ledit sieur de Fourquevaulx pour cappittaine de Humes avecques 
la bende dont il veult qu'il ayt charge ou autant d'hommes que ledit sieur Termes verra estre 
necessaire, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 1, fol. 9.
435 Ibid, fol. 1, (15 folios). On 3 July 1548 at Dijon by a ‘mandement de Henri II au parlement 
de Toulouse de faire payer a Paul de Termes seigneur dudit lieu aiant charge de cinquante 
hommes darmes de noz ordonnances et capitaine de nostre ville de Sanillan ... et seneschal de
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embarking at Brest de Termes was instructed to ‘fera faire monstres des deux compagnyes de 
gens darmes ... et aussi des deux compagnyes de chevaulx legiers ... de soixante [60] chacune’, 
as well as for ‘chacun cheval legier embarque deulx chevaulx de service’; and so that these forces 
‘ayent occasion de faire meiller devoir, le roy envoyé présentement leur payement de deux 
quartiers’; the first payment to be made at embarkation and the second in Scotland.436 This force 
of 1,020 men their officers and officials and 360 horses were to be supplied in Normandy with 
‘seize [16] grosses pieces dartillerie, quarente [40] milliers de pouldres Vlm Ve [6,500] boulletz, 
troys cens [300] pistolletz, L [50] hacquebutes a croc et double esquipage pour toutes les 
pieces, avecques une infinite de tous outilz pour ladite artillerie’.437 The king ‘a este aussi 
envoyé par le couste de Normandye cinq ou six cens [5-600] muyds de Ble, measure de Paris, 
convertiz en farines, pour mectre en reserve en lieu seur. Et pour auoir garde diceulx et des 
autres qui y seront envoyez si apres, le roy a deppute Jehan Chollet pour commissaire desditz 
vivres et troys elerez avecques luy, aussi Biaise Estienne pour contreroleur desditz vivres et un 
clerc avecques luy, lesquelz sont passez avecques les munitions et artillerye’.438 The King also 
‘fait passer pour servir en son lieu Camille Marin’, an engineer who was to replace the unwell 
captain Mellorin.439 For ‘le fait des finances’, the King has chosen ‘le general dApestigny 440 et 
lenvoye présentement par delà avecques ledit sieur de Termes pour auoir loeil et 
superintendance en ses finances’.441 In order to cover all these expenses and those of the 
‘gens de guerre qui sont par delà’, the King is sending 267,500 livres tournois ‘oultre toutes les 
sommes davance que ledit seigneur a fait faire a ceulx quil a envoyez par delà pour y faire service, 
ainsi quil se verra la marge dudit estât signe de la main du roy’.442 Marie de Guise is to receive 
10,000 francs of her pension for six months and the Governor 6,000 for the same period ‘qui ont
Rouergue ... de le faire payer de ses gaiges et droietz dudit office’, Archives Départementales 
de Haute-Garonne, Reg. du Pari, de Toulouse B 1904, fols 54v-55r.
436 ‘ Instructions...’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 1, fol. 1; in the 
margin of this folio is added: ‘semblablement il fera embarquer les six cens [600] hommes de 
pied que conduisent les cappitaines Le Cerf et Quentin apres en avoir faict faire la monstre, et 
les troys cens [300] pyonnyers desquelz est présentement envoyé le payement dun moys, sans 
y embarquer aucun gougat [valet d'armée] ou le moins quil sera posible’, Ibid, fol. 1.
437 Ibid, fol. 6.
438 Ibid, fols 7-8. For details of Chollet's retrospective payment prior to embarkation see 
Infra. Account No. 1, which is repeated in Account No. 3, Appendix No. 4.
439 Ibid, fol. 9; Camillo Marini was still in Scotland in March 1551 when he wrote to Marie de 
Guise regarding the construction of a fort on the Borders, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 93; 
later, in 1552, he served the Duke of Guise at the siege of Metz, Ibid, p. 93, n. 1, çf, De 
Bouillé, Histoire des Ducs de Guise. Vol. 1, p. 268.
440 Pierre d'Apestigny was appointed ‘secrétaire entre 1515 et 1522; ... trésorier de la 
généralité d'Outre-Seine [en 1527]’; then in 1528 ‘il fut nommé général des finances en 
Bourgogne; ... à la fin de sa vie sans doute, en 1551, où il est aussi qualifie de maître d'hôtel de 
la Reine’, H. Michaud, La Grande Chancellerie, pp. 124-5. Even though Michaud does not 
mention d'Aspestigny's Scottish venture it is probable that this was the same man.
441 ‘Instructions ...’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 1, fol. 8.
442 Ib id , fol. 10. For full details of Henri M's allocation of funds to Scotland for this 
expedition, as well as the king's marginal comments, see Infra. Account No. 2, Appendix No. 4.
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este es mains du trésorier de lextraordinaire [Raoul Moreau]’,443 and the King has ‘accorde six 
mille [6,000] francs de pension pour le comte de Hentillay [Huntly] et les deux autres chevaliers 
de l'ordre [Angus and Argyll]’.444 The King will also reimbourse Marie de Guise for the ‘deux 
petitz estatz envoiez par la royne, lun montant trente deux mille [32,000] livres ... et lautre de 
vingt cinq mille [25,000] livres ... pour les arreraiges de la paie des chevaulx legiers 
escossoys’.445 After further consideration, Henri II decided ‘fait venir sur leurs frontières douze 
enseignes de lansquenetz et quelques chevaulx legiers albanoys qui font la guerre incroyable du 
couste de la mer. Il fait en dilligence achever lequipage de ses grans vaisseaux neufz et 
esquipper les autres, aussi achever six roberges neufves ... [pour] faire sortir une bonne grosse 
flotte a la mer esquippee de toutes choses’.446 Finally, ‘le roy a envoyé par le sieur de Monluc447 
les bulles de nostre sainct pere le pappe pour lever en Escosse deux décimés dont les denyers 
avyent este dediez pour employer qu faict de fortiffications’.448
‘In this mene tyme, [June 1549] monsieur Tarmes, Frenchman, landit at Dunbartane449 
[no doubt having used Alexander Lindsay's pilot-book and Jean Rotz's maps] with tua hundreth 
horssmen and viijc [800] futemen the same tyme the Inglis schipps come to Inchekeith ... And 
thairefter monsieur Dasie [d'Essé] past out of Leith with all the galzeonis schippis and bottis of 
Leith, and past to Inchekeith, and lay thairat; the captain ws slane thairof and iijc [300] of his men, 
and shortlie wan it and tuk baith men and artailzerie thairin, and maid it mair strength nor it was, and 
Frenchmen thairin, and thairefter monsieur Dosie past into France, and left his men to monsieur
443 Mandate of Henri II issued at Saint-Germain-en-Laye on 22 April 1549 for 77,130 livres 
tournois to be drawn on the épargne by Me Raoul Moreau, Fisher Library, University of 
Sydney, MS Autographs, Royalty, Vol. 1, p. 15; for a full transcription see Infra. Account No. 
3, Appendix No. 4.
444 ‘Instructions..’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 1, fols 10-11. For 
details and full transcriptions of the "estats" concerning these finances see, Infra. Accounts 
No.s 1 and 3, Appendix No. 4. It should be noted that Account No. 3 appears to up-date Account 
No. 1 and augment it by 76,680 livres tournois.
445 Ibid, fol. 15.
446 Ibid, fol. 14; on 23 June 1549, Henri II informed Marie de Guise that he had written to the 
‘Sieur de Villegaignon qui est pardela vous luy ordonnerez que incontinant II ayt a partir auec 
mes quatre gallaires dont II a la charge’, N.L.S. Adv. MSS. 29.2.1, fol. 52; Mai t land 
Miscellany, p. 221 ; see also Henri II to ‘Monsieur de Villegaignon cappitaine de mes gallaires, 
Paris, 23 juin 1549’, Ibid, fol. 79, and Ibid, p. 222.
447 Jean de Monluc, bishop of Valence, (brother of Blaise Monluc) had already been sent to 
Scotland in January 1549, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 29, and would return again in 1550 en 
route to Ireland. He was one of the most trusted and valued ambassadors of the Valois 
monarchs from Francis I to Henri III.
448 ‘Instructions...’, Pierpont Morgan Library, New York, MA 279, No. 1, fol. 7. See Supra. 
Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 306; Arch. Seg. Vat. Principi XIV, fols 102r&v, paraphrased in French: 
Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 412.
449 The precise date of the arrival of the French force does not appear to be known, although 
Simon Renard, who had replaced St. Mauris as Imperial ambass5555555555555555ador at the 
French court in April 1549, fC.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 367); informed the Emperor on 9 June 
1549 that ‘it is cerain that the Count of Thermes is gone with 30 ships and about 2,000 men to 
Scotland, Ibid, p. 387.
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Termes’.450 When Paget, who was in Brussels, having been sent there by Somerset to ask for 
the Emperor's help, received the news of French reinforcements going to Scotland, he told Sir 
William Petre on 23 June 1549 that ‘I lyke not the sending for out of Scotland of such personages 
as be in authorite ther saying the[y] sende not only Thermes thither (which might be construed 
well inowgh) but also that he caryith with him his wief which pretendith no short departure from 
Scotland, and also is accompanyed of men lernid in the law personages syrving for the 
gouernement of estate which hath an apparance of contynaunce’.451 Perhaps these French 
lawyers and government men were sent by Henri II to investigate the setting up of a parlement in 
Scotland?
While the French forces were preparing for action in Scotland, revolts had broken out in 
Somerset, Wiltshire, Flampshire, Kent, Sussex, and Essex’ in May, and ‘troops meant for Scotland 
neutralized the rebels in Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Suffolk’.452 According to Guy, ‘the 
1549 revolts were the closest thing Tudor England saw to a class war. No single cause was 
responsible: agrarian, fiscal, religious, and social grievances fused. It was a hot summer and the 
crops failed; prices rose and the Protector compounded the problem by fixing maximum prices at 
terrifyingly high metropolitan levels’. Furthermore, continues Guy, ‘Somerset mishandled the 
revolts. He vacillated in the Spring of 1549, not wishing to disrupt his Scottish campaign’ and ‘in 
July he ordered military reprisals without scruple and cancelled his Scottish project’.453
In September 1549 the English abandoned Haddington.454 On the 17th, Thomas Fisher 
reported to William Cecil from Enderwik, regarding ‘the abandoning of the “evell taken towne” of 
Haddington, hitherto stoutly defended ... though his grace's [Somerset's] instructions to me run 
not to abandon it'. But, Fisher explains, ‘the French are as strong and stronger in the field than 
we, and lie encamped near the passage, have been reinforced by 2,000 Scots in these two days, 
and the whole power of Scotland summoned to join them with 30 days victual by Saturday or
450 Diurnal of Occurents. p. 48. When d'Essé returned to France, Henri II rewarded him with 
‘10,000 livres à prendre sur les biens confisqués des rebelles de Guyenne, en considération de 
ses services et de frais par lui engagés en Écosse, 20 septembre 1549’, Actes de Henri II. Vol. 
3, p. 346.
451 B.L. Beer & S.M. Jack, (eds) The Letters of William. Lord Paget of Beaudesert. p. 34.
452 J. Guy, Tudor England, p. 208. The parliament, (24 November 1548 to 14 March 1549) 
had produced the First Book of Common Prayer, the first Act of Uniformity and a series of bills 
sponsored by John Hales ‘to maintain tillage, to punish regraters of foodstuffs, and to improve 
meat, milk, butter and cheese supplies by making sheep farmers keep two cows and rear one 
calf for every 100 sheep they owned over 120’. Hales also attacked purveyance but his bills 
failed. However, ‘a tax on sheep and woollen cloth was approved —  the intention was to raise 
money for the Scottish war while discouraging sheep farming and thus enclosures’, Ibid, pp. 
207-8, £i, M.L. Bush, Government Policy of Protector Somerset, pp. 40-83.
453 J. Guy, Tudor England, pp. 208-10.
454 ‘Wpoun the xiiij [14 September 1549] the Inglismen past out of Haddington, and brunt it 
and Leidington, and past away without any battell, for the pest and hungar was rycht evill 
amangis tham in quha mycht remayne na langer thair’, Diurnal of Occurents. p. 48.
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Sunday next’.455 On 23 September, Van Der Delft reported to the Emperor from London that ‘it 
is certain that they will have to abandon Haddington which has cost this kingdom so dear, and all 
because they are harnessed to the Protector's fancy against the opinion of the other Councillors, 
as they have often told me’. 456 By the 29th, Marie de Guise was able to report to the due 
d'Aumale that ‘Dieu ne nous a voulu oublier, car nos ennemis ont abandonné Adynton par la sage 
conduite de monsieur de Termes, tant pour avoir faict le fort Aberlady, que s'estre toujours tenu 
campé au lieu. Il n'a esté possible à l'ennemy d'avitailler leur ville qu'avec une grosse armée de 
sept ou huit mil hommes, ne s'estant voule mettre en danger d'une bataille et n'ont rien demoly 
de la fortresse. Sy du commencement j'eusse eu un homme aussy prudent que celuy-là, je 
n'eusse eu tant de maulx, ny le Roy tant de despence d'argent’.457 The remainder of the English 
occupation of Scotland is a litany of misery, sickness and hunger. One example of the many: on 
25 November 1549, the Earl of Rutland [Henry Manners, 2nd Earl] wrote to Lord St. John from 
Alnwick that he had,
‘discharged all straungers and Englishe which were extraordinary, ... and 
because the souldiers which remayn in the fortes, for want of bedding and drie 
lodging, are in such miserie they do not only continually fall sick, but also ronne 
away daily as well to thennemy as otherwise. ... I am certaine it shalbe grete 
difficulty and travail thys wynter to vittell Lawther (Lauder) and Dunglas ... [and] it 
is necesary also that the thousand [1,000] English men for whom I wrote to you 
and the rest of my Lordes, should be sent hither with speed;... both Lauder and 
Dunglas lack half of the numbers ... [and] Broughty and the other forts will 
besides “aske” a great supply of men’.458
Ultimately, ‘wpoun the sext day of Februare [6 February 1550] the Frenchmen wan the Forth of 
Brochtie. The Inglismen persaueand this send to Monsieur Termes desyrand to pas out of the 
castell with bag and baggage and artailzerie, quhilk was denijt, bot that ilk man to pas with als 
meikill as he mycht beir. And finallie [efter] this, thaj depairtit, and past to thair schipis, quhilk was 
lyand besyd the castell: Thaj war blyth in hart that thaj escapit with thair lyffis’.459 The Sieur de 
Termes tactics appear to have been not only in complete contrast to Somerset's, but infinately 
more successful and tempered with humanity.
455 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 179; see Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, pp. 338- 
340, for sundry items for payment of messengers in September 1549 to deliver to lords and 
lairds throughout Scotland, ‘ane proclamatioun chargeing all maner of man to meit my lord 
governour at Egebuklingbray the fyft day of this instant monetht to pas fordwart witht his 
grace, etc.’.Ibid, p. 338.
456 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 454.
457 Mémoire-Journaux, p. 11. Perhaps the report on 26 January 1549 from St. Mauris, who 
had written to the Emperor that ‘M. de Thermes, who had lost credit and retired, it is said he 
does not get on well with the Queen (Dowager) of Scotland who complains bitterly of him, is 
being sent back to that country in a few days’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, pp. 331-2; was possibly 
de Termes's inability to function under d'Essé's command?
458 H.M.C. 12th Report. Appendix, Part IV. Manuscripts of his Grace The Duke of Rutland. 
London, (1888) pp. 51-2.
459 Diurnal of Occurents. p. 49.
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As mentioned previously, Somerset sent Paget to the Imperial court in June 1549,460 but 
the Emperor was unwilling to commit himself to aid the English.461 According to D. L. Potter, by 
June-July 1549, French diplomats had realised that the emperor was not going to exert himself 
on behalf of the English and that, in effect, he was giving carte blanche to the French’.462 This, 
argues Potter, rather than the sudden outbreak of popular uprisings in England, governed the 
timing of the French attack, which was signalled by serious reinforcement in Scotland, 
commanded by Paul de Termes’.463 Henri IPs instructions to the Sieur de Termes for ‘ung autre 
bon secours’ of Scotland, however, was signed by the king on 23 April 1549, and this was before 
serious revolts had broken out in England. Potter also argues that the ‘long-term aims of French 
policy’ were ‘the reconquest of Boulogne [which] was the primary consideration’, but at the same 
time he allows that ‘it was no less important to eliminate the English threat to Scotland and 
establish a position there which could regulate that kingdom's diplomatic position in the interests 
of France’.464 But Scotland was far more important to France than a mere diplomatic ally. As 
Potter himself asserts: Henri II regarded ‘Scotland “comme Royaume qui est a ma protection et 
que j'estime comme mien”.’465 At every point in time since his accession Henri II had given 
precedence to Scotland over Boulogne, and not until he had completed all the legal, 
administrative, diplomatic, military and financial negotiations regarding the ultimate union of 
Scotland to France did he turn his attention to the recovery of Boulogne.
War was declared between England and France in the first week of August 1549. Potter 
says that ‘a rapid campaign followed in which the French forces, under the king's personal 
command, though they acquired a decided advantage in taking most of the fortifications around 
Boulogne and effectively cutting the town off from Calais by land, failed to press home the 
campaign to take Boulogne itself’. This was due, says Potter, ‘partly [as] a result of adverse 
weather conditions which bogged the French forces down and also, perhaps, the consequence 
of a certain improvization in the late planning of the campaign’.466 Potter argues that Somerset 
attempted to avoid open war with France and that ‘it certainly seems that Somerset was about to 
open fresh negotiations with the French when the Protectorate collapsed and one of the
460 ‘Instructions for Sir William Paget sent to the Emperor Charles V’, 2 June 1549, C.S.P. 
Foreign. Edward VI. p. 36.
461 B.L. Beer & S.M. Jack, (eds) ‘Paget Letters’, pp. 33-75.
462 D.L. Potter, ‘The Treaty of Boulogne and Euopean Diplomacy, 1549-50’, p. 53; ‘the bishop 
of Arras said to Marillac that the emperor wished to give the French carte blanche to recover 
Boulogne since “ilz seroyent bien aise d'estre spectateurs a ce passetemps”, Marillac to Henri 
II, 27 April 1549’, ibid, p. 53, n. 21.
463 Ibid, pp. 53-4.
464 Ibid, p. 54, n. 22, £f, ‘ Instructions...’,
465 Ib id , p. 54, n. 23, ç l, Archives du Ministère des Affaires Éttrangères, Paris, 
Correspondance Politique, Angleterre Vol. VIII, fol. 103v.
466 D.L. Potter, ‘Documents concerning the Negotiations of the Anglo-French Treaty of March 
1550’, Introduction, p. 59; £f, Renard to the Emperor, 8 August 1549, ‘this enterprise [the 
Boulogne campaign] had been decided upon rather late’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 424.
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criticisms levelled at him was precisely that he was preparing to abandon Boulogne to the 
French’.467
Somerset's fall and imprisonment in the Tower in October 1549 as a result of the Earl of 
Warwick's (after 1551, Duke of Northumberland) successful coup opened the way for 
Anglo/French peace negotiations. Potter points out that if ‘Warwick betrayed the expectations of 
his supporters in religious matters, he did no less in his foreign policy. Though he made a show of 
preparing forces for a counter attack at Boulogne, it seems that, some time in November, even 
before his position was fully secure, he had been convinced by arguments already outlined by 
Paget that the abandonment of Boulogne was the best course to adopt both in the public and his 
own private interest'.468 Soon after, negotiations began with the commissioners for both sides 
being appointed in the first week of January 1550. It took, however, until 24 March to finalize the 
treaty.469 As in the previous Anglo/French peace treaty [Ardres, 1546], the sticking point was 
Scotland. But, as Potter argues, the treaty of Boulogne could not settle the Scottish problem and 
was not expected to do so. It was the rapprochement’ continues Potter, ‘between England and 
France in the year after the treaty of Boulogne which dictated the settlement in Scotland after the 
treaty of Norham, 10 June 1551’.470
The basic terms of the Anglo/French treaty agreed that in return for Boulogne the French 
were to pay the English 400,000 ecus in coin which, Potter says, ‘constituted a de facto end to 
the financial obligations’ and placed ‘a store of coinage at the government's disposal [which] 
allowed it to initiate a reform of the currency’. The marriage of Edward VI to Elizabeth de Valois, 
Henri M's daughter, was also proposed; the marriage alliance being formally signed in the summer 
of 1551.471 Notwithstanding the finer points of the treaty of Boulogne, in broad terms it meant 
peace between England and Scotland. On 28 March 1550 there was an ‘acceptacion of the 
comprehension by the Scottish Queene, according to a treatie betweene King Edward the sixt 
and the French King’,472 and on 20 April at Edinburgh a ‘Proclamatio Pads’.473
467 D.L. Potter, ‘Treaty of Boulogne’, p. 52. The Earl of Warwick's coup, begun in October
1549, was unplanned. But was implemented ‘when he conspired against the Protectorate, took
possession of Edward's person, arrested Somerset, and captured the privy chamber with 
Cranmer's help’. On 13 October the Protectorate was dissolved and Somerset incarcerated in 
the Tower, J. Guy, Tudor England, pp. 212-3. Somerset was released from the Tower 
following his submission to Parliament which was ratified on 14 January 1550. ‘Yet 
Somerset's re-admission to the council provoked clashes and, inevitably, a plot. From the 
moment of his release he challenged Warwick's authority, undermining his ability to govern’ 
and ultimately, he was arrested, tried by his peers on 1 December 1551; ‘he was acquitted of
treason but found guilty of felony under the terms of an act (3 & 4 Edward VI, c. 5) ... and
beheaded on 22 January 1552’, Ibid, pp. 213-5.
468 D.L. Potter, ‘Treaty of Boulogne’, p. 52 and n. 12 for the Privy Council's decisions to 
reinforce Boulogne.
469 D.L. Potter, ‘Documents concerning the Anglo/French Treaty’, p. 60.
470 D.L. Potter, ‘Treaty of Boulogne’, p. 63.
471 D.L. Potter, ‘Documents concerning the Anglo/French Treaty’, pp. 64-5.
472 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 182; also see ‘A copy of the articles [24 March 
1550] mentioned in the treatye of peace as touche the Scottish quene and the realme of
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On 17 March 1550 a muster was held at Haddington of 246 ‘hommes de guerre a pied 
francois et gascons estans des longtemps pour la service du roy en ce pais et roiaulme dEscosse 
... soubz la charge et conduicte de Pierre Longue leur cappne’ and their ‘colonel le Sr de la 
Chapelle Biron’; and who were paid 6,654 livres tournois by Me Raoul Moreau, trésorier 
extraordinaire des guerres, for three months commencing 7 November 1549.474 Following the 
declaration of peace the French troops were paid off prior to their return to France in May, 
September and December 1550.475 Except those troops who were ordered by Henri II, after the 
return to France of the Sieur de Termes, comprising 10 enseigns each of 120 men and 45 at 
Dunbar who were to remain in Scotland under the command of the Sieur d'Oysel.476
Henri M's politique in Scotland had, thus far, been spectacularly successful due in no small 
degree to Somerset's equally spectacular fall from power and the abject failure of his Scottish 
policy. But Henri M's policy of "peaceful persuasion" of the Scottish magnates as opposed to 
Somerset's "Rough Wooing" of the Scots was clearly the most decisive factor. In this regard, 
Henri II appears to have followed his father's methods when, in 1532, Francis I ‘formally annexed 
[the duchy of Brittany] to the kingdom of France’.477 Had Somerset, and Henry VIII before him, 
employed the same methods in Scotland, then they too might have been as successful. M.L. 
Bush argues that ‘although Somerset's Scottish policy failed dismally ... England in this time was 
never subjected to the threat of invasion from the north’.478 This was not so much because 
Somerset's garrisons, as Bush claims, ‘managed to defend the English border’,479 but because 
Henri M's aim at this time was not to invade England but to rid the Scottish Borders and forts of the 
English, and to patrol the Borders to prevent any subsequent invasion by the English. 
Furthermore, within this complex and ancient tripartite relationship France never invaded
Scotland’, (Latin, and some of the agreements subsequent to it in English ? Thomas Smith) B.L. 
Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 429r-431r.
473 Register of the Privv Council. Vol. 1, p. 85.
474 A.N. Carton K 90, No. 19; there is a catalogue entry of this document in Teulet, Inventaire 
Chronologique, p. 95.
475 B.N. Fonds Français 3124, fols 17r-22v; Fonds Français 4552, fols 48r-49v, 50r-51v, and 
31r&v; for full transcriptions of these documents see Infra. Accounts No.s 5, 7, 9 and 10, 
Appendix No. 4.
476 Ibid. B.N. Fonds Français 4552, fols 50r-51v. Infra. Account No. 9, Appendix No. 4.
477 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. pp. 241; ‘In April 1515, Francis I had persuaded his first queen, 
Claude, who had inherited the duchy from her mother, to give him its administration during her 
lifetime. ... Then, in 1524, shortly before her death, Claude had made a will bequeathing the 
duchy to her eldest son, François, but, as he was a minor, the king had continued to administer 
it. When François came of age in 1532 it became necessary to regularize the duchy's status’. 
This was achieved by means of inducements and favours to influential Bretons, a pledge to 
uphold the duchy's rights and privileges in spite of its union with France, and by sending the 
Dauphin to Rennes: he was crowned Duke Francis III of Brittany on 14 August 1532. ‘He was 
the last to hold the ducal title; when he died in 1536 Brittany became an ordinary French 
province’, Ibid, pp. 242-3.
478 M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 39.
479 M L, p- 39.
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Scotland. The only country to invade Scotland after the last Scottish/Norwegian clash at the 
battle of Largs on 2 October 1263,480 were the English who, under Edward I invaded Scotland 
some thirty years later; hence the Scottish appeal to France and the signing of the first formal 
Franco/Scottish alliance in 1295.
The reason that it is important to recall these facts is that throughout both periods of the 
"Rough Wooing" a contemporary propaganda campaign was being waged which harked back to 
the reign of Edward I. This is implicit in Henry Vlll's Declaration of 1542 which asserts in the title: 
the trewe and right title that the kinoes most rovall maiestv hath to the soveravnitie of 
Scotland’.481 which propaganda was augmented in 1548 by The Epistle [or Exhortacion] of the 
Lord Protector Somerset.482 These and other tracts were refuted by Robert Wedderburn in The 
Complavnt of Scotland, (c.1550) which was dedicated to Marie de Guise, and which is an ‘attack 
on tyranny, modelled on Chartier's Quadrilogue. [and] is a political propaganda pamphlet in a 
literary framework’;483 and by the contemporaneous tract Ane Resonvng. (1985) by Willaim 
Lamb, which was never completed and has survived in manuscript form until recently.484 The 
Complavnt. says Stewart, ‘is a document of resistance. It is written to combat a massive English 
propaganda campaign demanding Union, with threats;’ which had been waged in Edward I's 
reign, and during the last years of Henry Vlll's and in Edward Vi's reigns. ‘This ideological warfare’ 
continues Stewart, ‘was aimed at furtherance of England's hold over Scotland’. With regard to 
France, the Complayner urges ‘a strengthening of the Auld Alliance. ... He advocates support for 
Mary of Lorraine, [and] a rejection of England's imperialist aims hidden in the guise of religion’.485
Whilst the ‘Complayner is not interested in "historical truth" but in "poetic truth",’486 
Lamb’s Resonvng is, according to Lyall, a work of ‘considerable historical importance’. It gives an 
‘insight into the propaganda battle which accompanied the later stages of the Anglo/Scottish war 
of 1542-9’. It is also ‘a well-informed Scotsman's view of the events of the previous half-century,
480 W. Croft Dickinson, Scotland from the Earliest Times, p. 62
481 S.T.C. No. 9179; also see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, n. 109.
482 The Complavnt of Scotland ... with an Appendix of Contemporary English Tracts, (ed) 
J.A.H. Murray, E.E.T.S. (1872-3): 1) ‘The Just Declaration of Henry VIII (1542)’, pp. 191- 
206; 2) ‘The Exhortacion of James Harrysone, Scottishman (1547)’, pp. 207-36; 3)‘The 
Epistle of the Lord Protector Somerset (1548)’, pp. 237-46; 4)‘An Epitome of the title that 
the Kynges Maistie of England hath to the sovereigntie of Scotlande...(1548)’ pp. 247-56; also 
see M.H. Merriman, Ph.D. Thesis, Ch. 8, pp. 236-57; ‘War and Propaganda during the "Rough 
Wooing"; and ‘James Henrisoun and “Great Britain”: British Union and the Scottish 
Commonweal’, in Scotland and England. 1286-1815. (ed) R. Mason, Edinburgh, (1987) pp. 85- 
112; see also an original manuscript, signed ‘James Henrison’ entitled: ‘List of things 
prejudicial to the war, if they not be remedied’, (5 folios) B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 
494r-496r, which is not cited by Merriman in the essay on ‘Henrison’.
483 The Complavnt of Scotland (c.1550). editor and Introduction, A.M. Stewart, Scottish Text 
Society, Edinburgh (1979) p. xxxiii.
484 B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B. VII, fols 354r-375v: Ane Resonvng of Ane Scottis and Inalis 
Merchand betuix Rowand and Lionis. editor and Introduction, R.J. Lyall, Aberdeen U.P. (1985).
485 The Complavnt of Scotland, (ed) A.M. Stewart, pp. xxxiv-v.
486 Ibid, p. xxxv.
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conditioned of course by his desire to make the best of the Scottish case and to condemn the 
English’. Lyall asserts that ‘the Resonvng is the earliest surviving prose dialogue in Scots, written 
by a man who was skilled in forensic rhetoric and who had a manifest awareness of the possibilities 
and limitations of historical evidence’.487 The fundamental source for the Resonvng. its raison 
d’être, and the work to which it replies, is Henry Vlll's Declaration of 1542.488 In his refutation of 
the Declaration. Lamb uses as his principal source the 1534 edition of Polydore Vergil's Anglica 
Historia. whose ‘account differs in very many particulars from that of the Declaration, and he 
[Vergil] is scarcely a witness who can be charged by the English with pro-Scottish bias’. 
According to Lyall, ‘Lamb emerges as a careful critical reader of his source-material, and if he is 
over-reliant on the accuracy of Polydore Vergil's account ... he is much closer to the truth at 
several points than his English opponents’.489 It had been Lamb's intention to devote the 
unfinished and second part of the pamphlet ‘to the countering of the Protector Somerset's 
Exhortatioun. the “vthir buik” of the Resonvng's final phrase’,490 but by this stage the Protector 
had fallen, the Complavnt had been published and the peace treaty of Boulogne had been 
signed.
In the final analysis, the English propaganda campaign had very little effect on the Scots 
and, it would seem, only a short-term effect of the English.491 In many respects, much of the 
campaign, especially the Declaration of Henry VIII and the Protector's Exhortatioun.492 seemed 
designed primarily for domestic consumption in general, and possibly to stiffen the spines of 
M.P.s in particular when they were required to vote special subsidies for the wars against 
Scotland. As M.L. Bush points out, ‘James Henrison’s work “The Godly and Golden Book for 
Concord of England and Scotland”[1548], which outlined a social programme of eliminating 
distress and of instituting agrarian reform in both countries, was so ignored by Somerset that in 
1549 Henrison wrote him a bitter complaint and then produced a second tract which severely 
criticised Somerset's Scottish Policy’.493
The subsequent effect of the propaganda, however, may well have been more profound. 
On 6 August 1559 it may have coloured Sir William Cecil’s thinking when he penned ‘A memoriall 
of certain pointes meet for restoring the realm of Scotland to the Ancient Weale’.494 But it is
487 Ane Resonvng. p. xxxiii.
488 Ibid, p. xix.
489 Ibid, p. xxi.
490 Ibid, p. xxvii.
491 M.H. Merriman, ‘War and Propaganda during the "Rough Wooing",’ pp. 26-8.
492 The full title of Somerset's tract is: An Epistle or exhortacion to unitie and peace, sent 
from the Lord Protector, and others the Kvnaes most honorable counsaill of England: To the 
Nobilitie. Gentlemen, and Commons and al others the inhabitauntes of the Realme of Scotlande. 
Appendix No. 3, The Complavnt.... J.A.H. Murray (ed) p. 237.
493 M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Prptgçtor Somerset, pp. 10-11.
494 B.L. Landsdowne Coll. Vol. 4, fols 26r-27v; this was written three weeks after Henri M's 
death: Cecil noted that ‘seing it is at the french king [Francis II] his commandement by reason 
of his wife [Mary Queen of Scots] it is to be considered for the weale of Scotland ... the best
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among Tudor historians in the 20th century where the propaganda appears to have had its 
greatest effect. As Bush points out, ‘the Scottish war did not rest upon a novel programme of 
political or social reform as A.F. Pollard and W.K. Jordan have suggested; [and] equally without 
foundation is Jordan's belief that, along with James Henrison, Somerset regarded the union of 
England and Scotland as an instrument of social reform’.495 The novelty of Somerset's policy, 
asserts Bush, ‘lay in the priority which he allowed the Scottish war and his obsession with 
garrisons, not in being the work of a dreamer, a pacifist or of an idealist totally unaware of reality, as 
Pollard originally asserted and Jordan and R.B. Wernham upheld’.496 The propaganda has also 
masked for historians the role of France, the "Auld Alliance" and Henri M's successful relationship 
with the great Scottish magnates. It would seem, however, that Somerset's failure to attract the 
great Scottish magnates to the English cause stemmed, like Henry VIM's, as much from a lack of 
understanding of the nature of the "Auld Alliance", as a comprehension of the fact that the 
French were in Scotland at the behest of the Scots, and that Henri M's oft restated aim was ‘pour la 
garde et conservation’ of Scotland, although after 1548 there was the added impetus to preserve 
the ‘Royaume du Dauphin’ for the future as part of the kingdom of France. Therefore, it can only 
have been with great satisfaction that in April 1550 the jubilant Henri II received assurances from 
the Scottish magnates and the Privy Council that in the future it would be Marie de Guise and not 
the Governor who would rule Scotland when they informed him that ‘sik ordour sail be takyn for 
executioun of justice and ordouring of the cuntre be the avise of the Quenis Grace ... quharewith 
the King sail have caus to be contentit’.497
wordly felicitie that Scotland can have is either to contynew in a perpetuall peace with the 
kingdom of Ingland or to be made one monarchie with England as they make but one lie divided 
from the rest of the world’, Ibid, fol. 26r.
495 M.L. Bush, The Government Policy of Protector Somerset, p. 10.
496 Ibid, pp. 12-3.
497 Register of the Privv Council. Vol. 1, p. 90.
CHAPTER 3
DE FACTO FRENCH RULE IN SCOTLAND 
FOLLOWING THE TREATY OF BOULOGNE
Although James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran and Duke of Chatellerault, was still 
nominally and legally Regent and Tutor for Mary Queen of Scots and Governor of 
Scotland, ‘his continued tenure of the office of governor’, says Professor Donaldson, 
‘became little more than camouflage’. 1 It was the Queen Dowager, Marie de Guise, 
assisted by Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel, French ambassador and Henri II's Lieutenant- 
General in Scotland,^ who was to govern Scotland after the Anglo/French peace treaty of 
Boulogne had been signed on 24 March 1550; in concert with the Governor and co­
operation of the Privy Council which included those great Scottish magnates who had 
already been granted douceurs by Henri II: the Earls of Angus, Argyll, Huntly and Sir 
George Douglas.
Within days of the peace being signed, Henri II had instructions drawn up on 30 
March 1550 for the ‘Sr de Fumet’  ^ to deliver to the ‘Sieurs de Termes et d'Oysel’, as well 
as a letter to ‘la Royne descosse [Marie de Guise], pour luy porter nouuelles de la paix quil 
a pleu dieu faire entre le Roy dangleterre et luy’.4 In this document Henri II makes quite 
clear that Scotland and Boulogne had been linked in his overall plan to defeat the English 
and that of the two Scotland took precedence over Boulogne both in his own and in his 
military commitment and expenditure. Therefore, in order that,
‘ladite dame et gouuerneur et seigneurs dudit pays sachent la principalle 
occasion qui a meu le Roy dentendre ladite paix [Henri II] leur dira que ce a
1 G. Donaldson, James V - James VII. p. 81. The late Dr. T.I. Rae says that from the time that Arran 
‘accepted the French duchy of Chatellerault in February 1549, his actual power was almost non-existent, 
although he retained the regency for the time being’, The Administration of the Scottish Frontier. 1513- 
1603. Edinburgh (1966) p. 178.
2 Letters Patent of Henri II, issued at ‘Maulny’ [? Malauny, near Rouen] on 9 November 1550; B.N. Fonds 
Français 27,258, Pièces Originales 774, Dossier 17,693, No. 2; contemporary copy on parchment collated 
from the original by M. Du Faultray at Edinburgh on 28 January 1551/1552. For a full transcription of 
this document see E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, attached to this thesis.
3 ‘Instruction au Sr de fumet gentilhomme de la chambre du Roy de ce quil aura a dire et faire entendre en 
Escosse ou le Roy lennuoye présentement’, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouvelle Acquisitions 23148, fol. l r, 
draft on paper; for a full transcription of this document see, G. Dickinson, ‘Instructions to the French 
Ambassador 30 March 1550’; Dickinson says that ‘Fumet, or Funnel, [was] most likely Fumel, François 
de Seguenville-Fumel, Sieur de Thors, Knight of the Order [de Saint-Michel] and ambassador in Venice and 
Constantinople’, Ibid, p. 157; for a summary of this document translated into English, see D.L. Potter, 
‘Documents Concerning the Negotiation of the Anglo/French Treaty of March 1550’, pp. 150-1. Notice of 
his imminent arrival in Scotland was sent to Marie de Guise by Jacques d'Albon, Sr de Saint-André, on 31 
March 1550, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 62; Fumet's arrival was noted on 15 April 1550, Treasurers 
Accounts. Vol. 9, p. 397.
4 B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. l r.
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este le Respect dudit Royaume descosse pour donner moien aux subjects de 
Reprandre allay ne apres tant de travaux et dommages par eulx Receuz.... Et 
pour cette seulle consideration, oultre les despens par luy supportes pour la 
deffence et protection dudit Royaume [Scotland] qui remontent a plus de 
troys millions [3,000,000]^ francs,^ sest aller a promectre et accorder 
ausdits angloys la somme de Quatre cens mille [400,000] escuz Quil payera 
de ses propres deniers Sans ce que ledit Royaulme descosse se desbource 
aucune chose’,6
On the other hand, Henri II asserts, that the recovery of his town of Boulogne,
‘estoit sans difficulté reduicte en telz termes quil estoit Impossible que les 
angloys la peussent plus longuement garder ne dempescher ledit seigneur 
lauoir par force ceste armee. Enquoy II neust sceu faire gueres plus de 
despence que de lordinaire des gens de guerre quil tenoit aux enuirons.
Mais II congnoissoit bien que pour celia il ne mectroit pas ledit Royaume 
descosse en paix. Au moyen dequoy II a myeulx ayme pour leur montrer 
combien les ayme et préféré leur repoz et soullaigement a son particullier, y 
emploier ladite somme et dautant sincommoder et Retrancher ses autres 
affaires dailleurs’7
Henri II also declared that by the terms of ‘ledit traicte II est diet que la Royne 
descosse enuoyera audit Roy dangleterre dedans quarante [40] jours a compter du jour et 
dacte dicelluy, Certifficacion soubz le grand seel descosse comme elle a eu et a pour 
agréable le comprehension faicte delle et du Royaume descosse audit traicte’.5 678 9The French 
king has also agreed that,
Tesdits angloys Rendent les places de Donglas [Dunglass] et Ladres 
[Lauder] Retenans celles de Roxbourg et Aymond [Eyemouth] soubz 
toutesfois deux condicións. La premiere si auant la publicación de la paix II 
aduenoit que larmee qui est en escosse eust reprins lesdites places de 
Donglas et Ladres. En ce cas Ilz sont contans de faire abbatre ruyne et 
desmollir celles dudites Roxbourg et aymond. Ou bien si apres auoir rendu 
sesdites places de Douglas et ladres ladite dame Royne et son conseil trouue 
bon de les faire raser quilz sont aussi contans de faire Ruyner et demollir 
celles de Roxbourg et aymond. Laissant cest aduentaige ausdits escossoys 
de Rebastir et reediffier lesdites deux places de ladres et douglas sans ce que 
eulx puissent jamais riens faire aux deux autres’.9
In all of this, Henri II requires Marie de Guise, with the advice of the Governor and other 
Lords of the Council, to act promptly so that he can reply to the English.
Aside from the treaty, Henri II took the opportunity to ‘remonstrera ladite dame et 
gouuerneur les grans dommaiges que aucuns leur subgeetz continuent a faire par mer a
5 Ibid, fol. 3r; the passages in italics (mine) were inserted by a second hand in the margin; 3,000,000 
‘francs’, or livres tournois, in 1550 equalled approximately £300,000 Sterling or £1,200,000 Punds 
Scottish; see Infra. Appendix No. 1.
6 B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. 3r.
7 ¡bid, fol. 3r.
8 ¡bid, fols l v - 2r.
9 Ibid, fols 2r - 2V. Concerning the Scottish forts, see Henri II's detailed instructions on 2 March 1550 to 
his negotiators at the treaty of Boulogne: François de Montmorency, Sr de La Rochepot, Gaspard de 
Coligny, Sr de Châtillon, André Guillart, Sr Du Mortier and Guillaume Bochetel, Sr de Sassy; for a full 
transcription of this document see, D.L. Potter, ‘Anglo/French Treaty of March 1550’, pp. 129-34.
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ceulx de lempereur [Charles V]’ in which the king was amazed that the Scots ‘nayent mis 
en autre consideración que sestoit se prouocquer deux ennemys pour vng’.lO Henri II was 
also annoyed to have received the unwelcome news, from a Scottish herald bearing a letter 
from the Governor, ‘par la quelle il prie le Roy destre contant faire donner addresse vers 
Lempereur pour obtenir de luy consentement denuoyer quelques depputes deuers luy pour 
aduiser de composer amyablement les differens qui sont entre ledit Seigneur Empereur et 
les escossoys’. To which the King clearly and unambiguously informs the Scots that 
foreign relations, especially those with the Emperor, are to be left to him and that
(la Roy ne e t ^ )  ledit Royaulme descosse [estant] en sa protection que Ilz 
sont et pour laquelle II a tant despendu telles choses ne se deuoit faire sans 
son consantement et soubz son bon plaisir et voulloir au moyen dequoy II 
na voullu faire aucune despesche audit herault mais les en aduertir affm que 
pour lauenir telles choses naduiegnent pas et que silz jugent quil soit besoin 
pour le bien dudit pays metre celia en auant vers ledit empereur ilz en 
aduertissent le Roy et luy enuoyent ample mención de ce quil fauldra faire 
en cest endroit dont il fera faire louuerture par son ambassadeur lequel peult 
aussi bien manyer lesdites affaires descosse que les siens puis que ce nest 
que vne mesme chose’
Not only did Henri II assume control of Scotland's negotiations with the Emperor 
at this time but he also replaced Scotland's "Cardinal Protector" at Rome. 13 He notified 
Marie de Guise and the Governor that ‘comme voyant les mauuais offices que faisoit le 
Cardinal de Carpyl^ au maniement et protection des affaires descosse a Rome. Le Roy luy 
a faict oster ceste charge et Icelle commise au cardinal de Tranyl^ qUi est doyen du colleige 
des cardinaulx et tres digne et vertueux personnaige. Le quel en scaura tres bien faire son 
deuoir’.16 Even before the treaty of Boulogne had been signed Henri II had decided to 
remove Carpi. On 2 January 1549/1550 he informed Hippolyte d'Este, Cardinal de
10 b .N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. 3V.
11 This phrase is inserted above the line, not deleted as claimed by Dickinson, ‘Instructions to the French 
Ambassador’, p. 163, n. d - d.
12 B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. 5r; this passage in italics (mine) forms part of a lengthy 
addendum written in the same hand as the previous marginalia.
12 ‘La charge prestigieuse et profitable que désiraient tous le cardinaux était celle de “Protecteur en la Cour 
romaine”. De droit exclusif, le “Protecteur” proposait en consistoire la collation des bénéfices qui 
ressortissaient aux provinces de sa “Protection”. C'était une source de gros revenues’, L. Romier, Les 
Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 90.
14 Cardinal Carpi was Rodolfo Pio, Bishop of Faenza, who had been the papal nuncio at the French court 
during James V's visit there in 1536, and who was recalled to Rome by Paul III because ‘Pio non fosse più 
cosi gradita alla corte francese’, P-G Baroni, La Nunziatura in Francia de Rodolfo Pio, p. xxvi. In the early 
1540s Charles V ‘lo aveva nominato protettore dei suoi regni e dell'impero’, Ibid, p. xxxiii; and in 1547 he
was invited ‘da Maria, regina di Scozia [i.e. by Arran as Governor]: “Revmo Domino Cardinali de Carpis 
rerum regni nostri promotori”, Ibid, p. xxxiv. Henri II's objections were probably based upon the fact that 
Carpi was an ‘impérialist’, Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, p. 101.
13 Cardinal Domenico Cupi, Bishop of Trani; ‘vieux serviteur de la France ... il mourut le 19 décembre 
1553’, L. Romier, Les Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 128.
16 B. N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. 3V.
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Ferrare,17 that he had written to the Pope ‘d'oster la legation d'Escosse au Cardinal de 
Carpy que j'en ay fait priuer pour bonnes et justes causes, j'ay advisé de la faire tomber en 
vos mains, sçachant qu'elle ne sçauroit estre mieux exercée et administrée qu'elle sera par 
vous, ... d'auoir pour le deu et satisfaction de cette Charge les affaires du royaume 
d'Escosse pour recommandez, et les embrasser et conduire auec toute la dextérité que vous 
auez’,18 What occurred between the College of Cardinals in Rome, the Papacy and French 
court between 2 January and 30 March 1550 to cause the change of Scotland's new 
"Cardinal Protector" from the Cardinal de Ferrare to the Cardinal de Trani, is not known; 
although the election of Pope Julius III on 8 February 1550 may have had some bearing on 
the matter. 19 Soon after, on 20 February 1549/50, Marie de Guise informed her brothers 
that the Governor had recently received letters from Rome ‘par lesquelles luy a esté mandé 
que le Roy avoit mis un nouveau protecteur des affaires d'Escosse, et que le dit seigneur ne 
vouloit plus qu'on s'adressât à luy pour la donnation des bénéfices’. The Governor was 
most upset when he received this news and complained to Marie de Guise ‘qu'il ne pensoit 
avoir offensé le Roy ... et s'il ne m'avoit pas obéy en toutes choses’.20 It would appear 
that in 1547 the Governor had chosen, in the name of Mary Queen of Scots, Rodolfo Pio, 
Cardinal de Carpi, as "Cardinal Protector" of Scotland, possibly to enhance his preferred 
appointments to Scottish ecclesiastical benefices. Whether the Governor knew of Carpi's 
recent appointment as the Imperial "Cardinal Protector" is not known, but he must have met 
Carpi and known of his recall to Rome for offending Francis I in 1536 as he was, at that 
time, at the French court with James V.21 Carpi may have been an ideal choice for the 
Governor but on both the above-mentioned counts he was an anathema to Henri II.
As has already been shown, Henri II delayed the confirmation of the Governor's 
half-brother, John Hamilton, to the Archbishopric of St. Andrews until June 1549 so that 
all the legal mechanisms for the future union of Scotland and France could be put in place 
and the young Queen transported safely to France. Currently at stake, however, was the 
long vacant Archbishopric of Glasgow which, Marie de Guise informed her brothers, Te 
frère du comte de Hontelay [Alexander Gordon] a désiré faire escrire au Roy, pour le faire
17 ‘La “Protection des affaires de France en Cour de Rome” rapportait à son titulaire une rente d'à peu près 
cent vingt mille [120,000] livres, compris les bénéfices casuels. ... A l'avènement de Henri II, cette charge 
se trouvait en possession du Cardinal Trivulzio, [qui] mourut le 30 mars 1548. ... Grâce à son crédit 
personnel et à l'influence des Guises, Hippolyte d'Este obtint des lettres de provision, auant même que la 
mort de Trivulzio fut confirmée’, L. Romier, Les Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 90-1.
18 G. Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, p. 187.
19 For the hostility and rivalry between the French and Imperial ecclesiastical factions at Rome see, P. 
Partner, Renaissance Rome 1500-1559. California (1976) p. 41 ff.
20 Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, p. 7.
21 Supra. Ch. 3, note 14. The young James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran, was one of James V's 
companions on his voyage to France in search of a French bride. According to a contemporary observer, 
‘the erllis of Ergyle, Rothes, Arrane, the lords Flemyng, Maxwell, the lairdis of Lochinvar, Drumlanrick, 
the abbot of Abbirbrothok, the pryour of Pettinweme, with vtheris’ arrived at Dieppe on 10 September 
1536, Diurnal of Occurents. p. 21.
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pourvoir de l'archevesché de Glasco’, and which she also knows ‘qu'elle estoit gardée par 
l'abbé d'Arbroch [James Beaton II, nephew of the late Cardinal Beaton] le quel donne son 
bénéfice pour en récompence plusieurs autres, quoy sy le diet protecteur [Cardinal di Carpi] 
n'est serviteur du Roy, [et] encore qu'il ayt le don du feu Roy mon seigneur et mary 
[James V ]’.22 First to act was Alexander Gordon who wrote to Marie de Guise from 
Dumbarton on 8 October 1549 that ‘efter my cummyng to France sail labour and obtyn 
wreittyngis of the Kyng yowr grace brether and my lord constabill with the report that I sail 
mak my self that thay salbe spwrrit (spurred) sic sort to serwe that the affaris and 
cummerris salbe fordair releyffit of your grace’.23 Then from ‘Off Lyonns’ on 24 January 
[1550] Gordon notified her that he had ‘départit on my voyage to Rome’ and ‘begs the 
Queen to stand his friend in the matter of Glasgow and not to oppose him, though the 
Governor desire it, for he has told the king [Henri II] that she has been a good mistress to 
him in that matter’. Furthermore, ‘the king hes written to my lord governor for his consent 
of Glsasquha to me, quhilk writingis I haif send to my brother, chancellor of Moray’.24
When the See of Glasgow fell vacant on the death of Gavin Dunbar on 30 April 
1547 the Governor nominated his half-brother, James Hamilton, ‘but this nomination was 
rejected in the summer of 1548, ostensibly because of his illegitimacy’.25 The Governor 
then nominated Donald Campbell, Abbot of Coupar Angus, and approached the papal 
nuncio, Pietro Lippomano, Bishop of Verona, when he arrived in Scotland, ‘but the 
negotiations were broken off when the nuncio died on 9 August 1548’.26 Alexander 
Gordon, who was still known to the French as the Bishop of Caithness, was provided to 
the Archbishopric of Glasgow on 5 March 1550,27 after he had personally petitioned the 
French king28 who informed Marie de Guise and the Governor on 25 April 1550 ‘quil a 
bien entendu ce quilz luy escript de Larcevesche de Glasco.29 Et quilz nont jamais entendu 
quil tumbast es mains de leuesque de Cathenies. Surquoy II [Henri II] desire quilz sachent
72 Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, p. 7.
23 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 314.
24 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 309-10; the ‘chancellor of Moray’ was Alexander's younger brother, James 
Gordon, Ibid, p. 310, n. 1.
23 D.E.R. Watt, Fasti, p. 149, James Hamilton later obtained the Bishopric of Argyll in 1553, Ibid, pp. 
27-8; see also J. Dowden, Bishops of Scotland, p. 349; and R.K. Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls in the Hamilton 
Family’, p. 32.
26 D.E.R. Watt, Fasti, p. 149; Campbell was granted the temporalities of the Bishopric of Dunkeld on the 
transfer of John Hamilton on 23 June 1549, and had been nominated by the Governor before 22 April 1550, 
but due to litigation in the curia with Robert Crichton, Provost of St. Giles, Campbell lost Dunkeld to 
him probably soon before 12 April 1554, Ibid, p. 100.
27 ibid, p. 150; see also J. Dowden, Bishops of Scotland, p. 349.
28 ‘Maister Alexander Gordoun quha is, as your grace broder my lord cardinal of Guis hes wretin to the 
kingis grace, to be heir haistelly and is ellis (already) depertit of the court of Rome quhair, as is belevit heir, 
he hes obtenit the archbischoprik of Glasquo’, James Beaton to the Queen Dowager, Paris, 12 April [1550], 
Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, pp. 323-4.
29 ‘i delyverit your grace wretingis Pais ewin [Pascha/EasterDay, 6 April 1550] at Paris to the Kingis 
grace’, same to same, Ibid, p. 323.
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que arrivant ledit euesque de Cathenies deuers luy, Il aporta lettres deux Par lesquelles Ilz 
prièrent le Roy estre contant luy donner faueur a Rome pour estre pourueu dudit 
arceuesche.’30 Accordingly, Henri II had written to his ambassador with the Pope and 
other of his ministers in Rome to assist Gordon obtain the See of Glasgow. But, asserted 
Henri II, since this affair had been brought about by undue means, when the said bishop 
returns from Rome, he will endeavour to make him give it up. ‘Et sil en fait reffuez nest 
pas daduis le Roy que lesdits dame et gouuerneur len laissent Joyr et dauentage si 
besoingest en escripra a sa saincte [Julius III] pour Reuocquer ladite prouision comme 
obtenue a faulx tiltre et soubz faulx donne a entendre’.31 In 1551 a compromise was 
reached.32 Gordon resigned Glasgow into the hands of the Pope and on 4 September 
1551 he received the title of ‘Archbishop of Athens in partibus. together with the 
commendam of the monastery of Inchaffray, and leave to retain £500 Scots, out of the 
mensal revenues of the Bishopric of Caithness’.33 In the consistory at Rome on the same 
day James Beaton was transferred from Abroath to Glasgow and John Hamilton, the 
Governor's second son, was provided to succeed Beaton at Arbroath.34
Having imposed his will regarding Scotland’s "Cardinal Protector", Henri II sought 
to placate the Governor and ‘le priant croire que ce quil en a fait nest point toucher Riens au 
pourir [sic ? pouvoir] dudit Sr gouuerneur ne pour préjudicier aux auctoriez qui deppendent
30 ‘Instruction au Sr de Bresze gentilhomme de la Chambre du Roy de ce quil aura a faire en Escosse ou 
ledit seigneur lenuoye présentement’, 25 April 1550, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23147, fols 3 r&v; 
(draft, on paper).
31 IM , fol. 3V.
32 On 13 May [1551] Huntly wrote to Marie de Guise ‘prayand your grace remembyr to prowyid sum way 
in the mater of Glasschow’, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 349; John Hamilton, 
Archbishop of St. Andrews, also wrote to her on 14 June [1551] that ‘Huntlie and his broder, master 
Alexander Gordon, hes gottyng thar erandis and besines don, for the Kyngis mageste hes gevin to the said 
master Alexander the respeck to ane abbacy and hes relevit his pension and bankoris and hes don na thyng 
on the wther towart Glasg[o]w ... And onder that promes be sic letteris gottyng be the Kygis mageste and 
your grace frendis be your letteris of commandatioun he is cumit and stollyng this benefice and tharfor 
declarit ane barratour in this cuntre’, Ibid, p. 352; the editor, Annie Cameron, says that ‘from 1363 to 1540 
the Scottish Parliament had passed a series of enactments against "barratry", that is, the unlicensed purchase 
of Scottish benefices at the Roman Court’, Ibid, p. 352, n. 2.
33 j. Dowden, Bishops of Scotland, p. 349. On 12 July 1550 a summons was issued to ‘Master Alexander 
Gordon who ... purchased at Rome without royal licence the Archbishopric of Glasgow.... The lords decern 
Gordon, who was called on 60 days and did not compear, to have broken the acts of Parliament, and ordain 
him to be punished with all rigour, because he impetrated the benefice without authority of Queen, 
Governor or Council’, Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 604. Gordon, however, had been taken prisoner by 
the English on 4 July 1550 having ‘comme out of France without passeporte’, A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 62; and 
despite Henri II's request to Edward VI on 23 August :Te vouloir faire mettre en liberté’, Teulet, Relations 
Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 241-2; Gordon was still being detained at Lambeth Palace on 30 April 1551, 
A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 268. On 1 September 1550, Jehan Scheyfve, the then recently appointed Imperial 
ambassador in England, had reported to the Emperor that ‘the brother of the Earl of Huntly was found at 
Dover wearing his ecclesiastical habit, and was put under arrest. ... They say there is an ancient custom 
between the English and the Scots, that the subjects of neither country may set foot within the other 
without a passport and licence to do so, and this was the cause why he was arrested. Others say it was done 
because he was the brother of the Earl of Huntly, who found means to escape without paying his ransom 
during the last war’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 168.
34 R.K Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls in the Hamilton family’, p. 35.
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de sa charge’ but the Cardinal Carpi had ‘experimente de bien long temps es affaires du feu 
Roy son pere et depuis aux siens les mauuais et malheureux offices quil y a faictz. Et 
[Henri II] sasseurant que nestans eulx descosse et les siens plus que vne mesme chose’. 
Therefore, the King ‘le prie estre contant faire depescher sur ce sa Reuocacion dudit de 
Carpy et la prouision dudit de Trani audit estât de protecteur, le tous correspondant a la 
volunte du Roy, et les luy enuoyer affin de les faire Incontinant tenir pardela de sorte que 
par celia Ion congnoisse que sestans ces deux Royaumes viuez ensemble comme Ilz sont 
voluntez de ceulx qui y ont puissance sont si joinctes que ce nest que vne mesme chose’.35 
Soon after, the Scots showed their willingness to co-operate with Henri II at the same time 
nominating their quid pro quo. In an unsigned letter to Henri II ‘on demande du Roy qu'il 
luy plaise escripre et envoyer lestres supplicatoires, vallides et esficaces a Nostre Sainct 
Pere le Pape, au cardinal de Trane, protecteur du royaulme d'Escosse et son ambassadeur 
du court de Rome, ad ce que facultez de legation a latere, telles qu'elles ont este par 
cydevant concédées a plusieurs et nagueres prédécesseurs de Jehan, archevesque de Sainct 
Andros, Primat d'Escosse’.36 On 22 April 1550 the Privy Council requested the King to 
ask the Cardinal of Guise, presently in Rome, ‘to mak instance to the Papis halynes for the 
Legacie off Scotland to be grantit to my Lord the Archbishop of Sanctandrois, brother to 
my Lord Governor, ... sua that all benefices within the realme of Scotland, exceptand 
bischoprikis alanerle, be providit within the realme’.^7 Thus, Henri II would indirectly 
control, through Cardinal di Trani, Scotland's episcopal and archepiscopal appointments, 
while the remainder of future ecclesiastical vacancies would be in the hands of the Hamilton 
f a m i l y . Subsequently, the compromise in the consistory at Rome on 4 September 1551 
would appear to have had Henri II's mark of approval upon it.
Legatine powers for the Archbishop of St. Andrews was only one of the concerns 
of the Privy Council in their response, on 22 April 1550, to Henri II's ‘memoriale ressavit 
fra Monsieur Funnell, gevin to Thomas, Maister of Erskine,39... to be schawine to his
35 b .N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23147, fols 3V - 4r.
3b Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 68. The Scots also requested the revocation of the appointment of 
Alexander Gordon to Glasgow and the appointment of Gavin Hamilton, Dean of Glasgow, as coadjutor to 
the Archbishop of St. Andrews, Ibid, pp. 67-8; Gavin Hamilton (71515-1571) was the son of James 
Hamilton of Raploch and became Commcndator of Kilwinning in 1550, coadjutor of St. Andrews in 1551 
and Lord of Session in 1555, G. Donaldson and R.S. Morpeth, Diet, of Sc. Hist., p. 93.
37 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 89.
38 ‘Commission of legacy from Julius III to Archbishop Hamilton, appointing and constituting him legate 
de latere at the pleasure of the Holy See [about 1552]’ (Latin: copy, 13 pp.), Warrender Papers. Vol. 1, pp. 
25-9; the editor, Annie Cameron, comments: “on 3 September, 1552 [Hamilton] exercised authority as 
legate a latere. No relative papal deed has been discovered, and no writing shows why, after long delay, the 
dignity was conferred”, Ibid, p. 29, c£. Herkless and Hannay, Archbishops of St. Andrews, v. 68. For an 
evaluation of this document see, G. Donaldson, The Scottish Reformation. Cambridge (1960) pp. 43-5.
39 Thomas Erskine was the second son of John, 5th Lord Erskine, and he succeeded as Master of Erskine on 
the death of his elder brother at the battle of Pinkie [1547], Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 
101.
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Hienes’. Firstly, the Council ‘giff maist humyl thankis thairof to his Majestie, quhilk hes 
preferrit the rest and eise of this realme to his awine particular proffett’. With regard to 
marauding Scottish ships, Erskine was instructed ‘to putt inhibitioun to the capitanis, 
maisteris, and awaris of the samin, that nane of thame tak upon hand to mak were upoun 
the Empriouris subjectis. ... Furthermore, it is by the advice of ‘Monsieur D'oseH’ who 
‘desyrand us to sek ane honorable peax of the Empriour, be the Kingis avise and myance, 
rather than to procure ferther were be ony oure occasioun. ... [Also] it is to be desyrit of 
the King that he will send his ambassadouris towart the Empriour to procure ane peax to 
the Quenis Grace oure Soverane Lady, hir realme and subjectis, in semblable maner as hes 
bene accustumat of befor.’^ O
Concerning the forts, the Council consider that Luffness and Inveresk should be 
kept ‘and the fortis of Sanct Colmys Inche, Inchegarvie, the fort of Brochty and Montrose, 
be cassin doun becaus tha serve na thing in tyme of pece; [that] sik garisonis in Dunbar, 
Blackness, Castell of Bruchty, and Inche Keith’ be fortified, and that ‘Lord Hume kepe the 
Castel of Hume, and the King to support him’, because it is useful ‘to kepe the samyn as 
ane hous of were so nere the Bordouris’. Finally, the ‘fortis of Lauder, Dunglas, 
Roxburgh, and Aymouth be all cassin doun’. Regarding the French troops, ‘it were 
neidfull that thare war ane thousand [1,000] futemen left in this realme by thame that kepis 
the castellis and fortis, quhill the finale end and perfectioun of the peax, and douncasting of 
the fo rtis.... Anent the prisoneris ... thai ar contentit for the part of Scotland, to deliver all 
the presoneris of Ingland now being in Scotland, frelie, aswele thame that hes aggreit 
upoun thair ranson ... and to ressave all presoneris and plegis being in Ingland 
semblablie’.^l
The remainder of this lengthy document is devoted to future peace treaties between 
Scotland and the Emperor, and ‘the Quene of Ungary, Regent of Flanderis’, in which ‘we 
desyre presentlie the maist Cristine King to trete ane peax’; and Erskine was ‘to declair his 
Majestie the greit trubill, cruelte, and invasiounis, daylie maid upoun our Soverane Lady 
and hir liegis be the tyranny of our saidis auld ynemeis ... and thairfor desyre and requir 
his Majeste, that he first of his gudness will endevour him selff to procur ane honorabill 
peax of the King of Ingland, ... becaus he, of his imperiall dewite, is oblist to defend 
pupillis, that he will grant support of men, munitioun, and sic uthair reasonabill help as he 
may spair’.42
It is doubtful if this dispatch reached Henri II before he had instructions drawn up 
on 25 April 1550 for the ‘Sr de Bresze’ to return to Scotland to inform Marie de Guise of
40 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, pp. 86-9.
41 Ibid, pp. 90-1. On 16 May 1550, Sir George Douglas and Robert, Master of Semphill, registered a 
bond to ‘John, Archbishop of St Andrews for £1,000 Scots “at the hands of James Dog of Dunrobin for the 
ransoum of Schir Johne Leutrall, Knycht, Inglisman”,’ Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 601.
42 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, pp. 91-3.
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the death of her father, Claude, duc de Guise.43 On the same day in a separate letter, 
Henri II informed her of the
‘Lennuy que je senty de la nouuelle que vous entendrez par le Sr de Bresze 
present porteur. Sera cause que je ne vous en feray long discours me 
remectant sur luy de vous declar combien mest dure ceste perte et 
desplaisant le desplaisir et grande angoisse que je scay vous en receurez. Je 
luy donne charge vous communiquer et faire entendre aussi plusieurs 
choses concemans nos affaires commungs dont ie vous prieray le croire et 
adjouster foy atout ce que vous dira de ma part’.44
The King also wished her to know that ‘cest ennuy pour la perte quil fait de son couste dun 
si bon parent et affectionne seruiteur’ and that he will always be ‘vng Roy qui luy sera 
pere, mary, parent, et le meilleur amy quelle sauroit desirer. Et qui laura elle et toute sa 
maison en sa protection et sauuegarde’.45 Turning to Scottish affairs, Henri II informed 
her ‘et semblablement a monsieur le gouuemeur, aux Srs de Termes et dOysel Quil estime 
quilz auront fait satisfaire enuers le Roy dangleterre de la certifficacion quil demande de 
ladite dame comme elle aura en agréable la comprehension delle et de son Royaume 
descosse fsicl au traicte de paix. ... Et parce moyen mis le royaume descosse en paix et 
transquillete comme le Roy se Retrouue de present pardeca Ayant ja en ses mains sa ville de 
Boullougne et fortz de Boullenoys ainsi quil luy auoit este promis par ledit traicte.’46 As 
regards the French troops in Scotland, the King requires that ‘le Sr de Termes face entendre 
aux Lansquenetz qui sont pardela quilz Regardent le plus aise moyen quilz auront deulx 
Retirer en leurs maisons. ... Et estimant le Roy que le paiement de trois mois quil a 
dernièrement enuoye, et qui a fait voille de Brest depuis huit jours [17 April 1550] sera 
apropez pour satisfaire dautant que le paiement de tous les gens de guerre qui sont pardela y 
a este enuoye entier’.47 The King also,
43 b .N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23147, fol. l r; Claude de Lorraine, duc de Guise died on 12 April 
1550, çf. Montmorency to Marie de Guise, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 24 April 1550, Balcarres Papers. Vol.
2, p. 63. The Sr de Brézé had accompanied Mary Queen of Scots to France in 1548. Mary wrote to her 
mother that ‘le Roy vous envoyé monsieur de Breize [et] il a commandement du Roy vous conter 
amplement de toutes nouvelles’, Lettres instructions et mémoires de Marie Stuart reine d'Écosse....(edl A. 
Labanoff, London (1844) Vol. 1, p. 4; and Lord Livingston, who had accompanied Mary to France in 1548, 
wrote to Marie de Guise from Saint-Germain-en-Laye on 25 April [1550] that ‘the king hes send this berar 
Monsieur Brase’. Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 311.
44 S.R.O. Sp 13/69 (original, on paper).
45 b .N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23147, fol. l r.
46 ¡bid, fol. l v .
47 Ibid, fol. l v; see Infra. Appendix No. 4, Account No. 5: payment made on 31 May 1550 at Edinburgh 
of 192,583 livres, 6 sols, 10 deniers for three months from 1 February 1549/50, to 3,129 French ‘hommes 
de guerre’ under the Sr de la Chappelle Biron (including 200 Scots under Captain Doques [Dog]); 1,350 
lansquenetz under Jean-Philippe, Conte de Rhin for February and March, and 1,205 who remained under his 
command during April; 400 Scottish lighthorsemen under their Colonel, the Earl of Cassillis and Captains 
Alexander and Patrick Humes, Andrew Ker and Jehan de Cambions, sundry officials in charge of 
‘repparacions et advittaillement’ of Scotland, including the Sr d'Oysel, who was paid for his service of 
keeping the register in place of a ‘commissaire ordonnaire des guerres’, B.N. Fonds Français 3124, fols 17r 
- 22v .
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‘desire que Ion casse les chevaulx legiers tant escossois que francois ... 
Retenant pardela les deux compaignes de gens darmes qui y sont que ledit 
seigneur fera tresbien paier auecques la creue qui a este ordonner a sa 
gendarmerie. ... Le Sr de Bresze auec ladite dame, les Srs dessusdits et le 
Sr de la Chappelle du nombre de gens francois quil sera besoing entretenir 
doresnauant dedans les places de delà pour la seurette dudit Royaume Quil 
semble au Roy deuoir estre suffisans de mille [1,000] ou douze cens 
[1,200] hom m es,... pour tenir ledit Royaume en seurette comme dit est. Et 
les subgectz en lobeissance quil appartient’.4^
Furthermore, the King ‘priant ledit Sr doysel vouloir prendre la charge pour 
doresnauant y donner lordre qui sera necessaire a tenir lesdites places foumier de ce qui y 
sera besoing et quilz regardent par ensemble ce quil fauldra pource faire. ... Saura aussi 
ledit Sr de Bresze lestât enquoy seront lesdites places de delà et comme elles serait fournies 
dartillerie pouldres et municions de guerre. ... Et que Ion continue les fortifficacions plus 
necessaire pour oster tout moyen a lennemy dy pouoir jamais mal faire’. The King 
cautioned Marie de Guise and the Srs de Termes and d'Oysel that they should ‘Regardent a 
se tenir saisir le plus quilz pourront des places fortes ny metant dedans que francois et gens 
de la fidellite desquelz Ilz ayent entière asseurance y procédant toutesfois si dextrement et 
modestement que ledit Sr gouuerneur nayt occasion de suspicion’. Finally, Henri II asks 
the Sr de Termes to remain a little longer ‘pour donner ordre a y establir toutes choses en la 
seurette quil les desire veoir. Et y acheminir la pollice et façon de faire delaquelle Ion 
puisse a laduenir tenir le bien Repoz et consolación que le Roy y actend et pense auoir 
prepare a son filz qui en doit estre Roy*.49
Finally, in a long addendum Henri II emphasises the importance for ‘ladite dame et 
les Srs de Termes et doysel défait delà justice et police ... pour aduiser ensemble de moyen 
quil y auoyt de le publier telle quelle Raison soit fait ...E t lobessiance mesme partout ayt 
quil apartient en vng Royaume quil Ion veule faire fleurir et durer’ .50 Concerning future 
relations with the Emperor, Henri II informed them that ‘Leuesque de Rosse [David 
Paniter]’ had recently been urging for the ‘herault enuoye par ledit Sr gouuerneur pour aller 
deuers Lempereur obtenir saufconduict pour deux gentilzhommes peuyt passer de delà’; 
which appears to the King not to be yet expedient, lquil désirant bien auoir Boullogne en 
ses mains auant\ Therefore, 1 ledit Sr de Bresze priera bien expresse ladite dame faire 
servir au Roy loccasion principalle de le despescher dudit herault. Et que ledit gouuerneur 
le auroyt enuoye sans en communiquer a ladite dame ny le conseil de delà. Par son 
voement a poursuyure ceste negociación pour pacyfier Lempereur II [Henri II] desire bien 
que de ne se fait pas sans luy ny sans autres que II est Raisonable’ Last of all, when
48 b .N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23147, fols 2r&v.
49 ¡b]d, fols 2V - 3r.
50 Ibid, fol. 4r; the italics (mine) indicate that the addendum is written in the same second hand as the 
marginalia in the draft of Fumet’s instructions dated 30 March 1550.
51 Ibid, fols 4 r&v.
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d'Appestigny and Chapelle return to France the King will come to a ‘resolution du nombre 
de gens a pied francoys' who are to remain in Scotland.52 Qn 20 December 1550 it was 
noted that the number of ‘gens de guerre que sa maistie voullut estre entretienez au dit pais 
descosse apres le retour de france de Monsr de Termes qui sont 10 enseignes de 120 
hommes chacune et 45 hommes au Chasteau de dombarre [Dunbar] y aiant laisse Me 
Doysel y apres nostre Me des Villeparisis pour Ambassadeur et aiant pouuoir dordonner a 
toutes choses en labsence de ses lieutenants generaulx’.53 D'Oysel had only recently 
received lettres patentes from Henri II affirming his position as Lieutenant General pro tern 
(the post was made permanent in April 1552), as well as ambassador in Scotland. On 9 
November 1550 at Maulny (? Malauny, near Rouen) the King declared that,
‘Scavoir faisons que nous ayans este deuemens informez et asseurez tant 
par le tesmoignaige de plusieurs grans et notables personnaiges ayans reside 
au dit Royaume descosse que pour le rapport que nous en a faict notre dite 
seur la Royne douairière descosse A son arrivée par devers nous avecques 
quel soing prudence et fidélité notre ame et féal paniter ordinaire et notre 
ambassadeur résidant au dit pais descosse Henry Cleutin Sr Doysel sest 
acquicte en toutes choses qui ont deppendu non seulement du faict de sa dite 
charge dambassadeur mais aussi de la guerre au grant contantement de tous 
les princes seigneurs et particulliers dicelluy pais qui nous faict estimer que 
nous ne scaurions faire election de personnaige sur lequel nous devions 
avoir plus doccasion de nous reposer de la dite charge que sur luy ne qui 
soit plus agréable pour ces causes. Et pour lentiere et parfaicte confiance 
que nous avons de sa vertu et de ses sens suffisance integritte vaillance 
fidellitte grande experience et bonne dilligence icelluy Sr Doysel avons 
commis ordonne et depputte commectons ordonnons et depputons pour en 
labsence de noz Lieutenans generaulx au dit pais Descosse avoir loeil 
superintendence et regard sur tout de qui y deppendra de notre service. Et 
du bien seurete et conservation dicelluy par luy donnons yplain puissance 
autorité commission et mandement especial dasseoir et deppartir par ladvis 
toutesfois et conseil de notre trescher et tresame cousin le duc de 
Chastellerault chevallier de notre ordre gouuerneur du dit pais et royaulme 
descosse les gens de guerre soit de cheval ou de pied que nous y 
entretenons et entretiendrons encores cy apres ces places lieux et endroictz 
qui sera advise pour la seurete dicelluy pais\54
52 Ibid, fol. 5r.
5 3  B.N. Fonds Français 4552, fol. 51v; for a full transcription of this document see Infra. Appendix No. 4, 
Account No. 9. Sir John Mason reported to the Council from Poissy on 3 August 1550 that ‘Monsieur de 
Thermes cometh from Scotland in the company of the Queen [Marie de Guise]’, P.F. Tytler, England Under 
the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 316.
5 4  b .N. Fonds Français 27,258, Pièces Originales 774, Dossier 17,693, No. 2; ‘Collación a este faicte a 
loriginal sain et entier par moy soubz signe contrerolleur extraordinaire de la guerre au dit Royaume de 
Escose en default de notaires ou sectreaires Royaulx dont il ny aucune en ce dit pays. Lislebourg en 
Escosse, 28 janvier 1551/52, Du Faultray’, Ibid: this contemporary copy on parchment is held under the 
name CLENTIN whilst the majority of Henri Cleutin's papers are held under CLEUTIN in B.N. Fonds 
Français 27,270, Pièces Originales 786; and Cleutin's papers held in the dossiers Bleus and Cabinet d'Hozier 
are held under CLUTIN, the family spelling of the name. There are two further copies (? XVIIe siècle) of 
this document: in B.N. Fonds Français 3115, fols 71r-72r and Coll. Clairambault 344, fol. 141; both these 
copies were signed by Bertrand and both dated 4 mars 1550/51 and both omit Du Faultrey's addendum, and 
were probably copied from the original register. For a full transcription of this document see E.A. Bonner, 
‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, appended to this thesis.
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It is not known precisely when the Sr de Breze arrived in Scotland,55 but the news 
that he brought of the death of Marie de Guise's father abruptly terminated the visit of her 
brother, Claude, Marquis de Mayenne.56 On 1 May 1550, the English Privy Council had 
acceded to the request by the ‘Marques du Mayne that, being one of the hostaiges for the 
first paiment of the Frenche, he might neverthelesse without retourneng to Calays 
immediately passe hense into Scotlande, affirmeng it to be the Frenche Kinges pleasour’.57 
D'Oysel, who was sent to the Borders to meet him, wrote to Marie de Guise on 14 May 
from ‘Donglax’ [Dunglass] that her brother had not yet arrived but that he was ‘prest et ses 
haquenees pour le conduire a Tantalon’.58 It appears that the Marquis arrived soon after 
and spent a week or two in Edinburgh being entertained at a ‘banket to the Quennis 
brother’, and on another occasion when ‘tapesre [was brought] to the castell of Edinburght 
fra my lord governoures logeing’,59 before he returned to London on 7 June 1550.60
In the meantime, on 11 May 1550, Thomas, ‘Master of Erskyne, sent as 
Ambassadour of Scotlande, presented the ratification of the comprehension concluded in 
the Treatie made at Bulloigne under the Great Seale of Scotlande’.61 Several days later, on 
16 May, he ‘was dispatched with letters and an instrument of ratification of the 
comprehension asferreforthe as the Articles of the Treatie at Bulloigne did extende and no 
further’,62 and soon after he departed for France.63 The civility of Erskine's reception by 
the English was remarkable, particularly in comparison with the receptions of previous 
Scottish embassies sent to London during the last years of Henry VIII's reign. In this 
treaty, however, unlike those made between Francis I and Henry VIII, peace with Scotland 
was made an integral and an inalienable part of the negotiations and terms of the treaty by 
Henri II; which later paved the way for a formal Anglo/Scottish peace treaty the following 
year. Whilst the English seemed anxious to please and appease Henri II, they appeared 
equally anxious to keep this rapprochement from the Imperial ambassador. On 6 June
55 He is mentioned in June 1550 ‘for sadillis left and tynt upoun hors hyrit to Monsieur Brasyis servandes, 
Franchemen’, Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, p. 417.
5b On the death of his father, Claude became duc d'Aumale when his elder brother François succeeded to the 
title of duc de Guise.
53 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 22; on 23 June 1550, Richard Shelley was paid £40 ‘towardes his chardges, aswell in 
conveieng the Marques du Mayne into Scotlande and backe againe’, Ibid, p. 54.
58 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 64; the editor mistakenly refers to ‘Donglax’ as Dunbar, Ibid, p. 64. 
Tantalon was a stronghold of Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus.
59 Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, pp. 416-7.
69 On 6 June 1550, five horses were hired to ‘Maister Schelle, Inglischeman ... at the depairting of [the] 
Marques’, Ibid. Vol. 9, p. 416; see also Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 100.
61 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 29; ‘Mary Queen of Scots, her ratification of the comprehension of Scotland in a 
treaty concluded between Henri II and Edward VI’, signed: James G, Edinburgh, 13 May 1550, (Latin) B.L. 
Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fol. 428 r&v.
62 Ibid, Vol. 3, p. 32.
65 Jehan Scheyfve and François Van Der Delft to the Emperor, London, 23 May 1550, C.S.P. Spanish. 
Vol. X, p. 91.
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1550, Jehan Scheyfve informed the Emperor that he had ‘enquired as carefully as possible 
whether my Lord Erskine, the Scottish ambassador,... who came here recently and was to 
return (from France) within forty days, during which time the Queen of Scots was to 
declare herself on the inclusion of the Scots in the treaty between France and England, has 
returned here. ... I can get no private or public information on the subject; ... I was told at 
the same time that the Queen of Scots was dead’.64
English appeasement of the French is also evident in their welcome of the French 
Ambassadors Extraordinary who arrived on 23 May 1550.65 They were led by Gaspard 
de Coligny, Sr de Châtillon, and included André Guillart, Sr Du Mortier, and Guillaume 
Bochetel, Sr de Sassy, three of the four French negotiators at Boulogne. The illustrious 
party of twenty-two also included Monsr de Chemault,66 the new resident French 
ambassador, Monsr de Damville, filz du connestable, Monsr dAndelot frere de Monsr de 
Chastillon, and Monsr le Rhingrave.67 On 2 June the Council wrote to Sir John Mason, 
English ambassador in France,68 describing in detail the receptions, banquets, hunting and 
sporting activities undertaken for their entertainment.69 The young King, Edward VI, 
received them at court on several occasions and on Whitsunday, 25 May 1550, according 
to his journal, ‘the embassadours ... saw me take the oth for th'acceptation of the treaty, 
and afterward dined with me*.70 On 29 May 1550, before the French ambassadors
64 Ibid. Vol. X, pp. 98-9; Scheyfve had only recently taken over from Van Der Delft, and this was his first 
dispatch from his new post to the Emperor; nevertheless it is difficult to credit that this misinformation was 
due to his incompetency rather than a deliberate deception by the English.
65 ‘Yesterday M. de Châtillon ... arrived here with six galleys, well equipped. Great preparations for their 
entertainment were made here in London’, same to same, London, 23 May 1550, Ibid. Vol. X, p. 91.
66 Jean Pot de Rhodes, Seigneur de Chemeaux (ou Chémault), fils cadet de Guy de Pot, tué a Pavie, qui fut 
le fils de Anne Pot, la dernière de la branche aînée, illustrée au service de la maison de Bourgogne, et 
Guillaume de Montmorency, père du Connétable; Jean s'attacha à cet illustre parent. Lorsqu'après la mort 
de François 1er, le Connétable revint aux affaires, et Jean Pot fait fonction de Maître des cérémonies au 
sacre de Henri II. En février 1547/48 il a porté à Rome la ratification de traité de ligue défensive conclue 
avec Paul III. En 1549 Jean Pot alla en Flandres pressentir Charles V à l’occasion de la guerre qu'Henri II 
venait de commencer contre les Anglais dans le Boulonnais. Enfin il fut envoyé ambassadeur à Londres le 
23 mai 1550 et resta en Angleterre jusqu'en 1551 et le juillet il y assista comme Prévôt et Maître des 
cérémonies de l'Ordre à la remise solennelle du collier de Saint-Michel, faite à Édouard VI par le Maréchal de 
Saint-André’, A. Hiver de Beauvois, ‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes, 1529-1648 avec une introduction et notes’, 
in Mémoires de la Commission Historique du Cher, tome 2, Bourges (1864) pp. 78-9.
67 p.RO. Sp 68/5/55; the list of names was annotated by Cecil — not always correctly; for example, 
besides Monsr Sassy's name he has written ‘Mr de Requestes’, but it was Monsr Du Mortier who had held 
that post, see D.L. Potter, ‘Anglo/French treaty of March 1550’, pp. 70-1.
68 Dr. Nicholas Wotton had been recalled in 1549 and on 15 October he was appointed ‘one of his 
Majesties Pryncipall Secretaries in the lieu of Sir Thomas Smythe’, A.P.C.. Vol. 2, p. 345.
6^ P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, pp. 284-290; on Monday 26 
May the French ambassadors invited the Duke of Somerset and ‘divers others to dine with them’, Ibid, p. 
287.
79 j.G. Nichols, (ed) The Literary Remains of King Edward the Sixth. 2 vols, Roxburghe Club, London 
(1857) repr. New York (1963-4) Vol. 2, p. 272; for details of Nichols' scholarship which makes this work 
such an excellent source on the young King, see ‘Introduction’ by W.K. Jordon, (ed) The Chronicle and 
Political Papers of King Edward VI. London (1966) p. xv et passim.
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departed,71 Coligny, Du Mortier, Bochetel and Chémault issued a mémoire of their 
negotiations with the English Privy Council following the ratification of the treaty.72 The 
French ambassadors identified four points of importance: 1) ‘prisonniers francoys’; 2) 
‘prinses qui ont este faictes par mer ... tant sur les Francois que les Escossois’; 3) 
‘privileges, franchises et octroyés concédez aux habitans d'icelle ville [Boulogne] et autres 
papiers servans a leur commuanaute’ (these archives were burnt by English soldiers in 
1544); 4) ‘touchant Donglas [Dunglass] Ladre [Lauder] Roxbourg et Aymond [Eyemouth]’ 
to which the greater part of this mémoire is devoted and which reiterates Henri II's 
instructions mentioned previously concerning these forts.73 Ultimately, on 11 June 1550 
the ‘artalzere of Donglas [was taken] to Dumbar, and pyonarres with pikis, spadis and 
schulis to caste doun the fort and strenth of Donglas’, and the ‘artalzere of the fort of 
Lauder [was taken] to the castell of Hume witht pikis, schulis and mattokis to caste doun 
the fort’.74 Whilst Roxburgh and Eyemouth were not surrendered to the Scots until after 
the signing of the Anglo/Scottish Treaty of Norham on 10 June 1551.73
The disposition of these forts also occupied the greater part of the ‘Mémoire de ce 
que le cappitaine Valleron a de dire a la Roy ne d'Escosse de la part du sieur de 
Chastillon’,76 and which had also recently occupied the Scottish Privy Council who 
complained on 22 May 1550 that ‘forsamekill as in the treaty of peax laitlie takin betuix the 
maist Cristin King of France ... and the King of Ingland, our Soverane Lady, hir realme, 
and subjectis ar comprehendit; into the quhilk pece, it is divisit and ordanit that the forts of 
Roxburch and Aymouth salbe randerit at ane certane day appoyntit thairto; nochttheles the 
personis Inglismen presentlie being in the saidis fortis daylie and continewalie makis 
incursionis upoun our Soverane Ladyis liegis nixt adjacent unto thaim, reiffis, spulzeris, 
and oppressis thame, tending to do that is in thame to violate and brek the pece contrair the 
myndis of the Princis’. Therefore, a proclamation is to be nailed on Mercat Crosses 
declaring that ‘quhen the forsaidis personis happynnis to cum furth of the saidis fortis 
without licence to the effect above written, and gif thai pretend to do ony hurt or harme to
71 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 39.
72 d .L. Potter, ‘Anglo/French treaty of March 1550’, pp. 157-60 for a full transcription, £f, A.M.A.E. 
Correspondence Politique Angleterre, Vol. 2, fols 366r-368v.
73 Ibid, p. 158; Montmorency also wrote to Marie de Guise on 20 May 1550 that ‘vous verrez l'ordre qu'il 
[Henri II] donne pour faire vuyder et esclarcir en Angleterre le faict de la demolicion des places’. Balcarres 
Papers. Vol. 2, p. 71.
74 Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 9, p. 421; see also pp. 423-4.
75 ‘Instructions to the English Commissioners’: the King is ‘content to give up Roxburgh and Eyemouth’, 
C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 185; see also M.H. Merriman and J. Summerson, ‘The Scottish 
Border’, History of the King's Works. Vol. 4, pt. 2, pp. 703 and 707, and M.H. Merriman, ‘The Forts of 
Eyemouth’, p. 150.
76 d .L. Potter, ‘Anglo/French treaty of March 1550’, pp. 160-2, for a full transcription; çf, A.M.A.E.
Corr. Pol. Angl. Vol. 2, fols 370v -371v . The Sr Dcmorette also notified Marie de Guise on 19 May 
[1550] from Boulogne that ‘M. de Chastillon vous despeschera aussy pour vous advenir de la resollucion 
qui se fera avec le Roy d'Angleterre’, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 67.
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the cuntre or liegis thairof, that thai and every of thame tak and apprehend thame as 
presoneris\77 The Scots, it seems, were in no mood to extend any sympathy to the 
starving English garrisons abandoned to their fate in hostile territory.
The ratification of the peace treaty now enabled Marie de Guise to plan and 
undertake a long-awaited voyage to France. The purpose of her journey was both personal 
and political. There was a pressing need for her to attend to the affairs of her estates, for so 
long in the hands of others, visit her large and geographically dispersed family and, most 
of all, to spend time with her two surviving children: François, duc de Longueville, now in 
his fifteenth year whom she had not seen since 1538, and Mary Queen of Scots from 
whom she had been parted for two years. Apart from these happy reunions it was also an 
opportunity to apprise the King, Constable and her brothers, François, now duc de Guise 
and Charles, now Cardinal of Lorraine, of the details of matters of State and to discuss in 
depth the future government of Scotland. Although no evidence of these discussions 
appears to have survived, if indeed it ever had existed, some idea of the tenor of such 
discussions can be gained from a letter in cypher from d'Oysel to Marie de Guise in which 
he describes in detail the secret meeting he had with the King, Constable and Guise 
brothers, following another watershed in the government of Scotland which occurred when 
Mary Tudor ascended the English throne in 15537$
The Dowager's first consideration, however, was the wardrobe that she would take 
to France, not only for herself but also for her entourage. She was concerned, it seems, as 
to whether she should appear in full or semi-mourning out of respect for her father. In 
order to ascertain the current etiquette she consulted the arbiter of fashion and style at the 
French court, Diane de Poitiers, duchesse de Valentinois, who replied ‘sy vous deves 
pouter le deul, a votre arrivée an sete compagnye, je an na vous parle’, but here at court ‘ils 
son tout doupygnyon, que non; et que les Renns ne les pourtes james, que de leur marys 
par quoy vous feryes tourt a votre dynyte [mais] vous le pouries fere a votre volume’79 
Although it is not known precisely what Marie de Guise took to France, Dr. Rosalind 
Marshall cites a list of dress materials (c. 1551/2) which ‘consists almost exclusively of 
black cloth: there is black velvet, black satin and black taffeta, all intended for dresses and 
for headdresses’.80 This is included in a list partially transcribed and translated by
77 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 99; on 8 November 1550 ‘the Governor and lords of the secret 
council having considered it expedient to build a fort “about the toun and castell of Dunbar for strenthing 
and fortificatioun of the same”,’ Acts of the Lords of Council, p. 606.
78 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 302-6. This letter will be examined in detail later in this chapter.
79 Analecta Scotia: Collections Illustrative of the Civil. Ecclesiastical and Literary History of Scotland, 
(ed) James Maidment, Series 1, Edinburgh (1834) p. 348; this is one of four letters from Diane de Poitiers 
to Marie de Guise in this collection, Ibid, pp. 347-52; none of which are mentioned in Lettres inédites de 
Diane de Povtiers. (ed) G.Guiffrey, Paris (1866) repr. Genève (1970).
8b R.K. Marshall, Mary of Guise, p. 184; for a more detailed account of the Dowager's wardrobe see R.K. 
Marshall, ‘“Hir Rob Ryall”: the Costume of Mary of Guise’, Costume. XII, (1978).
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Marguerite Wood^l from the ‘Despences de la Maison Royale’,82 which is an account of 
the ‘clothing supplied for herself and her train’ which included ‘eight ladies, of whom four 
at least were Scots, pages and footmen’.83
In May 1550, Marie de Guise received news from the Sieur de Morette84 
concerning her voyage to France and that ‘le Roy trouve très bon de laisser M. 
l'ambassadeur [Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel] chef pardela en vostre absence et se diet fort 
contant de luy et m'a promis que en bref il recognoistra les services qui luy a faietz et qu'il 
lui fera du bien. De Morette also said that he had told the King that d'Oysel, a ‘bon 
gentilhomme, en avoit bon besoing car il avoit beaucoup despendu et qu'il deppendoit 
ordinairement et qu'il estoit ung des plus saiges et mieulx advise gentilhomme que je 
congneuz oneques et que sans luy je ne scay commant les affaires se feussent portées de 
pardela et qu'il estoit fort ayme de tout le pays [Scotland]’. The King said that he had 
repeated this glowing report of the Sr d'Oysel to ‘M. le Connestable et a M. de Guise qui 
furent fort ayses d'entendre ce propos d'aultant que le Seigneur de Broseil est aile instruict 
et qu'il a porte resollucion sur les fors et cappitaines de pardela’.85
The official preparations for Marie de Guise's voyage were initiated by Henri II 
who sent a letter to Edward VI, via his ambassador, the Sr de Chémault, on 23 July 1550 
requesting a safe-conduct for Marie de Guise ‘de venir faire un voyage par deçà pour nous
81 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. xxvi-xxix.
82 These are included in the ‘Household Books’ of the Scottish crown and comprise the main series of 
‘Libri Domicilii’ for the reign of James V and regency of Arran and miscellaneous items for James VI. 
Though the earlier volumes are lost, the ‘Liber Domicilii’ appears to have originated in the reign of James 
I. It comprises the daily record of provisions received and expended in the household, with subsidary 
accounts for wine, spices and the avery (fodder). The miscellaneous items are similar, but less formal 
records, (S.R.O. Exchequer/ 31 and 32). Between 1554 and 1567 the household accounts are contained in 
the ‘Despences de la Maison Royale’. This separate series of accounts of expenditure of the household of 
Marie de Guise became the principal expenditure record on her appointment to the regency in 1554 and 
continued as such during the reign of Mary Queen of Scots. It consists of an incomplete series of monthly 
accounts in French, (to which previous accounts from the years 1539-1554 have been added) of ordinary 
expenditure, with a few accounts of extraordinary expenses, the stable etc. (S.R.O. E/33 and 34), Volumes 
1-5 (1539-1560) concern Marie de Guise. These five MS volumes at the Scottish Record Office and Vol. 5 
of the Balcarres Papers at the National Library of Scotland (Adv. MSS. 29.2.5) have received little attention 
from historians. They comprise hundreds of documents; Vol. 5 of the Balcarres Papers alone comprises 207 
folios. The five volumes at the S.R.O. contain a vast amount of material, and like most exchequer 
documents are difficult to decypher, but they certainly deserve a separate study which, augmented by further 
research in the French archives and libraries, should reveal a greater understanding of the Renaissance Courts 
of Marie de Guise and her daughter. The enormity of the task must have occurred to Marguerite Wood, and 
was probably the reason for only publishing selected items from Vol. 5 of the Balcarres Papers when she 
published the first four volumes of Marie de Guise's foriegn correspondence, (Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 
xxvi-xxix and li-lv). If she had published Vol. 5 (Vol. 6 comprises the letters and state papers of James VI, 
1578-1621) it would have been necessary to include the five MS Volumes of the ‘Despences’ at the S.R.O. 
— a daunting task indeed. Therefore, time and space in this thesis does not allow for a detailed examination 
of all these documents, but only a selected few. For example, a full transcrition of payments of troops 
c.1548, Infra. Appendix No. 4, Accounts 11 and 12.
83 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. xxvi.
84 Charles Du Sober, Chevalier, Sr de Morette, Actcs de Henri II. 1548. Vol. 2, p. 12; or Hubertin Du 
Sober, Sr de Morettp, panetier du roi, Ibid. 1549. Vol. 3, p. 356.
85 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 66-7.
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visiter et la reine d'Escosse notre petite fille’.86 Soon after, on 3 August the English sent a 
‘saufconduit des gallères du Roy soit expédie une commission sous le seing et sceau du roi 
d'Angleterre, narrant comment, pour le passage de la royne d'Escosse en France, le Roy 
luy envoyé ses gallères, les quelles pourront estre forcées de prendre terre et 
raffraichissement ès ports du diet roy d'Angleterre’.87 On the same day ‘par lettre patente 
...le diet sieur roy [Edward VI] permect à ladicte Dame, et à suyte et compaignie, avec tel 
nombre de vaisseaux qu'elle aura et advouera siens et de sa suyte, de se pouuoir 
refraischir, reposer et prendre terre, si bon leur semble’.88 A permit was also sought ‘at 
the earnest request of the French King, when Edward “in respect of the amytie” desires to 
gratify and by advice and consent of the Council, whereby the Dowager “for the more esey 
conveyance” of her horses may send 200 through England, with 140 attendants in 
company “na men of estate nor capitanis of were amangis thame”.’89 All these requests 
were considered and agreed to by the English Privy Council at Windsor on 3 August 
1550.90
At the French court the English ambassador, Sir John Masone, reported to the 
Council on 26 August that ‘great preparations are made for the reception of the Scottish 
Queen, for whose coming the christening has been deferred, the King desiring to have her 
as godmother.91 M. de Guise, with the flower of the nobility, has gone to Dieppe to meet 
her’. Leone Strozzi who had been commissioned by Henri II to command the fleet of 
galleys,92 before he departed was provided with * 1,000 ells of white damask wherewith to 
apparel the slaves and mariners’.93 On 4 September 1550 Henri II sent the Sieur de 
Mandosse to Scotland to inform Marie de Guise that ‘je luy ay donne charge vous dire de 
mes bonnes nouuelles et en quelle deuotion Jactendz vostre arrivée pardeca ou vous pouez 
estre seure madame ma bonne seur que vous serez la tresbien venue’.94
86 Pièces inédites relatives à l'histoire d'Écosse conservées aux archives du département du Cher, (ed) M. le 
Baron de Giradot, Paris (1846) p. 29; reprinted with Giradot's co-operation in Teulet, Relations Politiques. 
Vol. 1, p. 237. The archive of Jean Pot de Rhodes, Sr de Chemeaux, was deposited in the Archives 
Départementales du Cher à Bourges at the time of the French Revolution, and was unfortunately destroyed 
in a fire at the Archives on 13 April 1859. Fortunately, the major part of the collection had already been 
transcribed and published by the Baron de Giradot in 1846.
83 ibid. Giradot, p. 30 and Teulet, p. 238.
88 Ibid. Giradot, p. 31 and Teulet, p. 239; ‘Copy of safe conduct signed by Edward V I ... and given at the 
request of the French King for the Dowager going to France before All Saints Day’, 11 August 1550, Acts 
of the Lords of Council, p. 605.
89 ¡bid, p. 606.
90 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 95.
91 On 23 February 1548/9, Wotton reported to the Protector the birth of Henri II's third son (Louis 1549- 
1550) and that T hear that the King of Portugal, the Duke of Ferrara and the Queen Dowager of Scotland’, 
shall be godparents, P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 156.
92 Sir John Masone had reported to the Council on 3 August 1550 from Poissy, that Strozzi would ‘depart 
within three or four days’, C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 53.
93 ¡bid, p. 51.
94 S.R.O. Sp 13/70 (orig. on paper, autograph)
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Before the Dowager and her considerable entourage could depart, however, she 
convened a meeting with the Governor and ‘Lordis of Secrete Counsale’ on 5 September 
1550 at which she elicited assurances from the Earl of Huntly on the one part, and the Earl 
of Cassillis, Lord Maxwell, Sir George Douglas and Sir James Douglas of Drumlanrig on 
the other, that they and all their respective ‘kyn, frendis, allya, adherentis,’ et al, oblige 
themselves to abstain from injury to each other until ‘all the saidis parteis returne furth of 
the parttis of France in the realme of Scotland and xxiiij [24] dayis thairefter, ... and for the 
mair sécurité and performyng of all and sindry the premissis, all the saidis personis ... hes 
uthalden his hand to the Quenis Grace, moder to our Soverane Lady, quhais Grace tuk 
every manis hand thairupoun’.95 Two days later, ‘forsamekill as the Quenis Grace is in 
redynes to depart to the partis of France ... nane of our Soverane Ladyis legis forsaidis of 
qhatsumevir degre he be of, spiritual or temporal, commandit by my Lord Governor and 
passand actualte with hir Grace in hir service sail nocht be callit, adjoumyt, nor persewit to 
our Soverane Ladyis lawis befor qhatsumevir jugis or juge, sprituale [sic] or temporale, 
within this realme, nor na process sail be had nor led aganis thame’.96
These acts, registered by the Privy Council, were necessary because during Marie 
de Guise's absence the Governor, supervised by d'Oysel who was to be left in charge, 
was to carry out Henri II's instructions for ‘lordre de la Justice et police et comme II 
semblera a ladite dame et auxdessusdits que Ion y pourra pourveoir par cy apres pour 
maintenir les subjectz en obéissance et garder la Raison a vng chacun’.98 Evidence that the 
Governor was carrying out the French King's instructions comes from Camillo Marini who 
reported to Marie de Guise during her sojourn in France that ‘nous sommes a Gedouart 
[Jedburgh] a faire compaignye a M. le gouverneur pour excutter quelque justice, auquel 
lieu eulx avec M. d'Oysel sont dedans’.99 Marie de Guise had also prudently decided to 
take in her entourage most of those nobles and lairds who might cause trouble and 
destabilize the government of Scotland during her absence. Apart from those nobles and 
lords mentioned in the act of 5 September 1550, she was accompanied by the ‘erlis of 
Merchell [Marischal], Sudderland, Menteith, lordis Home, Flemyng, the bischopis of 
Cathnes [Robert Stewart, Lennox's brother] and Galloway [Andrew DurylOO], the abbot
95 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 107. As far as I can see this document makes no reference to 
‘a violent quarrel [which] had suddenly flared up between the Earl of Huntly and the Earl of Cassillis over 
the arrest of a Highland chief’, as claimed by R.K. Marshall, Mary of Guise, p. 185.
96 Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 108
97 The Sieur Demorette informed Marie de Guise on 19 May [1550] that ‘Le Roy trouve tresbon de laisser 
M. l'ambassadeur chef pardela en vostre absence’, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 66.
9^ Henri II's instructions to the Sieur Fumet, 30 March 1550, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq., 23148, 
fol. 4r; reiterated in Henri II's instructions to the Sieur de Brézé, 25 April 1550, B.N. Fonds Français, 
Nouv. Acq. 23147, fol. 4r.
99 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 93.
100 D.E.R. Watt, (ed) Fasti, p. 132.
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of Dunfermling, the priour of Sanctandrois, callit lord James, bastard sone to umquhile the 
kingis grace [James V]’ and many othersJOl By the Summer of 1551, Mathieu Strick, an 
Imperial envoy to Scotland, could report to the Emperor that the Governor ‘is at present 
busy, as he was before the secretary arrived in Scotland, in arriving at a composition with 
the gentlemen who did not do their duty in the last war against the English, failing the 
performance of which duty they forfeit life and goods. The French are watching this 
process, and are delighted to see the Regent [Governor] thus losing the devotion of most of 
the nobles of the land’. 102
Finally, Marie de Guise and her entourage, accompanied by the Sieurs de Termes 
and Chappelle departed. Jehan Scheyfve reported to the Emperor that she was sighted ‘off 
Dover on 17 September with six galleys and two or three small vessels. She waited until 
certain Scottish nobles who had passed through England could embark too. On the 19th 
she was driven into the port of Rye by a storm,’ where she landed and spent two or three 
hours. ‘On the 22nd she sailed for France, [and] it is reported that a great concourse of the 
French nobility were waiting for her at Le Havre to escort her to Rouen’, 103 where she 
arrived on 25th September ‘being accompanied with a great company of Scottish 
gentlemen, ... and was received with much honour’. 104 Her safe arrival was noted by 
Montmorency who informed Monsr de Bassefontainel05 from the ‘abbaye de Bomport’ on 
27 September 1550 that ‘la Royne descosse est puis trois ou quatre jours arrivée au havre 
de grace en bonne santé et très bon equippaige. Elle fit heir son entree a Rouen et dimanche 
prochain viendra trouuer le Roy alabbaye de bonnes nouuelles ou II va demain coucher 
pour faire sa fest S1 Michel. Apres que ledit Seigneur laura veue et parle a elle ou vous fera 
entendre cequil sera Requis sur les propos qui ont este entainez touchant le faict 
descosse’. 106 A contemporary account of Henri II's Entry into Rouen records that,
101 Diurnal of Occurents. pp. 50-1.
102 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 340.
^03 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 177. R.K. Marshall says that ‘on 19 September her little fleet of galleys 
was sighted off Dieppe and she landed safely’, Mary of Guise, pp. 185-6, çf, C.S.P. Foreign. 1547-1553. 
pp. 54-5; Lesley, History. Vol. 2, pp. 333-5; as the C.S.P Foreign, makes no reference to Marie de Guise's 
arrival on pp. 54-5, presumably the reference of her arrival at Dieppe on 19 September 1550 comes from 
Lesley's History. S.S. Sypher must have used the same reference because she says ‘the Dowager landed at 
Dieppe on September 19’, Ph.D. Thesis, p. 148. Antonia Fraser also says that ‘Mary of Guise landed at 
Dieppe in September’, Mary Queen of Scots, p. 77. Sir John Masone's report of 26 August 1550 that ‘the 
flower of the nobility has gone to Dieppe to meet her’ has also confused the issue. Perhaps they did go to 
Dieppe in August, but due to the delay in Scotland the port of disembarkation was later changed to the more 
convenient port of Le Havre?
!04 Sir John Masone to the Council, Rouen, 6 October 1550, P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of 
Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 327.
105 Sébastien de L'Aubespine, abbé de Bassefontaine, (en 1558, évêque de Limoges) was, at this time, 
French ambassador at the court of Mary of Hungary, Regent of the Low Countries. He was also the brother 
of Claude de L'Aubespine, one of Henri II’s four secretaries of state.
106 b .L. Additional MSS 10012 (orig. on paper) endorsed in a second hand ‘arrivée de Marie Stuart à 
Rouen’; this is not correct. As mentioned previously, Marie de Guise was known informally as the Queen 
of Scotland whilst Mary Queen of Scots was usually known as ‘la jeune reine d'Écosse’ by the French. The
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‘La Royne douairière d'Escosse ... vint en icelle ville de Rouen, le ieudy 
xxv iour d'icelluy moys et an [25 September 1550], faire son entrée, Ou 
icelle Dame fut honorablement et en grande magnificence receue de tous les 
estatz de la ville de Rouen, car tel estoit le bon plaisir du Roy.... Le samedy 
xxvii [27] iour dudict moys de Septembre le Roy et la Royne accompaignez 
des Princes et Princesses de son sang [et] des seigneurs et dames de sa 
court, ... arriva au Prieuré de Bonne Nouuelles, aux faulxbourgs qui sont 
oultre le pont de Rouen. Auquel lieu icelle Royne douairière d'Escosse, 
accompaignée de plusieurs princes et grans seigneurs d'Escosse, alla pour 
faire la reuerence au Roy et à la Royne, qui d'vne begnignité non moindre 
que d'alaigresse la receurent’.^ ^
Following this, or a subsequent meeting with Marie de Guise, Henri II, as he states in his 
letters patent on 9 November 1550, (‘pour la rapport que nous en a faict notre dite seur la 
Royne douiriere descosse’) appointed Henri Cleutin, Sr d'Oysel as his acting Lieutenant 
General in Scotland. 108
Henri II also arrived ‘very nigh the town of Roan, the 25th day of September’, 
according to Sir John Masone who informed the Council that this ‘was the day appointed 
for his entry’, but because the town was not ready the King's Entry was to be made on 1st 
October and, in the meantime, he was to stay ‘in an abbey prepared for him half a mile out 
of town’; although he did keep the feast of Saint-Michel [29 September] in town, returning 
to the abbey at night. 109 The anonymous author of La Deduction 1 ^  observed that
‘le dimenche ensuyuant vigile de Saint Michel, le Roy auec bonne partie des 
Princes et seigneurs de sa Court, se Retira en la maison Abbatialle de Sainct 
Ouen de Rouen pour illec celebrer le chapitre de son ordre.... Le lendemain 
iour et seste Sainct Michelle le Roy, précédé des officiers et Cheualiers 
dudict ordre, ... fut oyr la messe enicelle eglise ou furent entirement 
obseruez les cerimonies Isicl ordinaires à l'offerte, [et] le Roy de son 
auctorité Royalle et grace specialle fit et nomma chevalier d'icelluy ordre Le 
sire Iehan Philippe contesauuage du Rhin et de Seine, Seigneur 
Fenestrange, capitaine pour le Roy en plusieurs de ses affaires, et
arrival and ‘Entree de la Royne descosse’ was recorded in the ‘Registre Secret (1549-1556)’ of the Parlement 
de Rouen, fol. 60v, Archives Départementales de la Seine-Maritime.
107 Cest la dedvction du sumptucux ordre plaisantz spectacles et manifiqves theatres dresses, et exhibes par 
les citoiens de Rouen ville Métropolitaine du pavs de Normandie. A la sacree Maistié du Treschristain Rov
de France. Henrv second leur souuerain Seigneur. Et à Tresillustre dame, ma Dame Katherine de Medicis....
(cited hereafter as La Deduction) Rouen (1551) facsimile with an Introduction by M.M. Mc Gowan, 
L'Entrée de Henri II à Rouen 1550. Amsterdam & New York (no date), p. Bv; ç£, Bibliothèque Municipale 
de Rouen, Norm. 112 (6) et MS. Y 28 (1268).
108 Supra. Chapter 3, n. 54.
109 sir j 0hn Masone to the Council, Rouen, 6 October 1550, P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of 
Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 325. Masone says that ‘this feast he [Henri II] kept very solemnly; the 
ambassadors being present... and under the cloth of estate, on the left hand of him were the arms of the 
Emperor, and the Kings of Denmark, Sweden and Navarre’, Ibid, p. 325.
110 Me Gowan suggests that it might have been Claude Chappuys who, outside the cathedral, delivered an 
harangue to the King, the text of which ‘neatly sums up the entire series of shows and their significance’, 
L'Entrée de Henri II à Rouen 1550. p. 47.
dernièrement au pays d'Escosse en recognoissance des bons et loyaux 
services qu'il luy auoit faictz’.l 11
On Wednesday the 1 st October 1550, Henri II made his triumphal Entry into Rouen 
— the ceremonies being repeated the following day for Catherine de Medici's Entry. 
According to Professor Roy Strong, the citizens of Rouen presented Henri II for his entrée 
‘a complete re-enactment of a Roman imperial triumph’ which ‘came at the apogee of the 
reign. The procession began with a chariot laden with trophies and bearing the figure of 
Death chained at the feet of Fame. Next came 57 of the king's ancestors crowned and 
wearing splendid robes, figures on horseback who were to act as exempla to the present 
monarch. There followed a chariot drawn by unicorns on which stood Vesta, the goddess 
of Religion, attended by royal Majesty, Virtuous Victory, Reverence and Fear. This 
alluded to the king's religious policy of restoring peace and unity 1 12 ... an aim referred to 
in the church held aloft by Vesta. Next marched six bands of military men carrying models 
of forts won by the King in the area of Boulogne and banners depicting landscapes of the 
Scottish lowlands won from the English’.H3
‘Voilà Dondy [Dundee], Edimpton [Haddington], Portugray [Broughty 
Craig]
Ou Termes prist et Essé le degré,
Pour devenir chevalier de ton ordre [Saint-Michel]
Tout le pays où avoit osé mordre
Sur l'escossois la nation angloise
Est recouvert par la force françoise
Après avoir enduré mainctz travaulx
Sire, voyez ceste Ysle des chevaulx [Inchkeith],
Voyez aussy le fort chasteau de Fargues [Fast]
O quants assaulx, escarmouches et cargues 
On y a veu sans veoyr le françois las!
Voilà aussy le fort près de Donglas [Dunglass]
Et plus deçà où est assis ce bourg
Est le chasteau conquis de Rossebourg [Roxburgh].! 14
! ! ! Ibid, facsimilie of La Deduction, p. Bi r.
! 12 The Franco/Papal Alliance was negotiated principally by Charles de Lorraine, newly created Cardinal of 
Guise, who arrived in Rome on 22 October 1547, but the alliance was not signed until 2 January 1548, L. 
Romier, Les Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 187-191; Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. VI, pp. 
244-7; for reports of audiences between Pope Paul III and the Cardinal de Guise, Ribier, Lettres et 
Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, 71-8;
113 R. Strong, Art and Power: Renaissance Festivals.1455-1650. Suffolk (1984) p. 47; Strong says that 
‘the renaissance was in essence a revival of the antique world; so one of its quests was also to be the 
recreation of the lost festival forms of classical antiquity’. In the period 1450-1650, there were three main 
developments which, continues Strong, ‘radically changed existing festival forms. The first was the 
transformation of the royal entry into an absolutist triumph in emulation of those of imperial Rome. This 
involved not only a change in its physical appearance, but also its ideological structures. ... The second 
was also a consequence of this general move towards autocratic dynastic rule, the revival of chivalry. 
Although the feudal realities of medieval chivalrous society had gone, the patterns of its behaviour and 
mythology lived on, and indeed were revitalised in the new court life evolved by Tudor, Valois and 
Habsberg. ... The third major thrust [was] the gradual creation of permanent court theatres...’, Ibid, pp. 42- 
3.
114 M.M. McGowan, ‘Form and Themes in Henri II's Entry into Rouen’, Renaissance Drama. New Series 
1, (1968) pp. 213-4; see Plate No. 11, facsimile of 1551 publication in L'Entrée de Henri II à Rouen 1550.
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Following the bands of soldiers came the elephants and ‘then figures in chains, alluding to 
the sad parade of prisoners that had taken place before the beleagured Boulogne.! 15 Flora 
and her nymphs gaily scattering flowers ushered in the final chariot bearing “un beau et 
elegant personnage” representing Henri II with his four children at his feet, and to whom 
Fortune proffered an imperial diadem’.H 6  After the procession had passed by ‘the 
ceremony was opened,’ Simon Renard informed the Emperor, ‘by a sham combat 
illustrating the manner of fighting in Brazil. 117 Two ships, one of which was burnt, 
fought on the Seine near the bridge. There was a river-triumph with whales and sea- 
monsters, and a chariot representing Neptune on which stood a Triton. Three men jumped 
down from the bridge just under the cross into the water, and were supposed to be 
swallowed up by the whale; but this part of the show did not come off according to 
expectations. Guns were fired from the galleys and ships on the opposite side of the 
bridge, and twelve guns drawn up in the harbour were also let off’.H 8
These are but the highlights of Henri II's Entry into Rouen 119 which may not have 
been the most spectacular of his reign; — it is claimed that ‘the ceremony at Lyon 
[September 1548] was matched or surpassed in splendor and significance only by his 
Parisian Entry [June 1549]’. 120 But the atmosphere of triumph and excitement,
occasioned by the recent victory over the English, elevated Rouen's spectacle beyond the 
artistic endeavours and financial investment of its citizens, to the most politically important
In a poem entitled ‘Prosphonematique av Roy Treschrestien Henry II’, Joachim Du Bellay celebrated the 
king's victory over the English in Scotland: ‘Je voy tomber soubz les fleches Francoises/ Le Leopard [the 
English], ton antiq' ennemy,/ Qui souloit bruire aux forests Ecossoizes./ Le feu vanguer desja vole parmy/ 
La nef captive: au sang Anglois encore/ L'azur marin de pourpre se colore’(Lines 181-6), Joachim Du 
Bellay, Oeuvres Poctiqucs. (ed) H. Chamard, Voi. 3, Paris (1912) p. 72; ‘Prosphonematique’:“ce tiltre est 
pris du grec, et signifie autant que salutation”. Ibid, p. 61; the ‘leopard’, alludes to the English coat-of-arms, 
Ibid, p. 72.
1 15 On 5 October 1550, the Imperial ambassador at the French court, Simon Renard, sent a full and detailed 
description of the entrée to the Emperor, noting that when the ‘triumph of Boulogne’ passed by, Sir John 
Masone was heard to say ‘that if it cost them nothing they might have had a triumph with good reason’, 
C.S.P. Spanish. Voi. X, pp. 182-3.
116 r . Strong, Art and Power, p. 47; see Plate No. 12, in facsimile of 1551 publication of L'Entrée de 
Henri II à Rouen 1550.
117 sir John Mason reported to the Council that ‘the red-crossed ship had the worst, and was burned. Many 
thought, and so did I, at the beginning, the same had been made for an English ship; but it was afterwards 
known that it was a representation of a fight between the Portugals and the French about the old quarrel for 
the Isle of Brazil’, Rouen, 6 October 1550, P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. 
Voi. 1, p. 326.
118 Renard to the Emperor, Rouen, 5 October 1550, C.S.P. Spanish. Voi. X, p. 182.
119 For a full and detailed description and interpretation, see Me Gowan's excellent article ‘Form and 
Themes of in Henri II's Entry into Rouen’.
1^0 FJ. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 92; Baumgartner says that Henri II had made at least a dozen such 
entries before his Entry into Lyon, however, the greatest ‘pageants were the entries into the three largest 
cities — Paris, Lyon and Rouen’, Ibid, p. 92.
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Plate No. 11: Soldiers carrying banners depicting Henri II's victories
in 1548-1549
Facsimile (1551) L'Entrée de Henri II à Rouen. 1550. 
(ed.) M.M. McGowan
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one of his reign from a propagandist point of view. 121 On 27 September 1550, following
his meeting with Marie de Guise the previous day at the Abbey outside Rouen, Henri II
sent a secret letter to his ambassador in Constantinople, the Sieur d'Aramon, outling his
plans for the coming Winter now that Boulogne had been recaptured, in which he
recognized that ‘la commodité de la Mer, et la force qu'auoient les Anglois, estoient le seul
moyen pour empescher mes desseins et entreprises, ie fis construire en extrême diligence,
et armes grand nombre de vasseaux ronds et subtils, qu'on appelle Roberges, qui vont de
rame et de voile, fort propres à nauiger en la Mer de Ponant [the Atlantic Ocean]’.
Describing some of the fortifications, supplies and munitions abandoned by the English in
the Boullonnais, Henri II claimed that ‘la somme de quatre cens mille [400,000] escus, qui
n'est pas la dixiesme partie de ce qui leur a cousté pour lesdits frais’. As regards the peace
settlement, he had ‘compris audit traité de paix le Royaumes et Subjets d'Escosse, les gens
de guerre que lesdits Anglois y auoient reuoquez, et quelques forts qu'ils y tenoient encore,
rendus et restituez és mains de la Reyne [Marie de Guise], et de mon Lieutenant General
pardelà [d'Oysel], et par ainsi faisant ladite paix, j'ay pacifié ledit Royaume d'Escosse que
ie tiens et possédé auec tel commandement et obiessance que j'ay en France, ausquels deux
Royaumes, j'en ay joint et vny vn autre, qui est Angleterre, dont par vne perpétuelle vnion,
alliance et confederation, ie puis disposer, comme de moy-mesme, du Roy, de ses
Subjects, et de ses facultez; de sorte que lesdits trois Royaumes ensemble se peuuent
maintenant estimer vne mesme Monarchie’ J 22 Joachim Du Bellay who, as Cardinal Jean
Du Bellay's brother, had access to the highest officials and members of the court circle, had
already made allusions to the King’s Imperial ambitions in his ‘Chant Trivmphal svr Le
Voyage de Bovlongne, M.D.XLIX [1549] av moys D' Aovsf :
‘Mais à Henry, enfant de la Victoire,
Le Ciel amy reservoit ceste gloire.
Son nom fatal à l'Angloys familiar,
Et le discours des astres régulier
Luy peuvent bien donnes ferme assurance
De joindre en bref l'Angleterre à la France.
Alors sera des Roys plus orgueilleux 
Presqu' adoré son sceptre merveilleux:
Et sera diet en la Françoise terre
Second du nom, neufieme en Angleterre’. 123 (Lines 35-44)
l^ T h e  entrée ioveuse ‘was a most effective form of royal propaganda. Neither royal proclamations nor 
official tracts could move the hearts of the people as deeply as ceremonies in which the king appeared in 
person amidst a décor carefully designed to project his personality and the nature of his rule’. R,J. Knecht, 
Francis I. p. 96
122 Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, pp. 287-8.
123 Joachim Du Bellay, Oeuvres Poétiques. Vol. 3, p. 77. In February 1549, d'Oysel informed the Sieurs 
de Fourquvaux et Visque that ‘il desire de tout son cueur le bien ed advancement des affaires du Roy sest 
enquis avec le conte de honteley [Huntly] sil aurait veu quelque endroict en angleterre qui se peut prendre du 
fortiffier contre les anglois lequel lieu fut proffitable audit seigneur Roy et a son entreprise’. Huntly 
suggested ‘que lisle de tenet [Thanet] sur lembouchure de la tamise [Thames] serait fort commode aux 
francoys car est sur la Routte descosse et ung lieu qui nourrist Londres de bledz et tenant lequel serait
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These plans and ambitions, the King instructed d'Aramon, ‘vous présenterez au grand 
Seigneur [Suleiman, "the Magnificent"] la lettre de creance sur vous, pour luy faire le 
discours du succez de mesdites affaires telque dessus, afin qu'il en soit participant par le 
benefice de nostre parfaite amitié et bonne intelligence, au grand contentement et 
satisfaction que j'en reçoy’.124 Additionally, the celebrated court poet, Pierre de 
Ronsard, added his voice in praise of the King, following the reconquest of Boulogne 
which also evoked imperial allusions:
‘Quand entre les les Césars j'aperçois ton image 
Découvrant tout le front le laurier revêtu,
Voyez, ce dis-je lors, combien peut la vertu 
Qui fait d'un jeune roi un César avant l'âge...
Ce signe te promet, grand roi victorieux,
Puisque vif on t'élève au nombre des Augustes,
Que mort tu seras mis entre les plus grands dieux’. 125
Henri IPs imperial ambitions, and those of his ancestors, were first examined in 
modern times by Gaston Zeller in 1934.126 ¡n a lengthy article, which essentially looks at 
the Franco/German relationship from Early Medieval times, ‘notre point de départ’, says 
Zeller, ‘sera tout naturellement le moment où l'Empire est rétabli au profit d'Otton de Saxe 
et où la couronne impériale se fixe en Allemange pour plus de huit cents [800] ans’. 122 ¡n 
the 16th century, however, ‘Henri II n’était que dauphin lorsque, en 1540, la possibilité de 
son élévation à l'Empire fut envisagée au cours des conversations secrètes qu'il entretenait 
avec les princes luthériens d'Allemagne’. Later, in the treaty of Lochau (October 1551) the 
‘promesses faites par les Allemands à leur allié [Henri II], en échange de son appui militaire 
et financier, figurait celle-ci: lors de la prochaine élection impériale, ils favoriseraient tel 
candidat qui lui serait agréable; et si lui-même voulait assumer l'Empire, ils s'emploieraient 
à le lui faire obtenir’. But the German princes never had any intention of honouring their 
word, asserts Zeller, ‘lorsque en avril 1552, ils firent la paix avec Charles-Quint, sans 
s'être au préable entendus avec le roi de France’. 128
empecher ladite Riviere que navire nul sans danger ne passeroit pour aller audit Londres’, Mission ... de 
Fourquevaux en Escosse. 1549. pp. 34-5; see also Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 459 and 
463-4.
124 Ribier, Lettres et Mémoires d'Estat. Vol. 2, p. 288.
125 pierre de Ronsard, Oeuvres Complètes, (éd) G. Cohen, (1950); cited in, I. Cloulas, Henri IL p. 533; 
Cloulas says that this ‘sonnet est écrit peu après la reconquête de Boulogne sur les Anglais’, Ibid, p. 534.
126 g . Zeller, ‘Les Rois de France candidats à l'Empire: essai sur l'idéologie impériale en France’, Revue 
Historique. CLXXIII, (1934) part 1, pp. 273-311, and part 2, pp. 534-479; Zeller observes that this is a 
‘beau sujet d'étude, offrant matière à de profitables réflexions, pour le sociologue presque autant que pour 
l'historien. On s'étonne qu'il ait été si complètement négligé jusqu’ici’, Ibid, p. 273; also see a study of 
16th-century Imperialism in: M. François, ‘L'idée d'Empire à l'époque de Charles-Quint’, Charles-Quint en 
son temps f Actes du Colloque International du C.N.R.S.. Paris, 1958) Paris (1959).
127 g . Zeller, ‘Les Rois de France candidats à l'Empire’, p. 274
128 Ibid, pp. 510-11, çf, G. Zeller, La Réunion de Metz à la France f l 552-1648). 2 Vols, Paris (1926) Vol. 
1, pp. 172-3. For further details of ‘le traité de Lochau-Chambord’, see J-D., Pariset, Les relations entre la 
France et L'Allemagne, pp. 107-115.
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More recently, Dr. Pariset claims that in ‘les accords de Friedewald’ (February 
1552), that ‘Henri II entendait ainsi affirmer su supériorité sur la Ligue, en être chef 
suprême, détenir l'Im perium ’. Pariset says that ‘Maurice de Saxe et ses alliés ... 
s'engagent à donner le Vicariat d'Empire à faire elire un Nouvel Empereur; avec l'aide du 
Roi à restaurer les Privilèges et Libertés Germaniques’ but the German Princes ‘ne lui 
accordent qu'une voix dans le Conseil de la Ligue’. Nevertheless, Pariset admits that this 
German point of view was very different from the French one, and that at the same time, 
‘Henri II est représenté par sa propagande officielle comme le nouvel Arminius, cet 
“empereur” germain qui restitua pour un temps bref la grandeur et les libertés, en détruisant 
les légions de Varus. Un seul exemple ne suffit pas;’ continues Pariset, ‘mais que dire 
lorsque chez les propagandistes, les historiens, les géographes officiels ou simplement les 
écrivains contemporains comme Rabutin, partout il est question de l'origine germanique 
des Francs. ... En fait,’ concludes Pariset, ‘il s'agit d'un retour aux sources de l'histoire de 
France, à la légende de Francus, que Ronsard popularisa peu après’. 129 These ideas were 
not only prevalent among the savants of the age, but were also exhibited at ceremonies at 
the French court. At the wedding, on 14 February 1553, of Duke Horatio Farnese and 
Diane de France attended by a vast number of the international nobility, Sir Thomas 
Hoby observed at the wedding feast, which was held ‘in the house of Burbon, not farr 
from the Lover [Louvre], in the which was a great halle hanged with faire tapistrie, upon 
the whiche were sett uppe sundrie scuttchions of the armes of France, Orleans, Farnese, 
and Urbin; and emong them were certain tables with these inscriptions in them in grete 
letters’. Of the nine mentioned by Hoby, two are significant here:
‘CHRISTIANISS. FRANCO REGI, HENRICO IIITALICO GERMANICO 
BRITANNICO’
and
‘OB RES IN ITALIA, GERMANIA ET BRITANNIA FORTITER AC FOELICITER 
GESTAS’131
129 ¡bid, pp. H l-2 .
Diane (1538-1619) was Henri II's illegitimate daughter by Filippa Duci. Farnese died later in 1553 and 
Diane married François de Montmorency, eldest son of the Constable in 1557.
131 The Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. KL of Bisham Abbey, written bv himself. 1547-1564. (ed) 
E. Powell, London (1902) pp. 91-2, çf, B.L. Egerton MSS 2148. Also see Plates No. 13 and 14: recto and 
verso of ‘Henri II, victory medal 1552’; Plate No. 13, recto: Profile of Henri II wearing an imperial laurel 
wreath and the order of St. Michael with the following inscription around the edge of the medal: 
‘HENRICVS GALLIARVM REX INVICTISS. PP’. Plate No. 14, verso: A chariot drawn by four horses 
conveying two godesses, one carrying a victory palm and the other a bouquet of flowers whilst an angel 
plays a trumphet adorned with a royal banner decorated with the three fleu-de-lys of France with the 
inscription under the chariot: ‘EX VOTO PVB 1552’ and around the edge of the medal: ‘OB RES IN ITAL. 
GERM. ET GAL. FORTITER AC FOELIC. GESTAS’, B.N. Cabinet des Médaillés, Série Royale, Henri 
II, Argent (1552), Arm. 6, tir. 5, No. 112.
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Plate No. 13: Henri II, Victory Medal, 1552. 
Recto: Profile of Henri II wearing a laurel wreath and 
the order of Saint-Michel
B.N. Cabinet des Médaillés, Série Royale, Henri II,
Silver (1552)
Arm. 6, tir. 5, No. 112
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Plate No. 14: Henri II, Victory Medal, 1552.
Chariot drawn by four horses conveying two godesses, one carrying 
a victory palm and the other flowers whilst an angel plays a trumphet 
adorned by a royal banner with three fleur-de-lys of France.
B.N. Cabinet des Médaillés, Série Royale, Henri II,
Silver (1552)
Arm. 6, tir. 5, No. 112
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Further evidence of Henri II's imperial ambitions encompassing England are 
revealed in a deposition by Thomas Stukeley, and English gentleman ‘who had served the 
French King gallantly in his wars’, 132 made to Edward VI on 19 September 1552. 
Stukeley stated that ‘the French King hymself utterid unto hym that he knewe 
Newnchambridge to be of no emportaunce in strength, and therefore he ment for the 
enterprise ageinst Callise first to take it, and from thence to passe by the sandes to 
Risebanke, which the French Kinge accompted pregnable in iiij [4] howres’.133 Stukeley 
said that Henri II reasoned that ‘although he cold in short space recover Callise, yet to 
aventer the same was in vayne otherwise than to seke the whole realme, wherewith he 
might also have Calisse’. For the invasion of England Henri II would ‘order that the 
Skottes shuld enter into Northumberland with all there power, alledging that he had hitherto 
used them with such libertye as he dowted not of there service. And then he hym self wold 
come to Fallmouth, and the duke of Guise with an other armye to land at Dartemouth with 
provision of victell from Brest, being vij [7] or viij [8] howres passage, at which place the 
duke of Guise shuld land without perill, for that there was no strength there’. Henri II 
planned that ‘his owne armye shuld land at Hellforth [? Helford, Cornwall], for that there 
be certen bullwarkes at Fallmouth, stronge towardes the water, but not to the land, as he 
esteemeth. This done’, continues Stukeley, ‘he intendeth to proclame and so restore the 
old masse, putting the people to there full libertye, as he dothe in Scotland; and, being 
answered that he shuld be twise or threse fought with all, and yet if he should have an 
overthrowe he meaneth to fortefye Falmouth and Dartmouth, and so to possesse it as we 
doo Callise’. 134 w ith  the benefit of hindsight Henri II's plans seem somewhat far­
fetched, but it should be born in mind that Henri II's strategy for the recovery of Calais in 
1552 was successfully executed by the due de Guise in 1558, and that in September 1552, 
Henri II's army had been victorious in all their campaigns since 1547 in Scotland, 
Boulogne, Italy, and the recently captured Imperial Bishoprics of Metz, Toul and Verdun.
132 Henri II to Edward VI, Folambray, 3 August 1552, C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 218; Henri II 
recommended Stukeley to Edward Vi's favour: who now returns to England ‘which he had left without 
having obtained previous permission to do so’, Ibid, p. 218. ‘Thomas Stukeley had been the King’s 
standard-bearer to the men of arms or horsemen at Boulogne, before the surrender of that town, with the fee 
of vj [6] s and viij [8] a day’, Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, p. 456.
133 p.R.O. Sp 68/10/145; Henri II’s rationale was, as he explained to Stukeley, ‘that there is in Risebank a 
mount which loketh into the markett place of Callise, by the which he wold annoye Callise; and, 
notwithstanding he understandeth that there is in the castle of Callise an other mount overlooking it, yet the 
same is old and not of any moment to beare any ordenance, but is so weake the xij [12] shott of the cannon 
wold wynne it. Furder, to laye his ordynance and batterye at a wyndemill or sandhills towardes Gravelinges 
to batter Callise towardes the Lanternegate, and there meaneth he to laye his armye, notwithstanding the 
opinion of the English for the drowning of the country by sluses, which he nothing regardeth, esteeming it 
of no purpose’, Ibid, fol. 145; this appears to be the same strategy that Henri II devised for the due de 
Guise's successful attack on Calais in 1558; see C.S.L. Davies, ‘England and the French War, 1557-9’, in 
The Mid-Tudor Polity. 1540-1560. (eds) J. Loach & R. Tittler, London (1980) p.172.
134 p.R.O. Sp 68/10/146; the final folio concerns information of the Emperor and his current war with 
France, Ibid, fol. 147; Stukeley's deposition is fully transcribed in, Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, 
pp. 445-6.
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That the English took him seriously is shown in the ‘lettar sent in al hast to Mr. Morison 
[who was] his Majesties embassadour with th'emperour, the 24th of Septembre 
[1552]’.135
Iconographie evidence of Henri II's imperial ambitions is suggested by M. Volker 
Hoffman in his articles, ‘Donee totum impleat orbem: symbolisme impérial au temps de 
Henri II’ (1978), and ‘Le Louvre de Henri II: un palais impérial’ (1982), in which he 
examines the visual manifestations of the King's imperial ideology in contemporary art, 
sculpture and architecture. These explicit examples are supported by the evidence in which 
Hoffman cites both Henri II's letter to the Sieur d'Aramon on 27 September 1550 and his 
negotiations, when he was still the Dauphin, with the German princes in 1540. There was 
also the idea, says Hoffman, and ‘la plus ancienne, que le roi de France ne reconnaît aucun 
supérieur, pas même l'empereur. “Le roi est empereur dans son royaume” (Jean Ferrault, 
1521)’. Lastly, ‘le rêve d’une monarchie universelle, unifiant le monde, y compris les 
non-chrétiens: cette idée fut développée surtout par guillaume Postel dans ses Raisons de la 
Monarchie (1551) et son Histoire Mémorable (1552), tout en revendiquant cette Monarchie 
Universelle au profit du “Roi très chrétien”.’ 136 Hoffman says that ‘il semble bien que 
l'iconographie du Louvre de Henri II s’inscrive parfaitement dans le cadre de ce 
tableau’. 137 Nor is there any doubt that ‘les allégories du Louvre — régne universel, paix 
universelle, félicité universelle — annoncent elles aussi le retour de l'âge d'or. Déjà, pour 
l’entrée solonnelle de Henri II à Rouen en 1550, avait été érigé un arc de triomphe sur 
lequel deux Sibylles portaient un croissant (emblème de Henri II) surmonté par Saturne — 
l'aetas aurea étant l'âge de Saturne — tandis que les inscriptions dudit soulignaient 
clairement que le nouvel âge d'or annoncé par les Sibylles était revenu sous le règne de 
Henri II’.138
It was possibly in 1536 ‘quand Henri devint dauphin fut retenue pour ce prince la 
devise DONEC TOTUM IMPLEAT ORBEM139 [Until it fills the whole world] avec le 
croissant comme emblème.1 L^e mot Orbis signifie entre autres circulus. sphaera. 
globus, imperium, regnum. et il ne fait pas doute que cette devise exprime l'aspiration à la 
suprématie’. 141 Hoffman has chosen as a visual manifestation of Henri II's motto and
135 Ibid, p. 456; this ‘memorial’ is printed in Burnet's History of the Reformation. Vol. 2, Records No. 
57, çf, B.L. Cotton Coll. Galba B XII, ¡bid, p. 457.
136 m  V. Hoffman, ‘Donee totum impleat orbem: symbolisme impérial au temps de Henri II’, (1978) pp. 
32-3; and ‘Le Louvre de Henri II: un palais impérial’, (1982) p. 7, Bulletin de la Société de l'Histoire de 
l'Art Français.
137 m .V. Hoffman, ‘Le Louvre de Henri II’, p. 7.
!38 ibid, p. 10.
139 ‘Jusqu’à ce qu’elle emplisse tout le cercle’, I. Cloulas, Henri IL p. 110.
140 ‘puiSque Henry second du nom à pris/ Pour sa devise un celeste croissant/ Sans riens choisir du terrestre 
pourpris/ C'est bien raison qu'en bon heur soit croissant/ Tant que tout lorbe ait soubz sa main compris’, 
M.M. McGowan, ‘Henri II's Entry into Rouen’, p. 225.
141 M.K. Hoffman, ‘Donee totum impleat orbem:’. p. 32.
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emblem ‘un panneau de vitrail conservé actuellement dans la chapelle du Lord Maire à
Bristol, 142 provient du château d'Écouen. 143
Il faisait partie d'une série de vitraux aux chiffres et aux devises d'Henri II 
et de Catherine de Médicis qui décoraient jadis soit la chambre du roi, soit la 
grande salle du château et qui sont dater “autour 1551”. Au centre du 
panneau se trouve une couronne de fruits et de feuillages entourant trois 
croissants entrelacés, emblème d'Henri II, et la devise DONEC TOTUM 
IMPLEAT ORBEM. Quatre petits cartouches fixés à la couronne portent les 
chiffres d'Henri D: un "H" entrelacée avec le "C" de Catherine de Médicis 
(ou le "D" de Diane de Poitiers?). Au-dessus de la couronne il y a un autre 
cartouche flanqué de deux angelots et contenant un globe, ou plus 
précisément une sphère céleste surmontée d'une fleur de lys: derrière 
apparaissent le sceptre royal et la main de justice et au-dessus — soutenue 
par deux génies ailés — la couronne royale “fermée à l'impériale”. Le tout, 
bien entendu, est une allégorie politique que l'on pourrait interpréter comme 
“le règne universel du roi de France, Henri II’.’144
142 See plate No. 15; the Chapel of St. Mark, or the Lord Mayor's Chapel, is the only building which 
remains of the medieval hospital of the Gaunts, founded before his death in 1230 by Maurice de Gaunt. The 
Hospital was further endowed by Henry de Gaunt who was the first master, and by Maurice’s nephew and 
heir, Robert de Goumay, who made the Hospital a separate foundation, independent of the Abbey of St. 
Augustine; with a master, four chaplains and eight clerks. The Hospital lasted 300 years until its 
dissolution in 1539 by Henry VIII who sold it to the Corporation of Bristol in 1541 for £1,000; in whose 
possession it still remains, E. Ralph & H. Evans, St. Mark's the Lord Mayor's Chapel. Bristol. Bristol, 
(no date) repr. (1979) pp. 3-4.
143 St. Mark's Chapel is remarkable for its foreign painted glass, mainly of 16th-century French and 
Flemish origin which was, no doubt, plundered from châteaux and churches during the French Revolution. 
It was collected by William Beckford of Fonthill and Sir Paul Baghott of Lypiatt Park, Stroud, and 
purchased at their respective sales by the Corporation of Bristol in 1823. The most interesting portion, 
(both artistically and historically, came from the château of Écouen, one of the famous monuments of the 
French Renaissance, Ibid, p. 8. Le château d'Écouen, du manoir citadelle des Bouchard, vieux de dix siècles;
le Connétable Anne de Montmorency fait, au XVIe siècle, sa résidence de disgrâce. Il y travaillera de 1541 à 
1547, entouré des plus grands artists de son temps: Jean Bullant, Charles Baillard, Jean Goujon. Il y 
accueillit les captifs de Michel-Ange. C'est un modèle de château Renaisssance: “Art Français et art Italien 
s'y affrontent, s'y mêlent et malgré tout s'harmonisent. Décor de l'antiquité gréco-romaine dû non 
seulement à Jean Bullant révenu émerveille de Rome ou à l'influence de Sébastien Seclio, mais 
Montmorency lui-même qui, à l'exemple de François 1er, sacrifiait à la Renaissance Italienne”,’ F. Feugère, 
Saint-Acceul d'Écouen: fief des Montmorency (XVIe sièclel. Châtillon-sous-Bagneux, (1970) p. 21, çf, 
M.C. Terrasse, Le château d'Écouen. H. Laurent, (1925). Apparently, the château d'Écouen was ‘protégé 
contre le vandalisme révolutionnaire par l'abbé Grégoire’, although not entirely as the evidence of the glass 
panel at Bristol shows. In the post Revolutionary period it ‘connut des fortunes diverses: prison d'Anglais, 
hôpital des défenseurs de la République, prison de suspects, il devint en 1870 une Maison ¿'Éducation de la 
Légion d'Honneur’, Ibid, p. 22.
^44 m .v . Hoffman, ‘Donee totum impleat orbem:’. p. 29. M.H. Merriman also draws attention to Henri 
Il s imperialist ambitions in ‘Mary, Queen of France’, Innés Review. XXXVIII, (1987) repr. in Mary 
Stewart. Queen in Three Kingdoms, (ed) M. Lynch, Oxford (1988). In this essay, under the sub-heading 
‘Donee totum impleat orbem’. Ibid, pp. 35-41 (the pagination is the same in both publications) in which 
Merriman also refers to Henri II’s letter to the Sieur d'Aramon of 27 September 1550 and the king’s Entry 
into Rouen in 1550, he draws some similar conclusions concerning Henri II's motto and emblem as 
Hoffman, but refers to sources other than Hoffman; of whose work he is probably unaware. Incidently, 
there are several errors in Merriman’s essay: (1) Edward VI was bom on 12 October 1537, not 1536 (p. 31); 
(2) Henri II spent 3,000,000 not 2,000,000 livres on Scotland between June 1548 and April 1550 (p. 39); 
see G. Dickinson, ‘Instructions to the French ambassador 30 March 1550’, S.H.R.. (1947) p. 161, n. c; (3) 
B.N. Fonds François [sic] 18513 (note 27, p. 50) should read B.N. Fonds Français 18153 see G. Dickinson, 
Ibid, p. 161, n. 4; also see Infra. Appendix No. 4, Accounts No. 1, 2, 4 and 6; 5) finally, it is highly 
unlikely that ‘the just bom Charles’ (p. 38) rode with Elisabeth, Claude and Louis on the chariot during
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There seems to be little doubt that Henri II entertained ambitions of succeeding 
Charles V as Holy Roman Emperor, 145 or at jeast contesting the election as his father had 
done in 1519.^46 To achieve his goal it was not only necessary to have large sums of 
money to bribe the German Princes, but also to have acquired suzerainty over as many 
lands, territories and states as possible, in order to magnify his claim. 147 The lynchpin of 
Henri II's proposed territorial acquisitions in Northwestern Europe was Scotland, not only 
because of its sovereign queen, but also because of her legitimate propinquity to the 
English crown. Moreover, following Henri II's victories over the English in Scotland and 
Boulogne, ‘hopes were raised’, says D.L. Potter, ‘of a transfer of sovereignty over the 
new kingdom of Ireland from England to France’. 148 in 1549, Joachim Du Bellay 
expounded the same theme in his ‘Chant Trivmphal svr le Voyage de Bovlongne’:
‘Et sera diet le temple de Victoire.
La je peindray comme il aura donté 
Calaiz, Boulongne, et l'Anglois surmonté,
Puis l'Hibernie, et tout ce qui attouche
L'humide lict ou le soleil se couche’. (Lines 188-192)149
According to Potter, ‘occasionally, Irish magnates had appealed to Continental rulers, 
usually with little result, but nothing like the protracted dealings between the court of Henri 
II and the dissident Irish had been seen before’. 150
In the mid-16th century the Gaelic Earls in particular, resented the increased 
judicial and administrative authority embodied in Thomas Cromwell's reforms of English
Henri II’s Entry into Rouen. The contemporary account says ‘deux petites filles’ and ‘deux petitz filz’; 
Henri's four children were probably François (Dauphin), Elisabeth, Claude and Louis. In the procession, 
the Dauphin, like the King, had ‘cestuy représentant la noble personne de Monsieur le d'Aulphin de France’, 
facsimile (1551) in L'Entrée de Henri II à Rouen 1550. (ed) M.M. McGowan; this work is also not cited in 
Merriman's essay.
145 xhe Scots referred to his Imperial status on 22 April 1550: ‘becaus he, of his imperiall dewtie, is oblist 
to defend pupillis [Mary Queen of Scots]’, Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 93.
146 in j Une 1553, following his victories against Charles V, Henri II sent a letter ‘aux ordres de l’Empire
assemblez pour l'élection d'un Empereur: “Henricus dei gratia Francorum rex & etc. Universis et singulis 
sacri romani Imperii ordinbus conventum nunc habentibus, consanguineis, foederatis et amicis charissimis, 
salutem. Renunciatum est nobis vos comitia nunc habere, in quibus cum de romani Imperii et Germaniae 
rebus gravissimis consilia inire statueritis, visum est nobis pro mutua nostra observatione ac studio in rem 
germanicam perpetuo, legatos aliquot a consiliis nobis proximos ac primarios deligere, ut illi mentem 
nostram vobis aperire, et consilia communicare facilius possint, quae cum ominia rationibus vestris 
commodent amplissiman illis pro jure gentium securitatem, ac pro mutua amicitia dicendi facultatem 
concedi optamus...... . Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, p. 181.
147 See full-length portrait of HENRICVS SECVNDVS REX FRANCORVM CHRISTIANISSIMVS 
(Plate No. 16) attributed to Clouet, adorned by an imperial-style closed crown which is surmounted on three 
fleur-de-lys, symbol of France, and surrounded by the chain of coquilles of the Military Order of Saint- 
Michel; and in the left-hand corner, Henri II's emblem of three entwined crescent moons, Musée Condé, 
Chantilly.
148 d .L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in Ireland during the Reign of Henri II, 1547-1559’, International History 
Review. 2, (1983) p. 159.
149 Joachim Du Bellay, Oeuvres Poétiques. Vol. 3, p. 85; ‘l'humide lict’ c'était ‘l'océan britannique, ou les 
poètes feignent que le soleil se va baigner à l'heure qu'il decline de nostre orizon’, Ibid, p. 85, n. 2.
166 D.L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in Ireland’, pp. 159-160.
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Plate No. 15: French glass made for Anne de Montmorency, 
Constable of France in 1550 
(Second window on the north side of the Nave).
St. Mark's: The Lord Mayor's Chapel, Bristol
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Plate No. 16: Henri II with an Imperial crown, 
attributed to Clouet
LL, 343 MUSÉE CONDÉ, CHANTILLY (200) 
Henri II attribué à CLOUET (1510-1572)
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government in Ireland in the 1530s, and in general, the implication that English power 
extended to all of Ireland beyond the Pale by Henry VIII's assumption of the title, King of 
Ireland, in 1541.151 Most of the petitions for foreign aid came from those Earls who had 
had their lands confiscated by Henry VIII. Notably, Gerald Fitzgerald, 11th Earl of 
Kildare who, following the Kildare Rebellion in 1536 for which his father, "Silken 
Thomas", had been executed, managed to avoid capture and eventually escape to the 
Continent in 1540; where he was acclaimed in France and Italy as the rightful King of 
Ireland whose crown had been usurped by Henry VIII. 152 Following the accession of 
Henri II and his swift intervention on behalf of the Scottish government to recover the 
Castle of St. Andrews in July 1547, petitions from Irish magnates were received at the 
French court. Rumours abounded in England. On 19 January 1548, it was reported that 
Gerald, Earl of Kildare had arrived the previous month at Dumbarton with seven French 
ships and proposed to marry the Scottish Queen and unite Ireland and Scotland against 
England, 153 and in November it was reported that ‘the French king intends to send young 
Gerald Fitzgerald into Ireland with an army. 154 in France, St. Mauris informed the 
Emperor on 11 March 1549 that ‘at the instigation of the King he [Kildare] came here to 
court where everything is being done constantly to try and persuade him to go back to 
Ireland and raise a revolt of the people against the King of England’. 155
Whilst Henri II was urging the reluctant Kildare to return to Ireland, 156 the 4th Earl 
of Argyll was cogently arguing the case to the ‘Monsieur de Fourquevaux et le conte de 
Visque’, for a combined Franco/ Scottish force to aid the dissident Irish Magnates to 
overthrow the English in Ireland. The French envoys reported to Henri II that, if 
subsidized, Argyll could ‘fournira cinq mils [5,000] homes pour ung mois apres leur 
descente en hirland advittaillez et embarquez a ses despences.... Et quil ly [Henri II] plaise 
envoyer avec ses capitaines commissaires et trésoriers pour en faire le payement’. Argyll 
also ‘demande quil plaise au Roy pour luy supporter ly envoyer deux mile cinq cens
151 B. Bradshaw, The Irish Constitutional Revolution of the Sixteenth Century. Cambridge, (1979) 
passim: for a partial critique of Bradshaw's position, see S.G. Ellis, Chapter 6: ‘The Government of Tudor 
Ireland’, Tudor Ireland: Crown. Community and the Conflict of Cultures. 1470-1603. London (1985) pp. 
151-182.
152 r  Bagwell, Ireland Under the Tudors. 3 Vols, London (1885) Vol. 1, pp. 218-9.
153 Examinations of John Ladweke and Thomas Werdon, Pensance, 19 January 1548, P.R.O. Sp 10/3/11. 
Presumably this report refers to the vanguard of French troops, led by the Sieur de la Chappelle, who 
arrived at Dumbarton in December 1547, although there is no mention in the Scottish correspondence of the 
arrival o f the Earl of Kildare; see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, notes 161-164.
154 Lord Chancellor Alen to the Protector, Dublin, 21 November 1548, C.S.P. relating to Ireland. 1509- 
1573. (ed) H.C. Hamilton, London (1860) Vol. 1, p. 92.
155 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. IX, p. 348.
156 Kildare, who had spent much of his exile in the care of Cardinal Pole at Rome, resisted these attempts 
and chose to remain abroad until the reign of Mary Tudor. He arrived in England in 1554 where he fought 
with distinction for the queen in Wyatt's Rebellion, and was rewarded with the Bishopric of Kildare, R. 
Bagwell, Ireland Under the Tudors. Vol. 1, p 225.
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[2,500] homes cest a dire mile [1,000] haquebusiers et mil Ve [1,500] picquiers Avecques 
ung double cannon et deux simples cannons deux bastardes deux moyenes et deux double 
falcons et quatre faulconneaulx avecques pouldres boulletz munitions et cannoniers, 
suffisamment fournys avecques poles, pioches et autres manoeuvres et picz pour 
pionniers’. Additionally, Argyll requested that four galleys and a sufficient number of 
ships were needed, not only to transport the forces to Ireland, but also to lie off shore to 
ensure that the English could not escape, nor be reinforced by sea. Finally, Argyll 
‘demande que le jeune conte de Quildar [Kildare] soit envoyé avec le secours desusdits 
pour se joindre avecque luy pour myeulx servir le Roy’.1^7
Potter says that the Sieur d'Oysel not only came to the conclusion that ‘Argyll's 
plan was feasible, but went on to suggest a grand strategy to divide the Engish forces in 
Ireland: Argyll was to attack in the north, while the French and the exiled Kildare were to 
land at Waterford. D'Oysel’, continues Potter, ‘drew up detailed military requirements for 
the Irish and called attention to what was to become an important issue: the question of 
Papal suzerainty in Ireland. 158 This was to be the pretext’, concludes Potter, ‘and in 
Ireland a powerful one, for intervention’ J 59 D'Oysel argued that
‘Hirlande a este de toute ancienete de leglise et Sainct Siege apostolique et 
donne par icelle aux Roys dangleterre par condition que ou ils violeroyent et 
contreviendroyent aucunement aux droietz et authorities de ladite eglise ledit 
Royaulme retourneroit a son obeyssance et subiection.160 Du depuis est 
advenu par deux fois que lesdits Roys dangleterre sans cette derniere se sont 
allienez de la dite obeyssance toutesfoys finablement leur a este ledit 
Royaume confirme par ledit Sainct Siege apostoliq avecques la susdite 
condition et encores plus expresse. Laquelle ayant aujourdhuy en fraincte 
comme chacun scayt et est a croire que les gens dudit pays dhirlande 
servans a leur prince plus par force ou tirannie que de bonne volunte et 
estantz deulx-mesmes et de leur naturel devotz et fideles chrestiens’.l^l
157 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. pp. 30-1; d'Oysel observed that ‘ledit pays [Ireland] porte 
grand deuotion au conte Quildar’. Ibid, p. 33.
158 The Irish had often claimed that the Pope was the true King of Ireland, as indeed did Pope Paul IV, who 
in 1555 declared himself to be Rex Hibemiae. R. Bagwell, Ireland Under the Tudors. Vol. 1, pp. 393-4.
159 d .L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in Ireland’, p. 162. In this excellent article Potter thoroughly examines 
and analyses not only the historiography and published sources, but also most of the available MS. 
material, mainly from the English, French and Scottish archives and libraries; placing his argument within 
the context of mid-16th century internal Irish politics, and contemporary Anglo/Franco/Scottish relations. 
Central to his argument is the dispersed Fourquevaux archive, parts of which are to found at N.L.S. MS. 
2991, which includes Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. published by Dickinson (1948) and 
sundry correspondence, some of which Potter has transcribed and published in ‘Anglo/French treaty of 
1550’, pp. 174-5; as well as correspondence between Irish Magnates and Henri II: B.L. Stowe MS. 154, 
fol. 1, B.N. Fonds Français 10751, pp. 8-10; and Vienna H — , H —  u. St. A., Frankreich, Varia, fasz. 7, 
fols 14-5, Ibid, pp. 172-6. Finally, the main surviving parts of Fourquevaux's archive are to found in B.N. 
Fonds Français 23175 (papers of 1557-1569) and the A.N. Archives privées 159.
160 ‘Thg irish object to the King's [Henry VIII's] heresy, and dispute his title to the land’, Cowley to 
Cromwell, Dublin, 8 September 1539, C.S.P.. Ireland. Vol. 1, p. 50.
161 Mission ... de Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. p. 32.
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After Fourquevaux had delivered his report to Henri II he returned to Scotland and, 
together with Jean de Monluc who had arrived earlier in the year, 162 set out for Ireland 
sometime in October 1549. Potter says that although ‘no instructions from the king have 
survived ... their main instruction was “pour traicter avec les princes Hirois, et les attirer a 
sa devotion et obeissance, et les faire declarer ennemis de ses ennemis”.’163 sir James 
Melville of Halhill, who was only fourteen years of age in 1549, accompanied Monluc to 
Ireland before returning with the bishop-elect to France. Much later, Melville was to record 
in his Memoirs that the object of the voyage was to ‘knaw mair particularly the motion and 
lyklyhead of the offers maid be Onell [O'Neill], Odonell [O'Donnell], Odocart 
[O'Dogherty], and Caloch [Calough O'Donnell], willing to cast off the yok of England and 
becom subiect to the King of France, provyding that he wald procure the Paipes gift of 
Yreland, and then send to ther help 2,000 hacbuters 200 leicht horse men and four 
canons’. 164 Melville says little about the negotiations but according to Potter's evidence it 
was a “voyage asses chatouilleux, tant a cause du commerce et alliance que ce peuple 
barbare et sans raison avoit avec les Anglois; que pour y tenir desja ceste nation maintes 
fortresses”. 165 ‘This document’, says Potter, ‘represents only a qualified set of proposals 
[and], in view of the fact that for several years afterwards the Irish were making 
propositions of this kind, it would seem that no formal agreement was ever reached’. 166
Fourquevaux and Monluc returned to Scotland in January 1550 and the plans 
envisaged at this time, says Potter, ‘were clearly grandiose in conception: in execution they 
proved less impressive. As in all diplomatic negotiations’, concludes Potter, ‘each side 
was concerned only with its own interests’. 162 Marie de Guise had been sceptical from 
the outset. On the 12 November 1549 she had informed her brothers that ‘je croy se voiage 
ne leur a guiere profite’J6 8  By the time that the treaty of Boulogne had been signed on 24 
March 1550, Henri II seems to have lost his enthusiasm for intervention in Ireland. A few 
days later he instructed the Sieur de Fumet to inform the ‘Srs de Monluc et Fourquevaux 
qui sont allez en Hirlande quilz ayent a eulx Retirer sans passer oultre ou faict et execucion 
de leur voyaige’.169 Ireland was, so to speak, put on the "back-burner", although the 
Scots in Marie de Guise's entourage at the French court were of the opinion that ‘Ireland is
162 *... vous fera plusamplement entendre le sieur de Monluc, maistre des requestes de l'hostel, present 
porteur’, Montmorency to Marie de Guise, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 28 January 1548, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 
2, p. 29. Monluc was confirmed as Bishop of Vallence in 1553, F.J. Baumgartner, Change and Continuity 
in the French Episcopate, p. 228.
163 d .L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in Ireland’, p. 165; çf, B.N. Fonds Français 10751, p. 8.
164 Melville, Memoirs, p. 9.
165 d .L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in Ireland’, p. 165; çf, B.N. Fonds Français 10571, p. 8.
166 ibid, p. 165; çf, Ibid, pp. 8-10.
!67 ¡bld, p. 167.
168 B.N. Fonds Françias 20457, fol. 221r.
169 B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, fol. 4V.
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theirs whenever the King shall give them a signal [and] that Calais is not a seven nights' 
work’. 170 in Sh contacts with the French court, however, continued throughout Henri II's 
reign, which was always a cause for English concern. On 9 March 1551, Simon Renard 
reported to the Emperor that ‘the English are aware of the good understanding between the 
Irish and the King of France, and the intrigues he is carrying on there; and so they are 
sending an army of 10,000 men to Ireland to shatter the King's hopes and plans and make 
themselves safe against his intrigues’. 171 As Potter points out, ‘Henri II probably did 
hope to achieve a kind of hegemony [in Ireland] ... but by February 1551, the French court 
was already well advanced in its negotiations with the German Protestants for a renewal of 
the struggle against the Emperor. In all their dealings with the English at this time’, Potter 
asserts, ‘the French were anxious to remain correct: a renewal of conflict with England 
would have been an anomaly in the general context of French policy’. 172 Therefore, as far 
as Henri II's imperial ambitions were concerned, his negotiations with the German Princes 
took absolute precedence over those with the Irish Magnates. Besides, should Henri II 
ever fulfil Joachim Du Bellay's prediction and become ‘Henri IXme en Angleterre’, then 
Ireland would not be able to resist being drawn into the emergent Valois Empire.
In the meantime, following Henri II's Entry into Rouen in October 1550, Marie de 
Guise commenced her triumphant tour of France. As Marguerite Wood points out, ‘the 
“Dépenses de la Maison Royale” for July 1551 give some idea of the amount of travelling 
which she must have done, for in that one month, save for two days spent at Blois and ten 
days at Joinville, she was journeying constantly, and spending no more than one night in 
each stopping-place’. 173 A series of quittances, or receipts, in the “Dépenses” also show 
that she made a number of gifts and loans of varying amounts to some of her large Scottish 
entourage. The money which enabled Marie de Guise to make these loans and gifts was 
supplied by Henri II. On 18 March 1551, Sir John Masone informed the Council that ‘the 
Quene sythen her cominge hither hath [been] well provyded for, herself and her friends, 
and hath optayned fiftye thousande franckes [50,000 livres tournois] by yere for the 
mayntenance of her estate and fyftye thousande [50,000] more to bestow as she shall see 
cause’. 174
The largest of these loans were made to the clergy: on 7 August 1551, Gavin 
Hamilton, Commendator of Kilwinning, received 9,600 livres tournois, giving an
170 C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 58; on 4 December 1550 an Irish envoy ‘has told his “friends that he 
doubteth not to see the French King shortly to bear the crown of Ireland”,’ Ibid, p. 63.
171 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 244; see also Sir William Pickering (Mason's successor in France) to the 
Council 25 February 1552: ‘the French King hath a practyse in Ireland’, D.L. Potter, ‘French Intrigue in 
Ireland’, pp. 176-7; cf, B.L. Harlcian Coll. 1582, fol. 2r.
172 Ibid, p. 175
173 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. xxvi.
1?4 p.R.O. Sp 68/6/146.
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assurance that he would ‘bien payer et prometz en acquitter Icelle dame envers lesdits Srs 
gouverneur et archevesque de S1 Andre’; 175 ancj James Stewart, Commendator of Kelso 
and Melrose borrowed 3,000 écus d'or soleil (7,500 livres tournois) ‘lesquelz et ladite 
Dame nous faict fournir comptant par deçà par son trésorier et Receueur general de ses 
finances aux termes de S1 Jehan et Noel prochaines par les fermiers de mesdits 
abbayes’. 176 o f  the secular nobles, Gilbert Kennedy, 3rd Earl of Cassillis, borrowed the 
largest sum of 6,600 livres tournois on 3 April 1551, which he ‘prometz rendre aladite 
dame quit solute et acquicter vingt [20] jours apres que jay arrive audit pays descosse’.177 
During the same period, Marie de Guise made a payment to Alexander 
Cunningham, 5th Earl of Glencaim, of 2,400 livres tournois on the 24 March 1551.178 
Two days later, Glencaim informed the Dowager that T haif ressavit in Paris ij thousand 
iiijcc frankis [2,400 livres tournois] in compleit payement of the pencion I haif of your 
grace for your part of all termes bygane and thankis your grace therof ... [and] quhat 
service your grace plesis command me vith in Scotland let me be advertyst and it salbe 
reddy don vith sic gud vill as I am able to do’. 179 The following day, on 27 March 1551, 
Patrick, 3rd Lord Ruthven, received 1,200 livres tournois on behalf of his father, 
William; on his own behalf a few weeks earlier, on 2 March, Ruthven had written to 
Marie de Guise from Paris that T resavit your wretingis fra the lord Hwme desyring me to 
resaife four hundreth crownis [400 écus d'or soleil or 1,000 livres tournois] fra Monsieur 
Weilmoir’, but he ‘wald deliver na thing bot ane certane of testanis with ewill sousis that is 
cry it doun in this cuntre’.181 Ruthven was in dire straits with his landlord to whom he
175 N.L.S. Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 148 (Volume 5 is part of the unpublished Balcarres Papers MSS and 
comprises part of the “Dépenses de la Maison Royale”). On 4 September 1551, ‘Gavin Hamilton became 
coadjutor and successor of St. Andrews’, R.K. Hannay, ‘Papal Bulls in the Hamilton Papers’, p. 35.
176 n .L.S. Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 136; the loan was made on 23 May 1551 at ‘Fonstrevaulx’, (?Abbaye 
Fontevraud, near Saumur], For a table of the fiscal exchange rates in 1550/51 see Infra. Appendix No. 1. 
His half-brother, John Stewart, Commendator of Coldingham, (also an illegitmate son of James V by 
Katherine, daughter of Sir John Carmichael) was nominated to the Abbey of Flavigny en Auxois, in the 
diocese of Autun. On 14 February 1551 he wrote to Marie de Guise from Paris, informing her that ‘I wes 
nominat to the abbacie of Flawengy be the Kingis grace’, but he could not afford the great sum ‘for bullis 
of the said benefice’. Therefore, ‘I beseik your grace to labour affectuouslie at this tyme that I may have 
ane commission of the kyngis grace to put me in possessioun, otherwayis I will gett na credett of na 
banequeir for the expeditioun of my bulbs’, Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 343.
177 n .L.S. Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 143; earlier, on 16 March 1551, Cassillis had received a gift of 138 
livres tournois, Ibid, fol. 146. Extant evidence of the only other loans during this period remains for loans 
of 100 écus d'or soleil (250 livres tournois) each to James, 4th Lord Fleming, Ibid, fol. 138, and William 
Keith, Earl Marishal, made at Joinville on 7 August 1551, Ibid, fol. 142.
178 Ibid, fol. 131; the N.L.S. catalogue says that this is an ‘unsigned receipt, 24 March 1550/1’. But on 
the right-hand side of the document, written in a second hand, is ‘conte de Glincon’, and on the reverse is a 
signature which Professor Donaldson has kindly verified for me as ‘Glencaim’, (Letter, 21 August 1985).
179 Scottish Correspendence of Mary of Lorraine, pp. 347-8.
180 N.L.S. Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 134. Patrick succeeded as 3rd Lord Ruthven in December 1552, Ibid, p. 
347, n. 3.
181 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 346. The testoun was a silver coin, originally struck 
in Milan, but minted for circulation in France by Francis I. In 1547 it was worth 1 livre, 15 sous (sols) 
tournois, Ibid, p. 346, notes 4 & 5.
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owed 200 crowns, therefore he begs Marie de Guise ‘to send wretingis to monsieur 
Weilmoir to deliver gud money: or uthirways I am satefeit to want it sa lang as it pies your 
grace, for I haif evir bene and salbe at your grace commandement.’ 182 Finally, on 14 June 
[1551] Robert, 6th Lord Maxwell, informed Marie de Guise that ‘the maister of Erskine 
hes schawne me at his departing from your grace ye delverit him xij hunder frankis [1,200 
livres tournois] the quhilk ye appontid to gewe me. Moreover he schew me ye had providit 
me sekirnes of viij frankis [800 livres tournois] mair, swa my ... attait suld be twam 
frankis [2,000 livres tournois] and I to be ane gentilmen in the [ki]ngis [Henri II's] 
chalmer’. Therefore the grateful Maxwell assured Marie de Guise that T salbe redy to 
serve at the uttermost of my lytell power quhair it sail pleis the King or you to command 
m e’.
From the start, the presence of Marie de Guise and her Scottish entourage at the 
French court had been a source of aggravation and concern to Sir John Masone, who 
informed the Council from Blois on 23 February 1551 that ‘the Quene of Skottes and her 
house [the Guises] beareth in this Courte the hole swynge’. Furthermore, she ‘desyreth as 
muche our subuersyon yf it laye in her power, as she desyreth the presentación of her self, 
whose service in Skotlande is so highlye taken here, as she is in this Courte made a 
goddesse. Monsr de Guise and Monsr D'aumal and the Cardynall of Lorrayne, panelye at 
her egging and partelye uppon an ambitious desire to make their house greate, be no 
hynderanes of her malitious desyre’.184 In his opinion, Masone continues, the Constable 
‘wolde be content thinges proceded otherwise, but he woll not dare to stande againste the 
reste. And in dede he is not at all tymes called to suche kynde of communicacion’; the 
credit of the House of Guise, asserted Masone, ‘in this Courte passeth all others. For 
albiet the Constable hath the owtward administración of all thinges being for that service 
suche a man as harde it were to fynde the lyke, yet have suche as I have before written as 
muc[h] credite as he with whome he is constrayned to sayle, and many tymes to take that 
course that he lyketh never a whitt’. 185 Even though Masone did little to hide his dislike 
and contempt for the Scots, this did not deter him from employing Sir William Kirkcaldy of 
Grange, who offered the English ambassador his services as a spy, and ‘who has promised 
to communicate to Masone all that he can learn’ of the Scots. Masone informed the Council
182 ibid, pp. 346-7; ‘Bartholomew de Villemore, at this time attached to the establishment of Mary Queen 
of Scots in France, and afterwards Comptroller of the Scottish Exchequer, under the regency of Mary of 
Lorraine’, Ibid, p. 346, n. 2.
183 Ibid, pp. 349-50. During the same period smaller sums were granted to: Captain James Dog, 250 écus 
d'or soleil (625 livres tournois) on 2 May 1551, N.L.S Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 155; Jehanne de la Rinville 
de Criq, 100 livres tournois on 7 August 1551 at Joinville, Ibid, fol. 151; James Ogilvy of Finlatier, 40 
écus d'or soleil (100 livres tournois) for services rendered to Marie de Guise at Amiens on 5 September 
1551, Ibid, fol. 150; and finally, George Gordon, 4th Earl of Huntly, was given 200 écus d'or soleil (500 
livres tournois) and William Keith, Earl Marishal, 300 écus d’or soleil (750 livres tournois), Ibid, fol. 140.
184 p.R.o. Sp 68/6/85.
185 ¡bid, fol. 86.
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on 26 February 1551 that ‘in future correspondence Lord Grange will be named
Coraxe’ ,186
Marie de Guise's voyage to France was not the only progress of Nobles and men- 
of-state to take place during 1551. Henri II's great victory over the English in Scodand and 
Boulogne — the most significant against England since Charles VII's victories during the 
Hundred Years War in the previous century — occasioned a period of great diplomatic 
activity on both sides of the Channel in the aftermath of the treaty of Boulogne. The focus 
for the diplomatic negotiations, which were orchestrated by Henri II, was the French court; 
whilst the attendant celebrations of banquets, balls, hunting, jousting and other sporting 
activities took place, 187 not oniy in France but also in England and Scodand at the time of 
the ratifications of the associated treaties. In these negotiations Henri II's priority, as it had 
been for his military objectives, was Scotland; negotiations in which he took advantage of 
Marie de Guise's presence in France to consult her. On 7 March 1551, Sir John Masone 
informed the Council that after Henri II had received their report on Scotland, the King 
‘hadde cawsed the Skottyshe Quene to repaire immediatelye unto the Courte, who before 
was at her howse called Chasteaudun. This same day he [Henri II] wolde speake w“1 her, 
and as shortely as might be, we shoulde have a resolute answer’. 188 it would appear that 
Henri II intended settling the Scottish problem with England before concluding the specific 
details of agreements made with England in the treaty of Boulogne.
The priority of the Governor of Scotland, however, was a peace treaty with the 
Emperor, and as soon as the Anglo/French peace was announced the Governor sent a 
herald to Henri II requesting an audience with the Emperor be arranged for the Scots. 189 
Then, a few weeks later on 22 April 1550, the Scottish Privy Council asked Henri II to 
brief their ambassadors who ‘first suld cumin to the King for his avise and informatioun, 
and thairefter to have departit to the Empriour for the said peax and the Kingis 
ambassadouris with thame to that effect*. 190 The French king, however, first wanted 
Scotland comprehended in the treaty of Boulogne. Therefore, as soon as he had concluded
186 C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 77. Kirkcaldy, who had been one of the "Castillians" captured in 1547 
by Leone Strozzi and imprisoned in France for his association with the murderers of Cardinal Beaton, had 
only recentiy been released from incarceration at the behest of Marie de Guise, soon after she had arrived in 
France at the end of 1550. Several years later he served in the French army in Henri II's wars against 
Charles V, see Melville, Memoirs, pp. 25-6.
187 From Blois, on 7 February 1551, Sir John Masone wrote to the Council giving ‘an account of the 
King's courtiers' tilting, the processions and masks, to which the Ambassadors were invited ... and of the 
grand banquet made by the Cardinal of Lorraine, at which the King himself was the steward of the feast, and 
the Constable the clerk of the kitchen; ... He “never saw a more goodly or a richer sight. A man would 
have thought that all the jewels in Christendom had been assembled together, so gorgeously were the dames 
beset with great numbers of them, both their heads and bodies”,’ C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. pp. 71-2.
188 P.R.O. Sp 68/6/125.
189 Supra. Chapter 3, notes 10-12.
190 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 89.
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the ratifications of the comprehension of Scotland, Thomas, Master of Erskine,! 91 having 
received letters patent from ‘Mary, Queen Dowager of Scots, and the Earl of Arran ... to 
conclude a truce or peace with the Emperor, the Queen Dowager of Hungary, or their 
delegates’, at Edinburgh on 8 September 1550; 192 set out for the French court, arriving 
there on 12 October 1550.193 After he had received his instructions from Henri II, 
Erskine travelled to the court of the Dowager, Queen Mary of Hungary, Regent of the Low 
Countries, at Binche where, in concert with the French ambassador, Sébastien de 
L'Aubespine, Monsr de Bassefontaine, the treaty was signed on 15 December 1550; 194 
which ‘treatie with the Emperour, is specialie reservit and inclusit and comprehendit the 
maist Cristin King of Frans, his realmes and dominionis, efter the form of the treatys past 
betuix his maist nobill forbearis and the Quenis Grace maist nobill forebearis Kingis of 
Scotland. 195 The treaty, however, was settled not without certain difficulties concerning 
Scottish pirates. 196 The following day, Sébastien de LAubespine wrote to M. de 
Chémault (French ambassador in England) from Binche, that,
‘moy, et de monsieur dAsquyn [Erskine] de ce que nous ne vous avons 
aucunement escript depuis six semaines; mais, attendant d'heure à aultre 
vous escripe bonnes et mauvoises nouvelles de nostre paix, j'ay tousjours 
retardé; et vous diray en somme que, le jour d'heir, elle fut conclue et 
arrestée, et ont l'Empereur et lesdicts Escossois, dudict jour, paix par 
ensemble, qui sera incontinent publiée, dont Dieu sçait si l'ambassadeur 
anglois,197 qui est par deçà, se fasche; car, l'ayent présentement mandé à 
son maistre par homme exprès. 198
191 ‘Accepta Comprchensionis Scotiae in Tractatu Pacie inter Reges Angliae et Francorum’. signed James 
G, and Graeat Seal of Scotland, Edinburgh, 13 May 1550, Foedera. (3rd Edition, 1741) Vol. VI, Parts 1 & 
2, p. 199.
192 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 174; C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 185.
193 Sir John Masone to the Council, Dieppe, 19 October 1550, C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 58.
194 ‘Copie of the treatie betwenc Charles the Emperor and Queene Marie of Scotlande’, (signed ‘Johannes 
Skene, cl. Rcge’) B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 440r-444r. ‘Articles du Traité de paix d’entre 
l'Empereur et les Escossis, faits par les députz dudict Empereur et le Seigneur d'Asquyn [Erskine]’, sans 
date, Teulet, Papiers d'état. Vol. 1, pp. 239-248. Also see C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 197, and C.S.P. 
Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 185. It should be noted that the treaty of Binche is not published in the 
Foedera.
195 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 120.
196 See letters of Mary of Hungary to Count Van Buren (Count Maximilien de Bourgogne, Admiral of 
Flanders), Binche, 8 & 11 December 1550, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, pp. 193-4. Van Buren immediately 
replied to Mary of Hungary and begged her ‘to consider that the Scots have had their staple for trading, their 
conservator, and other privileges granted to that nation by your most noble predecessors and confirmed by 
your Majesty, some forty or fifty years in the town of Veere’. But ‘since the outbreak of hostilities the 
town has lost quite one quarter of its former wealth, and were the Scots to be removed it would lose all ... 
[and] M. Van Buren has been informed that the Scots wish to return to Veere, now there is to be peace, and 
to remain there’, Ibid, p. 194.
197 sir Thomas Chamberlain, ‘Ambassador with the Ladie Regent in Flaundres’, A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 190.
198 Girardot, Pièces inédits relatives à l'histoire d'Écosse. pp. 31-2. It should be noted that A. Teulet did 
not include this document when he published Girardot's transcriptions in his Relations Politiques: however, 
it appears in, J.A.B. Teulet, Papiers d'état. Vol. 1, pp. 237-39.
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At the same time, Bassefontaine must have sent a dispatch to Henri II, who informed 
Chémault on 21 December 1550 from Blois, that,
‘je vous advise que, entre l'Empereur et les Escossois, s'est accordé le 
différend qui estoit, et les choses si bien passées entre la royne de Hongrye 
et les députez de la royne d'Escosse qui estoient allé par delà avecques mon 
ambassadeur que, grâce à Dieu, la paix est faite et establye entre eulx, ainsi 
que le sieur de Bassefontaine, mon ambassadeur en Flandres, vous aura 
adverty; et pour autant qu'il est necessaire que mon cousin le Gouverneur 
d'Escosse et mon ambassadeur qui est auprès de luy [d'Oysel], le sachent, 
pour pourvoir à faire cesser les depprédations de leur costé. ... [Aussi], 
advertissant le dit roy d'Angleterre et son conseil, si voyez que bon soit, de 
l'occasion de sadite dépesche, de laquelle ils ne devront estre que très
contens’.199
Although evidence of Chamberlain's angry report to the English Privy Council 
appears not to have survived, the essence of it can be deduced from Jehan Scheyfve's 
dispatch to the Emperor on 21 January 1551, which he sent after his meeting with 
Warwick, Somerset, Parr, Clinton and others of the Council; and which he had arranged in 
response to Mary of Hungary's commands in her letters to Scheyfve of 19 December 1550, 
concerning the Imperial/Scottish treaty of Binche. In this lengthy dispatch to the Emperor, 
Scheyfve explained that he had informed the English that, ‘after several conferences, the 
peace had been concluded and the King of England included in it by your Majesty's 
initiative, according to the perpetual amity and confederation between your Majesty and the 
said King and his dominions. To this they made no reply’, said Scheyfve, ‘nor did they 
utter a word’.^OO The major part of this dispatch, however, concerned the necessity ‘to 
have prompt restitution’, continued Scheyfve, ‘made of certain ships, belonging to your 
Majesty’s subjects, that had been seized by the Scots and pirates, together with payment of 
all damages caused thereby; and this in spite of the lively solicitations of the French 
ambassador [Sébastien de L'Aubespine] that the said Scots and their ships should be freed 
from arrest [by the English^Ol] and released’.^ 2  a  long discussion, essentially a circular
199 Giradot, Ibid, pp. 24-5; Tculet, Ibid. Vol. 1, p. 250.
290 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 198. This was the first time (as far as I am aware) and probably the only 
time, that England was comprehended in a treaty between Scotland and a foreign power, and more 
particularly when England was neither consulted nor represented at the negotiations. Little wonder that the 
Privy Council were speechless, although they possibly had some inkling, as they had attended an urgent 
meeting with the French ambassador, M. de Chémault, two days previously, Ibid, p. 198.
291 Scheyfve to the Emperor, London, 21 January 1551: ‘....my Lord of Warwick talking most, and he of 
Somerset sometimes putting a word, that the property in question had been taken at a time when your 
Majesty [Charles V] was still at war with the Scots, and since the Scots had ventured to approach the ports 
of this kingdom, and land without letters of safe-conduct, everything found in their possession ought, 
according to their ancient custom, to be confiscated’, Ibid, p. 199. It should be noted that the period referred 
to by Warwick occurred after the ratification by England of the comprehension of Scotland in the treaty of 
Boulogne; hence de L’Aubespine's ‘lively solicitations’ on behalf of the Scots. On 30 January 1551, 
Warwick wrote to Chémault from Granville apologising that he could not keep his appointment with him 
in London, but ‘je confesse’ continues Warwick, ‘qu'il était ma part el mon devoir de venir à vous et de n'en 
vous mettre à telle peine’, A. Hiver de Beauvoir, ‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes’, p. 129
202 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. Vol. X, p. 199.
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argument, ensued with the English at first denying responsibility, then blaming the Scots 
and finally, making threats to bring the case before the Court of Admiralty; an option which 
Lord Edward Clinton, the Lord High Admiral, particularly supported. This option was 
eschewed by Scheyfve who eventually extracted a promise, he informed the Emperor, ‘to 
have certain decisions that had been given in favour of your M ajesty's subjects 
executed *.203
Erskine had returned directly to the French court at Blois, from Binche on 30 
December 1550;204 returning to Scotland via London where he was ‘received by the King 
and Council and much caressed’, in early April 1551.205 \n Brussels, following the 
Emperor's ratification of the treaty at Augsburg on 1 April 1551,206 the Emperor's 
Council of State appointed Matthew Strick to deliver the Imperial ratification to Scotland 
and collect the Scottish one.207 According to John Hamilton, Archbishop of St. Andrews, 
Strick arrived ‘to end (complete) the pece heir and it was nocht endit thar for certen small 
differens quhilk wilbe mendit the xxij day of this monetht [22 June] quharto the nobill men 
of this realm ar warnit to be. And this is all the differens thai stand on: to haif the peex 
ratifit be every stait be thar selfis and ondir thar selis and sic lik be my lord governor in 
speciall, and the Kyngis mageste [Henri II's] imbassadour now in Flanderis [Sébastien de 
L'Aubespine] hes grantit tharto’.208 David Paniter, Bishop of Ross, explained to Strick 
that the Scottish Council had decided that ‘you were to have two ratifications of the peace: 
one in the Queen's name to which that Lady's great seal alone should be affixed; the other 
with the Queen's seals in the first place, and then the Regent's [Governor's] together with 
those of the Great Council and Estates’.209 The Emperor's Great Council in Brussels was 
puzzled by this dual-ratification but they did ‘not wish to incur the odium of letting it be 
believed that the men who had signed the ratification and appended their seals to it 
alongside of those of Queen Mary of Scotland, the Regent [Governor], and other prelates 
and nobles were practicing deceit, acting in a capacity that was not theirs, or were the least 
important members of the Estates’.210
There does not appear to be any surviving evidence or logical rationale for two 
ratifications which were identical, except for the seals and signatures, although it should be
203 ¡bid, p. 203.
204 C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 65.
205 ‘Advises sent by Jehan Scheyfve’, London, 9 April 1551, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 265.
206 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 184.
207 The Council of State to Mary of Hungary, Brussels, 14 April 1551, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, pp. 271- 
2 .
208 Archbishop Hamilton to Marie de Guise, Peebles, 14 June [1551], Scottish Correspondence of Mary of 
Lorraine, p. 354.
209 Bishop of Ross to Mathieu Strick, no place, no time (? July, 1551, Scotland), C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. 
X, p. 337.
210 ‘Memoir concerning the Treaty between the Emperor and the Scots (? July 1551), C.S.P. Spanish. 
Vol. X, p. 338.
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noted that the Register of the Privy Council of Scotland, is wanting from 24 February to 30 
August 1551. As we have already seen, the Governor was anxious to sign a separate peace 
treaty, independent of Henri II, with the Emperor,211 even before the Anglo/French 
ratifications of the treaty of Boulogne had been signed; much less the comprehension of 
Scotland into that treaty. But, having been forestalled by Henri II in the treaty negotiations, 
the Governor, at the instance of David Paniter, Bishop of Ross,212 and in the absence of 
Marie de Guise, decided on this dual-ratification solution, which appears to have been of 
dubious legality in international law, as expressed by the Emperor's Great Council in 
Brussels. It can only be supposed that the Governor made a distinction between himself 
and the Estates of Scotland, and the Kingdom of Scotland as embodied in the sovereign, 
Mary Queen of Scots, in an attempt to prevent the Scottish government's involvement in 
future wars between the Emperor and Henri II.
Perhaps it was this action which prompted support for the Governor by the Three 
Estates of Parliament on 1 February 1552, on which day they ‘ratifeit and appreuit’ the 
agreement made at Stirling on 18 November 1544,213 rescinding Marie de Guise's attempt 
to overthrow the Governor whereby ‘my Lord Governour and the Quenis grace and the 
haill counsall hes dischargeit, cassit and annullit... all acts and ordinances at Striuiling or 
quhatsumeuer vther place suspendand my Lord Governour fra administratioun of his office 
of governament and tutorie’.214 On the same day, however, this act was prefaced by a 
‘remembrance to my Lord Gouernouris grace and the thre Estatis being present in 
Parliament how that Monsieure Dosel the maist Christin Kingis Lieutennent and 
Ambaxatour was haistelie to depart of this Realme to his maister and that his gude service 
done in thir partis baith in tyme of peax and weir sould be written to the said maist Christin 
King not allanerlie thankand his grace of the samin bot alswa suppleand to thank and 
reward the said Monsieure Dosel!’.215 As far as loyalty to the "Auld Alliance" was
211 Supra. Chapter 3, notes 10-12.
212 Paniter had spent several months at the Imperial court in 1545 unsuccessfully trying to have Scotland 
comprehended in the treaty of Crépy, Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 370-76; his close association with the 
Governor as his procurator in France during 1548 and 1549 and subsequently in Scotland, seem to have 
precluded him from further ambassadorial duties. At the end of 1548 and early 1549 there was much 
discussion at the French court concerning Scotland's position vis-à-vis the Emperor, C.S.P. Spanish. Voi. 
IX, pp. 315, 316, 322 and 323. Finally, on 1 February 1549 the Emperor instructed St. Mauris that in 
‘referring to the Constable's repeated assertion when speaking about the inclusion of the Scots in the peace, 
that the King [Henri II] his master is King of Scotland and must make Scottish interests his own’; that, 
continued the Emperor “nous remectons a ce que peult estre de ce tiltre”, ... while standing firmly by our 
treaties with England, especially reserved in the Treaty of Crépy; and, according to this last, the King of 
France may not assist the Scots against us as they were our enemies at the time the treaty was signed, and 
besides have continued in war and enemity towards us since’, Ibid, p. 335.
2 12 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 342-47.
214 Acts of the Parliaments of Scotland. Voi. 2, p. 489.
215 ib id , p. 489; in April 1552 d'Oysel's appointment as Lieutenant General in Scotland was made 
permanent and at the same time he was also made ‘un gentilhomme de la chambre du Roy’, with 
appropriate pensions, see E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, attached to this thesis.
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concerned, Marie de Guise and the ‘Lordis of the Greit Counsel’ concluded on 20 March 
1552 that ‘qhuat incommodité may cum to this realm, gif the peax with the Emperour beis 
broken,’ an attempt should be made to persuade the ‘Kingis Majestie [Henri II]’ otherwise. 
‘Bot gif alwayis his Majestie persistis and abidis at that poynt, that he will haif declaratioun 
of weir maid to the Emperour in naim and behalf of this realm, in that cais thair salbe send 
to the Emperour ane sufficient personaig to gyf up the samyn peax, and declair unto him 
that this realme can nocht remane at freyndschip with him, he standand at inmymite with 
the said maist Cristin King of France, maist anciant and maist spéciale freynd unto the 
Quenis Grace our Soverane Lady, and this hir realme’.216
The peace between Scotland and the Emperor having been settled, Henri II turned 
his attention to England. He informed M. de Chémault on 23 January 1551 that he had 
commissioned the ‘Sr de Lansac^^ ... l'envoye par delà, qui tend seullement à pacifier les 
différends qui sont entre les Anglois et les Escossoys, dont je désire bien veoir la fin et que 
la royne dEscosse puisse avoir net ce qui luy appartiens’.218 Lansac arrived in London at 
the end of January and on 1 February 1551 he and Chémault presented Henri II's
216 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 120.
212 ‘Louis de Saint-Gelais qui, né en 1512, devint Seigneur de Lanssac, Saint-Savin, Précy-sur-Oise, 
Vemoux, Comefou, Ardillcux et Basses-Vergnes, baron de la Mothe-Saint-Héray, capitaine de Bourg-sur- 
Gironde et de Blaye, gentilhomme de la chambre du Roi Henri II, gouverneur des princes devenus plus tard 
François II et Charles IX, chambellan du roi, Chevalier des ordres de Saint-Michel et du Saint-Esprit, 
capitaine de la seconde compagnie des 100 gentilshommes de la maison du roi, chevalier d'honneur de la 
reine Catherine de Médicis [1577] et surintendant de ses finances, conseiller du roi en son conseil d’état et 
privé’, Correspondance Politique de M. de Lanssac (Louis de Saint-Gelaisl 1548-1557. (ed) Ch. Sauzé, in 
Archives Historiques de Poitou. XXXIII, Poitiers, (1904) p. iv. In an article published in 1940, M. Ch. 
Sauzé de Lhoumeau daims that Lansac was an illegitimate son of Francis I, (çf, ‘réputé frère naturel de 
Henri IF, Romier, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 323); and their portraits certainly give some credence to 
this assertion (see Plate No. 17). Lhoumeau says that his parents, Alexandre de Saint-Gelais and ‘Jacquette 
de Lanssac, sa jeune femme, durant les longues absences de son mari,’ and who was ‘riche, belle et élégante 
devait habiter, la plupart du temps, la ville de Cognac, où la cour de la comtesse d'Angoulème, Louise de 
Savoie [Francis I's mother]; ... [et] Mmc de Saint-Gelais ne tarda pas à devenir une des dames les plus en 
vue de la petite cour où séjournait, en de brefs déplacements, le jeune prince. ... [En 1512] elle mit du 
monde un fils qui, jusqu'à sa mort ne cessa de jouir d'une enviable faveur auprès de François 1er et de ses 
descendants’... Après cet événement, Alexandre de Saint-Gelais, ignorant sans doute sa conjugale infortune, 
quitta la cour de Navarre “fut retiré au service de Louis XII”, and died in 1522. Then ‘à la mort de sa mère, 
[Lansac] avait pris le nom d'une de ses seigneuries: Lanssac, située près de Bourg, sous le quel il fui connu 
toute sa vie’, Ch. Sauzé de Lhoumeau, ‘Un fils naturel de François 1er, Louis de Saint-Gelais, baron de la 
Mothe-Saint-Héray’, in Mémoires de la Société des Antiquaires de l'Ouest. Vol. XVI (1940) pp. 6-7 and 10.
218 Giradot, Pièces inédites relatives à l'histoire d'Écosse. p. 3; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, 251; 
Teulet, Papiers d'État. Vol. 1, pp. 207-224; Teulet incorrectly dates these letters as January & etc. 1550 
instead of 1551, and which Sypher uses as evidence in her thesis (pp. 147-8) citing the events as 1550, 
resulting in a distortion of twelve months in the interpretation of this part of her thesis. Sir John Masone 
also notified the Council on 23 January 1551 that ‘Monsr de Lansac natif of Guyenne ... whome the 
ffrenche king sendeth presently to the Kinges Mate to treate for the appeasinge of such quarrelles as at my 
last being at the Courte were declared unto me touching Skotlande’, P.R.O. Sp 68/6/275.
2 85
Piate No. 17: M. de Lansac and Henri IL Half-brothers?
Henri II, portrait en 
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proposals for the Anglo/Scottish peace to the English Privy Council. In the preamble the 
French King asserted that ‘forasmuche as he had taken the protection of the Scottishe 
Quene, considering that Scotlande was comprehended, he could no lesse do then to desire 
the King his goode brother to restore Edrington,219 the fyssheng in Twede and other 
lymittes, with the newtrall estate of the Debatable Grounde, in like maner as every thing 
was before the beginneng of the last warres’. Secondly, certain English prisoners, who 
had been released by the Scots, had failed to pay their agreed ransoms, therefore, ‘he 
prayed order might be taken that thei shulde paie it accordinglie’. Thirdly, now that 
England was at peace with Scotland the French King ‘prayed thentercourse betwene bothe 
realmes might be open, and that restitución might be made of v [5] shippes of Scotlande 
staied there syns the Peace’. Finally, regarding the hostages still in England since Solway 
Moss (1542); ‘the Frenche King desireth the Kinges Majestie to deliver them, like as at his 
request thei of Seint Andrewes have been delyvered in Fraunce’. The French envoys were 
asked by the Council to ‘have pacience for a fewe daies’ while the Council deliberated the
French King's proposals.220
On 14 February the Council recalled Lansac and Chémault ‘for aunswere to the 
poinctes proponed’. Firstly, where Henri II ‘desyred full restitución of Edrington221 and 
other thinges belonginge to the realme of Scotlande ... albiet that by the Treatie last 
made222 it was laufull for the Kinges Majestie to enyoie and keepe not only Edrington, 
with other thinges that he keepeth not within that realme, having had the same in his 
possession long before the last treatie;’ (this is curious because by the Indenture of 1534 it 
was supposed to have been returned to the Scots). But Edward VI, ‘for the more perficte 
declaración of his deire to the contynuance of the amytie, wolde send a gentleman of his 
owne very shortely to the French King’.223 Secondly, regarding the unpaid English 
ransoms, ‘it was agreed that what prisoner so ever was free of prison before the Treatie, 
and indebted for his raunsom, he shulde paie the debt,’ and visa versa regarding the Scots.
219 ‘The English having, in the course of the war, seized the house of Edrington and the mill belonging to 
it, commonly called Cawmills, as also its lands, fishings and other dependences’, G. Ridpath, Border 
History, p. 393.
220 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 204-5; for the French version see: ‘Remonstrances et demandes faictes par les 
sieurs de Chémault... et de Lansac’, Girardot, Pièces inédites relatives à l'histoire d'Écosse. pp. 4-7; Teulet, 
Relations Politique. Vol. 1, pp. 251-4, incorrectly dated by Teulet as the 14th not 1 February 1551; also 
see Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 300-1.
221 For further background on Edrington see an ‘Indenture, London, May 12,1534. (Foedera. XIV, 538): It 
is agreed between the bishop of Aberdeen, Sir Adam Ottirbum, and the commissioners of Henry [VIII] that 
the said King Henry to show his goodwill and affection will restore within 20 days the house of 
Eddringtoun or Cawmyllis, with lands and pertinents, acquired by him in the last war and now to be 
peaceably held without molestation on the part of England or the inhabitants of Berwick’, Letters of James 
V, p. 269. Teulet asserts, incorrectly, that Edrington: ‘Adryton’ or ‘Heringthon’ is ‘Harrington dans le 
comté de Cumberland, à 4 kil. s. de Workington’, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 243, n. 1, and p. 252.
222 The previous peace treaty between England and Scotland was the Treaty of Greenwich, 1 July 1543, 
which was never ratified by Henry VIII, see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, notes 249-51.
223 s if  william Pickering who shortly after replaced Masone as the English ambassador resident in France.
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Thirdly, Edward VI, in order ‘to gratifie his goode brother, the Frenche King, was 
contented that those Scottishe shippes wiche remaigne stayed here salbe sett a lybertie, 
except such as are priattes’. Concerning future safe haven for Scottish ships: this was to be 
granted in times of tempest and necessity ‘according to the Treatie made betwene King 
Edward the iiijth [IV] and King James the iij^e [III]. Finally, the question of hostages224 
was to be discussed with the French King by ‘the saied gentleman appointed’.225 sir 
William Pickering and Sir John Masone were instructed ‘to treat upon a peace propounded 
by the French King betwixt Scotland and us, whereby Roxborough, Aymouthe, 
Ederington, and the fisshinge of the water of Twede, are required to be rendered to the 
Scottes, and the prisoners to be discharged taken since the last warre.’226
Two days later, on 16 February 1551, the Council informed Sir John Masone of 
the details of these meetings,22V and on 7 March, following the arrival of Sir William 
Pickering, the English responses were presented to Henri II, who consulted Marie de 
Guise before giving his answer to the English ambassadors.228 On the same day Henri II 
wrote to Edward VI acknowledging his letters delivered by Sir William Pickering, and 
agreeing to the remonstrances made by the Sr de Lansac, who had also returned to France 
in the interim, that ‘vous auez accorde les poinctz qui resterent a parfaire et accomplir pour 
le regard du Royaume descosse choses qui cederont au grant bien et repoz tant de voz 
subgectz que ceux dudit Royaume descosse. Et en la bonne et parfaicte amytie qui est entre 
nous deplus en plus asseuree et fermement establye ainsi que lauons plusamplement diet et 
declaire audit Sr de Pickerin’.229 Qn 17 March 1551, Masone informed the Council that 
Lansac and Thomas, Master of Erskine, will be in England within two days, and that ‘these 
men [Henri II's Councillors] sithen this last commission seem much altered in disposition 
towards us, and in all men's opinions we are like this year as the last to be friends’.230 On 
21 March, Henri II confirmed Lansac’s credentials in a letter to Edward VI, asking him to
724 Lansac's ‘liste des otages: ce sont les hostages pour les prisonniers prins à Solem Most [Solway Moss, 
1542]; les deux filz du comte de Glencame’, et les filz du Sr d'Oliphant, M. Carst, Sr de Somervaill et M. 
Craggy. A second list, says Lansac, ‘ce sont les hostages donnez depuis aux gardiens des frontières’: les 
hostages du Srs de Garleis, Wamfray. Lochinvar, et Drummaillarde; du Messrs Cloysbrun, d’Elphinstonn, et 
Hempfield, du tuteur de Vombe, de l'abbé de Salsatte et du capitaine Craufurde’, Girardot, Pièces inédites 
relatives à l'histoire d'Écosse. p. 7; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 255.
225 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 211-2; Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 303-4.
226 b .L. Harleian Coll. 353, fol. 86, çf, Literary Remains of Edward VI. p. 304 and note.
227 p .r .o . Sp 68/6/25-9.
228 p .r .o . Sp 68/6/119-27.
229 Henri II to Edward VI, Blois, 7 March 1551, P.R.O. Sp 68/6/137.
230 p.R.o. Sp 68/6/138; see also four undated memoirs of discussions held by Lansac with various 
members of the Council: Paget, Cobham, Arundel, Clinton, Somerset and Warwick. In the fourth 
mémoire Lansac says that Warwick ‘m'a demandé si le Roy appeloit la petite royne d'Escosse sa fille; et m'a 
dist, qu'après avoir mangé les choulx, nous voulderions avoir le jardin’, Girardot, Pièces inédites relatives à 
rhistorie d'Écosse. pp. 16-20; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 242-46.
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have ‘le croyre et adjouster foy ace quil vous dira de par nous tant ainsi que feriez nostre 
propre personne’.231
Lansac and Chémault met with the English Privy Council on 5 April 1551 and, after 
deliberating some further points, a general agreement was made that negotiations could 
now begin on a peace treaty between Scotland and England.232 The following day the 
Council appointed the English commissioners: ‘The Busshop of Lichefilde or Norwiche, 
Sir Robert Bowes, Sir Leonarde Bekwith [and] Sir Thomas Challoner’ to negotiate ‘by 
Treatie of suche differences as yet remaigne in question betwene us and the Scottes it hathe 
been condescended betwene us and them that certein Commissioners, to the nombre of 
fowre [4] of either partie, shall note upon the frountiers of both realmes for that purpose by 
a certayn daie prefixed to treate and conclude upon the saied differences’.233 On 11 April 
1551 instructions were given by Edward VI to ‘Sir William Pickering taking w* hym our 
letters of credence to our very good brother the french King and all such other writinges as 
ar prepared for his depeche’. He nominates the English commissioners ‘who by goddes 
grace shall be redy to mete w* those for Scotland vpon the frontiers abowt the begyin of 
may next w* ample commission to conclude vpon all matters’. Finally, Sir William 
Pickering is appointed ‘as our ambassador resident there’ at the departure of Sir John 
Masone.234
Lansac and Erskine departed for Scotland soon after to join the other 
commissioners for Scotland: Robert Reid, bishop of Orkney and Robert, Lord Maxwell; 
and on 8 May at Edinburgh and 10 May 1551 at Greenwich, the commissioners of Mary 
Queen of Scots and Edward VI signed the report for the treaty of Norham.235 Edward VI 
informed Henri II on [c.20-21] May 1551 that Te Sr de Lansac touchant le parfaire et 
réduire a bonne fin par commission dung coste et daultre les choses que auparauant nous 
avons proposez par nostre ambassadeur resident lez vous et ce porteur [Pickering] 
touchant’.236 On 29 May Lansac informed Chémault from Edinburgh the ‘Messieurs les 
depputez de la royne d'Escosse et moy receumes une lettre des commissaires depputez du 
roy dAngleterre qui sont à Barvic [Berwick], par laquelle ils nous mandent qu'ils ont heu 
response des seigneurs de leur Conseil sur les différans en quoy nous estions demeurez:
231 P.R.O. Sp 68/6/161.
232 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 250-1; Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 311-2.
233 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 252-3.
234 P.R.O. Sp 68/6/257-263.
233 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain Vol. 1, p. 186; report signed by ‘Thomas Norwicij, Robert Bowis, 
Leoneyd Beckwyth [and] Thomas Chaloner’ of their proceedings with the Scottish commissioners at 
Norham Castle, 14 May 1551, B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 449r-456r. Instructions from 
Edward VI and the Lords of the Council to their Commissioners on the borders, Greenwich, 19 May 1551, 
Ibid, fols 432r-435r; and empowering them to use their own discretion, same to same, Greenwich, 22 May 
1551, Ibid, fols 436r-437v.
236 P.R.O. Sp 68/7/501.
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pourquoy nous avons arresté de nous retrouver ensemble lundi prochain qui sera le premier 
jour de juing, pour continuer ce que nous avons commancé’.237 Henri II was pleased 
with the progress of the negotiations as he informed Chémault on 6 June: that he had 
received his letter of 24 May ‘par où j'ai entendu comme le roy d'Angleterre, mon bon 
frère, et les seigneurs de son Conseil ont satisffaits à tous les poincts que ces 
commissaires, estants assemblez avecques ceulx d'Escosse, n'avoient voullu passer;238 
dont vous avez adverty le sieur de Lanssac. De quoy et de tant de démonstrations d'amytié 
que faict ledict roy d'Angleterre en mon endroit, je remetz à le faire mercyer par mon cousin 
le maréchal de Saint André’.239 Finally, on 10 June 1551 at Norham Church, a ‘treaty of 
peace between Edward VI and Mary Queen of Scots [was] concluded by Thomas, Bishop 
of Norwich, & etc., commissioners of Edward VI, and Robert, Bishop of Orkney, Robert,
237 Correspondance Politique de M. dc Lanssac. pp. 3-4; Girardot, Pièces inédites relatives à l'histoire 
d’Écosse. p. 26; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 271. Lansac also mentions that ‘après avoire 
longuement attendu, l’argent pour le payement des gens de guerre qui sont de par deçà est venu’, Ibid. 
Lanssac, p. 4; Girardot, p. 27; Teulet, p. 271.
238 The points that they ‘n'avoient voullu passer’, mainly concerned the division of the "Debatable Lands", 
situated between the Scottish and English West Marches, to establish the Border limits between the two 
kingdoms. A separate commission was to be set up later to deal with this ancient and vexatious problem; 
sec Infra. Chapter 3, notes 328-30 and Plate No. 18.
239 Girardot, Pièces inédites relatives à l'histoire d' Écosse, p. 27; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 
272. In this same letter Henri II also informed Chémault ‘que j'ay receu la confession faicte à Calais par ce 
malheureux Escossois, lequel est arrivé depuis deux jours [4 June], et espère que bientost nous saurons de 
lui la vérité de la méchante et malheureuse conspiration’, Ibid. Girardot, p. 29; Teulet, p. 273. The Scot 
and the conspiracy to which Henri II refers was the attempt by a "Robert Stuart" to gain the support of the 
Earl of Warwick for his scheme to poison Mary Queen of Scots, (see Chémault's report, 14 May 1551, to 
Henri II and the Constable, Ibid. Girardot, pp. 34-44; Teulet, pp. 260-70). Stuart then approached a fellow- 
Scot, James Henrisoun, (Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 487) who at that time was exiled and destitute in England, 
with his plan. Henrisoun grasped the opportunity and reported Stuart's plan to Chémault who had him 
arrested and, as we have seen, Stuart was extradited to France. (For Henrisoun's letter to Marie de Guise, 9 
May; Stuart's confession, 13 May; Henri II to Chémault, 15 May, praising the ‘très-valeureusement 
comporté de Comte dc Warwick’; and Marie de Guise's and the Constable's letters to Chémault 26 May and 
13 June 1551, see A. Hiver dc Beauvoir, ‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes’, pp. 130-44; also Henri II to Edward 
VI and Masone to the Council, P.R.O. Sp 68/6/361 and 365, concerning this affair.) For a colourful and 
dramatic account see M.H. Merriman, ‘James Henrisoun and “Great Britain”,’ pp. 100-1. Exactly who 
Stuart was and what happened to him is not known. Merriman says that ‘he was almost certainly a 
member of the Scots Guard by 1551’, Ibid, p. 100. If he was then he is not mentioned on the Muster Rolls 
of the garde écossaise for the years 1548, 1549, 1550 or 1551, W. Forbes-Leith, Scots Men-at-Arms. Vol. 
2, pp. 144-150. There is, however, a Robert Stuart, Archer, in James Hamilton, 3rd Earl of Arran's 60 
Lances ‘des ordonnances du Roy’, mentioned in a Muster Roll taken on 27 July 1550, B.N. Coll. 
Clairambault 255, No. 1377. Merriman assumes that Stuart ‘suffered the barbarous fate of the traitor’, (p. 
101) whilst Antonia Fraser says, without evidence, that he was ‘hanged drawn and quartered’, Mary Queen 
of Scots, p. 78. It is therefore surprising to find two Robert Stuarts ‘le jeune et l'aisne’ listed among 
Arran's Lances on 26 April 1552, B.N. Coll. Clairambault 256, No. 1427, (see E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing 
the "Auld Alliance" in the 16th century’, attached to this thesis) all of which seems to prove only that 
"Robert Stuart" was a name commonly found amoung 16th-century Scots in France. Apart from Stuart, 
the affair ended happily with plaudits and commendations all round and, according to Merriman, resulted in 
Henrisoun's rehabilitation by a grateful Marie de Guise.
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Lord Maxwell, Thomas, Master of Erskine, and Sir Louis de S* Gelasius, Lord of 
Lanssac, knight, commissioners of the Queen of Scots’.240
During the Spring and Summer of 1551, conviviality and co-operation between the 
French and English courts reached new heights the like of which would not be seen again 
in Valois France or Tudor England. Each kingdom exchanged large retinues of nobles and 
gentlemen accompanied by their servants and retainers: the English, who were first, to 
present the Order of the Garter to Henri 11,241 followed by the French who reciprocated 
with the Order of Saint-Michel to Edward VI.242 Although neither of these events 
compared with the opulence of the "Field of Cloth of Gold" (1520), the basis of this accord 
had far greater substance in that peace with Scotland had been included.243 The prime 
object of these embassies, however, was to settle the final agreements of the treaty of 
Boulogne; chiefly, the negotiations for the marriage of Henri II's daughter, Elizabeth, to 
Edward VI.
The English embassy to France was led by William Parr, Earl of Essex and 
Marquis of Northampton who, with the Bishop of Ely, Thomas Goodrich, Sir John 
Masone, Sir William Pickering, Sir Philip Hoby, Sir Thomas Smith and Dr. Oliver were 
sent to invest Henri II with the insignia of the Order of the Garter, and to negotiate the 
marriage.244 According to Sir Thomas Hoby, ‘the hole number of the noblemen and 
gentlemen with their traynes was two hundredthe and lx [240]’,245 aq Qf whom travelled 
from Calais to Boulogne on 29 May 1551, and where they were ‘receaved right honorablie
240 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 186; Foedera. (3rd Edition, 1741) Vol. VI, parts 1 & 2, pp. 
203-6; N.L.S. Adv. MSS. Advocates Charters Ch. A. 26. Peace treaty, Edward VI and Mary Queen of 
Scots, Norham, 10 June 1551, (Latin) B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 462r-464r.
241 On 1 May 1551, Edward VI sent letters to Henri II and the Council to Sir John Masone informing him 
that ‘on last St George’s Day [23 April] the French King had been elected Knight of the Garter’, C.S.P. 
Foreign. Edward VI. pp. 98-9; A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 268; on 10 May, to Sir Gilbert Dethuick, ‘Garter Kinge 
at Armes, for provision of a helme garnished with fine golde, a crowne of copper gilten, an arming girdell 
to the same, and a plate of mettall with tharmes of the French King engraven for his installacion, xx*1 
[£20]’,Ibid, PP- 272-3.
242 On 6 June 1551, Henri II wrote to Edward VI; ‘Treshault et trespuissant prince [& etc] ... Tout ce que 
nous auons le plus desire Cheureulx bien de pair quil a pieu a dieu donner a nous noz Royaulmes pays et 
subgeetz. Ce a este quil soffuist moyen de fortiffier et augmenter la bonne et fraternelle amytie que nous 
auons ensemble. Et pour ceste cause ayant considéré que Ion ny pourroit donner meilleur commencement 
que en vous appellant et assocyant en la compaignye de chevaliers de nostre ordre monseigneur Sainct 
Michel Comme prince tresvertueulx et plain de louables mérités’, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/565; Edward wrote in his 
journal: T accepted the order of monseigneur Michel by promise to the French embassadour [Chémault]’, 
Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, p. 323.
24 3 Supra. Ch. 1, notes 138-42; for an account of the "Field of Cloth of Gold", see R.J. Knecht, Francis I. 
pp. 77-82.
244 ‘Instructions given by the Kinges Mal' e to his right trustie and right welbeloved cousen and 
councellore the Marques of Northehamton [et al] ... with order that if the French Kinge will not deliver the 
yonge Scottish Queene for his wife then to conclud a marriage for him with Elizabeth the said frenche kings 
daughter* B.L. Additional MS. 4149, fols 29r-34v. The English first draft of the treaty (in Latin), P.R.O. 
Sp 68/7/451-8.
24  ^The Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. p. 67; Hoby names 54 of the 240, including his brother 
Philip, recently English ambassador at the Emperor's court, Ibid, pp. 66-7.
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with gunnshott and other triumphes’; and met by ‘Monsr di oMendosta’246 who had been 
appointed by Henri II to conduct the English party to the court.247 They travelled overland 
via Montreuil, Abbeville, Amiens, Paris248 ancj Chartres to Orleans249 where they were 
transported by boats down the Loire River to Nantes,250 alighting there to join Henri II 
and his court at Chateaubriand 1 on 19 June 1551.252 They were met at the town gate by 
Jean, comte d'Enghien, with 30 or 40 horse and Claude, due d'Aumale, with several other 
nobles who conducted them into the ‘Chambre of Presence’ where the King, accompanied 
by the Cardinal of Lorraine, due de Guise and their brothers, the Cardinal de Chatillon, the 
Constable and other nobles awaited them.253 That same evening, according to 
Northampton, the king ‘brought us and all the company to the Queen's chamber, where we 
found her, with the old and young Scottish Queens, and a great company of ladies, at 
whose hands we had also such good welcome as might be had; and so the King fell to 
dancing, and drove forth the night to bed-time’.254
On 21 June 1551, the Marquis of Northampton and Anne de Montmorency, 
Constable of France, donned their robes of the Garter and the Marquis ‘delivered the 
George, Garter, robes and collar unto the French King’, which was followed by an oration 
by the Bishop of Ely, and responded to by the Cardinal of Lorraine.255 The whole
746 Diego de Mendoza [M. de Mandosse]: ‘a Spaniard evermore trayned and browght uppe in Fraunce, and 
of the French King's Privie Chambre’, Ibid, p. 67.
747 On 26 May, Henri II had written to ‘Monsr Le Marquis, Ayent sceu vostre prochaine arrivee en mon 
Royaume pour venir deuers moy. Jay advise denuoyer audeuant de vous le Sr de Mandosse gentilhomme de 
ma chambre present porteur’, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/523.
748 From Paris, Northampton informed the Council and Sir John Masone, who was awaiting the arrival of 
the English party in Angers, of their safe arrival and cordial reception, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/555-8 and 559-62; 
and C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. pp. 118, 121-3.
749 On 7 June 1551, Northampton informed the Council that ‘I have been wonders well entreteigned all the 
waie and speciallie here at this Citie of Orleans’, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/587.
750 From Nantes on 16 June, Northampton recounted some of his journey to the Council: ‘When I came to 
Bloys Monsr de Mandosse demanded wheathcr I wolde see the Dolphyn and the rest of the Kinges children 
that were then in the Castell which being offered by him I thought no convenient to refuse. ... We were 
receaved by the Governor with great ceremonies and being brought to the Dolphyns presence were embraced 
of him of the Duke of Orleans [later Charles IX] and the two yonge Ladies their sisters [Elizabeth, (b.1546) 
and Claude (b.1547)] as amyablie as coulde be ymagined’, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/643.
751 ‘Monsr Chastillon, who not only made us a great supper the night before our departure out of Nantes, 
but also feasted us all the way to the court, making us such cheer (at his own charges) as was not to be 
looked for in Bretagne’, Northampton eta! to the Council, Chateaubriant, 20 June 1551, P.R.O. Sp 
68/7/671-86; published in P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 385.
752 ‘7 he Castle of Chasteaubriant standethe upon the hill full of pleasant wooddes, delectable walkes, faire 
springs of freshe water, freshe gardines and ortchards replenisshed with all sorts of savorie fruts, bewtifull 
prospects all abowt, and verie helthsom aere. It belongethe to the Cunstable of Fraunce’, Travels and Life 
of Sir Thomas Hobv. p. 70.
253 ibid, pp. 68-9.
254 Northampton to the Council, Chateaubriant, 20 June 1551, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and 
Mary. Vol. 1, p. 388.
255 Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. p. 69; ‘delivered unto Mr Garter [Sir Gilbert Dethuick] was the 
French King's gowne of his backe, which was black satin with xlviij [48] paire of agletts of gold sett full
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company then processed to the ‘chappell, where was song a solemn mass after the French 
fashion, with holie water and holie bread & etc.’, after which the King and his Nobles 
dined with the English Nobles in the great ‘chamber of estate’.256 Later the same day, 
Henri II summoned Northampton and his collegues who were ‘conveyed unto him by the 
Prior of Capua257 an(j Monsieur de Chastillon; and finding him in his bed-chamber, 
accompanied with the Cardinals Lorrain and Chastillion, Monsieur de Guise, d'Aumale and 
the Constable, I the Marquis ... delivered the King my master's letter of credence 
informing the French King of ‘my master's inclination and affection towards him, his great 
desire of the continuance of the increase of the amity, and finally the devise of some good 
mean for the perpetual establishment of the same’.258 Then, Sir Philip Hoby, ‘whom for 
that purpose we thought all (for divers considerations) most meetest’, expanded and 
elaborated this opening statement in a long oration.259
‘After he, with very many words, had said unto us the effect hereof, I the 
Lord Marquis entered into the first branch of my commission.... I made the 
overture of the Queen of Scots,260 setting forth unto him how far the Scots 
had therein proceeded with us; being ready, if it so liked him, to show 
presently the authentical records thereof; declaring unto him how thereby all 
controversies might be taken away, so as the amity between them, being 
builded upon a most sure foundation, might, by the aid of God, last and 
continue for ever: the most ernest desire whereof on the King my Master's 
behalf caused him this to require at this present, and to use this kind of 
frank proceeding with him’.261
According to Northampton, Henri II ‘made no direct answer’ 656but appreciating the 
frankness said that he would ‘appoint certain commissioners to treat with us’ and that ‘we 
should not have any reason to be discontented. ... That same evening the King, the Queens 
and all the ladies supt in the park’.262 Northampton was impressed with ‘the
with pearles, esteamed worth 1 pounds [£50], and a chaîne of gold of two hundreth French crownes [200 
ecus d’or soleil]’, Ibid, p. 69.
256 ¡bid, p. 70.
252 Northampton confused Léon Strozzi, Prieur de Capua, with François de Lorraine, Grand Prieur General 
of the Galleys (younger brother of François, duc de Guise) who attended the Châteaubriant conferences with 
his brothers. Tytler was also mistaken in thinking it was Strozzi: Northampton to the Council, 
Châteaubriant, 20 June 1551, in Eneland under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 390.
258 Ibid, p. 391.
259 Ibid, pp. 391-3.
266 Ibid, p. 393; Northampton's instructions were ‘to demand the Queen of Scots in marriage with the 
King of England; and in the event of that being refused, to solicit the hand of the Princess Elizabeth, 
daughter of the French monarch’. C.S.P.. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 109.
261 Northampton to the Council, Châteaubriant, 20 June 1551, in England under the Reigns of Edward VI 
and Mary. Vol. 1, pp. 393-4.
262 ibid, pp. 394-5; according to Sir Thomas Hoby, ‘at Chasteaubriant the French King shewed my Lord 
marquess great plesure and disport, sometime plaing at tenice’, shooting, hunting bore, palla malla, ‘and 
sometime with his great boisterlie Britons wrastling with my lordes yemen of Cornwall, ... and everie 
night ther was dansing in the great hall, and sometime musike in the King's Privie Chamber. He shewed 
him the like at Nantz with skirmisshes sometime uppon the river with bottes and vesselles fumisshe 
warlike’, Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. p. 72.
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entertainment that we have had at the King's own hands [which] hath been very great; for 
at all times of our access unto his presence, in all places and in all companies, he hath used 
us so familiarly and friendly, that it is impossible for him to show us in his own person 
greater demonstrations of love and amity than he hath showed openly’.263
The next day, 22 June 1551, Claude de L'Aubespine, one of the King's secretaries 
of state, conducted the English commissioners to the place of assembly where the Cardinal 
of Lorraine and Chatillon, the due de Guise, the Constable, the Bishop of Soissons, M. 
Bertrandi (President of the Parlement of Paris and Garde de Sceau) and ‘Monsr de Chenee 
one of the iiij [4] Generalles’,264 were waiting for them. Northampton reiterated the 
English overture of the previous day to which the Constable, who was the French 
spokesman, replied: “By my troth, to be plain and frank with you, seeing you require us so 
to be, the matter [the Scottish marriage] hath cost us both much riches and no little blood, 
and so much doth the honour of France hang hereupon as we cannot tell how to talk with 
you therein, the marriage being already concluded between her and the Dauphin; and, 
therefore, we would be glad to hear no more thereof’.265 Northampton replied that for the 
Scottish marriage England had also spent ‘both blood and riches’ but ‘I had commission, 
forasmuch as the other overture pleased not, to demand in marriage the Lady Elizabeth, 
eldest daughter to this King’. The Constable replied at length, concluding that ‘the King 
his master most heartily thanked the King our master; and that they would most gladly, 
according unto his commandment, treat with us in this matter’.266
Northampton continues, that ‘here we fell to the particularities of the commission; 
first, touching no contract to be made before the gentlewoman came to the age of twelve 
years [1558]’. Next came the dowry. ‘We demanded’, says Northampton, ‘xvCm crowns 
[1,500,000 ecus d'or soleil or 3,750,000 livres tournois]. “Frankly demanded” quoth 
they, laughing’.267 Qn 26 June the English, ‘after long discussion reduced their original 
demand of 1,500,000 crowns to 800,000; and the French raised their offer of 100,000 to 
200,000 crowns’.268 Then on 30 June the Council sent a second set of Instructions to 
Northampton and his colleagues, saying that ‘they may accept 600,000 crowns, but no 
less’,269 ancj on 2 July a third set: ‘they shall ask 400,000 crowns, and may agree to take
263 Northampton to the Council, Châteaubriant, 20 June 1551, in P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns 
of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 395.
264 p.R.o. Sp 68/7/678-9; Northampton probably meant Marshal not General of France, the other three 
Marshals at this time were: St. André, Brissac and Piero Strozzi.
265 p p Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, p. 398.
266 ¡bid pp 398-400; Elizabeth de Valois (b.1546) married Philip II of Spain in 1559 as part of the 
settlement of the Habsburg/Valois peace treaty of Câteau Cambrésis.
267 ¡bid, p. 400.
268 Northampton et ai to the Council, Châteaubriant, 26 June 1551, C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 133, 
çf, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/699-700.
269 C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p.139.
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200,000, with transportation charges of the French King, rather than break off the 
treaty ’.270
In the midst of the negotiations Henri II moved the court near to Nantes and, on 12 
July 1551, made his Entry into the town. The Entry was not so splendid as the one in 
Rouen and took the form of a military parade, in which the King and the French and 
English nobles participated. They were preceeded by 1,000 soldiers in four bands, 60 
townsmen on horseback, 60 ‘redd cotes’ on foot, the provost of Nantes accompanied by 
50 mounted men, a great number of friars and priests in the manner of a procession, 20 
mounted garde écossaise and ‘Gard Swisers’ on foot, 27 great French Nobles and the 
King, followed by the English and 40 other ‘French lordes and gentlemen’, and finally, 52 
mounted garde écossaise. An hour later Catherine di Medici made her Entry in a similar 
manner. Hoby noted that ‘the old and yong Quenes of Scottes cam not with the Cowrt to 
Nantz, but remayned behinde at Chasteaubriant to go an other waye.271
From Nantes on 17 July, Northampton informed the Council that ‘the French 
would not consent to more than their original proposition of 200,000 crowns ... and “the 
books of this treaty be now a-penning”.’272 The English followed the court when it 
moved from Nantes to Angers where, on 20 July 1551, ‘the treaty was signed and 
sealed’.273 On the same day from Beaufort, Henri II informed Edward VI that ‘combien 
est sain et prudent vostre jugement destant Icelluy nostredit cousin [le marquis de 
Noranthonj faire bien et dignement acquicte delà charge que luy aviez particullierement 
baillee que nous en demourons tressatisfaictz et contans. Et encores plus de ce quil 
apresent adieu faire son voiage si heureux que la conclusion dune chose tant vttille ala 
perpetuación de nostre mutuelle amytie se soit ensuiuie telle que nous lauons de long temps 
respectuiement fsicl esperee et desiree’.274 The English party revisited Orléans and on 25 
July set out to make their return journey by a similar route. At Paris on 1 August, Sir 
Thomas Hoby noted that Monsr de Mandosse presented Northampton with ‘a cupbord of 
plate, on the French King's behalf, of the value of two thowsand Crownes [2,000 écus 
d'or soleil]’; and for Sir Philip Hoby, plate worth 600 écus d'or soleil; Thomas Smith 
received 300 écus and Dr. Oliver 200 écus. ‘Mr Mason's was reserved untill his cumming,
770 ¡bid, p. 140.
771 The Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. pp. 70-1; From Nantes the King went to Angers where he 
went ‘on Pilgromag a foote to a place called Nostredam de Clery, which he dothe accustomablie use onse a 
yere’, Ibid, p. 72.
772 C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p.146.
773 ibid, P- 150; cf, P.R.O. Sp 68/8/867-94.
774 p.R.o. Sp 68/8/897; for Edward Vi's comments on the English embassy and the treaty, including the 
French refusal to relinquish Mary Queen of Scots and details o f the dowry negotiations, see Literary 
Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 323-7.
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which was a chaîne of xij hundrethe crownes [1,200 écus d'or soleil]; and of that value 
was my Lord of Elie's cuppbord of plate*215
In the meantime, the French had also planned an extravagent embassy to England. 
On 11 June 1551, Sir John Masone reported to the Council from Châteaubriant that the 
Marshal St. André276 left this day with very great train’, and that ‘they who accompany 
him to England are many and of right good so rt... who are men of very great livings and 
of no mean estimation in this Court. He “carrieth with him divers kinds of instruments and 
men skilful in the handling of them; he hath also with him the best musicians that appertain 
unto this King”. ’277 in England, the Council had received news from the French 
ambassador that ‘the suite of the Marquis de St. André had been ordered to take shipping at 
Boulogne, and on the 1st or 2nd of July the Marquis himself would embark at Dieppe’.278 
St. André had also asked Chémault ‘s'ils [the English] vous offrent de nous aider de leurs 
pilotes pour nous piloter quand nous serons en la Tamise [Thames] ... qui nous pussent 
servir pour la commodité et facilité de notre arrivée audit Londres où je pense bien qu'ils 
auront pourvu à nos logis’.279
On 6 July 1551, the Imperial ambassador in London, Jehan Scheyfve, informed 
Mary of Hungary that ‘ten or twelve of the best English ships had been manned to serve as 
escort for the French lords. ... Several lords and gentlemen have gone to meet and 
welcome them; first among these is Lord Warwick, who seems anxious to make a display 
of his singular affection for the French, as he has been the chief instrument of this alliance. 
Great preparations have been made for giving them a magnificent reception; and it seems 
that a thousand diversions are to take place’.280 On 25 July 1551, Scheyfve reported to the 
Emperor that ‘the French ambassadors arrived in London on 11 July accompanied by 
several English gentlemen [and] when they came up the Thames great guns were fired,
275 The Travels and Life of Sir Thomas Hobv. p. 73; Northampton ‘arrived at Boulaign the x of August, 
where shortlie after he took shippe’ arriving at Dover between 3am and 4am, after a ‘long and troblsom 
passag. From thense he tooke horse and arrived the next day at the Cowrt’, Ibid, p. 74.
276 Jacques d'Albon, Sr de Saint-André, Chevalier de l’Ordre de Saint-Michel, Maréchal de France et 
Gouverneur du Lyonnais.
277 ç .s .P . Foreign, Edward VI. p.128; Masone encloses a list of 17 of ‘the names of the French 
gentlemen’, Ibid, p. 129; For a more complete list of 43 names, see C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, pp. 326-7. 
On 13 June 1551, Northampton, who was in Saumur that day ‘was visited by St. André’, C.S.P. Foreign. 
Edward VI. p. 129.
278 Council to Northampton, Greenwich, 30 June 1551, Ibid, p. 139.
279 Maréchal de Saint-André à Monsr de Chémault, Rouen, 27 juin [1551] in A. Hiver de Beauvoir, 
‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes’, p. 145. Chémault’s replacement, Claude de Laval, Sr de Boisdauphin et de 
Theligny, Baron de Marsilly, Gouverneur de Nantes, Maître d'hotel et depuis gentilhomme de la chambre du 
Roi, also informed him of his anticipated arrival with St. André, Ibid, p. 143.
280 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 326; Scheyfve includes a list of 43 ‘French lords and gentlemen’, chief 
among whom were: ‘M. de Gyé, Knight of the Order; the Bishop of Périgueux (de la Salle); M. de 
Boisdauphin, new ambassador to reside in England; M. de Morvillers, Master of Requests; M. Bordin, 
Secretary of Finances; M. le Comte de la Rochefoucauld and M. de Jamac, Captain of 50 men-at-arms’, 
Ibid, p. 326.
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particularly from London Tower’. The same day, Edward VI retired to Hampton Court 
with his Council ‘because of the sweating sickness, which had attacked a great number of 
people in London the day before, among whom were three gentlemen of the King's 
chamber’.281
Because of the danger of infection, the reception of the French embassy had to be 
curtailed. Nevertheless, on the 14 July, Scheyfve says that the ‘French lords were received 
and caressed at Hampton Court by the King and his Council as the occasion demanded’, 
but ‘the feasts and entertainments have been rather meagre, except for some banquets, 
which seem to have been fairly rich’. Two days later, St. André and several deputies 
invested Edward VI, ‘in obedience to the King of France's express commands, with the 
French order with all due solemnities and ceremonies’.282 Qne of these deputies was M. 
de Chémault who left among his papers an account of the ‘Cérémonial de la remise à 
Édouard VI du collier de l'ordre de Saint-Michel’, dated 16 July 1551 ;283 according to 
which Monsr le Maréchal de Saint-André ‘accompagne de Monsr de Gyé284 Chevalier de 
l'Ordre, des Prévôt et Héraut d'icelui, avec les Gentilshommes de sa troupe, se trouva à 
Antournes [Hampton (Court)] environ les neuf heures du matin’. After they had donned 
their ‘manteaux et colliers de l'Ordre, et les Prévôt et Héraut de leurs habits blanc’, they 
formed in procession behind St. André ‘le Héraut de l'Ordre portant la saye et manteau de 
l'Ordre enveloppés d'une toilette de velours vert bordée de passement d'argent; après lui le 
Sr de Chémault, Prévôt de l'Ordre, qui portait le collier de l'Ordre parsessus un oreiller de 
toile d'argent enrichi de houppes et franges d'or’; and were led by Lord Cobham to where 
Edward VI awaited. Following the orations which, ‘admonestement et exhortation à la 
conservation de la paix et amitié d’entre lesdits Seigneurs Rois’, St. André, assisted by 
Chémault, ‘prit la saye de toile d'argent dont il le [Edward VI] revetit, puis du manteau de 
l'Ordre, ... puis lui mit le collier dudit Ordre au col, disant les paroles accoutumées en 
pareille action’. After the presentation they formed a procession, the young King directing
281 Ibid. 332; ‘the Duke of Suffolk [Henry Brandon] was so badly afflicted with the sweating sickness that 
he died of it, and his brother [Lord Charles Brandon] also’, Ibid, p. 333. Scheyfve says that ‘this sickness 
came down very rapidly from the north-west; but, thank God, it is much abated now. Terror-stricken 
inhabitants of London were flying in all directions; wherefore it was prohibited, under dire penalties, for all 
men to go to court, excepting for a few lords whose names were expressly given’, Ibid, p. 332. Edward VI 
noted in his journal that ‘at this time cam the sweat into London, wich was more vehement then the old 
sweat. For if one toke cold he died within 3 houres, and if he skaped it held him but 9 houres, or 10 at the 
most. Also if he slept the first 6 houres, as he should be very desirous to doe, then he raved, and should die 
raving. It grue so much, for in London the 10 day [of July 1551] ther died 70 in the liberties, and this day 
[13 July] 120, and also one of my gentlemen, another of my gromes, fell sick and died, that I removed to 
Ampton court with very few with me’, Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 329-330; see notes on 
these pages of contemporary writings on the sweating sickness: e.g. A boke or counseill against the disease 
commonly called the sweate, or sweating sicknesse. Made bv John Caius doctour in phvsicke. (printed by 
Richard Grafton, 1552)
282 Ç.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 332; also see Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 331-2.
283 a , Hiver de Beauvoir, ‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes’, pp. 146-8.
284 François de Rohan, Sr de Gyé, Lieutenant de Bretaigne et ambassadeur à Rome en 1548.
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St. André to walk on his right and the Sr de Gyé on his left, to the Chapel. ‘A l'entrée du 
choeur de ladite Chapelle à main dextre y avait un dias sous lequel était planté l'écu du Roi 
[Henri II] et son siege préparé comme s'il eut du être present; de l'autre coté à main gauche 
était le siege du Roi d'Angleterre où l'on avait planté un autre dias plus grand que celui du 
Roi, et son écu planté comme de coutume’.285 Unfortunately, no mention is made in this 
account of who performed the religious service and what form it took. After the service 
they all adjourned for dinner after which, when Edward had disrobed, St. André ‘lui mit 
aucol le petit Ordre pendu à une chaine enrichie de diamants et turquoises’.286
Edward VI recorded that ‘the sam night mons. mareschal St Andrew supped with 
me [and] the next morning he came to see mine arraying, and saw my bedchamber, and 
went a hunting with hundes, and saw me shotte, and saw al my garde shot togither. He 
dined with me, herd me play on the lute, ride, came to me in my study, supped with me 
and soe departed to Richemond’.287 The French party did not tarry long in England. On 
25 July, Scheyfve reported to the Emperor that ‘certain of the Marshal's gentlemen have 
already left for France [and] the Marshal himself and the other deputies are on the point of 
departure, and it seems the English have lent fifteen to twenty ships to convey them’.288 
Scheyfve also reported that ‘the King of England is to make the Marshall a present of plate 
to the value of 300 pounds Stirling of old money, and will present the others with gifts 
according to their rank’.289 jn the end St. André received £3,000 and a diamond ring 
from Edward's finger,290 Gyé £1,000, Chémault £1,000, and Morvillers, Bordin and the 
Bishop of Périgueux £500 each.291
As soon as the French had departed the Council hastened to give assurances to 
Charles V. On 5 August 1551 Scheyfve informed the Emperor that ‘on the first day of this
285 a . Hiver de Beauvoir, ‘Papiers des Pot de Rhodes’, pp. 147-8; whoever transcribed this document says 
that the French party were staying at ‘Portsmouth’, Ibid, p. 146, however, this should read "Richmond".
286 Ibid, p. 148.
287 Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 332-3
288 c.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 333; on 21 July 1551 the Council sent ‘letters to the Lord Admyrall 
advertiseng him that the Marishall St. Androwe woll pass by lande to Dovour, and from thens cutt over to 
Bulloigne, requireng, therfore, him to prepare ij [2] roweng pinasses and two other great shippes to wafte 
him, and also ij [2] or iij [3] crayers for the transportación of his baggaige’, A.P.C.. Vol. 3, p. 320.
289 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 333.
290 ‘At his [St. Andre's] departure I gave him a dyamant from my finger worth by estimación 150 li. 
[£150]’, Literary Remains of Edward VI. p. 335.
291 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 346; on 25 August, Scheyfve reported that when the English ambassadors 
returned from France they were dissatisfied with their gifts: according to Scheyfve, Northampton received 
£500, the Bishop of Ely £200, Hoby £150 and ‘the rest a mere scantling’, which in no way compared with 
those gifts given by the English. It seems ‘the king of France afterwards gave Masone to understand that 
the man who had been entrusted with the presents for the English [? Mandosse] had filled his own pockets 
and was to be punished, but apparently nothing was done to make up the difference to Northampton and his 
collegues’, Ibid, p. 346. It might be argued, however, that being lavishly entertained for three months in 
France in comparison to the French party's fortnight or so in England in the midst of an epidemic of the 
sweating sickness, more than made up the difference.
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month Secretary Armiger292 came to see me, and, by the Council's express orders, told 
me of the marriage (arranged) between the King their master, and the daughter of France. 
He added that the marriage had been negotiated without prejudice to the treaties and friendly 
relations existing between your Majesty and the King of England, and the countries and 
subjects of the same; for the King was minded to observe and continue the treaties in all 
respects’. This was the limit that the English were prepared to reveal. Scheyfve, however, 
says he had it ‘from a good source that one of the treaty's provisions is that the marriage is 
to be solemnised at the expiration of six years’. Of greater concern was ‘the treaty of closer 
alliance’ which is ‘being kept more secret’, and that I have it from someone likely to know, 
that certain English gentlemen have said in secret “see how the world is changed, for now 
we must assist the King of France with 2,000 men”.’293 Qn 25 August Scheyfve 
reported that ‘I have done my very utmost, since then, to discover more particulars, but 
have learnt nothing beyond that the English and French become greater friends with each 
day that passes, and that it is believed so close a confederation exists that it could not be
closer’.294
In his monograph on Warwick, Professor Beer says that ‘the continued courtship 
of France was a more positive policy of Warwick's government’. However, ‘it is not clear 
to what extent he was personally responsible for the French alliance. Warwick,’ asserts 
Beer, ‘was an opportunist in foreign policy. He formulated no long range plans and was 
generally concerned only with the problems of the hour. Before 1549 there is every reason 
to believe that he accepted and supported the totally different policies of Henry VIII and 
S om erse t’.295 There is a great deal of merit in Beer's emphasis of viewing the 
contemporary situation without resorting to an over-simplistic conclusion, too easily 
reached with the benefit of hindsight. When the evidence of Henri II's hegemony in, and 
defence of, Scotland is also taken into consideration following the treaty of Boulogne, the 
English government had little option, at this time, other than to recognize and submit to the 
French King's demands. England was in no position, militarily or financially, to take on
292 Armigill Wade, clerk of the English Privy Council.
293 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, pp. 341-2.
294 Ibid, p. 346; this closer friendship is seen in Pickering's letter to the Council on 4 September 1551, 
describing his recent felicitous audience with Henri II. After exchanging mutual commendations of their 
recent respective embassies, Pickering informed Henri II that he was ‘now and at all other times at his 
Majesty's commandment, and ready to obey his will and pleasure according to my duty, and to the charge I 
have in that behalf from the King my master’. Pickering then showed Henri II letters ‘from a friend of 
mine that lately came out of Italy; the effect whereof I have already opened to Monsieur Constable, which I 
am sure you have long before now’; (he is enclosing them for the Council) ‘for, though they were of no 
great importance ... the King took them very thankfully at my hands, and showed me that he had received 
some part o f them five days before ... and for my good will, declared at large herein, he gave me hearty 
thanks’, P.F. Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, pp. 412-3.
295 b .L. Beer, Northumberland: The Political Career of John Dudley. Earl o f Warwick and Duke of 
Northumberland. Kent State U.P. (1973) p. 113.
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both Scotland and France simultaneously which, as Professor MacKinnon points out,296 
was precisely the same dilemma that England faced in the 14th century during the Hundred 
Years War; only now there was the additional problem of Ireland. For England, it was a 
time for consolidation and repair; for biding time, much could (and did, as it happens) 
occur in the next six years before Edward VI could be married to Elizabeth de Valois.297 
From a French point of view, the treaties of Boulogne, Norham and Angers not only 
secured a compliant England before Henri II confronted Charles V, but also furthered 
Henri II's imperialistic ambitions which, as we have seen, were running high in 1551.
Marie de Guise, who was still in France and using her influence on behalf of 
Scotland, found this continuing rise of Anglo/French amity somewhat prejudical to her 
cause. This change in French policy seemed to please Sir John Masone who reported to 
the Council on 10 May that ‘the douagiere of Scotland maketh all this court wery of her 
from the high to the low suche an importune beggar is she for herself and her chosen 
frendes.298 The Kyng wold fayne be rydde of her and she, as she pretendeth, wolde as 
fayne be gon[e]. Mary the hucking299 yS aboute mony matters the King beyng desirous 
that she shulde depart vppon promesse of the sendyng therof to her and she desyring to 
have the same with her. The summes ar two hundreth thousand frankes [200,000 livres 
toumois] of old debtes which is in maner all payed and besides that summe fyfty thousande 
[50,000] for her owne pension for this yere and fyfty thousande [50,000] more partly for 
the payment other pensions accorded emonges the Scottes and partly to remayne at her 
disposicon as she shall se[e] cause’. Masone also says that he was
‘talking yesterdaye with the receyuour generall of Brettayne of Scottishe 
matters; he tolde me, wisshing that Scotlande were in a fysshe poole, that 
out of his receyte and of the receyte of Guyenne there hadd ben sent thither 
sithe the begynnyng of the warres nynetene hundreth thousande franckes 
[1,900,000 livres tournois] how muche hadd passed otherwyse he knew
296 Supra. Chapter 1, notes 36-7.
297 Northumberland's arguable pro-French policy, or indeed his foreign policy in general has received little 
detailed examination from historians. For example, Dale Hoak claims that Northumberland's fiscal policy 
was so efficient that ‘he liquidated the whole overseas debt’, D. Hoak, ‘Rehabilitating the Duke of 
Northumberland: Politics and Political Control, 1549-1553’, in J. Loach & R. Tittler, (eds) The Mid-Tudor 
Polity. 1540-1560. London (1980) p. 42. A claim he might not have made had he examined the crown's 
foreign debt. One of Mary Tudor's first duties on her accession had been to accept responsibility for the 
£61,000 owed to foreign bankers in Antwerp, D.M. Loades, The Reign of Marv Tudor. London (1979) p. 
183 and n. 10: ‘that her highness' letters may be written to the merchauntes to observe the promises made 
with the king's highness that ded is, and to promise repayment of the same within iij [3] months’, P.R.O. 
Sp 11/1/4.
29K D'Oysel had informed the duc de Guise on 11 March 1551 from Jedburgh, that he was sending ‘a sa 
mageste lestât de la despenses ... quil a pieu a Icelle enuoyer pardeca pour le paiement de ses gens de pied. 
Vous scaura sil vous plaist rendre si bon compte des occurences de deçà que pour ne faire tort a sa suffisance 
[et] Aussi monseigneur que jescriptz si amplement a la Royne madame vostre seur’, B.N. Fonds Français 
20457, fol. 273r.
299 Huck: (v. Obs. exc. dial. M.E.) to higgle in trading; to chaffer, bargin, Oxford Dictionary on Historical 
Principles. (1973). In the C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 103, ‘hucking’ has been transcribed as ‘trucking’, 
but the MS. is quite clear that ‘hucking’ is correct, P.R.O. Sp 68/7/404.
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not. If these expenses contynewe, as of nécessite they must, Scotlande will 
be to them as commodious a peyst as Boullogne was to v s ’.300
Masone continued his criticisms of Marie de Guise and the Scots from Angers, while he 
was waiting for the English embassy en route to Châteaubriant. He reported to the Council 
on 6 June that ‘the Skottyshe quene semeth to make as though she wolde gladly be in 
Skotlande, butt I believe she will not make so muche hast being desirous if itt may be don 
by any possibilité to bring all the fortes of Skotlande in to these mennes handes which as 
hitherto can by no meane be opteyned so if these noble men wer out ageyne in theyr house 
she knoweth there wolde be no possibilité in the matter’.301 Following her attendance 
with her daughter and brothers at the court at Châteaubriant during the negotiations of the 
treaty of Angers, Marie de Guise prepared for her return to Scotland. On 4 September 
1551, Sir William Pickering informed the Council ‘that he required the King's Majesty 
very gently, that if the Scottish Queen (whom he thought almost ready towards her 
passage) were driven by adventure of tempest or otherwise either that for her pleasure she 
did take landing in England, that it would please his good brother [Henri II] she might be 
well entreated’.302
Marie de Guise's last few months in France appear to have been in complete 
contrast with the triumph with which she was greeted on her arrival; and news of this 
reduction of French priorities appears to have reached Scotland. On 15 September 1551, 
d'Oysel informed the duc de Guise that he knew of,
‘la dilligence qui se faict pour lembarquement de la Royne Madame vostre 
seur et son Retour pardeca ... [et] je nay voullu faillir ayant trouue ceste 
commodité dadvertir Le Roy et vous aussi monseigneur de la nécessite en 
nous sommes Reduictz attendant sa viene que este telle que II est den aux 
pauures soldatz cinq moys et sont en danger doutres bientost dedans le 
sixme si madite Dame tarde encores quelque temps de venir quelle congnoist 
aussi bien que personne du monde extrémité ou nous pouuons estre de
present’.303
Apart from her financial woes and the worry and illness she had suffered at the time of the 
threats to Mary Queen of Scots' life, her only remaining son, François d'Orléans, duc de
300 p.R.O. Sp 68/7/404-5. It is not known whether Marie de Guise succeeded in extracting further funds 
from Henri II at this stage, although Jehan Scheyfve reported on 16 November 1551 that she ‘brought 
200,000 or 300,000 crowns [500,000 or 750,000 livres tournois] to England; some say to pay the garrisons 
in Scotland, others to be sent by sea to Ostland [North Germany] in order that foot soldiers may be raised 
for France early next season’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 392.
301 P.R.O. Sp 68/7/577-8; Masone was obviously ignorant of the seulement reached at Norham whereby 
the remaining forts occupied by the English were returned to the Scots.
302 p p Tytler, England under the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. Vol. 1, pp. 415-6. The following 
month, on 10 October 1551, Scheyfve reported to the Emperor that the Queen of France had given birth to 
a son and that Edward VI was invited ‘to stand sponsor at the infant's christening, to which the King 
consented gladly, deputing the Admiral [Clinton] to go abroad for the ceremony’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, 
p. 380. The infant was christened Edouard Alexandre in honour of Edward VI, and in 1574 he acceeded to 
the French crown as Henri III.
303 b .N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 277r.
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Longueville, died at Amiens on 22 September 1551 in his sixteenth year, and was buried in 
the Sainte-Chappelle of Dunois, the burial-place of his family.304 Soon after the funeral, 
Marie de Guise departed from France, arriving at Portsmouth on 22 October ‘being 
conducted thither by Baron de la Gard[e]305 having tenne shippes of warr for the same 
purpose’.306
On the 26th the Seigneur de Boisdauphin (now French ambassador) wrote to her 
from London ‘pour vous faire entendre comme j'espere estre ce jourdhuy estre adverty de 
la conclusion qui aura este faicte par le Roy d'Angleterre et les gens de son conseil sur 
l'ordre de vostre passage pour incontinant aprez aller au dauant de vous, Madame, et ce 
pendant vous puys dire quilz ont bien envie de vous recevoir et recuillir 
honorablement’.307 From Portsmouth she was taken,
‘to Southwick [to] a house of one Mr White where hir grace remayned ij [2] 
dayes; the next to Warblington, Mr Cotton's house where she lodged; next 
daye to dynner at the Erie of Arundell's house called Stanstead and to hir 
lodging at Cowdraye, Sir Anthony Browne's house; the next day to 
Guilford to which severall places hir grace was conducted with the
noblemen and gentlemen of the countrees in grete...... MS. torn......and
with costly faire and entertainment. At Guilford the Lord Wiliam Howard 
with the noblemen and gentlemen of Surreye mett hir grace and conducted 
her to Hampton Court’.308
Edward VI recorded in his journal that she was brought to her lodging on the quene's side, 
wich was al hanged with arrase, and so was the hale, and al the other logings of mine in the 
house, very finely dressed. And for this night and next day al was spent in dauncing and 
pastime, as though it were a court,309 and great presence of gentlemen resorted 
thither’.  ^10
On 2 November she went to ‘London by water accompanied with great nomber of 
barges and was lodged at the B[ishop] of Londones pallace’.3 11 The following day Marie
304 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 99, n. 1.
305 Antoine Escalin des Aimars, Baron de la Garde, dit le capitaine Paulin; général des galères de France, 
1544-47, 1551-57, et 1566-78, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 499.
306 The Council to Sir William Pickering, 5 November 1551, (draft) P.R.O. Sp 68/9/1299; see also 
A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 397, 399-400.
307 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 103.
308 p.R.O Sp 68/9/1301. A mile and half from there she was met by the Marquis of Northampton, 
‘accompanied with th'erl of Wiltshier soone and heir to the lord hie treasaurour marcus of Winchester, the 
lord Fizwater soone to th'erl of Sussex, the lord Y vers, the lord Bray, the lord Robert Dudley, the lord 
Garet, sir Nicolas Throckmerton, sir Edward Rogers and divers other gentlemen, besides al the gentlemen 
pensioners, men of armes, and usshers, sewers and carvers, to the nombre of 120 gentlemen, and so she was 
brought to Ampton court. At the gate therof met her the lady marcus Northampton, the countess of 
Penbroke, and divers other ladies and gentlewomen to the nomber of threscore’, Literary Remains of Edward 
VI, Vol. 2, p. 359.
309 Nichols suggests: ‘such a court as usually assembled on the great feasts of the year’, Ibid, p. 359, n. 2.
310 Ibid, p. 359.
311 P.R.O. Sp 68/9/1302. ‘On the queen’s arrival at the palace of the bishop of London “there were sent to 
her many great gifts by the mayor and aldermen, such as beeves, muttons, veales, swines, bread, wild fowl,
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de Guise was visited by Suffolk, Warwick, Wiltshire and other lords and gentlemen; and 
on the 4th they returned with their wives as well as Lady Margaret Douglas,312 the 
duchess of Northumberland and others who ‘brought her throwgh London to Westmyster’, 
where Edward VI greeted her. The young King recorded that ‘she dined under the same 
cloth of estate, at my left hand’ and ‘at mine [table] sate the French embassadour 
[Boisdauphin]. ... After dinner’, he concludes, ‘when she had hard soome musike, I 
brought her to the halle, and so she went away’.313 As a parting gesture, says Edward 
VI, the next day ‘the Duke of Northumberland^ 14 the lord treasorour, the lord Marquis of 
Northampton, the lord prive seal, and divers others went to see her, and to deliver a ring 
with a d ia m o n d s and tow [2] nagges as a token from me’.316 On 6 November 1551, 
Marie de Guise was given a "right royal" farewell by a great party of the English 
nobility,317 who ‘brought the quene to Shordech throw Chepeside and Comehil, and there 
met her gentlemen of Midelsex 100 hors, and so she was conveyed out of the realme, met 
in every shere with gentlemen’.318 During the next ten days Marie de Guise travelled 
through the English countryside conducted by Mr. Shellye who had been appointed to 
‘attend on the quene dowager from London to the borders’.319 whilst she was en route 
north, Boisdauphin informed the duc de Guise on 9 November of his sister's grand 
reception in England: ‘suyuant le commandement quilz en auoyent de cedit Roy’ at 
Hampton Court, Westminster and elsewhere. ‘Vous asseurant monseigneur’, Boisdauphin 
continues, ‘que cedit Roy et les Srs de son conseil ly ont receue auec grand honneur bon 
recueil et meilleur traictement. Dequoy ma commande a son partement de Vouloir advertir 
le Roy [Henri II] par le gentilhomme present porteur qui luy en scauira et a vous aussi
wine, beer, spices and all things, and quails, sturgeon, wood and coals, and salmon by divers men.... At her 
departure out of Bishop's gate the queen received of the chamberlain of London a C [100] markes out of the 
chamber”, (Machvn's Diary, pp. 11-2)’, Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, p. 360, n. 2.
312 Daughter of Margaret Tudor and her second husband, Archibald Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus; in 1544 
she married Mathew Stewart, 4th Earl of Lennox, and their eldest son, Henry Stewart, Lord Damley, 
became Mary Queen of Scots’ second husband.
313 Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 360, 362-3; also see P.R.O. Sp 68/9/1302-3.
314 On 11 October 1551, John Dudley, Viscount Lisle and Earl of Warwick, was created Duke of 
Northumberland. At the same ceremony Henry Grey, Marquis of Dorset, was created Duke of Suffolk, 
William Paulet, Earl of Wiltshire became Marquis of Winchester, and William Herbert, Baron of Cardiff 
(since 10 October 1551) became Earl of Pembroke; and on the same day Edward VI knighted William Cecil, 
Henry Sidney, Henry Neville and John Cheke, Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 350-2; cf, 
account by William Colbome, York herald, B.L. MSS. Add. 6113, fol. 129.
3^3 Jehan Scheyfve says it was ‘a flat diamond worth £1,000 sterling’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 392. 
31b Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, p. 363.
3D  ‘The Duke of Northumberland with his band of hundred [100], of wich 40 were in black velvet with 
wight and blacke sieves, 60 in cloth; th'erl of Penbroke with his band and 50 more, th'erl of Wiltshier with 
58 of his father's band, al the pensioners, men of armes, and the euyrey [equerry], with divers ladies, as my 
cousen Marget [Douglas], the duchesses of Richmond and Northumberland’. Ibid, p. 364.
318 Ibid, p. 364, n. 1: cf, ‘For the conveying the Quene Northward’, B.L. Harleian Coll. 290, fol. 7.
319 ibid, p. 364, n. 1: cf, several letters concerning her travels and entertainment in England, Ibid, p. 365.
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monseigneur rendre particulièrement tresbon compte’.320 On 15 November letters were 
sent to ‘certane baronis of eist Lothiane charging thame meit the Quene at Berwik, at hir 
hayme cuming furtht of Ingland’; guns having been brought from ‘Leith to the castell of 
Edinburght, to be schott at the Quenis retumyng furtht of France’.321
During her fourteen-month absence, as noted previously, the Governor, 
accompanied by d'Oysel, carried out a number of "Justice Ayres"322 in line with Henri 
II's instructions. These also included a tightening up and a more stringent control of 
expenses with greater financial accountability, following d'Essé's disastrous term as 
Lieutenant-General. The French King demanded that ‘comme se gouvernent les affaires de 
Royaume tant en la despence du Revenu finances prouision doffices et benefices Que toutes 
autres choses deppendans du gouvernement dicelluy dont II Rapportera vng estât dresse par 
ladvis de ladite dame et desdits Srs de Termes et dOysel’.323 Additionally, towards the 
end of 1550, it appears that a Captain Ronaut324 was commissioned to report on affaires in 
Scotland. According to his letter to the duc de Guise on 11 March 1551, Ronaut had 
already sent reports on 16 December 1550 and 12 January 1551 (which seem not to have 
survived); and that ‘vous advertir du soing et dilligence que vse le Sr dOysel au faict des 
monstres de vivres faictes de deçà pour éviter quil ne si connuist aucun abus enuers sa 
mageste auec tel et si bon mesnage quil a plus espargne monstre pour monstre quil na este 
les precedentes. Comme vous cognoistre sil vous plaist par lestât au vray qui en est 
présentement audit Seigneur [Henri II]. Furthermore, continues Ronaut, ‘lesdites affaires 
de deçà sont Regies en tel estât et tranquilite que le peuple se tient fort content et oblige a 
sadite mageste et a ceulx qui en ont le gouuemement et administración’.325
In the Summer of 1551, the Imperial envoy, Mathieu Stride, who had been sent to 
Scotland to have the treaty of Binche ratified, reported that in front of the gates of 
Edinburgh Castle ‘a bulwark has lately been erected upon which the arms of France are 
carved’.326 Strick also says that he has ‘heard indirectly that the Regent [Governor] is a 
strong partisan of the French and of M. d'Oisel, lieutentant in Scotland for the King of
320 b .N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 279r.
321 Treasurers Accounts. Vol. X, pp. 32-3.
322 Supra. Ch. 3, notes 97-102; Avrc/Airc: ‘a circut court held by itinerant judges or officers’ (15th-el7th 
c.), Concise Scots Dictionary. (1985). The Stewart monarchs often held "ayres" themselves, as did Marie 
de Guise after she was made Regent in 1554, and so did Mary Queen of Scots after 1561, see T.I. Rae 
‘Some Aspects of Border Administration in the 16th Century’, Transactions of the Hawick Archaeological 
Society. (1958) pp. 6-9.
323 Henri II's instructions to the Sieur Fumet, 30 March 1550, B.N. Fonds Français, Nouv. Acq. 23148, 
fol. 4r.
324 Ronaut (his signature) or Ronault was also, according to Marguerite Wood, ‘cappitaine Irronault’, 
Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 27,50,154 and 306; in fact, ‘Irronaut’ was ‘Carronant’, see Infra. Ch. 3, n. 
401.
325 b .N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 275r; signed: ‘Ronaut’.
326 ‘Certain things heard by Secretary Mathieu Strick during his recent journey to Scotland’, ? July 1551, 
C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 340.
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France, who wields almost sovereign authority in matters of state and justice, and has a 
provost of his own who arrests and executes criminals’. Srick also observed that ‘some 
private individuals and all the common people dislike the great authority the French enjoy in 
the country’, and that the Governor ‘had a pact with the King of France, according to 
which he was to give up his post when a certain period, which was to expire within 
eighteen months, came to an end’. Regarding the treaty of Binche, d'Oisel said to him that, 
soon after the peace had been concluded at Binche between the Emperor and the Scots, he 
[had] received letters from his master [Henri II] commanding him to do his utmost to see 
that the treaty should be observed in every detail, and that injured foreigners should obtain 
redress. In fact’ concludes Strick, ‘the King seemed solicitous as if the matter had touched
his own dominions’.327
Soon after Marie de Guise returned to Scotland the settlement of the ancient 
Anglo/Scottish Border dispute of the "Debateable Land"328 was taken up once again. On 
26 November 1551 a proclamation was sent to ‘Selkirk and Roxburght chargeing the 
inhabitantis of thai schiris convene in Hawik viij [8] December, bodin in feir of weyre, to 
pas upoune the thevis of the Debatable ground with the Lord Maxwell, and speciale 
writtingis of my lord governouris to the lardis of Bukcleuch, Cesfurd, and Farnehirst to 
this samin effect’.329 This latest action was taken as a result of the treaty of Norham (10 
June 1551), the first article of which ‘provided that the boundaries of the kingdom were to 
be those existing before the beginning of the war; the second that the “Debateable Ground” 
should be restored to its old condition according to usage, that therefore all subjects of 
either realm living in it or having houses there were to remove with wives, children, goods 
and cattle by the Feast of St. Michael the Archangel [29 September] next, any found there
327 ¡bid, PP- 339-40.
32  ^ ‘The word appears on record as Debateable, Debatable or Batable’, W.M. Mackenzie, ‘The Debateable 
Land’, S. H. R.. XXX (1951) p. 109; according to Mackenzie ‘on every March there was some land “in 
traverse between realmes” ... but the greatest portion of such “Threaplands”, that is lands in dispute or 
“Debeatable”, was in the West March, between the rivers Esk and Sark, which, “beying off greatt quantyte” 
and keenly disputed, was known specifically as “The Debateable Land”,’ Ibid, p. 109; see Plate No. 18.
32  ^Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 10, p. 34; see also Register of the Privy Council. Vol. 1, p. 117.
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Plate No. 18: The Debateable Land
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after that date to be expelled by the Wardens and punished according to law’.330
Defining the limits of the Anglo/Scottish Border had been a French imperative since 
the comprehension of the Scots in the treaty of Boulogne, particularly the settlement of 
the "Debateable Land". On 23 August 1550, Henri II had written to M. de Chémault 
acknowledging receipt of a dispatch from Scotland, ‘par où j'ai entendu l'occasion 
pourquoy la Reine, mon cousin le Gouverneur d'Écosse et le sieur de Termes faisoient 
marcher vers la terre débatable quatre enseignes de gens de pied. ... Et, pour autant que, 
parce que vous en écrit de cette affaire ledict sieur de Termes et le sieur d'Oysel, vous avez 
pu entendre qui les a muez de faire marcher ladicte force de ce côté là, qui n'est pas pour 
faire invasion sur chose du monde appartenant audict roi d'Angleterre, mais pour chasser 
de là quelques brigands qui troublent et empêchent la neutralité de tout temps gardée en 
ladicte terre débatable’.331 According to Dr. P.G. Boscher, the English government 
‘claimed that since there had been no mention of the Debatable in the Treaty of Boulogne, 
then the English were to remain in peaceful possession’.332 Therefore, Henri II made 
settlement of the Borders a priority in the negotiations for the Anglo/Scottish peace treaty, 
appointing M. de Lansac in January 1551 to lead the Scottish commissioners. But, as has 
been shown, there was no resolution of the "Debateable Land" problem in the treaty of 
Norham, which territorially ‘restored the status quo as between Henry VIII and James V, 
... but the fact that the problem of the Debatable Land had not been settled was to prove a 
major drawback to a firm peace’.333
As well as establishing a lasting peace Marie de Guise and d'Oysel embarked upon 
a programme of re-organizing and centralizing administration in Scotland. The effects of 
their policies and the Governor's abrogation of power is most clearly seen in the 
administration of the Borders. The fact that the Governor was not in charge is seen in the 
negotiations during 1552 over the "Debateable Land" which were controlled by Marie de
330 W.M. Mackenzie, ‘The Debateable Land’, p. 124, cf, Foedera. XV, pp. 265-6; for a brief history of the 
"Debateable Land" from the reign of Robert the Bruce (1306-1329), see Mackenzie, pp. 111-115; see also 
‘An abstract of a letter sent from the cownsall of Skotlande to the f[rench] Ambassador [December 1551]’, 
B.L. Cotton Coll. Caligula B VII, fols 502r-505v; concerning the alledged murder of four Englishmen by 
the Scots during Maxwell's raid. Also that ‘no reason wer itt that the lorde Maxwell sholde rase 
Armestronges towne unless my lord Coniers sholde commandement to the lyke with gremes [Graham's] 
towne’, Ibid. 505r.
331 Giradot, Pieces inedites relatives a l’histoire d'Ecosse. pp. 13-4; Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, 
pp. 239-40.
332 p.G. Boscher, ‘Politics, Administration and Diplomacy: the Anglo/Scottish Border, 1550-1560’, 
Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Durham (1985) p. 122, n. 70; Boscher's primary sources here: Teulet, 
Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 246-7 and A .P .C .. Vol. 3, p. 119; however, do not support this 
statement which must have come from his third source: J. Nicolson and R. Burn, The History and 
Antiquities of Westmorland and Cumberland. (1777) Vol. 1, pp. LXXV, LXXVII, LXXIX-LXXX; who 
may, however, have used a primary source.
333 ¡bid, pp. 131-2.
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Guise through Maxwell and Cassillis;334 the Governor only being made privy to the 
agreement grudgingly.335 ‘The most important feature of the French domination of 
Scotland’, says Rae, ‘was a new accent on administration, ... [and] the emphasis on 
administrative action by the Scottish central government led at this time to a completely new 
development: direct negotiation on border affairs between countries, not by wardens nor 
commissioners but through ambassadors’.3 36 Thus Cassillis informed Marie de Guise on 
8 May 1552 that ‘I thocht gwd to adwertys monsieur Beaudolphin [the then French 
ambassador in England] and monsieur Doisel of the present poinctis of defference amangis 
ws cuming to your grace; qwhilk master pamer twik on hand to delywer to monsieur 
Beaudolphin and is passit in post to London’.337
It had been Boisdauphin who had approached the English Privy Council in mid- 
January 1552, ‘whereupon [it] was concluded [by them] that, if the Scottis will agree [to] 
it, the [Debateable] ground shalbe divided’.338 Qn 28 February the English Council 
answered two articles delivered to ‘Monsieur Boysdolphin, Ambassador at London for the 
moste Christen King, anempst the Debatable Land on the West Borders betwixt Scotland 
and England’. Therefore, Marie de Guise, the Governor and the Scottish Council were to 
be approached to ‘the contynuance of the amytie and peace betwixt the realmes, [and] 
therefore it is agreyd to the devysion equally of the Debatable Landes’.339 ft was 
proposed by the English that the Scottish commissioners should be Ted by Monsieur 
Doysell Lieutenant and Ambassador for the most Cristen King in Scotland, if he be here 
present for the tyme’.340 Finally, the English Council think that, ‘perceiving by the 
Kinges Majestie [Edward VI] what annswer his Majestie made to the said Monsieur 
Doysell thother day touching the devision of the said Debatable’, that it was for peaceful 
and equal division; the English Council set out the terms, timetable, instructions, draft of a 
map of the area, appointment of commissioners; and if Monsieur d'Oysel ‘shall require to
334 Maxwell and Cassillis had only recently received substantial gifts of French gold from Marie de Guise, 
Supra. Chapter 3, notes 177-183; also see Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, pp. 344-5, 349- 
51, 356-60.
^35 t .I. Rae, Administration of the Scottish Frontier, p. 179; Cassillis wrote to Marie de Guise from 
Dumfreis on 8 May 1552: ‘Madame, as for wr procedingis heir, as al was divin afoir Monwnday at nycht 
[?I] wryt to my lord gowemor, qwhilk I wat ws at your grace on Woddnesday’, Scottish Correspondence of 
Mary of Lorraine, p. 358.
336 t .I. Rae, Administration of the Scottish Frontier, pp. 179 and 185; also see ‘Instructions for Ross 
Herald to be shawin to Monsieur Nowellis [Noailles] Ambassador for the maist Cristin King in Londoun’. 
The instructions start: ‘schaw him quhow the Bordowris of Ingland dayly ridis in Scotland....’, 18 
September 1553, Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, pp. 148-51.
337 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 359.
338 Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, pp. 389-90.
339 A.P.C.. Vol. 3, pp. 491-2.
340 Ibid, p. 492; d'Oysel was en route to France at that time so did not take part in the negotiations.
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know the names of such as shalbe appoynted in Commission, they shalbe therle of 
Westmorland, the lorde Wharton, Sir Thomas Chaloner, and Sir Thomas Palmer.341
In Scotland, on 20 March 1552 ‘the Quenis Grace, my Lord Governour, and the 
Lordis of the Secreit Counsel’ appointed Gilbert, Erie of Cassillis, Robert, Lord Maxwell, 
Sir James Douglas of Drumlanrig and John Bellenden, Justice Clerk, as,
‘commissioneris speciale direct for the divisioun of the debatabill land of the 
West Marches, with uthairis commissioneris of Ingland’. They were 
instructed to ‘proceid to the divisioun of the samyn in ane equale maner or 
thairby, as ye can aggre be your awin discretioun; that ane half to pertene 
severlie to Scotland, and that uthair to Ingland, in tymes cuming, and to 
mak ane perfyt endent betuix yow and the saidis commissioneris of 
Ingland’; in such manner that there will be no further disputes between 
present or future princes of either country.3^
Initially, the negotiations were proceeding so well that on 25 May 1552, Marie de Guise 
reported to the due de Guise that ‘les commissionaires de ces deux Royaumes [had] 
assemblez pour partager la terre debatable ... ensemble le moyen plus expedient pour par 
faire ceste diuision. Aquoy si les Srs de conseil d'Angleterre se monstrent enclins II sera 
tresfacille de bien tost y mettre vne fyn’.343 However, the negotiations appear to have 
become bogged down to such a degree that the English Council decided on 22 May to send 
the Duke of Northumberland to the ‘Kinges Majesties frontiers, ... as well for that he is 
Warden Generali of all the Marches foreanempst Scotland,344 as for that his wysdome and 
ripe experience is well knowen to be most fyttest for such a weighty charge’.345 Qn 21 
June Northumberland informed the Council that he had reviewed the commissioners' 
negotiations concerning the "Debateable Lands", and made various recommendations.346 
He then visited the entire Border and on 30 July advised the Council that it was in ‘his 
good opinion to have a deputie generall over all thre marches ... the none more mete then 
the Lord Wharton’.347 Northumberland's presence appears to have propelled forward the 
previously flagging negotiations because, soon after, ‘Claude de Laval lord Boysdauphin, 
French ambassador to England, attests that on 16^ August 1552, in the King's House at
341 ¡bid, p. 492-3.
34  ^Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, pp. 120-22.
343 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 243.
344 Northumberland had held this position previously: on 8 November 1542 he had been appointed to the 
post by Henry VIII, Hamilton Papers. Vol. 1, p. 300; more recently on 20 April 1550 he was appointed 
‘Lorde Wardeigne of theast and Middell Marches, with a fee of one thousande pounde [£1,000]’, A.P.C.. 
Vol. 3, p. 6; but he was unable to commit himself to leave the South at the time and the Marquis of Dorset 
was appointed in his stead. On 4 October 1551, Northumberland was re-appointed as Lord Warden of all 
three Marches, Ibid, p. 379.
345 A. P. C . Vol. 4, p. 55.
34  ^A Collection of State Papers relating to Affairs in the Reigns of Henry VIII. Edward VI. Queen Marv 
and Queen Elizabeth. 1542-1570. (ed) S. Haynes, London (1740) pp. 120-21.
34  ^ Literary Remains of Edward VI. p. 439, n. 1; Wharton had been dismissed in 1549 by Somerset as 
Warden of the West March where he had served during the reign of Henry VIII; for further details on 
Wharton's career see, P.G. Boscher, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 150.
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Southampton, after frequent sittings, with William, Marquess of Winchester, lord treasurer 
of England and other of the Privy council, it was concluded that the litigious territory 
commonly called “the Debatable land, la terre Debatable” on the West Border of England, 
should be divided as the Queen Dowager and Governor of Scotland have marked it by a 
line drawn from the water of Sark to the Esk on a chart’.348 \n the formal treaty, signed 
on 24 September 1552, ‘the frontier line was marked by a “furrow” or shallow ditch drawn 
between these points: “trames linearis rectus transversim ab Esk ad Sark fluvium ducatur. 
fossa vel sulco vestigium ipsius denotante”. marked at each end by a dressed stone having 
the arms of England on the side of that country and those of Scotland on the other’.349 
According to Boscher, ‘the division of the Debatable Land brought to an end a long 
intractable problem. ... Throughout,’ continues Boscher,‘the proceedings were dominated 
by the French ambassador and, despite the fact that commissioners were appointed to meet 
on the spot, the issue was eventually decided between the ambassador [Boisdauphin] and 
the [English] council. However’, Boscher concludes,4 it would be wrong to view the 
division of the Debatable Land as a product of Anglo/Scottish co-operation: it came about 
chiefly as a result of French pressure to resolve the controversy once and for all’.350 
can also be seen as part of Henri II's resolve to define legally the frontiers of his kingdom, 
lands and dominions of which he now considered Scotland to be a part. When the 
negotiations started to flag the English Council, having experienced the protracted 
negotiations over the boundaries in the Boulonnais, sent Northumberland to the Borders. 
As Lord Warden of the Marches, Lord Great Master and Lord President of the Council, the 
Duke of Northumberland, by his personal intervention, confirmed the fact that the 
"Debateable Land" negotiations were being conducted an international level. On a domestic 
level it marked the beginning of French centralization of administration and government in 
Scotland by Henri II's proctors: Marie de Guise and Henri Cleutin Sr d’Oysel.351
348 C.S.P. Scotland, (ed) J. Bain, Vol. 1, p. 190; see also A. P. C . Voi. 4, pp. 113 and 118.
349  w .M . Mackenzie, ‘The Debateable Land’, p. 125, çf, Foedcra Vol. XV, pp. 325-6; Mackenzie says that 
‘the stones have disappeared, but a slight earthen mound between a shallow ditch on each side still in parts 
marks (or did mark) the line of division in the “Scots Dyke”,’ Ibid, p. 125.
350 p  g . Boscher, Ph. D. Thesis, p. 141. Rae points out that there were minor areas of debateable ground 
on the East and Middle Marches which remained unresolved despite commissions in 1556 and 1564, and 
that ‘the union of the kingdoms took place in 1603 without exact boundaries being fixed’, T.I. Rae, 
Administration of the Scottish Frontier, p. 22; but as Mackenzie concludes the long international debate 
over “The Debateable Land” had been ‘brought to a sensible settlement, leaving only a reminiscence in the 
name’, W.M. Mackenzie, ‘The Debateable Land’, p.125.
351 Henri II chose less demanding tasks for the Governor. On 5 January 1552 he informed Arran that ‘je 
vous enuoye [...hole...] requeste qui ma este presentee en mon conseil par aucuns marchans de [...hole...] 
[v]ille de Nantes desnommez par ou vous verez quilz se pleignent [...hole...] [gra]ndement du mauuais 
traictcmcnt en Iustice quilz ont eu par delà pour raison des prises et deppredacions qui leur ont este faictes 
par deux cappitaines Escossoys nommez Andre Roberson et lautre Câlin’; Henri II asks that the Governor 
make restitution and compensation for the French merchants' losses, N.L.S. Deposit 368/16. I am grateful 
to Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II's Keeper of Manuscripts at Holyrood House for his permission to 
photocopy of this document.
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As noted previously, d'Oysel had been the English Council's first choice to head 
the Scottish commissioners in the "Debateable Land" negotiations, but d'Oysel, at that 
time, was en route to France. On 14 February 1552, Marie de Guise had written to 
Edward VI that ‘sen allant par delà Sr Doysel Lieutenant pour Le Roy treschrestien en ce 
pays.... Et vous faire scauoir de mes nouuelles sil vous plaist en entendre desquelles vous 
faisant bien longue lettre. Il ma semble que je fairais tort a la suffiance dudit Sr Doysel 
present porteur. Auquel je vous prie donner credit de ce quil vous dire de ma part comme 
si ces joit moymesmes’.352 D'Oysel's presence in London was noted by Jehan Scheyfve, 
who informed the Emperor on 6 March, that ‘M. d'Oisel, French ambassador in Scotland, 
passed through England towards France accompanied by certain French captains and 
soldiers, to the number of twenty or thirty, from Scotish garrisons. Others,’ continues 
Scheyfve, ‘are said to have gone by way of Ireland, so that there are not above 400 or 500 
Frenchmen left in Scotland’.353
The French troops were being recalled for Henri II's Spring offensive against the 
Emperor. In February 1552, Edward VI had recorded in his journal that a ‘proclamación 
was made in Paris that the bandis of the dolphin, the duke of Vendosme, the conte 
d'Anguien, the constable of Fraunce, the duc de Guyse, and d'Aumale, the conte de 
Sancerres, the mareschal S. Andrieu, mons. de Jamac's and Tavennes, shuld the 15 day of 
March, assemble at Troyes in Champaigne, to resist th'emperour. Also that the French 
King wold goe thither in person with 200 gentilmen of his household, and 400 archiers of 
his gard’.354 According to Pariset, ‘la première guerre d'Henri II contre Charles-Quint 
débute officiellement en septembre 1551; ... seule la prise d'Apremont en décembre 1551 
retient l'attention’.355 On 15 January 1552, Henri II signed the treaty of Chambord with 
the German Princes. The campaign proper commenced on 2 April, Henri II having 
mustered at Châlons a vast army of over 37,000 men: ‘17,400 French infantrymen, 13,500 
landsknechts, 1,260 lances (1,260 gens d'armes with 1,890 mounted archers), 2,200 light 
cavalrymen, and 500 mounted arquebusmen’, as well as the King's 200 gentlemen and 400
garde écossaise.* 3^
Henri II divided the army, almost half of which comprised the vanguard 
commanded by Montmorency who crossed the Meuse to Toul. Not until they reached the 
Abbey of Gorze, which had a small Spanish garrison, near Metz, did the army meet any
352 P.R.O. Sp 50/5/170.
3^3 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 468. Unfortunately, these figures cannot be verified at this time as 
surviving evidence, Muster Rolls or Accounts for 1552, seem not to have survived.
33  ^Literary Remains of Edward VI. Vol. 2, p. 401; the English ambassador, Sir William Pickering, was 
also invited by Henri II ‘to take peines to go with him, and to be a witnes of his doings’, Ibid, p. 401.
3^5 j-D., Pariset, Lcs Relations entre la France ct l'Allemagne. p. 127; for details of the campaigne see 
Ibid. 127-164.
33  ^F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 150; for further details of the campaign in 1552, Ibid, pp. 146-159.
resistance; the fortress of the Abbey was taken by assault and burned. Montmorency then 
moved his army to the walled city of Metz and demanded that they open the gates. A small 
force, accompanied by the Constable, was granted entry, and once inside they seized the 
centre of town and a gate. Henri II, with the remainder of the army, had moved eastward 
to Nancy, and on 17 April 1552 made his entry into Metz. Several days later the King 
departed for the Rhine; Hagenau submitted peaceably, but the city of Strasbourg resisted, 
and as it was a well-defended city Henri II decided against an attack. Then “having 
watered his horses in the Rhine” as he had pledged, the King turned back on 13 May 1552. 
On 12 June he entered Verdun and later that month returned to France. On 26 July he 
discharged about half of the troops, sending most of those still in service, under the 
command of Antoine de Bourbon (duc de Vendôme), to attack Hesdin, an important fort in 
Artois in Imperial hands.357
It was, however, the defence of Metz by the duc de Guise from November 1552 to 
February 1553 against Charles V, which ‘was one of the great feats in the annals of the 
16th century’.358 The King had appointed the duc de Guise as his lieutenant-general in 
Metz in August 1552, and a few days later Piero Strozzi arrived to serve as the chief 
engineer. In October the Imperial army of nearly 80,000 men moved into Lorraine, which 
Henri II countered with 50,000 men under the command of the Constable, in an attempt to 
prevent it reaching Metz or Verdun; the defence of the latter having been entrusted to the 
Marshall St. André. At the same time, the Emperor sent an army into Picardy to lay siege 
to the fortress of Hesdin.359 The successful defence of Metz was due to a well-planned 
strategy of the duc de Guise, and in the appalling weather in the last two months of 1552. 
Charles V did not order a retreat until 1 January despite the vast numbers of sick, dying and 
dead from disease, who greatly out numbered those injured in battle. The news of the 
retreat reached Henri II soon after the good news from Hesdin, which Antoine de Bourbon 
had taken after a two-day assault on 19 December. Additionally, there had been several 
small victories in Piedmont in late 1552, which resulted in almost continuous celebrations 
at the French court during the first months of the New Year.
It had been during Henri II's brief visit to Metz from 17 to 20 April that d'Oysel 
was appointed as the French King's permanent Lieutenant General in Scotland. Claude de 
l'Aubespine informed Marie de Guise from Condé on 16 April of the successes of the war 
and that the King ‘s'en va lundy coucher a Metz et de la prent son chemin sur le Rhin pour 
favoriser les princes et ne veult point perde la belle occasion quil s'offre’. Also ‘le Roy a 
vollu aussi que Monsieur d'Oysel allast jusques a Metz d'ou il le vouldra renvoyer si bien
357 Ibid, pp. 150-3.
358 Ibid, p. 157; Romier says that ‘ce grand triomphe de Metz [was] la plus grande victoire française du 
XVIe siècle’, Origines Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 343.
359 p.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. pp. 155-6.
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honnorablement expedie qu'il servira d'exemple a tous les bons serviteurs de faire son 
lieutenant general par delà, gentilhomme de sa chambre, donne mille escuz [1,000 écus 
d'or soleil] contant et mis son estât a vj cens [600] par mois oultre sa pension et au bout de 
celia sa bonne grace’.360 On 27 May de l'Aubespine again wrote to Marie de Guise from 
the Camp at Melun that ‘M. d'Oysel s'en est aile satisfaict ainsi que vous desirez, pourveu 
d'estat de gentilhomme de la chambre, établi lieutenant general du Roy par delà, present de 
deux mille [2,000] escuz et de six cens [600] francz par moys pour son estât, oultre sa 
pension et, qui est myeulx, avecques la tres bonne grace du Roy comme aussi en est il tres 
d igne’.361 These appointments elevated d'Oysel into the upper ranks of the French 
nobility with added administrative responsibilities as well. Thus, de l'Aubespine, from the 
Camp near Domvilliers on 4 June, informed d'Oysel of urgent dispatches and that ‘depuis 
l'autre pacquet ferme [sealed] Monseigneur le Constable a advise que le meilleur estoit vous 
envoyer le herault d'Escosse avecques le porteur’ and that ‘vous despeschiez le diet herault 
en tout diligence devers la Roy ne et M. le gouverneur pour les faire entendre le contenu afin 
qu'ilz ne se mectent point en despense de faire preparitifz pour ceste declaración de guerre, 
comme ilz pourroient faire actendant votre arrivée’.362 Before leaving Paris, d'Oysel 
wrote to the duc de Guise on 11 June that he was ‘en esperance a larrivee de la despesche 
quil a pieu au Roy menvoyee pour mon retour en escosse y trouuer lettres de vous pour la 
royne madame vostre seur suyuant ce quil vous auoyr pieu me promettre auant mon 
partement du camp’.363 D'Oysel remained in France a few more weeks, because from 
London, Jehan Scheyfve reported to Mary of Hungary on 9 July 1552, that ‘M. d'Oisel 
arrived here three or four days ago, and left for Scotland yesterday without having been at
Court’.364
Not long after his return, according to a ‘memoir’ dated 6 October 1552,365 fr0m 
Marie de Guise and d'Oysel to Henri II, ‘the Duke of Chastelherault, Regent of Scotland,
360 N.L.S. Balcarres Papers, Adv. MSS. 29.2.3, fol. 90r&v; published in Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 112.
361 N.L.S. Balcarres papers, Adv. MSS. 29.2.3, fol 91r; published in Ibid, p. 115; de l'Aupespine added 
that d'Oysel ‘doit seioumer quelques jours a Paris pour donner ordre a ses affaires et la je luy envoie toute sa 
despesche’, Ibid, p. 115. Apparently the King awarded d'Oysel twice as much for his pension than de 
l'Aubespine had anticipated on 16 April 1552, see Ibid, p. 112.
362 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 120; de l'Aubespine had informed Marie de Guise the previous day from the 
Camp d'Omes that ‘s'en retoumnant M. d'Oysel je ne pourrois vous faire longue lettres sans m'oublier en 
son endroit estant si bien instruict de toutes choses que se ne serait que reddicte’, Ibid, p. 119.
363 B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 283r. Whilst in Paris, d'Oysel was probably staying in his family's 
home in the rue Saint-Anthoine with his elder brother, Charles, Sieur de Villeparisis, see E.A. Bonner, 
‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, p. 21, n. 60, attached to this thesis.
364 Ç.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 549.
365 ‘a  duplicate of a memoir sent by the Queen of Scotland and the King of France's lieutenant there, to 
the King of France’, Mary of Hungary to the Emperor, 11 November 1552, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 
585; this is one of large number of letters and dispatches sent from Scotland to France, and intercepted by 
three Englishmen in the pay of the Emperor, ‘at a village in the Boulonnais, two leagues inside the French 
frontier’. The courier escaped, but his mail-bag was taken to Gravelines, and the most important of the 
letters sent to Mary of Hungary was this ‘memoir’, same to same, Ibid, p. 596.
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has informed the Queen Dowager and M. d'Oisel, since the latter's return from France, that 
he intends soon to send the Abbé de Villouin [Gavin Hamilton, Abbot of Kilwinning366] 
towards his Majesty to ascertain his intentions regarding the administration of the country 
after the Queen's minority expires’.367 The Governor claimed that ‘among his familiars of 
this nation that while he lived there should be no other Regent in Scotland than he, and that 
things should always continue to be managed as they were then. It is true that’, the 
‘memoir’ continues, ‘at the Bishop of Ross' request, his Majesty conceded to the Regent 
that he should remain at his post as long as he lived; 368 but it was not specified under what 
conditions, and the article that mentions this point does not say that the Regent shall do so 
with the enjoyment of any part or parcel of the authority that belongs to the Queen. It still 
lies in his Majesty's power, therefore’, the ‘memoir’ concludes, ‘to define how it shall be; 
and it is quite certain that the Regent will want great state and the means to take for himself
and his supporters’.3 69
The Governor had apparently shown Marie de Guise and d'Oysel the letters patent 
from Henri II of 28 April 1548 which state that the Governor was to have the government 
and administration of Scotland ‘sa vie durant’.370 He obviously did not show them the 
amended version of 17 June 1549 which states quite clearly and unambiguously that James 
Hamilton, duc de Châtellerault was to have the administration ‘dudict Royaume durant la 
mynorite’ of Mary Queen of Scots.371 Furthermore, Marie de Guise and d'Oysel have 
been told by the Earls of Argyll and Cassillis ‘and other respectable personages that the 
Governor intends to ask his Majesty for all the casualities of superiority, together with the 
presentation to bishoprics, abbeys and all other elective benefices of the Kingdom, for his 
maintenance as Governor, and that he shall be allowed to have the Queen’s property and 
domain administered by his nominees’. To this demand they begged Henri II to consider 
that the Queen Dowager has some of the royal domains as part of her dower, but the 
‘casualities are incomparably larger, more profitable and important, for they alone, with the 
right of presentation and nomination to benefices, have enabled the Queen to do something 
for her good servants and maintain her authority’.372 They are also of the opinion that 
‘there are few persons of quality in Scotland (and not many others, except for the Regent's
366 Although the Abbot of Kilwinning may have been asked by the Governor to plead his case to Henri II, 
he was actually sent to France ‘in our Soverane Ladyis service’ in December 1552, Treasurers Accounts. 
Vol. 10, p. 44; he had also been the greatest beneficiary of Marie de Guise's disbursment of French gold 
during her sojourn in France in 1551. Supra. Chapter 3, n. 175.
367 ‘Copy of this memoir made in April 1557’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, pp. 585-88.
368 Davi(j Paniter, Bishop of Ross, was the Scottish ambassador in France and the Governor’s procurator 
during these negotiations with Henri II during 1548 and 1549.
369 C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 586.
370 S.R.O. Hamilton Muniments, N.R.A. (5) 2177, Bundle 2021 (orig, parchment, seal missing), Supra. 
Ch. 2, pt. 2, notes 182-3.
371 S.R.O. same bundle, (orig, parchment, great seal still attached), Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, notes 376-8.
377. ‘Memoir’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. X, p. 586.
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relatives and retainers) who desire his continuation at the head of affairs. The reason is that 
justice is not as well and duly administered as it once was; and the Governor notably made 
many enemies during the last sessions held in the North’. This situation, they assure Henri 
II, will improve ‘once the Queen, his daughter, has come of age; for he will have the 
assistance and good-will of all the best elements and foremost men of the country’. The 
Queen Dowager, in the meantime, ‘makes no secret to the Governor the impartial 
administration of justice, alike for all. In this M. d'Oisel follows her, according to the 
instructions he has always had from his Majesty, and as he knows the Kingdom's welfare 
requires ’.37 3
Charles V appears to have ignored this ‘memoir’ and other dispatches from Mary of 
Hungary concerning the stolen mail-bag, although at this time, the Emperor, who was 
ridden with gout and camped in freezing rain outside Metz, may have been disinclined to 
bother with his sister's intrigues. But Mary of Hungary seemed determined to create as 
much diplomatic embarrassment as possible, and to make the most of the windfall of a 
mail-bag full of letters from the French. In November 1552 she informed the Duke of 
Chatellerault that ‘I thought it my duty as your good friend and neighbour to summon the 
Governor [the Scottish Court-Master, Mr. George Gordon] of your nation here resident, 
and communicte to him certain important schemes that are being laid against the ancient 
liberties of Scotland, and concern the authority of your government’.374 she then 
summoned the English ambassador, Sir Thomas Chamberlain, and the newly arrived 
English agent in Antwerp, Thomas Gresham, and gave them access to the letters and 
allowed the latter to make duplicates for the English Privy Council. Finally, she treated 
Marie de Guise's envoy, Francesco de Busso, with haughty disdain when he requested that 
the letters ‘should be returned and reparation made, as the deed constituted a breach of the 
treaty [of Binche]’.375 Eventually, on 23 December 1552, she sarcastically informed 
Marie de Guise that when she had received the letters ‘most of them were already open and 
I therefore had them examined. These people found in M. d'Oysel's letters frequent 
references to letters of yours, and as these last were opened, they showed by several 
remarks that you were doing little to observe the true and sincere friendship to which you 
were bound if you desired to benefit by the treaty. In fact, in order to display your 
devotion to his Majesty's enemies, you expressed joy over destruction and servitude of
373 ibid, p. 587; the remainder of this long ‘memoir’ concerns the intrigues of the Irish lords and their 
sometime agent, George Paris, Ibid, pp. 587-8. The only other letter from the stolen mail-bag to survive is 
a copy of a letter of Marie de Guise to the Cardinal of Lorraine, dated 3 October 1552, which adds little 
more than the ‘memoir’ except for the antics of Lady Fleming, who had been repatriated to Scotland 
following the birth of a son by Henri II in 1551 (Henri d'Angouleme), and who now wanted to return to 
France, Ibid. 588.
374 ¡bid p. 595
373 Mary of Hungary to the Emperor, Brussels, 9 December 1552, Ibid, p. 596.
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your own house’.376 As a final shot Mary of Hungary asserted that ‘even had there been 
any infringement of the treaty (which there was not), its text provides how and by whom a 
demand ought to be made; and as the person [Busso] sent by you to me had no power from 
him who, during the minority of the Queen your daughter, is Governor of Scotland, I find 
I am under no further obligation’.377 with this letter the whole affair appears to have 
drifted off into the ether. Mary of Hungary's politico/diplomatic meddling seems not to 
have changed any policy in Scotland, England, France, or with the Emperor; a fact which 
he probably pointed out to his sister when he limped back to Brussels a few weeks later, 
defeated and in full retreat from Metz. From the point of view of modern scholarship, 
however, is the loss of the vast quantity of ‘letters, artillery accounts, memoirs, 
inventories, etc. for the last two years, statements of expenditure of the king of France's 
money, and private correspondence of Frenchmen,’ which Mary of Hungary says she 
found in the mail-bag intercepted en route to the French court, and which apparently just
disappeared.37 8
In Scotland, Mary of Hungary's letter to the Governor, however, did not effect his 
and the Lords of the Secret Council's decision on 30 November 1552, that,
‘an certane number of fitmen be resit and uplittit of this realme, to be send in 
France for the support of the maist Christinet Kyng, conform to the awld 
liegis, bandis, amitie and alyansse quhilk hes stand of long tyme betwix the 
realmes of Scotland and France, renewit and confermit be everie king and 
princes sen the tyme of Achaus kyng of Scotland and Chairlis the Maine 
King of France; and laitlie in thir dayis be our Soverane Laydie, and Fransis 
last kyng of France, as hie hes requerit be his speciall lettres as the samyn at 
mair lenth proporttis’.379
It was further established that the ‘fitmen, [should be] weill furnischit, cled in new hoise, 
and ane new doublett of canves at the lest, with a jack of plett, steilbonet, splent slevis, of 
mailyie or plait, withe ane speir of six elne lang or thairby’. Letters were sent to ‘everie 
Scheref and Bailie within this realme’380 to convene between now and 20 December, 
‘considdering it standis upon the hie plesour to the said maist Cristinit Kyng and honor of 
his realme’. This meeting was to be held to arrange that all the lands within the shires and 
bounds of their offices, as well as the royal domains, ‘speciall and temporall landis, terce
376 ibid' p. 608; the house of Guise was a younger branch of the house of Lorraine, which had been ruled 
by the pro-Habsburg, Duchess Christina, as regent for her young son, Charles II. In the recent campaign in 
Lorraine, Henri II had deposed the regent and taken Charles to the French court where he was later married to 
Henri II's second daughter, Claude, in 1558.
377 ibid. 608-9; this letter from one Queen Dowager to another of equal rank is one of the rudest letters in 
the diplomatic correspondence of the mid- 16th century.
378 Mary of Hungary to the Emperor, Brussels, 9 December 1552, Ibid, p. 597.
379 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 129; ‘it is devysit and ordanit that thair be reasit 
of the haill borrowis of this realme ane ansaingyie [enseign] of fitmen, extending to thrie hunderithe [300] 
men’, Ibid, p. 131.
380 Ibid, p. 130; between 5 and 19 December 1552, 25 letters were sent out, Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 10, 
pp. 148-150.
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and conjunct fie landis, and landis in nonnentres; and, conforme to the samyn, charge all 
the frie halderis thairof, that everie xl [40] merk land of auld extent, they mak and furneis 
ane sufficient man weill bodin’.381
On 6 December 1552 the ‘Quenis Grace, my Lord Governour, and Lordis of 
Secreit Counsale’, confirmed that iijc [300] futmen’ were to be raised, ‘and all thai to be 
[supplied with] hagbutteris, weill furnist with pulder flask, morsing home, and all uthair 
geir belangand thairto’, and provided with the said uniform ‘to pas to France for the 
support of the maist Cristin King in his weris’.382 On the same day an ‘Act of the 
Commissaris’, was made appointing commissioners throughout the length and breadth of 
Scotland.383 Two days later, the Council decided that the Kerrs and ‘all utheris thair kin, 
freyndis (sa mony as will tak thair part within the boundis of the wardanrie of the Middle 
Merchis of this realme) [will provide] ane hundreth [100] horsemen, weill furnist, to depart 
to the partis of France, with the Generali, as utheris that ar to be rasit of this realme 
dois’.384
General enthusiasm for the expedition increased and on 12 December the Council 
decided that ‘thair salbe certane horsemen rasit upoun the Bordouris and lawland of this 
realme to the nowmer of iiij [400] men to pas in France ... [and that] Prelattis and 
Kirkmen, Erlis, Lordis, and Baronis, hes convenit at this present Conventioun, and of fre 
will and benevolence hes grantit certane horsmen to the support of the said maist Cristin 
King upoun his expenssis’.385 Command of the expedition was given to ‘Gilbert Erie of 
Cassillis, Lieutenant Generali of the army divisit to pas into France, and Patrik Lord 
Ruthven, Coronet of the futmen, ... with thair kin and freyndis, ar to pas to the saidis 
partis of France for obeying of sik chargeis as the maist Cristin King thairof will imput 
thaim’.386 The next day the Council decided that ‘thair suld be reasit of the hieland pairtis 
of this realme, within the boundis of my Lord Huntleis lieeuttenendrie, tua ansaigyeis [2 
enseigns ? 600 men] of fitmen, to pass with the rest of the ansaingyeis to France, to 
support the maist Cristinit Kyng of France in his weiris’.^87 Thus from the initial 300 
soldiers proposed by the Council on 30 November 1552, the number had increased to 900 
footmen and 500 horsemen twelve days later. However, on 16 january 1553 letters were 
sent to all the Sheriffs ‘to discharge the futemen that war ordanit to be rasit of thai
3^1 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, p. 130.
382 Ibid, p. 131.
383 Ibid, p. 132; the Act lists all the commissioners and their shires.
384 ¡bid, P- 133.
383 Ibid, p. 134; Argyll encountered a few problems but Cassillis assured Marie de Guise on 17 December 
1552 that ‘your grace wil knaw the affection he hais to set forwart is the Kingis serwis’, Scottish  
Correspondence of Mary of Loraine. p. 364.
386 Ibid, p. 135; for the names of 54 of the Scots soldiers to be sent to France, Ibid, pp. 135-6.
387 Ibid, p. 136
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Sherefdomes to have bene send in France’.388 Given the general enthusiasm for the 
expedition, the Scots were no doubt disappointed. The prospect of joining the successful 
French army under the banner of the "Auld Alliance" with the regular pay and bounty their 
ancestors had enjoyed, must have been appealing. By mid-January 1553, however, the 
French had had marvelous victories in Piedmont, Hesdin, Toul, Verdun, and greatest of 
all, at Metz, and Henri II was discharging the greater part of his army, therefore the Scots 
were no longer required. When the news of the due de Guise's great victory at Metz 
reached Scotland,389 d'Oysel wrote to him on 7 February 1553 that ‘jay prins la hardiesse 
de vous faire la reverence par la presente’, placing the Duke among the ‘Immortel que vous 
monseigneur auez rapporte et justement merite ceste annee pour estant chose si comment 
que tout le monde en bruict’. D'Oysel assured the Duke that he did not have a ‘serviteur 
qui ayt receu plus de plaisir et contentement que moy entendant les choses estre ainsi bien et 
heureusement succeddees tant au bien aduantaige des affaires du Roy que a laugmentacion 
et accroissement de vostre honneur et repputacion’.390
In this period following the ‘amicable division of the "Debateable Land", ... 
[which] had been taken out of the hands of the Governor’,391 Marie de Guise and d'Oysel 
moved cautiously towards reforming and centralizing the administration of government in 
Scotland. The extent to which they, and not the Governor, were in control of events is 
revealed, according to Annie Cameron, in his deference to Marie de Guise in his letter to 
her on 7 October 1552. ‘Not only did he “luk for haisty answer of your grace”, in matters 
of state, but the very meeting-place of the Council could not be determined until he knew 
“gif it may stand with your pleasour”.’392 This gradual, and for the most part peaceful 
build-up of French power in Scotland, was interrupted by Edward Vi's death, 
Northumberland's failure to secure Lady Jane Grey's successful accession to the English 
throne,^93 an(j by Mary Tudor's triumphant claim in July 1553. Mary had not even 
established herself in London before d'Oysel arrived there en route to France.
388 Treasurers Accounts. Vol. 10, p. 154.
389 From Paris on 14 January 1553, Claude de l'Aubespine informed Marie de Guise that Ton actend icy 
Monseigneur de Guise dedans dix ou douze jours en très grande devotion, et que le Roy et tout son peuple le 
sanctiffient du bien qu'il a faict a ce royaulme’, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 136; ‘the Duke of Guise left his 
army on 26 January to come to Court. On 20 February he was solemnly thanked by the Parlement of Paris 
for his services during the defence of Metz’, Ibid, p. 136, n. 1.
399 b .N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 285r ; on 30 March d'Oysel replied to the duc de Guise’s letter of 26 
February in a similar vein: ‘vous supplie treshumblement monseigneur voulloir croyre que entre touts voz 
serviteurs II ny en a vng seul qui plus participe de layse et contentement quilz scauroient auoir que moy’, 
Ibid, fol. 287r.
391 Scottish Correspondence of Mary of Lorraine, p. 334.
392 ibid, pp. 334 and 361.
393 For details of Northumberland’s fall see, B.L. Beer, Northumberland. Ch. 7, pp. 147-166; G.R. Elton, 
Reform and Reformation, pp. 373-5; J. Guy, Tudor England, p. 226; and S.T. Bindoff, ‘A Kingdom at 
Stake, 1553’. History Today. (September, 15531 passim.
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Accompanied by the recently appointed French ambassador, Antoine de Noailles,394 he 
travelled to New Hall (also known as Beaulieu in Essex) to kiss the new queen's hand. 
Noailles explained the circumstances to Henri II on 29 July 1553: M. d'Oysel a beaucoup 
favorise depuis quinze jours qu'il est en ce lieu, pour le retardiment que l'on luy a faict de 
son passeport et pourra encores faire d'advantage pour deux ou trois autres que j'ay este 
d'advis qu'il demeurast attendant la venue de ceste Royne, de laquelle nous desirons tous 
deux qu'il vous puisse porter tesmoignage de nous avoir faict quelque bon recueil a son 
Entree de ceste ville, estans resoubz de luy aller baiser la main a quinze ou vingt mille d'icy 
avant son arrivée en ce lieu’.395
D'Oysel wasted little further time in carrying out the main purpose of his journey, 
as he disclosed in his letter to Marie de Guise, written from the French court at Offément 
(near Compiègne) on 8 August 1553.396 D'Oysel informed the Queen Dowager that ‘he 
had arrived at the Court on the 7th and informed the King of the state of English affairs, 
and the fortunate accession of Queen Mary and the willingness for peace and friendship 
which she profeses. Passing by Amiens, he saw the Constable but he had not time to 
inform him of the Queen's [de voz] affairs, as he was ordered to take his news [susdictes] 
at once to the King’. When arrived at Court the Cardinal of Lorraine and duc de Guise ‘did 
him the honour to present him to the King, who was very glad of the news of England’. 
D'Oysel then explained that ‘the next day he was summoned [by Henri II] and the 
discussion lasted more than three hours9 : he assured Marie de Guise that he saw, ‘such 
goodwill toward the management of Scots affairs that the Queen need not doubt that they 
lose no occasion, for he found both the King and the Queen's brothers rather too much zeal 
to carry through and advance the work in question than to accuse them of neglect. In fact 
the Cardinal argued in opposition [to d'Oysel] that the Queen of Scots should take up her 
rights at the age of eleven years [et un jour: 9 December 1553], and since they had found 
clearly the ill-will towards her by the Governor, that it seemed best to depose him as once
before he could provide himself with friends and make an understanding w ith .......... or
.......... ,397 a matter worthy of consideration’. D'Oysel asks Marie de Guise ‘to think of
394  Antoine dc Noailles served as French ambassador in England from April 1553 to June 1556. He was 
notified of his appointment by Montmorency on 23 December 1552: ‘Monsieur de Noailles, Par ce que le 
Roy veult revoequer M. de Boisdauphin d'Angleterre, et qu’il vous faire es honneur que de vous eslire en sa 
place pour le service d'Ambassadeur’, Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères, Paris, (A.M.A.E.) 
Dispatches of Antoine, François and Gilles de Noailles, 1552-1561; Correspondance Politique, Angleterre, 
Vols IX-XX; Vol. XII, fol. 1.
395 A.M.A.E., Corr. Poi. Ang. Vol. XII, fol. 66.
39b  This letter is included as ‘Appendix A ’ in Balcarres Papers. Voi. 2, pp. 302-6. It is partly written in 
cipher and was not deciphered until the editor, Marguerite Wood, traced another letter in the same cipher 
(B.N. Fonds Français 20457, fol. 299), which then enabled her to decipher, transcribe and translate this 
letter. In ‘Appendix A ’ the editor has placed those passages previously in cipher in italics, which procedure 
will be followed here; and as she has fully translated the letter, the English version is given.
397  Balcarres Papers. Voi. 2, pp. 302-3; the editor notes that it is impossible to tell from the context to 
what the cipher refers, but she thinks they are states rather than noblemen. She adds that ‘it is tempting to
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it and inform them o f the said Governor's progress and of his brother [the Archbishop of 
St. Andrews], so that they can better decide what should be done to assist the Queen with 
men and money. 398 The King will make his decision after the first letter from the Queen 
after communication with the Constable, who, [d'Oysel] believes, will say the same as the 
others. He concludes the letter with his instructions. ‘He has the King’s command to 
communicate with the English ambassadors, and then he goes to the Queen and the Queen 
of Scots at Saint Germain to give news of the Queen Dowager. Afterwards he returns to 
the King to follow him on his campaign; ... he will get the money [that Marie de Guise] 
owes him, and the matter of the pension will be settled when he returns with the 
Con stable ’.399 Henri II's swift action to depose the Governor, following the death of 
Edward VI, the fall of the pro-French government of Northumberland and the accession of 
Mary Tudor, Charles V's cousin, indicate the French King's profound mistrust of the 
Governor whose actions, regarding foriegn relations with Emperor in 1550, his dual­
ratification of the treaty of Binche in 1551, and his opportunistic manoeuvring on behalf of 
himself and the house of Hamilton, must have given Henri II cause for alarm. He had 
expended much time and money in securing Scotland for France, he was not about to take 
any chances with the dubious loyalty of the Governor.
D'Oysel set out for Paris soon after, as he informed Noailles on 19 August, on his 
arrival at the Constable's Camp de hem [? near Amiens]. He recounts that ‘je suis aile par 
commandement du Roy a Saint Germain en Laye devers la Roy ne et passe a mon retour par 
Paris pour m'equipper d'armes, tentes et autres choses necessaires pour la suite de cette 
armee ... et quant aux Escossois qui sont par delà, le Roy trouve très bon de les tenir en 
esperance, attendant autre saison et que sa Majesté moyennera leur pardon envers la Royne 
sa fille leur souveraine et sera tresaise que en la recongnoissant’. ^ ^  A few days later on 
22 August from Amiens, d'Oysel informed Marie de Guise that Henri II would soon join 
the army. Also he had ‘veiz hier monseigneur le Cardinal [de Lorraine] auquel je feiz dez 
l'heure mesme ung petit d'ouverture de voz deniers’ and that ‘je trouveray que 
monseigneur de Guyse avoyt faict pourveoir de la place de Dombarre [Dunbar] et de la
consider them as representing England and the Empire, the support of which would have been useful to the 
Governor, Ibid, p. 304, n. 2.
398 On 28 December 1553, Wotton reported to the Council that Henri II ‘is sending thither [Scotland] the 
Vidame of Chartres with a number of soldiers; ... it would seem either that the French stand in fear of war 
[with England], or make use of this occasion to occupy the forts in Scotland’, C.S.P. Foreign. Mary, 
(1553-1558). (ed) W.B. Turnbull, London (1861) p. 43; Wotton had been re-appointed ambassador at the 
French court on 16 August 1553, soon after the accession of Mary Tudor, Ibid, p. 6.
399 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 303.
400 A.M.A.E., Corr. Pol. Ang. Vol. IX, fols 99-100; d'Oysel is probably referring to the Scots, accused of 
the murder of Cardinal Beaton, and captured and imprisoned in France following the recovery of St. Andrews 
Castle in 1547. D'Oysel comments that ‘du sens et bon esprit du sieur de Granges [William Kirkcaldy of 
Grange], estant bien d’advis toutesfois que Ton entretienne les aultres en semble esperance’, Ibid, fol. 100. 
It is not known whether Grange continued also to serve as an English spy under the code name of Coraxe. 
see Supra. Chapter 3, note 186.
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compagnye du pauvre feu cappitaine Irronaut^Ol ung ultre cappitaine gascon, nomme 
Salarbos\402 From the Camp at Solesmes on 17 September, d'Oysel informed Marie de 
Guise of the latest and favourable news from the battlefront and progress of the French 
army in Italy .403 a  few days later d'Oysel followed the Court to St. Quentin from where 
he informed Marie de Guise on 23 September of the scandalous behaviour of several Scots 
captains, in particular Jimmy Dog whom he describes as being ‘froict et pusillanime comme 
le congnoissez; toutesfoys il se rend mieux cappable de conseil et se resoult honnestement’. 
But the brother of Alexander Cunningham, 5th Earl of Glencaim, £se monstre certainement 
fort voilage, oppinaistre et terriblement legier en tout ce qu'il faict et pense’, and both Scots 
are accused that ‘ne sont si bien instruictz de ce qu'il appartient a l'office de voz cappitaines 
et entretenement de leurs compagnyes qu'ilz debvroient estre; dequoy il est desia sorty ung 
telle scandalle’. Notwithstanding this behaviour, d'Oysel assured her, Henri II ‘ne laisse 
pour ce la demeurer content des cappitaines et avoir envye de se servir de la nation et 
l'honeurer’ .404
In October, d'Oysel was once again in Paris where he received, on behalf of Marie 
de Guise ‘les douze mil [12,000] livres, que demandez en v mil ij cens [5,200] escuz soleil 
et xviij [18] [?sous], ... faicte pour faire advancer ladicte somme en actendant le mois de 
janvier pour surplus de vostre pension’.405 Whilst in Paris, d'Oysel had met a lady of 
noble birth whom he intended to marry, as he informed Marie de Guise 31 October 1553.
401 Marguerite Wood speculates that ‘Irronaut’ and ‘Ronault’ were one and the same man, Balcarres Papers. 
Vol. 2, pp. 7,50, 154 & 306; it is far more likely, however, that ‘Irronaut’ was in fact ‘le cappitaine 
Carronant’ who had been appointed Captain of Dunbar by the Sr de Termes in 1549, see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 
2, n. 428; and was still at Dunbar in June 1553, according to the Muster Roll published in Miscellany II. 
Scottish History Society, (1904).
402 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 153-4; ‘probably Baron Sarlabous mentioned as recruiting companies of 
Gascons for the Duke of Guise, and as Governor of Le Havre after his death’, Ibid, p. 154, n. 2; and the 
protagonist in, E. Forestié, Un capitain Gascon au XVtë siècle. Corbevran de Cadaillac-Sarlabous. 
Gouverneur de Dunbar (Écosse).... Paris (1897).
403 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 158-163; This account of the fighting after the capture of Hesdin by the 
Imperialists inclines to favour the French side’, Ibid, p. 159, n. 1.
404 ibid, pp. 164-8; Cunningham's misbehaviour was particularly embarrassing: both d'Oysel (B.N. Fonds 
Français 20457, fol. 2890, Marie de Guise (Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, pp. 176-7) had written to the 
duc de Guise in May 1553, recommending Cunningham to his service.
405 Jacques Girard to Marie de Guise, Paris, 22 October 1553, Balcarres papers. Vol. 2, p. 172. Jacques 
Girard was Marie de Guise's treasurer in France. Aside from her pension, Girard informed her that the 
Cardinal of Lorraine ‘m'a commande me trouver a Noel la part qu'il sera pour regarder a dresser la maison de 
la Royne, vostre fille, mais il me semble, Madame, soubz vostre meiller advis que cella sera mal aise si je 
ne vois aultre fons de deniers. ... Mondict Seigneur Cardinal faict estât de xxxij mil [32,000] livres de tous 
les deniers prouvenans de la maison de Longueville sur quoy Monseigneur de Nemours [Philippe de Savoie, 
duc de Nemours, his late wife, Charlotte d'Orléans, (d.1549) was Marie de Guise's sister-in-law from her 
first marriage] en doibt iij mil [3,000] livres, qui n'est argent prest, plus y aura de passe oultre mon estât de 
l'annee presente de iij mil [3,000] livres tournois plus xij mil [12,000] que vous prêtiez, v mil [5,000] et 
tant livres qu'il fauldra paier a Coullaudy pour le banquier d'Escosse, xij cens [1,200] et tant aures a ung 
autre qui n'a pas este assigne a ladicte annee. ... Voilla desja xxv mil [25,000] livres et encores vij mil 
[7,000] livres me sont doubz par mon compte de l'annee passée, qui est en tout les diets xxxij mil [32,000] 
frans [livres tournois]’, Ibid, p. 172.
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Madame, ‘je suys sur le point de mener une damoyselle ... fille de M. et Madame de 
Thouars,406 en son mesnage avecques bonne compagnie de dames et gentilshommes, pour 
incontinant cela faict m'en aller retrouver le Roy et mondict Sieur le Cardinal et le adviser 
avec ce qui sera digne des affaires de voz Magestes; délibéré me randre devers vous, 
Madame, avecques notre compagnie le plus tost apres cela que je pourray. ... Vous 
suppliant très humblement, Madame, ne faire tant d'honneur que de ne vous ennuyer de 
l'envye et volume que jay et veulx garder toute ma vie a vous faire très humble service’.407 
In September 1553, Marie de Guise had written to d'Oysel on 20th, 25th, 26th and 27th, 
regarding not only her personal financial affairs, but also Henri II's deliberations 
concerning the advancement of the Queen of Scots' ‘perfect age’, and the proposed 
deposition of the Governor of Scotland. From Villers-Cotterêts on 6 November, d'Oysel 
informed her that he had just received the last two letters and ‘je les ay faict incontinent 
deschiffrer et translater le mémoire et les ay icy apportez ... [et] je feiz voir le tout a 
messeigneurs voz freres et a ce matin le Roy en verra autant, encores que je 
communiquasse le contenu a sa Mageste hier a son soupper. Je ne vous scauroys encores 
dire, Madame, comment l'en recepvra le discours que je trouve fort de grands esperance, et 
Dieu veut que nous facions pour le service de vostre Mageste et de la Royne votre fille tout 
qui est requis en cest endroit’.408
Evidently, the discussions following d'Oysel's delivery of Marie de Guise's 
correspondence, which took place in November at the French court at Villers-Cotterêts 
between her brothers and the King, reached the conclusion that the Governor of Scotland 
was to be deposed and the young queen's ‘perfect age’ advanced by one year. This
406 Marie-Jeanne ‘de Thouars de pais de Maync dame de Saint Agnan au dit pais’, Bibliothèque de l’Institut 
de France, Paris, MS. 1354; Marguerite Wood says that d'Oysel ‘married Jeanne Chasteigner’, Balcarres 
Papers. Vol. 2, p. 175, n. 1; which he did, but not in 1553; she was his second wife (b.1543) whom he 
married c. 1561; see genealogical table of the Clutin family in E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, 
attached to this thesis.
407 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 175; d'Oysel was 43 years old at the time and was obviously enchanted 
with his intended bride. He further observed that he had ‘choysi ung compagnon bien nourry, ce me 
semble, dedans la maison d'une saige et vertueuse dame de mere et de bien fort bonne maison et bien et 
grandement apparente, qui este la chose du monde que j'ay plus considéré, et d’avantage que les biens, 
encorez que il y en ai beaucoup au lieu dont elle est’, Ibid, p. 175. Henri Cleutin and Jeanne-Marie Thouars 
had three children, all of whom were bom in Scotland, and for whom it was necessary to establish their 
French nationality. This is formalized in a document entitled ‘Habillitacion pour enfance nais en Escosse’: 
‘Henry, A tous presens par nostre ame et féal gentilhomme ordinaire de nostre chambre et nostre Lieutenant 
General en Escosse, Henri Cleutin Sr Doisel et de Villeparesis. Nous a faict dire et remonstrer que, depuis 
quil est demeurant et résidant audit pays dEscosse pour nostre service, il a eu de dame Jeanne de Touars, sa 
femme, trois enfans nomminees James, Henry et Marie Cleutin les quilz sont nais au dit pays dEscosse....’, 
(no date, c. 1558/9) B.N. Fonds Français 4588, fols 13v-15r, (copy ? 18th C), for a full transcription of 
this document see, E.A.Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’, attached to this thesis.
408 Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 176-7; the remainder of the letter elaborates the difficulties he is 
experiencing with the ‘controlleurs des finances’ and that ‘deniers me sont icy fort courtz ... et feray s'il 
vous plaist de voz deniers ainsi qu'il vous avoyt pieu me commander auparavant partir d'Escosse’, Ibid, p. 
177; also see a letter from M. de Puiguillon [Gilbert de Beaucaire, Seigneur de Peguillon] to Marie de 
Guise, Paris, 12 November 1553, regarding her financial problems, Ibid, pp. 178-9.
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decision was submitted to the Parlement of Paris in December 1553, and whose 
‘principaux officiers’409 were Qf the opinion that Mary Queen of Scots, having attained the 
age of eleven years and one day, was now of age to dispose of the Regency.410 The 
officers of the Parlement were requested to deliberate,
(foL174r) ‘sur le faict du gouuernement et administration du Royaume 
dEscosse mis en deliberation par ordonnance du Roy par ses lettres du 
treiziesme de ce mois [13 December 1553] en assemlée de Messieurs les 
premier, second et quart presidens en l'absence au tiers Estat^l 1 par ce quil 
est curateur de la Royne dEscosse. ... A scavoir si lAdministration et 
gouuernement du Royaume doibt estre soubs le nom et tiltre delà Royne 
dEscosse esant entrée au douzième an de son aage tellement que le 
gouuernement et administration dudict Royaume soit a present expire sans 
attendre la perfection de 12 ans’.
The first point to be established by the parlementaires, who appear to have been 
familiar with Scottish law, was:
(fol.l74v) ‘car es Royaumes héréditaires comme escosse transitoires au 
plus prochain par la loy du pais, sans distinction de sexe masculin ou 
féminin, nest requis laage legitime et parfaict comme es Empires Royaumes 
et Monarchies Electives non transmissibles a heriter que les anciens 
Romains ont aucuns fois defini a vingt ans et apres vingt cinq, les 
republiques greques et autres chacun en son endroit. ... Mais les Royaumes 
et monarchies héréditaires a l'heriter du sang leur acquises par les loix a 
l'heriter du Royaume encore que fut postume. Et au regard de 
l'Administration souvent est sous le nom du Roy et sans distinction daage 
de pupilarite ou puberte. Encores que jusques ala puberte put le prochain de 
la couronne préféré par la loy dEscosse au gouuernement du Royaume 
toutesfois n'est requis la perfection de quartorze ans aux mailes et douze a la 
femelle combien que pour finir une tutelle d'un Prince soit requis la 
perfection de l'an dernier’.
409 ‘ç e que este advise par les Principaux officiers de la cour de Parlement de Paris sur le faict de 
l'administration du Royaume dEscosse, 1552 Isicl’. A.N. KK 1382, fols 174r-178r, (copy ?18th C) signed: 
‘Mers de S1 Andre, Meigret, Denier, Abot, Boete de Lion, Le Corier Prévost, Potier, Dedormans, 
Chambón, Tiraqueau, Faye, Seguicr, Brulart et Riant’, Ibid, fol. 178r; another copy B.N. Coll. Dupuy, 33, 
fols 295r-297v : published in Teulet, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, pp. 274-8; Teulet has added two extra 
names to the officers of the Parlement: ‘Maistre’ and ‘Prévost’, Ibid, p. 278; these appear as titles in A.N. 
KK 1382, fol. 178r.
410 ‘Partant demeure la faveur pour la Royne ores que les dites douze ans ne soient parfaicte et ne pouroit 
estre alléguée raison valable au contraire qui ne fut facile a denier et est la dite deliberación’, Ibid, fols 177v- 
178r .
411 Teulet omits the word ‘Estât’, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 274. By omitting ‘Estât’ the sense is 
that the third president was absent, but the ‘Tiers Estât’ was, according to Doucet, another name for ‘les 
États généraux’. In making a distinction between ‘lois fondamentales et lois royales’, Doucet says of the 
former that ‘c'étaient seulement quelques principes de droit public qu'invoquaient couramment les juristes, 
auxquels se référaient les États généraux, sans s'accorder toujours, ni sur l’énumération de ces principes, ni 
sur leur interprétation’, Les Institutions de la France au XVtë siècle. Vol. 1, p. 66. As the États Généraux 
were the theoretical equivalent of the Scottish Three Estates of Parliament, perhaps they were covering 
themselves from any challenge which might come from Scotland? A point which the parlementaires make 
in their summary: ‘y a plusieurs exemples pour monstrer que les trois Estais ont toujours conclu....’, A.N. 
KK 1382, fol. 177v.
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The parlementaires then develop a long and complex argument (fols 175r&v) on the 
laws of royal authority during minorities as elaborated by ‘les anciens’ and interpretations 
‘des saincts docteurs de l'Eglise’, as well as ‘Aristotes’. As an example, they argue, one 
could take ‘les Roys de France tant pour lancienne alliance d'entres les Roys de France et 
dEscosse que pour lexcellence delà Couronne et maison de France y en a plusieurs qui sont 
certaines et manifestes’. There follows (fol.l76r) a history of the law as it applied during 
minorities of the French crown from Pépin to Charles ‘huictiesme [VIII]’;412 and ‘les dictz 
exemples peuuent bien servir pour l'interpretation de la loy dEscosse’. (fol.l76v) They 
concluded this subject by asserting that ‘souvent a esté veu que durant la minorité et 
pupilarite des Roys le Royaume a esté heureusement administre sous le nom et auctorite des 
roys par la prudence vertu et probité des seigneurs qui estoient près et au Conseil des Roys’ 
(fo l.l77r).
Their final verdict was that it was ‘chose bien favorable que la reine ayant unze ans 
accomplis et entrée au douzième an au ladministration de son Royaume héréditaire que nest 
point acquérir nouuel droict car II est radique en la personne en pleine seigneurie et par 
continuation de pere a fille: ... auquel cas la perfection et accomplissement de temps nest 
Requis comme estant favorable (fol. 177v ) en la personne de la fille au Royaume 
paternelle’. As far as the Governor of Scotland was concerned it was a question
‘d'une part le bien publique et l'autre le droit prive qui est le gouuemeur qui 
doit estre postpose au public et en ce faisant délaisser ladministration a la 
Royne dame naturelle du pais sous le nom tiltre et auctorite et majesté de la 
quelle sera mieux le Royaume auctorize et le peuple plus devost et obéissant 
qu'a un gouuerneur qui nest que pour certain temps dautant que lhomme est 
tousjours plus enclein a lobeissance et seigneurie naturelle qu'a celle qui est 
empruntée a certain temps. ... Et a ce propos y a plusieurs exemples pour 
monstrer que les trois Estats ont toujours conclu que les Royaumes doivent 
estre plustost gouuemez sous le nom et tiltre de Roy’.413
The result of the Parlement's deliberation ‘sur le faict de l'administration de 
Royaume dEscosse’, appears to have been confined to a select few. Certainly, foreign 
ambssadors were not made privy to it. On 23 December 1553, Wotton informed the 
Council that ‘the Scots say that the Governor of Scotland is at last content to meddle no 
further in the management of that country than shall be appointed to him by the young 
Queen when she has attained the age of 12 [i.e. 8 December 1554]’/+14 D'Oysel remained
412 Teulet says it was ‘Charles VII’, Relations Politiques. Vol. 1, p. 277.
413 A.N. KK 1382, fols 174r-178r.
414 C.S.P. Foreign. Mary, p. 41. The recently appointed Imperial ambassador in England, Simon Renard, 
was even more misinformed. On 7 January 1554 he notified the Bishop of Arras (Antoine Perrenot de 
Granvelle) that ‘the Queen Dowager of Scotland is at odds with the Governor who is established in that 
country, and intends to take the reins of government out of his hands to give them to another Scotsman in 
whom the King of France has more confidence. But the Governor has summoned a number of the nobility 
and foremost men, and has decided not to give up his post but to hold out; and he has sent a certain bishop 
[he probably means Gavin Hamilton, abbot of Kilwinning] to the King of France to expose to him that he 
recognised him as governor and issued letters patent declaring that his authority might not be taken away
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in France to await the outcome of the Parlement's deliberation and receive instructions from 
the king; and on 28 December, Wotton informed the Council that the King has already 
dispatched M. d'Oysel to Scotland with renewed commission’.415 From Boulogne on 29 
December, d'Oysel informed Noailles that he had been delayed due to bad weather: ‘la mer 
si grosse et si fort tourmentée, et pour mieulx me favoriser avecques vent contraire qui 
aultant en luy je ne trouve autre expedient que de retourner d'ou j'estoire party non sans 
grand hazard et dangier et beaucoup de peyne et travail que y receut un pauvre damoiselle 
que je mene avec moy’.416
D'Oysel and his bride arrived in London soon after New Year 1554, and following 
his departure for Scotland, Noailles informed Henri II on 15 January that ‘je lui ai fait 
entendre voi et toucher a l'oeil et au doigt, en huit jours qu'il a séjourné icy toutes les 
pratiques et menu qui se font pardeca, et l'ai fait parler aux principaux auteurs et 
conducteurs d'icelles’.417 e .H. Harbison, using the same evidence, accuses d’Oysel of 
complicity with Noailles in the plots which prefaced Wyatt's Rebellion. ‘There is every 
reason to believe’, says Harbison, ‘that he, rather than Noailles took the lead in dealing 
with the plotters’.418 it would seem that Harbison is drawing a rather long bow here, 
although d'Oysel did inform Henri II on 14 January of the ‘murmurs en Angleterre contre 
le mariage de La Reine d'Angleterre et projets de rebellion’.419 in fact, d'Oysel had far 
more weighty concerns on his mind as he informed the duc de Guise on 11 January 1554 
from Edinburgh.420 D'Oysel wanted to tell the Duke that he had ‘mis ce jours passez en
from him until the young Queen were married or returned to Scotland. Also that the declaration was not 
made as mere favour bestowed on the Governor, but at the request of the Estates of Scotland in order to 
insure the country's freedom and guarantee that no foreigners should be allowed to encroach on the 
government’, C.S.P. Spanish. Vol. XII, p. 16.
415 C.S.P. Foreign. Mary, p. 43. D'Oysel carried among his dispatches a letter, in her own hand, from 
Mary Queen of Scots to Mary Tudor: ‘Ma dame ma bonne seur s'en retournant le Sr d’Oysel Lieutenant de 
Roy en Escosse, ie l'ay prié passant par votre Royaume vous visiter de ma part et vous mercier, comme ie 
fais tresaffectueusement de l'affectionée amitié, dont vous me données asseurance par votre demiere lettre’, 
P.R.O. Sp 51/1/14. Montmorency informed Noailles on 14 December 1553 that le Sieur Doisel sen 
retourne en escosse et passera par vous’, A.M.A.E. Corr. Pol. Ang. Vol. IX, fol. 181.
416 Ibid, fol. 199.
417 Ibid. Vol. XII, fol. 271.
418 E.H. Harbison, Rival Ambassadors at the Court of Queen Mary. Princeton (1940) p. 120; see also
‘French Intrigue at the Court of Queen Mary’, American Historical Association. XLV, (1940). 
Anglo/Franco/Scottish relations during the reign of Mary Tudor and the Regency of Marie de Guise will be 
examined in the first chapter of the forthcoming, ‘Second Phase of the Politique of Henri II.... ,1554-1560.
419 A.M.A.E. Corr. Pol. Ang. Vol. XII, fols 269-70.
429 This date of 11 January 1554 (from Edinburgh) appears to be defective. According to a letter from 
Mary Tudor to Marie de Guise from the English court, d'Oysel was still in the south of England on 12 
January 1554. The English queen declared: ‘whereas this bearer Monsr doysel coming at this present from 
our good brother the french King to passe in to Scotland hath by way visited vs thassured good mynde of 
our said good brother firmely given to continue the peax and good amitié betwene vs’. Turning to their 
concerns Mary Tudor assured the Dowager that ‘as for thaffairres betwixte this our realme and Scotland 
forasmuche as by the last meeting of commissioners of both sides occasions of pike and contention have 
been well removed and taken away we doubt not but suche good order shalbe vsed of either side as the good 
peax and leagues betwixte vs’, P.R.O. Sp. 51/1/9 (much amended Draft) dated 12 January 1553/54 n.s.
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considération que l’advancement du mariage de monseigneur et de la royne d'Escosse 
madame vostre niepce ne sçauroit nuire aux affaires du Roy et bien du service de Sa 
Majesté, mais au contraire de grande utillité, j'ay pris la hardisse, après en avoir 
communiquer avec la Royne madame vostre soeur, qui s'en est contentée, d'en escrire 
présentement au Roy’. After informing the Duke of the financial burdens Marie de Guise 
was bearing, he confessed that ‘je voudrais bien que la dite dame fust assez riche et opulent 
qu'au lieu de demander au Roy, elle eut moyen de l'assister en ses affaires; mais je n'en 
vois encore le temps. Il fault premièrement faire valloir ce royaume, en mines,421 
pescheries et aultres commoditez, en quoy on ne peut rien advancer sans l'obéissance des 
subjects envers leur souveraine ... car ce peuple ne demande et ne désire que repos et 
justice. Mais il y a en toutes nos frontières des chefz des races et maisons que je ne 
sçaurois mieux appeller que Bandouliers qui ne vivent que de proye, soit des Anglois ou 
des Escossois mesmes’. He also wanted, ‘avec le congé du Roy’, to visit the many ‘isles 
qui sont belles, bonnes et grandes, lesquelles sont en très mauvais estât’ of justice and 
police; with ‘quelques seigneurs de ce pays et une troupe de nos arquebuziers et aultres de 
nos soldatz armez legerement de jaques d'Escossois, espérant y faire quelque service au 
Roy et au s dites dames les roynes avant revenir’. Finally, regarding the fortifications; 
‘nous n'avons encore aucune forteresse sur nos frontières où nous puissons faire arrester 
une heure nostre ennemy s'il venoit, de façon qu'il peut aller de tous costz de plain pied s'il 
a des vivres. J'ay bien souvent escrit et dit de bouche toutes ses choses depuis que j'ai eu 
l'honneur de commander en ce pays; mais il n'a esté rien ordonné à cause des affaires qui 
sont survenues au Roy’.422
Some of d'Oysel's duties and responsibilities as the ‘commander en ce pays’ of 
Scotland are elaborated in an account of payment made by,
‘Me Benoist le Grant conseiller du Roy et trésorier l'extraordinaire de ses 
guerres de lordonnance et commandement de Messire Henry Cleutin 
chevalier Sr d'Oysel de Villeparesis et de Sainct Prius gentilhomme 
ordinaire de la chambre du Roy et son lieutenant general au pais et Royaume 
descosse tant pour voiages remboursements recompenses port de voicture 
de quelque quantité de farines mises au chateau de l'hermitaige pour la 
munition et advitaillement dicelle que pour plusieurs autres parties 
extraordinaires et linoppinees quil a convenu et este necessaire payer pour le 
service du dit Seigneur depuys le [7 February 1553/54] jusques et comprins 
le [6 September 1554]’.423
421 Fourquevaux and Visque's report to Henri II included a request from Marie de Guise who, on 27 
February 1549 suggested that ‘quil sera bon que le Roy envoyast par deçà des mineurs bien expérimentez 
aux mines dor et dargent affin que Ion congneust bien au vray le proffit qui en peult sortir’, Mission ... de 
Fourquevaux en Écosse. 1549. p. 20.
422 Mémoires-Journaux de Guise, pp. 222-3.
423 g  .N. Fonds Français, Pièces Originales 786, No. 5r-7v ; a full transcription of this document will be 
added to the Muster Rolls and Accounts in Appendices No. 2 and No. 4 of this thesis, when they are 
submitted for publication to the Scottish Record Society.
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During this period, Captain Salleine, an enseign in Captain Lussinguet's company, for 
example, was paid ten livres per month, ‘pour les voiages qui luy a convenu faire par mer 
en lisle dieu aurtement dicte aux chevaulx [Inchkeith] ... faisant porter vivres aux soldatz de 
la dicte compaigne y estans en garnison pour la garde et seurete icelle Isle’. For five 
voyages made between Stirling, Edinburgh and Leith during February 1554, ‘Robin Scot, 
homme de pied escossoys ... portant lettres dedict Sr dOysel au cappnes Sarlabos et 
Lussainguet touchant aucuns affaires dimportance toutefoys ledict Sr dOysel ne veulx cy 
plus ample mention’, was paid 100 sols (5 livres) tournois. On 28 February ‘Rene Mahiel 
commis en ce dit pays du garde general des munitions de lartillerie de France’, was paid 74 
sols 8 deniers by d'Oysel, of which sum 46 sols 8 deniers comprised the wages for ten 
men ‘qui ont travaille au chateau de Dombarre [Dunbar] durant ung jour [20 February] et 
compter toutes les munitions et lartillerie estans audict chasteau dont il faillon faire nouueau 
inventaire affin de charge le cappne Sarlabos puis nagueres pourveu par le Roy de la garde 
dudict Chasteau’; and at Broughty Craig 28 sols tournois was paid to eight men for 
performing the same function ‘en charger le cappne Courtery puis nagueres pourvent par le 
Roy de la garde desdicts fortz’. Also, on 28 February, ‘ung gentilhomme escossoys de la 
frontière le nom duquel ledict Sr dOysel ne veult estre cy declare ny quittance prinse de 
luy’, for 40 écus d'or soleil [92 livres] which d'Oysel paid him, ‘pour ung voiage par luy 
fait a Londres tant pour porter ung pacquet de la Royne douariere descosse et dudict dOysel 
au Sr de Noailles ambassadeur pour le Roy en Angleterre pour le tenir adverty des afaires 
qui se présentement lors audict escosse comme aussi pour rapporter nouuelles de lestât ou 
se retrouuement eulx dudict angleterre dont Ion ne y pouvoir avoir aucunes les les passaiges 
tous fermes au moyen des emotions et troubles y survenuz pour les quelz II naurion laisser 
de passer rapporter sadicte response’.424
This packet of highly confidential letters and dispatches, conveyed by a young 
nobleman of the Borders, to Noailles, and probably destined for the French court, possibly 
included the details of the Governor's terms of agreement to his deposition, as set down in 
‘the particular articulis appoyntit betuix the quenis grace and my lord governour 
allanerly’,425 signed by Marie de Guise at Stirling on 19 February 1554.426 The fjrst 
article (fol.l1) demands that the ‘quenes grace dowerar sail obtene to the said noble prince 
[the Governor] his airis and assignais ... the castell of Dumbartane with all lands fees
424 ibid. No. 5r&v ; on 8 March 1554, Captain Randome, lieutenant of Captain Gailliard's company, was 
paid 14 livres, 13 sols, 8 deniers, ‘p°ur L port et voicture de douze holies de farine depuys la maison du Sr 
de Boucloud [Buccleuch] ... jusques audict Chasteau de lhermitiage’, a distance of 16 miles, Ibid. No. 5v-6r.
425 Allanerly: (15-el8 C) 1. singly, solitarily; 2. now law only, solely, exclusively; sole single, only, 
(la. 15-16 C), The Concise Scots Dictionary. (1985).
426 s.R.O. Hamilton Muniments, G.D. 406/M1/3; I am grateful to his grace, The Duke of Hamilton, for 
his permission to photocopy this document. An edited version is published in H.M.C. 11th Report. Part 
Vi, pp. 40-1.
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custimes and dewites pertenyng to the samyn’ for the next 19 years. The second (fol.lr) 
demands that the Dowager ‘sail gif plane discharge and exonoration ... off all actionn 
aganis his grace as tutor for ony guds movable, sowmes of money, jewells falling and 
perteyng ... of vmquale our souerane lord hir husband [James V] Intrometting not be the 
said noble prince his officers, ministres and factors’. The third (fol.lv) demands that the 
dowager shall ‘cause our soueraine with consent of hir curators in the parliamentt to be 
haldin eftir xij [12] ziers of age ... at the Instance of Sir James hammiltoun of Crawfurd 
Johne Knyl, reduce and the proces of forfalture led and gevin againis vmquale Schir James 
Hammiltoun of fynnerit [Finnart]’, his father. The fourth (fo l.lv ) demands that the 
Dowager shall cause Mary Queen of Scots in the next parliament to be held at Edinburgh in 
April 1554 ‘with answer of the thre Estatis of this realm all Infestments maid and gevin be 
hir hienes ... to David hammiltoun sone Naturale to the said noble prince off the lands of 
Grange, tyrie and vtheris. And siclike Infestments gevin to Robartt Carnegy of Kynnaird 
of the lands of Murdocarny’. The fifth (fol.2r) demands that the Dowager shall ‘cause our 
souerane Lady ... [to] renounce discharge and overgeve to James lord flemyng his aires, 
exceutors and assignays the reuersioun maid be vmquale Malcolme lord flemyng his father 
to vmquale James erle of Morton menis the Redemptioun of the lands of Kilbotho with all 
ry* title of ry* clame’. The sixth (fol.2r) demands that the Dowager shall ‘cause our said 
souerane with answer of her curators and regents of this realme quhen scho salhappin to be 
prouiditt therof grant and consent That all maner of sowmes of money detts dewities or 
proffitts other of properte or casualite taxts and contributions awand and falling to our said 
souerane Lady in ony tymes bypast sen the decis of hir hienes fader and resting as yitt 
vnpayit or uptakin be the said noble prince’, it should be ceded to him.
Finally, the seventh and longest article (fols 2v-3r) is the one which most concerns 
the politique of Henri II in Scotland. It demands that the Dowager,
‘sail obtene ane commission of liewtenandrie generate throucht all parts of 
this realme and dominiones thereof or subiect therto. Maid be oure 
souerane with all consents clausses and solempnities necesshe to the said 
noble prince to be vsit under the charge and obedience of our said souerainis 
Regents of this realm quhatsoeuir for sik tyme and space as sail pies the 
maist cristine King of france. And albeitt ane noble gentillman henry 
cleutene Seigneur Doysell now liewtenant generall for the maist cristine 
King in this realme his followand the command and charge of his said 
souerainis maiestie and of our soueraine forsaid have offeritt to the said 
noble prince the sovm of six thousand frankes [6,000 livres tournois] 
zeirlye for his attait in the showing and vsing the said cure of Lieutenandrye 
notheles the said noble and mty princes quene dowerar forsaid that zeirlye 
proffit and dewite to be gevin to him for his payne laubors and attait in the 
said office of liewtenandrye be referritt to the destretioun of the said maist 
cristin King quhilk is done according to his said desere. And siclyke the 
desyre of the said noble prince anents the having of the dispensation of ane 
part of the benefices and casualities that salhappin to fall vaik within this 
realme pertenyng to the despentionis and provisionis of our said soueraine 
during his said office of liewtenandre for supporting of his office and
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ministaires in the said office is referrit to the plesor discrecioun and vill of 
the said quenis dowarer. And vill gyf his maistie thinkes expedientt to 
commit the said office and cure of lieutenandre to the said noble princes 
eldest sone and air [James Hamilton, 3rd Earl of Arran] in cais him self 
becum unhable be infirmities laubor or vtherwayis to indure the curis pains 
and charge of the said office’.427
This was the only time that d'Oysel was challenged for his position as the French 
King's Lieutenant-General in Scotland; a position which he held, as well as that of French 
ambassador, until he departed for France following the Anglo/Scottish peace treaty of 
Edinburgh in July 1560.428 Not oniy ¿id the Governor fail to acquire the office of 
Lieutenant-General, but his petitions to Henri II via the Abbot of Kilwinning and Paniter 
apparently also fell on deaf ears. David Paniter, Bishop of Ross, had been sent to France 
in January 1554,429 ancj soon after took Up his appointment as Abbot of Absie, which is 
not too far distant from Chatelherault, and from where he continued to be active in the 
Duke's affairs and those of his son, who lived at Chatelherault when he was not engaged 
as a captain of 60 Lances in Henri II's wars against the Emperor. During the Spring and 
Summer of 1554 Paniter attempted, unsuccessfully, to arrange a suitable marriage for 
young Arran; when he discovered that the eldest daughter of the due de Montpensier, 
promised to Arran in Henri II's contract of January 1548, was now betrothed to 
another.430 According to a contemporary chronicler, Robert Lindesay of Pitscottie,431 ‘at
427 S.R.O. Hamilton Muniments, G.D. 406/M1/3, fols l r-3r.
428 por a brief summary of d'Oysel's career after 1560, see E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin’; this 
article was written at the request of the French ambassador resident in Rome in May 1986, and first 
presented to the ‘George Rudé Seminar V, held at Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand on 29 
August 1986. It was subsequently accepted by the Melanges de l'école française de Rome in 1987 for 
publication in 1988, and when this did not occur, it was again accepted in 1990 for publication in 1991. 
(See photocopies of these letters attached to the article, which unfortunately is the only copy I possess: the 
original and photographs are still with the Melanges in Rome.) In the meantime an article on Cleutin has
appeared: M-N, Baudouin-Matuszek, ‘Un ambassadeur en Écosse au XVIe siècle: Henri Clutin d'OiseP, 
Revue Historique. CCLXXXI (1989), which actually says that my article is forthcoming in the Melanges, 
(p. 129, n. 130) nevertheless, I am still waiting for the proofs which the editor informed me would arrive in 
May or June 1991 and, as far as I am aware, the article still remains unpublished....
429 Register of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. 1, pp. 151-2; unfortunately, this is almost the last 
document to be registered before 23 January 1554, the documents from which period to 3 September 1561, 
are wanting from the Register. As these years comprise the Regency of Marie de Guise, I have often 
wondered, when the French troops capitulated to the English in 1560, whether d’Oysel removed the Privy 
Council's deliberations recorded during the six years of French rule in Scotland: in much the same way that 
James Beaton, Archbishop of Glasgow, removed the charters, deeds etc. of Glasgow when he too fled to 
France in 1560? D’Oysel's only surviving heir, Marie, married Claude de l'Aubespine III, Seigneur 
d'Hauterive, Baron Châteauneuf, who received his father's position as secretary of state, following the death 
of Jacques Bourdin, Sieur de Villaines, in July 1567, Fauvelet Du-Toc, Histoire des Secretaires d'Estat. 
Paris (1668) p. 58. It is possible that Marie received her father's papers when he died in 1566, which would 
have been useful to her husband; if so then these may now be in the de l'Aubespine archive at Villebon. 
Unfortunately, the present Marquis will not allow anyone to examine the archive. Apart from the de 
l'Aubespine archive, there are 13 cartons of uncatologued documents for the reign of Henri II, and much else 
of interest concerning the 16th century, Des Forts, Le Château de Villebon.fEure-et-Loire): Étude Historique 
et Archéologique. Paris (1913), No. 52, Henri II, Cartons F à R.
430 Paniter to Marie de Guise, Absie and Châtelherault, 1 & 31 October 1554, Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, 
pp. 245-8 and 256-8; also see E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance" in the 16th Century’, attached 
to this thesis.
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this tyme thair was gret pace and quyetness in Scotland [for] the space of thrie zeiris and all 
because of ye troubill and discord and evil weir that was in Ingland’. The Governor, 
however, was very unpopular so that when Marie de Guise, ‘seand the gredie proceidingis 
of the governor and his brother quhairthrouch he tint all the hairtis of the nobilitie and 
commons of Scotland for sic extortioun and oppressioun as was vsed on thame at that tyme 
be the said governour and his broder and not alennerlie thame bot the haill hamiltoumis 
become so awaricius and gredie seand thair tyme was schort they wald mak thair hand 
nocht cuirand the oppressioun of thair nichtbouris’.4^
The process of deposing the Governor commenced on 20 February 1554. At the 
Convention held at Stirling, 74 Lords of the Council, secular and ecclesiastical, registered a 
bond,
‘to James, Duke of Chatelherault, because upon divers considerations 
concerning the common and public weal of the realm and quietness thereof 
it is agreed between the Dowager and him that she shall before next 
Parliament (Edinburgh, April 10) obtain full discharge for his intromissions 
with the Queen's goods since the death of James V ... and ratification by the 
Estates, declaring it to be made for “ressonable trew” causes and 
considerations, to the utility of the Queen and weal of the realm: ... shall 
obtain from the Queen and her curators a new discharge or ratification “eftir 
hir hienes haif completit hiraige of tuell [12] yeiris” with confirmation in the 
Parliam ent... [that] in the April Parliament and in the Parliament after her 
twelfth year ... give declarator that the Duke has “dewlie, detfullie, 
lauchfullie and diligentlie” discharged the office of tutory, and has “observit 
ane trew, afawld and just part” toward the Queen, realm and lieges, 
“without cryme or fault”: shall in the said Parliaments cause the whole three 
Estates “specialie to be nemmit” to warrant the Duke and his heirs etc at the 
hands of the Queen anet the aforesaid goods: therefore the granters bind 
themselves that the Dowager shall obtain and fulfil the above on pain of 
£500,000 Scots’.433
On the same day another bond was registered ‘by the Dowager and “Harie Cleutine, 
Knycht, sieur Doysell”, lieutenant-general for the King of France, ... undertaking to fulfil 
the specified articles and relieve them, and obtain a bond of relief from the Queen and the 
King of France, and consenting to registration for execution in the books of Parliament and 
Council’.434
On 1 March 1554, articles agreed on 19 February between the Dowager and the 
Duke of Chatelherault were registered for execution by the Lords of the Council. These 
articles agreed to by the 74 Lords of Council, however, bear little resemblance to those
4 3 1 it is thought that master Robert Lindesay was bom about 1532, ‘and he died probably soon after 1578, 
certainly before 1592. He was a 16th-century Scotsman resident in Fife, of a good family and moderate 
means’, Historie and Cronicles of Scotland.... (ed) A.J.G. MacKay, Vol. 1, p. xxxv.
432 Ibid. Vol. 2, pp. 112-3.
433 Acts of the Lords of Council, pp. 629-30; the granters were to ‘give pledges to be kept as the Dukes 
thinks expedient’, viz sons or brothers of the Earls of Huntly, Argyll, Cassillis, Glencaim and Erroll, 
consenting all to registration for execution in the books of Council and Parliament, Ibid, p. 630.
434 ¡bid, P- 630.
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previously stated articles of the same date, which were signed by Marie de Guise, but in 
essence really amounted to a "wish list" by the Duke. The first six articles, registered by 
the Lords of Council, require the Dowager: 1) ‘to procure from the King of France his 
bond “that this realme with all dominiounis and possessiounis tharof or subject tharto and 
lieges of the samin sail brouke and jois the awld liberteis and privilegeis tharof, and salbe 
onlie governit ... be the lawis ... and consuetudis of this said realme ... without ony 
alteratioun or innovatioun”.’ This article is to be ratified by Mary Queen of Scots in the 
next Parliament (10 April) and the one to be held after she has attained her twelfth year, by 
her husband, and both are to ratify it again after their 25th year: 2) ‘to procure a bond from 
the King of France to the Duke that, in case the Queen die without heirs to her body, he 
will render to the Duke or his heirs any castles or forts, and support their title to the crown’: 
3) ‘to procure before the Parliament (10 April) a full discharge from the Queen to the Duke 
anent all her goods intromitted since December 1542’:^ 5  4) ‘to produce this discharge in 
Parliament, and cause the Estates declare it made “for ressonable trew caussis and 
consideratiounis” to the utility of the Queen and realm’. 5) She will cause the Queen in 
both the said Parliaments discern that the Duke ‘has faithfully performed his office of tutory 
and government, and is “unaccusable of ony maner of cryme of quhatsumevir gritnes”: 6) 
‘to have the three Estates in these Parliaments bound nominatim to warrant the Duke and 
his heirs anent the Queen's goods’. The next three articles require the Duke: 7) “of his 
awin fre motive will” at the desire of the Queen, and the King of France, and the dowager, 
binds himself to renounce the tutory and government in Parliament (10 April) ... 
consenting to the making of an act that the Queen “entir to the full admynistratioun of hir 
realme”: 8) ‘undertakes that no nobleman, earl, baron, gentleman, friend or servant of 
them, present with the Dowager “at this conventioun”, shall be accused on life or heritage 
till next Parliament: 9) ‘shall deliver Edinburgh Castle on 24 February 1554 to John, Lord 
Erskine, for behoof of the Dowager till the Parliament to be held after the Queen's twelfth 
year complete’. The Dowager and Duke produced supplications to the lords desiring them 
to be registered and to have the effect of a decreet: the Dowager (19 February) narrated the 
above agreement ‘made upon consideration of the service, expenses, and the dangers of the 
Duke and his friends against England and intestine sedition ... and requesting the lords to 
appoint a curator to the Queen for the discharge: by the Duke (Edinburgh, 1 March) 
desiring the appointment of curators: whereupon the lords chose William Bishop of 
Dunblane, Robert, Bishop of Orkney, and Master John Sinclair, dean of Restalrig, who
435 ‘No particulars are to be gathered from the discharge and exoneration granted to him on the transfer of 
the regency to Mary of Guise, and signed by the young Queen Mary at Meudon, near Paris, on 22 March 
1554. The sum and substance of that document is, that the Lord Governor had expended the whole of the 
revenues in the conduct of the war’, Exchequer Rolls. Vol. 18, p. lxiii.
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made faith verbo professionis for just administration to the above effect only ... at the 
special desire of the Dowager and Duke’.436
The Governor had not submitted easily to the decision of the Lords of Council, as 
d'Oysel informed Noailles on 21 February 1554: ‘il y a eu plusieurs choses en débat et 
grande dispute auparavant que pouvoir faire venir ce Gouverneur au poinct que nous 
desirons et encores y a - il deux jours passez que je n'estois en esperance d'y veoir prendre 
resolution approchant de l'intention du Roy. Toutesfois avecques l’ayde de Dieu, la 
conduitte de cette Princesse joinct aussy que Ledict Gouverneur a veu et congneu quasi 
tous les Seigneurs de ce Royaulme tant spirituels que temporels accompaigner nostre 
opinion et y demeurer fermes et constans. Nous en avons finablement obtenu la victoire au 
grand regret dudict Gouverneur’.437 Thus in the Parliament held at Edinburgh in April 
1554, ‘Marie quene drowriare of Scotland ressauit the auctorite fra my lord duke ... and 
that becaus all the lordis of Scotland wer aganis him in the said Parliament’.438 Qn the 
same day, according to Pitscottie, ‘the governor and his lordis and heraldis raid wpe the 
gait [the Canongate] frome the abbay to the tolbutht witht septer suord and croune borne 
before him’, they were followed soon after by Marie de Guise and d'Oysel439 who were 
by themselves. Then ‘the order was proceidit’, says Pitscottie, ‘the parlieament and court 
fenceit,440 the governor dischargit, and the quene ressauwit and the crown cepture and 
sword delyuerit unto hir’, after which she ‘raid doune the gait treumphantlie and the same 
scepter suord and croune borne befoir hir witht the lordis of Scotland’.441
On 15 April 1554, d'Oysel informed Noailles with a degree of relief and pride, 
that ‘la négociation dont il avoit pieu au Roy me donner charge et le qui s'estoit conclu 
et accordé la dessus entre cette Royne et M. le Duc de Chastellerault, dequoy l'effect 
s'en est ensuivy, ayant este ladicte Dame investie de la regente Jeudy dernier 12e de ce 
mois et mise en l'administration et entière authorité de ce Royaulme, au grand 
contentement de tout le peuple, qui en espere et attend le traictement, la police et bonne 
justice qui leur est tres necessaire’.442 Therefore, d'Oysel having successfully fulfilled
43  ^Acts of the Lords of Council, pp. 630-2.
437 A.M.A.E. Corn Pol. Ang. Vol. XII, fols 321-2.
43  ^ Diurnal of Occurents. p. 51.
43  ^ Pitscottie describes d'Oysel as ‘ane man of singular goode iudgement and ane weill experimentit in 
weiris and weill estemmitt in France’ and that in Scotland he represented ‘the King of France awin body at 
all consall and convensieouns’, Historie and Cronicles. (ed) A.J.G. MacKay, Vol. 2, p. 113.
440 Fence, fens. & etc. Law: open the proceedings of (a court 15C) or Parliament (16th-17th C) by uttering 
a formula forbidding interruption, The Concise Scots Dictionary. (1985).
444 Pitscottie, Historie and Cronciles. (ed) A.J.G. MacKay, Vol. 2, p. 114.
443 A.M.A.E. Corr. Pol. Ang. Vol. XII, fol. 379; the same day ‘Sr de Picon gentilhomme dudict Sr 
dOysel’ was paid 100 ‘escuz soleil vallans 230 livres ... pour ung voiage par luy faict devers le Roy porter 
lettres audict seigneur de la Royne douariere Regente descosse et dudict dOysel par les quelles Ilz luy 
donneront advis de la reception de ladicte dame au gouuernement et administración dudict Royaume 
descosse’, B.N. Fonds Français 27270, Pièces Originales 786, No. 5, fol. 6r.
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Henri II's commission, culminating in the investiture of Marie de Guise as Regent of 
Scotland for her daughter, and with the administration and government secure in their 
hands and all the legal requirements prepared for the ultimate union of the crowns of 
France and Scotland, the first phase of Henri II's politique in Scotland came to an
auspicious end.
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CONCLUSION
With the advent of Marie de Guise as Regent for her daughter, and Henri 
Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel and de Villeparesis as his Lieutenant-General in Scotland, Henri 
II could now confidently leave the administration and government of the kingdom in 
their hands and devote his full attention to his great adversary, the Holy Roman 
Emperor, Charles V. The politique of Henri II in Scotland had, thus far, been an 
oustanding success politically, diplomatically and militarily. From at least 1543 
Scotland had formed a central plank in Henri's thinking and forward-planning of 
foreign policy, and within a few days of his accession in 1547 he discussed certain 
parts of this policy with the Scottish ambassador, David Paniter. However, it was after 
his decisive victories over the English in Scotland and at Boulogne that it became 
apparent that Scotland was also the lynchpin for his imperialistic ambitions, which 
included Ireland and England, although it is possible that these ambitions may have also 
had a similar early naissance well before his accession.
As far as his politique in Scotland is concerned, at every step along the way, 
legally, administratively and militarily, there is copious evidence of Henri II's 
meticulous long-range planning. The most conspicuous example of which is the well- 
oiled political machinery which rolled into place and smoothly engineered the "Palace 
Revolution" at the time of his accession; his policy for Scotland, no less, received the 
same scrupulous attention. Legally and administratively the surviving contracts and 
letters patent demonstrate particular care and attention to detail, and where conflicting 
circumstances arose, new methods were instituted to incorporate and correct the 
problem. This is seen most clearly in the virtual portfolio of legal documents 
concerning Henri II's grant of the Duchy of Chatelherault to James Hamilton, 2nd Earl 
of Arran, which created the first Scottish duke in the sixteenth century.443 
Alternatively, it is seen more succinctly perhaps in Henri II's letters patent to Arran as 
Governor of Scotland on 17 June 1549 which formed the basis for the legal processes 
in France, the most important of which were incorporated into the Acts of the 
Parliament of Scotland, which took place both before and after the marrriage of Mary 
Queen of Scots to the Dauphin, Francis, on 24 April 1558, formalizing the union of the
443 Archibald Douglas, 4th Earl of Douglas "the Tyneman" (1372-1424) was granted the Duchy 
of Touraine by Charles VII on 14 April 1424, but he died soon after at the battle of Verneuil (17 
August 1424), Supra. Ch. 1, notes 58-61, and Table No. 1. Apparently in the 1440s, ‘the 
duchy of Touraine with other [Douglas] lands in France lapsed to the French crown in default of 
heirs male in the direct line’, R. Nicholson, Scotland: the Later Middle Ages, p. 331. The only 
other 16th-century Scottish duke, John Stewart, Duke of Albany (d. 1536) was born in France 
and had succeeded to the title following the death of his father, Alexander (James Ill's brother) 
in 1485.
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crowns of the kingdoms of Scotland and France.444 Or may ajso be seen [n the 
deliberations of the Parlement of Paris in December 1553 who, acting on Henri II's 
instructions justified the deposition of the Governor, which were enacted by the 
Scottish Parliament a few months later.445
Militarily speaking, there is evidence of forward planning: for example, there 
are Henri II's tactics for the recovery of St. Andrews Castle for the Scottish 
government in 1547. This was the first overt military action of his reign and had all the 
hallmarks of long and careful planning which were demonstrated in the swift and 
successful execution of his instructions by Leone Strozzi.446 jn 1552 there is also the 
evidence of Henri IPs plans for the recovery of Calais;447 tactics which were to be 
employed by the due de Guise in his successful campaign and brillant victory over the 
English in 1558. Much of Henri IPs success, administratively and militarily in 
Scotland can be attributed to his appointment of Henri Cleutin, Sieur d'Oysel, as 
Lieutenant-General. Marie de Guise was the longest serving and most highly regarded 
of all the Queen Dowagers who served as Regents of Scotland in the 15th and 16th 
centuries, but evidence from the correspondence, dispatches instructions and other 
surviving documents shows that d'Oysel was, at the least, an equal partner in the 
administration and government of Scotland, a fact which has been practically ignored 
by historians who have tended to dismiss d'Oysel as a mere ambassador and envoy 
relegated to a political outpost in Europe. It is true to say, however, that this was the 
position assigned to d'Oysel by Francis I in 1546, but his situation changed 
dramatically by the end of the following year, due to the much greater importance and 
priority, militarily and administratively, given to Scotland by Henri II. There are many 
misconceptions on both these counts, but both d'Oysel and Scotland played important 
parts in the international relations and politics of the day.
The success of Henri IPs politique in Scotland was due, almost entirely, to the 
millions of livres tournois (3,000,000 by the end of 1549)448 which he poured, not 
only into ‘la garde et conservation’ of Scotland, but also into the pockets of the great 
Scottish magnates, ecclesiastical and secular, in the form of gold, pensions, military 
orders, lands and benefices. These sums of money actually expended by Henri II in
444 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, note 377.
44^ Supra. Ch. 3, notes 409-13 and 433-6.
446 Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, note 72.
447 Supra. Ch. 3, note 133.
44& S upra . Chapter 3, notes 3-5. By 10 May 1551, the ‘Receivor-General’ of Brittany 
informed Sir Johne Masone that 1,900,000 livres tournois from the ‘receipts’ of Brittany and 
Guyenne alone had been expended on Scotland since 1548, Supra. Ch. 3, note 300.
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Scotland were, by the end of 1549 alone, at least three times more than those invested 
in Scotland by his father during his entire reign from 1515 to 1547.449
Although Henri II continued in the time-honoured path of his ancestors and 
upheld the traditions of the "Auld Alliance" which he, as well as all contemporary 
French and Scots, firmly believed was established during the reign of Charlemagne, his 
commitment to Scotland was greater than any other French monarch who signed, 
reconfirmed or ratified the "Auld Aliance" with Scotland after 1295. Apart from his 
purely financial commitments, he granted special privileges and naturalization to his 
garde écossaise in 1548, and to all Scottish subjects following the union of the crowns 
in 1558, to which the Scots reciprocated with like general letters of naturalization to all 
French subjects the same year ; and in February 1554, as an incentive to the Scots to 
replace Arran and invest Marie de Guise with the Regency, Henri II granted special 
privileges to Scottish merchants.450
Throughout his reign, French troops numbering between several hundred and 
six or seven thousand were stationed in Scotland, firstly to expel the English and 
afterwards to patrol the borders in order to preserve, what Henri II considered from 
1548, as the ‘Royaume du Dauphin’. This policy was in complete contrast to his 
predecessors who, as in case of ambassadors, had sent ad hoc envoys or compagnies 
of troops for limited periods to assist the Scots against their "Auld Enemmeis": the 
English. Henri II, by his successful politique in Scotland following the treaty of 
Boulogne, had placed the English in a position whereby they had no option other than 
to submit to the French King's demands. England was in no position at this time, 
militarily or financially, to take on both Scotland and France simultaneously. But a 
compliant England lasted only as long as did the Northumberland Regime. Thus, the 
death of Edward VI meant an urgent visit to France by d'Oysel to discuss with the 
King, the duc de Guise, the Cardinal of Lorraine and Montmorency, the deposition of 
the Governor of Scotland. Arran and his attempt to align Scotland with the Empire in 
1550, simply could not be trusted, especially when Charles V's cousin had just 
triumphantly claimed the English crown. The accession of Mary Tudor, England's 
reversion to Catholicism and the queen's marriage to Prince Philip of Spain, changed 
Anglo/Franco/Scottish relations, eventually drawing both Scotland and England into the 
Habsburg/Valois struggle during the 1550s.
449 These expenses included the Duke ofAlbany's wars in the 1520s, the dowries of James V's 
two French brides, the pensions for Scots nobles in 1543 and the expenses of the French 
expeditionary forces sent to Scotland in 1545.
450 a s these privileges caused considerable debate and challenges in the Parlement of Rouen in 
the latter part of 1554, they will be fully discussed in the first chapter of, ‘The second phase 
of the politique of Henri II ... 1554-1560’.
3 3 6
With the assent of the Scottish Parliament, Henri II had negotiated the Regency 
of Marie de Guise and the union of the French and Scottish crowns, which was later to 
create his son and heir, Francis II, as the first and last king of both France and 
Scotland. All these policies had been initiated during the first phase of the politique of 
Henri II in Scotland and, up until 1557, his plans were manifestly successful. But the 
resumption of Habsburg/Valois hostilities following the rupture of the truce of 
Vaucelles,451 forces for religious change in Europe, particularly those in France, 
Scotland and England, and the collapse of the international money market, coupled with 
an extraordinary number of deaths of European secular and ecclesiastical rulers 
(including his own),452 greatly altered the complexion of international relations and 
politics which nullified French aims in Scotland and ultimately led to the end of the 
military "Auld Alliance" in 1560.
451 The truce was signed by Henri II and Philip II on1 February 1556 and was meant to last 
five years, but it was broken on 31 January 1557.
452 Supra. Introduction, note 8.
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APPENDIX No.l
An Approximate Equivalency Table of Mid-16th-Century 
French, English, Scottish and Vatican Currencies. 1
Money of Account: This was a measure of money in which accountants kept their books. 
The most common money of account in 16th-century France was the livre tournois which 
was subdivided into 20 sous or sols or 240 deniers.2 ‘In the Renaissance there were no 
coined livres; livres were "book money" only. The livre tournois was not a coin but an 
officially established par value. By a convention going all the way back to Carolingian 
times, when a livre, or rather 240 silver pennies, actually did weigh a pound or livre’.3 In 
England also ‘the pound sterling was a pound of 240 sterlings or silver pennies’,4 but by 
the late middle ages English "money of account" had acquired the notional terms of £1 
divided into 20 shillings or 240 pence sterling. In Scotland a similar system existed with 
the Scottish Pund or pound subdivided into 20 shillings or 240 pence. Also in Scotland, 
much used in reckoning was the Merk whose value in "money of account" was 13 shillings 
and 4 pence.5 Finally, at the Vatican in the 15th century, the ‘Medici branch at the Court 
of Rome kept accounts in cameral florins of fiorini di camera divided for convenience into 
20 imaginary soldi of 12 deniers apiece’.6 Whilst these currencies may have been 
reckoned in the same notional terms of "money of account", the rate of exchange fluctuated 
and changed frequently. At this time, Antwerp was ‘the financial and commercial 
metropolis of Western Europe,’ and ‘the centre of the Antwerp money market was the 
bourse, where exchange-dealers met twice a day,’ and which ‘was very sensitive to any 
changes of supply and demand; ... the temper of the market was so unpredictable that it 
was apt to change in the course of two bourse times.*7 Thus, in the most general and 
approximate terms in the mid-16th-century, 10 livres tournois equalled £1:0:0 Sterling^
1 Since the earliest days of research undertaken for this thesis the problem of comprehending the relative 
values of sums of money from various sources, whether expressed as "Money of Account" or "Actual 
Coin", has been a constant factor. Therefore, I have assembled a very rudimentary table that is only a 
yardstick in the most general terms, which R.J. Knecht and F.J Baumgartner have produced in appendices of 
their respective monographs of Francis I and Henri II, and whose texts have been used as a basis of the 
calculations submitted in this table.
2 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 432.
3 M. Wolfe, The Fiscal System of Renaissance France, p. 293. The livre parisis. also a money of account 
in France was worth a quarter more than the livre tournois. (R.J. Knecht, p. 432) but had largely 
disappeared by 1547, F.J. Baumgartner, Henrv II. p. 263.
4 R. de Roover, Gresham on Foreign Exchange. Harvard U.P. (1949), p. 32.
5 Dictionary of Scottish History, p. 149.
6 R. de Roover, The Rise and Decline of the Medici Bank. 1397-1494. New York, (1966) p. 34.
7 R. de Roover, Gresham on Foreign Exchange, p. 20.
 ^ R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p.432.
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which equalled £4:0:0 Scottish in 1544 and £5:0:0 Scottish in 1560.9 Professor Jack says 
that ‘these values represent general equivalences. It must be remembered that despite 
official royal values proclaimed for the rate at which foreign could circulate, the actual rates 
at which it was accepted varied enormously even within a twelve-month period’. 10 
Actual Money- Gold: ‘The ecu d 'or so leil. also known as the ecu au soleil. was the 
principal and largest gold coin in circulation in France’ in the 16th century and ‘had 
roughly the same value as the scudi of the papal curia’. 11 The English gold crown which 
was introduced in 1526 was worth 2 livres 4 sous tournois in 1533 and 1549,12 12 
deniers less than the ecu d'or soleil which was worth 2 livres 5 sous tournois in 1533 and 
2 livres 10 sous in 1550.13 In Scotland there were gold coins in circulation such as the 
‘James V gold ducat of 1539 (the first Scottish coin to bear a date)’ worth 40 shillings 
Scottish 14 (10/- sterling or 5 livres tournois). In 1544, ‘a crown of the sun’ (ecu d'or 
soldi) was worth 22 shillings Scottish. 13
Thus, bearing in mind the very rudimentary nature of this table, it can be said that in 
the 1540s that 1 ecu d'or soleil was worth approximately 2 livres 10 sous tournois; 5/6 
Sterling and 22/- Scottish. Therefore, using the above-mentioned exchange rates and 
sources, the following table of French, English and Scottish "Money of Account" has 
been extrapolated to give the approximate relative value of 1,000 ecu d'or soleil which, as 
noted previously, was roughly 1,000 scudi of the Papal Curia. 16
9 R. W. Cochran-Patrick, Records of the Coinage of Scotland. Edinburgh, (1876) Vol. 1, p.lxxxvi.
10 Comment made by my supervisor, Associate-Professor Sybil M. Jack, on 12 Jan. 1990 after reading the 
first draft of this appendix.
11 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II.p. 263.
12 R.J. Knecht, Francis I. p. 432.
13 F.J. Baumgartner, Henry II. p. 263.
14 D. Bateson, Scottish Coins. Aylesbury, Bucks, (1987) p. 11.
13 S. Sypher, Ph. D Thesis, p.51, n. 14, cf, Treasurer's Accounts. Vol. VIII, p. 274.
10 I am grateful to Dr. Mark Steele for checking the figures in this appendix which he says are satisfactory 
‘as far as its broad outlines go’, (Letter, 25 March 1991).
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Years Exchange: 1,000 écus (Tor soleil
1 écu (Tor soleil
in livres tournois FRANCE ENGLAND SCOTLAND
1516-19 40 sous or 2 livres tournois 2,000 livres £200 pounds£800 punds
tournois sterling Scottish
1533 45 sous or 2 livres, 5 sous 2,500 livres £225 pounds £900 punds
tournois tournois sterling Scottish
1547-48 17 44 sous or 2 livres,4 sous 2,400 livres £224 pounds £896 punds
tournois tournois sterling Scottish
1549-1550 50 sous or 2 livres, 2,500 livres £250 pounds £1,000 punds
10 sous tornois tournois sterling Scottish
1554 18 43 sous or 2 livres, 3 sous 2,300 livres £230 pounds £920 punds
tournois tournois sterling Scottish
17 ‘Et vijcxlvj vv de soleil a xliiij S piece [44 sols or 2 livres 4 sols tournois equalled 1 écu!18 janvier 
1547/48.’ Muster Roll taken at Perth, B.N. Fonds Français 25794, No. 26; see infra. Appendix No. 2.
18 ‘Au Sr de Picon gentilhomme du dit Sr d Oysel la somme de cent [100] escuz soleil vallans deux cens 
trente [230] livres a luy ordonnée par le dit Sr d Oysel le quinz me jour du mois davril mil cinq cens 
cinquante quatre [15 avril 1554] pour ung voiage’, B.N. Fonds Français 27,270, Pièces Originales, fol. 6r; 
this is approximately the same exchange rate the d'Oysel had received in Paris on 22 October 1553 when he 
took delivery of Marie de Guise's pension of 12,000 livres, which was paid in the denomination of 5,200 
escuz soleil and 18 ...?... [? sols/sous], Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 172.
APPENDIX 2
Some Muster Rolls of French and Scottish Soldiers 
in Scotland and France, 1548-1559
Introduction
The ten muster rolls transcribed in this appendix were found to be in such a parlous 
state that unfortunately photographic reproduction was not considered feasible. Indeed, 
some passages in a number of them required an ultra-violet light in order to see anything at 
all, and as they were transcribed in 1986, with the passage of time and the fact that they are 
in Paris and 12,000 miles away, it is impossible at this stage to correct the inevitable 
errors, although these appear to be of a minor nature. 1 The more usual muster rolls of 
about 250 men were written on large parchments (approximately 60 cms wide by 90 cms 
long) which have been folded in four and pasted in large manuscript volumes. The 
parchments themselves are thick with dust, creased and most are badly water-stained, 
faded and torn.
There are also a number of palaeographical points which should be noted. The 
greatest difficulty encountered in transcribing these muster rolls was not so much their 
parlous condition as at least two-thirds of each document consists of a repetitious formula, 
and the names of most of the officers and officials are familiar from other contemporary 
documents; rather the difficulty was to divine the names of the hundreds of ‘hommes de 
guerre’. This derives from certain particularities of 16th-century French secretary cursive 
script, the most difficult aspect of which is to distinguish in proper nouns the combination 
of three consecutive minims in lowercase letters: "m", "ui", "iu", "ni" and "in", especially 
when the "i" is almost never dotted and "u" is frequently substituted for "v" in the middle 
of a word. Moreover, the difficulty is compounded when another "i" or "u", double "n" or 
"m" is added to the three minim combination. This can lead to quite serious confusion and 
misinterpretation, especially with respect to proper nouns. At the Bibliothèque Nationale 
when the Pièces Originales were being catalogued three documents of Henri Cleutin were
1 During my European research, Dr. Duncan Shaw of Edinburgh University suggested that I should 
consider publishing any French muster rolls, concerning Scotland or the Scots, that I might find in the 
French archives. If this were to be the case then these transcriptions would need to be checked, corrected 
and verified by an expert before publication. In October 1990, I had a meeting with Dr James Kirk of 
Glasgow University who is a member of the Council of the Scottish Record Society, with regard to 
publishing the Muster Rolls and the Accounts in Appendix No. 4. Whilst they have accepted in principle 
these documents for publication, they would like me to add the Muster Rolls of Francis I's ‘expéditions 
françaises en Écosse’ (1545-6) which appear as a table in my thesis (Supra Ch. 2, pt. 1), and which have 
not yet been fully transcribed, as well as other collaborative documents, and an extensive index for 
genealogists. This will require further research and transcriptions at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, 
and consultation with a Scottish onomastic specialist in Edinburgh, which I will undertake after I have 
submitted my Ph. D. thesis for examination.
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designated as CLENTIN (B.N. Fonds Français 27,258, Pièces originales 774,) whilst the 
remaining documents for the same man are held under CLEUTIN (B.N. Fonds Français 
27,270, Pièces originales 786).^ Another example of this problem can be seen in the 
1553 muster roll published by the Scottish History Society in 1904,3 where the French 
‘trésorier de l'extraordinaire des guerres’, Raoul Moreau's name is transcribed as 
‘Morcan’,(pp. 107,111-12) although the editor, R. S. Rait, spells ‘Moreau’ correctly in the 
accompanying translation, (pp .ll3-4).4  Moreover, even though proper nouns are the 
most difficult to discern, the editor of the Letters and Papers of Henry VIII also erred when 
he transcribed ‘Roolle de la Monstre’ as ‘Moustre’.^ Nor is this problem confined to 
foreigners and 19th-century scholars. In 1985, I was asked to check the proofs of the 
index of the Catalogue des Actes de Henri IL Tome 2, (1548) in which David Paniter or 
Pan ter, Bishop of Ross, was identified as ‘Painter (David) l'évêque de Rochester’.6 The 
skilled palaeographer of the Catalogue must have been confronted with the three-minim 
problem and decided that ‘Painter’ was more probable than ‘Paniter’. The index of the 
Catalogue has now been corrected, but not the entry (p.377) in which it is still spelt 
‘Painter’. Mercifully, however, Paniter is now designated as ‘l'évêque de Ross’ in both 
the index and the entry.
The point of this pedantic excursus into the "three-minim" problem has been to 
show the difficulty of correctly transcribing the names of the hundreds of ‘hommes de 
guerre’ in these muster rolls; a difficulty with which even French experts are sometimes 
baffled. With respect to this problem, I am grateful to have had the advice and instruction 
of Mme Baudouin-Matuszek, one of the editors of the Catalogue of the Actes de Henri II. 
with the only one of the muster rolls for which I had a reference,7 before arriving in Paris 
in October 1985. I did not discover the remaining nine muster rolls, held at the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, until shortly before my departure from Paris in April 1986, mainly 
because Scotland is not specified in the catalogue as a location of the ‘Rôles des Montres de 
François 1er, Henri II and François IF. Nor are the six muster rolls taken at Perth, Leith,
“ For variations of Cleutin/Clutin's name and the various archival holdings see, E.A. Bonner, ‘The Tomb 
of Henri Cleutin’, p. 23, n. 71.
3 ‘Muster-Roll of the French Garrison at Dunbar, 1553’, (ed) R.S. Rait, Miscellany II. Scottish History 
Society, Vol. XLIV, Edinburgh, (1904) pp. 104-114. As far as I am aware, this is the only French muster 
roll concerning Scotland taken during the reign of Henri II to be published. Thus, for the sake of 
convenience and continuity a photocopy of this article has been included with this appendix.
4 There appears to be a number of additional errors in the transcription, but as Rait does not identify the 
source of the document it was not possible to compare it with the original. The late Professor Ian Cowan, 
a former editor of the Scottish Historical Review, told me that records of this type of information were not 
always kept by the publisher, especially in the period before the First World War.
5 L. & P., vol. XX (2), p. 514. The confusion of "u" and "n" is probably the most common error.
6 This information was probably taken from the Dictionnaire d'Histoire et de Géographie Ecclésiastiques. 
Tome 1, p. 203: ‘David Pan ter évêque de Rochester, 1553 ...’.
7 Muster Roll No. 7, taken at Haddington on 17 March 1549/1550, Archives Nationales, Carton K 90, No.
19; catalogued in A. Teulet, Inventaire Chronologique.....p. 95.
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Edinburgh and Dundee during 1548 cited in the Catalogue des Actes de Henri IE Tome 2, 
(1548). They were discovered "par hazard" by examining every muster roll in 30 odd MS. 
volumes during the last few days before leaving Paris; an exercise undertaken in order to 
ensure that every possible accessible archival source in Paris had been canvassed for the 
elusive muster rolls, and for which I had been searching for the previous six months. 
There is also another reference of a muster roll in the catalogue of the Archives Privées aux 
Archives Nationales in Paris which is now missing from the Archives et Collection de 
Gourges. The reference is filed under ‘Carbonniers, Jehan de, Seigneur de la Chapelle: 
rôle de la montre et revue faite à Sterling en Ecosse, de 25 hommes de guerre, sous la 
conduite du capitaine de Scoubarre - en déficit - 18 février 1547 [1548]’.^
For conveinence, the table on the following pages outlines some of the salient 
points of the muster rolls transcribed in this appendix. Muster rolls numbered 1 to 7 cover 
the period January 1548 to March 1550 and include French, Gascon and Scottish ‘hommes 
de guerre à pied adventuriers, harquebuziers, picquiers et hallebardiers’; a prevost and 
eight archers for the adminsitration of justice in the camp, and 16 Spanish ‘Harquebuziers à 
cheval’. These few extant muster rolls can but give an indication of Henri II's military and 
financial investment in Scotland. A better idea can be obtained, however, by comparing 
the six muster rolls taken in 1548 of 798 ‘hommes de guerre’ who, with their officers, 
were paid a total of 8,589 Livres, 11 Sols, 8 Deniers Tournois; with Account No. 2, (20 
April 1548/9, Saint-Germain-en-Laye) in Appendix No. 4, (infra), which nominates for 
payment 1,500 Lansquenets under the command of the Rhingrave;^ 3,000 commanded by 
the Sr de la Chappelle Byron; 200 French and 300 Scottish Light horsemen and 350
 ^ Archives Nationales, Archives Privées, Archives et Collection de Gourges, 109 AP 6, No. 1; part of this 
collection was deposited in the Archives Privées on 8 Dec. 1954 and the remainder on 14 Nov. 1966. This 
reference is also not to be found in the Catalogue des Actes de Henri II. Tome 2, (1548). It may be a 
coincidence and it may not be the same family, but there is ‘Capitaine Gourdes’ mentioned in, J. de Beaugé, 
Histoire de la Guerre d'Ecosse: pendant les campagnes 1548 et 1549. (Maitland Club) Edinburgh, (1830) p. 
19.
^ ‘Jean-Philippe Reingraf zu Dhaun (1520-1568), filleul du Palatin; parti à 19 ans pour accompagner 
Eléonore en France lors de son mariage avec François 1er; en 1543 il commence en Suède une longue 
carrière de soldat diplomate’, J-D Pariset, Les Relations entre la France et L'Allemagne, p. 37, n. 25. It 
would appear that Marguerite Wood was mistaken when she identified Te conte Raingrave’ as ‘Philippe- 
François, Comte du Rhin, of the House of Salm, who came to Scotland with M. d’Essé, in command of 
the German troops. See Beaugué,’ Balcarres Papers. Vol. 2, p. 30, n.l. Beaugué only identifies the 
commander of the German troops as ‘le conte Ringrave’, Histoire de la Guerre d'Ecosse... 1548 et 1549. pp. 
9 & 13. The confusion of the two brothers, both of whom commanded their own companies of German 
troops in the mid-16th century and both of whom were known to the French as Te conte Ringrave’, 
probably arose from Lefèvre-Pontalis who identified Te comte Ringrave’ as ‘Philippe-François (1521- 
1561)’ from a dispatch in the ‘State Papers, t. XI, p. 244’, Correspondance Politique de Odet de Selve. p. 
46, n.l; in the index , Pontalis refers to ‘Philippe-François, comte Ringrave -... Sa présence en Ecosse, au 
service de la France,’ Ibid, pp. 338, 459 & 472. But evidence that ‘payment faict aux soldatz lansquenetz
dont est Collonnel le Sr Jehan-Philippcs Conte du Rhin pour deux moys entiers comancans le 7 février de 
lan 1549/1550’, B.N. Fonds Français 3124, fol. 18v, (see Infra. Appendix No. 4, Account No. 5) at 
Edinburgh on 31 May 1550, identifies Jean-Philippe as the ‘conte Ringrave’ who commanded the German 
troops in Scotland in the service of France during Henri II's ‘expéditions françaises en Écosse’ during the 
period 1548-1550.
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pioneers; a total of 5,350 ‘hommes de guerre’ who, with their officiers and officials, were 
listed to be paid 54,540 Livres Tournois for one month.
There are two final points to be made. Muster roll No. 10, taken at Edinburgh on 
19 December 1559 of 251 French ‘hommes de guerre’, is included at the Bibliothèque 
Nationale in the muster rolls of Francis II, but the troops being mustered were being paid 
for service in July and August 1559. Therefore, they formed part of Henri II's military 
committment in Scotland and, according to the muster roll, they had been there since 
1557.1® Secondly, muster rolls No. 8 and 9, taken in France in April 1554 and 1556, 
formed part of the Tances des ordonnances du Roy’ under the command of James 
Hamilton, 3rd Earl of Arran, and are composed almost entirely of Scots. It should be 
noted that they were mustered for payment by Me Jehan Gaultier one of Henri II's 
‘trésoriers ordiniares des guerres’ and as such formed part of the French standing army. 11 
It is remarkable to note in these two muster rolls how few changes there are in personnel 
between 1554 and 1556; which leads to speculation of how many of them were born in 
Scotland? If this were the case, did they return to Scotland or did they remain in France in 
the French king's service, as so many Scots had done in the 15th century? Alternatively, 
perhaps they were French subjects who were descendants of those Scots who had stayed 
in France after serving the kings of France during the Hundred Years War? The same 
questions can be posed of the 200 Scots mustered and paid by the French on 20 November 
1548 at Dundee. (Muster Roll No. 6) The questions are many and the evidence is sparse 
but it would seem that, not only did the Scots serve in the French kings' armies from the 
14th to the 18th centuries, as well as in the celebrated garde écossaise, but to a greater or 
lesser degree it can be said that there was a continuous presence of French troops in 
Scotland from June 1548 to July 1560, which differed from the previous policy of French 
kings when occasional detachments of troops were sent for a short periods to aid and 
succour the Scots against their "auld enemis": the English.
10 Henri II was greviously injured on 30 June 1559 in a joust and died 10 days later of his wounds; see 
E.A. Bonner, ‘Continuing the "Auld Alliance in the 16th century:’, attached to this thesis.
11 For some aspects of young Arran's military career in France during the 1550s, see Ibid, passim.
SCOTLAND - Muster Rolls
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 25794 No. 26, 31, 38, 39, 40 & 41:
M-R.No. MS. No. Date Place Hommes de euerre Colonel Camain L ie*
No. 1 No. 26 17 Jan. Perth 247 French No mention Nicolas Valle
1547/48 Romien Portier
A.N. Archives Privées, A P 109, 6, No.l
18 Feb. Stirling 25 unknown Sr de la Capne No menti
1547/48 Channelle Scoubarre
No. 2 No. 31 25 June Leith 140 French Sr d'Andelot Sr de SrdeSl
1548 Bonnechose Cler
No. 3 No. 38 10 Nov. Edinburgh 187 French Sr de la Sr de Srde
1548 & Gascons Channelle Meraraues Laprade
No. 4 No. 39 11 Nov. Edinburgh 8 French No mention Anne de Lestuf No
1548 Archers Sr de Sl Leigier mention
No. 5 No. 40 14 Nov. Edinburgh 16 Spanish No mention Sr d'Escoubar Jehan
1548 Harquebuziers Dannirandt
a cheval
No. 6 No. 41 20 Nov. Dundee 200 Scots No mention Sr James Capp06
1548 Dogues Geurre
A.N. Carton K 90. No. 19: cf. A. Teulet. Inventaire Chronologique.... p. 95.
No. 7 17 Mar. Haddington 246 French & Sr de la Pierre Ladeuese
1549/50 Gascons Chapelle Biron Longue
Misccellanv IL Scottish Historv Societv. (1904Ì
11 June Dunbar 100 French & No mention Cappne Capp*
__ 1553___ Gascons Carronant Masse
B.N.,Fonds Français 25800, No.9
No. 10 No. 9 19 Dec. Edinburgh 251 French No mention Cappne Capp^
1559 Lussaiguet Monlo
FRANCE 2 Muster Rolls of
B.N.,Fonds Français 21522, No.3
No. 8 No. 3 22 avril Le Mans 59 Scots hommes d'armes Conte dHaran Jamede
1554 _______ 88 Scots archers________ iArranl (Mort
B.N.,Fonds Français 21524, No.5
No. 9 No. 5 23 avril Robbe ä 60 Scots hommes Conte dHaran Gaud
d'armes [Arran] Humes
1556 Laudun 90 Scots archers
of Henri II  a n d  F r a n c is  II
C o m m iss ia re C o n tre ro lle u r T ré so r ie r  d e  l'ex . 
d e s  g u e r re s
P e r io d  o f  
P a v m e n t
T o ta l  su m  p a id  in  
L iv re s  T o u rn o is
Thomas d e  S tra tto n  
Sr d e  M o u lin s
Je h an  d e
V i s c o n v e
M e  R a o u l M o re a u 1 m o n th 2 ,0 6 2  L iv re s
Jacques des E ssa rs  
S r  d e  L iv ie re s
N ic o la s
P e l l o q u i n
M e  B e n o is t  le  G ra n t 1 m o n th 1 ,0 6 2  L iv re s
R en e  le  C le rc  
Sr de  T o u la in e s
N ic o la s
P e l l o a u i n
M e  B e n o is t  le  G ra n t 1 m o n th
&  10  d a v s
2 ,2 4 9  L iv re s ,
6  S o ls . 8 D e n ie rs
Francois G a y /? Ja y N ic o la s
P e l l o q u i n
M e  B e n o is t  le  G ra n t 1 m o n th 18 0  L iv re s
P ierre d e  C o m b a s  
Sr de C o m b as, c a p n e  
o f D u n b a r  C a s t le
N ic o la s
P e llo q u in
M e  B e n o is t  le  G ra n t 3 m o n th s 1 ,3 1 6  L iv re s  
5 S o ls
R e n e  d e  
C h a le n ie l l e s
P ie rre  d e  
B o u d e v i l l e
M e  B e n o is t  le  G ra n t 1 m o n th 1 ,7 2 0  L iv re s
Jacques de 
C a ro n d e lle s  
S r d e  C a ro n d e lle s
A n th o in e
B onard
M e  R a o u l M o re a u 3 m o n th s 6 ,6 5 4  L iv re s
Jeh an  de 
M o n lo
C lau d e
H e l v o t
M e  R a o u l M o re a u 4  m o n th s 4 ,0 3 6  L iv re s
Jeh an  de 
M o n tig n a c  
S r  d e  M o n t i s n a c
M a th ie u
H a m e lin
M e  A n th o in e  F a y e t 2  m o n th s 4 ,5 3 2  L iv re s
James H a m il to n , 3 r d
Jeh an  de 
F o rs sa n s  
Sr de G a rd is s e n t
E a r l o f  A r r a n
Je h a n
N irv in
T ré so rie r  o rd in a ire  
des guerres 
M e  J e h a n  G a u lt ie r
3 m o n th s 1 1 ,2 2 7  L iv re s
Jeh an  de 
F o rs sa n s  
S r d e  G a r d is s e n t
N ic o la s  
le  C o m  to y
M e  Je h a n  G a u lt ie r 3 m o n th s 1 1 ,4 4 5  L iv re s
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Muster Roll No.l - Perth - 17 Jan 1547/8
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 25794, No. 26
Roole de la Monstre et Veue faicte a Sainct Jehanston [Perth] en escosse le dix septme jour 
de janvier lan mil cinq cens quarente sept [17 jan 1547/8] de deux cens quarante sept [247] 
hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers dont en y a six vingts treize [133] harquebuziers et le 
reste picquiers et hallbardiers estans soubz la charge et conduicte de Nicolas Romien leur 
cappitaine luy ses Lieutenant enseign Sergens Fourier Phiffre Tabourins et autres officiers 
de bande non comprinse que le Roy nagueres faict leurs et mectre sus en ce pais descosse 
tant pour la garde service et deffence dicelluy que pour le recouvrement de la ville de dondy 
[Dundee] et autres villes et places tennus par les Anglois. Par nous Thomas de Stratton 
escuyer Sr de Moulins commissaire ordinaire a faire la dite monstre avecques icelle a la 
quiet de Mr Raoul Moreau conseiller du dit Seigneur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et 
faicte le payement des fraiz extraordinaires de ses guerres pour ung mois entier 
commencans ce jour dhuy dix septme de janvier des quelz gens de Guerre les noms et 
surnoms sensuivant.
Premièrement
Nicolas Romien, Cappne Valte Portier, Lieutenant, Jonehouir Symible, Enseigne, Gorge 
Gran, Sergen, Adam Colry, fourier, Andrew Flemyng, Phiffre, Henry Strogle, tabourin, 
Andin Bynige, tabourin.
Harquebuziers: Guillaume Littel, Davit Jamesson, Guillaume Alosonne, Vate Hivnier, 
Daniel Gardien, Wilhomain Mynthe, Thomas de Liviston, James de Luacison, Robert 
Erdcez, Adam Roullet, Thomas Sibbart, George Alouiston, Santborn Hynier, Henry 
Perison, Jounier Bromilieu, Dave Landort, Willame Neddre, Alexandre Neuoniel, Henry 
Mivray, Marcouin Blancz, Johomer Hamelton, Thomas Rogin, Andro Bevamont, Thomas 
Scavisseme, George Livmont, Georgu Hanvy, Willame Bronomie, Thome Huart, Jammyn 
de Hivedeeg, Willme Lisbon, Thome Suyuit, James Buithe, Willame Mothor, Petir Trail, 
Paul Stevorinson, Thome Cietz, Thome Bossruir, Thoue Andresoner, James Ray, 
Dovicain Admain, James Soict, Thome Stenoyt, Danchart Sayer, Thomas Boison, James 
Gireildin, James Meolle, James Tyne, Thome Livmothe, Charly Conoe, Andro Gunollay, 
Alexandre Spenier, Robert Blait, David Lanson, Thome Garyin, Buolr Dog, Thome Clark, 
Robert Straquehan, James de Livinsson, Michael Hudisson, Willame Stamar, Patrik Andro 
Suyt, Thome Past, Ocharty Don, Arthe Ahimycheand, James Grossert, Robert Lithdenult, 
Henry Worvay, Thornier Rart, Willamme Guibeson, James Haldame, James Heinedeson, 
Thome Cuthe, Willame Herison, James Bronort, Mongu Dabtupllr, Thome Maussiman, 
Willame Morison, Willame Canollvel, Wallmye Wathtom, Rethe Wathinson, James 
Tomison, James Flamig, Riaud Douglest, Andro Reddy, Thornes Robison, David Forddyt
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Gauson, Petir Ycharthon, Alexandre Sineclar, Thomas Mille, Wallame Burrup, Francois 
Hurtier, Petir Wuotonin, Arthe Hamulbin, Andro Hardin, Thomas Astan, Thomas Darot, 
Thome Sinan, Thome Gardin, Jehan Clapsan, David Spens, Andro Greg, Thomas 
Forgiston, Alexandre Patison, Thome Sonyt, Thome Sonardyt, Jehan Basset, Andro 
Weddert, Alexandre Wiare, Willame Thomeisom, Thomas Hederson, Patys Livisghivne, 
Thomas Tiunier, Bullye Quehit, Alexandre Parsonne, Thome Stoit, Thome Stuart, Thome 
Bessat, Jehan Wardant, Alexandre Douart, Jehan Semyglaig, Thomae Tolpilt, Wallme 
Jonesson, Thomas Perdainson, Alexandre Femyton, Thome Olyphant, Thomas Hog, 
Andro Hamyn, Hanry Suyart, Thome Ovesson, Alexandre Symesonn, Thome Hivideson. 
Picquiers: Thome Rudz, Jehan Danaluson, Guillebart Eddouart, Thomas Clouet, 
Wailliban Trotard, Robert Humelt, Jehan Coldebert, Thome Walson, James Spit, Jaspert 
Guist, Petir Learmon, Thomas Vouarle, George Dragmont, Thome Fessert, Thome 
Ramson, Andro Wyallient, Thomas Binngtz, Andro Coulq, Revellz Woumeson, Andro 
Suredy, Cotebert Handstay, Thomas Hanan, Thome Wau, Robert Baltant, James Pedrel, 
George Regniert, Grégoire Stuard, Alexandre Flart, Jehan Olyphant, Thomas Haucqs, 
Thomas Forgisson, Onatie Sthoit, Andro Mille, Wallane Lretel, Thomas Forez, Jehan 
Olphault, James Zubert, Jean Stevutz, James Jsanis, Robert Ruivt, Watte Sthorz, Andro 
Millen, James Distoim, James Deschat, Thome Bregom, Thomas Marthon, Thomas 
Fortissez, James Sandelaindez, Grandin Merthell, James Stoumez, Robert Grest, Thomas 
Dipson, Wallane litelle, Jehan Avenoule, Thomas Litesome, David Stherrill, Thomas 
Grub, Thomas Ruelt, Oliver Doniquam, Thomas Maseron, Baifz Troller, Guimlle 
Davelson, Cornielles Lainz, Onastre Stof, Hanry Dozon, Laurens Stroc, Willame Zuris, 
Cloquile Dumelet, George Vinart, Claude Caldet, David Stoup, Andro James, Alexandre 
Tuart, Thome Veldet, Thomas Ramelit, David Stamant, Wallauce Cornet, Thomas 
Peruassin, Douglast Raviz, Ouly Doucquivt, Tamier Strog, James Zubtz, Francois Fuz, 
Miguel Danol, Tamier Stof, Honauc Belt, George Dasquit, James Dost, Thomas Desert, 
Thome Dester, Chart Andoc, Robert Stim, Claus Diset, George Rament, David Humelz, 
Patrik Anstunt, Henry Waiul, Claud Besuict, Thome Wanel, Alexandre Quiele, Onarty 
Belt, Petir Conignam, James Offere, Comicquier Tust, Andro Stuamel, Harlier Vallet, 
Andro Stimietlz, Buinez Ramaz, Jehan Hume, Robert Scotelan, Rober Banc, David 
Razmier, Oly Daint, Blar Davel.
Nous Thomas de Stratton Escuyer Sr de Moulins Commissaire dessus surnomme 
Certifiions a Messrs le gens des comptes du Roy notre Sire a Paris et tous autres quil 
appartiendra avoir veu et visite par forme de monstre et veue tous les dessus dits deux cens 
quarente sept [247] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers dont en y a six vingts treize 
[133] harquebuziers et le reste picquiers et hallbardiers estans soubz la charge et conduicte 
de Nicolas Romien leur cappitaine luy ses Lieutenants enseigne Sergens Fourier Phiffre 
Tabourins et autres officiers de bande non comprinse que le Roy nagueres faict leurs et
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mectre sus en ce pais descosse tant pour la garde service et deffence dicelluy que pour le 
recouvrement de la ville de dondy [Dundee] et autres villes et places tennus par les Anglois. 
Ausquelz avries len avoir trouviez cappabliez et en bon et suffisiant estât et habillement de 
guerre pour servir le dit Sr ou il luy plaira et deulx prenne le service en tel cas requis avoir 
faict payer bailler et de livrir comptans par Mr Raoul Moreau conseiller du dit Seigneur et 
par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le payement des fraiz extraordinaire de ses 
guerres.
Assavoir a chacun  des dits harquebuziers huit [8] livres tournois Et aus dits Picquiers et 
Hallbardiers Sept [7] livres tournois a chacun pour leurs gaiges et soulde dun mois entier 
commencans le dix septeme jour de présent de Janvier. Plus avons faict mectre es mains 
du dit Cappne la somme de deux cens [200] livres tournois pour les estatz appointements 
et entre tenans de luy sus dit Lieutenant Enseigne Sergens foumier Phiffre Tabourins et
autres officiers de Bende durant le dit mois suyvan t......... c e s tre ...................... faire en
ce dit paie. En tesmoing des nous avons signe la présente de notre main et sceller du seal 
de nos arnes Lan moys et jour dessus dits. [Signé] De Stratton.
En la presence de moy Jehan de Visconye commis a faire la contrerolle de la monstre veue 
et payament de dits deux cens quarente sept [247] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers 
dont en y a six vingts treize [133] harquebuziers et le reste picquiers et hallbardiers estans 
soubz la charge et conduicte de Nicolas Romien leur cappitaine luy ses Lieutenant enseigne 
Sergens fourier Phiffre Tabourins et autres officiers de bande non comprinse que le Roy 
nagueres faict leurs et mectre sus en ce pais decosse tant pour la garde service et deffence 
dicelluy que pour le recouvrement de la ville de Dondy [Dundee] et autres villes et places
tennus par les Anglois. T o u t.......................... ont confesse avoir en Revue comptant de
Me Raoul Moreau conseiller du dit Sr par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le payement 
des fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de dixhict cens soixante deux [1,862] 
livres tournois Et vijc xlvj vv de soleil [746 écus] a xliiij S [44 Sols] piece et xvj S [16
Sols] monniez ... descosse ........................... revue pour plus grand ...ies A ceux
ordonniez pour leur gaiges et soulde du dit mois entier commencans le dixsepteme jour du 
dit présent de Janvier [17 January 1547/48] qui est a chacun de huit [8] livres tournois a 
c h a c u n  des harquebuziers et vij [7] livres tournois pour ch acu n  des picquiers et 
hallbardiers. Plus a la Cappne aussi au fr..sse avoir en .... reçue et tenu du dit Moreau la
somme de deux cens [200] livres tournois en i i ix x ................... four de xliiij S [44 Sols]
pu... et xl S [40 Sols] monn... ordonn- estre mise en sus .....  pour leurs estatz
appoinctemens et entretenans diceluy susdits Lieutenant enseigne sergen fourier phiffre
Tabourins et autres officiers de bende pour le dit ................... suyvent .... qui este
requeste faire en ce dit pais desquelz ................................................................................
service de deux mil soixante deux [2,062] livres tournois tout les dessusdits gens a pied et 
leur dit Cappn e .......................contens et bien paiez Et en ont quicte et quictant a chac"
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un deulx rispec...me du dit Mr Raoul Moreau commis sus dits et tous autres. Tesmoing 
mon seing manuel en mis a leur requeste le dixhuicteme jour de janvier lan mil cinq cens 
quarente sept [18 January 1547/8]
[Signé] J de Visconye.
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Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 25794, No. 31
Roole de la Monstre et Reveue faicte au Petit Lict [Leith] près Lislebourg [Edinburgh] e 
Ecosse le xxvme jour de juin lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [25 June 1548] de sept vingts 
[140] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers francois du nombre de trois cent [300] 
hommes dont a la charge et conduicte le Sr de Bonnechose faisons partye de plusieurs 
grand nombre de la dite nation dont est Collonnel le Sr dAndelot que le Roy a nagueres 
faict lever et passer avec larmee estant de présent pour son service en ce dit pais pour la 
garde seurete et deffence dicelluy. Et les quelz ont este embarquez sur les galleres du dit 
Seigneur pour lexecution de certaine entreprise concernant son service soubz la conduicte 
du Sr de S* Cler Lieutenant du dit Sr de Bonnechose duquel nombre de vijxx [140] va 
oultre le dit Lieutenant ung porteur denseigne ung Tabourin ung phiffre quatorze [14] 
prenans double paye et quarente six [46] harquebuziers. Par nous Jacques des Essars 
escuier Sr de Livieres commissionaire extraordinaire de la guerre commis et ordonne a faire 
la dite Monstre et Reveue servant a laquict de Me Benoist le Grant conseiller du Roy et par 
luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement de la fraiz de lextraordinaire de la guerre 
pour ung mois entier commencans le Seizeme jour du dit mois de juin de quelz gens de 
guerre a pied les noms et surnoms ensuyvent.
Premièrement
Le Sr de Bonnechose, Le Sr de S1 Cler, Lieutenant, Le Sr de Grustimueil, enseigne, 
Guillaume Herpin, Tabourin, Thomas Petrei Phiffre.
Gens Prennans double paye: Liguirer, Marc Gueruelit, Mallebrye, Jehan Moisson, 
Boischeureul, Lucan Bourgeois, Jehan Bynot, Loys Goille, francois de Messeaux, Jehan 
Desmarestz, Philippe la Venot, Chehangins, Richard Gidecoeg, Antoine de Hannay. 
Harquebuziers: Jacques Cormelles, Olivyer Eraimene, Symon Herpin, Estienne le 
Grant, Pierre Grey, Denis le Beau, Loys Quelot, Hutin Fouillant, Yvon Reusseau, Thomas 
Soubire, Michel du Val, Bertheran Moreau, Yves Desmont, La bresche, Guyen Quelin, 
Carpiguy, Laurens Vassel, La Pommieraye, Toussaint Mestil, Michel Langloys, Martin le 
Feire, Nicolas Sannyer, Antoine de Bourdeaux, Antoine de Betaucert, Jehan Fleury, Jezet 
de Messeaux, Pierre Boucher, Claude Berenget, Leonard Branchet, Guillaume Fresert, 
Symon Beisner, Malleterre, Guillaume Cheron, Jehan de la Rue, Thomas Quesnel, 
Francoys de Branx, Jacques Morisse, Jehan le Bel, Guillaume Potyn, Guillaume 
Rousselin, Nicolas Vyollet, Lhamme de Lusignan, Robert Pillon, Alexandre Connelyer, 
Jehan le Mestre, Nicholas Breton.
Gens Prenans Simple Paye: Roman Soucy, Robert de Nampil, Francoys Pormant, 
Jehan Forestier, Ullin Gillard, Estienne le Feure, Michel Lugnies, Gérard Georges, Jehan
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Danrilly, Jehan Lellone, Jehan Andeurt, Nicolas Vidayme, Abraham Haguerel, Jehan 
Voryn, Jacques Cheron, Michauel Lesint, Guillet Ferar, Jehan Orydrer, François de la 
Proix, Antoine Plantan, Jehan Buquier, Philippe de Cerde, Jehan Driet, Marin Boullenger, 
Philippe le Pelletier, Estienne le Pelletier, Estienne Brimel, François Rallon, Guillaume de 
Migure, Gilbert Vey, Michel de la Ruelle, Guillaume Barebey, Hugier Boryon, Alexandre 
le Pelletier, Jehan Aubin, Guillaume Haigins, Guyon Gensert, Bonneville, Lefresme, 
Aruyeres, Ursin Ducheme, François de Larinor, La Lande, Jehan Boisle, Jehan Buquiet, 
Bastien Partinille, Saint Clair, Michel Mahiel, Philippe Persal, Guillaume Hernyet, 
Guillaume Anger, Quantin de la Motte, Le Deluge, Pierre Leroy, Loys le Jeune, Christain 
Cacheux, Simon Fosse, Robert le Danthit, Jehan Bannes, Michel Pouran, Pierre de 
Longchamp, Pierre le Cler, Aneilly, Jehan Comican, Robert Cererul, Marin de Lagnyder, 
Guillaume Herpin, Thomas le Petran, Germain de S1 Aubin, Antoine de Villereil, Colas 
Gisse, François la Mothe, Jehan Brargrinet, Bernard Bonneville. Nombre Total vijxx 
[140] hommes.
Nous Jacques des Essars escuier Sr de Livieres commissaire dessus nomme certifiions a 
Messrs les gens des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et autres quil appartiendra avoir veu 
et visite par forme de monstre et reveue tous les dessus nommez et escriptez sept vingts 
[140] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers francois du nombre de trois cens [300] 
hommes dont la charge et conduicte le Sr de Bonnechose faisans partye de plus grand 
nombre de la dite nation dont est collonnel le Sr dAndelot que le Roy a nagueres faict lever 
et passer avec larmee estant de présent pour son service en ce dit pais dEscosse pour la 
garde seurete et deffence dicelluy. Et les quelz sept vingts [140] hommes de guerre ont ce 
jourdhuy este en notre presence onbarquez sur les galleres du dit Seigneur pour lexecution 
de certaine entreprise concernant son service soubz la conduicte du Sr de S1 Cler Lieutenant 
du dit Sr de Bonnechose duquel nombre va oultre le dit Lieutenant ung porteur denseigne 
ung tabourin ung Phiffre quartorze[14] prennans double paye et quarente six [46] 
harquebuziers. Ausquelz apres que les avons trouvez en bon et suffisant estât et 
habillement de guerre pour servir le Roy notre dit Seigneur au faict dicelle par tout ou il luy 
plaira les emploier. Et que diceulx avons prins et receu le serment en tel cas requis et 
accoustume leur avons faict payer bailler et délivrer comptant par Me Benoist le Grant 
conseiller du dit Seigneur et par luy commis a revue le compte et faire le paiement des dits 
fraiz de lextraordinaire de ses guerres. A savoir a chacun des dits vijxx [140] hommes 
pour leur simple paye vj [6] livres. Et oultre et par dessus la dite simple paye au dit 
Lieutenant pour son estât L ltz [50 livres tournois] au porteur denseigne xxx 1 [30 livres] au 
tabourin vj 1 [6 livres] au Phiffre vj 1 [6 livres]. Et a chacun des xlvj [46] harquebuziers 
xx stz [20 sols]. Le tout a eulx ordonne pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz appoictements et 
entretenienens du dit mois entier commencans le seize jour de ce dit mois de juin. En
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tesmoing de ce nous avons signe ce présent Roolle de notre main et faict sceller du scel de 
noz armes les dits jour et an dessus dit.
[Signé] Jacques des Essars
En la presence de moy Nicolas Pelloquin contrerolleur ordinaire de la guerre pour les 
dessus nommez et escriptez sept vingts[140] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers 
francois du nombre de trois cens [300] hommes dont la charge et conduicte le Sr de 
Bonnechose faisans partye de plus grand nombre de dite nation dont est collonnel le Sr 
dAndelot que le Roy a nagueres faict lever et passer avec larmee estant de présent pour son 
service en ce pais dEscosse pour la garde seurete et deffence dicelluy. Et le quelz sept 
vingts [140] hommes de guerre ont ce jourdhuy este en notre presence embarquez sur les 
galleres du dit Seigneur [Henri II] pour lexecution de certaine entreprise concernant son 
service soubz la conduicte du Sr de S1 Cler Lieutenant du dit Sr de Bonnechose^ du quel 
nombre va oultre le dit Lieutenant ung porteur denseigne ung tabourin ung Phiffre 
quartorze [14] prenans double [paye] et quarente six [46] harquebuziers. Ont confesse 
avoir eu et receu comptant de Me Benoist le Grant conseiller du Roy et par luy commis a 
tenir le compte et faire le paiement de fraiz de lextraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de 
mil soixante deux [1,062] livres tournois. A eulx ordonne a scavoir a chacun de dits vijxx 
[140] hommes pour le simple paye vj ltz [6 livres]. Et oultre et par dessus la dite simple 
paye au dit Lieutenant pour son estât L ltz [50 Livres Tournois] au porteur denseigne pour 
semblable xxx [30] livres au tabourin vj 1 [6 livres] au phiffre vj 1 [6 livres] a chacun les 
xiiij [14] prenans double paye aussi vj 1 [6 livres]. Et a chacun des xlvj [46] 
harquebuziers xx stz [20 sols] pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz appoinctments et 
entreteneinens dun mois entier commancens le seixeme jour de ce présent mois de juing. 
De laquelle somme de MLXij [1,062] livres pour les dessus dits et chacun deux 
particulièrement se sont comiz et tiennans pour comptans a bien paiez. Et en quicte et 
quictent le dit Me Benoist le Grant commis dessus dits et [?tous] autres. Tesmoing mon 
seing manuel et mis a leur requeste le xxve [jour] du dit mois de juing lan mil cinq cens 
quarente huict [25 June 1548].
[Signé] Pelloquin.
These men were part of the detachment of troops sent with the galleys, under the command of Captain 
Villegagnon, from Leith to Dumbarton to pick up Mary Queen of Scots and transport her to France at the 
end of July 1548; see letters from d'Oysel to the duc d'Aumale, 18 and 24 June 1548, B.N. Fonds Français 
20457, fols 43r and 61r; Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, notes 221-23.
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Muster Roll No.3 - Edinburgh -10 Nov 1548 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 25794, No. 38
*Upper one third of this document has been diagonally torn off and is missing. The 
remainder:
Line 1, Roolle de la Monstre et Reveue faict a Lislebourg [Edinburgh] en Ecosse le 
dixiesme jour de Nov....
Line 2, et gascons estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr de Merarques leur cappitiane 
particulier sa ....
Line 3, temps pour le service du Roy en ce Royaulme et pais dEscosse duquel nombre y a 
oultre le dit cappi....
Line 4, descradre de picquiers cinq de harquebuziers vingt portans corseletz dixneuf 
harquebuziers portan...
Line 5, Commissaire extraordinaire des guerres commis et ordonne a faire la dite Monstre 
et Reveue icelle serv....
Line 6, le paiement des fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres pour ung mois dix jours 
commencans.
Line 7, ensuivement.
Premier[ment]
Le Sr de Merarques, Cappitaine, Le Sr de Laprade, Lieutenant, Pierre de Taillebourg, 
enseigne, Guillaume Dumont, Anthoine Voilant, Sergens de Bende, Jehan de Chemyn, 
Fourrier, Thomas le Phiffre, Phiffre, Guillot le Boiteux, Pierre de la Fosse, Tabourins. 
Caps Descouadre de Picquiers: Le Baron de Lusche, Bastony, Camille, Le 
Cappitiane Pierre, Gemal, La Faye.
Caps Descouadre de Harquebuziers: Claude de la Prade, Pautrot, Leseroy, La 
Mothe, Sauvazique.
Gens Portans Corseletz: Fortuner, Angier, Boys, Redon, Paris, Mousset, Mathieu 
Latour, Le Basque, Pierre Giranet, Pierre Labarye, Guillem Noquey, Vallery des Hous, 
Collas Caillonet, Poerre Vallery, Pierre Phelip, Pey de Cauderen, Pierre Lucart, Pierre 
Belian, Arnault Daurien, Pierre Lapareille.
Harqubuziers Portans Mailles et Morions: Le que, Mynjon de Mercade, Ollivier, 
Ollivier Debern, Pierre Vigneron, Jehan Cassade, Arnault de Lacrinter, Francoys 
Rocquier, Jehannet de Vaulx, Raymond Mothe,Estene Triurliere, Jehan de Costeillies, La 
Fonte, Bernard Ducoz, Jehan de Costeron, Jehan Doder, Jacques Delabat, Guilhen 
Picquet, Leflexe.
Autres Harquebuziers Simples: La Roche, Arnault Dagassan, Anthony de Bergis, 
Minjon Costetin, Robin de Rocault, Charles Forneau, Bertrand de Laceneille, Collan de 
Boussac, Jehan Petit, Jehan Monsieur, Loubert, La Fargne, Estiene du Four, Pierre 
Boutel, Laurens Gourd, La Fuyte, Francoys Jubelot, La Roque, Bon Vin, Bernard Roy,
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Pierre Lontard, Jehan de Vallettes, Raymonnet Dunisse, Raymond Robert, Pierre Jayle, 
Bernard Bruin, Gallissac, Thony de Villereat, Jehannot Jayle, Anere Seneron, Menault 
Chastrer, Guilhen, Raymonnet de Brettes, Francoys Teste, Capblane, Anthony 
Form enteau, A rnault du Pere, Le Capdel Agnert, Jehan Gruerre, Bernard de
Felchie,.....[part torn off].......  Estene Gai...... Pierre de Beaureg..., Jehan de Rec,
Guillein Resernat, Jehanne de la Roze, Berthomier de Lesparre, Peyrot Sorbye, Rigoe
Mauret, Jehan de la Coste, Commarque, Arnault Mercade, Jehan du Casse,.......[part torn
o ff]...... Pierre Boh...., Bernard Clamas...., Leornard Bonnel, Francoys le Gros,
Mathelin Obil, Rogier Mousnier. [41 names missing from a total of 187]
Nous Rene le Clerc Sr de Toulaines commissaire dessus nomme Certifiions a nos Srs les 
gens des comptes du Roy a Paris et autres quil appartiendra avoir veu et visite par
.......[torn off].... et escriptz neuf vingts sept [187] hommes de guerre a pied avanturiers
francois et gasons estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr de Merarques leur cappitaine 
sa pers....[torn off]... grand nombre dont est Colonnel le Sr de la Chappelle estans de 
longtemps pour le service du Roy en ce pais descosse auquel nombre y a oultre le dit 
capp...[torn off].... denseigne, deux sergens de bande, ung fourier, ung Phiffre, deux 
Tabourins, six caps descradre de Picquiers, Cinq de Harquebuziers, vingt portans 
corceletz, dixneuf harquebuziers port...[torn off].... dix autres harquebuziers et le rest 
picquiers, ausquelz apres que les avons trouvez capables en bon et suffisant estât et
habillement de guerre pour servir le dit Sr ou il lu y .... [torn off].... receu le serment en tel
cas requis et acoustumme leur avons faict payer bailler et délivrer comptant par Me Benoist 
le Grant conseiller du dit Sieur et par luy commis a tenir le compt....[torn off]....fraiz 
extraordinaire de ses guerres. Assavoir a chacun des dits neuf vingts sept [187] hommes 
pour leur simple paie viij 1 [8 livres]. Au dit cappitaine pour son estât vjxx xiij 1 : vj s: viij d
[133 livres : 6 sols : 8 deniers] a son Lieutenant lx......[torn off]..... enseigne xl L [40
livres] aus dits sergens a chacun xviij 1 : xiij s : iiij d [18 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] au dit 
fourier viij 1 [8 livres] au dit Phiffre x 1: xiii s: iiij d [10 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] a chacun 
des dits Tabourins viij 1 [8 livres] au dits caps descrade de Picquiers a chacun viij 1: xiii s: 
iiij d [8 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] et ...[torn off].... a chacun xvj 1 [16 livres]. Aus dits 
portans corceletz et harquebuziers ayans mailles et morions a chacun xxvj s: viij d [26
sols: 8 deniers] le tout lultre leur dit simple p a ie .... [torn off].... leurs gaiges soulde estatz
appoinctemens et entreteinemens dun mois dix jours commencans le premier dicelluy mois 
de novembre. En tesmoing de ce nous avons signe ce présent ....[torn off]... main. Et 
faict sceller du scel de noz armes les jour et an dessus dits.
[Signé] Rene le clerc.
En la presence de moy Nicolas Pelloquin contrerolleur ordinaire des guerres tous les 
dessus nommez et escriptez neuf vingts sept [187] hommes de guerre a pied avanturiers 
francois et gascons estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr de Merarques leur cappitaine
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particulier sa personne y comprinse faisons partie de plus grand nombre dont est Colonnel 
le Sr de la Chappelle estans de long temps pour le service du Roy en ce Royaulme et Pais 
descosse du quel nombre y a oultre le dit cappitaine ung lieutenant ung porteur denseigne 
deux sergens de bande ung fourier ung phiffre deux tabourins six [6] caps descrade 
picquiers cinq [5] de harquebuziers vingt [20] portans corseletz dix neuf [19] 
harquebuziers ayant mailles et morions soixante dix [70] autres harquebuziers et le reste 
picquiers [i.e. 67]. Ont confesse eu et receue comptant de Me Benoist le Grant conseiller 
du Roy et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz extraordinaire de 
ses guerres la somme de deux mil deux cens quarente neuf livres six solz huict deniers 
tournois [2,249 livres: 6 sols: 8 deniers]. A eulx ordonnée pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz 
appoinctemens et entretenemens dun mois dix jours commancans le premier jour du présent 
de novembre qui est a chacun des dits ixxx vij [187] hommes pour leur simple paye viij 1 
[8 livres] au dit cappitaine pour son estât vjxx xiijl; vjs: viijd [133 livres: 6 sols: 8 deniers] 
a son lieutenant lxvj^: xiiis : iiijd [66 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] a son enseigne xl^ [40 
livres] a chacun des dits Sergens xviijl; xiijs: iiijd [18 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] au dit 
fourier viij 1 [8 livres] au dit Phiffre x :^ xiiis: iiijd [10 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] audits 
Tabourins a chacun viij 1 [8 livres] aus dits caps descradre de picquiers a chacun viij^: 
xiijs: iiijd [8 livres: 13 sols: 4 deniers] ceulx de harquebuziers a chacun xvj * [16 livres] 
aus dits portans corceletz et harquebuziers ayans mailles et morions a chacun iiijl [4 livres] 
et aus dits autres harquebuziers a chacun xxvjs: viijd [26 sols: 8 deniers] le tout aultres 
leur dit simple paie de la quelle somme de ijmijcxlvj^: vjs : viijd [2,246 livres: 6 sols: 8 
deniers] tournois tous les dessus dits ixxxvij [187] hommes de guerre francois et gascons. 
Et chac-un deulx particulièrement se sont tenuz pour contans et bien paiez. Et en ont quicte 
et quictent le dit Me Benoist le Grant commis sus dits et tous autres. Tesmoing mon seing 
manuel en mis a leur requeste le unzeime jour du dit mois de novembre du dit an mil cinq 
cens quarente huict [11 November 1548].
[Signé] Pelloquin
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Roole de la Monstre et Veue faicte a Lislebourg [Edinburgh] en Escosse le unziesme jour 
de novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [11 Nov. 1548] de huict archers ordonnez 
par ladministracon de la justice des camp et armee que le Roy a des longtemps pa“ [?pour] 
son serment en ce royaulme et pais descosse soubz Anne de Lestuf Sr de S1 Leigier^ 
prevost de la dite justice. Par nous François Gay commissionaire ordonne a faire la dite 
Monstre et Veue icelle servans a la quiet et descharger de Me Benoist le Grant conseiller du 
dit Seigneur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz extraordinaire 
de ses guerres pour ung mois commancans le dixiesme jour du présent de novembre des 
quelz Archers les noms et surnoms ensuivant.
Anne de Lestuf, Prevost Thomas Bal
Jacques Girault Thomas Reguard
Jehan Balladon Jehan de la Motte
Claude Perrin Jehan Esterlin
Jehan Bres Nombre ix [9]
Nous François Gay [?Jay] commissaire dessus nomme certifiions a noz Sieurs les gens 
des comptes du Roy a Paris et autres quil appartiendra avoir veu et visite par forme de 
monstre et veue pour les dessus surnommez et escriptez huit archers ordonniez par 
ladministracion de la justice des camp et armee que le Roy a des longtemps pour son 
serment en ce Royaulme et pais descosse soubz la charge de Anne de Lestuf prevost de la 
dite justice. Auquelz apres que les avons trouviez suffisans et capables en bon estât et 
habillement de guerre pour servir le dit Seigneur ou luy plaira. Et diceulx prins ce receu le 
serment en tel cas requis et acoustume leur avoir faict payer bailler et délivrer comptant par 
Me Benoist le Grant conseiller du Roy et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le 
paiement des fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres assavoir au dit Prevost pour son estât c 1 
[100 livres]. Et par chac-un des dits archers dix [10] livres a eulx ordonnez pour leur 
soulde estatz appoictemens et entretenennans dun mois commencans le dixiesme jour du 
présent de novembre. En tesmoing de ce nous avons signe ce présent Roolle de notre main 
et faict sceller du scel de noz armes les jour et an dessus dits.
[Signé] Francoys ? Gay/?Jay
En la presence de moy Nicolas Pelloquin contrerolleur ordinaire des guerres. Tous ses 
dessus nommez et escriptz huit archers estans soubz la charge de Anne de Lestuf prevost 
de la justice des camp et armee que le Roy a des longtemps pour son service en ce
13 Perhaps this was the same St. Ligiers who approached Lord Cobham at Calais on 12 February 1547 to 
offer his services to Edward VI ? C.S.P. Foreign. Edward VI. p. 301; also see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 1, note 
454.
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Royaume et pais descosse ont confesse avoir eu et receu comptant de Me Benoist le Grant 
conseiller du dit Seigneur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz 
extraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de neuf vingts [180] livres tournois a eulx ordonnée 
pour leurs soulde estatz et appoinctemens dun mois commancans le dixme jour du présent 
de novembre qui est par le dit Prévost c 1 [100 livres] et par chac_un des archers x ltz [10 
livres tournois] de la quelle somme de ixxx [180] livres tous les dessus dits huict archers 
et le dit prevost se sont tenuz par comptans et bien paiez. Et en ont quiete et quictant le dit 
Seigneur Benoist le Grant et tous autres. Tesmoing mon seing manuel en mis a leur 
requeste le unzieme jour de novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [11 novembre 
1548].
[Signé] Pelloquin
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Roole de la Monstre et Reveue faicte a Lislebourg [Edinburgh] en Escosse le quartorzeime 
jour de novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [14 Nov. 1548] de seize [16] hommes 
de guerre espagnolz harquebuziers a cheval estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr 
d'Escoubar leur cappitaine sa personne y comprinse estans de longtemps pour service du 
Roy en ce Royaulme et pais descosse. Par nous Pierre de Combas Sr du dit lieu 
Cappitaine du Chateau de Dombarre [Dunbar] commissionaire ordinaire a faire la dite 
Monstre et Reveue icelle servant a la quicte et des charge de Mr Benoist le Grant conseiller 
du dit Seigneur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz 
extraordinaire de ses guerres pour trois mois commencans le dixiesme jour daoust dernier 
passe des quelz seize hommes de guerre Espagnolz les noms et surnoms ensuivant.
Nous Pierre de Combas Sr du dit lieu Cappitaine de Dombarre commissaire dessus 
surnomme conffessions a nos sieurs les gens des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et 
autres quil appartiendra avoir veu et visite par forme de montre et reveue tous les dessus 
nommez et escriptez seize hommes de guerre espagnolz harquebuziers a cheval estans 
soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr Escoubar leur cappitaine sa personne y comprinse estans 
de longtemps pour le service du Roy en ce Royaulme et pais descosse. Auquelz apres que 
les avons trouvez capables bien montiez et armiez. Et en bon et suffisant estât pour servir 
le dit Seigneur ou il luy plaira avons faict payer bailler et délivrer comptant par Me Benoist 
le Grant et faire le paiement des fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres. Assavoir au dit 
Cappitaine vjxx [120]vv [écus] soleil a son Lieutenant xlv vv [45 écus] et a chac"un les 
autres xxx vv [30 écus]. A eulx ordonnez par ladvis de commandement de la Royne 
descosse [Marie de Guise-Lorraine, Queen Dowager] suivant les paiements quelle leur a 
faict faire cy devant pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz appoinctemens et entretenemens de trois 
mois entier commencans le dixiesme jour daoust dernier passe delà quelle somme de xiijc 
xvj livres v stz [1,316 livres: 5 sols]. Tous les dessus dits seize [16] hommes de guerre
Premièrement
Le Sr d'Escoubar, Cappne 
Jehan Dannirande, Lieutenant 
Jehan Hortis 
Sebastian de Cabjaur 
Marroz Gongaloz 
Pedro Pablo 
Jehan Castamieda 
Francisco Minoz [?Numoz] 
Franbenesciano
Pero Damodia 
Orlando Delhuarto 
Jacob de bon Madrie 
Anthoin Albaris 
Baptiste da Millaur 
Ambrosio de Lyon 
Angelo Batta 
Martino Dispatis 
Nombre xvj [16]
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espagnolz et chacun deulx particulièrement se sont tenuz et tienent pour comptans et bien 
payiez. Et en ont quicte et quictent le dit Me Benoist le Grant commis sus dits et tous 
autres. Tesmoing mon seing manuel en main a leur requeste le dict xiiijme jour de 
novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [14 novembre 1548].
[Signé] Pelloquin
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Roolle de la Monstre et Reveue faicte en la ville de dondy [Dundee] en Escosse le 
vingtiesme jour de novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [20 November 1548] de deux 
cens [200] hommes de guerre a pied escossois [SCOTS] de longtemps mis sus pour le 
service du Roy en ce dit pais descosse soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr James Dogues 
leur Cappitaine sa personne y comprinse estans de present en la dite ville de dondy pour la 
garde et deffense dicelle du quel nombre en ya six vingts [120] harquebuziers et le reste 
picquiers. Par nous Rene de Chalenielles commissiare extraordinaire des guerres commis 
et ordonne a faire la dite Monstre et Reveue icelle servant a la quiet et descharge de Me 
Benoist le Grant conseiller du dit Seigneur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le 
paiement des fraiz de lextraordinaire de ses guerres pour ung mois commencan le premier 
du dit mois de novembre de quelz gens de guerre a pied escossois les noms et sur noms 
ensuivant.
*James Dog, Cappne, *le cappne Geurre, lieutenant, *Thomas Jehanson, enseigne, 
*James Allaine, Tabourin, *Thomas Lorgis, Tabourin, *James Gamerson, Phiffre, 
*Thomas Stoliff, Sergent. 14
Harquebuziers: Hgames Tadinener, C hobr Gillines, Jhone" Crest.., Jhone“ Gray, 
James Stoldef, Jehane' Alof.., Auche Celtz, Jebt" Tresrinnz, Thurue Beldrant, Gilbert 
Milier, Henry Méridien, Thom Pordin, Thonr Frutin, Woille Danes', Jhemes Farthier, 
Wolle Bory, Wolle Balvon', *Sandech Schefferna, *Joe Themart, *Thomas Clamatt', 
*Ludovic Mallerchatt, George Mail, Wole Hamer, Them e' Martein, James Gardinal, 
Charley Colbon, Jhone Camig, Watte Forsin, Jemes Duliers.., Wolle Lesbin, James 
Thomass.., Thomas Lavarinss.., James Lramig, Graymen, Alexander Folartein", Theuris 
Cotte, George Felartien", James Hamdy, Thomen Fuisrauss.., Robt Bral, Adain 
Hammilton, Woille Badin, Alexander Hammilton, David Broctisht, James Gordon, 
Thom e' Robisem ' Jemes Fusemeleur, Woille D un'un ', Thome ..thulic, Allan Sanorart, 
Jhone Buranss.., James Bonnye, Andro Hlenerss.., Andro Doncar, James Albei', Wolle 
Seponis, Thomas Clarlt, Rob1 Blanest, David Janerson, David Gardin, Andro Veeard, 
Jhone Linndsangan, Thomas Reiersaumss.., James Toloth, James Hitharines, Jhone 
Brovonn", Jhone Brom..ten, Thomas Ferness.., Jhone Hamiltone, Thomas Henelten,
14 This muster roll has been written in three different hands. The asterisk (*) indicates those names written 
in a typical French court-secretary hand, which is a different hand to the pro forma sections of the muster 
roll. (This second hand is similar to that found on many other muster rolls of the period.) The third hand is 
appalling and, unfortunately, is used for all those names not marked with an asterisk. It is not too difficult, 
however, to have some sympathy for the French clerk in grappling with 200 Scottish names which were 
presumably written and spelt phonectically, which has made the transcription of this document 
extraordinarily difficult — almost impossible in fact. Finally, the abbreviation after a surname ending in 
"ss" is the usual French abbreviation for "ser". In this case perhaps it is an abbreviation for "son"?
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Thomas Litilpson, Andro Protans.., Andro Sany, Thouen Vedy, Thomas Hannter, Vuelle 
Miercaubr, James Stolt, Anche Abrimheus.., Georges Beinton, Watte Denniston, George 
Brerinllorg, James Querqueliss.., Robt" Luth, Anthi Scerguillon, Georg Plaretts, Pet 
Browon“, Robt Meliss.., Pete Metiten-, Vvaltte Hog, Robert Myll, David Rimedan, 
Thomas Hanquit, Thomas Dechemie, Franch Donnys.., James Solne'gour, Watte Haruch, 
Jhone Priemst, Andro Pantss.., Alexander Hange, Thomas Jhone', Pa"tr_, Arrill Pell, 
Jhone Chert, Heine Liyindson, Jhone Boynyte, Jhone Barnifalden, Watte Angrurlier, 
George Ranson, Alexander Mestrer, Robt" Myblung, Allain Tagdart, Georges Stuplit, 
Jhone Ha_nyon, Fryen Hanmye, Dan" Lu'miberle, Watte Montgomery, Wvillam Miech. 
Picquiers: James Daltompal, Nuthe" Desqueny, Antoine Aueuidy, Jhone Boucleu, 
Thomas Leviston, Adam Sto, Georges Beifsan, Regnan Querbuscht, Wouillan Vuatier, 
Forgin Descars, Gille Cerbissin, Jhone de Basquirn, Alexandre Sticlaur, David Fisch, 
James Bontye, Thomas Pir, David Sonef, Jirg Sparde, Borran Destein, André Melesteines, 
Josq Breston, Pete Briede, Robt Desquil, Watte Darquil, Thud" Diothen, Dan" Li"bueleth, 
Alexander Felartiss.., James Berleist, David Flech, Pet" Hovegat, Symon Destesche, 
Anche" Desbache, George Briant, Alexander Turbilland, Jhone Ben, Alexander Sulbren, 
Andro Descan, Jolt" Questel, Symon Bretel, Jhone Dessnur, Woullan Lapestsen, Jorg 
La..mesten, Andro Preston, Ga.a- Comiffeore, Sr Aston, Watte Dalestufin, Alli" 
Mybeluiguelf, Arrill Destillanif, Hange de Morent, Dil" Stioforigod, Bot Quip, Jog Fif, 
Jog Sonyn, Thomas Brerle, Watte Armiln, David Sande, Anthoine Desticquetlh, Jhone 
Dalpuiss.., Andro Hatmylet, Jehone Queiseir, David Lardanoir, Jolt" Stac.ir, Symon 
Braie, David Baian, Watte Haime, Alexandre Fif, Jhone Agret, Robt Tait, Woiullan 
Pandrinet, George Nefauer, Anthe" Seljour, Jog Su, James Col, David Doublet, Un..co 
Fuldech. Nombre ijc [200] hommes, Le Sr Douges, Cappne, Le Sr Giurre, Lieutenant, 
Le ...blank..., Phiffre, David de Montgomery, Tabourins, James Sobisson, Thomas 
Danquiesth.
Nous Rene de Chalenielles Sr du dit lieu commissaire dessusumommes certifiions a nos 
Srs les gens des comptes du Roy a Paris et autres quil appartiendra avoir veu et visite par 
forme de monstre et Reveue tous les dessus nommez et escriptz deux cens [200] hommes 
de guerre a pied esscossois estans soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr James Dogues leur 
cappitaine sa personne y comprinse de long temps mis sus pour le service du Roy en ce 
Royaulme et pais descosse et de présent en la ville de Dondy [Dundee] pour la garde et 
deffense dicelle du quel nombre en ya six vingts [120] harquebuziers et le reste picquiers. 
Ausquelz apres que les avons trouviez en bon estât et habillement de guerre suffisans et 
capables pour servir le dit Seigneur ou il luy plaira. Et diceulx prins et receu le serment en 
tel cas requis et accoustume leur avons faict payer bailler et délivrer comptant par Me 
Benoist le Grant conseiller du Roy et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement 
des fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres. Assavoir a chac"un des dits harquebuziers viij 1 [8
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livres] et aus dits picquiers a chacun vij 1 [7 livres]. Plus au dit Cappitaine en ses mains la 
somme de deux cens [200] livres tournois tant pour les estatz de luy ses Lieutenant et 
enseigne que officiers dicelle bande a eulx ordonnez pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz 
appoinctemens et entretennemens dun mois commancant le premier jour du dit mois de 
novembre. En tesmoing de ce nous avons signe ce présent Roolle de notre main et faict 
sceller du scel de nos armes les dits jour et an dessus dits.
[Signé] R. de Challenilles
En la presence de moy Pierre de Boudeville contrerolleur extraordinaire de guerres tous les 
dessus surnommiez et escriptz deux cens [200] hommes de guerre a pied escossois estans 
soubz la charge et conduicte du Sr James Dogues leur cappitaine sa personne y comprinse 
de longtemps mis sus pour le service du Roy en ce dit pais descosse et de présent en la ville 
de dondy [Dundee] pour la garde et deffence dicelle du quel nombre en y a six vingts [120] 
harquebuziers et le reste picquiers. Ont confesse avoir et en receu comptant de Me Benoist 
le Grant conseiller du dit Sieur et par luy commis a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des 
fraiz extraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de dixsept cens vingt [1,720] livres tournois a 
ce ordonnée pour leurs gaiges soulde estatz appoinctemens et entretennans du dit mois 
commencans le premier du présent mois de novembre qui est a ch acu n  des dits 
harquebuziers viij [8] livres a chacun des dits picquiers vij [7] livres et au dit cappitaine 
tant pour les estatz de luy ses lieutenant et enseigne que officiers de bande ijc [200] livres 
de la quelle somme de xvijc xx [1,720] livres tous les dessus dits gens de guerre a pied 
escossois. Et chacun  deulx particulièrement se sont tenuz et tiennent pour comptans et 
bien payiez. Et en ont quiete et quictent le dit Me Benoist le Grant commis sus dits a tous 
autres et tesmoing mon seing manuel en mis a leur requeste le vingungme jour de 
novembre lan mil cinq cens quarente huict [21 novembre 1548].
[Signé] Deboudeville
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Roolle de la Monstre et Reveue faicte en la ville dehedinton [Haddington] le dix septme 
jour de mars lan mil cinq cens quarente neuf [17 March 1549/50] de deux cens quarente six 
[246] hommes de guerre a pied francois et gascons estans des longtemps pour la service du 
roy en ce pais et roiaulme dEscosse et de présent en la ville dehedington pour la garde 
seurete et deffence dicelle soubz la charge et conduicte de Pierre Longue leur cappne 
particullier sa personne y comprinse faisant partie de plus grant nombre delà dite nation 
dont est colonel le Sr de la Chapelle Biron. Du quel nombre de la dit nombre il y a oultre le 
dit cappne ung lieutenant ung porteur denseigne deux sergens de bende six caps descadre 
de picquiers et cinq autres de harquebuziers soixante huict [68] hommes portant corselletz 
trente[30] harquebuziers armez de mailles et motions et soixante dix [70] autres simples 
ung fourier un phiffre et deux tabourins. Par nous Jacques de Carondelles Escuier 
seigneur du dit lieu commissaire extraordinaire des guerres commis et ordonne a faire la 
dite monstre et reveue. Icelle servant a lacquit de Me Raoul Moreau conseiller du Roy et 
lun des trésoriers de lexercices de ses guerres pour trois mois entiers commencans le 
septiesme jour de novembre dernier passe. Desquelz les noms et surnoms sensuyvent. 
Pierre Longue, Cappne Ladeuese, Lieutenant, Le Cappne Noël, enseigne, Sergens: 
Laraiquoin, La font.
Caps descadre de Picquiers: Jacques de la guillotiere, Lacave, Seigneur, Monnet, 
Pierre Delion, Mathurin Quilel.
Caps descadre de harquebuziers: Marisicque, Raimondde, S1 Blancard, S* Denis, 
Ravenel, Pousel.
Gens portans corselletz: Francois Beidier, Lasyna, Jehan de Montasque, Delafont, 
Jehan le Maistre, Laloges, Cierzay, Lacombe, Jehan Portalis, Nicollas Debaldurant, 
Adrian le Moine, Charles Dubreulh, Clement Barbe, Piere Gane, Jehan Pere, Bouque 
Negre, Pollue, Yvon, Chamedelaire, Robert Buynel, le Gasconnier, Pierre Berdier, 
Carpentier, Jehan Clerin, Jehan Racol, Jehan Birgier, Nicollas Guillan, Simon Lieure, 
Ravaul Carneau, Anthoine de la Tourele, Bernard de la Fosse, Garret, Jehan Vielle, 
Dufoir, Rammond de garde, Rene du Meaune, Ramond de Terbe, Thouroinne Morin, 
Jehan de Thoulouzie, Nicollas Marchel, Mathurin de Vendosme, Jacques Lhomme, Jehan 
Duval, Jacques Declere, Emond de Champenois, Guillaume Grancher, Jehan le Coupin, 
Piere de Baleure, Jherosne de Si Luce, Piere Jaicquy, Philipes Debeinet, Jehan de Mesme, 
Jehan Jumeau, Claude Millieur, Grant Jehan, Barrier, Poutricharet, Le Petit Estienne, Le
15 Catalogued in Inventaire Chronologique des Documents relatifs à l'histoire d'Écosse conservées aux 
Archives du Royaume à Paris, (ed) A. Teulet, (Abbotsford Club) Edinburgh (1839) p. 95.
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Manceau, Robert Barrie, Jehan de Paris, Pierre Ferdin, Cailles, Lapomme, Guillen 
Chomeil, Soube Lacave, Briqueu Chepoulestant.
Harquebuziers Morrioinez: Hallion, Jehan Clement, Isaac Paiol, Francillon, 
Parpalhotte, Louis Briun, Claude Braun, Pierre le Gascon, Jehan Marchandi, Jehan 
Levandi, Pierre Boillar, Manquy Roussert, S1 Clement, Loui de la Fage, Reignrult le Net, 
Jehan Berner, Lerouge, Joseph Navaille, Pierre Dazil, S1 Provoquier, Pierre Balle, Jehan 
Causade, Lacire, Pellissels,Tristain le Gauchin, Bernard de Purin, Lacouldre, Dorante de 
Napis, Pierre de la Mare, Jehan Argier.
Harquebuziers Simples: Loubarel, Bouchet, Helies Combault, Coudret, Jehan de 
Pegol, Gilles Daraignon, Alphonse Despesgne, Damien Prévost, Anthoine de Lyne, Jehan 
de Lion, François de Thurin, Jehan Blauchare, Guillaume de Trein, Michau de Noire, 
Jehan Deglent, Navaille, Castel Naute, Therpis Robert, Maitre Picon, Jehan Burle, Claude 
de Franeineit, Chaulment, Gaillard de Halle, Jehan Peran, Jehan Constane, Le Feigure, 
Anthoine de Le, Lageste, Mathure Jumeau, Michel le Rogis, Nicollas de Mouchy, Laurent 
Prunel, François de Milan, Anthoine Amy, Raimond Debaut, Thomas Botin, Louis 
Laurenes, Hilies Lacarde, Alexandre Vallette, Jacques de Raye, Prunquy, Campeschant, 
Jehan Gillet, Anthoine Pujol, Lafosse, Le Breton, Pierre Petit, Jehan de Santrailles, Jehan 
de Becon, Adam Jouil, Jehan Abel, Piere Patril, Bertrand de Jucail, Jamatel Dalexandre, 
Martin de Brisse, S1 Germain, Bertrand de Montasquieur, Coignat, Jehan Sohue, Jehan le 
Guier, Jehan Grimault, Maytin de Brosse, Félix François, Lagrangette de Berrie, Jehan 
Dauge, Le Chesne, Lebuisson, S1 Lion, Cheraulde, Laprima.
Gens prenans simple paie: Guerre, Jehan Gourmoult, Mathieu Launiaret, Frisse, 
Messire Gilles, Jehan Dollon, Puille, Bertrand Borde, Nicollas Miel, Anthoine Chier, 
Anthoine Bernard, Guillaume delà Font, Jehan Poutart, Jehan Ballizer, Nicollas Bombard, 
Neuterul, Ballaphre, Villenault, Pierre de Varennes, Claude Guilhont, Jacques Dubuisson, 
Le More, Callebon, Thomas Lhoumiel, Pierre Pesare, Pierre Gillet, Anthoine Lievoy, 
Charles Rebours, Simon Belin, Mathieu Faucel, Jacques de Lion, Le Baron de Vouquiers, 
Lachassaigine, Cublanc, Arnault de Sertiz, Jacques Emard, André Famie, François de 
Sarraunt, Loucouroul, La Gaule, Jehan de billerios, Jehan Fleurisson, Philipes le Pelletier, 
Grant Dallode, Pierre Delespine, Gilles de Thoury, Bryradon, Pierre Gaiche, Laverion, 
Parnachel, Picaudin, Lauqueguerre, Bernard du Coing, David Laigneau, Aearie le 
Tailleur, Jacob Olax, Mathieu Pisaf, Capaillion.
La font, Fourrier, Marm Yuoil, Phiffre, François Jehan Dauge, Tambourin, Claude 
Rochel, Tambourin. Nombre Total: iic xlvi [246] hommes.
Nous Jacques de Carondelet escuier Sr du dit lieu commissaire dessusnomme certifiions a 
nos Srs les gens des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et autres quil appartiendra avoir den 
visite par forme de monstre et revue tous les dessus deux cens quarante six [246] hommes 
de guerre a pied francois et gascons estans des longtemps pour le service du Roy en ce pais
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et Roiaulme descosse et de présent en garnison en la ville de Hedington pour la garde 
seurecte et deffence dicelle soubz la charge et conduicte de Pierre Longue leur cappne 
particullier sa personne y comprinse faisons partie de plus gran nombre de la dite nacion 
dont est colonnel le Sr de la Chapelle Biron. Duquel nombre y a oultre le dit cappne ung 
Lieutenant ung porteur denseigne deux sergens de bande six caps descadre de picquiers 
cinq autres de harquebuziers soixante huict hommes portans corselletz trente harquebuziers 
armez de mailles et morrions soixante dix autres simples ung fourrier ung phiffre et deux 
tabourins. Ausquelz apres que les avons trouvez capables en bon et suffisant estât et 
habellement de guerre pour faire service au roy notre dit Sr en faict dicelles et par tout 
ailleurs ou il luy plaira les emploier. Et diceulx prins et receu le serment en tel cas requis et 
acoustumme leur avons faicte payer bailler et délivrer comptant par Me Raoul Moreau 
conseiller du dit Seigneur et lun des trésoriers dextraordinaire de ses guerres. Assavoir ijc 
xlvi [246] hommes pour leur simple paie xviii 1 [18 livres]. Et oultre et predessus leur 
simple paie au dit Cappne pour son estât iiic 1 [300 livres] a son lieutenant pour semblable 
viixxx 1 [150 livres] a son porteur denseigne aussy pour semblable iiiixxx 1 [90 livres] a 
chac"un des de deux sergens xlii 1 [42 livres] a chacun  des de six caps descadres de 
picquiers pareilles somme de xlii 1 [42 livres] a chacun des de cinq autres deharquebuziers 
xxxvi 1 [36 livres] a chacun des de lxviii [68] hommes ix 1 [9 livres] a chacun et ses lxx 
[70] autres simples lx s [60 sols] au dit fourrier xviii 1 [18 livres] au dit phiffre xxiiii 1 [24 
livres] a chacun des deux tambourins xviii 1 [18 livres]. Icelles sommes a eulx ordonnées 
pour leurs gaiges souldes estatz et appoinctemens le trois mois entiers commancans le 
septiesme jour de novembre dannee passée. En tesmoing de ce nous allons signe ce 
présent roolle de notre main et faict sceller de scel de noz armes les jour et an dessus dit.
[Signé] De Carondelet
En la presence de moy Anthoine Bonard contrereolleur extraordinaire des gueres tous les 
dessusnomminez et escriptz deux cens quarente six [246] hommes de guerre a pied dessus 
désignés estans depuis longtemps pour le service du roy en ce pais et roiaulme descosse et 
de présent en garnison en la ville dehedinton [Haddington] pour la garde seurete et deffence 
dicelle soubz la charge et conduicte de Pierre Longue leur Cappne particulier sa personne y 
comprinse et faisons partie de plus gran nombre de la dite nacion dont est colonnel le Sr de 
la Chapelle Biron. Duquel nombre y a oultre le dit Cappne ung lieutenant ung porteur 
denseigne deux serjens de bend six caps descadre de picquiers cinq autres de harquebuziers 
soixante huict hommes portant corselletz trente harquebuziers armez de mailles et morions 
soixante dix autres simples ung fourrier un phiffre et deux tabourins. Ont confesse avoir 
eu et receu comptant de Me Raoul Moreau trésorier delextraordinaire des guerres la somme 
de six mil six cens cinquante quatre [6,654] livres tournois qui est ....hole in MS.... a 
chacun de dits ijc xlvi [246] hommes pour leurs simples paies xlviii 1 [48 livres] et oultre 
et pardessus leur simple paie au dit Cappne pour son estât iiic 1 [300 livres] a son lieutenant
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pour semblable viixxx 1 [150 livres] a son porteur denseigne aussy pour semblable
.... hole in MS.... [?iiiixxx 1 (90 livres)] a chac-un des deux sergens xlii 1 [42 livres] a
chacun des dits six caps descadre de Picquiers pareille somme de xlii 1 [42 livres] a chac" 
un des dits cinq autres de harquebuziers xxxvi 1 [36 livres] a chacun des dits lxviii [68]
hommes portans corsellets ix 1 [9 livres] a c h acu n .... hole in MS... [?xxx (30 livres)]
harquebuziers morrionez aussy ix 1 [9 livres] a chacun des dits lxx [70] autres simples lx s 
[60 sols] au dit fourrier xviii 1 [18 livres] au dit phiffre xxiiii 1 [24 livres] et a chacun des 
deux tambourins xviii 1 [18 livres]. Icelles sommes a eulx ordonnées pour leurs gaiges 
souldes estats et appoinctemans de trois mois entiers commancans le septiesme jour de 
novembre dernier passée de la quelle somme de vjmvjcliiii 1 [6,654 livres]. Ilz et chacun 
deulx particullierement se sont tenuz et tiennent pour contans et bien paiez et ont quiet et 
quictent le dit Me Raoul Moreau trésorier sus dit et tous autres. Tesmoing mon seing 
manuel en mis a leurs requeste le dix septiesme jour de mars lan mil cinq cens quarante 
neuf [17 mars 1549/50].
[Signé] A Bonard.
MUSTER-ROLL
OF THE FRENCH GARRISON 
AT DUNBAR
1 5 5 3
Edited by
R O B E R T  S. R A IT
IN T R O D U C T I O N
T he English invasion of Scotland, during the minority of 
Mary Stuart, came to an end in the spring of 1550, when the 
English, by the Treaty of Boulogne, promised to evacuate 
every Scottish castle in their possession. They had, in point 
of fact, been driven out of every important stronghold, and 
all Scotland knew that this deliverance from the ‘ auld 
enemy’ was due to the French alliance, and that it was 
essential, as a precautionary measure, to retain French troops 
in the country. The sense of gratitude which the Scots 
entertained for their allies was greatly diminished by jealousy 
of the foreigners and by the knowledge that the Queen- 
Mother, Mary of Lorraine, was anxious to increase, to the 
utmost possible extent, French influence in Scotland. The 
little queen had been in France since August 1548 ; she was 
soon to be the bride of the dauphin, and a continuance of 
French influence seemed inevitable. In these circumstances 
the occupation of some strong places by the French could not 
be avoided, but the precise number of them remained to be 
determined.
On the 22nd April 1550, the Privy Council o f Scotland drew 
up for the information o f the Queen-Dowager and of Henry ii. 
a statement of the French garrisons which they deemed neces­
sary for the protection o f the country. There was no desire 
on the part of the Regent Arran or o f the Council generally 
needlessly to increase the number o f French soldiers in Scot­
land, and they preferred that some strongholds should be 
4 cassin doun’ rather than that they should be thus occupied.
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But about the Castle of Dunbar there could be no hesitation ; it must be defended at all hazards. It was accordingly intimated that the Council desired King Henry to place in it «well a garrison ‘as his Majestic or his lieutennent thinkis nedfull for preservatioun of the samyn in time ofpece.1 The muster-roll and pay list of the garrison as itexisted in 1553 shows what the King of France ‘thochtnedfull.1 Dunbar had been garrisoned by French soldiersfor a considerable time, and it had been under the charge of more than one notable French governor, but it has not been possible to discover any trace of this Captain Carronant, who with his officers, thirty men at arms, thirty-five arque- buisiers, and twenty-five privates held the Castle in 1553. The document itself requires no explanation beyond the trans­lation here appended. It is a muster-roll and pay list drawn up after a special review and inspection made by a French official of high rank. It. S. R.
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MUSTER-ROLL of the F rench Garrison quartered at the Castle of Dunbar under the command of Captain Carronant, in the year 1553.
R oolle de la monstre et reueus faicte a Dombarre au pays et Royaume d Escosse le vnziesme jour de Juing lan mil cinq cens cinquante trois de cent hommes de guerre apied François et Gascons estans de longtemps pour le seruice du Roy au Royaume d Escosse et de present en garnison au chasteau du Dombarre soulz la charge et conduicte du Cappitaine Kar- ronant sa personne y comprinse par Jehan de Monlo sieur du lieu commissaire extraordinaire des guerres et commis a faire la monstre et reueue icelle seruant a lacquict de Ms. Raoul Morcan conseiller du Roy et lun des trésoriers de lextraordinaire de ses guerres pour quatre mois entiers com- manceans les septiesmes jours des mois de Mars Auril May et le present mois de Juing desquelz gens de guerre apied les noms et surnoms ensuiuent :—
Premièrement.
Le Cappitaine Carronant.Le Cappitaine Masse Lieutenant.Le Cappitaine Bordet enseigne.Jehan de Trerme sergent
Cappitaines descouadre de picquiers.
La Pallue.Enguerrant.
Cappitaine descouadre de harquebuziers.
Anthonie de Femes.
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Gens armez et portans corsellets. 
François Meuret.
Anthonie de Vernasaltz.
Fortin de la Piote.
Guillaume de Mas.
Jehan de la Mayre.
Pierre Mourry.
L hermite.
Pierre Sarre.
Guillaume Loriston.
Loys Lescauf.
xvij.
Francisco Arnauldes.
Noël Rabas.
Jacques Oezier.
Anthonie Sollier.
Vierre.
Lagrec.
Jehan Bridier.
Jelen le Roux.
Guyon le long.
Mathurin de la Touche.
Laurens Ygard.
Thanoynes.
Guillaume Culterc.
Anthonie du Vert.
Jehan Cazade.
Pierre Gendre.
La Dagne.
Pierre Verdier.
Claude Veus.
xix.
Pierre Charles.
Harquebuziers armez de mailler s et moreons.
Locquart.
Maleteste.
Channet.
Monragur.
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Anthonie la grange.
James Molynet.
Le Castella.
Pierre le Taneur.
Pierre du fie.
Jehan de la Fargue.
Petre Poule.
Le Capdei.
Francois Praderes.
Jehan Thony.
La Runerc.
Harquebuziers simples.
Robert Fiori mont.
Martin Canye.
Marc.
xix.
Vieille Guerre.
Claude Francois.
Jehan Francois.
Jacques Andre.
Estienne de la Faurye.
Vidan Darrolles.
Nicolas du von.
Noël Turpin.
Jehan Mon tan.
Jehan duboys.
Allexander Sauxon.
Jehan le Sauuaige.
La Brousse.
Le Merle.
Francois le Breton.
Le Bragard,
Fayolles.
Le Phiffre.
Le Thabourin.
Le Fourrier,
Gens prenons simple paye.
Guyon Moulan.
Le Monro.
no m u s t e r -r o l l  o f
Berthrand de Fangaulx.
Jehan le Maistre.
XX111J.
Jacques Guilhan.
Raymont Tanoyn.
La Montaigne.
Le petit Estienne.
Hue Ladre.
Anthonie Dupie.
Janot Caldisac.
Le Picart.
Bourdeaulx.
Jacquet le Prince.
Jehan le Moyne.
Guillaume Mosselet.
Pierre de Leuren.
Le Mareschal.
Le Seigneur.
Claude Dehors.
Robin Dore.
Guyon Genytor.
Thomas Sowars.
Pierre Du Boys.
Robert Malcheson.
XXj.
Nombre total Cent.
v „ „ ,  j chan de Monlo sieur du lieu commissaire dessusnomme 
^ „ „ 3“  nos sieurs les gens des comptes du Roy notre s.re 
a Paris et autres quie appartiendra auoir veu et visite pa 
forme de monstre et reueue tous les dessus et escnptz cent 
hommes de guerre apied François et Gascons estens de ong- 
temps pour le seruice du Roy en ce Royaume d Escos e et 
de présent en garnison au chasteau de Dombarre souk la 
charce et conduite du cappitaine Karronant sa personne y 
comprinse, Esquelz ya oultre le Cappitame son lieutenant, 
vno porteur danceigne, vng sergent de bande, deux c a p i ­
taines descouadre de picquiers, vng autre de harquebuz.e.s, 
trente hommes armez et portans corselletz, quinze harque-
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buziers armez de mailles et moreons, vingt autre harquebuziers 
simples, vng phiffre, vng tabourin, et vng fourrier, Ausquelz 
apres les auoir trouvez en bon et suffisant estât et habille­
ment de guerre pour le seruice du Seigneur et diceulx prins 
et revcu leur serment en tel cas requis et acoustume, leur 
auons faict payer bailler et delliurer comptant par M8 Raoul 
Morcan conseiller du Roy et lun des trésoriers de lextra- 
ordinaire de ses guerres, Assauoir, aus cent hommes a chacun 
vingt quatre Hures pour leur soulde et simple paye du quatre 
mois a raison de six liures par moys, Et oultre et par dessus 
la simple paye au Cappitaine pour son estât quatre cens 
liures a raison de cent liures par mois, a son lieutenant pour 
semblable deux cents liures a raison de cinquante liures par 
mois, au porteur danseigne six vingtz liures aussi pour 
semblable a raison de trente liures par moys, au sergent 
de bande cinquante six liures a raison de quatorze liures par 
mois, aux deux cappitaines descouadre de picquiers a chacun 
pareille somme de cinquante six liures a la raison de quatorze 
liui*es par mois, a vng autre de harquebuziers quarente huict 
liures a raison de douze liures par mois, aux trente hommes 
armez et portans a chacun douze liures a raison de soixante 
solz par mois, aux quinze harquebuziers armez de mailles et 
moreons a chacun pareille somme de douze liures a la raison 
de soixante solz par mois, a vingt autres harquebuziers simples 
a chacun quatre liures a raison de vingt solz par mois, au 
phiffre trente deux liures a raison de huict liures par mois, 
au tabourin et au fourrier a chacun vingt quatre liures a 
raison de six liures par mois, Le tout a eulx ordonne pour 
leur gaiges soulde estatz entretenemens et appoinctemens de 
quatre mois entiers commanceans les septiesmes jours des mois 
de Mars Auril May et le présent de Juing lan mil cinq cens 
cinquante trois. En tesmoing de ce nouz auons signe ce 
présent roolle de notre main et faict seiller du seel de noz 
armes les jour et an dessus. J. M onlo.
En la presence de Monsieur Claude Helyot contreroller ex­
traordinaire des guerres tous les dessus nommez et escriptz 
cent hommes de guerre apied François et Gascons estans de 
longtemps pour le seruice du Roy en ce Royaume d Escosse
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et de présent en garnison au chasteau de Dombarre soulz la 
c h a l e t  conduicte du Cappitaine Karronant sa personnei )
& 0 Fsauelz va oultre le Cappitaine, son lieutenant,
:7,7a» Z t ï  -« “ ¿ 2taines descouadres de picquiers, vng autre de haïquebuz.ers,
, . hommes armez et portans corselletz, quinze barque
buziers armez de mailles et moreons, vingt autre harquebuzm.s
l c vucr chiffre, vng tabourin, et vng fouiner.
eorfesse auâr eu et receu comptant de M- Raoul Morcan
ailler du Rov et lun des trésoriers de lextraordmaire conseille! du Roy et  ^ ^  mU trente six Hures tournes
assauoh^a chacun des cent hommes vingt quatre hures pour 
f  i j p pf simple paye de quatre mois entiers a raison de
lixhuTes par mois. Et oultre et par dessus la simple paye le 
Cappitaine pour son estât quatre cens hures a raison de ce 
hures par mois, son lieutenant deux cens hures pour semblable 
a raison de cinquante liures par mois, le porteur danseign 
L  vingt* '¡ures aussi pour semblable a raison de trente hures 
ar °is le servent de bande cinquante six hures a raison 
par mois le = mois, chacun de deux cappita.nes
f  ouadre de picquiers chacun pareille somme de cinquante
P  liures a laP2 o n  de quatorze liures par mois, le cappi-
taine descouadre de harquebouziers quarente huict liures a 
tame descou ^  ^  mois> chacun des trente hommes
armez et portans corselletz douze liures a raison de soixante 
t o i ?  par mois, chacun de quinze harquebuziers armez de 
Mipc et moreons pareille somme de douze liures a la 
raison de soixante solz par mois, chacun des vingtz autres
harquebuziers huict
par mois, le phiffre trente chacun vingt
H: i ; ; e  hu resT 'rà ist de six liures par mois, A eulx ordonner 
pour leur gaiges soulde estatz appoinctemens et entietene- 
ns de quatre mois entiers commanceans les septiesmes jours 
mens de h“ « "  1 el Ie preSent de Juing De laquelledes mois de Mms Aurd May et V  ^  ^  particulliere.
SOmr se sont tenuz et tiennent pour contans et bien payée 
T " 1 ont auict et quietent le M» Raoul Morcan trésorier 
l e “  touz autres Tesmoing mon seing manuel ay mis a leur
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requeste le douziesme jour du mois de Juing lan mil cinq 
cens cinquante troys. . C. H e u o t .
TRANSLATION
R oll of the Muster aud Review made at Dunbar, in the country and king­
dom of Scotland, on the 11th day of June in the year 1553, of a hundred 
men of war, on foot, French and Gascons, who had been for some time 
in the King’s service in the kingdom of Scotland, and now in garrison 
at the Castle of Dunbar under the charge and conduct of Captain Car- 
ronant (himself included), by John de Monlo, Lord of Monlo, Commis­
sioner Extraordinary of War, and official for making that muster and 
review, serving in the pay of M. Raoul Moreau, Councillor of the King, 
and one of the Treasurers Extraordinary of the War for four complete 
months, beginning on the 7th days of the months of March, April, May, 
aud the present month of June. O f the which men of war on foot the 
names and surnames follow :—
First, Captain Carrouant.
Captain Masse, Lieutenant 
Captain Bordet, Ensign.
John de Trerme, Sergeant.
Captains o f squadrons of Pikemen.
La Pallue.
Enguerrant.
Captain of squadron of Arquebuisiers.
Antony de Pernes.
Men-at-arms wearing corslets.
[Here follow 30 names.]
Arquebuisiers armed with corslets and morions.
[Here follow 15 names.]
Simple Arquebuisiers [probably wearing jerkins only].
[Here follow 20 names.]
The Fifer.
The Drummer.
The Quartermaster-Sergeant.
Privates.
[Here follow 25 names.]
Total— 100.
W e, John de Monlo, Lord of Monlo, Commissioner aforesaid, certify 
to our Lords of the Treasury of our Lord the King at Paris, and others 
whom it may concern, that we have seen and visited, by way of muster
H
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and review, all the above enrolled hundred men of war on foot, French 
and Gascons, who have been for some time in the king’s service in this 
kingdom of Scotland, and now in garrison at the Castle of Dunbar under 
the charge and conduct of Captain Carronant (himself included). Of 
these there are, besides the captain, his lieutenant, one ensign, one 
troop-sergeant, two captains of squadron of pikemen, another captain 
of arquebuisiers, 30 men-at-arms wearing corslets, 15 arquebuisiers 
armed with corslets and morions, twenty other simple arquebuisiers, 
one piper, one drummer, and one quartermaster-sergeant. After having 
found them in good and sufficient state and equipment for war, for the 
service of their Lord and Prince, and having received their oath, as 
is required and customary in such cases, we had them paid and 
delivered money by M. Raoul Moreau, Councillor of the king and 
one of the Treasurers Extraordinary for War,—that is to say, to the 
hundred men 24 livres each for their wages and regular pay for four 
months, at the rate of six livres a month. And beyond and above their 
regular pay 400 livres (at the rate of 100 livres a month) to the captain, 
for his rank ; to his lieutenant likewise 200 livres, at the rate of 50 
livres a month ; to the ensign also six score livres, at the rate of 30 livres 
a month; to the troop-sergeant -56 livres, at the rate of 14 livres a 
month ; to the two squadron-captains of pikemen an equal sum each of 
56 livres, at the rate of 14 livres a month; to one other captain of 
arquebuisiers 48 livres, at the rate of 12 livres a month ; to the 30 men- 
at-arms wearing [corslets] 12 livres, at the rate of 60 sous a month ; to 
the 15 arquebuisiers armed with corslets and morions an equal sum of 12 
livres, at the rate of 60 sous a month ; to 20 other simple arquebuisiers 
4 livres each, at the rate of 20 sous a month; to the piper 32 livres, at 
the rate of 8 livres a month; to the drummer and the quartermaster- 
sergeant 24 livres, at the rate of six livres a month. The whole is the 
sum ordered to them for their wages, pay, rank, maintenance, and 
equipment for four complete months beginning on the 7th days of the 
months of March, April, May, and the present month of June in the 
year 1553. In witness whereof we have signed this present roll, with 
our hand and had it sealed with the seal of our arms, the day and year 
aforesaid. J. Monlo.
In the presence of M. Claude Helyot, Comptroller Extraordinary of 
War, all the aforesaid enrolled hundred men of war, on foot, French 
and Gascons [etc. as before] . . . .  have acknowledged that they had 
received money from M. Raoul Moreau, Councillor of the King and 
one of the Treasurers Extraordinary for War, the sum of 4036 livres 
Tournois, that is to say [the pay is enumerated as before] . . . .  For 
the which sum of 4036 livres they and each of them acknowledge that 
they are content and well paid, and have quit the said M. Raoul Moreau, 
Treasurer aforesaid, and all others. In witness whereof, I put my sign- 
manual to their request, tho 12th day of the month of Juno 1553.
C. HELIOT.
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Muster Roll No.8 - Le Mans - 22 Aprii I554_l 6 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 21522, No. 3
Roolle de la Monstre et Reveue faicte en armee en la ville du Mans le vingt deuxiesme jour 
davril lan mil vc cinquante quatre [22 avril 1554] de cinquante neuf [59] hommes darmes et 
quatre vingt huict [88] archers du nombre de soixante [60] lances des ordonnances du Roy 
notre sire estans soubz la charge et conduicte de Monsieur le Conte d'Aran [James 
Hamilton, 3rd Earl of Arran] leur capitaine sa personne y comprinse par nous Jehan de 
Forssans Seigneur de Gardissent commissaire ordinaire des guerres et Jehan Nirvin 
contrerolleur ordinaire des dites guerres. Commis et députez a la dite monstre suivant la 
quelle le payement a este faict aus dits hommes darmes et archers tant de leurs gaiges et 
soulde ancyen crue et laugmantacion et commitacion des vivres et ustancilles des logis a 
eulx ordonniez par le dit Sr pour le quartier de janvier feuvrier et mars mil vc cinquante 
troys dernier passe par Jehan Ardille payeur de la dite compaignie pour servir a lacquict de 
Me Jehan Gaultier conseiller du Roy notre dit sire et trésorier ordinaire de ses guerres 
desquelz hommes darmes et archers les noms et surnoms sensuivant.
Et Premièrement
M onsr le Conte dHaran, Capne> James de Craffort, enseigne, Patris Heryot guydon, 
James Grant, Mr des Logis. [4 officiers]
Hommes darmes: James Hameton laisne, André Gourdon, Robin Nisbert, Robert 
Hameton, Vualte Malvyn, Thomas Footboys, Thomas Craffort laisne, Georges Foclyn, 
Thomas de Bethi, André Conigan, Georges Ambeton, Guillaume de Craffort, Robert 
Conigan, Jehan Robisson, Guillaume Guex laisne, Jehan Hambeton le jeune, Nicollas 
Cambel, Robert Spens, Alexandre Heryot, Jehan Vinston, Guillaume Rudefort, Jehan 
Bleart, Gaud Humes le jeune, Jehan Bombart, David Bourthir, Robert de gresme, Vualte 
de Montgomery, Alexandre Cambel, Vualte Gresme, Vualte Hameton, André Gresme, 
Robin Nisbert le jeune, André Montcourt, Robert Montgomery, Georges Gremella, James 
Andersson, Codebert Toutel, Edouart Vualler, James Faulstel, Robert le Biston, Jehan de 
Rampler, Guillaume Bethi, Jehan Contaille, James Malvyn, Alexandre Donalson, Thomas 
Labernathe, Gillebert Ladre, Guillaume Sexton, Guillaume Graiy le jeune, Thomas More, 
Pierre Conigan, James Nisbert, Jehan de la Bussiere, James de Craffort le jeune, 
Alexandre Rudefort. [55 hommes d'armes]
Archers: Charles de Craffort Guilles Ramiray, Arthur Menissier, Archebal Sondingan, 
Guillaume Hameton laisne, Jehan Laire, trompette, Robert Allouart, Jehan de 
Montgomery, James Cahouart, Richard Gourdon, Sanson Mestiuier, David Ogvilly, Hivre 
de Folleville, Guillaume le Plai, Jehan Nisbert, Mascen Flavyn, Phillebert Thomas, Denis
16 i am grateful to Madame Marie-Pierre Laffitte, Conservateur des Manuscrits, Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Paris, for checking and correcting this document on the 21 December 1990.
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Quedesse, James Laviston, Guillaume Logand, Andre Bourthir, Adam Ledel, Guillaume 
Ambeton le jeune, Jehan Laulainge, Thomas Hingle, Alexandre Dunlopt, Archer Hehonart, 
Robert Andersson, Andre Douglex laisne, Alexandre Cadel, Laurens Boon, Francoys de 
Lanan, Guillaume Harde, Georges Raman, Thomas Pappe, Georges Maclevyn, James 
Lyerman, Thomas Compart, Guillaume Spans, Georges Onaschart, Jehan Oysmer le 
jeune, Pierre Label, David Craffort, James de Ramplet, Alexandre Maclourt, Hedem 
Cohon, Richard Ramiray, Guillaume Rudefort, Styn Gourlot, Laptiste de Galleras, Jehan 
de Sainct Cler, Jehan Melht, Henry de Montoit, Jehan Flauyn, James Cummyn, Jehan 
Trotel, Georges Alfiston, James Rudefort, David Brumart, Denis de Bellig[in], Robert 
Stuart laisne, Guillaume Deniston, Andre Douglex le jeune, Robert Oui, Triburn ...MS. 
torn... Jehan Malvyn, Georges Dragr...MS.tom.., Jehan Bleart, David Archon....[from 
this point only parts of first names remain from the torn section of the parchment]. [69 
Archers, 19 names missing]
Nous Jehan de Forssan Sr de Gardissent commissaire ordinaire des guerres dessus nomme 
certiffions a Mssrs les gens tenans les comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et autres
.......MS. torn off..........  Revues tous les dessus nommez et escriptz cinquante neuf [59]
hommes darmes et quatre vingts huict [88] Archers du nombre de soixante [60] chacun
fournye des ordonnances du dit Sr estans soubs......MS. tom off..... comprinse les quelz
nous avons trouvez en bon et suffisant estât et habillemans de guerre pour servir le Roy 
notre dit Sr au faict des dites guerres et ailleurs ou il luy plaira les ...MS. torn off.... et 
soulde a eulz ordonnez par le dit Sr pour le quartier de janvier février et mars mil vc 
cinquante troys dernier passe. A raison de cent neuf [109] livres tournois pour hommes 
darmes pour chacun ....MS. torn off... archer. Et au feur de quatre cens trante six [436] 
livres tournois pour hommes darmes et deux cens dix huict [218] livres pour Archer par
an. En tesmoing de ce nous avons signe de présente Roolle de notre .......MS. torn
off......et an dessus dit.
[Signé] Jehan de Forssans
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Muster Roll No.9 - Robbe a Laudun - 23 April 1556 17
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 21524, No. 5
Roolle de la Monstre et reveue faicte en Robbe a Laudun le xxiii jour d'apuril lan mil cinq 
cens cinquante six [23 avril 1556] de soixante [60] hommes darmes et quatrevingt dix [90] 
archers du nombre dune compagnie de soixante [60] lances des ordonnances du Roy notre 
sire estans soubz la charge et conduicte de Monsr le Conte dHaran [James Hamilton, 3rd 
Earl of Arran] leur capitaine sa personne y comprinse par nous Jehan de Forssans 
Chevalier commissaire ordinaire des guerres commis et ordonne a faire la dite monstre et 
reveue suiuant la quelle paiement a este faict au dits hommes darmes et archers par Nicolas 
le Comtoy paieur de la dite compagnie de leurs gaiges soulde tant anciens creue 
augmentacon que commutation des ustancilles et des bris des Logis de la gendarmerie 
nagueres accordée par le peuple au Roy du quartier de janvier février et mars mil cinq cens 
cinquante cinq pour servir a laquict de Me Jehan Gaultier conseiller du Roy et trésorier 
ordinaire de ses guerres des quelz hommes darmes et archers les noms et surnoms 
sensuivent.
Et Premièrement
Monsieur le Conte d'Haran, Cappne, Gaud Humes, Lieutenant, James Craffort, enseigne, 
Patrix Heriot, guidon, James Grand Maa  ^des Logis. [5 officiers]
Hommes darmes: Guillaume Ambleton, Andre Gourdon, Robin Nisbet laisne, Robert 
Ambleton, Vuatres Melvin, Thomas Craffort laisne, Thomas Forboys, Georges Ficlin, 
Thomas Belhy, Patrix Humes, Georges Ambleton, Guille Craffort, Robert Conigam, 
Jehan Roberson, Claude Straton, Jehan Ambleton, Nicolas Cambel, Thomas Hingles, 
Alexandre Heriot, Jehan Buiston, Guillaume Rudefford, Charles Craffort, Gay Humes, 
Jehan Bombart, Thomas Craffort le jeune, Verne de Folleville, Uuan de Montgomery, 
Alexandre Cambel, Vuatre Gresme, Vuatre Ambleton, Andre Gresme, Robin Nisbet le 
jeune, Andre Maucourt, Georges Gresmela, Robert Montgomery, James Andresson, 
Alexandre Rudeffurd, Caudebert Trotart, David Gresme, James Fauster, Philibert Thomas, 
Guilaulme Bethy, Jehan Cornaille, James Melvin, Alexandre Donalson, Thomas 
Abernathee, Gilbert Lade, Guillaume Ceton, Guillaume Gres le jeune, Guillaume de 
Biston, James Nisbet, Pierre Conignam, Guillaume Ambleton, Robert le Viston, Jehan de 
la Bussiere. [55 hommes d'armes]
Archers: Jehan Houct, Guillaume Ramezay, Arthus Menissier, Archebat Fondringnam, 
Jehan Laire, trompette, Jehan Alouan, James Cahouart, Guillaume Ambleton pour im[ois] 
iij [3] jours, Jehan de Montgomery, Richard Gordon, Francois Blac, Anthoine Doudrie,
17 i am grateful to Madame Marie-Pierre Laffitte, conservateur des manuscrits, Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Paris, for checking and correcting this document on the 21 December, 1990.
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Alexandre de la Troyue, Guillaume le Plat, Jehan Nisbet, Mascon Flemyn, Guillaume de 
Montgomery, Denis Guedes, Guillaume Ambleton le jeune, Jehan Yougart, Michel 
Craffort, pour im [ois] xxix [29] jours, Jehan Grès, Uuan Craffort, Jehan Langlan, 
Robert Tournebulle, fourrier, Archebat Vart, James Romple, James Dondas, André 
Dougles lesne, Alexandre Cadet, Laurens Bron, François de Lanan, Guillaume Ardes, 
Georges Ranen, Thomas Pappe, Georges Maquelin, James Boissel, Thomas Compart, 
Guillaum e Spens, Georges Vuinchart, Jehan Cimes, Pierre Trehel [Pierre de 
Brisset...crossed out...] Alexandre Maquelot, Guillaume Gremela, Richard Dramezay, 
Guillaume Drudeffurt le jeune, Gabriel Conignam, Patrix Humes le jeune, Jehan de Sainct 
Cler, Jehan Niel, Henry de Moncrif, Jehan Fleury, James Ciuyn, Jehan Trotart, Georges 
Alfiston, François Abernathes, David Bonnart, Denis Belligny, Robert Stuart, Guillaume 
Herin, Jehan Craffort, André Dougles le jeune, Robert Oultreboorne, Maistre Gonny Maa  ^
Guillaume Hercles, Jehan Blair, David Cohon, Gilbert Piebles, Jehan Guedes, Pierre 
Lallement, Jehan Bourthier, Jacques Chambre, Pierre de Saldon, trompeté, Georges 
Hendresson, Nicolas Hedouart, James Ambleton, pour 1 rn[ois] xxix jours, Jehan de 
Longue vol, Richard Scot, Georges Onastreton, Arche Maubray, Loys Ramezay, Sande 
Grand, Georges Bart, Francoys Branche, Genston, Sande Olephant, Jehan Asquin 
chirurgien, Patrie Herin, André Boartye, Pierre de Brisset pour ung mois xxix jours, David 
Craffort pour xiij jours. [91 Archers].
Nous Jehan de Forssans Chevalier Seigneur de Gardyssent commissaire ordinaire des 
guerres certiffions a nos seigneurs les gens des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et tous 
autres quil appartiendra avoir veu et visite par forme de monstre et reveue les 
dessusnommez et escriptz soixante [60] hommes darmes et quatre vingt dix [90] archers du 
nombre de soixante [60] lances des ordonnances du dit Sr estans soubz la charge et 
conduicte de Monsr le conte d'Haran leur capitaine sa personne y comprinse les quelz 
hommes darmes et archers nous avons trouve en bon et suffisant estât et habillement de 
guerre pour servir le dit Sr [....completely faded....] ses dites guerres et par tout allieurs ou 
il luy plaira les emploier capables davoir prendre et recevoir les dits gaiges et soulde a eulx 
ordonniez par icelluy Sr tant anciens creue augmentacion que commutation des ustancilles 
et desbris des logis de la gendarmerie nagueres accordée par le peuple au Roy pour le 
quartier de janvier février et mars mil cinq cons cinquante cinq dernier passe qui est au feur 
de cent neuf[109] livres tournois pour ch acun  des hommes darmes par quartier et 
cinquante quatre[54] livres dix[10] solz tornois pour chacun diceulx archers par quartier. 
En Tesmoing de ce nous avons signe ce présent roolle de notre main [...completely 
faded...] nos armes les jour et lan que dessus [?dit].
[Signé] Jehan de Forssans
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Muster Roll No.10 - Edinburgh - 19 Dec 1559 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 25800, No. 9
Roolle de la Monstre et Reveue faicte a Lislebourg [Edinburgh] pays et Royaulme 
dEscosse le dixneuf1116 jour de décembre mil cinq cens cinquante neuf [19 December 1559] 
du nombre de deux cens cinqunate ung [251] hommes de guerre a pied francois estans de 
longtemps pour le service du Roy au dit pays soubz la charge du Cappne Lussaignet leur 
cappne particulier sa personne y comprinse auquel nombre [...faded...] oultre le dit cappne 
ung lieutenanz ung porteur denseigne deux sergens de band ung fourrier deux tabourins et 
ung Phiffre cinq caps descadre de picquiers cinq autres dharquebuziers [?soixante 
six(66)...very faded...] picquiez armez de corseletz cinquante [50] harquebuziers 
morioniez et cinquante [50] autres harquebuziers et soixante six [66] picquiers prenans 
simple paye. Par nous Jehan de Montignac Sr du dit lieu commissaire [? ordinaire...very 
faded...] des guerres donne et ordonne a faire la dite Monstre et Reveue pour servir a 
laquict de Me Anthoine Fayet conseiller du Roy et trésorier dextraordinaire de ses guerres
pour deux moys entier commencans [.... faded...] les premiers jours de juillet et aoust
dernier passez des quelz deux cens cinquante ung [251] hommes de guerre a pied les noms 
et surnoms ensuivent.
Premièrement
Cappne, le dit Cappne Lussaignet, Lieutenant, le Cappne Monlo, Enseigne, le Cappne 
Guivre, Sergens de Bende, Le Provensal, Pierre de Garot, Fourier, Jean de Lonzoux, 
Tabourins, Lagreuache, Fallot, Phiffre, Bredoulle.
Caps descadre de picquiers: Le Baron, Janot de Montasquire, Ramieus le Basque, 
Layrobert, Guillaume Gremier.
Aultres Caps descadres dharquebuziers: Pommier, Supplice Legrand, Pierre 
Magnier, Pierre de Retort, Bertrand Badye.
Picquiers armez de Corseletz: Bidault Cordon, Charles Saincterre, Jean de Rien, 
Jean de Miryuns, Francois Chomette, Le Neigre, Dimanche Lafarguie, Jean Roye, Thomas 
Ract, La Breda, David Roelle, Nadellet, Toussainct Morion, Guillaume Grese, Laurens 
Morion, Guillaume Onion, Guillaume Maseschar, Jean Dorains, Rolland, Jean Vaquilt, 
Estienne Butan, Phelippes Gisfart, Anact Camartin, Germain Buoet, Bidault Asincton, 
Gerauld Thorron, Jeran Dengonire, Jean Robisson, Robert Lecoq, Anthoine Fromenteau,
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Jean Perrin, Pierre Pelletier, Jean de Marcelle, Pierre Dugout, Raymon Ficort, Pierre 
Tibart, Jean Carrode, Jean de Garbay, Michel Lebret, Le Capdet Guillaume, Guillaume de 
Mealx, Jean Gascon, Gillaume Diesson, André Tou', Jean Roceau', Michel Rain, Le 
Cappne Claude, Robollet, Fransisque de Milan, Jaincot, Guillaume Rocques, Piere Pugox, 
Lyandre Lebarbur, Nicolas Ogur, Gorures, Guilhen Mirelle, Huguet Birthe, Jean de 
Menus, Claude Malcot, Edouard Foulard, Roys Roisel, Sornin Dognet, Jean de Lassere, 
Jean Baron, Claude Tirant, Sonbrenillit.
Harquebuziers Morrionez: Jean Grox, Bernard Deferanbar, Figmirist, Laurens 
Leblond, Jean de Bailler, Pierre de Vict, Sanissin, Lagrex, Augustin de Cajaux, Bernard 
de Lauressran, Le Capder Jean, Béton, Dimange de Lisle, Jean Fenand, Tassin Pichot, 
Robert la Basque, Bocosse, Bertrand Desiedis, Pierre La Roche, David Fregel, Jacques 
Giffe, Casabon, Robin Donalson, Gaspre, Le capdet Pierre, Claude Villiers, Jean de 
Montau', Le Cappne Condorset, Faunvet, Jean le Semer, George Lafon, François 
Lanchilain, Jean Carierist, Jacques Bucquiet, Jean de la Hayet, Jean Grangier, Jean de 
Lartigne, Mathurin Petit, Daunet Dupoin, Germain Baron, Simon Binard, Pierre Rocques, 
Le Gasain Lasalli, Jean Richier, Colin Cabu, Giullaume Laficte, Jacques Enderson, 
Monguilliez, Niceril de la Vignolli, Auceau', Predesseree.
Aultres harquebuziers simples: Jean Marche, Loys Lachandre, Maseau' de la Fayt, 
Mignon de la Vignolli, Pierre Sibout, Grenade, Richard Grenier, Andrieu Conal, 
Boullougne, Jean Corraud, Jean Pinaud, Jean le Basque, Gabriel Laprimodier, Jean de 
Nymes, Anne Sossieres, Jean Bretton, Pierre Copperye, Missle Ange, Raymon Dosât, 
Pierre Prinat, La Band, La Mothe, La Roche, Jean Meingand, Guillaume du Bourdier, 
Pierre Olivier, Tappyson, Raymon de Lentrisse, Menaud de Lasserre, Jean de Fanas, 
Farrier, Thor' mies, Brandemin, Jacques Masuel, Messie Alescaudre, François Tolluel, 
Jean de la Grange, Jean Desfanois, Pierre Roan, Thouie Fernes, Robert Melun, Jacques 
Samsson, Alexandre Bollsson, Jacques Coffert, Jean Benoict, Chamdraes, Artsenan 
Dufour, Jean de Lanamelle, Pierre de Garonde, George Agnier.
Aultres Picquiers prenans simple paye: Nicolas de Lespaie, Martin Marie, Jean 
Forestz, Michau', Moreau', Anthoine Armeulx, Noël Trudayne, Adain Dufourt, Jrean 
Fournier, Jacques Marmallye, Jean Carron, Saincte Marie, Jacques Pion, Toussainctz 
Buoct, Jacques Daubat, Parsenal, Arnaud Danche, Bidet, Jean François, Anthoine 
Francheville, Jean Masse, Jean de Bessolles, Jean Prieir, Ramon Camertin, Jean 
Carrasson, Jacques Riviere, Symon Hubuisson, Serainque Le Basque, Michau Fort, 
Pierre Bernard, Murin Sibouet, Jean Loyer, Nicolas Estable, André Banierot, Missau, de 
Corme, Niegret, Loys de Gondry, Estienne du Brinel, Jean Masson, George Maréchal, 
George Daglis, Jean le Coq, Bertrand Compaigne, Phelippes Duconig, Moreton de 
Monteau', Guillaume Bort, Jean Braunlat, Bertrand de la Grange, Jean Blanc, Michau 
Terrid, Anthoine Danche, Pierre de Casornies, Bidault des Faulx, Guillaume, Blanchoit,
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Robert Bretur, Jean Pichot, Loys Sauand, Jean Dedade, Jean Nicquelle, Pierre Bariu, Jean 
Riotie, Pierre Maletele, Peydoplan, Symon Chatenier, Belloe. Nombre total: ijc lj [251] 
hommes.
Nous François de Lussaignet Cappitaine de Trois cens [300] hommes de guerre a pied 
Francoys et gascons, Jean de Montignac Sr du dit lieu et commissiare dessus nomme et 
Mathieu Hamelin contrerolleur extraordinaire des guerres certifiions a Messieurs les Gens 
des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et autres quil appartiendra ce qui sensuivant. 
Scavoir est nous Cappne sus dit a voir présente a la Monstre et reveue qui sest faicte de 
notre compaignye pour les moys de juillet et aoust dernier passe le nombre dessus dits de 
deux cens cinquante ung [251] hommes de guerre a pied en lordre et equippaige en desuss 
dicte. Et nous commissaires sus dits avoir veu et visit par forme de Monstre et Reveue 
icelle nombre de deux cens cinquante ung [251] hommes de guerre a pied. Et apres les 
avoir trouvez cappables et suffisans pour faire service en tel cas requis et accoustume leur 
avoir faict payer bailler et délivrer comptain par le Sr Anthoine Fayet conseiller du Roy et 
trésorier extraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de Quatre mil cinq cens trente deux 
[4,532] livres tournois pour leurs gaiges soulde estais et appoinctements de deux moys 
entier commencans les premiers jours de juillet et aoust dernier passez moyennement le 
quel payements de deux moys et les prestz et advances faicts aus dits Cappne et soldatz en 
dernier comptans depuis le premier que detournir M Ve cinquante sept [1557] jusques au
dernier jour du dit moys daoust qui s....faded.... moys entier. Et les marchand a ses
vivres et munitions de guerre a ceulx fournyes ou payées en leur acquit tant durant les dits
vingt moys que depuis le Roy [Henri II] demoure quicte s....?.....  son voulloir et
intention a ....?... les dits cappne et soldatz de tout ce qui len pourront estre den durant 
iceulx vingt moys dont il na est faict aucune monstre pienst [?] les dits temps. Cest assr Sr 
Cappne iicxii 1 [212 livres] a son Lieutenant exii 1 [112 livres] a son enseigne lxxii 1 [72 
livres] a deux sergens de bande chacun xxiiii 1 [24 livres] a cinq caps descadre des 
picquiers chacun xl 1 [40 livres] a cinq autres de harquebuziers chacun xxxvi 1 [36 
livres] a soixante six picquiers armez de corseletz chacun xviii 1 [18 livres] a cinquante 
harquebuziers morioniez chacun xviii 1 [ 18 livres] a cinquante autres harquebuziers chac 
un xiiii 1 [14 livres] et soixante six picquiers chacun xii 1 [12 livres]. Et Moy Mathieu 
Hamelon contrerolleur susdit Scotiffye [?] la somme dessus dit de quatre mil cinq cens
trante deux [4,532] livres tournois.. Avoir este paye et fournye comptant en ....blank....
par le dit Fayet. A ceux dessus dits deuxeens cinquante ung [251] hommes de guerre a 
pied de laquel ilz et chacun deulx particulièrement sen sont tenuz[?] et tieniensf?] pour
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contiene a bien payez et sont quicte et quictent le dit Anthoine Fayet trésorier sus dit et pour 
autres. En tesmoing de nous avons signe le présent Roolle de noz mains le ...blank.... 
jour de décembre Mil cinq cens cinquant neuf [ ? December 1559]
[Signé] D. Montaignac Hamelin Lussaigre [?]
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APPENDIX No.3
AN ESTIMATE OF HENRI II’S BUDGET FOR 1549 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 3127 fol.s 91r -9 3 v :
Fol.91r: Estât par estimacon de la recepte et despence des finances du Roy. Pour lannee finissant M Ve 
quarente neuf [1549].
Et Premièrement
Dommaine environ
Recepte Ordinaire
cmL [100,000 Livres]
Taille jjjm o ns v jjjC  j j j jx x  jxm ¿¿e x x j x  L)Vjj 3 [3,889,229 Livres, 8 Sols]
Aydes et equivallent environ vijc.m. L [700,000 Livres]
Fermes de Gabelles environ viic.xxm L [720,000 Livres]
Tiraige de Sel de Lyonnois xljm.lxii L [41,062 Livres]
Grenier de Montpellier lxm. L [60,000 Livres]
Bretaigne vc viijm.vc L [508,500 Livres]
Bourgongne xxxviijm.cxl L [38,140 Livres]
Daulphine xxxijmiiiic.v L [32,405 Livres]
Prouvence xxvijm.iic .xl L [27,240 Livres]
Gabelles auvergnes environ xiim L [12,000 Livres]
Gabelles Poictou environ xixm L [19,000 Livres]
Ce virnons.cxlvijm .vc.lxxvj L, xii S, X D [6,147,576Livres, 12 Sols, 10 Deniers]
Recepte Extraordinaire
Creue de Taille vc.lxxvijm L [577,000 Livres]
Rentes de boys ordonnez jusques a la somme de iiiic m L
[400,000] sera faict estât en ceste annee de iic.m L [200,000 Livres]
Deux decymes vijc.m L [700,000 Livres]
Partyes casuelles c.m L [100,000 Livres]
Plus ce qui est trouve de bon par lestât faict de ce qui
reste a payer en lann' dernier vclxxvijm.cxlj L, xiiij S [577,141 Livres 14 Sols]
Ce jjmons c jjj¡jm  cxji xiüj S [2,154,141 Livres 14 Sols]
Somme totale delà Recepte 
viijmons.iijc .im .vijc xviij vj¡ S, X D [8,301,718Livres,6Sols,10Deniers]
F o l.9 1 v : Despense Ordinaire
La Gendarmerie l mon. L [1,000,000 Livres]
Les Mortespayes [blank]
Les dix [10] galleres et une [1] fregatte de ponant 1 du nombre
1 ‘Ponent: n.m. (1247, Ph. de Nov.; lat, pop. (sol) ponens) 1. Ouest,- 2. Vent d'ouest’, Dictionnaire de 
L'Ancein Français. (Larousse, 1968); "ponant" here refers to the Western or Atlantic fleet as opposed to the 
Eastern or Mediterranean fleet.
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de dixhuict [18] et une [1] fuste que le Roy a entretienne en la
mer ceste présente annee cxiiijm.iiijc.lv L
Les vingt galleres [20] et deux [2] fregattes 
de levant
Lordinaire de lartillerie 
Pour lordinaire des Salpestre 
La Chambre aux deniers du Roy 
LEscuyrie 
Largenterie ordinaire
iic.xxixm.vjc.iiijxxxix L, xvj S 
xxxviijm.vijc L 
xxxm L 
lxxijm L 
vjxx xjm.iüjC.v L xij S 
xxiiijm L
Les gaiges des officiers domestiques du dit Sieur
iiic .iiim .ciiijxxij L, xij S, iiij D
Les Chantres de Musicque et plain chant 
Les Violions
Les offrandes et aulmosnes comprins les 
delà septmaine saincte
Les menu affaires delà Chambre
Les gaiges des deux cens [200] Gentilzhommes 
delà maison du dit Sieur
xim .viijc.iiijxx L 
xixc.lxxix L
vijm*iiijc L 
vjm L
Les quatre cens [400] archiers 
des Gardes
Les cinquante [50] estans soubz le 
Sr dEstrees
iiixx.iiim.vjc.l L 
vjxx.viijm.ixc .iiijxx.xvj L 
xvijm .cxxvij L, i S, iiij D
Les gaiges des officiers delà prevoste de lhostel
Les hocquetons des dits archiers, fourcurs 
et porteurs
La soulde des cent[100] suysses delà garde 
Fol.92r : Les gaiges et entrctcnient des 
postes et payement des chevauchcurs 
La Venerye et faulconnerye
La despense de la maison de monseigneur de daulphin
La despense de la maison de Madame
Les Pensions de Suysses
Les Pensions et estatz des princes chevaliers 
de lordre Cappne et autres
xim ixc.xx L
xxiiijm.c L 
xvjm.iijc L
lxxm.viijc L 
lviijm .iiijc.l L
>m
iiijxxm L
Vllj;XX XV m
viijc m L 
iicm LVoiaiges et ambassades
Achaptz de meubles oyseaulx et chevaulx et autres deniers 
qui seront payez par ordonnance tant pour remboursement 
de fraiz faictz par les ambassadeurs que autres parties qui 
pouoroit estre fournies en plusieurs endroictz pour le 
service du dit Sieur. Cy
Dons pensions recompcnces et menuz plusiers
Lentienement ordinaire des vivres des places
dePicardye xxim.vijc .l L
Celles de Champaigne iiijm .cxlj L, x S
.m
.m
[114,455 Livres]
[229,699 Livres, 16 Sols] 
[38,500 Livres]
[30,000 Livres]
[72,000 Livres]
[131,405 Livres, 12 Sols]
[24,000 Livres]
[303,182 Livres, 12 Sols, 4 Deniers] 
[11,880 Livres]
[1,979 Livres]
[7,400 Livres]
[6,000 Livres]
[63,650 Livres]
[128,996 Livres]
[17,127 Livres, 1 Sol, 4 Deniers] 
[11,920 Livres]
[24,100 Livres]
[16,300 Livres]
[70,800 Livres]
[58,450 Livres]
[100,000 Livres]
[80,000 Livres]
[175,000 Livres]
[800,000 Livres]
[200,000 Livres]
[100,000 Livres] 
[100,000 Livres]
[21,750 Livres]
[4,141 Livres, 10 Sols]
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Ce qui est deu de reste pour lachapt et fourniture
des vivres de Champaigne viijm.c L [8,100 Livres]
Le payement des officiers de lordre iiim.iiic.xij L, x S [3,312 Livres, 10 Sols]
Le payement des gaiges de ceulx de Grand Conseil xxim.iiijc L [21,400 Livres]
Le payement des gaiges de la court de Parlement
de Paris iiijxx.viijm.iic.xiij L, v D [88,213 Livres, 5 Deniers]
La Chambre des luthériens ^ vijm.vijc .l L [7,750 Livres]
Les payement delà chambre 
des comptes xxixm.iiijc.xlvj L, v S [29,446 Livres, 5 Sols]
Le payement des generaulx delà 
Fol.92v: justice des aydes du dit Paris xm.vc.xx L [10,520 Livres]
Le payement des gaiges de generaulx de monnoyes iiim L [3,000 Livres]
Le Parlement de Rouen xlm.ixc.lxj L, ix S, vj D [40,961 Livres, 9 Sols, 6 Deniers]
Le payement des generaulx delà justice des
aydes du dit Rouen iiim.ixc.xxix L, xvj S, iiij D [3,929 Livres, 16 Sols, 4 Deniers]
Le payement delà court de parlement et chambre ez présentes 
de Bourgougne Environ
Le payement delà court de parlement de 
Thoulouze Environ
Le payement delà court de parlement 
de Bourdeaulx Environ
xxxm. L
xlm. L
xxxvm.L 
iiijm.viic .iiijxx L
[30,000 Livres]
[40,000 Livres]
[35,000 Livres] 
[4,780 Livres]Fondacions et entreteniens de services divins
Ce iiijmons.vjc.xiim.clx L, xii S, xi D [4,612,160 Livres, 12 Sols, 11 Deniers]
Despences Extraordinaires
Lentretiennement des gens de guerres et autres extraordinaires de 
Picardye durant la dite annee a Raison dcxxxijm.vjc.xxi L 
[32,621 Livres] par moys iiic.iiijxx.xim.iiijc .lij L
Lentretenienement des gens de guerres et aultres extraordinaires 
de Piémont a Raison de lm. L [50,000 Livres] par moys vjcm.L
Lentretenienement des gens des lansquenetz et gens de pied. Estans 
en Guyenne a Raison de lm. L [50,000 Livres] par moys vjcm.L
Le payement de gens de pied et autres affaires
descosse [Scotland] viijc.m L
Les Repparacions et fortifficacions iiic.m L
Ce qui est deu de reste de lannee dernier pour les
fortificacons de Savoye xxijm. L
Faites et remontaiges dartillierie comprinse
lachapt de Cuyvres vjxx m. L
Fol.93r : Les Interestz des emprunntz de Lyon qui seront paiables par les 
quatre foires de ceste dite annee iiic.iiijxx-vijm.vijc.lxiiij L, x S
La remboursement des dits emprunntz que Ion pourra faire a la 
fin de ceste dite annee montans iimons.iiijc.xxim.viijc-xlvj L
[391,452 Livres]
[600,000 Livres]
[600,000 Livres]
[800,000 Livres] 
[300,000 Livres]
[22,000 Livres]
[120,000 Livres]
[387,764 Livres 10 Sols]
[2,421,846 Livres]
2 The Chambre des Luthériens or the Chambre dç la Reine was considered as an extraordinary tribunal 
which included a number of magistrates from the Parlement, J.H. Shennan, The Parlement of Paris, p. 206.
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Lestât de la marine de Ponant xxiiijm. L [24,000 Livres]
Lentretenement des navires du Roy a cent [100] sols 
pour tonneau par an xm.xx L [10,020 Livres]
Ce qui estoit deu pour lentretenement de 
1 année dernière xim iiic L [11,300 Livres]
Les cent [100] chevaulx legiers et gens de pied
de la Myrandolle xxvijm-cxliij L, iiij S [27,143 Livres 4 Sols]
Le payment des deux cens cinquante [250] chevaulx legiers en 
Piémont. Et cent [100] en Escosse [Scotland] xvijm.iic.xl L 
[19,211 Livres paid to those in Scotland]
[67,240 Livres]
Pour le parfaict delà construction des navires 
de Gohoret xxvm.vc L [25,000 Livres]
Pour les bastimens du Roy fraiz dela sepulture du feu Roy [Francis I] 
et pour la Saincte Chappelle du boys de Vincennes xxxxm. L [30,000 Livres]
Pour les fraiz des vignes du Roy vm. L [5,000 Livres]
Les passes de largenterie de lannec V e  quarente huict [1548] 
et autres precedentes Environ iic.m L [200,000 Livres]
Les passes des maisons lm. L [50,000 Livres]
Ce quii convient envoyer en Suysse pour la fait de laliance
xxxm ii sol' [? ècus d'or soleil] lxviim.vc. L [67,500 Livres]
Les fraiz de lentree du Roy a Paris et autres parties 
extraordinaire qui pourrait survenu et quil commendra paier 
durant la dite annee dont ne se peulx faire estât certain.
Cy par estimación iic lxm. L [260,000 Livres]
Fol.93v: Plus pour les gaiges dofficers recouvrerement et 
port de deniers Moderadores affranchissemens Nonvallcurs 
qui pourront advenir sur les dites finances. Et autres parties 
qui seront payées par les receveurs generaulx aillieurs que en 
lespargne qui pourrait monter par estimación iiijc.m L [400,000 Livres]
Ce vjmons v¡jjC xxm vjjc xi l , xiüj s [6,820,740 Livres, 14 Sols]
Somme totale ximons.iiijc.xxxijm.ixc.i L, vj S, xi D
Et la recepte ne monta que
viijmons jjjC jm vijC.xvüj l , vj S, x D
[11,432,901 Livres, 6 Sols, 11 Deniers]
Ainsi auront faulte de fons de
[8,301,718 Livres, 6 Sols, 10 Deniers] 
iiimons cxxxjm cüjjXXjÿ D [3,131,183 Livres 1 Denier]
Et ou le Roy ne vouldroit rembourser les emprunctz faictz 
a Lyon dont est cy dessus faict mention
montans a iimons.iiijc .xxim.viijc.xlvj L [2,421,846 Livres]
y aurait encores faulte de fons de vijc.ixm.iijc.xxxvij L, i D [709,337 Livres 1 Denier]
Faict a Sainct Germain en Laye le deuxeme jour de janvier MVC quarante huict 
[2 janvier 1548/ 1549 n.s.] Signe Henry etaudessoubz Delaubespine.
APPENDIX No. 4
"Despences Extraordinaires de Guerres" allocated by Henri II 
"pour la garde et conservation" of Scotland, 1549 - 1550
ACCOUNT No.l (Estât) 16 March 1548/9 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye Bibliothèque 
Nationale, Fonds Français 18153 fol.s 66v - 67v :
Estât de ce que le roy veult estre présentement foumy au Trésorier de lextraordinaire des guerres Mr Raoul 
Moreau pour le faict descosse. Et estre par luy distribue aux personnes et ainsi que ensuict.
[En Marge] ESCOSSE - Cest estât est enreg'ie encores cy apres dautant quil a este augmente.
Premièrement
Pour envoir au dit paye en argent comptant la somme de deux 
cens mil [200,000] livres tournois pour estre despenduz et emploiez
suivant lordonnance du Sr de Termes. Cy ijc.m Ltz [200,000 Livres tournois]
Pour le paiement de six cens [600] hommes estans soubz les charges 
des Cappnes Cerf et Gilbert Quentin qui seront monstre a Brest avant leur 
embarquement. Et se monte ijm.ijc.lx L [2,260 Livres] pour chacune bende.
El soixante dix [70] livres pour ung commissaire et ung contrerolleur qui en
feront les monstresCy la somme de iiijm.vc.iiijxxx Ltz [4,590 Livres tournois]
A Camille Marin pour son estât de six moys commencez ce jourdhuy 
a raison de c [100] livres pour chacun diceulx dont luy sera faict
advance. Cy vjc Ltz [600 Livres tournois]
A la Royne descosse [Marie de Guise-Lorraine] pour sa pension 
de demye annee qui eschevra le dernier jour de juing
prochain [30 June 1549] xm Ltz [10,000 Livres tournois]
Au conte dharan [James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran] Gouverneur
descosse aussi pour sa pension demye annee qui eschevra le dit dernier
jour de juing [30 June 1549] vjm Ltz [6,000 Livres tournois]
A trois cens [300] pyonniers pour leur soulde dun mois a raison de
c S [100 Sols] pour chacun diceulx dont sera faict monstre avant leur
embarquement XVe  Ltz [1,500 Livres tournois]
A Monsr le general d'Apestegny pour son estât dun an aussi commence 
ce jourdhuy la somme de six mil [6,000] livres tournois qui 
est a raison du vc [500] livres par moys dont luy sera faict
advance Cy vjm Ltz [6,000 Livres tournois]
A Biaise Estienne Contrerolleur general des vivres audit pais descosse 
la somme de six cens [600] livres tournois qui est a raison de soixante 
et dix [70] livres tournois par moys. Et xxx [30] livres pour ung clerc 
aussi par moys dont pareillement luy sera faict advance
Cy pour six moys vjc Ltz [600 Livres tournois]
A ung commissaire ordinaire des guerres la somme de quarante
[40] livres tournois par mois oultre sa tauxacon ordinaire qui est
de pareille somme de xl [40] livres tournois pour son paiement de six
moys dont semblement luy sera faict advance ijc.xl Ltz [240 Livres tournois]
A ung contrerolleur ordinaire des guerres la somme de neuf vingts 
[180] livres tournois qui est a raison de xxx [30] livres par moys 
oultre sa tauxacon ordinaire. Cy pour six moys
dont aussi luy sera faict advance ixxx Ltz [180 Livres tournois]
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A ung chevaucheur descurie pareille somme de neuf vingts[180] livres
tournois qui est a raison de xxx [30] livres par mois dont aussi luy sera
faict advance de six moys ixxx Ltz [180 Livres tournois]
A Jehan Chollet comme a tenir le compte des vivres et munitions au dit pays descosse la somme de trois
mil cent soixante deux [3,162] livres tournois. Assavoir vjc L [600 Livres] pour ladvance de son estât de
six moys a raison de c [100] livres pour chacun diceulx vc-xl L [540 Livres] pour ladvance de lestât de trois
clercz aussi pour six moys qui est a raison de trente [30] livres pour chacun deulx. Et deux mil vingt deux
[2,022] livres tant pour ses peines et sallaires davoir tenu le contrerolle des vivres et munitions du fort
doultreau [near Boulogne] pendant quinze moys entière finiz le dernier jour de décembre M vc quarante six
[31 December 1546] que pour son remboursement de plusieurs sommes de deniers quil a paiees aux clercz
qui luy ont este necessaires pour le faict et exercise dung contrerolle
Cy iijm.clxij L [3,162 Livres]
Somme totale des parties et sommes
cy dessus de signées ijc.xxxiijm.lij L [233,052 Livres]
Faict a Sainct Germain en laye le seiziesme jour de mars lan mil vc quarente huict 
[16 mars 1548/49]
[Signed]
Delaubespine.
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ACCOUNT No. 2 (Estât) 20 April 1548/9 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 18153 fol.s 69v - 72v:
ECOSSE - Estât de la despense que le Roy veult a présent estre faicte en escosse pour le paiement des gens 
de guerre a pied tant adventureurs francois lansquentz chevaulx legiers que autres parties necessaires pour la 
garde et conservación du dit pais . Et pour ung mois seullement commencerai au jour de la première 
monstre que en sera faicte apres larrivee du Sr de Termes
Premièrement
Lansquenetz dont est collonnel le conte Raingrave
A trois cens [300] hommes de guerre a pied lansquenetz estans soubz 
la charge de Conrard de Rothehouze1 dont est collonnel le dit Ringrave 
compris tous estatz et appoinctemens acoustumes
la somme de ijm.viijc.lxx Ltz [2,870 Livres tournois]
Autres trois cens [300] hommes lansquenetz estans soubz la charge de 
Hans Muret dont est aussi collonnel le dit Conte Ringrave semblable 
somme de ijm.viijc.lxx Ltz [2,870 Livres tournois]
A pareil nombre de iijc [300] lanquenetz dont la conduicte de
Claus Ruilt semblable somme de ijm.viijc.lxx Ltz [2,870 Livres tournois]
A semblable nombre de iijc [300] hommes lansquenetz estans 
soubz la charge de Hans Danguestan dont est aussi collonnel le dit
Conte Raingrave la somme de ijm.viijc.lxx Ltz [2,870 Livres tournois]
A iijc [300] hommes lansquenetz estans soubz la charge du 
cappitaine Froch dont est aussi collonnel le dit
Conte de Raingrave la somme de ijm.viijc.lxx Ltz [2,870 Livres tournois]
Au Mareschal des logis des dits bendes tant pour luy que son 
hallebardier la somme de cvj Ltz
Au Mr du Guect pour semblable la somme de cvj Ltz
Au prevost de la justice des dits bendes et les officiers luy que 
seront necessaires la somme de iiijc.iiijxxvj Ltz
Au cappne Truobloch la somme de iiij?
[106 Livres tournois] 
[106 Livres tournois]
[386 Livres tournois] 
[80 Livres tournois]
Cy de ce quil fault pour payement des dits
Lansquenetz xvm.cxxviij Ltz [15,128 Livres tournois]
Na [Nota] que la monstre dernier des dits lansquenetz qui a este faicte pour le mois de février il ne ay en
trouva que treize cens quarente et quatre [1,344]. Et portant y aurait bon au Roy sur ce payement neuf cens 
trente six [936] livres tournois.
Francoys dont est collonnel le Sr de la Chappelle Byron
A trois mil [3,000] hommes de guerre a pied adventuriers francois que le dit Sr entend avoir au dit pays 
descosse soubz dix [10] enseignes chacune de trois cens [300] hommes dont le Sr de Fourquevaulx aura 
charge dune desquelles est collonnel le Sr de la Chappelle Byron qui seront paiez pour leur simple paye a 
raison de vj L [6 Livres] chacun deulx. Et oultre en chacune des dites dix [10] enseignes seront paiez trente 
[30] doubles paies chacune de vj L [6 Livres] cent [100] harquebuziers a caue" [?] xx S [20 Sols] deux[2] 
tabourins et ung [1] phiffre chacun vj L [6 Livres] ung cappitaine c L [100 Livres] son lieutenant 1 L [50
1 Conrad von Rathausen.
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Livres] et ung porteur denseigne xxx L [30 Livres] le toute oultre et pardessus leur dit simple paye 
revienans a la somme de xxijm.vijc.iiijxx Ltz [22,780 Livres tournois].
Ces par soy: A ijc [200] hommes de guerre escossois [Scots] estans soubz la charge et conduicte du 
cappitaine Dogues [Dog] qui seront paiez a la raison des advanturiers francois et monte leur paiement pour 
ung mois xvjc.lxxviij Ltz [1,678 Livres tournois]
Estatz de cappitaines ordonnez pour la garde de places et chasteaux 
Au dit Sr de Fourquevaulx Cappne de Humes [Hume] pour son estât
dun moys la somme de c Ltz [100 Livres tournois]
Au Cappne Trarouen cappitaine de Dombarre [Dunbar] aussi
pour son estât dun moys pareille somme de c Ltz [100 Livres tournois]
Au cappitaine [..blank..] des Isles de S1 Cosme [Inchcolm] 
et Escarvin [? Inchgarvie] pour son estât dun moys 
pareille somme de c Ltz
Au cappne [..blank..] Cappitaine de Blancquenay [Blackness] 
aussi pour son estât dun moys c Ltz
A neuf vingtz dix [190] hommes de guerre a pied advanturiers 
francoys qui seront mis en garnison es dits lieux de Humes Dombarre 
Blanquenay Escarvin et Isle de S1 Cosme départez ainsi que le dit Sr de 
Termes lieutenant general du Roy advisera. Et paiez a raison de vj Ltz 
[6 Livres tournois] pour chacun deulx dix [10] doubles payes pour cent 
[100] et le tiers de harquebuziers sans autres estatz. Et monte ce 
paiement la somme de xiijc.xxiij Ltz
[en marge]: Ces ce chappre's [?] xvijc.xxiij L [ 1,723 Livres]
Chevaulx Legiers
[en marge]: Il a este paye vjxx [120] chevaulx legiers soubz la 
charge des dits Srs de Negrepelice et S1 Forgcn pour demye annee [1548]
A cent [100] chevaulx legiers francois estans soubz la charge 
du Sr de Negrepelice pour leur soulde dun moys a raison de 
x Ltz [10 Livres tournois] pour chacun deulx
Et les estatz acoustuminez la somme de xijc.iiijxx Ltz [1,280 Livres tournois]
A cent [100] autres chevaulx legiers francois estans soubz 
la charge du Sr de S1 Forgen paiez comme les
dessus pareille somme de xijc.iiijxx Ltz [1,280 Livres tournois]
A cent [100] chevaulx legiers escossois [Scots] dont sera baille la charge 
et conduicte au Sr de Humes suyvant la promesse qui luy a este faicte paiez a 
raison de dix [10] livres pour chacun deulx et autres appoinctemens comme
ceulx de france la somme de xijc.iiijxx Ltz [1,280 Livres tournois]
A cent [100] autres chevaulx legiers escossois [Scots] 
dont sera baille la conduicte a [...blank...] paiez comme les
precedens pareille somme de xijc.iiijxx Ltz [1,280 Livres tournois]
A cent [100] autres chevaulx legiers escossois [Scots] dont sera 
baille la conduicte a [..blank...] paiez comme
les precedens pareille somme de xijc.iiijxx Ltz [1,280 Livres tournois]
Cen de se que monte le paiement des dits chevaulx 
legiers par moys vjm.iiijc Ltz [6,400 Livres tournois]
[en marge]: Il sera paye iijc [300] des dits pionniers a leur 
embarquement et le reste a este paye en Normandye.
[100 Livres tournois] 
[100 Livres tournois]
[1,323 Livres tournois]
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A trois cens cinquante [350] pionniers a raison de c S [100 sols] 
pour chacun deulx par moys la somme de xvijc.l Ltz
[en marge]: Ces par soy.
A huict [8] commissaires qui serviront a faire les monstres et 
reveues des dits gens de guerre a raison de xl L [40 Livres] 
pour chacun deulx la somme de iijcxx Ltz
[en marge]: Le dit commissaire a este paie pour six 
moys commencez le xvjme jour de mars dan [71548/9]
A ung commissaire ordinaire des guerres qui est présentement 
envoyé au dit paye descosse [Scotland] pour y résidé oultre sa 
taxacon ordinaire la somme de xl Ltz
A huict [8] contrerolleurs qui serviront semblablement au faict 
des dits monstres et reveues des dits gens de guerre a raison de xxx Ltz 
[30 Livres] pour chacun deulx la somme de ijcxl Ltz
[en marge]: Le dit contrerolleur a aussi este paye pour six moys 
commencez le dit jour xvjem mars [16 March]
A ung contrerolleur ordinaire qui tiendra le rcg're et 
contrerolle du nombre des dits gens de guerre aussi 
présentement envoyé au dit pays descosse [Scotland] 
oultre sa tauxacon ordinaire la somme de xxx Ltz
[en marge]: Il a este paie pour six mois.
A Monsr de Termes Lieutenant General du Roy pour son estât 
pour un moys m Ltz
Pour sa garde la somme de ijc.x Ltz
Pour les parties inoppinees qui surviendront près le dit 
Lieutenant-General par estimacon iijc Ltz
[en marge]: Le dit General a este paye pour ung an 
commence le dit xvjme mars [16 March].
A Monsr le general Dapesteguy superintcndent sur les 
finances. Pour son estât dun moys vc Ltz
[en marge]: Le dit Marin a este paie pour six moys commencez dessus.
A Camille Marin Me Ingénieux qui est présentement envoie 
au dit escosse [Scotland] la somme de c Ltz
[en marge]: Lun des dits chevaucheurs a este paye 
pour six moys commencez le dit xvjme mars [16 March] 
lautre a este paie depuis pour semblable temps.
A deux chevaucheurs descuierie aussi présentement envoyez 
au dit pays descosse [Scotland] pour résider près le dit Sr de 
Termes Lieutenant-General du Roy la somme de lx Ltz
Au prevost de la justice et huict [8] archers
la somme de ixxx Ltz
A trois chirurgiens a chacun xl L [40 Livres] vjxx Ltz
A Monsr de la Chappelle Collennel des bendes francoises 
pour son estât dun moys la somme de iijc Ltz
A douze gentilzhommes qui seront près la personne du dit Collonel 
a chacun deulx xij Ltz [12 Livres] par moys oultre la simple 
paye quilz prendre avecques les bendes vijxxiiij Ltz
[1,750 Livres tournois] 
[320 Livres tournois]
[40 Livres tournois] 
[240 Livres tournois]
[30 Livres tournois]
[1,000 Livres tournois] 
[210 Livres tournois]
[300 Livres tournois]
[500 Livres tournois] 
[100 Livres tournois]
[60 Livres tournois]
[180 Livres tournois] 
[120 Livres tournois]
[300 Livres tournois]
[144 Livres tournois]
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A ung ayde de camp c Ltz
A ung sergent major xlij Ltz
Au mareschal des logies xl Ltz
[en marge]: Il a este paye pour six moys 
commencez le dat xvj mars [16 March]
A Jehan Chollet commissaire general des vivres nouvellement 
envoyé audit pays pour son estât dun moys c Ltz
[en marge]: Ilz ont semblablement este paiez pour six moys.
A trois clercz qui luy seront necessaires aussi nouvellement 
envoyez audit Royaume descosse [Scotland] a chacun deulx la somme 
de xxx Ltz [30 Livres] aussi pour le dit moys iiijxxx Ltz
[en marge]: Il a pareillement este paye pour six 
moys commencez comme dessus.
A Biaise Estienne contrerolleur general des dits vivres aussi 
nouvellement envoyé au dit pays descosse [Scotland] pour son 
estât dun moys la somme de lxx Ltz
[en marge]: Il paye pour six moys commencez comme dessus 
Ung clerc qui luy sera necessaire pour lexercice dung 
contrerolle la somme de xxx Ltz
[100 Livres tournois] 
[42 Livres tournois] 
[40 Livres tournois]
[100 Livres tournois]
[90 Livres tournois]
[70 Livres tournois]
[30 Livres tournois]
[en marge]: Nota que tous eulx de lartillerye sont paiez 
jusques au dernier jour de May par [?.chang]
Au commissaire ordinaire delartilleric Dupont aussi nouvellement 
envoyé audit pays descosse [Scotland] au lieu du commissaire Bude 
Maude pour soy venir raffreschir ijc Ltz
A ung commissiare extraordinaire qui a este nouvellement 
envoyé la somme de c Ltz
A huict [8] canoniers ordinaires de la dite artillerye qui y ont aussi 
este envoyez nouvellement a raison de xx L [20 Livres] pour chacun 
deulx par moys qui seront la somme de viijxx Ltz
A six [6] charpentiers deux [2] charrons deux [2] forgerons et ung 
[1] deschargeur a chacun deulx vingt [20] livres tournois par moys 
la somme de ijc.xx Ltz
A ung commissaire du garde general de la dite artillerie pour 
son estât dun moys la somme de xl Ltz
A quinze [15] tant canoniers que gens de mestier qui sont de long 
temps audit pais descosse [Scotland] a raison de xx L [20 livres] 
pour chacun deulx la somme de iijc Ltz
A ung commissaire du contrerolleur general sur dit pays 
xx vv sol [20 écus d'or soleil] vallans xlv Ltz
[200 Livres tournois] 
[100 Livres tournois]
[160 Livres tournois]
[220 Livres tournois] 
[40 Livres tournois]
[300 Livres tournois] 
[45 Livres tournois]^
Somme totale de la despense contenue
en ce présent estât liiijm.vc.xl Ltz [54,540 Livres tournois]
Faict a S1 Germain en Laye le xxme jour davril lan mil cinq cens quarentehuict avant pasques
[20 April 1548/49] Signee Delaubespine.
^Thus 1 ecu d'or soleil was worth 2 livres 5 sous/sols on 20 April 1549 which accords with the rough 
calculations of the approximate equivalency table suggested in Appendix No. 1. The double "v" with a bar 
across the top of each "v" is the sign for the ecu d'or. but the computer cannot render the bar hence the the 
use of the plain "vv".
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ACCOUNT No.3 (Estât) 22 April 1549 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye^
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 18153 fol.s 68r - 69r :
Estât des deniers qui ont este présentement foumiz au trésorier de lextraordinaire des guerres Mr Raoul 
Moreau pour envoyer en escosse [Scotland] et estre par luy distribuiez aux personnes et ainsi qui sensuict.
Premièrement
Pour envoyer au dit pays descosse en argent comptant la somme 
de deux cens soixante sept mille cinq cens [267,500] livres pour 
estre despenduz et employez suivant lordonnance du Sr de Termes.
Cy ijc.lxvijm.vc. Ltz [267,500 Livres tournois]
Pour le payement de six cens [600] hommes estans soubz les charges 
des Cappnes Cerf et Gilbert Quentin qui feront monstre a Brest avant 
leur embarquement. Et se monte le payement de chacune bende ijm.ijc. 
lx L [2,260 Livres] et soixante dix [70] livres pour ung commissiare 
et ung contrerolleur qui feront la monstre des dites deux bendes
Cy la somme de iiijm.vc.iiijxxx Ltz [4,590 Livres tournois]
A Camille Marin pour son estât de six moys commencez ce 
jourdhuy a raison de c L [100 Livres] pour chacun des dits
six moys pour ce cy vjc Ltz [600 Livres tournois]
A la Royne descosse [Marie de Guise-Lorraine] pour sa pension 
de demye annee qui eschevra le dernier jour de Juing
prochain [30 June 1549] xm Ltz [10,000 Livres tournois]
Au Conte dharan [James Hamilton, 2nd Earl of Arran]
Gouverneur descosse aussi pour sa pension de demye annee
qui eschevera le dit denier jour de Juing vjm Ltz [6,000 Livres tournois]
A trois cens [300] pyonniers pour leur soulde dun moys a raison 
de c S [100 Sols] pour chacun dculx dont sera faict monstre avant
leur embarquement la somme de XVe Ltz [1,500 Livres tournois]
A Monsr le general Dapestigny pour son estât dun an aussi 
commence le jourdhuy la somme de six mille [6,000] livres 
qui est a raison de vc [500] livres par moys dont luy
sera faict advance. Cy vjm Ltz [6,000 Livres tournois]
A Biaise Estienne contrerolleur general des vivres au dit
pays descosse la somme de six cens [600] livres qui est
a raison de lxx [70] livres par moys pour luy et xxx [30]
livres pour un clerc aussi par moys dont pareillement luy sera
faict advance. Cy pour six moys la somme de vjc Ltz [600 Livres tournois]
A ung commissiare ordinaire des guerres la somme de xl [40]
livres par moys oultre sa taxacon ordinaire qui est de pareille
somme de xl [40] livres. Cy pour son payement de six moys dont
semblablement luy sera faict advance ijc.xl Ltz [240 Livres tournois]
A un contrerolleur ordinaire des guerres la somme de neuf vingts 
[180] livres qui est a raison de xxx [30] livres par moys 
oultre sa taxacon ordinaire. Cy pour les dits moys
dont luy sera faict advance ixxx Ltz [180 Livres tournois]
A deux chevaucheurs descuirie la somme de troys cens soixante 
[360] livres qui est a raison de xxx [30] livres par moys
3 This account appears to be an up-date and augmentation by 76,680 Livres of Account No. 1 issued on 16 
March 1548/9. Thus only Account No. 3 is included in the total sum calculated from the remaining 
accounts of French expenditure on Scotland for 1549.
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dont aussi leur sera faict advance.
Cy pour les dits six moys iijc.lx Ltz [340 Livres tournois]
A Jehan Chollet comme ce tenir le compte des vivres et munitions au dit pays descosse la somme de troys
mil cent soixante deux [3,162] livres tournois assavoir six cens [600] livres pour ladvance de son estât de
six moys a raison de c [100] livres pour chacun deceulx vc.xl [540] livres pour ladvance de lestât de troys
clercs aussi pour six moys que est a raison de xxx [30] livres pour chacun deulx. Et ijm.xxij [2,022] livres
tant pour ses peines et sallaires davoir tenu le contrerolle des vivres et munitions du fort doultreau pendant
quinze moys entière finiz le dernier jour de décembre M vc xlvj [31 December 1546]. Que pour son
remboursement de plusieurs sommes de deniers quil a payees aux clercs qui luy ont este necessaires pour le
faict et exercice du dit contrerolle. Cy iijm.clxij Ltz [3,162 Livres tournois]
Pour demye annee de la pension des troys chevaliers de l'ordre 
[Saint-Michel] qui sont par delà [the Earls of Angus,
Argyll and Huntly]^ iijm Ltz [3,000 Livres tournois]
Pour demye annee de lestât du Sr de Termes vjm Ltz [6,000 Livres tournois]
Faict a Sainct Germain en Laye le xxijem jour davril mil cinq cens quarante neuf apres pasques [22 April 
1549].
Signee Delaubcspine.
[Total = 309,732 Livres tournois]
ADDENDUM
Mandate of Henri II given at Saint Germain-en-Laye on 22 April 1549 (apres pasques) for 77,130 Livres 
tournois for payment of French troops in Scotland by Mr Raoul Moreau.
Fisher Library, University of Sydney, Australia, MS. Autographs, Royalty, Vol. 1, p. 
15, (Original, Parchment, signed, "Henry, Par le Roy, Delaubespine").^
Henry par la grace de dieu Roy de france. A nre-[notre] ame et féal Mr Raoul Moreau par nous commis a 
tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz extraordinaires de noz guerres et pays de picardye Arthois 
Champaigne Normandye Bretaigne et Escosse Salut. Nous voulons et vous mandons que la somme de 
soixante dix sept mil cent trente [77,130] livres tournois que nous auons ordonne et commande au trésorier 
de nre-[notre] espargne Mr André Blondel [sic] vous faire fournir comptant en la ville de Nantes. Vous 
Icelle receue lenvoiez Incontinant par voz clercs et commis au port et havre de Brest Estant en nre-[notre] 
pais et duché de Bretaigne pour du dit lieu fe-[faire] porter et conduire par la mer au dit pais descosse. Et 
Illes estre conuertie et emploiee Assauoir soixante sept mil cinq cens [67,500] livres tournois. Ainsi que le
4 The Letters Patent were granted by Henri II at Dijon on 6 July 1548 ‘par lesquelles le Conte d'Aran est 
commis par le Roy Henry II pour recevoir le serment, et donner le Collier de l’Ordre de S. Michel à trois 
Chevaliers, ... es personnes de nos chers et amez Cousins Georges Gordon Comte de Huntly, Archebal 
Champel Comte d’Argyle et Archebal Douglas Comte d’Angous’, B.N. Coll. Clairambault 724, fol. 163r; 
published in Titres et Pieces justificatives des legitimes pretentions de la maison de Hamilton sur le Duché 
de Chastellerault. (ed) C. Hugier, Paris, (1713) pp. 10-11.
 ^ I am grateful to Mr. Bruce Belden (Assistant in Rare Books) who kindly drew my attention to these 
volumes of "Autographs" on 2 July 1990, which had not as yet been catalogued at this time at Fisher 
Library.
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Sieur de Termes nre-[notre] lieutenant general au dit pais descosse vous ordonnera et commandera tant au 
paiement des gens de guerre y estans pour nre-[notre] service estatz et appoinctemens de cappnes et autres 
choses que Icelluy Sieur de Termes verra et congnoistres estre necessaire por [pour] la garde seurete et 
deffence du dit pais. Et par Rapportant ces pn-tes [présentes] signées de nre-[notre] main les estatz ou 
ordonnances du dit Sieur de Termes que nous auons en tant que besoing seroit validez et auclorisez et 
vaildons et auctorisons comme si sestoit chose par nous ordonnée et commandée Ensemble les Roolles des 
Monstres veues et Reueues des dits gens de guerre estans de pn-t [présent] ou qui seront cy apres ou [sic] ? 
au dit pais descosse pour nre-[notre] dit service denement signez et expediez par les commissaires et 
contrerolleurs qui seront adee [?] comis et depputtez par le dit Sieur de Termes et les autres quictances 
necessaires ou elles escheront. Nous voulons la dite somme de lxvijm vc L [67,500 Livres] estre passée et 
allouée en la despence de voz comptes et Rabatue de vre-[votre] Recepte par noz amez et feaulx les gens de 
noz comptes ausquelz par ces mesmes pn-tes [présentes] soubz le contreseel de nre-[notre] Chancellerye. 
Nous voulons quelle sont par vous conuertye et employé au paiement des partyes contenues en Icelluy estât 
Rapportant le quel tant seulement auec ces dites présentes et les quictances necessaires sur chacune des 
parties la dite somme de ixm vjcxxx L [9,630 Livres] Estre semblablement passée et allouée en la despence 
de vos comptes et Rabatue en vre-[votre] dite Recepte par nos dits gens de comptes ausquelz semblablement 
mandons ainsi le faire sans difficulté. Car tel est nre-[notre] plaisir. Donne a Saint Germain en Laye le 
vingt deuxme jour davril lan mil cinq cens quarente neuf [22 avril 1549] apres pasques. Et de nre-[notre] 
régné le troisme
hcnry
Par le Roy
Delaubespine
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ACCOUNT No. 4 (Estât) 6 August 1549 - Compïègne6 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 18153 fol.s 91r - 92r:
Estât de ce quil fault présentement fournir pour le faict descosse [Scotland]
Premièrement
Pour le parfaict du mois de
juillet xvjm.iiijc.iiijxxxvij L, xviij Stz [16,497 Livres,18 Sols tournois]
Ce par soy xvjm.iiijc.iiijxxxvij L, xviij Stz [16,497 Livres,18 Sols tournois]
Pour le moys daoust
Pour les lansquenetz xiiijm.clvj Ltz [14,156 Livres tournois]
Pour les gens de pic firancois xxxijm.cxlij Ltz [32,142 Livres tournois]
Pour les chevaulx legiers 
descosse [Scots] vjm.iiijc Ltz [6,400 Livres tournois]
Pour les cappnes des places iiijc Ltz [400 Livres tournois]
Pour les trois cirurgiens vjxx Ltz [120 Livres tournois]
Pour huict commissionares et 
huict contrerolleurs vc.lx Ltz [560 Livres tournois]
Pour extraordinaire de lartillerie 
par estimación ijm.vc Ltz [2,500 Livres tournois]
Ce lvjm.ijc .lxxviij L [56,278 Livres tournois]
qui est pour trois mois viijxxviijm.viijc.xxxiiij Ltz [168,834 Livres tournois]
A ung commissionaire ordinaire oultre sa taxacion a raison
de xl [40] Livres par mois pour deux mois 
finissans le xvjme jour de novembre iiijxx Ltz [80 Livres tournois]
A ung contrerolleur ordinaire aussi oultre sa taxacion a raison de
xxx L [30 Livres] par mois pour les dits deux mois lx Ltz [60 Livres tournois]
Au Sr de Termes pour le mois doctobre seullement m Ltz [1,000 Livres tournois]
Au Sr Camille Marin pour le dit mois c Ltz [100 Livres tournois]
A Jehan Chollet commissionaire des vivres pour son estât de 
deux mois finissans le xiijme jour de novembre a raison de
c [100] Livres par mois ijc Ltz [200 Livres tournois]
A trois clercs servans soubz luy a raison de xxx L [30 Livres]
par mois pour les dits deux mois ixxx Ltz [180 Livres tournois]
A Biaise Estienne contrerolleur des dits vivres pour le dit 
octobre seullement lxx [70] Livres et pour ung clerc
servans soubz luy xxx [30] Livres Ce c Ltz [100 Livres tournois]
A ung chevaulcheur pour les dits mois daoust septembre et octobre
a raison de xxx L [30 Livres] par mois iiijxxx Ltz [90 Livres tournois]
A ung autre chevaulcheur pour deux mois 
finissans le xvjme jour 
de novembre ala dite 
raison de xxx L [30 Livres] xl Ltz [60 Livres tournois]
6 There is a contemporary copy of this document at the National Library of Scotland (Balcarres Papers) 
Adv. MSS. 29.2.5, fol. 71r&v.
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Pour le parfaict de xxm L [20,000 Livres] ordonnez 
pour les repparacions parties inopinées et fraiz de 
ceulx qui tiendront le compte des dites sommes
devant quatre mois xiiijm.iijc.i L, vj Stz [14,301 Livres, 6 Sols tournois]
Et pour la pension de la Royne descosse [Marie de 
Guise-Lorraine] de demye annee finissans le dernier
jour de décembre prochain[31 December 1549] xm Ltz [10,000 Livres tournois]
Cet total ijc.xjm.vc.iij L, iiij S [211,503 Livres, 4 Sols, tournois]
faict au conseil tenu a Compiegne le vjme jour daoust M Ve quarante neuf [6 August 1549]
Plus en envoyé pour la gendarmerie qui est en escosse [Scotland]* oultre les deux quartiers doctobre 
novembre et décembre janvier février et mars denier passez qui furent bailliz au Sr de Termes (autres deux 
quartiers) cest assavoir davril may et juin denier passe et du présent court de juillet aoust et septembre.
[Signee] Bochetel.
* Mandate of Henri II for payment of two companies of lances of the king's ordonnances presently in 
Scotland; given at Amiens, 12 August 1549. As this mandate appears to be for the above-mentioned 
"gendarmes" it has been appended here for convenience. It should be noted that as these troops formed part 
of the French standing army they were paid from the "Despences ordinaire du Roy" as opposed to the vast 
majority of Henri II's troops in Scotland who were paid from the "Despences extraordinaire". See Appendix 
No. 3, Supra, for an estimate of Henri II's expenses both "ordinaire" and "extraordinaire" for 1549. 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 26587, Pièces Originales 373, dr. 81125 No. 
6: Endorsed : "Pour le solde des compies de Termes & Beaumont Brizay, Capnes 1549" [ later hand, ? 
18th century].
Henry par la grace de dieu Roy de france. A noz amez et feaulx Conseillers Trésoriers ordinaires de noz 
guerres Mrs Nicolas de Troyes et Jacques Veau salut. Nous voulions et nous mandons que la somme de 
seize mil sept cens vingt cinq [16,725] livres tournois que ce jourdhuy nous avons ordonnée a notre ame et 
féal aussi conseiller et trésorier de notre espargne Mr Andre Blondet pour fournir comptant ou appoincter par 
ses mandemens portans quictance pour convertir et emploier ou faut de voz offices cest a servans a vous 
detrorer [?] viijm vc lxij L, x S [8,562 Livres, 10 sols]. Et a nous viijm clxij L, x S tz [8,162 Livres, 10 
Sols tournois] pour Icelle reveue la faictes par les paieurs des deux compagaines chacun de quarante lances 
de noz ordonnances estans de present du pays descosse [Scotland] pour notre dit service lune soubz la 
charge et conduicte du Sr de Termes notre Lieutenant general du dit pays descosse et lautre soubz le Sr de 
Beaumont Brizay convertyr et emploier au paiement des gaiges et soulde des hommes darmes et archiers des 
dites compagnies pour les quartiers davril May et Juing an Ve xlix [1549] dernier passe et du present de 
Juillet aoust et septembre ensuivans avec les estatz des Cappitaines Lieutenans Enseignes guidons et 
Mareschaulx des logies et gaiges des dits paieurs. Au fieir?/ferir? et ala raison que ont accoustumee destre 
paiees les dites compagnies ensemble des gaiges dun commissaire et contrerolleur ordinaire de nos dites 
guerres et qui feront les monstres reveues et contrerolles des dites compagnies pour les dits quartiers estans 
de present au dit pays descosse lequel paiement nous avons ordonne et ordonns par ces présentes. Affin
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quilz puiss.... [?] anr- [?] meille- [?] monz- [?] deulx entretenir en notre service au dit pays descosse et de
suvneur [?] au paiement de leurs vivres quil leur est besoing paier comptz. Nonobstant que le dit quartier de 
Juillet ne soit encores eschier et passe et quil ne leur for- [?] entrement deu- [? deux]. Et par rapportes -  
par lun de vous- [?] ces dites présentes signées de notre main et par lann- la coppye -  dicelles denierment 
collacionee al original par lun de noz amez et feaulx notaires et secrétaires avie les rolles des monstres 
reveues et contrerolles que pour faictz du paiement des dites compagnies pour les dits quartiers denierement 
expediez par les dits commissaires et contrerolleurs ordinaires de noz guerres. En tant que touche le 
paiement des dits hommes darmes et archiers et quant aux estatz des cappitaines lieutenans enseignes 
guidons et Mareschaulx des Logies et gaiges des dits commissaires contrerolleurs et paieurs leurs quictances 
servans suffisantes en la manier accoustumee. Nous voulions les sommes aynon moleront [?] les dits 
paiements estre passées et allouées ses pectmieniens [?] en la despence de voz comptes. Et rabatues de voz 
comptes par noz amez et feaulx les gens de noz comptes au sus dits nous mandons ainsi le faire sans 
difficulté. Car tel est notre plaisir nonobstant quelzconques ordonnances restrinctions mandemens ou 
deffenses a ce contraries. Donne a Amyens [Amiens] le xij jour de aoust lan de grâce M Vc quarante neuf 
[12 August 1549] et de notre régné le troiseme. Ainsi signe Henry et sesoubz par le Roy Bochetel. Et 
scelee en simple queue de cyre jaulne
Collacion a este faicte a loriginal de lacquict cy dessus transcript 
par moy notaire et secrétaire du Roy. Leclerc
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ACCOUNT NO. 5 (Payment) 31 May 1550 - Edinburgh
Bibliothèque Nationale, Mémoire du Registre du Roy: Henry 2,
Fonds Français 3124 fol.s 17r - 22v :
Estât de ce qui a este paye pour la solde estatz et appoinctements des soldatz estans en escosse [Scotland] 
du temps de Monsieur de Termes Lieutenant General pour sa maistie audict pays pour troys moys entiers 
commencans le 1er jour de février en lan 1549 [1 Feb. 1549/1550]
A 264 soldatz francoys estans soubz la charge de Sr de la Chapelle Biron et conduictz par le Sr des Ferriers 
son lieutenant pour leur solde de troys mois entière a raison de 6 Livres par moys pour chacun la somme 
de 4,752 Livres tournois
Au Sr de la Chapelle Collonel sus dits pour son estât de 
capitaine a raison de 100 Livres par moys
A son lieutenant a raison de 50 Livres par moys 150 Livres tournois
A son porte Enseigne a raison de 30 Livres par mois
A deux sergens de bande a raison de chacun 42 Livres 
oultre leur simple paye
A six caps descoudres a raison de 12 Livres 
[N.B. actually 216 Livres]
[Thus: either 7 caps, at 12 L per month or 6 caps, at 14 L per month!] 
A 68 soldatz armez de corseletz a raison de 60 Sols 
A 30 harquebuziers a raison de 60 Sols 
A 70 soldatz a raison de 20 Sols 
A deux tambourins a raison de 6 Livres par moys 
A ung fourier 
A ung fifre
[Different hand] Some du present du dits compts [...blank...]
A 236 soldatz conduictz par le capne Pierre Longue 
pour leur solde a raison que dessuz
300 Livres tournois
90 Livres tournois
84 Livres tournois
252 Livres tournois
612 Livres tournois 
270 Livres tournois 
210 Livres tournois 
36 Livres tournois 
18 Livres tournois 
24 Livres tournois
6,474 Livres tournois
A 241 soldatz conduictz par le capnc Gaillard d Aruilz pour leur solde estatz 
et appoinctements a raison que dessuz 6,664 Livres tournois
A 211 soldatz conduictz par le capne La Mothe Rouge pour leur solde
y comprins tout ce que dessuz
A 204 soldatz conduictz par le capne La Cave pour leur solde 
y comprins tout ce que dessu
A 226 soldatz conduictz par le capne Labit pour leur solde 
y comprins ce que dessuz
A 229 soldatz conduictz par le capne Bonevin pour leur solde 
y comprins ce que dessuz
A 214 soldatz conduictz par le capne de Fourquevaulx pour 
leur solde y comprins ce que dessuz
A 206 soldatz conduictz par le capne Domie pour leur solde 
y comprins ce que dessuz
A 197 soldatz conduictz par le capne Valainville pour leur 
solde y comprins ce que dessuz
6,024 Livres tournois 
6,898 Livres tournois 
6,294 Livres tournois 
6,348 Livres tournois 
6,088 Livres tournois 
6,934 Livres tournois 
6,772 Livres tournois
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A 243 soldatz conduictz par le capne S1 André pour leur solde 
y comprins ce que dessuz
A 244 soldatz conduictz par le capne Pierre de Lamb'ire pour 
leur solde y comprins ce qu'aux precedens
A 90 soldatz conduictz par le capnc Carronan7 8leur solde estatz et 
appoinctements comme dessuz
A 50 soldatz soubz la charge du capnc Marrin pour leur solde 
estatz et appoinctements
6,600 Livres tournois 
6,618 Livres tournois 
2,172 Livres tournois
1,338 Livres tournois
A 30 soldatz conduictz par le Sr Beauchastel pour leur solde
estatz et appoinctements 924 Livres tournois
A 200 soldatz [Scots] conduictz par le capne Doques [Dog or Doig]
pour leur solde estatz et appoinctements 4,752 Livres tournois
Au Sr de la Chapelle Biron Colonel des dites bandes pour son estât
des dits troys moys a raison de 300 Livres par chacun 900 Livres tournois
A 12 gentilzhommes estans près la personne du dit 
Sr de la Chapelle pour leur entietenement
a raison de 12 livres par moys chacun 432 Livres tournois
Au cap116 Galliard d Arqueilz sergent maior des dites
bandes a raison de 40 Livres 126 Livres tournois
Au Sr Deschesnens Mareschal des Logis des dites
bandes a raison de 42 Livres 120 Livres tournois
A 12 soldatz lansquenetz soubs la charge du capne Loys de S1 Lary
pour leur solde des dits troys moys en ce comprins lestât du dit capne
qui est a raison de 30 L. par moys 630 Livres tournois
A 12 aultres soldatz lanquenetz soubs la charge du capne Francoys Gay
pour leur solde a la dite raison que dessus 630 Livres tournois
Au prevost de la justice des dites bandes francoyses et a huict [8] 
ses archiers a raison de 100 Livres pour le dit prevost
et 10 pour les ditz Archiers 540 Livres tournois
Payement faict aux soldatz lansquenetz dont est Collonnel le Sr Jehan-Philippes Conte 
du Rhin [the Rhingrave]  ^ pour deux moys entiers comancans le 7 fevrierde lanl549 [7 
Feb. 1549/1550]
A 291 soldatz lansquenetz conduictz par le capne Conrad Derotehouge 
pour leursolde des dits deux moys y comprins leur estatz et 
appoinctements du premier feullet payez particulier et
aultres accoustumes selon leur cappitianes 5,632 Livres tournois
A 271 soldatz lansquenetz conduictz par le capne Hans Maure
pour leursolde y comprins ce que dessus 5,272 Livres tournois
A 266 soldatz de al dite nation conduictz par le capne Grand Frodi
pour leur solde et aultres appoinctements comme dessus 5,332 Livres tournois
A 265 soldatz de la dite nation conduictz par le capne Hans Fustoquart
pour leur solde y comprins ce que dessus 5,300 Livres tournois
A 257 soldatz de la dite nation conduictz par le capitiane Claus Ruik
pour leur solde estatz et appoinctements comme dessus 5,200 Livres tournois
7 Possibly the same Cappne Carronant who commanded 100 Francois and Gascons at Dunbar mustered on 
the 11 June 1553, R.S Rait, (ed) Miscellany II. Scottish History Society, XLIV, (1904) pp.104-114
8 Conte de Ringrave: see Supra. "Introduction", Appendix No. 2, n. 9.
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Aulire payement faict ausdits soldatz pour ung moys entier comancant 
le 7 jour de Apuril 1550 [7 Aprii 1550]
A 178 soldatz lansquenctz conduictz par le capne Conrad Derotehouge
pour leur solde dun moys entier y comprins ce qu'aux precedens 2,738 Livres tournois
A 263 soldatz de la dite nation conduict par le capnc Hans Maure 
pour leur solde y comprins ce qu'aux precedens
A 262 soldatz de la dite nation conduictz par le capne Grand Froch 
pour leur solde y comprins ce qu'aux precedens
A 247 soldatz de al dite nation conduictz par le capne Hans Fustoquart 
pour leur solde y comprins ce qu'aux precedens
A 255 soldatz de la dite nation conduictz par le capne Claus Ruik 
pour leur solde y comprins ce que dessus
Au prevost de la dite justice des dites bandes de lansquenetz 
pour lestât de luy et de ses officiers de troys moys entiers 
a raison de 486 Livres par moys
Au Mr du Guet des dites bandes pour lestât de luy et de son hallebardier 
durant les dits troys moys a raison de 160 Livres par moys 
[Actually 480 Livres][106 L. per month for 3 months = 318 Livres!]
Au mareschal des logis des dites bandes pour lestât de luy de de son 
hallebardier durant les dits 3 moys a raison de 160 Livres [? 106]
2,648 Livres tournois 
2,636 Livres tournois 
2,540 Livres tournois 
2,588 Livres tournois
1,458 Livres tournois 
318 Livres tournois
318 Livres tournois
Payement faict aux chevaux legiers Escossois des quelz 
est Collonel Le Conte de Casseilz pour deux moys 10 jours 
commencans le 10 jour de feburier 1549 [1550]
A 100 chevaulx legiers Escossois [Scots] conduictz par le Conte de Casseilz 
[Gilbert Kennedy, 3rd Earl of Cassellis] susdit pour leur solde de 2 moys 
10 jours entiers en ce comprinz les estatz des capnes lieutenants enseignes et 
apoinctemens de dix double payes 2,986 Livres, 13 Sols, 4 Deniers tournois
A 100 aultres [Scots] chevaulx legiers de la dite nation conduictz 
par le capne Humes [? George, 4th Lord Home]pour leur solde 
comprins tous estatz et appoinctementz comme dessus
iim .ixc .iiijxxvj L,xiij S,iiij D [2,986 Livres, 8 Sols,4 Deniers tournois]
A 50 chevaulx legiers de la dite nation conduictz par 
Alexandre Humespour leur solde estatz et
appoinctements que dessus 1,493 Livres, 6 Sols, 8 Deniers tournois
A 50 aultres chevaulx legiers de la dite nation conduictz par le 
capne PatricHumes pour leur solde estatz et
appoinctements que dessus 1,493 Livres, 6 Sols, 8 Deniers tournois
A 50 aultres chevaulx legiers de la dite nation conduictz par le 
capne André Ker pour solde estatz et
appoinctements que dessus 1,493 Livres, 6 Sols, 8 Deniers tournois
A 50 aultres chevaulx legiers de la dite nation conduictz par le 
capne Jehan de Cambions pour leur solde y comprins les estatz 
des capne lieutenant et enseigne qui sont semblable
a ceulx qui ont 100 soldatz 1,703 Livres, 6 Sols, 8 Deniers tournois
Estatz et appoinctemens payez a plusieurs personnes
A Monsieur de Termes Lieutenant general pour sa maiestie [Henri II] 
au dit Royaume descosse [Scotland] pour son estât de 3 moys entiers 
a raison de 1,000 Livres par moys 3,000 Livres tournois
A Monsieur le General Dapesteguy superintendant sur la finances
au dit pays pour somme a luy ordonne par sa maistie 3, 000 Livres tournois
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Au Sr de Fourquevaux capnc du Chateau de Humes pour son estât 
de troys moys a raison de 100 Livres
Au Sr Camille Marin Inge ordin[..crossed out..] sur les 
repparacions etfortifications du dit pays pour son estât 
de 3 mois a raison de 100 Livres
A Biaise Estienne comme au contrerolle des vivres 
au dit pays et ung clerc pour leur estât des dits 3 moys 
a raison de 100 Livres
A Jehan Chollet aussy commis a tenu les comptes des 
dits vivres pour son estât des dits 3 moys 
a raison de 100 Livres
Au dit Chollet pour distribuir a 3 clercs qui luy sont necessaire 
pour le faict de sa dite charge a raison de 30 Livres 
par moys pour chacun de ceulx
A Adrian Senin commis au contrerolle des reparacions 
et fortifications du dit pays pour son estât 
de 2 moys a raison de 100 Livres
A Anthoine Broullet Rene Roger et Leonard 
Synuby Cyrurquts [?] ordonnes pour les soldatz 
pour leurs estatz de trois moys 
a raison de 20 Livres par moys chacun
A Gracien Paris et Anthoine Guivin chevaucheurs descurye 
ordonnez prez la personnedu dit Sr de Termes pour leur estatz 
des dits troys moys a raison de 30 Livres
A 16 commissiares pour leur taxacions davoir vacque durant 
les dits 3 mois au faict des monstres et reveues des dits soldatz 
tant francoys lansquenctz que escossois a raison de 
40 Livres par moys chacun la somme de 
A 17 contrerolleurs pour leur taxacions pour avoir 
pareillement vacque au faict des dits monstres et reveues 
durant les dits troys mois a raison de 30 Livres 
par moys pour chacun deulx la somme de
A Sr Doysel [Henri Cleutin] tenant le registre en la place 
dun commissiareordonnaire des guerres pour 3 moys a 
raison de 40 Livres par moys oultre 
sa taxacion ordinaire
A Francoys Mynis contrerolleur ordonnaire tenant le registre 
pour Monsr le contrerolleur general des guerres pour lexcucion 
de la dite charge durant les dits 3 moys a raison de 30 Livres 
par moys oultre sa taxacion ordinaire la somme de
Deniers fournis a Gens qui en doibuent comptir
A Mr Francoys de Raconys trésorier de lextraordinaire de 
lartillerye par ordonance du dit Sr de Termes pour conventir 
et employer au faict de sa charge et commission la lsomme de
Au dit Sr de Raconis par ordonnance du dit Sr de Termes pour 
conventir et employer au faict de sa charge et rembourser tames 
[?] par les deniers aux marchans Escossois la somme de
A Mr Anthoine Bonacourey dheroreir de chevaulx legeiers francoys 
par ordonnance du dit Sr de Termes pour employer au faict de sa 
charge et numyne [?] pour le payement des soldatz estant soub 
la charge des Sieurs de Neglepelice et S1 Forgeil pour troys 
moys entiers la somme de
300 Livres tournois
300 Livres tournois
300 Livres tournois
300 Livres tournois
270 Livres tournois
200 Livres tournois
360 Livres tournois
180 Livres tournois
1,920 Livres tournois
1,630 Livres tournois
120 Livres tournois
90 Livres tournois
6,936 Livres tournois
890 Livres tournois
9,350 Livres tournois
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A Jehan Chollet commis par le Roy a tenir le compte des vivres 
et rcppracions au dit pays par ordonnance du dit Sr pour employer 
au faict de sa charge et commission mesmes pour faire 
ladvitaillement et nauleage des soldatz lansquenetz et 
chevaulxlegiers francoys que len renvoyé
en france la somme de 4,194 Livres, 10 Sols, 6 Deniers tournois
Au dit Chollet commis susdits par ordonnance du 
dit Sr pour employer sa dite charge mesmes pour 
ladvitaillement et noaulage des soldatz francoys que
Ion veult renvoyer en france la somme de 7,960 Livres tournois
Somme totale de ce présent estât 192,583 Livres, 6 Sols, 10 Deniers tournois
Nous Paul Sr de Termes chevalier de lordre du Roy Sénéchal de Rouergue capne de cinquante hommes 
darmes et Lieutenant general pour le Roy en ce pays et Royaume dEscosse [Scotland] Certiffions a 
Messrs les gens des comptes du dit Sieur a Paris et aultres quil apartiendra que Mr Benoist Le Grand 
conseiller a icelluy et lun des trésoriers de lextraordinaire de ses guerres. A par notre ordonnance paye baille 
et delivre comptant la somme de neuf ving douz mil cinq cens quatre vings troys livres six sols dix deniers 
[192,583 Livres, 6 Sols, 10 Deniers] tant pour le payement des gaiges soulde estatz apoinctements des gens 
de guerre a pied francoys gascons lansquenetz et escossois [Scots] estans de longtemps pour le service du 
dit Sr en ce pays et Royaume descosse [Scotland] partye en campaigne et le reste dedans les fortz châteaux 
et places fortes du dit pays pour la garde seurete et de dit service dicelluy des quelz sont Colonnelz les Sieurs 
de la Chapelle Biron et de Hay pour Chevalier Conte du Rhin que pour les estatz du dit Sr de la Chapelle de 
douze ses gentilhommes des officiers ordonnez pour notre garde et de celle du dit Sr de la Chapelle des 
prevotz de la justice leurs officiers et archers pour troys moys entiers comancans le septiesme jour de 
feburier 1549 [7 Feb. 1549/1550] denier passe. Ensemble pour le payement des gens de guerre escossois 
[Scots] armez et montez a la legire semblable entretenant au service du Roy des quelz est Collonel Le 
Conte de Casseilz [Gilbert Kennedy, 3rd Earl of Cassellis] pour le temps cy devant déclaré des 
estatz de nous du Sr Dapestigny general et superintendant sur les finances en ce dit pays descosse 
[Scotland] et plusieurs aultres personnes cy devant denomminees selon et pour le temps qui est déclaré en 
chacun article de ce présent estât des taxacions des commissaires et contrerolleurs qui ont faictz les monstres 
et reveues des ditz gens de guerres a pied et a cheval pour les dits troys moys. Et aultres partys quil a 
convenu fournir comptant aux trésoriers de lextraordinaire de l'artillerie Chevaulx Legiers francoys et des 
repparacions et advittaillement du dit pays descosse [Scotland] pour conventir au faicte a leurs charges et 
commissions le tout pour le service du dit Sr. Ainsy quil est plus amplement contenu et speciffie en 
chacun article de ce présent estât contenant dix feilletz de papier Escotts reply cy comprins. Si prions aux 
dits gens des comptez du dit Le Grand la somme de 192,583 - 6 - 10. Rapportant par luy la dite présent 
estatz signe de notre main et scelle du scel de noz armes avec les rooles en parchemin ordonnez expediez par 
les commissaires et contrerolleurs qui en ont faict les monstres et reveues par nous a ce commis et députez 
et les quictances des partys ou colles eschivrons seullement sans alcune difficulté pour la quelle somme 
nous avons despesche ce jourdhuy un semblable estât contenant pareille quantité de 10 feilletz de papier 
escotts ensemble les causes et la datte de cestuy cy lequel avec le présent ne suiviront ensemblement que 
pour un mesme estât et vue mesme somme faict a Lislebourg [Edinburgh] le denier jour de may 1550 [31 
May 1550]
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Ainsy signe Paul de Termes et a ceste scellees de son scel.
[ENDORSED]: 1550 Estât despenses paiees en Escosse pour feburier mars et avril 1550. A Natiuitate [?] 
par Monsieur de Termes sur ung pareil estât que luy fut envoir par le Roy apres les monstres faictes pour 
les dits mois les lansquenetz reviendront en france par ce que sur leurs estât de May Juing Juillet et Aoust 
ilz ny sont comprins. Aussi par ung autre estât du Roy il appirt [?] avoir este paiees pour le mois de May 
le mois de retour.
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ACCOUNT No. 6 (Estât) 31 July 1550 - Saint-Germain-en-Laye 
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 18153 fol.s 170r - 171r:
[en marge: Ecosse] Estât de la despense que le roy veult et entend estre faicte au pays et royaume descosse 
[Scotland] par Mr Benoist Legrant par luy comme a tenir le compte et faire le paiement des fraiz 
extraordinaire de ses guerres tant pour le paiement de douze cens [1,200] hommes de guerre a pic francois et 
gascons soubz dix enseignes demeuriz au dit pais descosse pour son service que autres parties cy apres 
désignées le tout pour le mois de May Juing Juillet aoust septembre et octobre Mil cinq cens cinquante 
[May - Oct. 1550] ainsi quil sensuit.
Et Premièrement
A six vingts [120] desdits hommes estanct soubz le Sr de la Chapelle que le Roy veult estre payiez 
assavoir chacun pour leur simple paye vj [6] Livres. A ung sergent de bende pour son estât xiiij [14] 
Livres. A deux caps descadre picquiers xij [12] Livres. A xxxiiij [34] picquiers portans corcelletz a chacun 
lx [60] Sols. A xv [15] harquebuziers portans mailles et morions aussi a chacun lx [60] Sols. A xxv [25] 
harquebuziers simples a chacun xx [20] Sols. A ung fourier vj[6] Livres. A ung tabourin viij [8] Livres. 
Au cappnc c [100] Livres. A son lieutenant 1 [50] Livres du porteur denseigne xxx [30] Livres. Le tout par 
mois oultre leur dit simple paye qui est pour chacun mois xjc.xlvj L [1,146 Livres]. Cy pour les dits six 
mois la somme de
A vjxx [120] autres hommes estans soubz le 
cappne Gualhant payiez ala raison et ainsi 
que dessus la somme de
Autres six vingts [120] hommes soubz le 
cappne La Bit semblable somme de
A pareil nombre de vjxx [120] hommes 
estans soubz le cappne Degme paiez a la dite 
raison la somme de
A vjxx [120] autres hommes estans soubz le 
cappitiane Pierre Longue paiez ainsi que au 
precedent pareille somme de
Autres vjxx [120] hommes soubz le cappne 
La Mothe Rouge paiez ala raison et ainsi 
que dessus la somme de
A pariel nombre de vjxx [120] hommes 
soubz le cappitaine Cajard paiez comme 
dessus la somme de
A vjxx [120] autres hommes estans soubz 
le cappne S1 Andre semblable somme de
A semblable nombre de vjxx [120] hommes 
soubz le cappitaine Cambois paiez a la dite 
raison la somme de
Autres vjxx [120] estans soubz le 
cappitaine Bonnenyn paiez ala mesme 
raison que dessus la somme de
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz [6,876 Livres tournois]
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz [6,876 Livres tournois] 
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz [6,876 Livres tournois]
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz 
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
vjm.viijc.lxxvj Ltz
[6,876 Livres tournois]
[6,876 Livres tournois]
[6,876 Livres tournois]
[6,876 Livres tournois] 
[6,876 Livres tournois]
[6,876 Livres tournois]
[6,876 Livres tournois]
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A quatre commissiares pour leur tauxacion de troys mois.
Et a quatre contrerolleurs pour leur entretenement durant 
les dits six mois la somme de douze cens [1,200] Livres 
qui est pour chacun commissiare xl [40] Livres.
Et pour chacun contrerolleur par mois cy xijc Ltz [1,200 Livres tournois]
Au Sr de Termes Lieutenant-general au dit pays descosse
pour son estât des May Juing et Juillet la somme de iijm Ltz [3,000 Livres tournois] 
Au Sr de la Chappelle Biron pour son estât du
mois de May dernier la somme de iijc Ltz [300 Livres tournois]
Pour employer aux repparacions et fortifficacions 
des villes et places fortes du dit pays
descosse [Scotland] la somme de xm Ltz [10,000 Livres tournois]
Pour les fraiz du Trésorier dudit extraordinaire
des guerres la somme de x ^ L tz  [1,500 Livres tournois]
Cy totale des parties centenniers
en ce présent estât iiijxxiiijm.vijc .lx Ltz [84,760 Livres tournois]
Faict a Sainct Germain en laye le dernier jour de Juillet
lan mil cinq cens cinquante [31 July 1550]
[Signé] Henry [HENRI II]
Delaubespine.
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ACCOUNT No. 7 (Payment) 5 September 1550 - Scotland ^
Bibliothèque Nationale, (Guerre et Artillerie, tome 1)
Fonds Français 4552 fol.s 48r - 49v:
Estât de la despense faicte en Escosse [Scotland] par Mr Benoist le Grand trésorier de lextraordinare pour 
les mois de May Juing Juillet et Aoust 1550 par les ordonnances de Monsr de Termes Lieutenant general au 
dit pais.
Premièrement faict a iv [4] enseignes dont estoit Collonnel le Sr de la Chappelle
A 120 hommes a pied francois et gascons soubz 
la charge du dit Sr de la Chappelle Biron
A 120 hommes de guerre de la dite nation soubz 
la charge de capne Pierre Longue
A 120 aultre hommes de guerre de la dite nation soubz 
le capne Gaillard Darqueilz
A 120 de la dite nation soubz le capnc La Mothe Rouge 
A 120 de la dite nation soubz le capne Cajiric 
A 120 aultres de la dite nation soubz le capnc Labit 
A 115 aultres de la dite nation soubz le Sr Fourquevaulx 
A 120 aultres de la dite nation soubz le capne Dequie 
A 120 aultres de la dite nation soubz le capne S1 Andre 
A 120 aultres de al dite nation
Aultre paiement pour les dits 4 mois de gens de garde estans 
en garnison et fortz et chasteaux du dit pais
A 50 hommes de garde francois estans de garnison au 
chasteau de Dombarrc [Dunbar] soubz le capne Carouan
A 30 aultres estans es garnison au fort de Montroz 
[Montrose] soubz le Sr de Bcauchatel
A 30 aultres de la dite nation estans au chasteau de Blaquenay 
[Blackness] soubz le Sr de Marin
Au Sr de la Chappelle Biron Colonnel des 10 premier bendes 
pour son estât de May dernier passe
A 12 gentilhommes appoinctez près la personne du dit Sr
Au Sr Duchesnais Mareschal en logis des dits bendes
Au Capne Gaillard Darqueilz sergent major des dits bendes
A 12 hommes lansquenetz pour la garde de Mr de Termes
A 12 autres de la dite nation pour la garde 
du dit Sr de la Chappelle Biron
Au prevost de la justice des dites bendes
A 396 hommes de garde remiriez en france soubz
9 It is apparent that this account is the treasurer's account of the actual payments for four of the months 
provided for in Account No. 6, of the funds which was allocated by Henri II on 31 July 1550 at Saint- 
Germain-en-Laye. Account No. 7 was ‘faicte en Escosse par Mr Benoist le Grand’ on 5 September 1550. 
Thus, Account No. 6 will be considered as an estimate and Account No. 7 as money actually expended. 
Unfortunately, muster rolls for this period seem not to have survived.
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois 
4,464 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois
1,784 Livres tournois
1.232 Livres tournois
1.232 Livres tournois
300 Livres tournois 
144 Livres tournois 
160 Livres tournois 
168 Livres tournois 
840 Livres tournois
210 Livres tournois 
720 Livres tournois
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la charge du capne de Vallanville 629 Livres tournois
A 360 autres aussi remeriez en france
soubz le capne Bonnevin 593 Livres tournois
Estatz et appointements paiez a plusieurs 
Monsr Sr de Termes Lieutenant general pour son
estât de 5 mois a 1,000 Livres chacun 5,000 Livres tournois
Au Sr de Fourquevaulx capne du Chateau
de hommes [Hume] a 1,000 Livres par mois 2000 Livres tournois
Au Sr Camille Marin Ingénieur ordinaire
200 Livres par mois 400 Livres tournois
A 3 chirugens pour les gens de garde a 40 Livres par mois 480 Livres tournois
A 2 chevaucheurs descurie près la personne du
Sr de Termes a 30 Livres par mois 240 Livres tournois
A 8 commissaires pour faictes les monstres
a raison de 40 Livres par mois 1,280 Livres tournois
A 8 contrerolleurs pour semblable a 30 Livres par mois 960 Livres tournois
A Bertrand lun des contrerolleurs s u s t e n a n t l e  registre 120 Livres tournois
Deniers [?]foumissant trésorier de lextraordinaire de 
lartillerie que en doibt compte a Mr François de Racovine 
trésorier de lextraordinaire de lartillerie la somme de 1,200
Livres a luy ordine par Monsr de Termes Lieutenant general sus 
dits pour quartier et emplois au faict de la charge et commission 
ainsi quil est plus amplement déclaré en la quittance il a fourni
pour ceste somme Cy 1,200 Livres tournois
Somme totale des dits parties contenues
en ce présent estât 63,612 Livres tournois
Monsr Paul de Termes Chevalier de lordre du Roy et son Lieutenant general en ce pais et Royaume descosse 
[Scotland] certiffions a Messrs les gens des comptes du dit Sr a Paris et autres quil apartiendra que par 
notre ordre et commandement a este baille et delivre contant par Mr Benoist le Grand conseiller du Roy et 
lung des trésoriers de lextraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de 63,612 Livres cy dessus arreste tant pour le 
paiement des dits gaiges soldes estatz et appointements des gens de guerre a pied francios et gascons estans 
des longtemps pour service du dit Sr en ce pais pour la garde seurete et deffens dicelluy au ce les gens 
ordonez pour notre garde et celle du dit Sr de la Chappelle Biron. Aussi pour renvoy de plusieurs soldatz 
francois qui sont este cassez des dites bendes estans durant durant 4 mois entiers commencans le 7me jour de 
May dernier passe [7 May 1550] avec les estatz de nous et autres appointez au dit pais pour le temps et 
pour les causes mentionnez en chacun article de ce présent estât que aussi de ce quil a faille fournir comptant 
au trésorier de extraordinaire de lartillerie pour convertir et emploier au faict de sa charge et commis. Si 
prion au dits gens des comptes passes et allouer en la despense des comptes du dit le grand [Mr Benoist le 
Grand] la dite somme de 63,612 Livres rapportez par luy en ce présent estât contenu en quantité de feuilletz 
de pappier escriptz cestuy en y comprins avec les Roolles en parchemin devenment expediez par les 
commissiares et contrerolleurs qui ont faictes les monstres et reveues a ce par notre commissaires de députés 
et les quittances des parties ou elles escherront seullement. En temoing & etc. le 5me Septembre 1550.
[Signed] Paule de Termes
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[ENDORSED]: 1550 Estât de la Despence faicte en escosse [Scotland] durant le mois de May Juing 
Juillet et Aoust. Par cest escript lun vivit [?] que len affen- [?] estant payiller Mr de Termes avant renvoir
des dits lanquenctz....es [?] dit ...lane- [?] estât...?... france. Aussi environ 500 soldatz francois a chacun
des quelz pour leur embarquacion luy fut donne 20 Livres au capne 106 Livres au lieutenant 56 Livres a 
lenseigne 36 Livres a chacun des seigneurs 20 Livres. Vray est que le Roy leur fit baillir a chacun deulx 
estant arrive [?] a Dieppe 9 Livres pour son retoumir en leur mayson.
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ACCOUNT No. 8 (Estât) 5 October 1550 - Vatieulle [?]
Bibliothèque Nationale, Fonds Français 3140 fol.s 76r -7 7 r ;10
Estât de ce qui a este ordonne pour la despence descosse [Scotland] pour quatre moys assavoir Septembre/ 
Octobre/ Novembre et Décembre an M Ve cinquante [1550]
Et Premièrement
A vjxx [120] hommes de guerres a pied soubz 
lenseigne de Sieur de la Chappelle pour leur simple
paye a raison de vj [6] Livres pour horn me vijc.xx Ltz [720 Livres tournois]
A ung sergen de bande pour son estat xiiij Ltz [14 Livres tournois]
A vj [6] caps descoudre de picquiers xxviij Ltz [28 Livres tournois]
A ung cap descoudre de harquebuziers xij Ltz [12 Livres tournois]
A xxxiiij [34] picquiers portans corccletz 
a chacun lx [60] Sols cij Ltz [102 Livres tournois]
A xv [15] harquebuziers portans mailles et 
a chacun lx [60] Sols
morrions
xlv Ltz [45 Livres tournois]
A xxv [25] harquebuziers simples 
a chacun xx [20] Sols xxv Ltz [25 Livres tournois]
A ung fourier vj Ltz [6 Livres tournois]
A ung tambourin vj Ltz [6 Livres tournois]
A ung fiffre viij Ltz [8 Livres tournois]
Au cappne pour son estat c Ltz [100 Livres tournois]
A son lieutenant 1 Ltz [50 Livres tournois]
A son porteur denseigne xxx Ltz [30 Livres tournois]
Ce du paiement des dits vjxx [120] hommes 
pour ung moys xjc.xlvj Ltz [1,146 Livres tournois]
Aus dits vjxx [120] hommes pour leur soulde estatz et
appoinctements de troys moys entiers a raison
que dessus iijm.iiijc.xxxviij Ltz [3,438 Livres tournois]
A pareil nombre de vjxx [120] hommes soubz le
cappitiane Gaillart pour quatre moys iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
A vjxx [120] autres hommes soubz 
le cappne de Sieur iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
A vjxx [120] autres hommes soubz le 
cappne Pierre Longue la somme de iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
A vjxx [120] autres hommes soubz le 
cappne La Motte Rouge iiym vc iiijxxiüj Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
A vjxx [120] autres soubz le
cappne Cajac i i ijm. vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
A vjxx [120] autres hommes soubz le 
cappne S1 André i i i jm. vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz [4,584 Livres tournois]
Another copy of this document is in B.N. Fonds Français, Nouvelle Acquisitions 7699,fols 342r- 344v.
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A vjxx [120] autres soubz le
cappn e Labit iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz
A vjxx [120] autres hommes soubz le
cappne Cobirs iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz
A vjxx [120] autres soubz le cappne
Bonnevyn iiijm.vc.iiijxxiiij Ltz
A quatre commissaires pour leur tauxacion de
deux moys seullement et a quatre contrerolleurs
pour leur tauxacion de quatre moys viijc Ltz
Au Sr Doysel [Henri Cleutin] pour son estât de quatre 
moys a raison de ijc [200] Livres par moys oultre son 
estât ordinaire qui est de dix [10] Livres par jour Cy
A Sr Camille Marin pour son estât de quatre moys
[4,584 Livres tournois] 
[4,584 Livres tournois] 
[4,584 Livres tournois]
[800 Livres tournois]
viijc Ltz [800 Livres tournois]
iiijc Ltz [400 Livres tournois]
Pour le paiement de xlv [45] hommes estans a Dombarre 
[Dunbar]pour leur solde estatz et appointements des dits 
quatre moys a raison de iiijc .xv [415] Livres par moys 
compoit leurs estatz et appoinctements xvjc .lx Ltz
Pour lestât de Prévost de la justice et de ses officiers a 
raison de ixxx [180] Livres par moys vijc .xx Ltz
Pour lestât du cirurgien durant les dites quatre moys 
a raison de xxx [30] Livres par moys vjxx Ltz
Pour lestât dun chevaucheur en semblable
Pour lestât dun truchemen 1 1 aussi en 
semblable
Pour les fraiz du comptable 
Ce totale
vjxx Ltz
vjxx Ltz 
viijc Ltz
ljm.iijc .iiijxx Ltz
[1,660 Livres tournois]
[720 Livres tournois]
[120 Livres tournois] 
[120 Livres tournois]
[120 Livres tournois] 
[800 Livres tournois] 
[51,380 Livres tournois]
Faict a Vatieulle [?] le cinqmc jour doctobre Mil Ve cinquante [5 October 1550] 
[Signé] Legrant
11 Truchem ent: n.m. Intermédiaire, Larousse de Poche, (1969); Truchman 1485. [In XV century,
tourcheman (Caxton) - turchemannus med. Latin (whence also Fr. truchman. etc.) Arab, tariuman. cf. 
Dragoman, Targum]: an interpreter, Shorter Oxford Dictionary on Historical Principles. (1973).
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ACCOUNT No. 9 (Payment) 20 December 1550 - Edinburgh
Bibliothèque Nationale, (Guerre et Artillerie, tome 1)Fonds Français 4552 fol.s 50r - 51v:
Estât des despences faicte en Escosse [Scotland] par Mr Benoist le Grand trésorier de lextraordinaire pour 
les mois de octobre novembre et décembre 1550 par les ordres de Monsr Doysel [Henri Cleutin] 
Ambassador aiant pouvoir du dit Sr [Henri II] dordonner de toutes choses en labsence de ses lieutenants 
generaulx
Premièrement
A 119 hommes de guerre a pied francois et gascons soubz la charge du Sr de la Chappell Biron
A 118 autres hommes de la dite nation soubz le capne Gaillard Dargueil
A 116 autres de la dite nation soubz le capne Cambios 
A 117 autres de la dite nation soubz le capne Dequie
4,560 Livres tournois
4,536 Livres tournois 
4,488 Livres tournois 
4,512 Livres tournois
4,512 Livres tournoisA 117 autres soubz le capne Pierre Longue
A 120 autres de la dite nation soubz le capne La Mothe Rouge
A 118 autres soubz le capne Cajarc
A 120 autres soubz le capnc S1 André
A 115 autres soubz le capne Labit
A 113 autres soubz le capne Bonncvin
A 45 estans au Chateau de Dombarre [Dunbar] soubz le capne Carronant
Au prevost de la justice et 8 archers pour le dit prevost a raison de 100 Livres par mois
Au Sr Camille Moroin [¿iç ? Marin] Ingenyneur a 100 livres par mois
A Robert de Hay chevancheur descurie près le dit Sr Doysel [Henri Cleutin]
A Jehan Baptist de Rochcfort ciruogien [surgeon]
A George Hay truchement [interpréter] de langue escosoys
A 4 commissaires pour faictes les monstres a chacun 40 Livres par mois
A 4 contrerolleurs comme dessus a chacun 30 Livres par mois
A aultres parties paiees par le dit Grand [Mr Benoist le Grand] par ordre du dit Sr Doisel oultre lestât envoie par le Roy avec le présent assignacion sur les deniers renvoyés [?] brie [?] au dit Sr sellon les instructiones envoiees au dit Sr Doisel pour le dit ordre [?] sil estoit necessaire.
A 12 lansquenetz pour la garde du dit Sr Doisel 840 Livres tournois
Aux cannoniers escossois [Scots] de Dombarre [Dunbar] pour leur service
4.584 Livres tournois 
4,536 Livres tournois
4.584 Livres tournois 
4,464 Livres tournois 
4,416 Livres tournois
1,660 Livres tournois
720 Livres tournois
400 Livres tournois
120 Livres tournois 
120 Livres tournois 
120 Livres tournois
320 Livres tournois 
480 Livres tournois
460 Livres tournois
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Au Sr de la Forest Evesse commissert emploiez [...crossed out...] 
a raison de Roy par mois
Oudart Byer A'me Mahiel contrerolleurs comme dessus a raison de 
15 Livres par mois que seroit pour les dits 4 [mois ?]
A Pierre Bertrand lun des contrerolleurs sus dits pour tenir 
le dit registre les dits 4 mois
Les parties que paiees pour les dits mois montier
Les reparacions comme ...?...... ?.......?... 4 mois
666 Livres, 16 Sols tournois 
4,119 Livres, 18 Sols tournois
160 Livres tournois
120 Livres tournois
120 Livres tournois
Partie Comptable
Mr François de Raconis trésorier de lextraordinaire de lartillerie 
la somme de 1,200 Livres a luy ordoner par le dit Sr Doisel pour 
emploier au faicte de sa charge et commission Cy 1,200 Livres tournois
[En Marge:] Par le paiement du commis au contrerolleur des dits
reparacions...?...... ?... pour les dits 4 mois 433 Livres, 6 Sols,
8 Deniers avie faict faire a ...?...... ?.......?... deux pour le ...?...
...?... au printemps monte en [871 Livres,i Sol,8 Deniers]
Somme totale de la despense de ce présent estât 52,032 Livres tournois
Nous Henry Cleutin Chevalier Sr Doisel et du dit pais ambassadeur pour le Roy et aiant pouvoir dordonner 
de toutes choses au pais et Royaume descosse [Scotland] en labsence de ses lieutenants generaulx 
certifiions a noz Sieurs les gens des comptes du Roy notre sire a Paris et autres quil appartiendra que pour 
notre ordre et commandement a estre paie baille et delivre comptant par Me Benoist Benoist [sicl le Grand 
conseiller du Roy et lung des trésoriers de lextraordinaire de ses guerres la somme de 52,032 Livres cy 
dessus arreste tant pour le paiement de 10 enseignes de gens de guerre a pied francois et y estans de 
longtemps pour la garde et seurete dicelle que pour celle de 45 hommes de la dite nation que sont en 
garnison au chasteau de Dombarre [Dunbar] lansqucnetz de notre garde prevostz et archiers de la justice 
estatz et entretenuz de plusieurs par service dcumeurez par ce présent estât ainsi quil est plus a plain contrint 
et déclaré par chacun article le temps 4 mois entiers commencez le 7me jour de septembre dernier passe [7 
September 1550] saller- [?] commissaires et contrerolleurs qui ont faict les monstres et reveues paieyer des 
canoniers escossois de dit Chasteau de Dombarre comprins aussi la somme de 1,200 Livres fournierez es 
mains du trésorier de lextraordinaire de lartillerie pour conventir et emploier au faict de sa charge et 
commission le lieu sellon linstrucion du dit Sieurs encores que toutes les dits parties ne soient concernant 
en son estât mais nous a escript de dit pouvoir si besoing estoit. Si prions aus dit gens des comptes passer 
et allouer en la despense des comptes du dit Le Grand la dite somme de 52,032 Livres rapportez par luy en 
ce présent estât contenu en 5 fueillez de papier escriptez cestuy en y comprins avec les Rooles en parchemin 
devenement expcdiez par les commissaires et contrerolleurs qui ont faictes les monstres et reveues comme a 
ce nous commis et depputez et les quittances des parties ou elle escherront seullement. En tesmoing de ce 
et etc. A Lislebourg [Edinburgh] le 20 me de décembre 1550.
[Signé]
Me Raoul Remereau [sic ? Moreau] baille par Le grand 6,435 Livres tournois
H Cleutin
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[ENDORSED]: 1550 - Estât de la despence faicte en Escosse [Scotland] durant les mois de septembre 
octobre novembre et décembre 1550. Par cest estât Ion voit les gens de guerre que sa maistie voullut estre 
entreteinez au dit pais descosse apres le retour de france de Monsr de Termes qui sont 10 enseignes de 120 
hommes chacune et 45 hommes au Chasteau de Dombarre [Dunbar] y aiant laisse ^  Me Doysel y apres 
notre Me des Villeparisis pour Ambassadeur et aiant pouvoir dordonner a toutes choses en labsence de ses 
lieutenants generaulx le dit Sr Doysel par lestât du mois de février May [sic ? mars] avril [il avoit a: crossed 
outl estoit pointe en larticle des estatz et appoinctements a 40 Livres par mois pour tenir le registre et de la 
place dun commissiare ordiniarc des guerres [a luy’ crossc(i out] et ce par lordonner 
[Par: crossed outj ¿y $r Termes.
l^Thus, 1,245 French troops remained in Scotland under the command of Henri Cleutin Sr d'Oysel after the 
general departure of the French at the end of 1550. By letters patent signed at Maulny on 9 November 
1550, Henri II appointed Cleutin as his Lieutenant-General in Scotland pro tern (made permanent c.1552) as 
well as his ambassador there. Cleutin was to hold both these positions during the reigns of Henri II and 
Francis II until the Anglo/Scottish peace treaty of July 1560 and the withdrawl of French troops from 
Scotland. For a full transcription of the letters patent see E.A. Bonner,‘The Tomb of Henri Cleutin:’, 
appended to this thesis.
ACCOUNT No. 10 (Payment) 1550 [? December]- Scotland
Bibliothèque Nationale,(Guerre et Artillerie) Fonds Français 4552 fol. 31r &
Lextraordinaire des paiements faicte une compte en Escosse [Scotland] lan 1550 
[This line is written in a different hand]
A 264 soldatz estans soubz la charge du Sr de la Chappelle Biron et conduictz
par le Sr des Fevriuer son lieutenant pour leur solde de 3 mois entière a
raison de vj [6] Livres par mois pour chacun 4,752 Livres tournois
Au Sr de la Chappelle collonnel sus dit pour son estât de capitaine 
a raison de 100 Livres par mois
A son lieutenant a raison de 50 Livres par mois 150 Livres tournois
A son porte enseigne a raison de 30 Livres par mois
A 2 sergens de bende a raison de chacun 42 Livres 
oultre leur simple paie
A 6 caps descoudre a raison de 12 Livres 
[=216 Livres; 14 L.=252]
A 68 soldatz armez de corselletz a raison de 3 Livres
A 30 harquebuziers a raison de 3 Livres
A 70 soldatz a raison de 20 Sols
A ung fourier 
A ung fiphre
Somme du paiement du paiement [siç] de la dite compagnie
Despences faict en escosse [Scotland] pour lextraordinaire lan 
1550 pour les mois de septembre octobre novembre et décembre
Le paiement de 120 hommes de guerre francois soubz la charge de 
Monsr de la Chappelle Biron Colonnel de dix [10] enseignes reduittes 
et que sont demeurer au dit pais dcscosse a estre faict
Scavoir est au Cappne oultre leur simple paie 100 Livres
A son lieutenant 50 Livres
A lenseigne 30 Livres
A tous les dits 120 soldatz a chacun 6 [sicILivres 
A ung sergen
A 2 cap descoudres de picques a chacun 
[N.B. 14 Livres not 12 as above]
300 Livres tournois
90 Livres tournois
84 Livres tournois
252 Livres tournois
612 Livres tournois
270 Livres tournois
210 Livres tournois
18 Livres tournois 
24 Livres tournois
6,798 Livres tournois
1,146 Livres tournois 
100 Livres tournois 
50 Livres tournois 
30 Livres tournois 
120 Livres tournois 
14 Livres tournois
14 Livres tournois 
12 Livres tournois 
102 Livres tournois
A ung cap descoudre darquebuziers 
A 34 picquiers porthe corcellez a chacun 3 Livres 
A 15 harquebuziers portans mailles et morions 45 Livres tournois 
A 25 arquebuziers simples a chacun 1 Livre 
A ung fiphre 
A ung fourier 
A ung tabourin
Apoinctemens du dit Ryuieu [? Reveue]
Au dit Sr de la Chappelle Biron Collonnel pour ung mois 300 Livres tournois
25 Livres tournois 
8 Livres tournois 
6 Livres tournois 
6 Livres tournois
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A 12 gentilhommes près de sa personne a rayson de 12 Livres a chacun 
Au Sr de Chesnais Mar^ des logis des dites bendes a rayson par mois de 
Au Capne Gaillard Dargueilz sergen majeur a rayson par mois de 
Et nota quil ny avoit poinct de Mr de Camp au dit pais.
144 Livres tournois 
40 Livres tournois 
40 Livres tournois
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ACCOUNT No. 11 (Payment) no date (c.1548) Scotland
National Library of Scotland, Balcarres Papers, Adv.MSS 29.2.5, fols 63r-64v
Estât du paiement qui a este faict aux gens de guerre a pied francoys Estans pour le service du Roy en ce 
pays descosse selon la montre demiere
Et Premièrement
A ixxxv [185] hommes soubz le
Sr de la Chappelle comprins tous Estatz
et appointements la somme de xviijc xlix L
A ixxxxviij [198] hommes soubz le Sr de Chastillon 
Cy xixc iiijxxx L
Dombarre
A ijcxv [215] hommes soubz le Cappne Nehan 
La somme de ijm xxiij L
A ijciij [203] hommes soubz le Capne Merarques 
La somme de xixc vj L
A vijxxxviij [158] hommes soubz le Sr de S1 Laurence 
La somme de xiiijc lij L
A viijxxv [165] hommes soubz le Capne Gaillard 
La somme de xijc xlv L
Mouselebourg
A ijc [200] hommes soubz le Capne Bonnevin 
La somme de xvciiijxxiiij L
A viijxx [160] hommes soubz le Capne Labit 
La somme de xiijc vij L
A ijcx [210] hommes soubz
Pierre Longue xvjc lv L
Dombarre
A ijcxl [240] hommes soubz le Capne Desme 
La somme de xviijc lxij L
A Dondy
A ijclv [255] hommes soubz le Cappitaine Valenville 
La somme de xixc lxix L
A ijclxvij [267] hommes soubz le Sr de Jalnequies 
La somme de ijm 1 L
A ijciiijxxxv [295] hommes soubz le Sr de S1 André 
La somme de ijm ijc xlvj L
A ijclxvj [266] hommes soubz le Capne La Motte Rouge 
Cy ijm xliiij L
A ijclxiiij [264] hommes soubz le Capne Cageare 
La somme de ijm xxvj L
Nombre desdits francoys iiim ijc iiijxxi [3,281] hommes 
Somme xxvijm ijc xj L
[1,849 Livres] 
[1,990 Livres]
[2,023 Livres] 
[1,906 Livres] 
[1,452 Livres] 
[1,245 Livres]
[1,584 Livres] 
[1,307 Livres] 
[1,655 Livres]
[1,862 Livres]
[1,969 Livres] 
[2,050 Livres] 
[2,246 Livres]
[2,044 Livres]
[2,026 Livres]
[27,211 Livres]
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Chasteaulx et Garnisons
A vingt cinq [25] hommes a Blaquenay [Blackness] ijc xxx L [230 Livres]
A quarante [40] hommes estans a Dombarre [Dunbar]
soubz le Capne Carronen. Cy iijc lxxvij L [377 Livres]
A cent dix sept [117] hommes soubz le Cappitaine 
Sainct Aubin. Cy ixc xlv L
A deux cens [200] hommes Escossoys estans a 
Dondye [Dundee]. Cy xviic xx L
Nombre desdits garnisons iijciiijxxij [382] hommes 
Somme iijm ijc lxxij L
Lansquenetz
A ijclxxvij [277] hommes soubz le Capne Rothehouze 
Cy ijm vijc xxxij
A ijclxx [275] hommes soubz Hans Maure 
Cy la somme de ijm vjc xxx L
A ijclxv [265] hommes soubz le Capne Ferez 
Cy ijm vjc lx L
A ijclxvj [266] hommes soubz le Capne Hans Danquestan 
Cy ijm vjc liiij L
A ijclxvj [266] hommes soubz le Capnc Claus Rincle 
La somme de ijm vjc liiij L
Nombre desdits Lansquenets xiijcxliij [1,343] hommes 
Somme xiijm iijc xxx L
[945 Livres] 
[1,720 Livres] 
[3,272 Livres]
[2,732 Livres] 
[2,630 Livres] 
[2,660 Livres] 
[2,654 Livres] 
[2,654 Livres] 
[13,330 Livres]
Cheuaux Légers François
A Quatre Vingts deux [82] hommes soubz le Sr Destrangers
La somme de ijm vijc L [2,700 Livres]
A Vingt cinq [25] hommes soubz le
Sr Desse^ iiijc lxxij L x S [472 Livres 10 Sols]
Autres Cheuaulx Légers Escossoys 
A Cent [100] hommes soubz le Capne Doularie
La somme de xvjc j L v S [1,601 Livres 5 Sols]
A Cent [100] autres hommes soubz le Capitaine Merquesollar
xvjc j L v S [1,601 Livres 5 Sols]
A C [100] hommes soubz les Capne Blactar et Jehan Humes
Cy xvijc ij L x S [1,702 Livres 10 Sols]
A lxxij [72] hommes soubz
Patrie Herberon xjc iiijxxj L v S [1,181 Livres 5 Sols]
A lviij [58] hommes soubz Domberon
ixc lxxj L v S [971 Livres 5 Sols]
13 The Sieur d'Esse commanded the contingent of the French army which arrived in Scotland in June 1548. 
In the Summer of 1549 he was replaced as Henri II's Lieutenant-General in Scotland by the Sr de Termes, 
therefore, this document can be dated to this period; and because there were many complaints of lack of 
payment of troops in 1549, it appears likely that this account of payment and Account No. 12 were issued 
in 1548, probably in the first few months after the arrival of the French in June 1548.
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A cinqunate six [56] hommes soubz le Capitaine Ninien Craston 
La somme de ixc xlj L v S
A lv [55] hommes soubz le Capnc Jehan Haurston 
Cy ixc xxvj L v S
A cinqunate cinq [55] hommes soubz Patrie Hume 
Cy ixc xxvj L v S
A cinquante [50] hommes soubz Alexandre Hume 
Cy viijc 1 j L v S
A cinquante [50] hommes soubz le Capne Codehors 
Cy viijc lj L v S
A Cinquante [50] autres hommes soubz le Capne Scobiour 
Cy viijc lj L
Nombre desdits Cheuaulx Légers viijc liij [853]
Somme de leur paiement xvm vc lxxvij L x S
Somme totalle du paiement desdits gens de guerre
lixm iijc iiijxxx L x S
Nombre desdits hommes vm viijc lx [5,860]
Scauoir est Gens de cheval viijc lij [853]
Et Gens de pied vm vij [5,700]
[941 Livres 5 Sols]
[926 Livres 5 Sols] 
[926 Livres 5 Sols]
[851 Livres 5 Sols]
[851 Livres 5 Sols]
[851 Livres 5 Sols]
[15,577 Livres 10 Sols]
[59,390 Livres 10 Sols]
Dont en y a es Garnisons Sy dessus cottees xviijc xxiiij [1,824] hommes
Ainsi Reste que Ion pcult mettre en Shampaigne compr[ins] leur mallader 
iijm iiijxxiij [3,083] hommes
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ACCOUNT No. 12 (Payment) no date (c.1548) Scotland
National Library of Scotland, Balcarres Papers, Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fols 68r-69r
Estât du paiement qui a este faict aux Gens de Guerre a pied estans pour le service du Roy en ce pais 
descosse selon la montre precedente
Et Premièrement
Lansquenets
A deux Cens soixante dix sept [277] hommes soubz
le Capne Rothehouze. Cy ijm vyc Xxxij L [2,732 Livres]
A deux Cens soixante et dix [270] hommes soubz
le Cappitaine Hans Maure ijm vjc xxx L [2,630 Livres]
A deux cens soixante cinq [265] hommes soubz 
le Capne Ferez. Cy ijm vjc lx L [2,660 Livres]
A deux cens soixante six [266] hommes soubz 
le Capne Hans Danqucstan. Cy ijm vjc lüij l [2,654 Livres]
A deux cens soixante six [266] hommes soubz 
le Cappitaine Claus Rincle. Cy ijm vjc liiij L [2,654 Livres]
Cy xiijm iijc xxx L [13,330 Livres]
Francois
A neuf vingtz cinq [185] hommes soubz le 
Sr de la Chappelle. Cy xviijc lij L
A neuf vingtz dix huict [198] hommes soubz le 
le Sr de Chastillon. Cy xixc iiijxxx L
A deux cens quinze [215] hommes soubz 
le Cappitaine Chan. Cy ijm xxiij L
A deux cens troys [203] hommes soubz 
le Cappitaine Merarques. Cy xixc vj L
A Sept vingts dix huict [158] hommes soubz 
Sainct Laurence. Cy xiiijc lij L
A huict vingts cinq [165] hommes soubz 
le Capne Gaillard. Cy xijc xlv L
A deux cens [200] hommes soubz 
le Capne Bonnevin. Cy X < O <-ï
! r
A huict vingts [160] hommes soubz 
le Capne Labit. Cy xiijc vij L
A deux cens dix [210] hommes soubz 
le Capne Pierre Longue. Cy xvjc lv L
A deux cens quarante [240] hommes soubz 
le Capne Desme. Cy xviijc lxij L
A deux cens cinquante cinq [255] hommes soubz 
Valenville. Cy xixc lxix L
A deux cens soixante sept [267] hommes soubz 
le Capne Jalneques. Cy ijm IL
[1,852 Livres] 
[1,990 Livres] 
[2,023 livres] 
[1,906 Livres] 
[1,452 Livres] 
[1,245 Livres] 
[1,584 Livres] 
[1,307 Livres] 
[1.655 Livres] 
[1,862 Livres] 
[1,969 Livres]
[2,050 Livres]
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A deux cens quatre vingtz quinze [295] hommes
soubz le Cappitaine Sainct André. Cy ijm ijc xlvj L [2,246 Livres]
A deux cens soixante six [266] hommes soubz 
le Capne La Mothe Rouge. Cy ijm xliiij L [2,044 Livres]
A deux cens soixante quatre [264] hommes soubz 
le Cappitaine Cageare. Cy ijm xxvj L [2,026 Livres]
A Cent dix sept [117] hommes soubz 
le Cappitaine Sainct Aubin. Cy ixc xlv L [945 Livres]
A deux cens [200] hommes Escossois 
estans a Dondy [Dundee] Cy xvijc X X  L [1,720 Livres]
A vingt cinq [25] hommes estans en garnison 
a Blacquenay [Blackness] Cy ijc X X X  L [230 Livres]
A Quarante [40] hommes estans a Dombarre 
[Dunbar] Cy iijc lxxvij L [377 Livres]
Somme totale du présent Estât xliijm viijc xiij L [43,813 Livres]
Qui est pour la simple paye de cinq mil cinq [5,005] hommes trouuez ala dite montre. A raison de vj [6]
livres tournois a chacun xxxm X X X  L [30,130 Livres]
Et pour les Estatz et appoinctemens xiijm vijc iiijxxiij L [13,783 Livres]
ADDENDUM
National Library of Scotland, Balcarres Papers, Adv. MSS 29.2.5, fol. 70r
Sensuiuent les noms des Cappncs qui sont demeurez en escosse, no date (c. 1549/1550)
Le Cappne Ferriers lieutenant du Collonnel [de la Chappelle] a Preston
Le Cappne Gaillard a Bourtierae [Broughty]
et Montros
Le Cappne Labit a Bcrlade [Aberlady]
Le Cappne Dayne a Preston
Le Cappne Tayare audit Preston
Le Cappne La Mothe Rouge audit Preston
Le Cappne S1 Andre a Salîmes [?]
Le Cappne Cambuz a Blacquenay [Blackness] 
et Isle de Cheuaulx [Inchkeith]
La Compaignie de Fourqueuaulx dont 
le Cappne Bonnevin a de present la charge^ a Humes
14 This was probably when Fourquevaux returned to France in 1549 or when he visited Ireland in 1550.
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APPENDIX No. 5
Bond of Manrent by George Gordon, 4th Earl of Huntly, to the Queen
Dowager to serve the King of France, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 14 April
1548*
Scottish Record Office, State Papers 13/58, (Original, draft on paper)
Be it kennit tyll All men Be thye present lettres: Me george Erll off hwntlye 2 Lord Gordon 
and banigze nocht [Badenoch] Lowftennand of ye nothe and Chancellar off Scoitland to be 
bwnd and oblysht and the tenor hyrof and faytht and trewtht of my Body bynddis and 
oblytysres me To ane Rycht Nobill and migthty prencess Marie be ye grace of god doager 
of Scoitland [Marie de Guise] fforsameckle as hyr grace hes gyffin me hyr obligacione 
subscrivit with hyr hynes hand ondyr hyr grace greitt signet to procure yt ye maist Cristyn 
Kyng off france [Henri II] salí pay my ransome and get me ye ordour off france [order of 
Saint-Michel] with twa thowsand lj [2,000 Livres] off zerly pention for all ye [da]yis and 
termis of my lyf with zerely pentionniss to all my kyn frendes and allyarres and parttakares 
and I to be heretable [..hole in MS..] fect of [...?...] off ye Erldommes of orknay Ross or 
murray [...crossed out....] with wthyr gud promysyss as hyr gracis ob[...hole in 
MS...?ligacio]ne gyffin to me yerapon at mair lynth proportis • I • Tharefor byanddes and 
oblytyss me faytfully as said is Thayt In case The Crisyn Kyng forsaid gyf me hes 
obligacione as salbe dewisit for [fwllyng...crossed out...] fwlfillyng and fulfilland ye 
prointes contennit in hyr grace obligacione That I salbe leily and trewly at ye wthyrmaist 
off my powar setfarrthe fortyfy and defend againis all leyffand quhil I may lef with my 
body gwddes kyn frenddes allyarres and parttakkaris ye contrak of marriage to be maid and 
endit In face of huly kyrk betwyxt ye Rycht nobill Kyng and Dawlphyn of france [later 
Francis II] or ony vthris of ye maist cristyn kynges sonns And our mastres ye Quenis 
grace of Scoitland [Mary Queen of Scots] and salí consent and cawiss all wtheris of my 
kyn frenddes allyarres and parttakarris to quhowme pentione salbe gyffin and all wtheris 
pertenand me or beand withinn my dominionis and lordschyppis or oony of mynn consent 
to ye samin And never to be art part, reid or consell, or sein in preñe or part be ony 
persone or personis yt may Imperill or stay ye contrak forsaid bot I salí and weill ye samin 
and at wthyr powar defend ye samin againis all deidly^ yt wilbe of ye contrarié opinión
1 I am grateful to Miss Margaret Young, lately of the Scottish Record Office, for checking and correcting 
the transcription of this document in October 1990.
2 The Earldom of Huntly was created in 1455 for Alexander Seton (d. 1470), son of Alexander Seton who 
had been created Lord Gordon in 1436, and Elizabeth, sister and heir of Sir John Gordon (d. 1408). The 6th 
Earl of Huntly was created Marquis in 1599, and the 9th Earl was created Duke of Gordon in 1684, but on 
the 5th Duke's death, with no direct male heir in 1836, the dukedom became extinct and a distant cousin 
succeeded as Earl and Marquis. G. Donaldson & R.S. Morpeth (eds) A Dictionary of Scottish History. 
Edinburgh (1977) p.102
3 Deidly (Deadly); Scottish Law: against all persons (15th-18th c.) Concise Scots Dictionary. Aberdeen, 
(1985).
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And leilly and trewly to serve The maist nobill and cristyn kyng of france within ye Realm 
of Scotland or withowt with my kyn frenddes and allya on hes grace expenses as his grace 
or ony off his namyn pleis require me. The Quenis grace doager of Scoitland and our 
soveraine lady my dowetey and omage acht to ye cronis alernnyrly excepptet And quhen It 
plesis the Kyngis grace of france [...Hole in MS...] quenis grace do agree yt Yis present 
obligacione be extendit In mair lager forme to ye samin effect I salbe content yerwith And 
for ye mair Secwrite I have subscrivit yis present obligatione with my awyn hand at 
Newcastell within Ingland ye xiiij day of Aprill [14 April] and my seell off armmyss 
aphixit yerto within Scoitland at my speciall Comand ye zier of God ane Thewsand 
fyfhundrythe forty Aeht zeirs [1548].
[Signed] George erll off huntly
[no seal attached]
Verso: The erle of huntlyis band to the Q Regent 4
4 It should be noted that Marie de Guise-Lorraine was not created Regent for daughter until April 1554.
APPENDIX No. 6
Mandate of Henri II to the Bishop of Avranches to levy the clergy there 
‘pour secourir les Escossais’, Anet, 18 February 1548/9.
British Library, Additional Charters 12476 (Original, Parchment)
Henry par la grâce de dieu Roy de france A nre-[notre] ame et féal conseiller Levesque 
dauranches ou a ses vicaires salut. Comme chacun ay lassez veu et congnu les graues 
troubles et diuisions qui par toute la X-piente[Chretienté] regnoient lors quil pleust adieu 
nous appeller a lestâtes de nre-[notre] couronne par le deces de feu de bonne mémoire le 
roy dernier decedde nre-[notre] pere [Francis I] que dieu absolu. Et que combien que en 
lannee de son dit deces et luy encores viuant eust este pour contre les dits troubles tenir en 
seurette nre-[notre] dit estât et noz subiectz dicelluy ordonne estre leurs quatre deniers du 
reuenu des bénéfices de nre-[notre] royaume. Et la soulde dvingt cinq mil [25,000] 
hommes de pied durant quatre mois sur les habitans des villes closes dicelluy. Eussions 
neantmoins en manifestant le grant désir et affection que nous auons au soullaigement de 
nos dites dits subiectz quicte et remis deux des dites decymes et la moictye entièrement de 
la dite soulde Iacoit aussi que en la dite annee eussions este chargez dautre grans fraiz et 
despences tant pour les obsèques et funérailles de nre-[notre] dit feu pere Et de noz freres 
et seurl que pour nre-[notre] sacre et couronnement. Et ayans deliuere en lannee suiuante 
et dernièrement passée et mieulx encores faire pour le soullaigement de nos dits subiectz 
eussions este Sommez et requis de la part de nre-[notre] treschere et tresamee seur et 
cousine la Royne douairière descosse Et de nre-[notre] trescher et tresame Cousin le conte 
dharan Gouuerneur du dit pais. Aussi les autres Sieurs et gens des estatz dicelluy [i.e. 
Parliament of Scotland] de Secourir le dit pais en son extreme besoing et nécessite. 
Aumoyen de quoy nauons sceu moins faire pour nre-[notre] deuoir honneur et reputacion 
que dentrer au dit secours tant pour estre chose aquoy les traictez et anciennes alliances 
dentre le royaume de france et descosse Inuiolablement observez depuis le roy 
Charlemaigne nous obligerient que aussi pour ce que nous voyons que le dit royaume qui a 
este comprins au dernier traicte de paix [Treaty of Ardres -1546] faict entre nre-[notre] dit 
feu pere et le feu roy dangleterre [Henry VIII] estoit iniustement et contre le dit traicte 
invahy et infestre par les Anglois ja auoient gaigne une bataille [Pinkie -1547] sur les 
escossois prins leurs nauires et vaisseaulx et fortiffie dedans le dit pais quelques villes 
places et chasteaulx. Tellement que pour nabandonner les dits Escossois anciens et 
perpetuelz amys et allyz de la couronne de france en f[ort]emment péril et danger. Nous 
auons a deux diuerses fois faict passer au dit pais ung bon nombre de gens de cheval et de
1 François, dauphin (d. 1536); Charles, duc d'Angoulême (d.1545) and Madeleine, married James V 
(d.1537).
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pied artillerye pouldre boulletez et autres municions pour le secours de terre. Et pour celluy 
de la mer grant nombres de gaillaires et vaisseaulx rondz sans les grandes sommes de 
deniers que nous y auons auparauant enuoyees pour partie de la soulde de gens de guerre 
que les dits dame et gouuemeur ont de leur part faict leurs pour la deffence dicelluy pais. 
En attendant nre-[notre] dit secours de sort que preuoyant lexcessiue despence que nous 
auons pour ce a faire. Et pour lentierement soulde et aduitallement du dit secous de mer et 
de terre pour tout le temps quil seroit au dit pais. Nous naurions peu faire a nos dits 
subiectz le soullaigement que nous auons deliuere leur faire auis a nre-[notre] grant regrect 
auons este contrainctz imposez partie des dites despences sur nos dites villes closes et de 
faire sommer les benefficez de nre-[notre] dit royaumes de y contribuer aussi de leur part. 
Et oultre ce de faire de la nre-[notre] plusieurs ventes de grandes portions de nre-[notre] 
domaine et autres de nos droictz et reuenuz. Et dauantaige plusieurs grans emprunctz a 
constitución de grandes pensions et Interestz courans sur le reste de nos dits reuenuz. Et 
voyans a pnt [présent] les dits anglois augmenter leurs preparatifz a la guerre pour comme 
il est vray semblable adoubter faire leurs efforts de réduire si possible leur est le dit 
royaume descosse a la subiection dangleterre. Nous auons de nre-[notre] part résolu 
attendu le mariage accorde dentre nre-[notre] trescher et tresame filz le Dauphin et de 
nre-[notre] treschere et ame cousine La royne du dit escosse dentretenir au dit pais pour la 
deffence dicelluy durant ceste pn-te[presente] annee tout ce que nous y auons de forces de 
terre auec quelque nombre de gaillieres et vaisseaulx rondz en intention si besoing est et 
selon que verrons les forces des dits anglois saugmenter de faire aussi de nre-[notrel part 
autre renfort. Et pour ce que lentretienement des dites forces et laugm[ent] ación dicelles ne 
se pourra faire sans tres grande despence. Et que pour la seurete de nre-]notre] dit 
royaume est aussi requis continuer les repparacions fortifficacons et aduitaillemens de noz 
villes chasteaulx et places fortes dicelluy. Et mesmement des deux fortz du mont de 
chastillon et du jardin que nous auons faict commencer en la dite annee derniere ala pointe 
de Boullounois aussi de faire paracheuer les galleres neufues et vaisseaulx ronds que nous 
auons faict recommencer de construire et fournir a lentretienement de noz garnisons et des 
pensions des Srs des Ligues et autres fraiz concernans le renouuelles des alliances de 
nre-[notre] [ci..?ex] nous auons faict assembler en nre-[notre] dit conseil les princes et Srs 
de nre-[notre] sang et les principaulx prelatz de nre-[notre] dit royaume et gens de 
nre-[notre] dit conseil pour arbiter les dites despences et fraiz et aduiser les moyens de 
fournir et satisfaire Auquel nre-[notre] conseil pource assemble et conuocque Eust este 
conclud et [arrejste de continuer encores les ventres et engaigemens de nos dites domaines 
et reueneuz. Et que le reste des dites despences seroit esgalle sur [leur] estât de nre-[notre] 
dit royaume. Tout attendu que leffort de la guerre est commun a tous les gens du clergy 
dicelluy portèrent paction par forme dayde et subvención. Laquelle portion eust 
es[te....hole in MS....]tre a deux decymes du reuenue de leurs beneffices payables a des
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termes et paymens esgaule. Cest assavoir les premiers jours de Juing et non [s..] 
prochaine venans Lequel arrest et conclusion [...hole in MS...n]ous notiffions. Et attendu 
que les faictz et affaires de la guerre sont passez et ne peuuent souffrir di[uision] sans 
trouuer en hazard de pert Irréparable. Tous faisons scauo[ir...hole in MS...]Incontinant 
les pn-tes[presentes] a reconus vous ayez [acorifer] et départir sur les benefficiez et gens 
deglise de vre-[votre] diocese sans acunes en excepter ni exempter la somme de six mil
[...hole in MS...] quatre vingts dix [6,?90] livres La quelle reuenue et [Equi.... ] aus dits
deux decymes. Et la dite somme faictes oultre les fraiz du departement leuee et recepte 
dicelle respectement receuoir aus dits jour[...hole in MS...] les dits personnaiges suffisans 
et soluables que [verrez] estre a faire. Et incontinant porter fournir et deliuerer au 
receueruer general de nos finances estably en la ville de Caen [...hole in MS...]u en baillira 
ses quictances. Pour par le dit receuereur general lenuoyer aussi incontinant au trésoriers 
de nre-[notre] Espargne. Affin de faire conuertye et employera es dites fraiz et despences 
selon que par nous luy sera ordonne. Et affin que vous et voz depputez ne prennez excuse 
sur les reffusans ou delayans le paiemens de leur cotte es dites deux decymes. Nous 
mandons commandons et enjoignons par ces dites p-ntes[presentes] A tous noz baillifs 
seneschaulx prevostz et autres noz justiciers et officiers ou leurs lieutenans et chacun deux 
sur ce requis de vous donner et a voz dits depputez pour lexecucion de vos dits
ordonnances et [déco.... s] concernans les [coctisacions] taxes et departemens que sur ce
ferez toute layde et confort du biens secullier dont aurez besoing et par vous et voz dits 
depputez seroient requis. Et tellement que voz dits depputez et ordonnances soient mises 
[adeue] et entière [?ex....con reaulment] et de faict. Nonobstant oppinions et appellations 
quilzconques Et sans preiudice dicelles et comme II est a acoustume de faire pour noz 
propres deniers debtes et affaires et ceulx concernans le bien et estât publique le 
congnoissance et decision des quelles oppinions et appellacions. Nous auons retenu et 
retenons a nous et a nre-[notre] personne Et icelle auons interdicte et deffendue Interdisons 
et deffendons noz conseillers de parlement et tous autres juges quelzconques de nre-[notre] 
certaine service plaine puissance et aucte-[auctorite] royal par icelles pn-tes[presentes] les 
quelles si besoing est voullans leur estre pn-tes[presentes] de par nous par le premier de 
noz huissiers ou sergens service requis Ausquelz et a chacun deux mandons ce faire. Et de 
le signiffier aux partira quil appartenir et aussy de faire tous adjournemans contractée et 
exploictz dont par vous vos dits commis et depputez seront requis de ce faire auons a 
nosdits baillifz seneschaulx preuostz et justiciers ou leur lieutenans. Et a nos dits huissiers 
ou sergens respectement donne et donnons pouuoir auctorite commission et mandement 
especial par icelles pn-tes[presentes]. Et mandant et commandant a tous noz officiers et 
subiectz de ce obeyr prester et donner conseil confort ayde et prisons si mesure [....] requis 
en sont Et pour ce que de ces dites pn-tes[presentes] Ion pourra auoir a besoigner en 
plusieurs de diuers lieux. Voulions que au vidimus dicelles faict soubz scel royal foy soit
adjoustee comme a ce pn-t[present] original. Donne a Emet [Anet] le xviije jour de feurier 
Lan de grâce mil cinq cens quarente huict [18 February 1548/1549 n.s.]. Et de nre-[notre] 
régné le deuxme.
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Par le Roy [Henri II -  unsigned, seal missing] 
Neufuille.
VERSO: 1res [Lettres] patentes de[.itt...] en feuier 1549 pour deux décimés payables en 
lan Mil Ve xlix [1549].
N.B. Lower part of MS. cut away and the document is badly stained and faded in parts 
with a small hole.
APPENDIX No. 7
PAPAL NUNCIOS IN THE MID-16TH CENTURY AND THEIR
CORRESPONDENCE
As the rôle of the papal nuncios, particularly those appointed to the French court, 
plays such an important part in this thesis, a very brief summary of their background, 
purpose and place within the context of the fledgling Western European diplomacy of the 
16th century, should be included for consideration. Of perhaps greater importance is the 
status quo of their correspondence, the edited publications of it, and its significance for 
Scottish and English historiography during the reign of Henri II. 1
Whilst papal nuncios, or "vicaires apostoliques" as they were then known, have 
been in existence since at least the year 380,2 the early 16th century saw ‘la diplomatie de 
la cour pontificale’ change from ad hoc embassies to ‘une représentation fixe et 
permanente. De même que tous les autres gouvernements de l'Europe civilisée d'alors, 
celui de Rome adoptera en matière diplomatique les procédés inaugurés par les Vénitiens’.3 
But a papal nuncio, according to Biaudet, ‘n'a jamais été et ne sera jamais un simple 
ambassadeur’. This is because of ‘la dignité ecclésiatique dont il est muni ... [et] d’un 
pouvoir effectif dans le pays même où il exerçait ses fonctions. Et surtout le nonce était le 
représentant d'un souverain qui, à toute l'autorité dont pouvait jouir tout autre monarque 
temporal’.^ Finally, in a century when politics and religion were inextricably entwined, 
‘toutes les autres diplomaties n'ont s'occuper que de questions purement politiques, celle 
des papes doit prendre en considération trois sphères d'activité parfaitement distinctes: 
l'une ecclésiastique, l'autre économique, la troisième enfin purement politique’.5
With the advent of permanent nunciatures, Leo X, in 1513, ‘instituted a Secretarius 
M aior in the Apostolic Secretariate to take care of political correspondence and 
correspondence with Nuncios (the first permanent Nunciature, that of Vienna, dates from 
this period). His great innovation was that the correspondence entrusted to the Secretarius 
Maior was to be the vernacular rather than in the customary Latin’. Father Boyle observes 
that ‘the modern era of the Papal curia begins with this first introduction of the
1 The late Professor Ian Cowan noted that as far as Scotland is concerned, the great bulk of the 
correspondence between the Vatican secretariate of state and nunciatures and legations throughout Europe, is 
post-reformation in content. However, ‘inventories are available at Glasgow University indicating the 
whereabouts and extent of pre-reformation material within this series and relating material of 1558-78 from 
it to be published collections such as C.S.P.. Rome, and also to P.R.O. transcripts’, I.B. Cowan, ‘The 
Vatican Archives. A report on pre-reformation Scottish material’, Scottish Historical Review. XLVIII, 
(1969) p. 239.
2 H. Biaudet, Les Nonciatures Apostoliques Permanentes iusqu'en 1648. Helsinki (1919) p. 6.
3 Ibid, p. 4. For the origins of modem European diplomacy see, G. Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy. 
London (1955), which is still the best analysis of the topic.
4 H. Biaudet, Nonciatures Apostoliques, p. 4.
5 Ibid, p. 10.
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vernacular’.6 During the reign of Henri II, ‘early nuncios had powers similar to those 
exercised by legati de latere, but the Council of Trent (session 24, c. 20) placed restrictions 
on these powers, especially local bishops. After Gregory XIII had strengthened the 
system of papal diplomacy in 1584, giving it an organic structure and a set of clear-cut 
regulations, nuncios were chiefly concerned with preserving relations between various 
states or missionary areas and the papacy’7  The early papal nuncios appointed to the court 
of Henri II were:
Girolamo Dandino, Bishop of Imola, from July 1546 to October 1547 
Legation of Cardinal Capodiferro, from April to October 1547 
Michele delle Torre, Bishop of Ceneda, from October 1547 to July 1550 
Antonio Trivulzio, Bishop of Toulon, from July 1550 to August 1551 
Prospero Santa Croce, Bishop of Chissamo, from July 1552 to May 1554 
Sebastiano Gualtieri, Bishop of Viterbo, from May 1554 to October 1556 
Cesare Brancaccio, Apostolic Pronotary, from October 1556 to July 1557 
Lorenzo Lenti, Bishop of Fermo, from July 1557 to June 1560 8
The high standing of the papal nuncios, and it is probably not too much to claim 
that they were pre-eminent among all the ambassadors at the French court, especially 
during the pontificates of the pro-French Popes Paul III (1534-1549) and Paul IV (1555- 
1559); can be readily shown by Henri II's actions as recorded in their correspondence with 
Rome. To cite but one example: in July 1547, they alone of all the ambassadors at the 
French court were informed by the king himself of his plans for the taking of St. Andrews 
Castle,9 and a few weeks later, his lengthy explanation to the nuncios and his justification 
for doing so. 10 This example also serves to demonstrate Lestoquoy's editorial method for 
the six volumes which he prepared for the Acta Nuntiaturae Gallicae. Correspondance des 
Nonces en France. Vol. 1 (1535-1540), Vol. 3 (1541-1546), Vol. 6 (1546-1551), Vol. 9 
(1552-1554) Vol. 14 (1557-1561) and Vol. 16 (1561-1565), (Paris and Rome, 1961- 
1977).I* Whilst the bulk of the nuncios' correspondence has been preserved in the
6 L.E. Boyle, O.P., A Survey of the Vatican Archives and of its Medieval Holdings. Toronto (1972) p. 69. 
Father Boyle is presently the Prefetto of the Vatican Library, and I am grateful for his unfailing kindness, 
help and support during my research at the Vatican Archives and Library in 1986,1987 and 1990.
7 Ibid, pp. 75-6.
 ^ H. Biaudet, Nonciatures Apostoliques, p. 100, çf, P. Richard, ‘Les Nonces de France au XVIe siècle’, 
Bibliothèque de l'École des Chartes. Vol. 65 (1904) p. 309.
9 Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, p. 210; see Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n.103.
10 Archivio Segreto Vaticano, Segretariato di Stato, Francia 1^, fol. 337r; paraphased in French in 
Correspondance des Nonces en France. Vol. 6, pp. 217-8; Supra. Ch. 2, pt. 2, n. 118.
11 The nonciatures of Sebastiano Gualterio and Cesare Brancaccio (mai 1554 à juillet 1557) were edited by 
Dom René Ancel, Nonciatures de Paul IV (avec la dernière année de Jules III et Marcel II). 2 Vols, Paris 
(1911), in the series Archives de l'histoire religieuse de la France. Unfortunately, this was not republished 
in the 1960s and 1970s and is now somewhat rare. There are copies that I know of at the Vatican Library, 
Volume 1 only at the Bibliothèque Nationale (Volume 2 has been missing since at least 1987, even at their 
deposit at Versailles); and a well-presèrved copy at the British Library from where I was able to purchase a 
photocopy at vast expense.
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registers of the Secretariate of State at the Vatican Archives, Father Boyle points out that 
‘the dominant position enjoyed by cardinal-nephews and papal families for almost two 
centuries accounts to some extent for the presence of so many Secretariate of State records 
in the archives of certain Roman families’. ^  The first dispatch in the example I have 
chosen (concerning the taking of St. Andrews Castle in 1547) from the papal nuncios at 
Henri II's court and published by Lestocquoy, falls into this latter category and is held at 
the Archivio di Stato di Parma. The second is preserved in the Vatican register "S.S. 
Francia 1^"; the original was held at the Archivio di Stato di Napoli, but was destroyed, 
probably by the Germans in 1943.13
Lestoquoy's editorial method was to transcribe and publish only those parts of the 
original Italian from the nuncios' correspondence which he considered relevant to France 
and/or the French crown. The remainder of the nuncios' correspondence is paraphrased in 
French and greatly condensed by Lestocquoy, which includes almost all of the references 
made about Scotland and England by officials, nobles or the king at the French court. 14 
Thus, in the previously mentioned Vatican Archive register, S.S. Francia 1 A, part of fol. 
337r, all of fol. 337v and part of fol. 338r, regarding Henri II's justification for the taking 
of St. Andrews Castle in 1547, has been reduced to four or five lines in Correspondance 
des Nonces en France. Voi. 6, pp. 217-8. Furthermore, there are several points of interest 
to make for students of mid-16th century English and Scottish history, regarding this 
material in the Vatican registers. The nuncios' dispatches are usually lengthy and contain a 
wealth of detail and comments on international affairs, giving both an ecclesiastical and 
political point of view, and frequently the intimate concerns at the French court from what 
appears to have been a more privileged position than other ambassadors. Also important at 
this time were their negotiations with French monarchs vis-à-vis the Apostolic See; each of
12 L.E. Boyle, O.P., Vatican Archives, pp. 69-70; for example, Carte Farnesiane (1475-1580) some 
deposited in the Vatican Archives c. 1890, others are still held at the archives at Parma and Naples; Fondo 
Borghese (1485-1621) deposited in the Vatican Archives in 1891; Fondo Barberini (1300-1650) deposited in 
the Vatican Library in 1902; Fondo Chigi (1600-1700) deposited in the Vatican Library in 1923; and Fondo 
Albani (1700-1721) deposited in the Vatican Archives in 1751; Ibid, pp. 73-5. Of the cardinal-nephews 
Father Boyle says that, ‘although Gregory XIII (1572-1585) made a detirmined effort to reduce the status of 
the cardinal-nephew, the practice of considering the Secretariate of State as the preserve of the family of the 
reigning pope continued until Innocent XII (constitution of 1692) finally freed the Secretariate of State from 
the influence of cardinal nephews, Ibid, p. 69.
13 On 30 September 1943 the Germans set fire to the Villa Montesano near Nola where the archival 
holdings from Naples had been stored for safe-keeping. ‘The losses were great. Pratically all the Angevin 
papers, most of the Aragonese and parts of the Famese were lo s t \ The New Guide to the Diplomatic 
Archives of Western Europe, (eds) D.H. Thomas and L.M. Case, Pennsylvania (1975) p. 187.
14 During my research at the Vatican in May 1986 I was introduced to Pierre Hurtubise, Docteur en 
histoire, Professeur à l'Université Saint-Paul d'Ottawa who edited the Correspondance du Nonce en France: 
Antonio Maria Salviati (T572-1578L Vol. 1 (1572-4) and Vol. 2 (1574-8) with Robert Toupino. I asked 
Professeur Hurtubise what was the editorial policy for the Acta Nuntiaturae Gallicae? He replied that 
Lestocquoy, who died in 1984, had been the main organizer for the project, it had been his idea. Initially, 
the plan had been to publish full transcriptions of all the correspondence, but constraints of time and money 
obliged him to follow the above-mentioned editoral policy. Hurtubise, however, insisted on submitting 
full transcriptions of Salviati's correspondence in the volumes which he edited.
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the parties identifying their own particular rights and views, both actual and perceived. 
There are also at least eight dispatches from nuncios, during the period from 1547 to 1559, 
which were omitted by Lestocquoy in his editions of the Correspondance des Nonces en 
France, in Vols 6, 9 and 14. They can be found in the following registers at the Archivio 
Segreto Vaticano:
SS. Francia 2, fols 339v - 344r, Il Vescovo d'Imola (Dandino) al Cardinale Farnese, 
Fontainebleau, 15 Settembre 1547
SS. Francia 2, fols 344r - 346v, Il Vescovo d'Imola (Dandino) al Cardinale Farnese, 
Fontainebleau, 17 Settembre 1547
SS. Francia 1 A, fols 350r - 352r, Cardinale San Giorgo al Cardinale Farnese, l er Ottobre 
1547
SS. Francia 1A, fols 352r - 355v, Cardinale San Giorgo al Cardinale Farnese, Lyon, 9 
Ottobre 1547
SS. Principi XII, fols 457r - 462r, Della Torre al Cardinale Farnese, Mellun, 19 Ottobre
1547
SS. Principi XII, fols 462v - 466v, Della Torre al Cardinale Farnese, Mellun, 12 Gennaio
1548
SS. Principi XIVA, fols 397r - 398v, Cardinale Fameze al Nunzio di Francia (Della 
Torre), 6 Febbraio 1549
SS. Principi XXII, fols 196r&v, Cardinale du Bellay (Vescovo di Ostia) al Papa Paolo IV, 
22 Gennaio 1559
This very brief and preliminary survey of the papal nuncios' correspondence in the 
period from 1547 to 1559, which identifies these few dispatches omitted by Lestocquoy, 
has also drawn attention to the much more detailed work of Giovanni Baroni who 
published, La Nunziatura in Francia di Rodolfo Pio, (1535-1537), Bologna (1962); a 
substantial volume in which Baroni fully transcribes all of Pio's correspondence, including 
a great many dispatches that Lestocquoy either missed or omitted in his first volume in the 
series, Acta Nuntiaturae Gallicae: Correspondance des nonces en France. Carpi et Ferrerio 
(1535-1540).
Baroni's sources are two Manuscript Volumes which he identifies as MS. B: 
Bologna, Archivio Arcivescovile, Manoscritto di dispacci di Rodolfo Pio; and MS. F: 
Mombello, Imbersago -  Como, Archivio privato del Principe Pio Falcò, sezione araldica, 
bolle e brevi. These two MS. volumes are almost identical with a MS. volume of 371 
folios in the British Library: Additional MSS. 8715, ‘Lettere di Ridolfo Pio Vescovo di 
Faenza che poi fu Cardinale [Carpi], e di diuersi negotij da lui trattati per la Sede Apostolica 
alla Corte di Francia’; the latter has five fewer dispatches than in MS. B and MS. F. 
Baroni also discovered a number dispatches, not included by Lestocquoy, in registers in 
the Vatican Archives and Library, and in the Carte Farnese at Parma. In all, Baroni
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published full transcriptions of 301 letters and dispatches from the Pio correspondence, 
while Lestocquoy partially transcribed and paraphrased in French 233; 68 fewer than 
Baroni's full transcriptions. Both Baroni and Lestocquoy cite the L. & P.. Henry VIII. 
Vols VIII, IX, X, XI and XII (2); whose editors translated and published 133 greatly 
edited dispatches from the 201 in the Pio correspondence at B.L. Add. MSS. Add. 8715. 
Thus, Baroni has added 91 letters and dispatches from sources other than the B.L. MS. 
volume; which was bought by the British Museum at the Guilford Sale, [ Frederick North, 
5th Earl of Guilford (1766-1827)] on 8 December 1830.
Of particular interest to Tudor historians are two letters from Reginald Pole to Pio 
which are not included in the "Pio" MS. (Add. MSS, 8715) at the British Library, and 
therefore they are not in the L. & P.. Henry VIII. but are published in Baroni (pp. 600-1 
and 633-9). The first letter, in Italian, was sent by Pole from Bologna on 27 February 
1537; and the second from Cambrai on 21 April 1537 which Baroni says is published in 
Epistolae Reginaldi Poli, Vol. 2, p. 33. Of interest to Scottish historians is a full 
transcription of a letter addressed to John Stewart, Duke of Albany from Nivers on 14 
February 1535, (Baroni, pp. 89-90) which appears in edited form in L. & P.. Henry VIII. 
Vol. VIII, p. 80; as well as all the correspondence concerning the arrival of James V in 
France in September 1536, his courtship, marriage and relationship with Madeleine, 
Francis I's daughter.
This rather tedious cross-referencing task was undertaken after I had found eight 
dispatches omitted by Lestocquoy for the period 1547-1559. Due to limited time and 
restricted finances I was unable to indulge in the painstaking research required if one 
wished to emulate Baroni's magnificent effort. But using Baroni as a benchmark it can be 
said that whilst Lestocquoy has added much to European historiography of the mid-16th 
century, the value being in much the same category as the various Calendars of State 
Papers. Baroni has provided full transcriptions of the documents commentating on 
European affairs as viewed from the French court from 1535 to 1537, from diverse 
sources in Italy, which is of even greater value to historians of the period.
APPENDIX No. 8
FRENCH LETTERS OF NATURALIZATION: DAVID BEATON, 
MATTHEW, 4TH EARL OF LENNOX AND HIS BROTHER, JOHN 
STEWART, AND GEORGE BUCHANAN
No.l: DAVID BEATON, given at Briançon, November 1537
Archives Nationales, (Reg., Chancellerie de Paris) JJ 250, No.190 fol.
53V
François & etc. Savoir faisons & etc. Que nous deuement Informez du grant désir et 
affection que nous porte et ala chose publique de nre-[notre] Royaume nre-[notre] trescher 
et grand amy Messire David Béton Abbe dalbroth [Arbroath] en escosse natif du Royaume 
descosse considérant les louables merits vertuz et merities qui sont en sa personne et les 
bons et tresaggreables services quilz nous a cydeuant faictz faict et continue chacun jour et 
esperence quil sera cy apres pour ces causes et autres a ce nous mouuans accordons au dit 
Béton promis et octroyé promectons et octroyons de grâce especial par ces presentes Quil 
puisse tenir et posséder en nre-[notre] dit Royaume pays terres et seigneuries Tous 
bénéfices soient archevescquez eveschez dignitez et autres quelconques dont II pourra estre 
cy apres licitement pourueu par filtre non derogans aux sainctz decretz et concordatz dentre 
le sainct siégé apostolicque et noz privilèges et entretiens de eglise gallicaine. Aussi 
acquérir tenir et posséder en nre-[notre] dit Royaume pays et seigneuries Tous telz biens de 
quelque noblesse valleur auctorite et preeminence quilz soient. Et diceulx desposer et 
ordonner par testament et ordonnance de derniere volunte et autrement ainsi que bon luy 
semblera Et que apres son trespas ses parens heritiers ou autres ausquelz II auroit despose 
de ses dits biens luy puissent succéder Iceulx prandre et apprender joyr et vser tant ainsi 
quilz estoient originairement natifz de nre-[notre] dit Royaume. Et sans ce que au moyen 
des statutz et ordonnances dicelluy luy soit ne a ses dits heritiers ou autres aus[quelz] Il en 
auroit disposer de ses dits biens faict mis ne donne aucun empeschent. Et quant a ce lavons 
dispose et disposons de nre-[notre] grâce especial plaine puissance et auctorite Royale par 
ces dites presentes. Et sans ce que pour ce II soit tenir moy payer ne a noz successeurs 
aucune finance ne Indempente de laquelle a quelque somme et valleur quelle se peult 
montrer moy luy auons en consideración que dessuz faict faisons don par ces dites 
presentes signées de nre-[notre] main. Pouuent que si pour raison des bénéfices dont II 
sera pourueu en nre-[notre] Royaume sement procès entrer luy et ses parties II sera tenu 
diceulx poursuyr en nre-[notre] dit Royaume. Et en faisant le contraire ces presentes luy 
seraient et demeurioent de mil effet et valleur. Si Donnons en mandement par ces presentes 
A noz amez feaulx conseillers les gens de noz cours de parlement et de noz comptes a Paris
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baillez seneschaulx et autres noz Iusticiers et officiers ou leurs lieutenans Que de noz 
presens grâce conge licence permission et octroy Ilz facent senffrent et II auoir dispose de 
ses dits biens joyr et vser plainement et paisiblement sans luy arreste ou estoit Ilz luy 
mectient ou facient mectre Incontinent et sans delay en plaine et entier deliurence. 
Nonobstant que la valleur dicelle finance ne soit cy autrement speciffie et declaree que telz 
nous voyons accoustumme faict que pour la moictie lordonnance par moy faict sur lerection 
de noz coffres de Louure a Paris le sert aussi faict sur le reservación de telz et semblables 
deniers Pour estre durant six ans conuertiz et amployez de reparoient des villes et plans de 
frontiers de nre-[notre] Royaume. A quoy nous auons pour ceste foys desroge et 
desrogeons de grâce spécial par ces dites presentes ensemble ala derogateur de la 
derogateur et quelconques autres ordonnances restrinctions mandement ou deffense a ce 
contraire. Et affin que ne soit & etc. Sauf & etc. Donne a Briançon on moys de novembre 
lan de grâce mil Vc trentesept [November 1537]. Et de nre-[notre] régné le xxiije [23rd] 
ainsi signe Francoys. Et sur le Reply pour le Roy — Bochetel. Visa.l
1 I am grateful to Mlle Florence Clavaud of the Archives Nationales for checking the transcription of this document on 28th December 1990. When I asked the meaning of ‘Visa’, she said that she thought it meant ‘visa est: il a été vu, [i.e.] par le secrétaire d'état, Bochetel’.
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LETTERS PATENT OF NATURALIZATION
No. 2: Matthew Stewart, 4th Earl of Lennox and his brother John, later 
5th Sieur d'Aubigny, given at Paris, January 1536/1537 n.s.
Archives Nationales (Reg., Chancellerie de Paris) JJ 252, No.3 fol. l v
François & etc. Savoir faisons & etc. Nous auons Receue lhumble suppliccacion des noz 
chers et amez cousins Mathieu Stuart Conte de lenaux [4th Earl of Lennox] et Jehan Stuart 
Sr de Darle [Lord Darnley] natifs descosse nepieuz de nre-[notre] cher et ame cousin le Sr 
Daubigny Ch-lr [Chevalier] de nre-[notre]ordre [de Saint-Michel] et Ma  ^ [Maréchal] de 
france.2 Contenant que des pieca Ilz partyrent du dit pais descosse et se [verb missing] 
deuers nre-[notre] dit cousin le Sr daubigny leur oncle le quil depuys les auroyt mys en 
nre-[notre] dit service ou quil Ilz se seroyent tresbien acquictez et quictz quil y a apparence 
grande quilz ensuyuront cy apres les vertuz et vaillance de leur dit oncle les quelz supplions 
pour leur de nous bien et loyaulement servir les aucuns Ja pourveuz destat honnorable 
assauoir le dit Mathieu Stuart de la charge de cappne et conduicte de cent [100] Lances de 
noz ordonnances. Et le dit Jehan Stuart de celle des escossoys estant de la garde de 
nre-[notre] corps.3 Aumoyen de quoy Ilz se sont totallement resoluz et libérez deulx 
habituer et entrer demeurer en cestuy nre-[notre] dit Royaume finir leur résidé de leurs 
jours. Mays pour ce quilz ne sont natifz de nre-[notre] dit Royaume Ilz doubtent que au 
moyen des ordonnances et statuz qun y ont este par cy est faictes touchant les estrangeres et 
non natifz dicelles quilz ne puissent desposer ne ordonner de leurs biens. Et que apres leur 
trespas en voulsest dece leurs dits biens que appartenir comme aux banis et par ce en 
frustrer leurs femmes enffans et heritiers ou autres a qui Ilz en pourroyent auoir disposetion 
sans estre par nous habilitiez et disposez quant a ce En nous humblement & etc. Pource est 
Il que nous considérant désirant fauourablement traiter nos dits cousins en tous et chacuns 
leurs affaires a Iceulx pour les dits causes et autres bonnes considerans a ce nous mouuans 
auons de notre certain science grâce especial plaine puissance et auctorite Royale donne et 
octroyé donnans et octroyans par ces présentes conge licence et permission quilz puissent et 
leur loist résider en nre-[notre] dit Royaume pays terres et Seigneuries. Et en Iceulx tenir 
et posséder tous telz biens meublement et Immeublement terres et Seigneuries quilz y pour
2 Robert Stewart/Stuart, 4th Sieur d'Aubigny, brother of Matthew Stewart, 2nd Earl of Lennox (d. 1513), inherited the Lordship of Aubigny from his uncle, Bernard Stuart, in 1508.
3 There are several discrepancies here. Firstly, Robert Stuart, 4th Sieur d'Aubigny was captain of the garde écossaise from 4 October 1512, (letters patent of Lousi XII, W. Forbes-Leith, The Scots Men-at-Arms and Lifeguards in France. 2 Vols, Edinburgh (1882), Vol. 2, p. 97) until his death in 1543, when he was replaced by Jacques de Montgomery, Sieur de Lorges, until 1561, Muster Rolls Ibid. Vol. 2, pp. 137-163; who was then replaced by Jehan de Losse from 1562 until at least 1578, Ibid. Vol. 2, pp 164-182. Thus John Stewart, 5th Sieur d'Aubigny, who died in 1567, was never captain of the garde écossaise, nor was he Lord Darnley. This was one of the Earl of Lennox's titles, usually given to the Earl's eldest son.
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moyent licitement acquérir. Et diceulx ensemble de ceulx quilz y ont Ja acquis ou quilz leur 
pourroyent escheoyr par sucesseur ou autrement disposer ordonnez par testament ou 
ordonnance de dernier volunte donation faict entre vifz ou autrement ainsi que bon et 
semblèrent. Et que apres leurs dits trespas leur sieurs femmes enffans et heritiers puissent 
prandre et appréhender leurs dits biens et successeurs sans que nre-[notre] serviteurs 
présent ou advienz ou autres noz officiers y puissent aucune chose prétendre querelles ne 
demander par nous ne les mectre par droict daubeyne ne autrement soubz ombre et au 
moyen des dits ordonnances et statutz dessus dits en quelque maniere que ce soit on puisse 
est. Et quant a ce les auons habillitez et despensez habitons et dispensons par ces dites 
presentes Tout ainsi et par la forme et maniere que ses estoient originairement natifz de 
nre-[notre] dit Royaume sans ce que pour ce Ilz nous soitent tenuz payer aucune finance ou 
Indempnite. Et laquelle on consideración des dits seigneurs nous leurs auons quiete remise 
et délaissé quictons remectons et délaissons par ces dites presentes signées de nre-[notre] 
main par le dit forme Baillifz seneschaulx Et a tous & etc. que de noz presentes & etc. 
sans & etc. lequel & etc. par & etc. Nonobstant statutz ordonnances & etc. Donne a Paris 
en moys de Januyer lan de grâce mil Ve xxxvj [January 1536/1537 n.s.]. Et de mon régné 
le xxiijme[23rd]. Ainsi signe Francoys. Et sur le Reply Par le Roy le Sr de Mant cy grand 
Me et Ma  ^de france présent Bayard.
Visa. Et Scelle de Cyre verd en laz de soye verd et rouge.
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LETTERS PATENT OF NATURALIZATION
No. 3: GEORGE BUCHANAN, given at Paris, August 1557
Archives Nationales, (Lettres patentes et ordonnances, actes royaux et 
autres enregistrées par le Parlement de Paris, règne de Henri II) 
Registre X1A 8621 fols 313v - 314v:
Fol. 313V: Henry par la grâce de Dieu Roy de france. Savoir faisons a tous presens et
advenir. Que Nous inclinant liberallement ala supplication et requeste de notre cher et bien 
ame Maistre Georges Buchanan natif du Royaume D'ecosse précepteur du filz de notre ame 
et féal cousin Le Sieur de Brissac mareschal de france Gouverneur et notre Lieutenant 
general en Piedmont. Le quel nous a faict entendre le désir quil a de résider et soy habituer 
en notre dit Royaume pour la long nourriture que cy deuant II ya prinse. Ce que nous 
auons tresagreable. Et voulant ce le gratifier auec noz faueur grâce et libéralité requises en 
faueur mesmement tant des services quil faict ordinairement a notre dit cousin Le Sieur de 
Brissac en linstitution de son dit filz que delà requeste que pour luy nous a este faicte delà 
part daucuns de noz speciaulx seruiteurs. A Icelluy pour ces causes et autres a ce nous 
mouuans Fol. 314r : Auons promis et octroyé promectons et octroyons voulons et nous 
plaist par ces présentes Quil puisse et luy soit loisible faire sa demeure habitation et 
résidence en notredit Royaume. Et en Icelluy acquérir tenir et posséder tous et chacuns les 
biens tant meubles que Immeubles quil pourroit ja auoir acquis. Et que parcy apres 
Justement et loyaument pourra acqueoir ou qui luy pourront escheoir et advenir. Et diceulx 
faire et disposer a son plaisir et volunte par testament et ordonnance de derniere volunte 
donation faicte entre vifz et autrement Toutainsi que sil estoit natif et originaire de notredit 
Royaume. Sans ce que notredit procureur ne autres officiers le puissent ne sembablement 
ses successeurs et donaitres ou autres a qui II aura dispose de sesdits biens troubler ne 
empescher en quelque maniéré que ce soit. Important en cest endroict silence a notredit 
procureur des maintenant comme pour laduenir Sans ce que Icelluy Buchanan soit tenu 
nous payer pour ce aucune finance ou Indemnité Laquelle a quelque comme quelle se 
puisse monter nous luy donnons quictons et remectons par cesdites présentes. Par 
lesquelles nous luy auons en oultre semblablement promis et octroyé promectons et 
octroyons accepter tenir et posséder en notredit Royaume et pays de notre obéissance Tous 
et chacuns les bénéfices et dignitez ecclesiasticques dont il a este et pourra estre cy apres 
pourueu par tiltres non derogeans aux sainctz decretz et concordatz dentre le Saint siégé 
apostolicque et nous, privilèges, franchises et libertez de leglise gallicane Jusques ala 
somme de mil escuz [1,000 écus d'or de soleil] de reuenuz par chacun an ou au dessoubz. 
Et diceulx bénéfices joyr et user en prendre et perceuoir les fruictz prouffitz reuenuz et 
emolumens nonobstant les ordonnances et constitutions de ce Royaume prohibitiues
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aucontraire. Et quant a tout ce que dict est cydessus lauons habilte et dispense habilitons et 
dispensons. Et ausdites ordonnances et constitutions en tant que besoing est ou seroit 
dérogé et dérogeons de noz certains science plaine puissance et auctorite royal par cesdites 
présentes. Pourueu toutesfois que pour raison desdits bénéfices II ne tirera ne fera 
conuenir aucun de noz subiectz en court de Rome mais si a cause diceulx se ment procès. 
Il les poursuyura pardeuant les Juges ou leurs lieuxtenans ausquelz la congnoissance en 
appartiendra. Fol. 314v : Ala charge aussi quii sera tenu de faire residence en cestuy 
notredit Royaume soubz peine de descheoir de leffect de ce présent octroy. Si Donnons en 
mandement a noz amez et feaulx les gens de noz courtz de parlement, gens de noz comptes 
a paris, Trésorier de france general de noz finances tant ordinaires que extraordinaires 
estably audit lieu. Et a tous noz autres Justiciers et officiers quii appartiendra. Que de noz 
presens grâce conge permission octroy habilitation et dispense don de finance ensemble de 
tout le contenu cy dessus Ilz facent souffrent et laissent ledit Georges Buchanan et ses 
successeurs et ayans cause joyr et user plainement paisiblement et perpétuellement sans ce 
leur faire mectre ou donner ne souffrir leur estre faict mis ou donne ores ne pour laduenir 
aucun destourbier trouble ne empeschement au contraire lesquelz si faictz mis ou donnez 
luy estoient les mectent ou facent mectre tantost et sans delay a plaine et entière deliurance et 
au premier estât et deu. Et par rapportant le vidimus de ces présentes faict soubz scel royal 
et recongnoissant du dit Buchanan sur ce suffisante seullement. Nous voulons la somme a 
quoy se pourra monter ladite finance ou Indemnité estre passée et allouée es comptes et 
rabatue delà recepte de notre receueur general par lesdits gens de noz comptes ausquelz 
nous mandons de rechef ainsi le faire sans difficulté. Car tel est notre plaisir nonobstant 
que la valeur de la dite finance ne soit cy declaree. Et quelzconques autres ordonnances 
restrinctions mandemens ou defenses a ce contraire sauf notre droict et lautony en toutes. 
Et afin que ce soit chose ferme et estable a tousiours nous auons faict mectre notre scel a 
cesdites présentes. Donne A Paris on moys D'Aoust, Lan de grâce mil cinq cens 
Cinquante sept [August 1557] et de notre Régné lunzieme. Ainsi signe soubz le reply 
Henry. Et sur le reply Par Le Roy. Delaubespine [Claude de Laubespine, Secretary of 
State].
Regrata audito et consentiente procuratore generali Regis adomis In arresto curie hodiema 
die lato contentum. Parissiis In Parlamento die vigesima sexta mensis Januarij Anno 
domini m ille- quingentesimo quinquagesimo septimo [26 January 1557/1558 n.s.]. Sic 
Signatum Dutillet.
Collation est faicte a Loriginal
[Siged] DUTILLET.
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